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OPIH'ION ADOP.rDIG A RAD DESIGN' 
lQR PACXllC BELL 

I. $PPMry ot Decision 

In this rate design portion of Phase II of Pacific Bell's 
(pacific) general rate ease it was our initial intent to reflect 
the revenue requirement decrease of $86.435 million which we 
adopted in Decision (D.) 87-12-067 as modified by 0.88.-02-046, and 
D.3S.-03-064 by eli:minating most positive or negative surcharqes and 
adjustinq rates to iilcorporate those amounts. Instead, this 
decision finds that because this proceedinq is limited to· 198:6-
projected volumes anel'cannot distril:lute that portion of Pacific'S 
surcharqes which became effective after 1986., following such a plan 
would likely result in rate increases now which would be followed 
by rate decreases in a short while when we conduct the 
supplementary rate design hearings in the present docket. 
Therefore, this decision retains the presently effective 
surcharges, with some modification, and only redistributes revenues 
presently collected in rates, including a shift out of toll rates 
and toll related services ot alXIut $71 million which was authorized 
in the Assigned Commissioner's RUling in this proceeding dated 
April 1, 19S6-, and a shift of $11 million from Special Access rates 
to nonaccess rates which we authorized in 0.8.7-08-048., with 
implementation put over to the present proceeding. 

This rate redesign recognizes the impact of recent 
chan;e$ in the telephone marketplace,. chief amonq which is the need 
for s~ubstantial reductions in rates for toll service, in order to 
position Pacific to better deal with potential direct intra~A 
toll competition as. well as. indirect competition. 'thus, for 
example,. we adopt the proposal of the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA) for a shift from the present subscriber plant 
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~actor (SPF) means of allocatinq nontraffic sensitive costs of the 
local network to toll to. the subscriber line usage, (SLU) allocation 
factor. 

Based on detailed and voluminous service cost studies we 
conclude that private line rates fall far ~elow costs. We 
therefore increase Pacific's private line service recurring rates 
by up to 50%, and its nonrecurring private line charges ~y up, to 
~OO% of present levels, resulting in an overall private line 
revenue increase of $&7.020 million. This increase is only for the 
test year. We do not q.rant the three-year incremental rate 
increases Pacific proposes, nor do we adopt any proposal for 
deaveraged local loop rate schedules or for separate alarm 
transport tariffs. We d.o adopt the disagqregated installation 
charges for secretarial lines proposed by Telephone Answering 
Services of california, Inc. (TASC), ~ut decline to adopt certain 
other changes they propose. 

~le we continue to set basic residence and business 
rates residually tor now--partly in recognition of the fact that 
Pacific's cost data, even if it is accurate, does not necessarily 
reflect the most efficient costs of service,--we do adopt increases 
which have the purpose of moving these rates, except for Lifeline 
rates, q.radually toward costs. Thus, we increase recurring basic 
residence and ~usiness rates ~y approximately 1%, and service 
connection charges by the same approximate percentage (These rates 
are round.ed to the nearest SO.OS and adjusted where necessary to 
meet the overall revenue requirement). We make no change in the 
usage rates for local service. We reject Pacific's 130 Call 
Allowance Plan and retain the present service offerings, ~ut we 
expand the Lifeline options as Pacific proposes. ~he overall 
effect of these basic exchange changes is a revenue increase of 
$10a798 million which includes the effects of increasing FEX access 
rates by the same amounts ·as basic residence and business. service· 
rates. 
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Recognizing that a PBX line equipped with Direct Inward 
Dialing (DID) competes with Centrex, which is designed to provide a 
contribution over cost, this decision adopts an increase of 48'.48% 
for measured rate trunk access and 33.53% for flat rate trunk 
access, contingent on Pacific developing a set of unambiguous 
design parameters describing when a designed circuit (PBX line 
equipped with DID) rather than a regular business line is required 
from the serving central ottice. ~hese changes increase PBX 
revenues by $20.554 million which includes the effects of 
increasinq FEX trunk rates by the same amount as PBX trunk rates. 

We also authorize a number of chanqes in Centrex service 
includinq the unbundlinq of the primary station line charge, an 
increase in the Centrex trunkinq charge trom $.85- to $1.25-, the 
addition of new optional service features,. and a simplification of 
charges for optional services. ~oqether the adopted changes in 
Centrex service result in a revenue decrease of $0.912 million. At 
the same time, we authorize a separate trunk sensitive circuit 
termination rate element for DID which treats all blocks of 100 
station numbers the same,. rather than charging more for the first 
200, and results in lower cost to the customer 'than present rates 
until the customer reaches about 600 station numbers. This design 
benefits telephone answering service (TAS) users,. while slightly 
increasing the DID rate component for very large users. This 
change results in an overall revenue decrease of $1.870' million. 

The decision does not chanqe coin telephone rates, but 
does increase access rates and service connection charges for semi
public coin service to approach costs,. and does increase the access 
and installation rates for coin operated public telephone (COPT) 
service by the same percentages as basic service., These new rates 
will increase revenues tor semi-public service by$9.00S million, 
and revenues for COPT by $.019 million. 

We leave the rate for nonpublished service at $.30 per 
month and' adopt Pacific's proposal for a new service,. Directory 
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Assistance Listing, which permits the customer to be unlisted in 
the telephone directory, but makes the customer's name,. address, 
ana telephone number available in the directory assistance data 
base. The adopted rate ~or this service is $.~S per month.- Rates 
tor Touchtone service remain unchanged for lack of any evidence to 
justify other aetion,. but Pacific is directed to. provide cost and 
revenue data about this service in the supplementary rate design 
proceedings. The charge ~or Verification Interrupt remains 
unchanged as do the rates for Remote call Forwarding. 

The rates for Message Toll Service (MTS) and relatea 
optional calling plans are modified by this decision to' produce a 
revenue decrease of $68.l66 million. The modifications include a 
reduce ion in the number ot MTS rate bands and a slight reduction in 
usage rates for MTS Wadditional minutes of use. w The optional 
calling plans are all retained in their present forms, but their 
revenues are affected by the changes in MTS usage rates. WATS and 
800 service will remain unchanged, but changes in other rates will 

• 

produce a slight reduction, $0.527 million, in revenues from WATS. ~ 
TUrning to ZUK, we adopt Pacific's proposal to· expand Z'OM 

on the periphery of the San Francisco-East Bay Extended Area,. 
resulting in a revenue reduction of $6.252 million. We do not 
adopt the proposals to. change the Z'OM' Zones 2 and 3 boundary 
definitions, but we adopt rate reductions tor usage rates which are 
analogous to the usage rates we adopt tor MTS. The result is a 
revenue reduction of $30.531 million. The proposal ot TORN tor a 
flat rate metropolitan plan and the el~ination of ZUM ana optional 
toll calling plans is re:i'ected,. as is General 'relephone' s request 
for ZOKexpansion_ However, we do authorize the parties to study 
the feasibility of General's ZUM expansion proposal. 

'rhis decision denies Pacific's request to restrict 
Foreiq,n Exchange ,(~ service tG present customers, adopts an FEX 
rate aesiqn aisaqgregated into, an access component which mirrors 
recurrinq basic exchange rates and a separate FEX increment 
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component set at the rate presently attril:>utable to- this increment. 
Nonrecurrinq charqes tor FEX are increasea by lOOt. We also 
authorize the parties to stuay meet-point bill and kee? billing ot 
FEX services and to present this Commission, after statf review and 
approval, with a proposal tor its implementation. The revenue 
impact ot these authorizea nonrecurrinq FEX chanqes is an increase 
ot $12'.751 million. 

We authorize the small Independent Telephone companies 
CITCs) to recover any revenue shorttall caused by the adopted rates 
and charges by a unitorm increase capped. at 100% in their basic 
exchanqe rates and. FEX services, tollowed by a bill and keep 
surcharge on intraLA'rA services where necessary. We authorize· 
General to recover any revenue shortfall by a bill ana keep billing 
surcharqe on intraLA1'A services. The net settlement eftects tor 
each I'rC ot the adopted. rate desiqn and the intraLATA SPF to- SLU 
phase-down in compliance with orderinq paraqrapb. lSA ot 
0.87-12-067, (which have been placed into a memorandum account as 
required by 0.88-03-064), are shown in Appendix C. Appendix 0 sets 
forth the adopted 1986 customer ana FEX service volumes for each 
ITC. Appendix E shows each lTC'S adopted 1986 customer billing 
base and the ettects on its billinq base ot the adopted toll and 
toll private line rates and the adopted. ZOK rates. We deny the 

motion ot customers ot Citizens Utility Company that we tind that 
notice ot chanqes in rates of the ITCs occasioned by this Pacific 
rate desiqn did not meet statutory requirements. We adopt the 
intra~A High Cost Fund proposed by ORA and. the lTCs. 

Additionally, this decision revises Pacitic's present 
billing surcharges to retlect the change in customer b-illing :base 
due to the adopted rate design. The present billing surcharqe is 
revised from -2.52% to -2 .. 616% tor intra LATA toll and toll-related 
serviees;- trom -2.989% to -2.916t tor loeal exchange service; and 
from· -11.407% to-- -11.-552% tor access serviee. Should. we not order .. 
any additional revenue requirement changes betore January 1, 1989, 
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the surcharges applieab~e from that day forward shall be 2.176% tor 
intraLAXA toll and toll-related services, 1.446% tor local exchanqe 
service, and -6.882% for access service. ~hese authorized billinq 
surcharges are set forth in Appendix A. ',t'he development of these 
revised billing surcharges is contained in Appendix F. 

The following 1'al:>le 1 is a summary of the chanqes in 1986 

customer billings and revenues generated by the adopted rate 
design. Theebangesin revenues reflect the settlements tactors 
resultinq trom the Phase 2· Results ot Operations decision, 
0.87-12-067 as modified. 
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Table 1 

StIJm.al:y 0'1: CbaDg'es in 1986- custoaer Billing's 
And Revenues at M9Pted' Rates and Charges 

($000) 

l. PBX (Incl .. FEX recurring) 
2. Remote call Forward.ing 
3. Centrex 
4. Direct Inward Dialing, 
5. Directory access listing 
6. Foreiqn area serv. - nonrecurring 
7. Local usage - Lifeline 
8. ms 
9'. Olll Bonus 

lO. Operatory - BUSy verify 
ll.. optional calling plans 
l2. Private Line (inCl. exp .• savings) 
l3. semi-public (incl expo. savings) 
l4. WATS . 
15. 800 
l6. Z'OH 
17. ZOK Expansion - LCAR 
l8. Implementation 
1.9'. Decrease in Access Charges. 
20. Subtotal, Lines 1. - 19 
21. COPT' 
22'. service Connection 
2'3. Basic Exchange SVc.. (incl recur. FEX) 
24. Subtotal (lines 2'1 - 23) 
25. TOTAL 

(Negative Amount) 

------PACIFIC BELL------
Ch4nqe in Chanqe in 
Billings Revenues 

$2l,4lS. 
o 

(950) 
(l,948) 

(118-) 
13,285-

(376) 
(61,031) 

(1.,735-) 
o 

(ll,3l4) 
73,&47 
9,67l 

(660) 
o 

(32 p 474) 
(1.2,671.) 

(1,,1.30) 
(11. OOOl 
(17,.389') 

20 
1,194 

10,056 
ll,.270 
(6,ll9) 

$20,.5-54 
o 

(912) 
(l,.8.70) 

(113) 
12,75-l 

(361) 
(56,478) 

(1,.150·) 
o 

(10,538) 
67,020 

9,. 00'50 
(527) , 

o 
(30,531) 

(6,252) 
(aOO) 

ClO. §lS) 
(10,817) 

19 
1,l4§ 
9.652; 

10,8.17 
o 

Finally, we ad.dress the quality of Pacific's private line 
service and. find it to be in compliance with the requirements of 
General Order (GO) l52. 

The Administrative Law Judge's (ALJ) Proposed. Oecision in 
this rate desiqn phase was tiled and mailed to the parties on 
May 20, 1988., Pursuant to. Rule 77.3 o.f this Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (Title ZO, california Administrative Code, 
Section 77.3) the tollowinq parties tiled timely comments,. and/or 
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replies to the comments of other parties: Pacific, General 
Telephone, AX&T, Continental Telephone, the Smaller Independent 
Telephone companies, Sprint,. the Federal Executive Agencies, 
Carlos E~ Benemann and. David Kilmer, CBCHA/TCA, WBFAA, API, 'rASC, 
'I'CRN, and Bay Area Teleport. Additionally, Pinnacles Telephone 
Company submitted late-filed comments after discovering a 
computational error. That filinq was reason~le and is accepted.. 
'l'hese comments, to the extent they focused on alleged factual, 
legal, or technical errors in the Proposed Decision, were carefully 
considered in arriving at this final decision. 

A. Proc;§clural and Policy Considerations 
1. Pl;'og:dural History of this Matter 

It is O\lr purpose in the present decision to· adopt a new 
rate design for Pacific Bell, but the scope of the revenues that 
should be included in this rate design is somewhat problematic. 

On June 2S, 1986 Pacific filed its final rate desiqn 
testimony in the present matter. It purports to make no· change in 
total annual revenues, @xcept to· redesiqn rates in a way which will 
allow the elimination of the 2.48% billing surcharge in effect at 
the time by incorporating the net revenues derived from that 
surcharge into rates. The rate d.esiqn proposed by DRA proposes to
spread the same surcharge, but also suggests alternatives should we 
wish to consider later surcharges. Additionally, both these rate 
d.esiqns attempt to· comply with the Assigned commissioner's Ruling 
issued on April 1, 1986 which is discussed below. 

From our issuance of D.SS-03-042 in March of 1985· to our 
issuance ot D ... 87-12-067as modified by 0 .. 88-02-046 in February, 
1988' and 0.88-03-064 in March, 1988 we have imposed a number of 
positive and negative surcharges on Pacifie's rates to· adjust for 
reductions we ordered in access revenues and for attrition or rate 
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case adjustments. Since the time of Pacific's filing this 
intraLA.XA portion of Pacifie's billing surcharge was- increased to 
4.13% effective January 1, 1987 (see Resolution T-l1091 
(December 22,. 1986-», and was then decreased to 1.28-7% effective 
May l, 1987 (see Resolution No. T-l2007 (March 25-,l98-7». It was 
slightly decreased again by D'.8-7-04-024, effective June 7, 198-7 and 
was again decreased t~ -0.193% effeetiveJanuary 1,. 1988' as a 
result of D.87-1Z-0&7. Then,. by Advice Letter 1535& filed in 
compliance with Ordering Paragraph 15A of 0.87-l2-067 as modified 
by 0.8-8-02-046 and D'.88-03-064, different surcharges were 
established, for intraLA.XA toll and for intraLA.XA exchange services 
effective April 10, 1988-. The latter remains at -0.l93%, while the 
former is 0.276%. SUbsequent to- the mailing of the AL!'s proposed 
rate design decision we adopted yet another change in response to
Advice Letter 15l77A,. filed' in compliance with Ordering Paragraph 
la of 0.88-01-064, dated February 2, 1988-,. modifying 0 .. 88-01-06,1,. 

, dated January 28, 1988-. This change reduced the surcharge tor 
intraLATA toll to -2.520% and for intraLATA exchange services to
-2'.989%. These latest surcharge revisions, are reflected in 
Appendices A and F. 

Now that we have the rate design proposals and comments 
of the various parties before us for this general rate case, two 
problems have become clear. The first is that we are necessarily 
confined to the 198& estimated billing base, which means, that any 
increases will be spread under the assumption of a lower volume 
than likely exists- today, thereby magnifying the impact of rate 
increases on ratepayers. The second is that if various components 
of the surcharge are spread in rates today, a rate increase 
followed quickly by a rate decrease would likely result. The 
surcharge in place through 198-6 plus the direct assigmnent of WA1'S 
closed end costs as of January l,. 198-7,. and the 1983 interIATA SPF 
to. SLtr phase;.a,own which had been authorized prior to, 1986 all 
require a rate increase. They are currently being offset by the 
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revenue requirement reductions which were adopted subsequent to, 
1986. BUt since those reductions result from proceedings which 
assume a post-198& billing base, the reductions could not be used 
to, offset the revenue increases it those increases are spread in 
rates. 

In Order"Instituting Investigation (OII) In the Matter of 
Alternative Regulatory Frameworks for Local EXchange carriers, 
issued November 2S, 1987 we stated that pacific should accumulate 
revenue requirement changes occurring subsequent to its general 
rate case Phase 2 decision (D.87-12-06-7, as modified) in a 
memorandum account. Further, we noted that "'(tJhe net effect of 
several upcoming revenue requirement changes ••• will probably be a 
reduction in total revenue requirement.... We added" ""Cw)e see these 
supplementary rate design hearings as providing an opportunity t~ 
move rates downward for services currently priced above cost 
without necessarily having t~ adjust rates upward for basic 
services that are priced below cost."" 

• 

Because of the unnecessary rate fluctuation which we now • 
recognize as the likely outcome of spreading some, but not all, of 
the billing surcharges which have already been adopted, we believe 
.it is pre:terable to address the appropriate spreading of All. 
billing surcharges ordered for services other than access since 
0.85-03-042, along with the surcharges and other rate changes which 
will be addressed in the supplemental rate design hearings. To 
assure the most accurate rate deSign possible in disposing of these 
surcharges, we will direct Pacific and the other parties, including 
the ITCs, to file testimony using 1988 and 1989 projected billing 
base data for use in the supplementary rate design phase of the 
present proceeding. trnti1 then 'We wil,l keep in place the existing 
billing surcharge/surcredit .. 
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The result o~ our adopting this position is that rather 
than considerinq how to spread about $118 million which includes 
the surcharq. revenues 'plus' revenue requirements which we have 
ordered t~be adjusted or shi~ted among Paci~ic's service 
of~erings, this decision will address o~y the spreading o~ revenue 
from the latter source, which comes to about $82 million. 

2 - Tbe Regulatory Context o( the Bate Design 

It is our intent that this decision continue an evolution 
in rate design re~lected in various Commission decisions since the 
AT&T divestiture which we cite above. Mo~e significantly, with 
this rate design we establish a baseline tor moving ahead with any 
~urther changes which may be made in conj unction with our 
investigation into alternate r89Ulatory frameworks in I.S·7-11-033. 
Be~ore proceeding with the d.iscussion o~ speci~ic issues there~ore r 

we brie~ly review some tundamental principles which are and will 
continue to be important considerations for this Commission. 

For a variety o~ economic e~~iciency reasons, we are 
guided DY the same desire voiced by most 0' the parties to, this 
proceed.ing, to move rates over time toward economic costs. Among 
other bene~its, moving toward economic pricing promises to improve 
e~~iciency in both the provision and consumption of 
telecommunications services. Economic pricing can help promote 
uses 'or which value exceeds the -true- cost o~ providing service. 
It can also discourage the allocation o~ utility resources toward 
uneconomic uses and prevent a misallocation of SOCiety's resources 
in tacilities which unnecessarily duplicate those o~ the utility. 

The long-run sustainability of large contribution tlows 
~rom usage rates to support low basic exchange access rates is also 
a central concern--not only in this proceeding but in the 

~ 

regulatory tramework OIl as well. As we have previously noted, 
short-run competitive threats do not appear to, be nearly as 
catastrophic as sometimes has been suggested. We have the time to 
plan an organized, deliberate course to implement ""rationalized"" 
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rates based much more closely on economic costs. In this instance, 
the inertia and the caution of business users in making substantial 
investments in private networks weighs in the commission's favor. 

As a specific target of our continuing rate design policy 
we hope to minimize the potentia~ for uneconomic bypass of the 
pUblic telecommunications network. In 0.85-06-115 we established 
an initial series of steps a~ed particularly to aChieve this end 
'tJy ordering the interLA'rA SPF to SL'O transition. In doing this we 
effectively cut in half the burden of non-traffic sensitive costs 
borne by interexehange carriers which pay access charges, shifting 
it to intraLAXA services. In our recent decision on. Pacific's 
revenue requirement,. 0.87-12-067, we indicated that the SPF to SLU 
methodology for allocating-non-traffic sensitive costs would be 
applied to intraLATA toll service,. thus reducing the costs of 
intr~A usage as well. We intend to continue the clear signaling 
of our long-run direction, as manifested by our SPF to SLtr 
decisions,. 0.85-06-115 and O.87-1Z-,067, to forestall uneconomic 

• 

bypass decisions. • 
continuinq market,. technological and federal regulatory 

chanqes may very well accelerate the bypass threat in the future. 
This Commission must be prepared with a consistent and continuing 
long-term strategy for rate desiqn so that it ~phase in 
significant chanqes qradually and so that the process .can be 
implemented in the most e~~eetive and..1east disruptive way possible 
should an accelerated threat materialize. 

In larqe part, these adjustments to rates will lower the 
price of usinq the. public: network, while raiSing' the price of 
obtaining access to the 'network to levels which more closely 
reflect the costs of service. 

Our course toward economic pric:ing has been a moderate 
one and it is the intent of this decision to continue to balance 
efficiency benefits with the equally important goal of maintaining 
affordable basic service for all Californians. We must proceed 
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cautiously because the evidence of 1Darqinal costs,. which would. 
qreatly assist us in bas-inq rates on economic costs,. is incomplete .. 
Given our commitment to economic usage pricinq, we must quard 
aqainst overreacting to, the need for pricinq adjustments by 
shiftinq too high a percentaqe ot tixed costs to· basic service 
rates.. Such· a tendency might result trom the tact that basic 
residential and business service eharges and rates are priced 
residually after other services have been priced to recover as much 
of the utility'S fixed costs as feasible. 

As the utility responds to more concrete evidence of the 
bypass options of large users and to competitive forces, we should 
resist the abuse of residual pricing to pursue economie efficiency 
objectives that are still in the formative stages of d.evelopment. 
At this point the .shiftinq of fixed. costs from usage to· basic 
exchange services is still fraught with :many value judgments. The 
technologieal imperative is that we give qreater weight to economic 
pricing. 'rhis aelcnowledgement of alternatives to the utility 
system does not require us to ignore other noneconomic policy 
objectives.. In fact,. we have no intention of abandoning those 
consumers who· are most sUbject to monopoly power and who· are most 
in need. of the Commission'S protection, nor do we believe that we 
must choose between efficiency and affordable service.. The 
decision below re~lects these principles. 
B. The'SOurce 01: Reu;ni'"9'> 

Reyemle Reauireaent Changes 

1. Centrex Semce boture Changes 
On May 13, 1987, we issued Resolution T-12023, effective 

that same date, which authorized Pacific to- offer 25 new Centrex 
service features from certain cen.tral offices, pursuant to· 
Pacitic's Advice Letter 15243. Seven ot these features were 
included in the rate design Pacificstibmitted in the present 
proeeedinq. Five of these seven,' however, are set at higher rates 
than those proposed in this rate proceeding. The resolution found 
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that the newly approved rates for these five services would produce 
an additional $58:,93Z over the annual revenues proposed by Pacific 
in its. tiling in this present proceec11nq. Therefore,. the 
resolution directs that this rate effect be taken int~ account in 
the present decision. Our accounting for this revenue effect can 
only be prospective from the effective date'ot this,decision. 

2. Private Line Revenue 
Requirement Reduction 

In 0.87-08-048 issued Auqust 26, 1987, we found Pacific's 
special access (private line and private line-like services) 
revenue requirement should be reduced, this time· by $ll million. 
And aqain,'we necessarily found that that reduction should be 
offset by an increase in nonaccess service rates, chiet.among which 
are basic local exchange services. Because 0 .. 87-08:-048 was issued 
shortly before the expected date of this decision, we directed that 
comments on the appropriate rate design for these changes should be 
tiled for consideration and disposition in the present proceeding 
and that implementation of these revenue requirement shifts should 
occur in the context or this proceeding in order to avoid the 
adverse effects of short-term billinq changes.. 'rherefore-, in this 
decision we are ordering Pacific to shift $11 million in revenue 
from its special access rates on a prospective basis. 'rhe 
appropriate special access rate design after removing this ,$11 

million and the ~pact ot this shift on other telephone companies 
are discussed below. 

3. The Assigned CQRissioner's Ruling 

The final action governinq the extent of rate chanqes is 
the Assigned Commissioner's RUling issued in this proceeding on 
April 1, 1986& The Ruling states at Orderinq Paragraph Z: 

"Pacific's rate design proposal shall be heard 
by the Commission except that the rate shift 
presented shall not be qreater than that 
recommended by PSo- (Public Staff Division, now 
called Oivisionof Ratepayer Advocates or DRAl 
in the compromise proposal filed in its motion 
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of February 1, 1986, adjusted solely to account 
for changes caused DY D.8-6-03-049, unless a 
hearing on a greater revenue shift is permitted 
by order or ruling after the Commission has 
more information as to long-range rate 
projections .. " 

At the time this RUling was issued Pacific had a proposal 
before this Commission which inclUded a shift of over $400 million 
in revenue from intraLAXA toll service to· local exchange rates. 
The ORA proposal mentioned reduced rates for message toll service 
O(rS) and ~S-related· service by $11 million to reflect its 
proposed iUWLATA SPF to- SLU transition. The s\ll)sequent proposal 
filed by Pacific increases residence basic service reVenue by $11.3 
million. We consider that some or all of the $11 million shift 
which we ordered· in 0.8-7-08-048- as well as this $11 million S·PF to· 
SLU change could· be shifted to local basic exchange rates. 
Therefore, we are bound t~ keep any prospective increase in the . 
total revenue requirements for local exchange rates within a 
maximum of about $8-2 million prospectively, and about $71 million 
for the test year. 
c. Rate Design Ob1eqt;lyes of Pacific and PU-

At the same time that Pacific has been experiencing an 
overall reduction in its. revenue requirements, there have Deen 
pressures tending to push the revenue requirement for some end user 
services, notably basic exchanqe services, upwarda This is due in 
part to the entry of competitors into· the interstate long distance 
market following the divestiture of A'r&T"s monopoly of those 
services,. and the impact of that competitive force on the rates 
Pacific is autllorizedto· charge those competitors for such things 
as access to the local network. Thus~ for example, in 0.85-06-115 
we authorized changes in the methods used to calculate Pacific~s 
revenue objective for access services which resulted in reducing 
Pacifie'.s access charges by about $140 million. We offset that 
reduction with a complementary billing surcharge on most of 
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Pacific's end user services--many of which are basic exchange 
services. Another pressure comes from the possibility of 
competition in the intra~A MrS market which we will address in 
Phase III ot I.87-11-033. 

Based on an overall rate design meant to eliminate the 
2.48% surcharge on-nonaccess services in effect after our Phase I 
interim decision in this proceeding, 0.86-03-049, whicn ord.ered a 
revenue decrease of $120.649 million, and t~ redesign some rates so 
as. to, redistribute revenue while remaining revenue neutral overall, 
and taJdn9 note Of the rate pressures referred to a}:)ove,. Pacific 
proposes to· deal with them by decreasing Mx.S rates and. certain 
other service rates and offsetting these decreased revenues by 
increasing basic residence service rates, private line rates,. and 
busiriess rates. Pacific's rate design testimony emphasizes its 
belief in the necessity of our authorizing rate-setting principles 
which tarqet basic residence service at subsidized rates and which 
assure that other rates are set to move toward costs. Pacific asks 

" 

• 

us to move away trom, a focus on average historical costs and. toward • 
a focus on economiceosts, giving consideration to such issues as 
geographical cost differences, cost differences due to usage 
variations among types ot customers, perceived value or demand 
balanced against the availability and prices of substitute 
services, and efficient network utilization. 

DRk has proposed two rate designs, one based only on 
spreading the 2.48% surcharge in effect in 1986 as a result of the 
$120.649 million reduction in revenue requirement adopted in 
0 •. 86-01-026, and another which assumes a total 1986 test year 
revenue requirement reduction of about $300 million based on ORA's, 
recommendations in the Results of Operations phase ot this 
proceeding. 

In the first desiqn ORA witness Shantz proposes reducing 
MTS revenue by $47.428: million, 'increasing business and. resid.ence 
~asic exchange service rates by a uniform, percentage amount to· 
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recover an additional $101.825 million, increasing rates ~or 
private line and private line-like services by about $~7.5 million, 
and increasing service connection charges by about $7 million. 
(See p. 1 to attachment to Exhibit 3.5-1.) 

His second rate design, filed subsequent to Pacific's 
June 25, 198& rate design and based on a reduction in revenue 
requirement of about $300 million, proposes reducing MTS and MTS
related services by about $125 million, reducing basiC eXChange 
rates by nearly $88 million and retaining most of the other 
proposed rate revisions. (see Exhibit 352, p. OMS-3.) 

ORA presents yet a third rate design in its opening 
brief. This design proposal addresses spreadinq about the same 
$300 million revenue reduction; however, it includes spreading an 
additional amount which recognizes the increase in the billing 
surcharge which became effective on January 1, 1987 to account for 
a reduction in the revenue requirement tor interLAXA access 
services. This third rate design proposes decreasing MTS rates by 
about $2~.7 million, very slightly changing the previously proposed 
increase for private line and private line-like services (trom 
$67.54 million to, $U.165 million), leaving the increase in service 
connection charges the same, and, continuing to decrease basic local 
service rates but by the much smaller amount of about $19 million. 
ORA advocates spreading this basic exchange rate decrease uniformly 
across all basic service rates. 
D. Rate Design Objec;tiyes of other Parties 

rate 
In the principal decision in Pacific's previous general 

case we described our rate-setting process as follows: 
-Generally speaking, we set rates for a 
particular service based on one ot three 
distinct models: (1) setting rates ,to recover 
the full costs of service, including an 
appropriate factor for return on invested 
capital: (2) setting rates to recover the full 
costs of service plus an additional ' 
contribution toward common costs or the costs 
of other services; and (3) setting rates . 
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residually to recover revenue requirement not 
achieved from other services. The first model 
ot fully cost-based rates is our general 
standard. We apply the second model to· 
optional, discretionary services where 
considerations or demand. elasticity, value of 
service, and historical rate relationships 
justify setting rates above cost. 'I'he third 
model, residual pricing, is reserved for basic 
exchange services and related essential 
services which the Commission historically has 
sought to protect from the impact of drastic 
rate increases, in the interest of promoting 
the goal or universally attordable telephone 
service.- (Pacitic Tel. & Tel. Co. (1984), 
0.84-06-111, mimeo. at· 142-143.) 

The parties to this present rate design proceeding differ in their 
views of how costs should be measured, how we should determine 
which of the above models to apply to a particular rate, and how we 
should determine the appropriate amount of contribution to assign 
to-rates tor those optional or discretionarY services which are set 
according to the second model. 

Further, three parties, the california Bankers Clearing 
House Association and the Tele-Communications Association, herein 
jointly referred to as CBCHA/TCA, and sometimes called the Users 
Group, a group comprised of the United States Department of 
Defense,. the General services Administration, and all other Federal 
Executive Agencies, herein jointly referred to as FEA, and the 
Western Burglar and Fire Alaxm Association (WBFAA) prefer that 
there be no. rate desiqn at all, and that we simply reflect the 
changes in Pacific's revenue requirements by adopting a uniform 
surcredit or surcharge to be applied to all ~ervices. 

CBCHA/TeA arque that the Commission should wait to adopt 
a rate design -until the revenue requirement is more certain and 
the cost study support more accurate.- However, they ask that in 
the event we do adopt a new rate design, that we reject Pacific's 
and adopt the one which they offer. The key feature of CBCHA/TCA's 
proposal is its elimination of most residual rate-setting and 
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coverinq a far qreater portion of costs througn access rates, 
thereby reducing usage rates. 

It is FEA's position that rates should be set for each 
particular service at least as high as the incremental cost for 
providing that service, and then any augmentation in the price/cost 
margin should »e set on the basis of market conditions, with lower 
price/cost margins for services with a relatively elastic demand 
curve and higher price/cost margins for services with a relatively 
inelastic demand curve--with certain narrow exceptions where 
subsidies are maintained for ... those customers who are truly in 
need..... However, FEA maintains that Pacific could not set prices in 
this way because it has not produced incremental cost studies for 
each specific service category. FEA concludes that this 
constitutes a failure to comply with this commission's prior 
decisions and the recommendations of Pacific's own priCing- policy 
witness, Dr. Harris,. and therefore requires that Paci~ic's rate 
proposals be rejected. 

WBF~ f1ndsPacific's cost studies to be ""uncertain,'" its 
revenue projections to»e ""unclear,· and its view of the ~uture to 
be ""murky,"" and asserts that the result might be ""unanticipated and 
undeserved revenues (for Pacific), and irreparable harm to the 
ratepayers •. "" WBFAA therefore urges that the present surcharge 
remain in place or that all rates be adjusted by the amount of the 
surcharge. Though WBF~ does not address other revenue shifts,. we 
assume that it prefers that any rate shift be spread across all 
services on the same percentage basis. 

Further, Telephone Answering Services of california, Inc. 
(TASC) also argues that Pacific's cost studies are unreliable and 
supports this Commission's rejection of the Pacific cost studies 
and adoption ot the motion tiled in February, 19S6 by DRA and the
subject of the Assigned Commissioner's Ruling mentioned above, 
which proposed setting the then-current billing surcharge to zeror 

reducing MtS rates by $71 million to retlect DRA's proposed 
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intraLAXA SPF t~ SLU transition, realiqning certain ZOK rates in 
the san Francisco Bay area, and applying the remaining revenue 
requirement (about $201 million) as a unifor.m increase across all 
service categories except Coin, Lifeline, and Centrex. 

We aqree with CBCHA/TCA, FEA, WBFAA., and TASC that 
problems with cost studies as well as other issues these parties 
raise have made our rate design e:fforts more difficult; however,. 
Pacific and its ratepayers have a right to the rate desiqn they 
seek rather than continued across-the-board additions and 
subtractions to rates which may deserve different treatlnent or may 
deserve to, :be supplanted with new or different rate elements.. The 
issues these p~ies have raised are not insurmountable. There is 
always some imprecision in this process. We do not believe it is 
s~ qreat in this record that we must forego a review of Pacific's 
rate desiqn proposals al toqether. 

:moo Doaic BMidential ADd BUsinesS service 

A. Residential and -inns Rates 
1. Pac~ic'. Basic Residence 

Acc:ess and' Vsage Ptoposal 

Pacifie proposes a new billing disaggregation for basic 
residence exchange service which distinguishes between that portion 
of exchange service ~hich is common to, all customers and not usage 
sensitive,.. which it designates as access, and that portion of 
exchange service which is usage sensitive. Pacific proposes 
setting the residence access line rate at $4.45 per month for all 
its residence ~fferings. Its cost witness, Mr. Scholl, claims the 
average historical cost for access is $25 per month. 

Pacific then proposes three usage 'offerings, also 
targeted at rates requiring subsidy. The plans include a 
continuation of the present wonlimited calling PlanN within the 
local (ZUoK Zone 1) area, and the ~easured Call PlanNdesignedfor 
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those whose local usage needs are minimal,. and the establishment o-f 
a new ·call A1lowance Plan.· 

The unlimited Calling Plan would be set at a flat rate of 
$5.5S, so that with the addition ot the access charge the total 
cost for unlilllited usage would become $10 rather than the $8.25 

presently authorized. 
The call Allowance Plan would be set at $3.80 per month 

in addition to the access charge and would permit 130 untimed local 
messages per month with each local message thereafter being charged 
at $.08 per message,. up to a maximum ot $1.75. 'rhus,. this plan 
would also be capped at $10 per month, but those customers 
accumulating no more than 130 local messages would pay only $8.2$ 
per month, the same as the presently authorized unlimited calling 
rate. Pacitic states that about 65% ot today's residence customers 
make. fewer than 130 local calls per month and that this plan would, 
therefore, meet their needs·. Pacific's rate design witness 
sullivan testified that this plan would keep most customers' rates 
at their present level and would cost Pacific $8- to $io million to· 
implement. Further,. according to Exhibit 345 Pacitic proposes to 
notify its customers that their service will automatically be 
converted to the 130 call Allowance Plan unless they request a 
ditferent service. 

The Measured Call Plan would not change except for the 
names of the rate elements. It is set at the access rate plus $.04 
tor the first minute ot usage and $.01 tor each additional minute. 
Additionally, customers of this service would receive a $3.00 

monthly allowance against their local and Z'CK Zone 2 usage. That 
comes to- 37 1/2 S-minute local calls per month. Sullivan asserts 
that about 20% ot Pacitic's present residential customers could 
s~scribe to· this plan, continue their present calling patterns, 
and pay no more than the $4.45 access charqe each month. 

As tor OniversalLifeline Telephone service CULTS or 
Liteline) Pacitic proposes to leave the rate for measured service 
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at $1.48, which is computed as 50% ot the measured access rate less 
$.75· CUstomer Premises Equipment cePE) rental credit.. Liteline 
measured rate service continues tG provide a call allowance ot 60 

local calls (as contrasted with $3.00 worth of measured local usage 
for non-Lifeline measured. service) and proposes reducing the 
additional charge to- $.08 tor all calls rather than the present 
rates ot $ .. 10 tor 61 to- 70 calls and $.15- for all calls atter the 
70th. 

Sullivan testitied that Pacitic wishes to make Lifeline 
service more valuable to those who quality for it by also, offering 
a discounted 130 cal,l Allowance Plan and the Unlimited calling Plan 
so that economically disadvantaged customers can have the same 
options as other customers. Initially Pacitic proposed a $2.00 
monthly discount tor the 130 call plan and the unlimited call plan 
for Lifeline customers; however, with the intervening passage of 
AB 3283 on september 23, 1986 amending Public Utilities Codes 
§ 739.2, Pacific asks that these services ):)e offered to Lifeline 
customers on the same sot tariff rate basis as basic measured 
service. Pacific requests that it De permitted' to, recover the 
discounted Liteline amounts tor these optional services trom the 
Universal Telephone Service FUnd. 

Pacific also proposes that the charge tor installation or 
service on individual business lines be raised trom $70 to $100 for 
the first line, but stay at $70 for each additional line_ Further, 
it proposes to give customers 90 days trom ilnplementation ot these 
new rates to choose a new service (or, presumably, to choose ~ to· 
be transferred to the 130 Call Allowance Plan) without ):)einq 
subj'eet to a charge tor the change .. 

2. critic~ aDd Al.terDa.t1ves to 
PAcific's Residence Prqposal 

a. gc:BA/TCA 

The CBCHA/TCA proposal agrees with the concept of 
separate· charges tor residential access and usage:: however, as 
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their witness Or. Selwyn testified, they believe that Pacific's 
proposal detrfmentally perpetuates an unnecessarily high annual 
subsidy to basic exchange access lines of about $2 billion (the 
amount by which costs Pacific as~iqns to local access e~ceed 
revenues), and· consequently, excessive rates for other services 
such as intraLATA usage, intrastate interLATA access, and 
interstate access. selwyn testified that this policy results in 
suppressing deman.cl and giving customers incentive to, bypass.. He 
argues that the goal of universal service can be met at a far lower 
cost through a targeted subsidy program for Lifeline customers 
while moving access line rates for all other residential exchange 
access toward cost. 

citing- a study performed by the staf'f of the- Florida. 
Public service Commission, selwyn claims that residential demand 
'for local service is highly price inelastic,_ and concludes that the 
Lifeline meChan1sm already provided for in california is all we 
need to. assure the universal availability o.f basic telephone 
service. He therefore proposes to reduce, and eventually eliminate 
the subsidy to. non-Lifeline residential ratepayers. 

As a first step CBCHA/TCA proposes a plan with three 
basic options for residential customers. All customers would pay 
$S.OO monthly for access. Under the first service option the 
customer would pay an additional $2.10 which would inclUde a $3.00 
usage allowance. Additional calls would be $.04 for the first 
minute and $.01 for each additional minute. Thus, this option 
would cost $7.10 for up to $3.00 of usage. The second option, 
untimed measured, service would be priced at the access rate plus 
$4.2S per month for up to'l.30 untimed calls. Additional calls 
would be priced at a flat $.07, with no. usage cap. Thus this 
option would cost $9.25 'for up to 130 untfmed calls per month. The 
third" option' is for flat rate service at $9.00 per month plus the 
$5·.00 access charge, 'or a total of $14.00 per month. Each service 
would be discounted by 50% plus the $.75- equipment credit for 
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Lifeline customers. Selwyn's minimal reliance on local measured 
calls arises from his concern that~ at an average cost increment of 
$·.08 more than a local flat rate call, measured calls are o:f 
dul:>ious value. 

Selwyn asserts that the combination of his exchange 
rate proposal and his ZUoKproposal discussed below will stimulate 
callinq and. create a l)etter balance between rates and: costs for .. 
both access and usage. 

Pacific responds to the proposal of CBCHA/TCA by 
noting that the existing subsidy requirement ~can and should be 
substantially reduced by elilninatinq, over a reasonable period. of 
time, the sul:>sidies which many business services currently enj. 0'1 • ~ 

Pacific claims that its proposals will more effectively accomplish 
that goal and will also appropriately reflect the variances in the 
maqnitude of revenue-to-cost shortfalls among services. 

DRAurqes this commission to reject Selwyn's proposal 
as an unjustifie~departure from our traditional policy of setting 
residential rates on a residual basis. It also claims that 
Selwyn's proposal would· only spread the benefit of reduced revenue 
requirement to business customers when both business and 
residential customers should share the benefit. 

b. ED. 
The FEA assert that traditional rate structure must 

be changed by reducing price/cost margins for those services which 
are sensitive to· price and subject to· competition. FEA claim that 
this should be accomplished by assuring that any sul:>sidy to local 
exchanqe customers qoes only to those who are truly in need.. ThUS, 

FEA propose moving pricinq for services with relatively inelastic 
demands, presumably includ.ing basic resid.ential service to· those 
who are not truly needy, to incremental cost, plus whatever further 
amount basic demand considerations will permit. Recognizinq that. 
customers with relatively inelastic demands for particular services 
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will resent an immediate doubling or tripling of prices, FEA 
sugqest that the change be made by degree and not all at once. 

FEA. argue that this measure is necessary to 
cirC'Wllvent bypass by large users, including FEA which will occur 
because alternative suppliers. and new technologies (arel driving 
down cost. FEA. clatm that loss ot business trom- these' large users 
would result in stranded investment and increase the revenue 
requirement on basic exchange service even further. FEA add that 
offering volume discounts will also encourage these high volume 
business and government customers not to- bypass. 

FUrther, FEA assert that incremental or marginal cost 
information is crucial to- determining appropriate rates, and point 
out that we ordered Pacific to submit such information in this 
proceeding. FEA claim that Pacitic should have provided 
incremental cost data by service cateqory, and' that the data 
provided is insufticient since it only relates to thre'e broad 
categories ot plant: local loop, interoffice facilities and 
switching equipment. FEA add that since both their Witness, 
Or. Baughcum, and Pacific's expert witness on pricing policy, 
Or. Harris, testified that incremental cost is the proper cost' 
methodology this commission should require Pacific to submit 
incremental cost data by service category in its next rate case. 

As for the present,_ FEA argue that we should reject 
Pacific's rate design proposals because they are based on estimates 
of embedded costs which FEA's Bauqhcum describes as having little 
to do with economic or market value. He cites with approval .the 
testimony ot Harris that in a competitiv~ environment, setting 
prices on the basis of historic costs will cause substantial 
allocative and technical inetficiencies. (Ex. 316-, pp. 30-31.) 

c. :.t:mDf 
TURN's witness,. Sylvia M. Siegel, argues that 

Pacific's residential customers are entitled to a share of the 
revenue: requirement reduction by way ot reduced'rates for basic 
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service. She proposes a *Residential Rate Simplification Planw 

under which local measured service (LMS) would be eliminated 
altoqether in favor of universal flat rate service and flat rate 
lifeline service. Siegel proposes offering this flat rate service 
at $6.00 per month, with lifeline set at $2'.25- (one hal! the normal 
rate less $.7~ to, offset telephone equipment costs). FUrther, she 
testitied that based on P~citic's workp~per volumes she estfmates 
that a revenue neutral universal flat rate would be $7.73 per month 
and that her proposal would reduce annual revenues by roughly $12S 
million. 

TORN urges this Commission to· reject Pacific's 130 
call Allowance Plan for being priced specifically to make flat rate 
service unecon,omieal for each and every residence customer, aespi te 
any considerations of costs and revenues.. TORN points out that 
Pacific's costs of serving customers who· switch from flat rate to 
this measured service would rise by the cost of measuring the 
calls. TURN states that if SSt, or 3.7 million, of Pacific's 
residential customers switch to the new 130-call plan, as Pacific's 
workpapers suggest, and if SCholl's esttmate of $.004 per message 
for measuring is accurate, and if it is assumed that each customer 
averages 100 calls per month (a figure which appears low to TURN), 
then the additional annual cost for measurement would be $17.76 
million. TORN concludes that the 130-call plan is a loss-leader 
for Pacific under which every customer will pay less than the flat 
rate,. while every customer will actually create higher costs of 
service than do flat rate customers. 

TURN also opposes Pacific's efforts to separate basic 
service into. access and usage components, reminding this Commission 
that we rejected a similar proposal in our last Pacific rate design 
decision, 0.84-06-111, which, alIlong other things, found that the 
proposed distinction was more didactic than practical. TURN 

asserts that the proposal is purely a marketing tool that attempts 
to redefine existing services in ways that would slant Commission 
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and public attitudes toward the Utility's repricing schemes. TURN 
alleges that nothing has changed since we made the observation in 
D~84-06-111, that ·PacBell does not actually propose unbundled 
rates but merely uses .. the access/usage dichotomy to explain the 
relationship between its proposed rates and its calculated costs.* 
(0.84-06-111 at 27S). FUrther, TORN alleges that the policy is 
illegally discriminatory in that a residential flat rate customer 
would pay $4.45 tor access alone, while an LMS customer would 
receive access plus $3 worth ot free usage tor the same amount. 

CBCHA/TCA expresses agreement with TORN that 
Pacific's measurement of local calls improperly inflates the cost 
of providing residential exchange service, but does not agree with 
TORN's rate proposal, since it contends that even Pacific's 
proposal prices local access too far below cost. 

Pacific is also critical ot TORN's proposals, 
claiming that it is necessary t~narrow sUbsidy targets to 
residence access and a reasonable amount of usage and service 
connection, in this period ot diminishing sources ot subsidy .. 
Pacific argues that '!'ORN.'s proposal would decrease rates tor 
customers who generate the greatest costs, the residence tlat rate 
customers, while increasing rates for the measured service 
customers wh~ generate the least costs, and adds that the 130 Call 
Allowance Plan tOC]ether with its. other proposed local offerings 
more appropriately provide the Commission with. the means to direct 
subsidy flows to achieve its. policy objectives in the most 
efficient manner. 

d. BrylaysJd, 
Dr. Robert E. Brylawski testified on his own banal:! 

about Pacific's residential basic exchange service proposal. His 
testimony agrees with that of Siegel that Pacific has not provided 
cost support to- justify increasing tlat rate service rates as 
proposed while leaving measured service rates unchanged. He 
:!urtherasaerts that Pacific's cost studies. suggest that current 
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relative prices of the two services are reasonably in balance from 
a revenue/coststandpoint. 

'Brylawski bases his testimony on a comparison of 
Scholl's testimony and. related workpapers,. Exhibit 293,. a customer 
usage study done by Pacific,. and portions of Sullivan's testimony 
and workpapers which,. he states, together lead him to conclude that 
there are several errors in Scholl" s data input which. distort the 
revenue and cost figures Pacific adopts for residential basic 
exchange service. 

As. shown in Table 2 to Exhibit 379, Brylawski's 
calculations conclude that the revenue shortfall is fairly similar 
for either flat or measured service based on either Scholl's data 
or Exhibit 293, but that the revenue to· cost ratio- revealed that in 
both instances flat rate service contributes proportionally more to 
meet its costs than measured service. Based on this finding and 
his contention that revenue shortfall is a more reasonable basis 
for comparing alternative services in the same service class, he 
recommends preserving the present balance by spreading the new 
revenue requirement tor residential basic exchange service between 
flat and measured services by raising or lowering the rates for 
both services by essentially equal ~ollar amounts_ 

Brylawski is opposed to the 130 call Allowance Plan, 
claiming that support data for both costs and revenues are woefully 
inadequate and cautioning that the data available suggest that it 
is designed prtmarily to draw customers away from flat rate service 
and raise a distinct possibility that this plan may actually , 
produce incremental costs in excess of incremental revenue. He 
als~ objects to, the plan on policy grounds, claiming that it will 
turther complicate the customer's choice of basic service and 
require them to be dependent on Pacific's representatives tor 
advice. Brylawski point$ out that flat rate service would become 
supertluous under Pacific"s proposal and expresses the suspicion 
that it is designed t~ drive flat rate service out of existence • 
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Brylaws)ci asserts that there is no- discussion ot the 
incremental costs of this plan when compared. to the status quo·, but 
claims that there will at least be a cost for service reqrades for 
the 4.2 million customers who will switch to the service. 
Suggesting the -modest- assumption of $30 per reqrade,. he 
calculates this nonrecurring cost to· be $l.25 million. Brylawski 
also claims there will be a new cost of measuring and· billing for 
local calls that are currently unmeasured under flat rate. He 
estimates this as ranging between $2.5 and $7.5 million annually, 
depend.ing on the call volume estimate used and.· the measuring, cost 
per call used., and. points. out that ad.d.ing this add.itional cost to 
the incremental revenue of $4.5- million which Pacific proj ects will 
result in 'something between a $2 million increment and a $3 million 
loss. 

8. me 
ORA's Exhibit 329 critiques Pacific's various cost 

studies. It agrees that Pacific's methodology for establishing the 
cost of service connection for residence and business services is 
sound and produces acceptable results, but expresses skepticism of 
the accuracy of Pacific's bottoms-up· studies o·f subscriber access 
lines and local usage. 

ORA agrees with Pacific's conclus~on that costs of 
subscriber access are likely to exceed. revenue trom, present rates, 
but does not accept Pacific's estimates because they are not based 
on a true bottoms-up cost study. Specifically, ORA criticizes the 
major component of the access cost study, the. local access line 
loop stud.y, for not using a larger sample size. ORA argues that 
Pacific's precision level of plus or minus 13% for residence loop 
length and plus or minus 16% for business loop length at a 
confidence probability of 95% is inadequate and that the. preCision 
level should. be plus or minus st. ORA also criticizes as 
unscientific some ot the assumptions Pacific made about various. . 
quantities of outside plant.not included in the loop study-which 
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result in zore than doubling the total loop lenqth. ORA also 
objects to, Pacific's use of }X)oked. investlDents ~or outside plant to 
distribute investment dollars to, the loop footaqe, arquing that 
this is inappropriate to a true bottoms-up stUdy. 

ORA. addresses the reasonableness of the zethodology 
of Pacitic's bottoms~up local usage study, findinq the zethodoloqy 
pacific uses to determine costs ot two ot the three equipment 
categories to, be appropriate, but the third to be inconsistent. 
The first two give elDl>edded cost output. The third provides 
increlllental costs, to which Pacific has added an "embedding 
factor." ORA. points out that this inconsistency "casts doubt on 
the likelihood that the switching cost component represents an 
average embedded. bottoms-up- cost.... (Exhj,bit 329, 1.0-4.) FUrther,. 
ORA points out that since the. usaqe costs are not current,. but 
embedded,. they are otvery lizited use in evaluating, bypass 
potential or other'competitive pressures or in analyzing pricing 
proposals in the present environment. 

with these reservations in mind,. ORA has relied. 
little on Pacific's cost studies and has instead emphasized the 
importance ot making rate c1esiqn changes which add.ress its policy 
goals by making rate changes which protect basic' service rates. 
ORA states that its primary goals are t,o eliminate the billing 
surcharqe 'and decrease MTS rates. ORA. witness Shantz suggests. that 
a first priority tor accomplishinq that is an increase in rates and 
charqes tor private'line and private line-like services and 
possibly a sliqht increase in basic local residence and business 
services rates. 

ORA proposes increasing the rates tor service 
connection charges, but slightly decreasinq basic exchange service 
rates. In his'pre-filed testim.ony ot july 10,1986, (ExhiPit,35-1), 
Shantz explains ORA's rationale for increasing service connection 
charqes. He states that the present service connection charges, 
were established. in zid-l'984 and that "ORA does not believe 'that 
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the charqes for these labor intensive activities should remain 
unchanqed for as long as five years. w Nonetheless, ORA does not 
aqree with the imposition of a large increase in this rate. 
Rather,. this initial testilnony ot Shantz proposes a uniforll\ 
percentage increase of about 5% for each service which can be 
characterized as a form of access lines. This,. he asserts, will 
reflect the labor intensive nature of these services while 
excluding' increases for services which were the subject of our, 
investigation int~ Pacific's m4rketinq p~actiees such as Touchtone 
and optional callinq plans. 

ORA opposes Pacific's unbundling of ~esidence rates 
into access and usaqe components, statinq that it will lead t?, 
customer eonfusion and makes no sense when discussing a flat rate 
service. ORA also opposes. the 130 call Allowance Plan and the 
automatic conversion to this plan which Pacifie propose$, arquing 
that the similarity between this and the proposed flat rate service 
will lead to customer confusion and could mislead customers into
believing' that the 130-call plan is the same as flat rate service. 
DRA therefore advocates leaving' the residential service choices as
is. FUrther, DRA points out· that this commission has traditionally 
set residential rates on a residual basis, and concludes that there 
is no justification for abandoning that policy as some of the 
parties have suggested. 

Although DRA initially opposed Pacific's proposed 
flat rate lifeline offering, it now contends that the p~oposal is 
supported-by the January, 1987 amendment to Publie Utilities Code 
§ 739.2. 

CBCHA/TCA criticize DRA's residual pricing argument 
as simply a characterization of past Commission practice which has 
no place in a post-divestiture environment where competitive and 
potentially competitive services ought to be priced- to- reflect
economic costs of providing' them except in those limited· areas 
where subsidy is required to- ensure universal service. CBCHA/TCA 
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adds that absent some valid public policy rationale the subsidy to· 
residential basic exchange serviee which ORA advocates. is 
unreasonable and discriminatory in violation o·f PUblic Utilities 
Code §§ 451 and 453. 

FEA criticize DRA's proposal because of the 
si9Dificant risk of stranded investment and ultimately higher basic 
exchange rates which arise from not following marginal cost-based 
or market-based priCing policies. 

Pacific also criticizes ORA's proposal for 
disregarding the competitive threats to the services which help 
subsidize basic exchange service in order to achieve a minimal 
reduction in basic exchange rates (e.g. ORA's propos~d reduction of 
$.15- in the monthly rate for Individual Line Measured Rate 
Residence Service with a $3-.00 usage allowance and its $.Os. 
proposed reduction for Individual Line Measured Rate Business 
Service). Furthermore, Pacific defends against ORA's criticism of 
its local usage cost study and its access line loop study precision 
factor pointing tOo ORA witness statements which it claims support 
Pacific's conclusions. 

3. Discussion ot Residence Rate Proposals 
The importance of taking account of economic costs of 

service and setting rates that promote efficient use of the network 
will be growing as our economy becomes increasingly dependent on 
communications networks for transaction and information services. 
Large applications in particular may be greatly affected by 
uneconomic usage rate design, and such rate design will probably 
aggravate other tendencies toward private networks. At the same 
time that we recognize this future scenario- we also recognize the 
need to provide rate subsidies for those who truly need them 
through the Lifeline program. outside this focus, however, it is 
our intent that basic exchange rates should gradually but 
continually., move toward a closer relationship with efficient 
economic costs of-service. 
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This is d.ifferent from the abandonment of residual 
pricing of basic residence services as proposed. by CBCHA/~CAor FEA 
with only a tarqeted subsidy fer Lifeline customers. Both base 
their argument fer this policy change, as at least in part, on the 
bypass threat. We recognize that bypass is a problem facing 
Pacific; however, we ~li.ve that the presently authorized 
interLA'l'A SPF to- SLU phase-down, aleng with the intraLA~A SPF to' 
sur phase-down which we authorized in D.87-12-06-7 will provide a 
sufficient Signal of eur continued intent to limit incentives for 
uneconomic bypass without the need for the sort of dramatic shifts 
in basic rates they advocate. 

As we have pointed out befere in proceedings addressing 
this question cf how to deal with the costs of the local netwerk, 
the qreat bulk of the nontraffic sensitive (NTS) costs at issue 
here are capital-related costs such as earnings on capital 
inv~stlnent, income taxes on those earnings, depreciation charges, 
and property taxes. ~be magnitude of these capital costs is 
attributable to the method cf accounting for subscriber plant costs 
over the years which was designed to keep the costs of becoming a 
subscriber to telephene service lew in keeping with the national 
(and Bell system) telecommunications pelicy goal cf universal 
telephone service. The costs cf these local 'racilities were not 
charged to. the local subscribers whom they were built to. serve. 
Often the facilities were built to meet antiCipated future need so 
there were no. subscribers to.- charge. The ubiquitous nature of the 
resulting telephene network benefits all users. The logic of these 
accounting practices and the shared benefits that resulted from 
them. seem. to this Cemmissien to mandate that the costs of that 
network shoUld be shared and not new thrust selely upen the 
shoulders cf the lecal users. At the same time, however, in _ 
response to the emerqence of technological alternatives to the 
local network, we give greater recognition to the economic pricing 
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of usage. We believe that the transition from SPF to SLU cost 
allocation accomplishes these qoals. 

Further, we expect basic exchange rates in the long-run 
to· approach the most efficient costs of service. We explicitly 
make no endorsement that,. even assuming their accuracy, the costs 
currently reflectedl:ly Pacific as the cost of basic' access lines,. 
for example, Ar.e. those most efficient costs. Observers should not 
mistake the willingness and even the desire to, accommodate 
increases in basic exchange access rates as any relief from this 
Commission"s will to apply continuing requlatory pressure on 
corresponding costs. 

Indeed,. one of the Commission's challenges as it 
considers changes in regulatory mechanisms in I.87-11-033 will be 
to find more effective ways to keep pressure on exchange carriers 
to minimize the cost of l:lasic exchange access lines. Basic 
exchange access is perhaps the service least subject to competitive 
pressures for cost reduction and most susceptible to· the 
Wgoldplatingw and lack of managerial attention popularly and 
frequently cited as one of the primary rationales for reexamining 
the effectiveness of rate of return requlation. 

Considering the questionable reliability of the available 
cost .information the fairest means of instituting a rate increase 
~or local exchanqe services is to adopt an increase spread across 

all recurring local service rates as uniformly as. possible, as DRA. 
suggests. For this reason we find no merit in TURN's proposal to· 
stmply reduce flat rate service rates to $6.00' per month. There is 
no reason to exempt lmy service, includinq the measured call plan, 
from this spread. We will not adjust rates for message units in 
this process. As Pacific's rate design indicates, these rates 
should remain at their present levels. 

Pacific propose's increasing its service connection charge 
tor installation of an initial business line from $70 to $100. 

,We aqree with DRA. that service connection charges should be 
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moderately increasea to take increasing labor oosts into acoount. 
However, there is no more·basis in the record for authorizing an 
inconsistently large increase in a charge which impacts the 
residential customer's ability to- establish basic service,. than 
there is for authorizinq a larqe increase· which impacts. that 
eustomer's ability to maintain basic service. Therefore,.. we will 
adopt the same uniform percentaqe increase for this service that we 
adopt for other residence rates. 

Turning to- the specific service categories. ot Pacitic::'s 
resid.ence rate design proposal, we find the pricing structure of 
Paci:fic's proposed 130 call Allowance Plan troubling. As ORA, 
TORN, ancl Brylawski point out, the Plan woulcl make the proposed 
flat rate service uneconomical ancl therefore essentially eliminate 
the :flat rate service option. The 130 call Allowance Plan proposal 
would simply contus~ ratepayers and obscure the clistinct difference 
between flat rate plans and measured call plans which exists today_ 
Flat rate service is less costly to administer than measured rate 
service. The recordd.emonstrates no basis tor eliminating it. 
Flat rate service should continue to be an option. Therefore, we 
reject Pacific's 130 call Allowance Plan. Obviously, Pacific's 
claimed. implementation expense of $9.394 million for this plan is 
also· rejectecl. 

We are likewise not persuacled by 'I"O'RN's arqument that the 
present measuredc:all plan should. be eliminated. Pacific shall 
continue to offer its two present basic services to residential 
eustomers--individual line measured rate service with a usage 
allowance presently set at $3.00, and individual line :flat rate 
service. 

As for Pacific's proposal to create two separate rate 
elements for residence ser:vice, access ancl usage, we tindsucll a 
step adcls terminology which implies rate policies which are 
inconsistent with the use of residual pricing of residential basic 
rates which we follow in this decision, and which are also 
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inconsistent with flat rate pricing. Therefere, we will not adopt 
the proposed separate rate elements for residence service at this 
time. 

In our efferts t~ premete efficient use ef the lecal 
telephene system, we have autherized tariffs which charge 
separately for access andu5age and are knewn as Wmeasured rates. w 

Hewever,' as neted above, Pacific's proposal to charge eaoh 
subscriber an access fee plus an additienal usage fee, regardless 
ot whether the usage rata is tlat or m.easurecl,. is not acceptable. 

The cencept o.f measured rates intrigues inclustry pundits, 
since such pricing might give a m.ere accurate signal ef the cost o.f 
service t~ the tel~phone customer. Ideally, calls sheuld be priced 
at no. more than marginal cest so that incremental usage will net be 
overpriced, to the extent that uneconemic bypass occurs. Given 
rates that reflect the cest ot service, the consumer presumably 
will tailer his or her demand in such a way that increases in the 
capacity ef the phene system will be required only when censumer 
demand justifies additional investment by the phone company. 

So tar as we knew, hewever, the variation in customer 
demand may make it infeasible to. tailor measured rate pricing 
periods to. give consumers the appropriate signals which will assure 
such efficient usage. If that is the case, the concept propounded 
by TORN'in its proposal ter a metrepelitan flat rate, if priced 
properly, may have substantial merit. On the other hand, it may be 
that Pacific's customers do exhibit a pattern of demand that can 
be mirrored by appropriate pricing periods. While Pacific has 
presented some evidence o.f incremental costs, the present record 
does not give us sutficient intormation to. either ascertain 
the marginal cest ot basic service with a high level o.f contidence 
or to- determine whath.r our goal of promoting economic efficiency 
weuld be realized and: not frustrated by the 'I:ORN.proposal. Without 
such information we are unwilling to. depart very far from either, 
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the present rate desiqn or the present relationship among rates tor 
l~l recurring services.' 

We believe, however, that the possibility of improving , 
economic efficiency in the provision of local service warrants 
further examination of Pacific's customer and cost data to 
determine whether measured rates for such service actually promote 
or hinder such economic efficiency. Therefore~ we will direct 
Pacific to introduce further evidence of the incremental costs of 
basic exchange service in the supplemental rate design proceeding_ 
In order to explore the implications of TURN's alternative 
proposal, which extends to ZUK zones, we will also direct Pacific 
to, present distinct evidence of incremental costs of calls within 
its ZUK areas as well. The evidence may persuade' us to amend the 
terms and conditions of service priced at measured rates in our 
supplemental rate design proceeding. As for Scholl's 
recommendations about the level of detail this commission should 
require in Pacific's future cost studies, we agree with the 
comments of ORA that such determination should be made on a case
by-ease basis. 

TUrning to Lifeline, we see that the program must be 
·filled out· to provide completely for the protection of ratepayers 
with limited means. We agree with Pacific's conclusion that 
Lifeline would better serve the varying needs of those who qualify 
by offering the same plan options that are offered to other 
customers. In fac:t~ with the implementation of An 3288, the flat 
rate Lifeline option with unlimited local calls' has begun-. We will 
continue to authorize it at one-half the adopted flat rate less 
$.7S for telephone set rental and less $.25- for inside wire 
maintenance. We will also authorize a continued Lifeline measured 
access rate at sot of the regular measured rate less the inside 
wire and rental amounts, and we will adopt Pacific's unopposed 
proposal" to reduce the charge tor additional calls atter the 60-
call allowance to $.08. We will also continue to, authorize Pacific 
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to recover the amount of discount it provides to, Lifeline customers 
tor these se:tVices trom the Universal Telephone service Fund. 
Today's economic climate suggests that further expansion or 
refinement of the scope o! this proqrammay be requirea as Li!eline 
takes on an even more important role than it bears today. 

4. hs;itie's Business R.a1:8 Proposal 

Pacific proposes increasing the charge for the initial 
minute of business- usage from $.04 to $.043, ana measured line 
business access rates from the present $8.25- to $10.75. This 
access rate increase is just over 30%. It proposes increasing the 
rest ot its business line access rates by over 48%. Citing- the 
aaaitional cost ot providinq trunks (also· called Private Branch 
Exchange or PBX trunks), and Pacific's Qelief that customers will 
use the network more efficiently ana avoid ordering designed 
circuits when they are not necessary- if there is a. price 
differential :between.regular business lines and trunks, Sullivan 
initially also proposed a new separate measured trunk rate at 
$16.00, a 93.93% increase, and an increase tor the flat trunk rate 
trom $25.65 to $38.00. The measured trunk rate is not presently 
differentiated from the business line rate of $8 .. 25-. Further, as 
with residence service, Pacific's proposed tariffs would raise the 
charge for installation or service on the first business line from 
$70 to $100, and leave the charge for each additional line at $70. 

It proposes charging even more for the installation ot trunks, 
raising the charge trom $70 to $175 • 

. s. other PArties' P9sitiOM on Business RAtes 
CBCHA/TCA do not comment on Pacific's proposal to 

increase measured line business rates, except insofar as they 
propose exten4inq zcr.K calling to distances up to- 30 miles as the 
first step toward establishment ot metropolitan-wide ""eommunity-ot
interest~wide tlat rate local callinq.* The proposal encompasses 
consolidationot zu.K Zones 2 and 3 and creation ot a new Zone 3 to 
cover distances :between ~ 7 and 30 miles. It also includes day 
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rates set at $.13 for the first minute and $.07 for'each additional 
minute for this new Zone 3 rather than Pacific's proposed toll 
rates. for that distance of $.25 and $ .. 1&.. As we exp'lain in our 
discussion of ZOK, below, we reject this ZOK rate consolidation 
plan. 

As we have stated above, CBCHA/TCA also generally support 
cost based local calling rates, and Selwyn. expresses a preference 
tor flat rate local service, asserting that measured service 
unnecessarily increases local costs .. 

CBCHA/TCA do not approve of Pacific's proposals for 
increases in rates for trunk lines. They argue that the fact that 
PBX trunks have to be *desiqned- should not determine the pricinq, 
policy since many users of trunks select them, not because of their 
desiqn features, but because ot customer distance trom the 
servicinq central office, the qauqe of the wire Pacific chooses to 
use for the access lines, the number of splices or connection 
points, or the routinq ot the cable to the central otfice. They 
claim that each of these thinqs can affect the quality of a normal 
business line in such a way that the customer must use trunk lines 
instead. CBCHA/TCA also arque that trunks are less costly and more 
profitable than business lines in that costs of billinq and 
collections may be lower on a per-line basis since they are 
normally utilized by customers who require many lines. They also 
clai= that the rate of call completion is biqher for PBX trunks 
than for regular business lines. Based on this analysis CBCHA/TCA 
recommend that Pacific raise its PBX trUnk rate from $8.25 per 
month to $10 -75 per month, the same amount proposed tor the reqular 
business lines.. 

ORA recommends rejectinq both Pacific's measured PBX 
trunk rate and its flat PBX trunk rate.. ORA arques that the 
measured rate discr~m~nates aqainst customers and appears to be set 
to *better position the price of Centre~ service to the price of 
PBX trunk service'.... , Like. Selwyn, ORA also· arques that there are no· 
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unambiguous criteria whieh a customer can use to, determine whether 
it needs designed PBX trunks rather than nondesigned business 
lines. Citing 0.93367 at 6 CPUC 2d 441~ ORA ~latms that this faet 
led the commission to establish identical rates for measured 
business service and measurecl trunk service in the first place. 
Both ORA and CBCHA/TCA point out that this ambiguity leaves Pacific 
with too much discretion and could result in abusive mar:keting 
praetices. O~ again argues that the objective of this rate design 
proceeding Nshould be to eltminate Pacific's surcharge, and not to 
reflect an increase in the revenue requirement. N With this in 
mind, ORA sugqests that a 50t increase for any BEAL (Basic Exchange 
Access Line) service should be the maximu:m, but it recommends a 
uniform percentage decrease for all business BEAL service based on 
the adopted revenue requirement decrease. 

As with residential service, ORA aqrees that service 
connection charges should be increased, but objects to· Pacific's 
proposal and instead asks us to adopt the same percentaqe increase 
it advocates tor residential service connection charges. 

6.' Pa~ic's Rabattal and 
Alternatiye PBX PrppoHl, 

Pacific's Sullivan responds to criticism of its PBX trunk 
pricinq proposal by asserting that Pacific's primary reason for 
proposing higher rates for trunks than tor business lines is that 
trunks cost more to provide and they are more valuable to the 
customer because they support greater usaqe. Pacific also asserts 
that PBX trunk line service is not an economical alternative to
Centrex service, but that in california Centrex rates are set high 
enouqh so that PBX trunk line service is used to bypass centrex_ 
This, contends Pa~ifie, is an example of the sort o·f uneconomic 
bypass this Commission has repeatedly stated it wishes to prevent. 

Further, in his rebuttal testimony Sullivan makes an 
alternative proposal for Pacitic's PBX trunk pricinqbased on the 
oppositionot'somany parties to its initial proposal. The 
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alternative is to increase the PBX measured trunk line rate by 
$4.00 per month to $12.25 rather than increasing them· to $16.00. 

Sullivan states that this will accomplish the same 12~ increase in 
cost coverage which Paci~ic's proposed individual business line 
rate increase will accomplish. He qoes on to claim that this rate 
would result in a $19 million net revenue shortfall whiCh could be 
recovered through increasing the business local usaqe rate from 
$.04 to $ .. 047 rather than to the originally proposed $.043. 

FUrther~ he claims that while CentreX customers pay rates that 
recover its costs, PBX customers presently pay Pacifie less than 
half of the cost of their trunks. Paeifie argues that if this 
anomaly in pricing is not corrected, residential ratepayers will 
bear the burden o~ the lost Centrex revenues while underpriced PBX 

trunk ~rvice will continue to absorb larqe quantities of scarce 
subsidy. 

7.. Discussion ot Business BAte Issues 
We have already stated that the evidence in this record 

does not warrant total abandonment of our present policy and an 
immediate shift to cost-based rates for all local services except 
for a narrowly defined subsidy as rEA and CBCHA/TCA advocate. This 
holds true for basic business serviee as well as residence service. 
In order to continue the present policy it is appropriate to apply 
the same residual pricing model to· basic business service that we· 
apply to basic residence service. Likewise, we are unconvinced of 
the wisdom· of selwyn's related recommendation of significant 
reductions in minutes o~ use rates, offset by higher access rates 
for all 'local service. Therefore, we will follow the qeneral 
recommendation of ORA and adopt the same percentage increase for 
business services that we have adopted for the residence services. 
Furthermore, Pacific's rationale for increasing the initial minute 
rate for Dus'iness usage goes unexplained.. We will authorize no 

. . 

increase in local usage rates. 
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Contrary to ORA's claim, our decision to keep trunk rates 
and individual business line rates the same in 0.93367 was the. 
result of monitoring difficulties which Pacific would have had at a 
time prior to the.derequlation of customer premises equipment. The 
rationale does not apply today. FUrthermore, there is nothing 
inappropriate in Pacific attempting to reconcile PBX trunk and 
Centrex pricing, so long as both remain at justifiable levels. We 
agree with Pacific that it is reasonable for PBX trunk rates to· be 
raised to, a level closer to· costs. Unlike basic residence and 
business services, a PBX line e~ippedwith Direct Inward Dialing 
(DID) is in competition with another service,. Centrex, and Centrex 
is designed to provide a contribution over costs as defined by 
Pacific in Exhibit 260, p. 4.2. Obviously, if we re~ire this 
combination of services, PBX and DID, to be priced' below cost, the 
contribution from Centrex will be diminished and efficient use of 
the network will be reduced to the disadvantage of Pacific and 
consumers of basic services. 

On the other hand, the ambiquities in determining When a 
PBX trunk is needed rather than an ordinary business line lead us 
to conclude that it is inappropriate to approve rates which are 
totally competitive with Centrex at this tilne. Thus, we agree with 
the critics that the 94% increase in trunk access rates initially 
proposed.by Pacific is not reasonable. The compromise proposed by 
Sullivan, which increases the measured trunk access rate by 48.48% 
and the flat rate trunk access rate by 33.53%, is more appropriate 
under the circumstances. We will authorize its adoption contingent 
on Pacitic developing, as a part of its tarifts a set ot written 
criteria setting forth desiqn parameters for PBX, and explaining 
when a designed circuit is required from the central office serving 
that customer. Atter its submission by an advice letter and 
approval by the ComissionbyResolution, Pacific shall proviae a 
copy o1! this tari:!:! to each customer seeking to- establish PBX 

service. 
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F:l.nally, seeing no· justificat:i.on to- depart from our 
policy with regard to service connection charges,. we will authorize 
the same percentage increase here that we have authorized for 
residence service connection charges. 

8. 'lhe'Reverme Increase to be 
Spread over' Basic Residence 
and Business services 

Based on the considerations described above we will 
authorize adoption of a rate design which spreads the test year 
residual revenue requirement using a percentage increase, as 
uniform, as possible, ~or all recurring local business and residence 
service rates and service connection charges, except that business 
trunk rates shall be increased by the amounts set forth above. 
For clarity and customer ease basic rates will be rounded to' the 
nearest $.OS and service connection charges will be rounded to the 
nearest $·.25.. The average increase for these services is about l%.; 
however" in oreler to set basic rates at S-cent increments anel still 
meet the revenue requirement, it is necessary to make slight 
adjustments to the average percentage increase to some services. 
Rates thus derived are set out in Appendix A to this decision. 
B. CeJJ1;rex Seryice 

1_Eacitic's Proposal 
Centrex is a service provided from a Pacific central 

ottice which allows intereom,calling at the customer's premises, 
access from· these telephone sets to Pacific's network, the ability 
to transfer calls among telephones at the customer's premises, and 
various additional optional features such as call forwarding, speed 
calling, and call waiting. Pacific proposes to' restructure Centre~ 
rate elements and to change the way these rate elements are offered 
to· the customer as well as the prices for certain of the the 
offering'S. 

The most significant changes proposed are the unbundling 
ot the present Centrex primary station line charge into two 
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elements,. Centrex switching and Centrex access; charging two 
different rates tor the new access element to offset the difference 
in the two- End 'O'ser Common Line (E'O'CL) charge rates the Federal 
Communications commission (FCC) has mandated tor service commenced 
pre-July, 1983 and post-July, 1983; reducing the rates for tie line 
termination (private network access); including single digit 
dialing as an element ot basic Centrex service; increasing the 
Centrex Exchange Access TrUnking charge to $1.60 to -reflect
Pacitic's proposed $1& PBX business measured trunk rate;l adding 
new optional service teatures; and simplitying charges for optional 
services by charging one or the other of two rates dependinq on 
whether the service has been classified as *hiqh demand, low cost
or -low demand, more complex.· 

According tc>Sullivan this proposal will result in an 
overall revenue decrease of $3.176 million tor the 1986 test year. 
However, as we mentioned above, since the time Pacific's proposal 
was filed this commission has issued Resolution T-12023 authorizing 
25 additional optional Centrex service features and authorizinC] 
rate increases for some ot these services which would produce 
$58,932 more than the annual revenues which would be produced by 
Pacitic's proposal as filed. 

FUrther, since the time Pacific's proposal was filed the 
FCC has raised the pre-1983 Et1eL by $1 per month, trom $2 to, $3 in 
its apparent plan to- phase out the differential between the' two· 
E'O'CLs.2 The result is that Pacific's proposed pre-July, 1983 and 

1 This is considered a -reflection· because it is generally 
assumed that one PBX trunk is the equivalent ot ten Centrex lines. 

2 In: April, 1987, the FCC adopted rules that set the pre-July,.' 
1983 Et1CL at the lesser ot actual cost or $3 per line per month . 
only until June 30, ,1987. Then, subject to the same -actua·l cost· . 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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post-July, 1983 rate parity would be lost or else it would be 
necessary to adjust rates to take cognizance o~ this change. 

sullivan cites the language of Pacific's proposed tariff Scbedule 
CPO'C No. A 9·.1.1.A~ ~ .. i .. which, in anticipation of such an FCC 
c:hange, states: 

i. Any change (increase or decrease) in the 
End User Common Line Access Charge (E'O'CL) 
stated in Tariff F.C .. C .. No. 128, will be offset 
by a change in the Centrex Line rate in the 
same amount. 'J:he revenue requirement 
associated with the change will be recovered 
within the Centrex cat~o:ry as determined' by 
the utility with at least 3.0 days notice to the 
CPO'C. 

Since the EOCL Change was erfective on June 1, 1986, Pacific could 
not otter any evidence in this proceeding on its revenue 
requirement impact. Therefore, at least until such time as the 
recovery contemplated by the above tariff language became effective 
Pacific's pre-~983 customers would actually be paying a minimum of 
$~ more for basic Centrex service than its. post-1983 c:ustoxners, 
rather than $2.54. less as is now the case. 

In discussing reasons for setting prices to offset the 
different EOCL rates, Pacific argues that the present rate 
difference is not cost-based and establishes an artificial cost 
barrier whiCh keeps customers from addinq new Centrex lines or 
commencing- Centrex service, either otwhich would benefit Pacific's 
general body of ratepayers by providing a contribution of revenues 

(Footnote continued from'previous page) 
l~tation, the c:harge'was increased to, $4 per line per month and 
will increase again on December 1, 198:8: to, $5 per line.per month. 
The final inerease will be to· $6 per line per month on April 1, 
~989. (CC Dockets 78:",,72;. 80-286;. 87-133: Adopted April 16, 19'87;. 
Released MAY 19, ~987.) 
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over costs. Sullivan adds that Centrex customers make a relatively 
greater contribution of revenues over costs than do PBX. type 
customers because Centrex customers buy more features and usage, 
apparently implying that more customers would choose ~entre~ 
instead of PBX or move from PBX to Centre~ and would spend more 
money for features and· services if this barrier were removed. 

2. Positions· of the other Parties 
CBCHA/TCA oppose Pacific's Centre~ proposal as s~ply 

another element of PacBell's marketing efforts to enhance the 
competitive position of Centrex versus PBX. CBCHA/TeA. cite with 
approval the opinion testimony of ORA's Shantz that this price 
positioning by Pacific, where it proposes reducing new Centre~ 
service from $18.68 to $16.00 while inCreasing PBX trunk rates from 
$9·.25 to $1.6.00, ·is akin to· the unethical and abusive marketing 
practices for which Pacific has already been partially reprimanded 
by the commission.· (Ex. 351, p.. 4.) CBCHA/TCA also argue that 
the effect of Pacific's proposal is to cireu:mvent the actions o·f 
the FCC by causing customers to pay more for their pre-July, 1983 
Centrex lines than. for their post-July, 1983 lines. CBCHA/TeA. 
conclude that this Commission should reject the proposal and leave 
the present Centrex rates in effect. 

Besides the above-ci ted statement by Shantz, he also 
expressed concern about Pacific's motivation in moving fro~ its 
May, 1986 rate design proposal which would have produced a $2.5 
million Centrex revenue increase, and its June, 1996'final proposal 
which would produce a $3.176 million decrease. He proposes instead 
that Pacific be authorized to adopt a provisional Centrex offering, 
applicable to new service only, while retaining the present rate 
deSign for service already in effect and changes to suCh service. 
He also proposes that while the provisional offering is in effect, 
each customer subscribing to it sign a statement which puts .that 
customer on notice that the offering is prOVisional and subj ect to' 
change. DRA's proposed, provisional offering is the same as 
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Pacific's proposal except it does not include Pacific's proposed 
reduction from $92'.75 ($8:8' plus a 5.4% sureharqe) per month to, $55-
tor tie line terminations because Shantz reqards this ratechanqe 
as intended to improve the price position of Centrex service at the 
expense o~ non-Centrex services. Shantz testified that the ORA. 
provisional offerinq proposal should remain in effect until this 
Commission addresses the appropriate rates and charqes for Centrex 
services and PBX BEAL· services in a separate proeeedinq atter which 
this Commission would, establish permanent rates tor all Centrex 
customers and eli",; nate· the interim provisional offering. 
Meanwhile, since the provisional offering only applies to.new 
systems, DRA believes that there will be no change in annual test 
year revenues. 

The basis ~or Shantz' recommendation seems to be a letter 
which he quotes in his testimony (Exhibit 351). It was sent by the 
Commission's Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD), to, Pacific in 
December, 1985 retusingto process any more contracts tor Centrex 
services and recommendinq that Pacific tile an application, 
apparently offering tariffs to cover the services then beinq 
offered by contract. The letter criticized Pacific for failing to 
adhere to commission procedures in handling these contracts. 
Shantz seems to take the position that the tariff revisions filed 
by Pacific in this proceeding, and its failure to- file an 
application as directed by CACO are inappropriate in that they make 
it impossible for this', Commission to give the careful consideration 
necessary to this question of the wisdom ot altering the rate 
relationship between Centrex service and PBX trunks equipP,ed with 
DID service. 

3 _ DiS91SsiOD 
We view centrex as a service which can provide a 

contribution to· Pacific's basic rates. Thus, it is appropriate for 
Pacific t~ set ratest~ maximize this contribution so' lonq as they 
remain reasonable. PBX rates and DID rates must also be set at 
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reasonable levels. We set those rates above based on their 
independent merit, but with consideration qiven to the tact that 
they compete with Centrex. 

Much of ORA's concern about Pacific's Centrex proposal 
relates to our investiqation o~ Pacitic's abusive marketinq 
practices and ORA's concern that such practices have extended into 
Pacific's business services and may be in operation here. ORA, 
concerned with the need to turtherinvestiqate the appropriate 
relationship between centrex and PBX services, but wantinq Pacitic 
to be able to' otter the nev.diqital services in its proposal, 
contends that we should adopt Pacific's new proposed rates with one 
exception on a provisional basis tor new Centrex service only, 
applyinq the existinq taritfs to systems in service and qrowtn 
additions or supersedures to them. We do not believe that the 
record betore us requires the turther investiqation DRA 
requests;3 however, we aqree with ORA that Pacific's customers 
should have the benefit ot a rate design which includes its new 
diqital otterinqa. 

Some aspects ot appropriate Centrex rate design are 
clear. For exalDple, hearinq no argument to the contrary, we will 
continue to assume that ten Centrex lines are the equivalent Of one 
PBX trunk. Since we have adopted a PBX trunkinq rate ot $12.25, a 
consistent Centrex trunkinq cbarge would be $1.25 (we round to' the 
nearest $.05-), rather than the $1.60 which Pacific proposes based 
on its $16 PBX trunkinq rate proposal. This chanqealone would 
reduce Centrex revenue by about $3 million. 

3 We note that Centrex pricing in relation to' PBX pricinq, tor 
reasons other than that underlyinq ORA's concern, may be revisited 
in the upcominq I.87-11-033 Supplemental Rate Design proceeding .• 
our conclusions about" Centrex pricinq here, however, are 
appropriate~y based solely.on the present record.". 
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On the other hand, this record provides no information on 
which to determine the reasonableness of the one very larqe rate 
chanqe that Pacific proposes - the reduction in tie line charqes 
from $92.75 per ~onth to $55. In fact, its initial proposal did 
not make such a shift.. FUrthermore, we have very little 
information on the relative costs for meetinq any particular user's 
needs via PBX trunks versus Centrex service should these proposed 
chanqes be implemented. Thus, while there is no evidence. of 
marketing abuse with respect to the marketinq of centrex vis-a-vis 
PBX trunk lines equipped with OIO service, the evidence available 
is inadequate t~warrant a rate desiqn which would amplify the 
revenue effects of the reduced trunkinq charqe by incorporatinq" 
this further rate reduction. 

Accordinq to Pacific the revenue difference between its 
earlier Centrex proposal and the June 25, 19S& final proposal is 
about $5.676 million. Leaving the single tie line monthly rate 
element at its present $92.7S level, rather than the proposed $5-5-, 

adoptinq the $1.25 trunkinq rate, and adoptinq the rest of 
Pacific's final proposal, excluding the five features adopted by 
Resolution T-12023, results in a $0.968 million revenue decrease. 
When we include the additional revenue from Resolution 12023 the 
total Centrex revenue effect is a neqative $0.912 million; which 
still provides a contribution over cost (at least as Pacific 
defines cost at p. 4 ... 2 of Exhibit 260). 

These changes leave a rate design which incorporates the 
new diqital offerinqs and also achieves a reasonably small revenue 
chanqe in a relatively straiqhtforward manner. Therefore, Pacific 
is authorized to adopt its final proposed rate design for Centrex 
except that the tie line termination charqe shall remain at its 
present $92.75 and the Centrex EXchanqe Access Trunkinq Charge 
shall be set at $1~2S. These new rates shall apply to· all Centrex 
customers. 
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c. Direct; Xnyard pialing (pm) Service 
1. Backgrpgnd, 

DID is 4 service which allows a caller to call directly 
to a telephone nUJDl)er which is on a PBX or telephone answering 
service (TAS) or similar service without having to be answered by 
an attendant. This is done by an arrangement in the central oft ice 
servinq the PBX or TAS customer which sends the call trom the local 
network to the PBX or TAS d.ial switChing or nwnber identifying 
equipment, which then relays it to the appropriate telephone set. 
The DID capability. is also- a part ot Centrex service" however in 
that case the individual telephone line terminates at a ·port~ on 
Pacifie'.central office switching maChine rather than on equipment 
at a user location. 

Durinq hearings in Pacific's last general rate proceeding 
Telephone Answerinq Services ot california ('rASC) obj ected to· 
Pacific's present DID· rate structure which bases charges on the 
volume of telephone numbers without a separate trunk charge. 'rASC 
argued that because call holding times. tor TAS are shorter than 
they are for PBX systems where full length conversations transpire~ 
TAS customers require fewer trunks for a given quantity ot 
telephone numbers than PBX customers do, and so impose less 
trunkinq costs on the utility. In effect" they argued, they are 
being charged tor trunks they 00 not use. TASe therefore urged 
d.isagqreqation ot Charges for DID numbers and trunks. In 
D.84-06-111 we found that 'rASC had not sustained its burden of 
provinqthe unreasonableness ot Pacific's DID rates but at Ordering 
Paragraph 16.c. we ordered Pacific to· conduct and file in the 
present general rate proceed.ing, a study ot DID costs and,. if 
appropriate~ a rate proposal addressing these issues. 

2. PAsci'k's §1iudy and Proposal 
Pacific conducted. the study (Exhibit 264) and determined 

that its DID rate desi9U should be changed.. It proposes three 
changes; the ~irst two essentially do· away with the present 
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declininq block pricinq by decreasinq the charqe tor the tirsttwo
blocks ot 10~'DID station numbers trom $200 to: $60, and increasing 
the charqe tor additional blocks ot 100 DID station numbers trom 
$35 to $60, making' each block the same. The third cbanqe is to add 
a trunk-sensitive monthly circuit termination rate element ot $8 

per trunk.. The ettect ot such a chanqe, of course, is to reduce 
the rates for users of fewer than 2'00 station numbers but to 
increase rates for the larqest customers of DID service such as 
larqe PBX users. Pacific claims that its new rate structure 
strikes a more equitable balance between the PBX and telephone 
answerinq service :marketS than the existinq rate structure. The 
annual revenue effect for the 19a&test year is an additional 
$38,000. 

3. Positions Of other Parti. 
ORA reviewed Pacific's study and concluded that the cost

study is inadequate in several respects. Tbe review finds that 
rates for trunks- and nUllbers- should be separated.,. :but ORA's Shantz 
cautions that without an ad.equate cost study it is not appropriate 
to red.ucethe aqgregate customer billinqfrom DID service because 
of its silllilarity,. when used in conjunction with a PBX,_ to Centrex 
service. Nonetheless, Shantz- testified that ORA. supports Pacific's 
proposed rate revisions and recommends their adoption because- they 
address the need for restructured. rates and result in a small 
chanqe in aqqreqate customer billinq. 

TASC qenerally supports the Pacific rate proposal. 
However, pointinq out that Pacific's work papers show a revenue to 
cost (RIC) ratio of 1.25 for the proposed. DID station number 
charqe, while Centrex is proposed to be priced at 1.0, TASC argues 
that since these· services compete, they should both, be priced at 
the SalDe l.O RIC ratio. Further, TASC asserts that since the trunk 
charqe proposal will havedifferinq effects on customers dependinq 
on how lonq theircal~$ tend to"be, the fairest way to price it is 
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to adopt the same R/c.ratiotor it as tor the station number 
charge. 

In addition'TASC requests that we do away with Pacitic's 
Basic Termination Charqe (BTC) which is assessed tor terminating 
service prior to the 3-year minimum period provided tor in the DID 
taritf. It is set'at $6,500 per lOO numbers tor the tirst 200 DID 
numbers and $llOO per lOO nUlDbers thereatter. TASC points out that 
it Pa~ific's new rate proposal is adopted and a hypotheti~al TAS 

customer with 400 DID' numbers,. payinq a recurring charge of $240 
per month, discontinues service after one year that subscriber will 
be obligated to pay Pacific 2/3 ot $15,200 tor the 400 numbers, or 
$lO, l33. However, it the customer simply continues paying the 
monthly payments tor the next 24 months and leaves the servi~e 
idle" its payments, will total only $5,760. TASC claims that the 
nonrecurring charg'e at the time ot installation is supposed to· 
cover both installation and. removal charges, and' questions. What 
cost is lett that requires this payment. Further, TASC asserts 
that there is no similar eharqe tor Pacific's Centre~ servi~e. 

FEA claim they generally support the unbundlinq ot rate 
elements, but oppose Pacitic's proposed $8 per month trunk 
termination charge~ ~laiming that it would cause rate shock when 
considered in ~onjunction with the increased PBX trunk rate pacitic 
has ·proposed. This concern is based on the assumption that we will 
adopt Pacitic's proposed $l6 measured trunkrate~ 

CBCHA/TCA, oppose adoption ot Pacific's DID rate desiqn. 
They assert that while small PBX customers would receive a rate 
red.uction under the proposal larqe customers would be unfairly 
burdened with increases of up to lOOt. They arque that these rates 
will have an anticompetitive impact on PB~ service,. that Pacitic's 
own cost study shows that the rates exceed costs by l56% to l76%, 
but that this cost study is flawed and unreliable. Selwyn 
expressed several concerns about the cost study includinq,lack of 
detail as·to· assumptions Pacific employed in undertaking the study 
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includinq what type ot central office equipment it examined, what 
level of utilization ot the central processor it assumed and why, 
how consistent these costs are with those parallel cost~ developed 
for Centrex - e.q., allocation or tixed central office processor 
capacity costs, and the lack ot consideration qiven to economies of 
scale. Selwyn concludes that Pacific's cost study probably 
overstates costs, but that it would be fair to, set rates at 
precisely the level of cost that the cost study shows. He tinds 
this to be $25 per 100 DID station numbers tor all 100 number 
blocks and $a. per DID trunk .. 

Pacific cites the rebuttal testimony of Scholl (Exhibit 
402) as well as ~th.r exhi))its to. defend aqainst almost every item 
of criticism leveled at its cost study by ORA and Selwyn. 

4. Disegssion 
None of the criticism" of Pacific's OID pricinq proposal 

disputes the need tor disaqqreqatinq rates to provide a separate 
trunk sensitive circuit termination rate element. only FEA object 
to the amount Pacific proposes to charq~, on the qround that this 
rate in conjunction with the $16 measured trunk rate Pacific 
proposes for PBX service would" produce rate shock. 

In fact" this decision adopts a lower measured trunk rate 
ot $12.2S. When added to the termination charge the new rate per 
trunk would be $20.25. The present rate, which has no termination 
charge, is $8.25-.. However, this comparison does not consider the 
monthly reduction proposed for the first 200 DID station numbers. 
If we accept Pacific's estimate that on average one trunk will 
support,18 PBX n\llDl:)ers (and 30 TAS numbers), then a PBX customer 
would p~y about $342_7~ for the first 200 DID station numbers under 
the new proposal with the newly adopted, PBX trunk rate, as compared 
with $490.75 under the present rate desiqn. On the other hanel, the 
second 200 numbers, would cost the same $342.75 under the proposed 
plan, but only $160 ... 750 under the present rate design. Thus, the 
averaqe PBX customer will, begin to see a sliqht ($34.00) rate 
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disadvantage ~der the new proposal at the 400 station number 
level, and that disadvantage will average about $18'2 or 107% for 
each additional 200 DID station numbers. 

Comparing just the DID rates rather than combined with 
the PBX trunk rate, shows that charges under the new rates do not 
exceed eharqes under the present rates until a customer reaches the 
station number level of about 500, at which point DID charges under 
the proposed rates are about $17 higher per month than under the 
present rates. From that point on the disparity continues to, grow 
as the old ,rates increase by $35 per month per 100 numbers while 
the new rates increase by about $104 per 100 numbers, with rates 
under the new proposal becoming double that under the present 
design at about 1,900 lines. 

These calculations indicate to, us that the ~ate increases 
to large PBX users under this proposal do not outweigh the more 
equitable treatment of TAS users provided by a separate trunk 
sensitive rate element'for DID service. TASC, ORA, and CBCHA/TCA 
agree that it is appropriate to adopt this element, and we agree. 

Al though there are some questions about the accuracy o~ 
data Pacific relied upon in arriving at its costs, we are confused 
by ORA's criticism of the major features of Pacific's DID cost 
stUdy. For example,. ORA's witness Singh criticizes Pacific because 
its estimates of investments and expenses come from Paeifie's 
Results o~ Operation report which is based on tops-clown, not 
bottoms-up study methodology. He also faults Pacific for 
allocating these investments and expenses to DID services using 
FUnetionalAccounting methodology. Singh does not criticize' the 
results of Pacific's tops-down studies. We do not know if ORA 
finds that they are,. in fact, inadequate or not. Likewise, even 
assuming Pacific did use Functional Accounting, Singh's only 
comment is that it Wbas not been recognized by this Commission as a 
proper method: of accounting for rate making purposes.1I" We do not' 
know whether he views it as a reasonable method. or not. Inany 
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case, Paci~ic argues that a bottoms-up study was not required for 
DID, and Scholl adds that Pacifie did not derive unit investment 
costs from its books of account, but relied on current prices 
charged by the manufacturer to determine costs (apparently costs 
for switchinq equipment). Further, Pacific is correct about cost 
studies. Orderinq Paraqraph 16 d. of D.84-06-111only ordered 
bottoms-up· studies ~or service cateqories where pacific ~proposes 
rate increases substantially greater in pereentage terms than the 
proposed increase in total revenues.~ 

We do aqree with ORA's uneontroverted elaim. that the 

variables used in the SC~S model which was used to assiqn costs 
between touchtone and dial pulse were not demonstrated to be valid. 
We are further coneerned about the issue raised by Selwyn reqardinq 
the comparability ot cost assignment between Centrex and DID', since 
DID is a component o~ a service used in competition with Centrex. 
Scholl asserts in his rebuttal testimony (ExhiPit 402) that costs 
were assigned to both in the same way, but ei tes no· docwnentation 
which demonstrates this. 

Sinee we find it reasonable to adopt a disagqregated rate 
element for the trunk component, we must now arrive at a reasonable 
rate for station numbers. Paeific's cost study shows that there is 
no basis for differentiatinq between the first two blocks. of 100 
numbers and subsequent blocks. Therefore, we will adopt a rate 
which treats each block the same. We are not confident enouqh in 
the accuracy ot Pacitic's cost study, however, to adopt the $60 
rate it suggests. A lower rate would more certainly protect PBX 
customers trom rates set too high when considered in, relationship 
to competitiv~ Centrex service rates. 

It ap~ars to us that TASC's recommendation of setting 
this rate at a RfCratio ot 1.0, based on Pacific's cost study is a 
reasonable means ot achieVing these goals. The appropriate rate 
thus detined is $4S per each ~OO DID station numbers rather than 
the $60 ,Pacitic has proposed. Charges reaeh the same amount under' 
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this rate design and under the present rates at about 600 lines. 
Rates do· not double in comparison to present rates until a customer 
reaches nearly 2,900 lines. This change along with the adopted 
trunk sensitive termination rate element will reduce Pacific's 
proposed DID revenues by $1.870 million. 

We are sympathetic with 'rASC's request that the 
termination of service charge tor DID be removed. 'rASC's 
assertions make the validity ot the charge seem quite dubious. 
There has been no opportunity in this proceeding, however, for 
Pacific t~ provide its rationale for continuing the charge. 
,Therefore, .. we will take no action on. the 'rASe request, but we will 
order Pacific to address the reasonableness o'f continuing this 
charqe, including a showing of costs which it is. designed· to cover, 
in its. next general rate proceeding. 
D. t:oin Serri.ces 

1. Coin Telephone RAtes 
Pacific proposes no change in its local coin telephone 

rates~ however, TORN's witness Siegel proposes that the rates be 
reduced trom $.20 to $.10, based on the results ot the cost study 
presented by a TORN. witness in Pac.i!ic's last general rate 
proceeding. We considered that stUdy and adopted the present rate 
in D.84-06-111. No new evidence convinces us that we should now 
revert to the coin rate level which we adopted in 1952. We also, 
tind no basis in the record for adopting TORN's alternative 
recommendation that the coin rate be reduced to $.15. We will deny 
TORN's request. 

2. §gi-bblic coin Seryice 
a. The Serrice and Pacific's Proposal 

As Sullivan explainec\ on cross examination., semi
public coin service is a service provided to- a business customer 
which allows the features of a regular business service, including 
directory listinq, but gives the customer a coin telephone for the 
use ot employees, the transient public or the like, which assures 
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that the caller pays for his or her own call. Such service is 
common in dormitories and sorority and fraternity houses as well as 
business locations. Exhibit 287 shows that Pacific projected 
77,553· semi-pUl:>lic in-service ~cceS$ lines in 198.6. 

Pacific proposes increasing its access rate tor semi
public coin service by 55% from $20 to $31. It also proposes 
changing extended area service (EAS) and Special Rate Area (SRA) 
rate increments for semi-pUblic rates, and increasing the service 
connection eharge by 37.14% ~rom $~7S to $240. Sullivan testified 
that Pacific wishes t~ relate its price more closely to the cost of 
providing the service, and al~ stated Pacifie's position that this 
service should cover its own costs. In addition to these rate 
increases Pacific proposes that it be entitled to require a deposit 
equal to the replacement cost of the instrument and associated 
equipment when ~ervice is requested in locations Pacific deems to· 
be not secure. The proposed tariff gives examples such as 
construction sites and temporary structures. Sullivan testified 
that the purpose of this provision is to assure that general 
ratepayers are not burdened with the cost of lost equipment. He 
stated that he believed the charge woula be in the range o~ $400 to 
$500 and that Pacific did not expect it to· diminish the ordering of 
semi-public service. There appears t~ be no offset tor this 
expense savings in any cost calculation. 

cost witness $Choll's original testimony (Exhibit 
260) shows a revenue to cost ratio tor monthly service at present 
rates, based on averaqe historical CO$t~ ot .S and tor service 
connection ot .4. Scholl's later testilnony, Exhibit 261,. shows 
that in order to reflect the results of operations this Commission 
actually adopted in 0.86-01-02& the costs of these services should 
be reduced by the appropriate scaling factor. In the case of the 
recurring eharqe, the factor is 90%. It is 93% tor the 
nonrecurring charge. Thus Pacific acknowledqes that its,revenue to 
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cost ratios overstate the amount by which average historical costs 
exceed revenues by 10% and 7% respectively_ 

b.· Eos1..tions of other b;rties 
ORA advocates applying the same percentage adjustment 

~or the access rate ~or this service that is adopted for recurring 
business and residence services. On behalf of ORA Shantz testified 
that ORA opposes any change in EAS rates on the grounds that 
Pacific has not provided any basis for increasing EAS, that these 
increments are generally intended to, represent the loss in message 
toll revenue that results when message toll routes are converted t~ 
local (EAS) routes and that little attention bas been given to 
sustaining the relationship between the EAS increments and the 
message toll rates in recent years. While DRA does not 
specifically adc:lress the extension of EAS or SRA rate increments to· 
services to which they have not previously been appliecl, we talte 
this statement to indicate that ORA contenels that such extension 
should be denied. except upon a specific showing of the relationship, 
between the increments and message toll losses. 

c. DiscuuiOD 
If it is the case that we need to reset EAS rates so· 

that they better reflect the difference between message tolls 
previously collected and local rates, then we will do so when we 
are presented with evidenco of the problem. However, since we are 
not adopting the toll zone consolidation Pacific proposes it does 
not appear that any change in EAS or SRA rates is necessar::r at this 
time. Therefore, we will not grant Pacific's proposal to change 
EAS and SRA rate increments for semi-public rates. 

Pacific's cost evidence indicates that access costs 
would match revenue if a 45% increase were qranted, yet it asks for 
a 55% increase. 'rhis service is not one whic:h we consider to t>e 
primarily a basic service, although it may be a substitute for 
basic service for many users. Because it is not a basic service it 
is reasonable that revenues cover costs. On the other hand, the 
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service is not the sort from which the subscriber gains any direct 
benefit. We are therefore reluctant to· permit rates which might 
discourage subscribers from continuing t~provide this service to 
its employees or residents who rely upon it. This is not a service 
which. ought to subs.idize basic service rates. ·Therefore,. we will 
permit a rate increase of 45%, which raises access rates from $20 

to $29. Based on the same rationale,. we find Pacific's proposal to 
increase the service charge t~ $240 to· be appropriate, and will 
adopt it. 

We are sympathetic to Pacific's desire to prevent 
burdening qeneral ratepayers with costs for equipment loss. 
Requiring a deposit from certain types of customers may be a 
reasonable way of accomplishing this end. However,. the lanquaqe of 
Paeific's proposed tariff is too broad. It could be used 
discriminatorily. It could have been drafted in more speeific 
terms. Had Pacific chosen to do so, we may have found it 
acceptable, but in. the fO~ presented it must be rejected. 
Furthermore, while the cost savinq is likely to be small, if 
Paeific chooses t~ propose such a provision in a tuture proceedinq, 
it should at least address that cost savings. 

The rate changes. we adopt for semi-public Coin 
Telephones, includinq expense savings, provide a test year revenue 
increase ot $9'.00S million. 

3... . CUSmter=Oyned PAY Telephone (COPTl 
&. beific's PrQpoul 

A COPT telephone is s~lar to a semi-public 
telephone except that the COPT customer owns and operates the 
telephone instrument, the proceeds'of the coin bo~ belong to· the 
COPT customer and the service is not confined to business premises. 
Exhibit 287 shows a Pacific projection of about 4,500 COPT aecess 
line5 in service tor 198&. Pacific proposes inereasinq measured 
access line rat~s for con by 29.4% from $17 to $2'2, and flat 
access lin. rates from present rates between $27 and $4:3 to new 
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rates between $32 and $48, and increasing the allocation of message 
units for the initial minute of measured service by 5% from $.06 to 
$.063. SUllivan changed this message unit figure in his rebuttal 
testimony to an 11.7% increase tx:om. $.06 to $.06,7.. Subsequent 
minutes remain at $.01. Additionally Pacific proposes increasing 
the installation charge trom. $110 to $175 and the charge for 
converted service from $75 to $115. 

Sullivan described these proposed rates as an attempt 
to achieve movement toward coverage of costs and also testi~1ed 
that the proposed access, rate increases are m.eant to mirror the 
percentage changes Pacific is proposing for business line access 
rates. Sullivan testitied that this is consistent with Ordering 
Paragraph 11 ot D.85-11-0S7 which states that rates and cbarges for 
COPT service should be ·subject to adjustment in the rate design 
pbase of Application CA.) 85-01-034 only for the purpose of 
maintaining consistency with rates for comparable services."" He 
further testified that his originally proposed rate for an increase 
in the initial message unit is meant to reflect corresponding 
proposed changes in M.TS rates and thus to maintain the present 
relationship between toll rates trom coin phones and toll rates 
from. dial stations. The change to this rate that he proposed on 
rebuttal is to account tor the increase in message unit cbarges for 
business services which adjusts tor Pacitic's proposed alternative 
rate for Centrex service. He also testitied about Exhibit 301 
which projects that the new rates would cause a repression rate of 
15% in station growth due to nonrecurring rate increases and 5% due 
to recurring rate increases, producing an overall revenue increase 
of about $22'6,000 or about 13%, over the ):)aseline total at current 
rates of about $1,719',000. 

SCholl testified that his service cost studies did' 
not address COP'l'service because COPT was not yet a Pacific 
offering at the time,his cost exhiDits were being'prepared .. 
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)). Positions ot other Parties 
ORA again advocates applying the same percentage 

adjustment to recurring rates tor this service that is adopted tor 
business services, and the same lower rate increase for the 
installation charqethat is advocates for all service 'connection 
charges. Shantz testified that ORA does not propose a change for 
the $75 charqe for conversion of service. 

california Payphone Association (CPA), whose 35-
members conduct private payphone, businesses in california, 
presented the testimony of its President, John cunningham,. who is 
also an officer of a company which owns, installs, and operates 
private payphones in Pacific's service area. He testified that at 
present rates the COPT' operator must generate revenues of $349 per 
month on an annual basis in order to stay in business, assuming 
that the COPr' operator charges the maximum allowable $.25 per local 
call, that capital costs per COPr are $2,500 with as-year 
depreciation life for installation, that 20% ot the operatinq 
profit will be paid as a commission to the location owner or 
manager, that operatinq and maintenance expenses plus 
administrative and'general expenses for the operator are about $55-
per month per station, and that a 14% annual return on investment 
is the minimum reasonable return. 

He claims that fewer than 15% ot the public 
telephones in Pacific's service area can generate that much revenue 
and that COPT operators must concentrate their services in these 
hiqh usaqe market locations. At Pacitic's proposed rates (without 
Sullivan's last increase in the initial minute rate) CUnningham 
estimates that the return from a COPT' generating $349' per month 
would be reduced t~ 11.8% and that the COPT would have to· generate 
$365 per month to produce a 14% return, thereby reducing even 
further the selection of COPT locations. To this he adds other 
inherent competitive disadvantages in COPr operations which. he says 
lead him to- conclude' that the proposed rate increase could lead to' 
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an end to the long-term viability of the private pay telephone 
market in california. 'I'hese unquantified disadvantages include the 
COPr's *need* to, charge the allowable maximum of $.25 rather than 
Pacific's $.20 rate, the *need* of COPTs to limit calls to ~5 
minutes, the COPT's inability to derive much revenue from nonlocal 
calls, and its inabi~ity to. receive any share ot *nonsent paid toll. 
revenues* or access service revenues tor interLAXA calls made' trom 
COPT stations. We put the word *need* in quotation marks because 
these practices are not tariff requirements, but business 
decisions. 

CPA asserts that the increased revenue Pacitic 
expects to generate from its proposed COPT rate changes is 
miniscule by PacBell's standards, but very ominous to the small 
businesses which comprise CPA's membership. Although there are no 

. cost studies specifically addressing COPT in this record, CPA 
states that the information about coin services in the cost 'studies 
Pacific sponsored show revenues approximately equal to cost tor 
coin access lines, local usage and sent-paid toll. CPA goes on to 
claim that there is insufficient detail to identity not-sent-paid 
(i.e., credit card or operator assisted) toll revenues and access 
charge revenues related to coin service. Citing the analogous 2.8 
revenue to cost ratio ~or intra~A MTS set out in Seho~~'s 
testimony, Exhibit 260, CPA claims that these two revenue 
categories are among the most profitable to PacBell, and concludes 
that Pacific's coin services as a general class produce revenues 
well in excess of costs. Based on this conclusion CPAarques that 
there is no basis in the record tor presWiling that subscribers to' 
COPT do not, likewise, pay rates which tully cover the costs ot 
those services which PacBell provides to them.. 

CPA adds that D.8S-~~-057 does not mandate a rate 
adjustment for COPT in this proceeding, it merely *place[sJ a 
ceiling on the degree to which COPT service rates might be adjusted 
in this proceeding* (emphasis in original). Further, CPA points 
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out that the present monthly rate for measured CO~ service was 
developed based on Pacitic's own cost estimates and the cost study 
which provided the rirmest basis. tor theCOP'r line rate we adopted 
is the cost study tor a measured business line which. was prepared 
by Pacitic and sponsored by SCholl. in this current rate proceeding. 
(See 0.35-11-057, milDeo .. at 45-50, Finding 24,. at 114; 0'.36-01-059,. 
mimeo. at 4.) CPA conclucles that our prior decision does not 
absolve Pacific ot its obligation to provide adequate eviclentiary 
support tor these rate change proposals. 

CPA argues that we should deny the COPT increases 
Pacific seeks. because the competitive inroads private operators 
have macle into the public telephone services market are small and 
their profit marqins are already narrow. It adds that adoption 
will. imperil the vitality and the tuture ot the private' payphone 
industry as well as the services which that industry could offer to
the general public. 

c:. DiSCWfSion 
We stated our priorities for the setting of COPT' 

rates quite clearly in 0.35-11-057. We said: 
'We need not evaluate the business prospects 
ot COPT operators in detail, because we 
conclude that the viability of the business 
potential for COPT operators is at most a 
consideration of secondary importance in 
our setting- rates for COPT service.. Our 
primary concer,n$ are to- assure that COPT 
rates are set at levels which do not 
seriously impair Pacific's net revenues and 
are reasonable in relation to Pacific's 
service costs and its rates for comparable 
services. We agree with TORN that if, 
having· analyzed and weig-hed these relevant 
factors, we adopt rates which otter only a 
narrow window ot business opportunity in 
especially hig-h volume locales, that may 
disappoint prospective entrepreneurs but 
will nonetheless serve the interests of the 
general body of ratepayers. If the adopted 
rates are low.enough to foster widespread 
COPT. operations in california, that will be 
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so much the better. Thus~ in setting rates 
for COPT ser.rice, we shall direct our 
attention to the interests of the general 
body of ratepayers rather than to those of 
the potential COPT operator. On the other 
hand, we recoqnize that Pacific will be a 
competitor with COPT operators as well as a 
provider of ser.rices to them. We therefore 
intend to assure that the rate structure 
and rate levels adopted for COPT ser.rice do, 
not unduly or unnecessaril¥ discriminate 
against the COPT operator 1n relation to 
Pacific's own pay telephone ser.rices.* 
(D.85-1l-057, mimeo. at 34-35.) 

Keeping this in mind we evaluated'the various proposals- before us. 
Pacific's proposal for the access line rate was based on its costs 
of providing measured business (um) lines, which have cost 
characteristics similar to COPT lines.. The accuracy of this 
proposal was corroborated during the hearing in that proceeding, 
with one slight adjustment, by Scholl based on cost study data 
which had :been prepared for, but not yet presented in, the present 
proceeding.. We ~er adjusted Pacific's figure to account for 
the appropriate rate of return, the proper attribution of the 
interstate CUStomer Access Line Charge (CALC), the adopted revenue 
requirement, the value of the 411 directory assistance allowance 
included in the COPT ser.rice,_ and continuing administrative costs. 
We found that the cost of an average call was very close to the 
then-effective ZOK Zone 1 rates, and concluded that simplicity of 
rate design, ease of future adjustment, and consistency with 
Pacific's service costs as well as alleviation of any incentive for 
customers to- connect COPTs improperly to ordinary business lines by 
setting this rate at the same level as those business'lines, made 
it reasonable to set the rates for local COPT calls at the ZUK 
Zone 1 rates as DRA recommended .. 

Since no new cost evidence has }:)een presented and the 
amount of. time since we authorized Pacific'$ present COPT rates is 
relatively short, we- assume that the cost of an average COPT call 
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is still very close to the ZUK Zone. l. rate. The advantages we 
cited in 0.85-l.l-057 for using this same rate for COPT service 
still hold true. At the time we adopted the present COPT rates 
residence and business usage rates were the same for ZUK Zone l.. 
That fact is not changed by this decision. Since COPT costs have 
characteristics similar to measured business lines it is 
appropriate for Pacific's CO~ rates t~ continue to· reflect those 
rates. There~ore, Paci~ic's COPT access rates should be increased 
by the same percentage as business access rates and COPT usage 
rates should remain at present levels. 

We see no· reason in this record t~ deviate from the 
across-the-board percentage increase for installation and repair 
that we have adopted, for business and residence services. Pacific 
should adopt the same increase. FUrtheaore, since conversion of 
service is just as "labor intensive,"" as DRA. put it, as 
installation or repair, that cost should reasonably be expected to' 
increase by the same percentage. 'I'herefore, we will permit Pacific 
to adopt the same increase factor for conversion as for new 
installation. 

Clearly these rate changes will have less impact on 
the COPT operators than the changes Pacific proposes. The impact 
that the changes d~ cause are reasonably related to· costs and 
proteetthe general ratepayer trom subsidizing this service. While 
this decision may' reduce their rate of return to something less 
than 14%, and perhaps cause them· to, reconsider contemplated new 
services~ it is certain that these changes will not deprive CPA 
m~mbers of their ability to operate. 

The COPT' rates and charges we adopt in this decision 
will produce a $0.0l.9 mill.ion revenue increase '!!or the test year. 
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IV. Incideng1 Services 

A. Honpub1ished Seryice 
pacific presently provides nonpublished service to its 

customers for $.30 per month. This service allows a customer to. be 
unlisted. in both the telephone directory and with. directory 
assistance. Sullivan testified that Pacitic's market studies show 
that'this service is grossly underpriced in relationship' to, the 
value many customers place on it. Based on this he recommends 
increasing the monthly rate by 83.33% to $.SS. 

Additionally, Sullivan described a· new service which 
Pacific proposes to call Directory Assistance Listing COAL). This 
service permits the eustomerto be unlisted in the telephone 
directory, but includes that customer's name,., adclress, and 
telephone number in the Directory Assistance Service data base, so. 
that a caller who, knows the name and location of the customer can 
get his or her number from Directory Assistance,. but the customer 
can avoid random, solicitations and nuisance calls. Pacific 
proposes pricing this service at $.30 per month. Taken together 
Pacific projects that these services as proposed will generate an 
additional $7.443 million. in the test year. 

ORA supports both these proposals but argues that the 
rates for nonpublished service should remain at their present $.30 
level and that rates tor DAL should be set at hal!' that price, $.15-
per month. ORA's rationale for its rate proposals, is Shantz' 
testimony that it is inappropriate to. increase rates for this 
service on a value of service basis in a period of declining 
overall costs for Pacific. ORA calculates that its rate proposal 
results in a revenue decrease of about $113,000 to Pacific. 

TORN also objects to any increase for nonpublished 
service, arguing that ratepayers have a right to protect their 
privacy and, should not' have the- cost' of this privacy nearly 
doubled. 
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We believe that Pacific's new offering is a useful 
addition to its nonpublished service offering, and will adopt it. 
Some customers object to paying anything over cost for unpublished 
service~ We recognize that many people believe it is important to 
keep, their numbers private,. but we think this is the sort of 
nonessential service which ought to continue to provide some 
subsidy to' basic service. On the other hand,. we agree with ORA 
that it is inappropriate to increase the rates for existing 
nonpublished service. when the rates are already set well above 
costs. 

It seems intuitively likely that OAL service would have 
higher per-unit costs than nonpublished service, and its costs 
ought to be set to- reflect that fact. However, we can find nothing 
in the record ,to verify this, and both Pacific and ORA endorse 
setting OAL rates at. between 50% and 55% of the nonpublished 
service rates. We will keep rates at this same ratio. Thus, we 
have kept the $.30 rate level for nonpublished service, we will 
also adopt DRA's proposed $.15 level for OAL service. The small 
revenue reduction which' results from, ORA's proposal is too· small to 
have a noticeable effect on the overall revenue contribution of 
these services. 
B. T9UCht one Seryice 

Pacific's initial proposal suggests no change in its 
Touchtone service rates. In his rebuttal testimony, however, 
Sullivan proposed reducing rates for three services if the revenue 
requirement we adopt in this proceeding is lower than what Pacific 
proposed. Making Touchtone a standard rather than an optional 
offering was the third of these proposed rate changes. Sullivan 
points out that since the Touchtone function is necessary, to- many 
new telephone products and services, such treatment would guarantee 
the broadest possible availability of new offerings to Pacific· Bell 
customers. Pacific's closing brief adds that Touchtone service 
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qenerates approximately $80 million in annual revenues" but fails 
to cite any reterence in the record which yields such information. 

ORA does not comment on this proposal; however" 'I'O'RN 

does. TORN recites the arguments it made in Pacitic's previous 
general rate proceeding tor the elimination of additional charqes 
for Touchtone service~ It states that Touchtone service 
automatically becomes available" without any extra cost to Pacific, 
in areas where Pacific installs electronic switches; that calls 
made with Touchtone should cost less than rotary-aialed calls due 
to shorter set-up times; and that the overwhelming maj-ority of 
residential customers now have Touchtone phones, so that this 
former luxury is now a near-universal element of basic service. 
TORN urqes that such a rate change is an equitable alternative for 
spreading part ot the rate reductions which it contends are due 
residential customers. 

In the past it has been our position that Touchtone 
service was an appropriate demarcation line between basic service 
and access to the optional teatures and intormation services which 
ought to cover their own. costs and, where possible" provide a 
contribution to basic service. The Touchtone rates have remained 
at their current levels, $1.20 tor residence lines and $1.70 for 
business lines, since they were first authorized in 1967. Of 
course, they have become increasingly more useful since that time 
as the number of services available through them has continued to 
increase. 

It is reasonable to arque that Touchtone should be 
otfered at no premium since its broad availability does not result 
in extra direct costs to Pacific, but might encourage more 
customers to buy additional optional services which are priced to
subsidize basic service. We are not averse to considering the 
elimination of extra charges for Touchtone service. However, we 
cannot do so in this proceeding since Pacitic's cost and revenue 
witness did. not address this particular ser.rice and we have no 
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evidence ot the revenue impact ot such a change. 'the statement in 
Pacific's closing brief is not evidence. Even it this statement 
eould be regarded as evidence we note that Paeific projected 
'rouchtone revenues ot a))out $107 million in 1984, in contrast to 
the $80 m1~lion tigure which Paeific now claims, apparently as a 
198& tiqure. (See D.84-06-111, mimeo,. at p. 201.) 'this large 
discrepancy alone makes reliance on Pacific's unsubstantiated claim 
unreasonable. For theSe reasons we will leave Paeific's 'touchtone 
rates as-is tor the present, but we will direct Pacific to provide 
cost and revenue data tor 'rouchtone service in the supplementary 
rate design proceeclinqs. 
c. verification lDteX,gpt 

This is a service by which toll operators may verity that 
a line is actually busy at the request ot a calling party. 
Sullivan testified that Paeific wishes to, increase the charge from 
$.SO to $.75 in order to bring the rates more in line with the cost 
ot handlinq this type ot service. ORA opposes the increase • 

SCholl's testimony, Exhibit 260, does not specitically 
indicate the cost ot providing Veritication Interrupt service. It 
divides. operator services between two eategories, directory 
assistance (DA) and wother.· In this ·other· subcategory, to which 
Verification Interrupt service wouid belong, Scholl shows an 
overall revenue to cost ratio ot 0.7. Applying the 82t adjustment 
tactor to the costs for this subcategory brings that ratio to about 
0.9'. In Exhibit 351 Shantz points out that Pacific has projected 
an annual revenue increase ot $247,000 tor this service in the test 
year based on calculations using a unit cost o·f $.27, and assuming 
adoption ot the proposed rate increase. Shantz argues that this 
unit eost figure is well below the present rate already and· does 
not seem, to justify a fUrther increase.. We agree. 'there' is no 
clear' basis in tbi$record tor raising the veritication Interrupt 
rate. We' wil'l lea.v~ it as-is. 
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D. Rgote call loJ.nrslinq 
Remote call Forwarding' (RCF) is an optional service .. 

allowing customers a local telephone number identity in a remote 
location without actually maintaining an office there. Incoming 
calls to this remote number are automatically forwarded to the 
telephone number where the customer is actually located.. The 
calling party is billed for the call to th.is remote telephone 
nUlDDer, while the subscribing· customer is billed tor the remaining 
portion. 

The present monthly rate for this service is $18 per 
access path. Paci!ic proposes to retain the same rate for initial 
access paths, but to reduce the charge for the second and third 
access paths to $10 and t~ reduce the charge tor the fourth and 
further access paths to $$. Sullivan testified that such pricing 
would produce usagesttmulation thereby producing optimum revenue. 
He added that this service is a partial substitute for FEX. 
Despite the rate reduction,. Pacific projects a revenue gain ot 
$1.143 million with this rate change due to· the growth it estimates 
will take.place in RCF access paths. 

ORA. opposes any change in RCFrates, pointing out that 
the revenue gain Paci!ic projects is the result of its· proposed 
l~itation on Foreign Exchange service to existing customers, which 
DRA also opposes. ORA als~ opposes th~ proposal on the ground that 
ReF is a type o·f basic exchange service and that it would be 
improper to permit a decrease in this rate if we are adopting 
increases in other basic exchange service rates. Finally, DRA also 
obj ects to this proposal because ReF was one of the services which 
was the subject ot our marketing abuse findings. ORA argues that 
we should not permit changes in rate structures tor any such 
service -until the ef:rects o:r the unethical and abusive marketing 
activities have been corrected. and eliminated ... -

We agree with ORA that ReF rates shOUld. not be' reduced in 
this decision. The basis tor Pacific's projection of a revenue 
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qain is the qrandfatherinq of its FEX service. Elsewhere in this 
decision we explain why that qrandfatherinq proposal is not 
reasonable. 'rhis beinq so, the revenue effect o,f Pacific's 
proposed changes ~ RCFrates is not likely to De the increase 
which it has projected. We will authorize no, chanqe in RCF rates. 

v _ KOSsage Toll Seryice CJSTS) and JITS-Belated· Services 

A. Xntroductiop 
Pacitic proposes various rate changes for Messaqe Toll 

Service (MTS) and related services. The related services are Call 
Bonus Wide Area, Community calling Plans, Circle Calling, optional 
calling Measured'Service (OeMS), Wide Area Telephone Service 
(WA'l'S;), and 800 Service. Pacific says that the MTS and MTS-related 
services rate design which it proposes will-produce a test year 
revenue decrease of $51.718 m.illion tor these services. with 
parentheses denotinq neqative revenue effects, this breaks- down as
tollows: 

MTS: 
call Bonus Wide Area: 

Community callinq~' 
Circle callinq:' 

OCMS: 

800 Service: 
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ORA's revenue neutral proposal for the same time frame 
would decrease revenues from this source by a slightly larger 
amount, $54.010 million. It breaks down as follows: 

MTS: ($46.8'60 million) 
call Bonus wide Area: (0.568 million)' 

Community calling: (2.719 million) 
Cirele calling: (2.925- million) 

OCMS: (0.460 million) 
WATS: 

800 service: 
(0.478: million) 

o .0' million 

In ORA's alternative rate design to reflect its later, 
revenue requirement proposal, the portion for MTS and MTS-related 
serviees eomes to· a neqative $166.212 million, and in the rate 
desiqn proposal in its Concurrent Opening Brief, whieh is based, on 
the total revenue reduction of $181.557 million, (whieh includes 
ORA~s calculations for a revenue neutral outeome plus an additional 
revenue requirement decrease of $79.6 million to- refleet the direct 
assi9%=ent of closed end. WATS costs on January 1, 1987 as shown in 
ORA's latest proposal in the Results ot Operations Phase) ORA 
proposes redueing Mr.S and MTS-related serviees by only $33.295 

million. The details of Pacitie's proposal as well as ORA's 
alternatives and the suggestions and eomments of other parties are 
addressed beloW. 
B. Message Toll Service OITSl 

1. Pacific's Bate Band Proposal 

Paeitic proposes re-prieing and simplifying its MTS 
serviee. under the plan. intra-LATA message toll rate bands would be 
redueed trom seventeen to tour. Paeific would consolidate the 
first two of these bands into one larger zone eneompassing the area 
from beyond the a-mile local calling area up to 16 miles. (Pacific 
proposes the same change in major metropolitan area,swhere these 
two zones are known as zcrK Zones 2 and 3 and their rates are set 
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Delow toll rates to, reeognize the differences. in costs and calling 
needs in highly urbanized areas. Pacific's plan for the ZOM zone 
consolidation is discussed along with other ZOM proposals Delow.) 

The remaining 15- message toll rate bands, which account 
for calls in mileage increments from 16+ miles up to. 245 miles~ 

with the last Dand being for calls of over Z4S miles, would be 
consolidateel into. three bands: 16+ to. 30 miles, 3·0+ to. 50 miles, 
anel over 50 miles. Pacific then proposes setting rates for its 
consolidated first rate band at $.59 for a five-minute call. This 
contrasts with the present rate ot $.49 for a five-minute call in 
the 9-1Z mile mileage band, a 20t increase,- anel $.64 for a five
minute call in the 13-16 mile mileage band, an 8%. elecrease. 
Additionally, Pacific proposes rate elecreases in the consolidated 
longer mileage Dands, with the most expensive fiVe-minute call 
decreasing from $2.42 to $1.50. However, these rates. would still 
result in a rate increase fo.r one more ot the present rate bands, 
the 16+ to 20 mile band, by about 12%. Pacific projects the 
overall test year revenue effect of these changes to' be a reduction 
of $36.719 million.· 

pacifiC'S SCholl points out that the proposed MTS rate 
restructuring still, results in revenues which exceed projected 
historical costs for every mileage band although the revenue to. 
cost ratio will be qreater than it is now for short-haul mileage 
bands and less than it is now for the longer-haul bands. He adds 
that the new rate design would bring these ratios into.'a much 
tighter range. (Exhibit 402, p. 137.) In other wo.rds, the pro.fit 
margins would become 'more similar among the bands. Pacific's 
Sullivan cites the following oDjectives for proposing these 
changes: to. stimulate usage on the most proti table longer-haul 
routes, to. protect against Dypass, and to. continue the revenue 
contribution to-provide a sustainable means. of sustaining the 
support of Residence Exchange Telephone Service • (Exhibi t 2a3, pp'. 
10-11. ) 
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Paci~ic adds that in the face o~ ever-increasing 
competitive pressures underpriced business services rates should be 
increased thereby ~acilitating toll-related rate decreases as a 
first line of de~ense of the basic residence service subsidy. 
FUrther,·paci~ic argues that longer-haul calls tend to have the 
highest revenue-to-cost ratios and there~ore are most VUlnerable to 
bypass. It makes sense,. adds Pacific, to focus rate recluctions. on 
such calls, partly because the per-mile costs of such calls are 
less than for shorter-haul calls. 

Finally, Paci~ic suqqests that i~ ~urther revenue 
requ.irement reductions are required, M.'I'S services should be qi ven 
first priority for such reductions, and th~se (lonqer-haul) mileaqe 
bands with the hiqhest revenue to cost ratios should be reduced~ 
first. 

2. DBA's Rate Band Pr9pOSAl . 

DRA's witness, Karen L. Miller, testified about ORA's 
revenue neutral rate design proposal, which she desiqned based on 
the instruction of Project and Proqram Supervisor, Shantz,. that· the 
level of revenue decrease for these services should be about $50 
million for the test year. 

Miller testified that ORA proposes reducing the nUlliber of 
~, rate bands from· 17 to 9 by combining all the rate band~ from 71 
miles and qreater int~ one band,. consolidating the message toll 
coin rate bands to be consistent with this regular MTS rate band, 
proposal,. and reducing the rates for the initial minute of service 
for each of these remaininq bands. Miller testified that ORA"s 
proposal would reduce rates in each rate band by $.01 out to 71+ 
miles where, because the rest of the bands are consolidated',.. the 
rate reduction effectively increases with distance. She claims, 
that consol'idation of these lonqest-haul rate bands makes sense 
because,. 'as a result of divestiture traffic over these' routes has 
become small compared to the shorter-haul rate bands. 
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Shantz testi~ied that it is ORA's position that these 
intraLATA message toll-type services should reflect the shift in 
revenue requirement brought about by implementation of ORA's. 
proposed intraLAXA SPF to SLU transition and the direct assignment 
of costs tor closed end intraLAXA, WATS which we adopted, in 
0.87-12-067. Shantz also cautioned Commission against IPdipping 
into the toll pot •• ~in lieu ot raising basic rates.1P He added, 
·CWJe must be very careful that the subsidy be made smaller s~ that 
it there is intraLATA competition authorized and the qolden eqq' 
completely disappears you do not suddenly see very larqe increases 
in basic rates. 1P 

3. US Sprint's Position 
US Sprint Communications Company (US Sprint) supports 

ORA's MTS r~te design because it reduces rates in All mileage 
bancls, and allows end users to share approximately equally in the 
benefits for reduced intraLATA toll rates, and because the ORA 
proposed rate design more closely reflects cost causation • 

US Sprint asks us to reject Pacitic's proposed revisions 
to ~ rates. It claims that the proposal has no basis in cost 
causation and is anti competitive in that it is an attempt to 
position Pacific tor potential intraLATA toll competition and to' 
disadvantage potential competitors by attempting to set relatively 
low prices tor the longer haul intraLATA toll routes which are most 
vulnerable t~ potentia~ competition w~le increasing rates. on 
short-haul intraLAXA toll routes which are in Pacitic's view least 
vulnerable to competition. US Sprint also claims that Pacific's 
proposal requires the'users of short-haul and long-haul toll to' pay 
disproportionate amounts in relation to the cost of service and 
adds thatinterexehange, carriers (lECs) pay more to use the SalDe 
tacilities. 

4. CBCBAl'l'CA's Position 
In the event this commission chooses to go forward with a 

rate design, CBCHA/TCA's witness selwyn otters a proposal tor' 
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I ZOM4 expansion which increases the scope ot applicability ot Z'O'M 
rates,. and thus decreases the scopeot applicability ot M'rS rates 
and the revenue tromtoll-related services. selwyn proposes that 
we adopt Pacitic's proposal to consolidate ZUM Zones 2 and 3 but 
that we create a new.zu.K Zone 3 tor the 17-30 mile distance band. 
He adds that he does not object to Pacific's toll rate 
restructuring and toll rate reductions if his additional ZOM zone 
is adopted ~ the same rate ditferential which exists between 
Pacific's proposed consolidated 9-16 mile ZOK zone and the 
corresponding M'l'S rates is maintained between the additional 17-30 
mile ZUK zone and corresponding MTS rates. Selwyn states that his 
proposal will more appropriately reflect the lower costs associated 
with metropolitan area calling and the traditionally lower levels 
ot,contribution expected from these fundamentally local messages,. 
ancl will allow Pacific to more directly tarqet its policies at 
reclucing the potential for uneconomic bypass of the Company's 
message services. He states that the potential competitive threat 
to· long-haul ancl nonurban intraLATA toll routes, (which us Sprint 
addresses), is minimal when compared with the potential for 
customer-speci~ic alternatives within the more concentrated 
metropolitan areas. He adds that this conversion ~rom M'rS to- the 
30-mile extended ZUK zone would result in a net revenue reduction, 
before settlements,. of $250 million. He claims that this figure 
should be lowered to,' $206 million to account tor net revenues 
derived from the additional calling which this plan would foster. 

S. ·Discussion 
We a<]ree with both Pacific and ORA. that a reduction in 

the number of M7S'rate bands is appropriate. Consolidation of the 
longer-haul mileage bands produces the simplification which Pacific 

4 Zone Usage Measurement, or zcrK is a discounted metropolitan 
toll plan discussed . in detail in section VI, below. 
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describes" and the tlattening of rates tor those bands should also 
produce usage stilllulation. Scholl's Exhibit 260, Part 2, p. 7-10 

shows projected MTS usage revenues exceeding costs by $740 million. 
It is clear that the proposals ot ORA and Pacific will continue to 
provide a substantial contribution over cost, and it appears that 
the proposal of CBCHA/TeA's Selwyn would too. 

Not being convinced of the equity of increasing short
haul toll so disproportionately to. long-haul toll, we are not 
willing, however, to adopt the rate band consolidation whiCh 
Paei~ie advocates and which CBCHA/TeA's proposal is premised upon. 
As we explain in our discussion of Z'OK service,_ below, we wish to 
retain a distinct transitional rate zone between local service 
rates and toll rates. pacific's proposal averages rates. While 
this is appropriate for some lower vo.1Ume long-haul rate bands, it 
will make ~t more difficult to maintain ZUM rates distinct from 
local and toll rates, and it will not provide the users ot the 
higher volu:me short-haul routes with the same level of control over 
their toll ~ills that they presently have. Such control includes 
choosing an optional calling plan best tailored to the customer's 
calling patterns as well as adjusting calling patterns. For these 
reasons we tind Pacific's mileage zone consolidation unacceptable. 

Nor are we convinced that it would be appropriate to 
shit~ revenue requirement from usage to access rates and from toll 
to local service in the manner proposed by CBCHA/TeA. Although 
much ot our tocus to date has been on the need to· reduce toll rates 
to mitigate the potential tor bypass, we wish to make it clear that 
our objective is not merely to craft a defensive strategy, but to 
aChieve the broad range of benefits accruing trom economic 
efticiency. Further, although the SPF-to-SLcr reallocations reduce 
the revenue reqUirements. attributed to- toll services. in particular, 
our concern is more generally focusea on bringing all usage rates 
more into· line with economic costs • 
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One sometimes torgets that even small consumers can 
benefit tromreduction$ in usage rates which in large measure may 
otfset increases in residence access line rates. In order tor this 
to· happen, however, the movement ot rates toward economic costs 
must not be limited to- those with bypass alternatives as is the 
CBCBA/TCA proposal, tor a preoccupation witn meeting competitive 
threats will leave out small users. captive consumers are also· 
entitled t~ the benefits of economic pricing. 

As applied specifically to this proceeding, economic 
efficiency favors bringing rates more in line with economic costs 
for All usage rates, not merely long-haul toll usage rates. 
Particul~ly high contribution margins on long-haul toll routes may 
open. such traffic t~ indirect bypass pressure even in the face of 
our intraLAXA ban and may indicate a strategic need to adjust those 
rates. Aside from· bypass threats, however, efficiency losses--that 
is, foregone benefits of calling in excess of the Wtruew costs of 
that calling--as.a result of call suppression due to over-priced 
usage rates are of equally fundamental concern. 

As we have acknowledged by our adoption of an intraLATA 
SPF to SLU transition plan, it is important to· track intraLAXA toll 
costs and one important reason is that such intormation will assist 
in setting rates which will allow Pacific to be in a position to 
compete should intraLAXA toll competition be permitted in the 
future. At the same time, as OS Sprint reminds us, it is important 
in any tuture competitive environment that Pacitic not have an 
unreasonable advantage over its competitors. ORA's proposal, both 
for rate band consolidation and for rates, is tair in that respect. 
The principal appeal ot this proposal so· tar as it goes, however, 
is not the fairness of its effect on potential tuture competition, 
but the fact that this proposal cuts the. number of rate zones by 
nearly half, retains most ot the present revenue to cost ratios, 
and still provides a zone contiqurationwhich will promote 
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increased usage without disadvantaging today's short-haul 
customers. 

While CBCHA/TCA's selwyn adVocates a policy based on 
economic pricinq ot ~ service r his proposal fails to consider the 
Droader application of economio prioing whioh we Delieve is 
essential. In his recommendations tor ZUM service Selwyn proposes 
moving toward more economic priCing by reducing the usage rates for 
Z'OK service ... 
this concept. 

As we discuss in Part VI below r we tind some merit in 
Moreover r we believe that policy should also be 

applied to< the analpqous shortest laS rate. bands, those tor. 9 to- 12 
miles and 13 to- 16 miles, in recognition of the policy concerns we 
have described aboVe. With the knowledqe that usage witbinthese 
rate bands provides a substantial contribution, but absent more 
precise cost data, we conclude that it is reasonable to achieve 
these policy goals by adopting a modification of ORA's pricing 
proposal •. 

ORA had proposed only $.01 reduction to the initial 
minute of MXS usage. This is but a token reduction in rates, as a 
S-minute call in band 9-12 at current rates costs $.49, ~ut would 
only be reduced to $.48 under ORA's proposed rates. A much more 
significant savings would be achieved by leaving the initial minute 
rate 'tor toll bands 9-12 and 13-16 as-is and reducing the rates tor 
additional minutes per call by $~01. onder this rate design the 
band 9-12 call would-cost $.45. 

We calculate that the application Of this modest 
reduction in the rates tor additional minutes ot use will increase 
Pacific's revenue reduction tor M'rS trom the $46.860 million 
initially projected by ORA. to about $56.478. million if we adopt 
ORA."s proposecl rates tor the remain1nq rate bands. Such. a rate 
design provides an equitable way tor Pacitic to recoqnizethe 
economies inherent in M'rS -service in the shortest r most heavily 
used rate bands, whil~ benefitinq all M'rS users • 
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For all the reasons set forth we will adopt ORA's mileage 
zone consolidation proposal and we will adopt the rates set forth , 
in its MTS rate band rate proposal shown in Appendix A, sheet 1 of 
1 of Exhibit 348 (as amendecl to remedy a. transcriptional error by 
Wilson by a letter to all parties dated February la:, 1987') except 
that we will retain the present rates for the, initial minute of use 
for the 0 to 8:, the, 9 to, lZ, and the 13 to, 16 mile rate bands and 
reduce the rates for additional minutes of use for these three rate 
bands by one cent. 
c. QptiQMl Toll Discount PlAllS 

1. Pacific's Prppospls 

Pacific presently offers four optional calling plans 
which provide discounts for short-haul intraLATA usage services, 
both Z'CK and MTS, for residence one-party customers.. The first 
three, referred to as the call Bonus Plans, are the community Plan 
and the Circle calling Plan which are limited to areas within 40 

rate mile$ of the customer's home eXchange and which were 
previously referred to- as ORTS, and the group of Wide Area Plans 
which apply to toll calls throughout the customer's LATA. The 
fourth usage discount plan is called OCMS. It is also limited to a 
40-mile radius of the customer's home exchange. Pacific proposes 
various changes to these services which it claims will result, on a 
test year basis, in a revenue decrease of $5.521 million for the 
Wide Area Plans and an overall revenue increase of $73,000 for the 
rest of the plans. 

a. The COAgnity Plan 

For a monthly charge ranging from $3.60 to $8 .. 55, 
depending on the rate mileage (9 to 40 miles), the community Plan 
allows the subscriber to' choose up to four communities in toll or 
ZOM areas within 40 miles of his or her premises (actually the home 
exchange or district area) to which discounted measured intra LATA 

toll rates plus a dollar amount allowance between, $7.20 and $17.10, 
again varying with the rate mileage, will be applied., The customer 
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ma~ subscribe for double or triple allowances at comparable 
charges. 

T.b.e mileage *Rate Stepsw for both the Community Plan 
and the Circle calling Plan correspond to the first six present MXS 
mileage bands (and the zu.K zones). The measured rate discount is 
30% of the regular MrS rates. 

The allowance tor the community Plan is double the 
tlat monthly char9- for the service. It is deducted from the 
discounted charges accumulated for calls to that exchange (or 
community) during the billing cycle. Thus, tor example,. a customer 
suDscriDing to a community Plan for a, community 18 miles from his 
or her exchange will be billed an additional $5.50 per month, for 
the 17 to 20 mile Rate- Step, and will receive a 30% rate discount 
on calls t~that community and an $11 allowance applied to' those 
discounted charges. 

Sullivan testi~ied that Pacific proposes to keep the 

basic allowance at double the monthly rate and the discount at 30%, 
but to consolidate the Rate Steps into three steps, the last of 
which ranges trom 31 to- 50 miles, to- be consistent with Pacitic's 
proposed ~S mileage bands. Since this plan is restricted to' 
communities listed in the tariffs and none ot Pacitic's routes is 
beyond, 40 miles,. this does not extend available service. Pacific 
also proposes deducting the allowance from the accumUlated charges 
betore the discount is applied, as is the case with Wide Area 
Plans. with these revisions Pacific projects a test year rev,enue 
increase' of $661,000. 

b. The Circle calling nan 
For $4.75- per month the Circle callinq.option 

provides the same 30% discounted measured intraLAXA toll rates as 
the Community Plan, but without a usage allowance. However,. the 
discount is applied~to all toll/ZOM calls within the 40 miles (with 
certain exceptions such as where reciprocal availability is 
required). Sullivan testified that Pacific proposes·rec1ucing the' 
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rate for this service to $4.25 and also increasing the available 
raaius from· 40 t~ SO miles to be consistent witn the proposed rate 
band·· consolidation. Pacifie projects a revenue decrease of $1.327 
million due t~these changes. 

c.. Optional calling Heasgred Service 
OCMS is a service which combines the time of day 

restrictions of the Wide Area Plan, below, the specific community 
restriction of the Community Plan, with unlimited free calling to 
the selected. exchanges or d.istrict areas (communities) between 
those off-peak hours (8 p .• m. and 8 a.m. on weekdays and all day 
Saturday and. Sunday), and. an allowance of one, two, or three hours 
of calling to, that community at other times for a flat monthly rate 
(based on the Rate step and. time allowance selected and ranging 
from $4.50 to' $27.00 per month). Peak hour calls to the selected 
communities beyond the subseribed-for allowance are eharged at an 
overtime charge which is the same as the regular MrS rates for 
additional minutes. other toll calls are charged. under the regular 
MTS tariff.. Only one OCMS service may be subscribed to for any 
particular service area, but the customer may subseribe to· the 
service for several service areas. CUstomers in serviee areas 
where OCMS is available may also subseribe to a regular call Bonus
Community Plan, but may not subscribe to' the cirele Calling Plan. 

Sullivan testified that OCMS is a fOD· of community 
Plan and stated. that Paeific proposes withdrawing this service 
option and. providing the present subscribers with Community Plan 
service instead. Pacific claims that withdrawal of this plan will 
result in a test year revenue increase of $739,000, which Sullivan 
seems to attribute to expense savings. 

d. The All Bongs Wide Area Plan 

There are six permutations to·. the call Bonus Wide 
Area· Plan. Each isdesiqned to'provide a discount and two.also 
provide a monetary allowance for all toll (and Z'CM Zones 2- and 3) 
calls -within the LATA so long as· the calls are placed within the 
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designated time frames. ~he allowance is applied t~ charges for 
calls placed within the designated time frames at undiscounted 
rates. '!'here are two possible time frames, the first is for off
peak calls only. That is, calls placed between 11 p·.m-.. and 8 a .. m .. 
weekdays (and all day Saturday and SUnday). ~his is called a basic 
hour plan. '!'he second is for these off-peak times plus calls 
placed between 12 noon and 2 p.m. and between 9 p.m... and 11 p.m. on 
weekdays. '!'his is called an extended hour plan.. Thus there are 
three possible basic hour plans and three possible extended hour 
plans. 

Sullivan testified that less than 7% of Wide Area 
Plan customers subscribe to the three basic hour plans, and he 
therefore proposes withdrawing those three plans and converting the 
customers' to the comparable extended hour plans.. He also proposes 
reducing the recurring charge for these three plans to the level of 
the basic hour plans (to $2.00, $4.00, and $6.00, from $2 ... 75, 
$4.75, and $6.75.) and changing the allowance for the $6.00 plan 
(the only plan which includes an allowance) from· $8.50 to $8.00. 
~e percentage discounts would stay the same. Based on its rate 
band consolidation and rate proposals Pacific projects the .revenue 
impact of ,these changes for the test year to, be a $5.521 million 
decrease. 

2. ORA's Proposa1a ~or Optional. 
Toll Discount PlINI 

Miller testified that DRkopposes all of the revisions to 
discounted ZOK/toll rates'proposed by Pacific. Her testimony 
expresses a general opposition based on the fact that these 
services were the subject of our investigation of Pacific's 
marketing abuses. In addition to this general opposition Killer 
also· expresses a specific objection to changes proposecl for one of 
the optional toll discount plans',. Circle calling. Specifically she 
objects to the expansion of Circle calling to- 50 miles because the 
service is not avaiiable to all residence customers and is not 
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available to ~y business customers. Miller contends that 
increased benefits should, wherever possible, be directed to· all 
ratepayers rather than a selected few. 

Miller argues that Pacific's proposal to withdraw its 
OeMS plan must be denied because this Commission speCified,.., at 
orderinq Paragraph 14.)).. in 0.84-06-111, in Pacific's last rate 
proceedinq, that future decisions concerning this service would be 
based upon the results of Pacific's study of subscriber usage ot 
ORTS and OCMS and the deqree to which these services merely divert 
usage from MrS rather than generating additional usage which 
otherwise would not occur. She asserts that .the study Pacific 
submitted does not fultill the requirements ot 0.84-06-111 

necessary to. the withdrawal of OCMS. 

Although ORA's revenue-neutral scenario proposes no 
changes in Pacific's discounted ZUM/toll services, Miller testified 
that the changes it proposes in Pacific's M'XS rate schedule would 
reduce annual revenue from the Wide Area Plan by $56~l, 000 and would 
reduce revenue for the rest ot these services by about $6.104 
million based on ORA's assumption that the measured rate discount 
for the Community Plan and the Circle callinq Plan would be set at 
30% of the effective HXS rate schedule, as is now the case. 
Hiller's revenue figures are also. based on our adoption ot the ORA 

proposed ~ rates,which we did adopt with one modification, 
above. 

3. General. Telephone's Position 
As a general proposition the independent telephone 

companies CITCs) do not have independent rates for intra~A toll 
and toll-related services. Instead, they concur with Paei:fie's. 
tariffs. For that reason these tariffs are of some interest to. the 
ITCs. General Telephone Company of California presented John 
Jensik to. ad.dress Pacific's~rat. design p:roposal~, includinq, 
optional toll discount plans. 
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Jensik states that Paci~ic's proposal ~or call bonus 
plans is an improvement over the existinq plans. He endorses 
Pacific's proposal to eliminate OCMS and says that Paci~ic's 
proposal to reduce the amount ot discount for the community Callinq 
Plan moves in the riqht direction, but be . adds that General 
recommends wi thdrawinq both OCMS and community callinq, leavinq 
Circle callinq as the only optional discounted toll plan. He bases 
this position on General's response to Orderinq Paraqraph 14.~. of 
D.84-06-111 r which, be clafms r shows that community Callinq Plans 
have been excessively discounted. He points out that under 
Pacific's present proposal Community callinq is still discounted 
more than Circle callinq. General arques that DRA.' s proposal 
promotes customer contusion caused. by too many similar choices and 
retains excessive cliscounts· for Community Plan subscribers at the 
expense of other customers. 

4. TOmI's POsition 
TORN contends that all Pacific's optional toll discount 

plans should be el;mjnated alonq with ZUK service and· replaced with 
an optional ~lat rate metropolitan service. As explained elsewhere 
in this decision, we do not adopt the tlat rate metropolitan plan 
at this time. Therefore, TORN's proposal for these other services 
is not addressed below. 

s. DiSCW!FG9B 
Pacific proposed the essential elimination o~ OCMS in its 

last rate proceedinq and suqqests it aqain here. In our decision 
in that last case we expressed our concern about the dwindlinq 
sources available for contribution toward the maintenance of low 
basic rates and our concern about the adverse impact on toll 
separations arisinq from our recoqnition of hiqher depreciation 
costs for Pacific, and concluded that it was necessary to. diminish. 
the preference in rate levels which has been allowed to' O~S and 
OCMS subscribers. We did so throuqh the adopted rate' desiqn. 
However, we determined that it was inappropriate to' discontinue the 
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OCMS offerinq at that time. Instead, we ordered Pacific and 
General to study sul:lscriber usage of both OCMS and ORTS "toward the 
goal of determining to what deqree each of these services merely 
diverts usage which otherwise would be priced at higher MTS rates 
and to what deqree each service generates additional usaqe which 
otherwise would not occur, and also to- determine the effects of 
each service on intercompany settlements and separation of 
revenues." (D.84-06-lll,. m.imeo. at p .. 224.) 

Pacific admits that the sample size of its study,. as to
Circle calling and OCMS at least,. cannot represent a valid sample. 
Nonetheless,. Pacific asks us to authorize the discontinuance of 
OCMS. In his rebuttal testimony Sullivan asks that we rely on a 
ditterent study which shows that 81. .. 8s.t ot Pacific's OCMS 
sul:lscribers would Den.tit trom. being reassigned to community 
Calling Plans. He also. asserts that the number of OCMS plans in 
service has decreased from 85,000 to 35,000 in less than three 
years. What he does not testify about, and what we still do- not 
know, is what part of this, OCMS usage is usage diverted trom MTS 
and what part would not exist but, tor the existence of OCMS. Nor 
do-we know what effect reassignment would have on these usage 
patterns. That is the information we asked Pacific to' provide .. 
Since it was not provided we will not qrant its request to 
eliminate OCMS at this time. However, we invite Pacific to provide 
the information we requested in 0.84-06-111 in our next review of 
its rate design, if it wishes turther consideration of this 
proposal. 

Pacific asks that the Community Plan monthly allowance be 
deducted from an undiscounted sum of charges to the selected 
community, rather than a discounted sum· as is now the case. 
Pacific arques that this change will not result in a rate increase 
as -ORA. claims,. but only a more rapid exhaustion of the allowance. 
That is true,. it would be worth 30% less. That would mean that 
sul:lscribers who now exhaust their allowance each month would either 
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curtail their callinq or continue their same calling behavior and 
pay more. Pacific has not studied the impact o·f such 
possibilities. The only basis for such a move that Pacific gives 
is. consistency with the treatment of the allowance for the wide 
Area Plan. We concur with ORA that ,the proposed change is 
inappropriate in the context of attempting to decrease MTS rates, 
and we are turther concerned· that its adoption might produce 
additional reVenue which Pacific has not included in its revenue 
calculations. Therefore, we decline to· adopt it. Obviously, we 
find even less merit in General's.proposal to do away with the 
Community Plans al toqether. General produced no evidence in this 
proceeding to support its proposal. The Community Plan rate design 
will remain. unc:hanqed •. 

Turning to Circle calling, the question of whether to 
extend it to 50 miles is mooted by our decision not to· adopt 
Pacific's rate })and changes. There is no explanation of Pacific's 
proposal to decrease the monthly rate for this plan. Therefore, we 
will authorize no change in rate design for Circle callinc;. 

As with its OCMS proposal, there is some missing data in 
Pacific's call Bonus Wide Area Plan proposal. It appears that 
reducing the choices from six to three in conjunction with the 
proposed rate reduction might reduce administrative costs and 
possibly benefit consumers.. What we have not been provided,. 
however, is information about the percentac;e and total number of 
customers who would be affected by having their allowance reduced 
from $a.50 to sa.OO. Although it might be that the rate reduction 
of $.7$ would compensate for that loss, the fact that this service 
was the subject of our marketing abuse investigation taken together 
with the paucity of data to. support the Pacific proposal leads us 
to conclude that the call Bonus Wide Area Plan rate design should 
remain in its present format. We will authorize no chanc;e in rate 
design. 
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since we have adopted no changes in the community Plan, 
Circle Calling, OCMS, or call Bonus Wide Area Plan but have adopted 
the DRA proposal for rate bands. and a modified form .. of its proposed 
usage rates" as well as decreases in ZOK rates, the revenue effect 
for these services will be a $11.688 million revenue reduction: in 
the test year. 
D. Wl4:l and 800 Service 

800 service provides a reverse billing capability, so· 
that calls of business customers to· the subscribing business are 
charged to· the bus,iness and not the customer. There are three 
plans. Full state and Halt State plans are offered in conjunction 
with an IEC. The Metro plan is offered by pacitic and other local 
exchange carriers. Pacitic's Sullivan testified that aoo service 
is priced. abOve cost, but that the access and nonrecurring rate 
elements are priced below cost and supported :by the hourly usage 
rate. Theretore, he recommends increasinq the monthly access rate 
by 50% from $20 to $30 and also increasinq the nonrecurring charge 
by 50% from $70 to $105. He further recommends reducing the Rate 
Group J. (peak hour) hourly usage' rates tor Halt state by 1.32%, 
trom $lS.20 to $lS.00; tor Full Stat. by 30.23% from $21.50 to 
$15.00; and tor Metro service by 20% trom $J.2.50 to $10.00. 
Pacific would reduce the Rate Group 2 rates (ott-peak hours: 
9 p.m. to 9 a.m.) by the salDe percentages. The amounts 
corresponding to those above . would be $6.0S tOo $6.00, $8".60 to 
$6.00, and $5.00 to $4.00.. Pacific estimates that these rate 
changes will result in a revenue reduction of $11.067 million' for 
the 1986 test year. 

Pacific proposes rate changes in Outward WAXS rates too. 
The proposals are tor an increase trom· $2S tOo $30 in the access 
rate and a decrease in the first two steps ot the four-step average 
hourly usage schedule.. Thus Rate Group 1, for 0 - 5 average hours 
of use would be reduced by 9.09% from $11 to $10, and Rate Group 2, 
for 5.1 - 15 average hours of use would be' reduced by 2.56% from 
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$9.75 to $9.50. Group 3 tor average hours between 15.1 and 30 
would remain at $9.00 and Group 4 tor average hours over 30 would 
remain at $8'.25. Pacitic would also increase nonrecurring costs by 
the same amount as tor soo service. Pacitic projects that these 
changes would result in a $1.515 million revenue increase tor the 
test year. 

On behalt ot DRA, Miller expressed opposition to any 
change in WATS rates or aoo service rates, on the grounds. that a 
rate increase in ~ and related services is inappropriate in the 
atmosphere'of an overall revenue decrease. She also states that 
repression due to- ORA's proposed changes in MTS rates under its, 
revenue neutral proposal would decrease annual WATS revenue by 
$.478 million in the test year, but would have no, eftect on 800' 
service revenues. 

In his testtmony General's Jensik states that General 
aqrees with the direction chosen by Pacific regarding MTS and ZOM 
rate structure, noting that the proposed rate structure is easier 
to understand. 

Pacific's Exhibit 260 lumps 800 Service and WATS together 
in its illustration ot recurring access cost and revenue data and 
nonrecurring cost and revenue data projected tor the test year, 
showing total recurring. revenues of $39 million and recurring 
costs ot $37 million, tor a $2 million contribution; and 
nonrecurring revenues ot only $2 million as opposed to, costs of $15-
million, tor a net contribution'ot ($13 million). 

~sage tiqures are separated tor eada service. They show 
800 service usage revenue at $110 million with costs ot $34 million 
tor a contribution ot $76 million, and ~S usage revenue ot $63 
million with costs ot $41 million tor a $22 million contribution. 

We agree with the principle ot setting rates for both 
these services so that the access and nonrecurring charges cover 
their costs, assuming we know what those costs are. It appears 
that access is covering its costs, and that nonrecurring rates 
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probably are not. However, we do not know how these recurring 
access costs and revenues and these nonrecurring costs and revenues 
are divided between the two services. Nor have we been informed of 
the rationale for the rate change proposals and how they will alter 
the revenue to cost ratios ~or these cost components. 

Assuming that the aoo service usage contribution of $76 
million is in the ballpark, a, revenue reduction of $11.067 million 
seems reasonable when reducing revenues is a goal. However, we are 
concerned that the focus of Pacific's rate reductions be to' benefit 
the general body of ratepayers to the qreatest extent possible. 
aoo service rates do not directly benefit most consumers of toll
related services. Therefore, without a showing that such a revenue 
reduction is necessary to the viability and reasonable growth of 
this service, the present contribution level should remain.. The 
record offers no suggestion why that contribution should be 
reduced. Further, there is no explanation for the rate desiqn 
which essantially eliminates· the cateqory of Half State. For these 
reasons we aqree with ORA's position that aoo rates should not be 
changed at the present. We will deny Pacific's SOO service rate 
proposal. The adopted aoo service rate desiqn will result in no 
,revenue eft'ect. 

Pacific's witnesses also offer no explanation for its 
proposal to change its ~ rates.. As we have pointed out, so' far 
as we can ascertain from the jOint data, recurring- rates already 
proc1.uce revenue to cover costs.. We are not inclined to authorize 
this WA'I'S proposal without some justi~ieation on the record. The 
WA'r$. proposal is denied. The effect of the adopted M'rS rate 
design, however, will be a $0.527 million ~s revenue reduction. 
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vx. other Toll-Related· Services 

A. Paci:fic'a Proposed. Z'OJ(. 
BX'QaoSion ADd· other Changes 

zu.M is a measured rate plan which is provided to all 
customers in desiqnated metropolitan areas. It provides rates for 
two mileage bands beyond the local calling area which are set at 
about halt the rates tor message toll service (MXS) calls to· 
analogous rate bands, i.e~ the 9-12 and the 13-16 mile zones. In 
ZOM parlance these zones are respectively designated ZOM Zone 2 and 
ZUK Zone 3. ZUK service is desiqned to recoqnize the economies of 
volume which exist in these high density areas.. It turther 
recoqnizes ~at the very urbanization which is exemplified by these 
economies of volume is also exemplified by communities which spread 
from their centers and merge with adjacent communities thereby 
increasing the likelihooct that the customer will utilize basic 
services within a wider area than the local calling area. In other 
words the customer's community of interest is no· longer restricted 
to the area that forms her or his local exchange.. Thus, the 9'oal 
of ZUM service is to, allow customers in urban areas to· communicate 
with others in their more extensive community of interest at an 
affordable rate .. 

1. ztJX BX'QaoSion 
pacifie proposes to expand its ZUK rate plan on the 

periphery of the san Francisco-East Bay Extended Area to add 12 
exchanges. In addition Pacific proposes structural changes in the 

39 exchange or district areas affected by this expansion. These 
changes include one consolidation, two- divisions,. relocation of six 
rate centers, and the elimination of two district area 
designations.. The result ot these changes will be that ei9'ht local 
routes will become nonlocal and seven nonlocal routes will become· 
local. ORA supports Pacific's ZOK expansion proposal. No other 
party takes a position on this issue. We agree that the criteria 
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Pacific used to determine the applicability of ZOK to these new 
areas was appropriate and the characteristics of the areas warrant 
ZOK expansion. We will authorize the adoption of Pacific's 
proposed ZOK expansion. 

Based on its proposed rates and charges Pacific claims 
that this ZOK expansion would result in a revenue reduction of 
$4.521 million in the test year. considering the rates which we 
have actually adopted in this decision, the test year revenue 
effect of this Z'CM expansion is a negative $6..252. 

In addition to' the ongoing revenue effects of this ZUK 
expansion, Paci~ic has asked thi& Commission authorize a one-time 
tmplementation cost of $1.13 million for the test year. ORA's 
Shantz opposes the request, explaining that the costs of 
(implementation) activities such as bill inserts and order 
processing are embe?ded in the historical data upon which the 
adopted results of operations is based.. He adds that these 
activities normally occur as a part of the implementation of the 
rates and charges adopted by the Commission in a major rate 
proceeding.. W. find no support for this proposition.. We will 
authorize adoption of Pacific's $1.13 million ZOM expansion 
tmplementation costs (which equates to $.8- million in revenue). 

2 _ ZUX ZODe BouDda%y aDd 
Bate (!bang_ Proposal 

Accordinq to Pacific's rate design witness, G. J. 
Sullivan, Pacific proposes doinq away with separate ZOM Zones 2 and 
3 and replacinq them with a sinqle designation and a sinqle rate. 
This is parallel to the ~s rate band consolidation proposal which 
we discuss in Part V, above. Presently in the areas where ZOM' 
service is provided zu.K Zone 2' rates are charged for calls between 
9 and 12 miles and Z'CM Zone 3 rates are charged for calls between 
13 and 1& miles. (The Zone 3 tariff is applied to calls between 12 
and 13 ~les_) Pacific proposes consolidating these zones and 
charqinq a new tariff for all zcr.Kcalls between 9' and 1& miles. 
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Presently a 5-minute Zone 2 call costs $.20 and a S-minute Zone 3 
call costs $.30. under Pacific's proposal either call would cost 
$.21. In addition, Pacific proposes distinguishing between 
business and residence rates for local calls (ZOM Zone 1) in areas 
where ZOK rates are in effect. ~he result is that a local call 
which is now measured at 4 units for the first minute and one unit 
for each additional minute would continue to be measured the same 
way for residential service, but would be counted as 4.3 units for 
the first minute and one unit for each additional minute for 
business service. No such distinction is proposed for calls 
between 9 and. l~ miles,. i.e .. the new consolidated. Zone 2. 

DRA's Shantz d.escribes Pacific's proposal as an attempt 
to subject the short-haul user to unreasonable increases in. short
haul usage charges consistent with Pacific's past proposals to 
change the ZOM concept of providing a rate transition from local 
usage to. message toll ~ge.. ORA is concerned that this ZUM zone 
change is the first step in an attempt to do away with the concept 
of ZOM as a transitional phase with rates set at levels between 
local and. toll rates .. ~s is part of a plan, as DRAsees it, for 
Pacific to increase short-haul toll rates in order to decrease 
long-haul rates to be more competitive in the event this Commission 
permits intr~A toll competition in the future. 

As d.eseribed in our d.iscussion of M'rS rates, above,
CBCHA/TCA's Selwyn supports the consolidation of ZOM Zones 2 and 3 
but urges that a new Zone 3 be established to· cover distances 
between 17 and 30 miles. CBCHA/TCA argue that california does not 
recognize the fundamental distinction between calling within a 
metropolitan area,. with its economies of' volume,. that it ouqht to· 
recognize. As a consequence, they argue,. much 'local'" calling in 

, metropolitan areas,. most of which is usage,. is priced at toll 
rates. Since toll rates have historically been a source ot subsidy 
to basic exchanqe service, local usage is., in their view, 
inappropriately sUbsidizing the cost of local access.. Accordinqto 
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CBCHA/TCA' s witness,. Nancy J. Wheatley, their proposal would result 
in a net reduction in MTS revenue of about $206 million. CBCHA/TCA 
argue that implementation of this proposal wwould provide a healthy 
stimulus to- the use of the network by local subscribers. w MUch of 
this shortfall would be recovered from the increases CBCHA/TCA 
propose for basic exchange rates which are discussed above. 

Selwyn used various Pacific workpapers to, produce 
calculations which he claims indicate that the total annual cost 
for measurement and the provision of detailed billing of measured 
local and ZUM Zone 1 calling is $-77.5 million. He goes on to state 
that the total annual cost for these measured services, based on 
Paeifie's workpapers,. is $447.1 million, but that it would be only 
$369.6 million it Pacific did away with measurement and simply 
provided flat rate ~~ce. Using rather speculative data Selwyn 
also calculated that· the costs of detailed billing and measurement 
of ZUM Zones 2 and 3 calling is $37.9 million out of a total cost 
of $lS7.S million. He concludes that the cost Pacific incurs to 
measure local calls and to provide detailed billing for local and 
Z'OM calls may be impeding- qreater use of the network, and he 
therefore additionally urges this Commission to- scrutinize this 
question of the propriety and value of local measured service. 

Pacific opposes Selwyn's proposed ZUKmileage band 
expansion, stating- that it seems out of harmony with the 
Commission's policy objectives and cla~ing that its own proposal 
is the most balanced and represents the greatest benefit to· the 
general body of ratepayers. Based primarily on its study of 
saving'S which would result through offering detailed billing of ZUM 
messages only as an optional service in response to' ordering 
Paragraph 15.c. 0: ~.84-06-111, Paci:ic als~ opposes selwyn'S 
proposal to eliminate detailed ZUM billing, stating that his cost 
figures are highly exaggerated as a result of his assumption that 
differenee between the cost of a flat rate day period call and a 
similar measured callis due entirely to the measurement costs of a 
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m.easured ca.ll. Scholl testified that this difference is largely 
due to time ot day distribution, rather than measurement costs. 
FUrther, Scholl pointed out that his workpapers show measurement 
costs to be less than half that estimated by Selwyn. Finally, 
pacific argues that detailed zcrK billing ass~sts customer$ in 
understanding and controlling their telephone·charges and allows 
customers with low usage to, receive service at less than the flat 
rate. 

ORA states that adoption ot Selwyn's proposal would be 

unfair to rural, nonmetropolitan customers and would unjustly 
provide exchanges in the san Francisco-East Bay Extended Area and 
certain exchanges in the Los Angeles Extended Area with rates which 
are inequitable when compared to the' exchanges in the orange county 
Extended Area and the san Diego Extended Area. 

3. Disqussign 

While the pricing structure Pacific proposes for its 
simplified Z'OH configuration has some appeal, we must agree with 
ORA that this scheme moves in the direction of obscuring the 

transitional quality of ZUK. We aqree with ORA and CBCHA/TCA that 
it is important to retain a clear pricing distinction between local 
and toll calls of similar distances. As we said in our last pacific 
Bell rate decision: 

'CTlhere are significant differences between ZUM 
service provided in a metropolitan area and 
short-haul toll service provided elsewhere in 
PacBell's service area. The differences are 
matters ot, averaqes: 'l'he typical Z'CK route is 
denser and provides service more efficiently 
than the typical M.TS route.· (0' .. 8"4-06-111,. 
maeo. at p. 246.) 

We do not aqree with CBCHA/'l'CA, however; that it is. reasonable to 
,'. 

consolidate the preSent zaK zones and add a new one thereby 
decreasing revenues by over $200 million in o~der to reaefine the 
community of interest ot: callers in high density urban areas. In 
actuality a communityot: interest clearly differs from cUstomer to 
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customer. The scope ot tha ZUM discount does not coincide 
precisely, with the calling patterns of all callers in these highly 
urbanized areas, no~ should it. Our ZUM policy attempts to- strike 
a balance in setting; rates which will provide the ratepayer with a 
reasonably defined ,calling, area for meeting his or her basic local 
calling needs at relatively low rates. That is what we mean by' 

,. , 
*community of interast.* There are clearly many ratepayers in 
urban areas who- regularly make calls well beyond 16 miles. It 
cannot be stated without qualification that none ot these calls 
should' be regarded as the type which ought to. constitute basic 
local service. SelwYn's 'proposal, however, would adversely impact 
on other important policies, such as keeping basic ,service prices 
at reasonable levels, by unduly burdening rates tor the basic area 
of local service in order to. increase the benefit to, ratepayers 
making calls to. farther points. Therefore, we conclude that the 
present ~boundaries ought to be retained. We decline to- adopt 
Selwyn's proposal. to. extend Z'O'M boundaries or Pacific's proposal to· 
consolidate ZOK Zones 2 and 3. We will direct Pacific to-maintain 
its present ZOK zone definitions. 

Turning to the issue of economic pricing raised by 
selwyn, we agree that the underlying costs of providing local and 
metropolitan service, can be kept lower than the costs for 
comparable nonmetropolitan service, due to, increased tratfie
handling efficiencies. The reduction in the cost. ot ZOM rates is 
an equitable step which should be taken now both to recognize this 
cost advantage and t~recoqnize the decrease in the value of basic 
exchange service due to, urbanization. However, , as we· said above in 
our discussion of .MTS rates all consumers. should.' :benefit from 
reductions in usage rates. Selwyn's proposal provides ~ 
disproportionatebenetit to· large users, and a disproportionate 
basic rate increase to, small consumers. 

It is appropriate to recognize both the lower relative 
costs and the community of interest tor the major,ity of 
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metropolitan callers but neither Pacitic's nor CBCHA/TCA's 
proposals equitably distribute cost savinqs in the context ot a 
reasonable reduction ot usaqe rates. Adoption ot the same moderate 
usage rate reduction tor additional minutes ot use for ZUK Zones 2 
and 3 that we have adopted tor the analoqous toll rate zones would 
accomplish this policy qoal and continue t~ allow Pacitic's ZOM 
service to provide a contribution. In tact,. a reduction in these 
usage based rates also have the potential tor greater revenues, as 
lower rates may cause a relaxation ot usage suppression. Under 
such a rate design a zu.K. Zone 2 call would cost $.26· rather than 
$.35 for a lO-minute call. Therefore, we will direct Pacific to· 
retain its present zaKpricing schedule, except that the rate for 
additional minutes of use will be treated analoqously with that we 
have adopted tor the tirst two ~s rates bands. We calculate that 
this chanqe will decrease ~ revenues by $30.531 million in the 
test year. We are not convinced ot the need tor different ZOM rate 
treatment tor business and residence service as Pacitic requests, 
and will there tore not adopt it. The rates we adopt here will 
apply to both bus:i.ness and residence ZOK. 

We are satisfied with Pacific's Ordering Paragraph 15.c. 
study results and conclude that the costs·ot ZUKmeasurement are 
not so great as to outweigh the benefit t~ customers. Therefore, 
we will not adopt Selwyn's proposal to eliminate ZOM measurement. 
B. General's ZtJJI E¥ppnSion Proposal 

General's witness Jensik testified that General disagrees 
with Pacific's proposed ZOK expansion to the extent that Pacific 
has failed to propose expansions to many areas in LATA 5- and 
LAXA 1, specifically as it affects General's customers in the San 
Bernardino, Redlands, Thousand Oaks, and Oxnarc:l regions. 
Therefore, Jensik asks that the commission order Pacitic and 
General to tile a plan to expand ZOK to inelude certain Pacific and 
General exehanqes. shown in Attachment 1 to Exhibit 384. He makes 
this proposal because General cannot tile for ZOM expansion 
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unilaterally in most locations since the ZOM tariff is, a Pacific 
tari:ff in which General concurs and since pacific must be involved 
to. assure customer benefits and acceptance by ~eepin9 calls priced 
equally in both directions over common routes. 

DRA responds t~ General's request by ncting that at least 
three ot the exchanges included in General's proposal are 
Continental Telephone Company of california (Continental) exchanges 
which there tore require Continental's participation, and ~y raising 
the issue of providing notice and an opportunity to. be heard to 
affeeted ratepayers. DRA concludes that the issue should be heard 
in Pacific's next general rate proceeding. Pacific suggests that 
the appropriate :forum should not be its next rate proceeding, but a 
separateapplieatio~by any c! the a!feeted telephone utilities. 
Po.inting cut that General's recommendation encompasses several 
nonmetropolitan areas, which have not previously been deemed 
appropriate for zcr.K expansion and also· encompasses an alteration in 
ZOM availability criteria, Pacitic adds that a proper analysis ot 
the relevant issues will take S to 12 months. Pacific also cla~ 
that the parties should. not be limited to, evaluating General's 
proposals, but should be tree to propcse alternatives. General 
argues that Pacific's time estimate is greatly exaggerated, that 
the inVestigation and analysis, including that for the small number 
of Continental's atfected exchanges, could be completed in 90 to. 
120 days, that the propcsals o.f these other parties will 
u-~ecessarily delay needed beneficial changes, and suggests that 
the matter be taken up, in General's ongoing general rate 
proceeding" A.S7-01-002. In the alternative General supports the 
Commission's tiling in the near future an OIl with regard t~,ZOM 
expansion. 

Since these arguments were presented General has 
unsuccessfully attempted to. add this issue to. A.87-01-002, its 
pending general rate proceeding. The denial of that further issue 
was appropriate. We believe that the issue is best:: raised, in. an 
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OIl. It need not be a new one, however. Since I.87-02-02S, which 
has been consolidated withA.87-01-002, is already open and all the 
relevant parties are respondents to. it, a later phase of that 
proceedinq will provide an appropriate forum to address this issue. 
Before that phase commences, however, the parties must have an 
opportunity to. study General's proposal, notify potentially 
affected customers, and prepare alternative proposals. Therefore, 
we will order that this issue be heard in a later phase ot 
I. 87-02-025.. The burden o.f proof ot the feasibility of this 
proposal will not :be altered by the forum in which it is to be 
hearcl. It will l.ie with the plan's proponent. The timing of this 
proceedinq should be worked, out by the parties in a prehearinc; 
conference. 
c. TQBlf's Metropolitan Plat RAte Proqoul 

1. De Costs and Benefits study 
Ttr.RN proposes the addition of an optional metropolitan 

flat rate service and the elimination of ZOK (and other 
metropolitan rate options discussed in Part V o.f this decision). 
In lDaking this proposal, TORN. refers to Exh1J:)its 294 through 296 
which describe the results ot the cost and beneti~ study regarding 
the establishment of residence flat rate metropolitan callinq plans 
offering unlimited residential calling without charge in all or 
portions of the San Francisco-East Bay Extended Area or the Los 
Angeles Extended Area, which we required Pacific to conduct :by 
Ordering Paragraph 16(b) ot 0.84-06-111. 

Pacifie's study involved offerinc; one of three plans to., 
difterent customers in selected prefixes in eaeho.f the extended 
areas between May 1 and December 31, 19a5. Plans 1 and 2 each 
offered a choice of Metropolitan ZOK, which allowed residence 
customers unlimited usage on their ZOK Zo.nes 2 Al',cl 3 routes for a 
fixed monthly rate, or Metropolitan Extended Area (EA.), which 
oftered unlimite~ usage throughout a wider extended area. Plan ~ 
only oftered· theZOK, choice. Pacific' de tines an extended area as 
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an aggregation of exchanges within a geographical area that has 
Z'OM~. (Exh;bit 2950, ~. 2, p. 1 .. ) The plans and p~ice options 
were,a.s follows: 

2. 

nat; RAte Plans 

Plan 1 

8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
S: 00 pm - 8::-00 am·' 

24 hours 

Plan 2' 

8:00 am - 50:00 pm· 
5:00 pm· - 8::00 am· 

24 hours 

Plan 3 

8:00 am. - S:OOpm 
50:00 pm - 8.:00 am. 

24 hours 

Pacific'. rtndinqa 

ZOK 
option 

$10 .. 00' 
5..00 

150 .. 00 

$lS.OO 
10.00 
25-.. 00 

$15-.00 
10 .. 00 
2'5.00 

EA 
QPtion 

$35-.. 00 
250 .. 00 
60 .. 00 

$45.00 
35 .. 00' 
80.00 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

PUrsuant to·· D~84-06-111 Pacl..tic's study contains find.1nqs 
on the issues set out.below. 

&. IxtaDt o( Sllbscrjher Xnterest 

Exhibit 295 states that the flat rate trial plan was 
offered to over 91,500 resid.ence customers and that over the eight 
months of the plans' existence 302 customers. purchased one of the 
ztIK plans and 274 purchased one ot the extended. area (EA) plans .. 
This breaks down t~ a net subscription rate of .88% or about 9 
subscribers per 1,000· customers offered the plans. The 
subscription rate for EA. was somewhat higher, at· .. 50%, than the 
subscription rate tor ztJK plans at .38%.. FUrther, the study shows 
that price· level si9X1ificantly influenced both the EA and the Zm-r 
plan subscription levels. The zu.K subscription rate for the higher 
priced. p~ana was. approximately 20%ot that tor the lower priced 
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plans, and the EA subscription rate for the higher priced plan was 
approximately 75% of that for the lower subscription rate plan. 
Still, the subscription rates disaggreqated by price are only 1.22% 
for lower priced offerings and .57% for the higher priced 
Offerings. 

Pacific's Sullivan argues that the rate of 
subscription to the trial plan was so· low as to suggest that there 
is n~ significant unmet consumer need r and adds that the Circle 
Plan already offered by Pacific has similar geographic boundaries 
to the metro plan. He also argues against the ilnplementation of 
such a plan basecl on the findinqs of the the post-trial survey of 
about 300 of the trial plan's purchasers, the results of which are 
set out in Attaebment 4 to- Exhibit 400, which shows that they are 
different from Pacific's typical customers in that they are older, 
have a higher level of· education and income, are more often self
employed r are more likely to- have more than one telephone n~er in 
their homes, are more likely to own personal computers with modems,
and are more likely to conduct business-related or paid work from 
their homes. 

':b. E:f:fecta OD Paci:fic's ReVenues 
'and' Costs Of service 

The study found that customers subscribing to,EA 
plans increased their usage by 317.5% with 24-hour EA subscribers 
increasing their usage most at 468..8:%,. while ZOM subscribers 
increased their overall average usage by 31.5%, with a high of 
3&.8% for the daytime plan. Pacific's final report on this study 
states that during March 198:5 trial participants used 100% more 
minutes, initiated 80% more messages,. and qenerated 47% more 
revenue for Pacific Bell than did typical customers. (Exhibit 400, 
Attachment No,. 4 at p .. 23.) 

. The study compared the, cost of subscribers' pretrial 
usage to Pacific's revenue breakeven point for ZOM and EA services 
and found that 79'. 9% ofEA subscribers were, pretrial, below the 
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breakeven point and that 58.6% ot Z'CK plan subscribers were below. 
The study then compared usage during November ot the period and 
found that only 31.6t of EA' subscribers were below the breakeven 
point, but the percentage of ZUH subscribers rose to 68.2%. 

With such levels of subscription, Pacific projects ,an 
overall chanqe ~ revenue requirement tor ~9S7 ranqinq trom a 
decrease of $19.12 million tor the ZUH Plan 1 option to' an increase 
of $9.28 million for the EA Plan 2 option. 

Although its study shows that ~plementation would 
generally increase revenue and encourage increased metropolitan 
usaqe, in assessinq lonq-term risk Pacific clafms that the 
profitability of flat rate plans depends on a balance of subsidy 
flow among subscribers below and above breakeven po-ints,. and that 
the study indicates that low-end users who provide the subsidy , 
increase their calling the most, thereby generating both 
incremental revenue and 'the majority of costs so' that the subsidy 
from these subscribers decreases. 

Pacific reports·that the trial sbowed a trend for 
customers below the breakeven point to, drop their plans (l7.4% of 
total subscribers), and als~ claims. that tlat rate plans are 
riskier than call Bonus plans based on allowances and discounts 
because costs under tlat rate plans increase substantially since 
callinq increases, but revenues do not increase proportionately. 
ThUS,. Exhibit 295-·shows lower revenue to cost ratios tor both Plans 
1 and 2 than would exist without the. plans. 

In his rebuttal testimony,. Exhibit 400, Sullivan 
asserts that the tlatrate structure ot this plan is inherently 
untair, because it divides subscribers into two' distinct '. groups -
one ~hich subsidizes the other. He states that the resulting 
protitability,',thus becomes dependent upon customers wbo do, not 
benefit' subsidizing those who do. 
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c. ~:ropriate Rate Levels to Avoid 
iDution in Bet Revenues 

We issued a Supplemental opinion, 0.85-02-030, after 
the issuance of our last Pacific Bell general rate decision, in 
order to- review Pacific's plans f~r conducting certain cost studies 
which we had ordered, includinq the optional metropolitan flat rate 
study. We explained that it was not our intention to, approve the 
precise terms of the various study pl~, but to address criticisms 
which went to the heart of the study plans, raising questions 
whether the studies as proposed to be conducted would provide at 
all the sorts of information which the Commission sought by 
Ordering Paragraph 16 (of 0.84-06-111]. In that cost study review 
proceedinq 'rtT.RN urqed:us to· require Pacific to set the total price 
for 24-hour metropolitan calling plans to begin at no more than 
$25. We found that such a price ceiling apparently is inconsistent 
with the avoidance of net revenue loss, and is therefore 
inappropriate. The lowest,price offered- for 24-hour EA serviee in 
this study is $60 per month. 

Pacitic'sExhibit 295 does not explain how it arrived 
at the prices it selected for this stuc.y. It merely states what 
prices it chose to test. Aecordingto Table A2.1, the total amount 
of revenue generated by implementation of the plans was $5-,072 per 
month. This revenue results from,qains of $5.01 or 67.9% per month 
from the average ZOM subscriber and $22.62 or 127.8% from the 
averaqe EA subscriber, and these figures average the much higher 
subscription rate of Pacific's lower .priced Plan 1 offerings with 
the lower subscription rates of its hiqher priced Plan 2- and Plan 3 
offerings. 

d. Et::recta on Sepa.n.tiODB and 
settleMDts A:mmgeaents 

Pacific's study incluc1es the projectec1 results of the 
etfects ot the plans tor 1987, 1988, and 1989, incluc1inq effects.ot 
the plans for the intrastate.revenue requirement atter settlements 
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with the independent companies. It indicates that the intrastate 
revenue requirement would range in 19S7 from a decrease· ot $12.49 

million tor ZUK Plan 1 to an increase ot $S.88" mil'lion tor EA 

Plan z. 
e. cross-elasticities of l)ewand With 

other optional piscounted. Seryices 

The tinal report found that trial participants were 
much more likely to have an optional·calling plan before the trial 
than were typical customers. For example, 46t ot trial 
participants had some optional calling plan while only 28t of 
typical customers had one, and 15t of trial participants had circle 
calling while onlyzt of typical customers. had it. By tar the 
greatest predietor of participation in this trial was heavy 
pretrial usage. 

3. TORI"s Position 
TURN points out that Pacific's· exhibits show that 

virtually every version ot the flat rate metropolitan service made 
money for the utility, while encouraging customers to ~ase 
their metropolitan calls and that Pacific found that the S: 00 p .. m. 
to '8:00 a.m. extended area plan. was the most popular amonq 
customers. TORN concludes that flat rate metro plans can be a 
profitable way to increase calls during the relative· slack evening 
hours.. TORN's witness Siegel recommends that an EA-wide· service 
plan available from 12:00 noon to 8:00 a.lIl. w~ekd.ays and. all 
saturday and SUnday at $15 per month should be implemented. 

TORN argues· that service enhancements such as the flat 
rate metropolitan plan increase absolute usage and thus Pacific's 
revenues, and sees argu:ments about which customers pay what portion 
of the revenue increase as irrelevant since accord.ing to the data 
correlating existing optional calling plans with income such 
service enhancements are targeted to well-heeled customers as a way 
to attract more of their disposable income to profitable telephone. 
services. TURN disputes Pacific's interpretation of the 
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siqnificance of the subscriber interest statistics Sullivan cites 
and concludes that the response to· the metropolitan plan does show 
an un:m.et need. 

". Discussion 
TORN's proposal for a trial metropolitan flat rate i~ 

apparently intended to sarequard residential ratepayers from our 
increased loading ot marginal costs onto the monthly rate. 
However, its flaws cannot be overlooked. Pacitic's cost study 
clear~y demonstrates that revenue t~ cost ratios for· the plans are 
much lower than the revenue to cost ratios for present discounted 
toll options, thus exposinq Pacitic to more risk of revenue 
shorttall from these plans, especially if those subscribers below 
the breakeven point continue to drop their plans. 

FUrther, while we are not particularly concerned to learn 
that this service is more appealinq to people who are better 
educated and make more money than the average suJ::)scriber r we are 
concerned with the tact that, the cross-elasticity of demand between 
flat rate metropolitan service and present optional calling plans, 
particularly circle eallinq, is very hiqh. If siqnitican.t n\llllbers 
of customers were to si=ply switch from another optional callinq 
plan to this one the,overall' revenue increase would be eroded 
considerably. 

We are also concerned with the possibility, as indicated 
at paqe 1,4 of Pacific's final report, that 36%. of the trial 
customers,. but only 14% of typical customers c:1.o paid work or 
business at home frequently or occasionally; and the further 
indication that S2~ of this subgroup of trial customers use the 
telephone frequently while workinq at home. These statistics seem 
to· support Pacific's concern that this plan miqht be usec:1. in place 
of basic business service and thus negatively impact Pacific's 
revenue from business services. 

While it is true that Pacific's stuc:1.y indicates that a 
flat rate metropolitan, plan could· increase Pacific's overall 
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revenue,. at least in the short run, the limited appeal o.f the 
o.ftering coupled with the strong likelihood that the plan will lead 
to a reduced subsidy source, the taet that the overall subscriber 
interest is lower than that for the present discounted toll 
options, and the. fact that the particular flat rate metropolitan 
plans with the highest subscriber interest show projected overall 
revenue requirement increases, lead us to. conclude that the risks 
of adopting a flat rate metropolitan plan at this time exceed the 
benefits to. ratepayers and are not a reasonable way to recoqnize· 
the economies o.f scale stemming from heavy users· of the shorter 
range intr~A lonq" distance services while assuring that the 
program fer recognizing those economie~ continues to provide a 
contribution over costs •. Our adoption in this decision of usage 
rate decreases ~or ~S and zttK services already accomplishes this 
goal with less. risk. We will deny TORN's propesal. 
D. lo:r;gign Exchange Seryj.ce (EBXl 

.' 

FEX service is telephene service which has dial tene and • 
access to the netwerkprovided troman exchange or district area 
other than the ene in which the customer's premises are locatecl. 
It consists et a basic exc:hangeaccess line plus network tacilities 
connecting the customer's home central ottice t~ the remote central 
effice et the customer's choice. There are three different ways 
that Pacific can provide this service. It provides each subscriber 
with service using whichever method it deems to· be least costly. 

The most common is called the Line Haul method. It uses 
a private line channel to connect the subscriber's. serving central 
otfice to a central otfice in the clesired distant exchange. The 
second method is the Dedicated Prefix method in which an otfice in 
one exchange is made to. appear as though it were in another 
eXchange through a billing arrangement (otten referred t~ as a 
Dedicated NNX) and no private line channel is. required. Dedicated 
prefixes exist only1n central offices where Pacific has 
experiencecl a large enough demand for FEX service to another 
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specitic exchange to justity the dedication ot a substantial 
portion ot a central ottice switch and a large block ot telephone 
numbers to that service.' The third method is called the Cross 
Boundary arrangement. It connects a customer's premises directly 
to a central ottice in a contiguous exchange. This is a very 
intrequently used method which requires that the customer location 
be close to, the exchange boundary. Additionally, there is one . 
permutation with characteristics ot both the Line Haul method and 
the Dedicated Pretix method, called the Hybrid Line Haul. In this 
contiguration the customer's serving central otfice is not a 
Dedicated NNX ottice" but there is one close by, then a private 
line channel is installed trom the serving central ott ice to the 
Dedicated'NNX otfice. 

1. Pacific's lEX Prqpo3A1 
At present FEX subscribers pay a specified rate tor FEX 

service which varies based on whether they are residenee or 
b~siness subscribers, whether their business service, is measured 
line or trunk, whether their residenee service is tlat, measured or 
party-line, whether the service is t~ a noncontiguous location, 
and, in some instances, whether service is in exception rate areas. 
Pacific proposes retaining these distinctions, but unbundling rates 
S~ that each rate has the same access component and usage component 
as basic local residence or business service plus a new FEX 
increment component., 

Sullivan proposes setting the residence flat FEX 
increment at $6.75 per month, the measured residence increment at 
$4.0s., and'the business increment at $ll.25. He als~ proposes 
continuing the present policy for determining the mileage used in 
setting certain rate levels. He explains that the proposed FEX 
rate elements are not increases, but simply the difference between 
the current FEX rate and the current rates tor flat and measured 
service. When they are added to the access and usage rate 

~:;. increases Pacific has proposed for basic local residence and 

... '. "',"',1 
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business service, the overall e~~ect is an increase in ratee tor 
FEX subscrilxtrs. 

In its last qeneral rate case Pacific proposed limiting 
or Hqranclfathering" the offering of FEX service to existing 
subscribers. In acldition to the described unbundling of rates in 
the present proceedinq, Pacific again proposes qrandfathering this 
service, for both residence and business F'EX customers ~y limiting 
it to existinq subscribers at their existinq premises and existing 
class of usage service. In explanation of this aspeet o·f its 
proposal, Pacific contends that the ratio of revenues to historical 
costs of FEX access,. service conneetion, and mileage will show huqe 
shortfalls in the test year. Sullivan cites examples ranqinq from 
10% t~ 40% at current rates. 

Pacific asserts that the extent of FEX demand is 
attributable to the inordinate discount it provides over toll 
services: ancl goes on to claim, that stimUlation of that. demand in 
light of the poor financial performance of FEX is not sound 
rate making policy. Sullivan explains that' it is Pacific's 
objective to ultimately replace this service with software-based 
services priced at compensatory levels. He contends that the 
proposecl grandtathering is reasonable because there are enough. 
optional callinq plans an4 other sUbstitutes tor FEX available to 
new subscribers so that the growth of FEX. can be eliminated.. By 
way of example he points to ZOK expansion in the san Francisco-East 
Bay area which will eliminate some FEX needs, and to possible 
boundary realignments. Pacific also mentions call Bonus plans and 
Remote Call Forwarding (RCF) as possible solutions for residence 
customers, and 800 service and WAXS for business customers. 
Pacific claims that RCF is a complete sUbstitute for incominq FEX 
calling, but acknowledges that while there are means of achieving 
substantial toll cliscounts, there is not yet a direct substitute 
tor all the outqoinq callinq components of FEX. It contenQs~ 
however, that utilization of the available alternatives are 
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preter~le to- FEX service at the extremely large price increases 
which Pacific's cost evidence demonstrates would be necessary to 
make·them tully compensatory. 

2'. Eositiono ot other Earties 
No other party which addressed the FEX issue disagrees 

with Pacific's proposal to· unbundle FEX rates, but every other 
party which addressed the issue disaqrees with itsqrandfathering 
proposal .. 

a. General 
General's Jensik testified that General and other 

local exchange companies in california concur in pacific's tariffs 
for FEX service. He objects both to Pacific's qrandfathering FEX 
service and to its freezing rates at present levels. Instead, 
General proposes continuing the FEX offering, but moving prices 
toward cost. Jensik does not address residence FEX service,'only 
business-FEX service. 

Claiming that all FEX service requires connecting a 
private line from a location in one exchange to a dial tone in 
another, he recommends that FEX rates should be consistent with the 
rates for private lines, plus dial tone (access) rates for 
business. Based on this model he goes on to recommend that a local 
channel termination rate be charged at the local loop end· and usage 
be charged at the dial tone end. He states that where measured 
service is not available at the dial tone (open) end that the 
difference between the individual business line flat rate and the 
individual business line measured rate be charged. 

Jensik added that his proposal arises in part from 
the incompatibility of Pacific's private line tariff structure with 
the one General has proposed in its pending' general rate 
proceeding, and in part from General's view that the emerqin9 
competitive telecommunications marketplace makes it more necessary 
for these companies to be independent of one another in their 
pricing and selling ot local exchange services. Intercompany 
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settlements procedure for private line, including FEX, would be 
replaced by a Wbill and keep' approach. Further, he proposes that 
for intercompany FEX service the companies use meet point billing 
to, bill tor the interoffice private line, i.e. the portion in 
General's territory would be bille4 at General's rates and the 
portion in Pacitic's territory wou14 be billed at :f'acitic's rates .. 

b. SHQP\1'J.'CA 

selwyn opines that in a4dition to· there being no 
direct substitute tor FEX outward calling, as Pacific acknowledges, 
neither 800 Service nor Remote call Forwarding provides an aclequate 
substitute tor inwar4 business FEX service, i.e .. , service which 
provides a means tor a ea.J.ler from the distant exchange t~ place a 
local call t~ the FEX business subscriDer. He explains that 800 

service does not allow a business to create a,wpresence' in a 
distant market area in that it implies to the customer that 
wherever it was that they were calling was located at some distance 
trom their own community. 

selwyn's only objection to Remote call Forwarding as 
a substitute is that the z.r;rs. charges associated with the use ot the 
service would be much higher than the access line and mileage 
charges tor FEX service, assuming that there is SOme reasonable 
level ot tratticto the remote location. 

Selwyn asserts that the need tor the magnitude ot the 
loop costs which Pacific assigns t~ FEX service is questionable at 
best. He states. that about $35 ot the monthly loop expense tor 
business FEX circuits which Scholl's workpapers set at $8S is 
,associated with design and testing costs. He states that these 
design costs are associated with the claimed need to, provide 
aclditional circuit equipment in order to achieve adequate 
transmission characteristics on the circuit and argues that there 
is little need tor such W4esign- ot FEX lines since the nature ot 
FEX line usage is more likely t~ be limitedt~ the ~ediate area 
around the exchange where dial tone is provided, with little it any 
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use o~ toll or other long-haul connections where transmission 
losses in the line would be expected to, have the greatest adverse 
effect. He also, argues that FEX subscriber loops are not longer 
than average subscriber loops, but that since the need for design 
of a loo~ is associated with loop length, the costs Pacific 
attril:lutes to, these loops are too high. Selwyn also claims that 
Pacific's FEX testinq costs are entirely unreasonable. 

Finally, statinq that Exhi.bit 287, Pacific's revenue 
impact workpapers, show no offsetting revenue increase for other 
services resultinq trom sttmulation due to the qrandfatherinq ot 
FEX, Selwyn asserts that Pacific has either materially understated 
the revenue effect ot its n:x proposal or else it is the c~se th~t 
there are no present alternatives to FEX service and the functions 
now provided· throuqh FEX will no, lonqer be available to new 
customers. He concludes that Pacific's qrandfatherinq proposal 
must be denied or at least this Commission must tmpute offsetting 
stimulated revenues e~ling the $47 million revenue loss Pacific 
clatmS- will be due to FEX qrandtathering. 

In his rel:>uttal testtmony Pacific's Scholl testitied 
that Selwyn's assertion that FEX loop· length indicates that the 
need tor ·designed· access lines (i.e., lines with additional 
transmission equipment) is overstated is premised on a false 
assumption, and that while the PBX loops to which Selwyn compares 
this cost element are only designed when loop, resistance is great, 
FEX service requires designing whenever an interoffice facility is 
required to,provide the service (e.g., whenever the 'line haul' 
serving arranqement is required). He adds that this is the case 
tor 67% ot FEX lines. Scholl specities that the elements of this 
design process are the assignment ot the interotfice facility and 
the associated central ottice service area transmission equipment. 
Thus, Scholl asserts that the recurring costs for designed circuits 
wh1chPacitie assigns. to· FEX are not overstated. 
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c. centex 
centex describes itself as a communications. manager 

tor small and medium sized businesses which assists its clients in 
torming joint user groups,. which enables them. to- quality tor 
service options not otherwise available to business customers ot 
their size. Centex explains that its interest in FEX service is 
based on its clients' use ot the service tor outward callinq. 

Centex presented the testimony ot stephen E. Siwek, a 
telecommunications consultant, with degrees in economics and 
business administration. Siwek asserts that Pacifie's 
grandtatherinq proposal should be rejected because its arbitrary 
customer disaqqreqation will stimulate inetficient consumption. 
patterns and tails to let the mechanism-ot market seleetion 
function, leavinq customers and the company less well off. (See 
qenerally EXhibit 370.) 

centex concurs with Shantz and Selwyn that there are 
no adequate alternatives for business FEX service, particularly 
outwarcl calling'. Centex cites Exhibit 403, the tinal report ot 
Pacific's Special Services Administration Task Force (SSA Task 
Force), which was received into evidence very late in this 
proceedinq. The document describes possible alternative FEX 
provisioninq to reduce costly line haul. These include creatinq 
additional dedicated prefixes, where cost justified, creatinq 
shared dedicated prefixes.,. and the use of 2-NUlIIber FX. 

centexpoints to Scholl's testimony that shared 
dedicated pretixes have the advantaqe of permittinq the assignment 
of just 1,000 callinq numbers to a particular central ottice, 
rather than· the dedication of a block of 10,000 numbers which the 
present dedicated pretix requires. SCholl also testified that 
Pacitic was havinq difficulty in interfacinq such a plan with 
interexchanqe carriers.. The report explains that 2-Number FX would· 
use a combination ot'Remote call Forwardinq and a redesiqn ot 
Pacific"s present billinq. system, called Front End Gu·ide,. which 
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would allow the provision of both FEX service and conventional 
local service on a sinqle line. 

Centex asserts that the possibilities for Pacific 
provisioning FEX service more efficiently and in a less costly 
manner in the future as described in the SSA Report underscore the 
unreasonableness of permitting this service to- be grandfathered' 
and,. like selwyn., urges that we concentrate instead on appropriate 
pricing. 

In its concurrent opening brief centex mo~es for the 

admission, as a late-filed exhibit,. of a Response to Transcript 
Request which it received after these hearings had concluded. 
Centex asserts that the document describes the 2-Number FX service 
and Front End Guide concepts more fully than Exhibit 403. Centex 
apparently offers this d~ent to show that Pacific has studied 
teehnoloqically teasible ways of provisioning FEX service whieh do
not require line haul configurations. The alleged contents of the 
document would merely be cumulative in supporting sucn a 
proposition. The description of these services in Exhibit 403 is 
adequate. We will ther.~ore deny the motion. 

Siwek supports the concept of unbundled FEX rate 
elements, but differs with Pacific on what the rates should be. In 
his analysis of Pacitic's FEX cost studies, he cites Scholl's 
testimony that FEX access costs for Centrex customers would 
probably be less expensive to- provide than a simple line haul 
service because, although there would be some additional switching
type costs, access line costs would be eliminated. (See Tr. 1005l-
10052.) Siwek argues that since Pacific has not quantified the 
savings associated with' FEX service to Centrex customers,. as an 
interim measure pending new company cost studies,. this Commission 
ought to recognize the difference by applying Pacific's proposed 
increases in FEX access rates only to customers requirinq access 
lines, maintaining access rates at current levels for customers who
avoid the use of FEX access lines. On redirect examination Siwek 
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was asked whether he would agree with Shantz' suggestion for 
setting an appropriate recurring monthly charge tor customers wh~ 
use FEX service in conjunction with centrex service, which the 
questioner characterized as being the sum of an FEX rate increment 
applicable to all business FEX service plus the Centrex exchange 
trunldng c:harqe.. Siwek stated that he did agree with such an 
approach in concept .. 

Siwek states that Pacific's decision not to increase 
FEX mileage rates seems consistent with its cost studies~ which 
show these rates to be reasonably in line with 1986 costs, but adds 
his opinion that as Pacific's use of fiber optic plant increases 
incremental cost will decrease, thereby produeing future revenue 
excosses which can be used in the future t~ offset any shortfalls 
from nonrecurring,FEX c:harges. 

'I'urning t~ nonrecurrinq costs., Siwek contends that 

the cost study portrayed in Pacific's data response Exhibit Z76 

which shows the nonrecurring cost per FEX business connection at 
$1,378 is so much higher than the total unit cost expense saving it 
shows for qrandfathering FEX service in its transcript request 
EXhibit 303 ($541), and the estimated service connection costs it 
estimated in its 1984 rate proeeed.inq ($333 for the 8:3% o! service 
that is to contiguous areas and $S7~ for the 17* to, noncontiguous 
areas--the weighted average is $374) that the accuracy of these . 
studies is questionable. 

Siwek adcls the connect and disconnect savings figures 
from Exhibit 303 plus two times Paci!ie's claimed record. eosts to 
represent two service orders, plus Pacific's calculation for 
investment-related, nonrecurring FEX costs to· arrive at his $395 

proposed connection rate for new business customers. He cautions 
that this figure is probably high because the d.isconnect figure is 
somewhat overstated. and because no cost adjustment factor has been 
applied. to it to reflect Pacific's 1986 authorized revenue 
requirement. ~Later, based on Scholl's rebuttal testimony" Centex 
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concluded that the two -record' service order inclusions in Siwek's 
calculation are inappropriate, so' that'the total should be reduced 
to $833. In any case Siwek goes on to state that we should not 
authorize even his proposed increase all at once, but should limit 
any connection rate increase to 100% above current rates in keeping 
with what he understands t~ be Commission policy reqarding 
nonrecurring rate increases. 'current rates are $190 tor business 
connections tor service :between contiguous exchanges and $290 tor 
'service :between noncontiguous 'exchanges. The weighted average 
would be $188. 

Citinq Selwyn's criticism ot Pacitic's allocation of 
design and testing costs to recurring FEX service rates, Centex' 
opening brief claims that comparable allocations were made to the 
nonrecurring cost categories on which Scholl's $1,3·78' estimate was 
based, and suggests-that Pacitic's tailure to produce a bottoms-up 
cost analysis ot nonrecurring FEX services is justitication tor 
authorizing no increase at all in these charges, or alternatively, 
tor limiting them to· the across-the-board 5% increase which Shantz 
proposed in his original testimony tor all service connection 
charges. 

FUrthermore, Centex contends that the ratio ot 
service connections- to disconnections shown in Appendix B- to' 
SClloll's rebuttal testimony (Exhibit 402),. which'is based on, the 
assumption that the qrandfathering proposal is not adopted and that 
there are no rate changes in the test year, is unrealistically low 
when compared to the 1984 volUlUes. Centex asserts that it these 
figures were brought more in line with recorded tigures tor 1985 
the allocation ot nonrecurring costs t~ business FEX service would 
have produced a much smaller indicated cost per service connection. 

Centex also, suggests that there'are two-possibilities 
tor unbundling FEX rates. One is to calculate rates which are 
revenue neutral with respect to the combined FEX rates tor any 
particular cUstomer,. the other ,which Centex recommends', is to-~ 
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establish a uniform- FEX increment and allow the total rates paid by 
particular customers to vary, depending,on the choice of access 
line. 

• 
Replying to Siwek's claim tha~ the difference between 

Pacific's $1,37S total FEX nonrecurring cost figure and its $541 

calculation of test year expense savings raises the question of the 
reliability of Pacific's projections, Scholl explained that the 
former fiqure is an average of all business FEX nonrecurring inward 
movement costs, inclUding connects, disconnects, change' orders, and 
record orders, while the latter is only the average connection cost 
of a business FEX access line. Scholl also explained that this 
$541 projected test year business FEX connection cost and the costs 
estimated in its 198.4 rate case ($573 and $333) are not exactly 
comparable since the 198.4 costs represent a composite average cost 
of service connection for both residential and business FEX while 
the cost projections presented in the pending matter are separated 
for business and residential. In response to centex' skepticism 
about the number of inward orders (installations) Pacific projected • 
for the test year, SCholl testified that he went back to the 
project management people who developed these numbers, and learned 
from them that business FEX would decline because of the growth o-f 
some eross-elastic services. He further learned that the tracking 
results through November, 198& (the month ~efore his testimony) hacl 
indicated' that FEX did,. in tact, decline throughout 1986. e'I'R at· 
19083-19084. ) 

d • .D.D 
ORA. takes the position that Pacific's grand fathering 

proposal should be rejected because .there are no adequate 
sUbstitutes for this service, and adoption of- it would thus be 

repressive. Shantz also'contends that it would be inappropriate to 
drive more customers toward Remote call Forwarding, as Pacific's 
plan would presumably do, when RCF has been the subject of this 
Commission's investigation of Pacific's marketing practices.. . ORA 
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recommends that we require Pacific t~ file a tops-down and bottoms
up study ot FEX service before considering granting any service 
discontinuance. 

As an alternative to Pacific's qrandfathering 
proposal, ORA's concurrent closing brief proposes decreases for FEX 
services in direct relationship to the decreases ORA proposed for 
residence and business BEAL services. When Shantz testified he was 
proposing service rate increases, the decreases are set forth in 
ORA's final rate design which was incorporated into the concurrent 
closing brief. The revenue effects of this change are factored 
into· ORA's revenue effects for basic services and service 
connection changes. 

ORA does support pacific's proposed tariff structure, 
but stated that ORA did not have time t~ develop· tariff revisions, 
and recommenaed that we authorize Pacific to file an advice letter 
settinq forth. an incremental FEX tariff structure, subj ect to 
review by CACD and final approval by Commission resolution. Shantz 
does not agree with Siwek's proposal to eharqe FEX sul::lscribers who 
have Centrex service (and therefore do not need a line haul access 
line) only the FEX increment but no FEX access rate element. 
Shantz asserted that there are access costs which such a subscriber 
should cover and agreed with his cross-examiner, Mr. Mattes,. that 
it would be equitable to set this rate element at the one to ten 
ratio that is used for Centrex exchange access trunkinq charges as 
compared to PBX trunkinq charges. Shantz further states that the 
FEX increment should be set at a level designed toqenerate zero 
revenue effect in relation to the prior unbundled service. 

3.. QiscyssioD 
a. The GnncItathering Proposal . 

Selwyn's assertion that Pacific's failure to show 
Offsetting revenue increases for other services as a result ot its 
qrandfathering proposal indicates either understated revenue ettect 
or a situation where no- alternatives exist is well taken. While it 
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appears that there are adequate sUbstitutes for most residence FEX 
service requirements and that there has been a steady declin~ in 
residence FEX service subscription since Pacific's last rate 
decision was issued, Pacific acknowledges that there is no complete 
substitute for business FEX service aDd that subscription is 
increasing. This fact dictates that Pacific's qrandfathering 
proposal only be authorized where the inequities of any other 
possible solution are beyond doubt. 

Though Pacific's costing methodology seems 
appropriate and it has reasonably explained the points o,f it that 
have been criticized by various parties, we must aqree with DRA 
that the marketing practices Pacific followed with respect to such 
options as Remote call Forwarding may well have influenced the 
qrowth rate of this service in the recent past in a way which may 
not be characteristic of future qrowth. Further, although Pacific 
is correct that Ordering Paraqraph 16d of D.84-06-111 only requires 
bottoms-u~ and tops-down cost studies for service categories where 
Pacific is proposing greater than average rate increases, the 
import of our order was that any plan to significantly alter an 
element of rate desiqn should be based on cost data which allows a 
comparison of methodoloqies, and allows more precise cost 
allocation than tops-down studies alone can provide. 

It mayor may not be possible to bring FEX revenues 
to the level of costs. Nonetheless, it would be unreasonable to 
deny FEX service to future businesses seeking it based only on the 
record before us. This conclusion is reinforced by the sugqestion 
of Pacific's SSA Task Force Report and, the testimony of Sullivan 
that there are less costly alternatives to p~esent FEX provisioning 
which are already technically possible. Perhaps our denial of this 
grandfathering proposal will spur Pacific to develop a means of 
implementing FEX innovations. In any case, we agree with General, 
Centex, Selwyn, and Shantz that a pricing solution is the most 
appropriate means of addressing FEX revenue shortfall at the 
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present. We will not grant the qrandfathering proposal. It 
pacific wishes to offer the proposal again in a subsequent rate 
proceeding, it shall present both bottoms-up and tops-down cost 
studies. to: j ustity it. 

b. Unbundled Bates 
The concept of unbundled rates is one which we 

generally endorse. Although most FEX connections are presently 
made using a private line channel between central offices, the 
customer does not receive private line or private line-like 
service. Therefore, we see no merit in General's proposal to set 

,FEX rates to be consistent with private line rates. Nor is 
Pacific's model for unbundling FEX rates entirely appropriate since 
we have already denied its proposal to unbundle basic rates into an 
access and a usage comp'onent. We will instead adopt a modification 
of Pacific's proposal whieh is disagqreqated into a sinqle rate 
encompassing both access and usage and a new FEX increment 
component for FEX services with dial tone from· a Pacific central 
office.. As we explain below we will authorize Pacific to- set the 
access component at the same level as local service,. and add a new 
FEX increment component. We adopt Pacific's proposal for the FEX 

increment component for FEX service~ with dial tone from a Pacific 
central office. 

(1) Recurring Rates - Mileage and Access 
We do not find convincing Selwyn's assertions 

about the impropriety of the assic;nment of design and testing costs 
for loops, the only recurring cost criticized. SCholl's 
explanation of the need tor designing circuits whenever line haul 
is used seems reasonable. On the other hand, it is clear that such 
assignment could be lowered significantly it Pacific were able to 
implement, any of ' the alternative FEX delivery systems described in 
Exhibit 403. 

We aqree with Siwek, who apparently does not 
dispute its accuracy, that the .9 revenue to cost ratio shown at 
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p. 7-127 of Exhibit 260 (t~which no scaling factors have been 
applied) indicates that present FEX business mileage rates are 
reasonably close to 1986 costs. The ratio for residence measured 
service though,. at .7, is somewhat low, even if cost is reduced by 
a factor in the range of S2t to 90% which is the range of all but 
one of the adjustment factors in Pacific's Exhibit 261. 
Nonetheless, it appears that mileage rates are close enough to cost 
that it is unnecessary t~ adopt an FEX mileage rate which differs 
from the present rates which we have retained. Furthermore,. 
adoption of such rates may prod Pacific to act with more dispatch 
in attempting t~ institute alternative methods for providing FEX 
service. 

There is no. doubt that overall FEX service 
revenue is less than cost. setting rates for access to the 
exchange to· mirror those for basic service will not affect this 
picture, and it will provide a rate scheme which is easier for the 
customer to understand and easier for the utility t~ administer • 
No FEX customer should be exempt from exchange access charges; 
however, we agree with Siwek and Shantz that it is equitable to· 
mirror Centrex exchange access trunking charges when providing FEX 
service to centrex subscribers. 

No. party,. however has presented us with a 
specific proposal for implementation cf this concept. We will 
therefore order the filing of an advice letter which implements 
this concept. The advice letter should contain the tariff 
revisions necessary to. implement the mirroring of the Centrex 
exchange access ~ng charges when providing FEX service to· 
Centrex subscribers; ~. estimated 1986 annual billing and revenue 
effects associated with the implementation of such tariff 
revisions;: and revisions to- the customer billing surcharge to· 
reflect the annual revenue effect of implementing such tariff 
revisions for Centrex service. The advice letter shall be subject 
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to commission authorization by resolution before becoming 
effective. 

(2) Nqnrecurring Charges 

Even with its doUbts about tops-down cost study 
reliability and Pacific's $1.,378. fiqure,. Centex'is willinq to 
assert that FEX business connection costs could be $833 per 
connection if we assume, as we do, that allocation of design and 
testing costs to recurrinq service rates is appropriate and that 
the ratio ot service connections to disconnections which Pacific 
used is appropriate. Charges are presently $170 tor contiquous 
service to, a Centrex line, $190 tor all other contic;uous service,. 
$270 for noncontiguous service to· a Centrex line, and $290 for all 
other noncontiquous service. Clearly, these charges would still be 
priced below cost even at 100% increase which centex would prefer 
as a maximum. Looked at in this light, ORA's proposal'would 
require Pacific to continue to heavily subsidize this rate element 
from other sources. FEX is not a basic service and ought not to be 
the recipient ot large subsidies. On the other hand,. it has :been 
our policy to ameliorate the etfects ot rate shock by limitinq 
individual nonrecurring eharge increases to 100%. It is elear.that 
such an increase, for both business and residence 'nonrecurringFEX 
charges, is reasonable now. We will authorize adoptionot such 
charges. 

(3) PIX Incrgent 

As we understand it,. General advocates settinq 
the FEX increment at the channel termination rate tor private line 
service. While ~7% of FEX service is provided over lines that are 
similar to private lines, the remainder is not. The proposal 
ignores the treatment of residence service. FUrther, since we de 
not adop~ General's private line costing model, it makes little 
sense to set the FEX increment to. be consistent with the model. 

Pacific does not propose a change in the portion 
ot its FEX rate which is attributable to. the FEXincrement. There 
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is no reason for this commission to a40pt a different result. We 
will authorize Pacific to set its FEX rate increments at the rates 
Sullivan has'proposed for FEX services with 4ial tone from a 
Pacific central office. The increase realized from this adopted' 
rate design will befar.below any estimate of the difference 
between revenues and costs. 

(4) Revenue Vleet 

The overa.ll test year revenue effect for changes 
in FEX nonrecurring charges will be an increase of $l2.75l million. 
~he revenue effect tor FEX recurring access rates is reflected in 
ourciiseussion of basic exchange service revenues. 

c. Bill and Keep Billing 

It makes sense to move the billing structure for FEX 
services to a structure .in which a customer receives a bill for the 
services which are provided from the particular utility which 
provides the service. In order to implement the meet-point billing 
proposal which General advoeates~ however, it is necessary to 
develop and adopt billing policies in the form of tariff provisions 
applicable to each carrier which provicies intercompany FEX 
services, which assure that customers are not double-b,illed for any 
portion of their service. We must also, ensure that each carrier 
which provides intercompany FEX services notifies. its customers of 
the change in order t~mitigate the contusion which might otherwise 
result upon the customer~s receipt of separate bills from two, local 
exchange carriers., 

Detailed specific tariff provisions and customer 
notice provisions were no~ addressed in this proceeding. It is not 
possible to· implement the meet-point billing concept forFEX . 
services until such specific tariff provisions and customer notice 
provisions have l:>een provic1ec1.'I'herefore, we will requ;irePacitic 
and the other local exehanc;e companies (LECs) to jointly study this 
proposal anet then: file with CACD for, review and approval, either 
jointly or separately, the study results,. detailin9' the .. means ot', 
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achieving meet-point billing tor intercompany FEX service pursuant 
to a bill and keep plan. 

The j oint study should address the type and methods 
of customer notice to be used as well as the conversion o·! each. 
local exchange company's FEX tariff rate structure to a structure 
which will facilitate the implementation of the meet-point billing 
concept for FEX service. FUrther, in those instances where the 
implementation of the meet-point billing concept for FEX service 
will result in an increase in a utility's annual revenues, the 
advice letter riling should include a revision to the utility's 
customer billing surcharge applicable t~ intraLATA services to
counterbalance th.at increase. , 

Once'OeD approval has been received the LECs may 
make an advice letter tiling for commission authorization of the 
approvecl plan • 
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vxx. Private Tane ADd Priyate Line-like services 

A. IntrgsSuction 
Scholl describes private line services as connections 

between two or more customer locations which do not utilize the 
public switched network, but are fixed or dedicated in nature. 
Pacific claims that with no rate chanqes its test year private line 
revenue will fall short of costs by about $400 million, the 
short:Call :Cor its reew:ring costs being about 50% of the test year 
average historical costs or $300 million and the shortfall for its 
nonrecurrinq costs be1nq about 70% or $95· million. 

To reduce this shortfall Pacific's revenue neutral rate 
design proposal of June 25, 1985 proposes increasing test year 
revenue from private line services by $29.127 million which becomes 
$26.569 million after settlements, a '22.4% overall increase'. 
Additionally, Pacific calculates that its proposed rate design will 
result in an expense savings from repression of $4.237 million. No, 
proposed recurring rate is set more than 100% above present rates. 
Proposed nonrecurring rates are set at one quarter of the 
difference between present rates and cost coverage. In order to 
come closer to· cost coverage while continuing to moderate the 
impact, pacific also proposes phasing in some further private line 
increases over the two years following the test year, targeting 
these increases to cover revenue shortfalls created by reductions 
in carrier access charges and shifts in intraLATA NTS costs. These 
automatic step increases would result in additional revenue 
increases ot $41.180 million. for the second year and $36.293 

million for the third. year. Since these revenue increases are 
cumulative,. total revenue increase in the third year would be 

$106.6 million, and the total revenue increase for the three years, 
excluding expense savinqs, would ~ount to $206.034 million. 

Besides rate revisions for local loops, Associated 
Channel Equipment, intra~A interoffice mileaqe and channel 
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terminations,· pac.ific's proposed rates include some restructuring_ 
For one thing, Paci~ic proposes deaveraging local loop, rates by 
establishing two tariff schedu!es which recognize the different 
cost characteristics ot: serving wire centers with respect to, loop, 
length, age of plant, type of facility and structures, and density 
of development and to base rates on the ratio of average wire 
center loop, investment compared with the statewide average lOOp· 
investment. About 76% ot: all local loops would be charged under 
the lower priced Schedule I rates, and the remainder under the 
SChedule II rates. Another rate restructure Paci~ic proposes is 
making Alarm Transport a separate private line subcategory with 
smaller rate ~ncreases than the rest of private line services in 
order to' recognize ·dift:erinq, market characteristics and different 
service alternatives that are emerging.· This entails establishing 
a new tarift schedule tor Alarm 'rransport. Further, Pacific 
proposes raising secretarial line rates somewhat less than other 
rates to· avoid an excessive increase in one year. Finally, it 
proposes that certain telegraph private line services be l~ited to, 
those customers currently receiving the services, on' the c;round 
that terminal equipment ~or'the services is no longer being 
manufactured and new demand is theret:ore virtually non-existent. 
B. Pacific's Cost studies 

1. QYerviey ot Pacitic's Jf~th<Xl21oqy 
Pacific conducted various cost studies to support its 

private line rate proposals. Separate studies were conducted for 
recurring and t:or nonrecurring private line costs. ordering 
Paraqraph 16.d~ ot: D.S4~06-111 required Paci~ie to conduct ana 
file, as a pnrt ot: this rate application, detailed bottoms-up as 
well as tops-Qown cost studies ~or any major service category for 
which PacBell proposes rate increases substantially greater in 
percentage terms than the proposed increase in total revenues. 
Thus, both tops-down and. ))Ottoms-up methoclolO9'ies were used_ 
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Pacific's basic cost study is the category analysis, 
which uses a tops-down. methodology to disagc;regate projected 1986-
average historical (embedded) costs into 16 broad categories of 
service, one of which is private line. Pacific's category analysis 
studies were conducted'in 1984 and earlY,19SS and the projected 
1986 dollar amounts in each revenue, expense" and investment 
subaccount which these studies allocated to. the various. categories 
are the ones used in Pacific's ,ReSUlts ot Operations (RIO) 
presentation.S 

Pacific has changed its category analysis since its last 
rate proceeding by translating and regrouping its investment 
dollars from the unitor.m System, ot,Accounts (USOA), which 
identities plant investment by type, to a Functional Accounting 
system which identities ,plant investment by function. Pacific 
claims that this reorganization and the consequent further 
disaggregation of cost intormation allows investment-related costs 
to· be assigned to service categories much more precisely. ThUS, 
Scholl explained that where the accounting system provided 
sufficient detail, Pacific's investment-related costs and expenses 
were directly assigned to one of the service subcategories or to 
one of the cost components. Where this was not possible, Pacific 
used cost causative attribution methods to assign the, costs. 

Pacific's allocation rules are described by Renneth G. 
Docter, a Price Waterhouse Certified PUblic,Accountant, and P~cific 
witness, as being' more detailed and complex than commonly used by 

major firms. Docter testified that he concluded that Pacific's
intormation regardiug' the relative costs ot categ'oriesot service 
was reliable atter examin(inqJ the maj,or inputs to the embedcled 

5· Subsequently" in response to 0.85-09-018, scholl also, provided 
cost adjustlnent tactors tor each. of the studied' categories. in order 
to ,reconcile costs with the reduced· RIO adopted in O.S6-01-026'as 
moditied :by 0 .. 86-03-049. The adjustment factor tor private line 
recurrinq costs is 89%. 
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analysis, review(ingJ allocation rules and verif(yingJ calculations 
for the major inputs. He explained that this process included 
testS of the processes Pacific used for accu:tZ.ulatinq costs and 
investments and. allocating to the service categories, as well as 
tests of reconciliation to the projected 1986 books of account at 
the account, level, the total Company level and. the cateqory level. 
He added: *We tested the computerized model to· ensure that it 
functioned as described and followed the allocation logic which we 
had reviewed. In addition, we reviewed development of input ratios 
and the control processes in place in (Pacific'sJ Service costs 
(departmentJ to ensure input and. processinq inteqrity." See 
Exhibit 27S, pp. 5-6. 

PacifiC'S cateqory analysis tor private line shows total 
projected test year costs of $720 million and revenues of $320 

million prOducing a negative $390 million contribution, an overall 
0.4 revenue to cost ratio, a revenue to cost ratio for recurrinq 
rate services of O.S, and a revenue to cost ratio for nonrecurring 
rate services of 0.3. See Exhibit 260, pp. 7-17. 

Pacific conducted two studies of private line costs 
Which, according to Pacific, incorporate the bottoms-up, methodology 
as we required. in 0 .. 84-06-111.. One of these studies was for 
recurring costs and the other was tor nonrecurring costs. In its 
brief Pacific asserts that its bottoms-up, stUdies offer a valid and 
worthwhile comparison between "identifiable bottoms-up costs" and 
tops-aown accountinq costs adding that it is not reasonable to 
anticipate that a bottoms-up, study process would capture each and 
every cost of a given service. Rather, the extent of any 
difference is a measure of the'reasonableness ot the tops-down 
results. Pacific concludes that the accuracy of its projected unit 
costs for both recurring and nonrecurrinq private line costs is 
aemonstrated throuqh its tops-down/bottoms-up reconciliation. The 
reconciliation shows a difference for total loop investment of $lOO 
million, or'less than' 5% of total. By way of comparison, the 
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ditference in these two loop investment figures in Pacific's last 
general rate proceedinq was $2.6 billion. See 0.8:4-06-111, mimeo., 
at 167. 

2'. $.PtCi:(ic Cost st;ydies 

a. De Recurring· Cost study 
SCholl describe$ the recurring cost study tor private 

line as being an average historical cost analysis with additional 
intonnation complyinq with 0.8-3-04-012.. 'rhe recurring study begins 
by identifying the station designs and central otfice equipment 
associated with each. private line service o,tterinq. Eiqht private 
line cost elements were thus identified. They are: 

.. loop, (sometimes called channel), 

.. central otfice service area transmission 
equipmen~ (CO SAT), 

.. station service area tr~nsmission 
equipment (station SA'r) , 

.. channel terminations, and 

.. interoffice trunk equipment (line haul 
and outside plant components) , 

.. bridqinq, 

.. signaling, and 

* cond.itioninq. 

the cost study identities end channel termination investment per 
termination. Interoffice equipment investments ,are identified on a 
per mile basis within mileage bands. Investments in the remaininq 
items are identified per local loop. 

Pacitic relied on its Facilities System data base for 
intonnation about station desiqns and central ott ice equipment.' 

& toqether, station SAX and CO ~ are sometimes referred. to as 
Associated Channel Equipment or ACE. 
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Then it developed a current unit investment for equipment 
associated with each station design and an average historic unit 
investment for each piece of central office equ·ipment. Its 
Continuing Property Record data base provided the information 
Pacific used to develop these bottoms-up unit investment figures. 
These unit investments were multiplied by their occurrences 
(volumes) at each type of service offering to determine total 
investment by service offering. Then these total investments per 
service offering were divided by the number of local Channels in 
that service offering (also identified from the Facilities System 
data base) to develop a weighted average unit investment per local 
channel (loop) per service offering for CO SAT and station SAT. 

In a separate bottoms-up study the Facilities System 
data base provided identification of channel terminations and 
circuit mileage, trackin'; the transmission medium~ i.e. cable, 
analoq carrier, digital carrier, or broadJ:)and. thereby allowing a 
determination of the number of end channel terminations, 
intermediate channel terminati.ons, route miles, and equivalent air 
miles for specified mileage bands per service offering, per 
transmission type. These volumes were multiplied by the average 
embedded unit investment for channel terminations, and by the 
average embedded investlllent-per mile for each transmission type 
(determined in yet another bottoms-up study giving average line 
haul, interoffice outside plant, and channel termination 
investments for each type of transmission technology). The results 
show channel termination investment, line haul investment, and 
interoffice outside plant investment per mileage band for each 
service offering. 

Scholl testified that these total bottoms-up 
investments in each mileage band for each service offering were 
then divided by the total number of end channel terminations and by 
the. total mileage to yield a weighted average investment per mile 
in each mileage band for line_ haul and interoffice outside plant 
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. 
and a weighted. averaqe investment per channel termination in each 

-mileage band. 
Pacific .also derived a weighted average investment 

per loop. '!'he separate loop cost study is described below. 
Pacific's next step was to multiply these weighted 

unit investments by loading (or investment allocation) factors, 
computed individually for each cost element, to load tor wsecondary 
gross investments, W 

7 .producing' a loaded· ~ investment tor each. 
of these cost elements. 

To clO~ tn.! DottOms-UP investments to the tops-down 
total gross investments,. the loaded unit investments 'for l·ine haul,. 
outside plant,. and chann~l terminations were then multiplied by 
facility system miles andehannel terminations projected for the 
test year, and the loadecl unit investments for station SAT and CO 
SAX were multiplied by billing record service quantities. The 
total ot all serv:i.ce offerings thus derived yielded what Scholl 

•• 

describes as total bottoms-up loaded investment fiqures for these • 
cost elements. A similar process was applied to- loaded loop. unit 
investment to obtain a to,tal loaded investment figure. 

Finally, the gross investment identified by the 
category analysis for each cost element was divided by the 
correspondinq DottOms-UP loaded total investment for that cost 
element. This produced the scaling factor for each cost element by 

which each corresponding ".·bo:ttoms-up loaded unit investment was 
multiplied to yield an Average Orig'inal Investment (AOI) for each 
cost element. 

7 Scholl explained that these loading factors were derived by 
dividinq the gross investment determined by the category analysis 
model by the principle ~~vestment without any loadings,. also 
determined through the ~ate90ry analYSis process. EX .. 260,. l? 5-
46. 'l'he secondary grosS',' investment would load for costs incl.dental 
to- prOViding' the particular service,. S1Jch as office space,. which 
would not be included in the annual cost factors c1escribed below • 
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Annual cost ~actors determined separately tor each 
sUbcateqory ot service offerings and for each eost element within 
the subcategory were then applied to the AOI to determine the 
annual recurring cost of private line services. These cost factors 
were tor return and taxes, maintenance, commercial and marketing, 
depreciation, general expense,. and other taxes and charges. 

Pacific's cost exhibit shows the ratio of total tops
down to total bottoms-up investment costs for allot private line, 
includinq loop, to- be l.03.- (Exllibit 260, pp. 7-111.) 

b. '.rhe Local Loop COIIpODent 
ot Recurring costs 

Local loop makes up a sic;ni:ficant portion ot the 
recurring private line costs.. Thus, one ot the builcling blocJcs 
used to obtain the private line recurrinq costs above was input on 
local loop, costs. According to Scholl, this input was derived from 
the separate service-specific bottoms-up loop study which depicts 
the average subscriber loop plant investments associated with each 
of the eight service classes stUdied. Five of these eight studies 
relate to private line. They are: telephone answering service 
(TAS), alarm central station, alarm patron, Voiceqrade Data, and 
exchange-related private line. Scholl testified that the sampling 
approach Pacific used resulted in all private lines having an 
opportunity to be selected.. Thus,. these five functional service 
classes are designecl to include all of the services provided in 
each of Pacitic's private line service subcategories. 

Using what Scholl describes as a bottoms-up technique 
the loop studies derive~ universe listings for each of the 
subcategories of private line service trom certain existing 
mechanized data bases which contain all statewide working lines 
which Pacific bills. 

A random ~ple of lines was selected for eaeh ot 
these service qroupings, the cable and pair associated with each 
line was identified, and field engineers identified, specific loop, 
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characteristics (cable gauge~ plant account (aerial, buried or 
underground)., and length) tor each ot these samples. Th.is data was 
entered into a computer proqram called *Loop category Analysis* 
which calculates the length of each loop by plant account (buried, 
aerial or underground) then totals all loops sampled for each 
service offering and gives a statewide average loop length for 
working plant tor each service ottering by plant account. The 
statistician refined these figures to produce final results of 
average length by account. 

These average lengths for working plant for each 
plant account per service group together with overall total working 
plant length by account were used to create an allocation factor 
for each service offering- The allocation factors were then 
applied to total investment in booked outside plant and to drop and 
pair feet to determine total working' plant investment per service 
offering. 

Next, Pacific conducted what Scholl describes as a 
tops-down to bottoms-up reconciliation by assigning the results of 
Pacitic's Ready-to-5erve (RrS) analysis in proportion to· the 
average relative lengths of in-service loop for each service 
offering. See Exh.i))it 260, p. 5-25-. The RoTS is a separate tops
down loop study. Its purpose was to identity Pacific's entire 
investment in subscriber outside plant (i.e., loop) by putting a 
dollar value on the investment in that portion of plant which is 
not' currently working, but is ready to serve, and is,. according to· 
Pacific, a reasonable and economic reserve. Assignment of the RTS 
results to the working plant investment produced what Scholl calls 
the embedded unit investment tor the service ottering. 

To the embedded loop unit investment figure thus 
derived, Pacific then added annual loop plant category charge 
factors (for depreciation, return, taxes, maintenance~ etc.) 
developed from the tops--down category analysis, thus identifying 
annual cost tor the. loop portion of each service offering. 
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c. The l{onrecgrring Cost S1:uciY 
Paci~ic's bottoms-up nonrecurring private line study 

identifies the following types of private line investment: 
* service order costs 
* channel connect costs 
service order costs are detined by Scholl as those 

costs associated with the receipt, negotiation, processing and 
completion of a customer's request for private line service. 
Channel connect costs are those costs associated with the physical 
wiring and testing of a requested private line eircuit or 
circuitry. The study produced unit costs by serviee otfering and 
total eost by service otfering. These service order and connection 
costs were derived by identifying the work components associated 
with these two acti vi ties and relying on panels ot estimators with 
expertise in the areas to identify tasks required for various 
private line services and to provide average low, usual, and high 
work times for those tasks. These time estimates were used t~ 
compute averaqe work times which were then multiplied by loaded 
labor rates to derive bottoms-up unit costs. Pacific provided data 
tor 1984 actuals and projections for the test year using this 
methodoloqy. Because we criticized the lack ot explanation for the 
large discrepancy between Pacific's tops-down and bottoms-up 
results tor nonrecurring costs in 0.84-06-111, Pacific's filing 
this time ineludes a reeonciliation for 1984 actuals which shows a 
elosure factor of 1.2, and a 1986 projected elosure factor, using 
the same methodoloqy ot 1.09. SCholl tes·tified that a 94% 
adjustment tactor should be applied to· Paeific's nonrecurring cost 
projections for the test year to eonform t~ the RIO adopted in 
D.85-01-034. 
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d. XncreMDta1 Cost study 

In D.84-06-111 (mimeo. at 294) we stated that we 
wished Paci~ie and other parties to- address whether marqinal cost 
analysis might be used as a basis tor rate design deeisions. To 
that end, Ordering Paragraph lOq ordered Paeitie to· tile in the 
present proeeedinq an analysis ot the relationshi~ between 
ineremental capital eosts in the local network and ineremental 
service demand tor various services on a recent historical and 
prospective basis. 

When we reviewed Pacitic's ineremental eost study 
plan in D.85-02-030 we claritied what we expected Paeific to 
produce in compliance with paraqraph l6q and we turther tound that 
the Paragraph lOq study was not likely to generate the sort ot data 
on the incremental costs ot providing particular services that we 
had hoped for. Theretore we required Paeitie to submit a turther 
ineremental eost filing in this proceeding which would inelude:, 
(1) an appropriate method for detininq Pacific's incremental 
service costs tor major service categories; (2) numerical 
estimates, to the extent available, ot incremental costs detined by 

serviee category, calling characteristics (e .. g ., time of day), and 
subscriber density; and (3) for competitive or potentially 
competitive services, estimates of the relationship· between 
Pacific's incremental service costs and the costs ot competitive 
entry, with assessment of the relevance ot these factors to rate 
design. 

Paeific submitted its 16g stUdy as ordered. The 
further study was tiled as a part ot Scholl's testimony in Exhibits 
260 and 261. Exhibit 260 explained the three incremental cost 
methodologies used to look at the incremental capital costs 
associated with these major investment components ot telephone 
plant: (1) customer loop plant, (2) interoffice taeilities and. 
equipment, and (3) switehinq equipment. Scholl testified that he 
used the engineering construct method for loop plant costs, the 
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project or budget analysis technique for identifying the 
incr~men~l capital costs ot interoffice facilities and equipment 
(to be used asa building block for determining private line and 
usage services), and the statistical or regression teehniquefor 
inVestigating the incremental capital costs of switching plant. 
Scholl explained that he chose to study only the loop plant portion 
of residential access service because that represents the greatest 
concentration of capital costs associated with residential access 
service. He does not state whether the same rationale was 
responsible for his decision to study the loop' plant portion. o·f 
business access service. However, it appears that private line 
loop, is treated as a component ot the business loop study. 

The costs associated with loop· plant were broken down 
both by residence and business categories, and by six density zones 
within each category. EXhibit 260 however, addressed only total 
plant level costs within each cost category, with some intormation 
about residence costs, but no speciticbusiness cost data • 

Exhibit 261 provides supplemental incremental cost 
data tor the loop portion ot the Exhibit 260 study, at both the 
plant element level and the more disagqregated customer type level 
(business or residence) and the six subscriber density zones per 
customer type _ The plant level estimate used a sample of about 
5000 working loops t~ determine loop characteristics, including 
type of construction used and loop length. These.characteristics 
were used to· calculate the' average statewide investment required to 
construct new loops. Then average customer loop· incremental 
investments were calculated for each of the six density zones and a 
statewide weighted average incremental loop· investment was 
calculated from the investments within each zone. Additional 
incremental capital costs for return, income tax and depreciation 
factors were applied to· these investments to determine the capital 
costs associated with them. The results o~ this ,study varied 
somewhat trom the results ot the Exhibit 260 study, but still 
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showed that subscriber loop- incremental costs are considerably 
higher than emDedded costs., 

The same 5000 loop sample which was used in the 
studies above was disagqregatecl into resid.ence and business 
components and. each of these was further stratified into the six 
density zones in order to produce residence- and business-specific 
loop characteristics for each density zone. From these 
characteristics incremental customer specific loop investments,were 
calculated, and this ~iqure was used, as described above, t~ 
calculate a customer qroup specific statewide weighted average 
increlDental investment for. each density zone. 

$choll'testified that the incremental capital costs 
were calculated using ,the same methodology as that described for 
the loop· investments described above.. , 

Based on this methodology Scholl's Exhibit 261 at p. 
4.3 shows an average incremental loop· investment per working 
business loop. of $600 (residence is more) and an average 
incremental monthly capital cost per working business loop of $9 
(residence is more). His statewide average figure for capital 
costs in Exhibit 260 was different (over twice as high) from the 
figure in Exhibit 261 ($10), but he testified that the latter study 
figures are more precise. Exhibit 261 does not show much cost 
variation for business service incremental capital cost based on 
density zone. The bar graph at p. 4-4 shows, a range of between 
about $7.50 ancl $11, while the residence range is between $S and 
$25. No figures are presented tor the range .of incremental 
investment for busin.ess service by density zone. 

Private line was not a service which Pacific treated 
as competitive or potentially competitive. Thus it made no 
estimate o~ the relationShip between its private line incremental 
service costs and the costs of competitive entry. FUrther, Pacific 
did not use its incremental cost studies as the basis tor any,ot .. 
its pricing proposals. 
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c. ORA's critique aDd Xts OWn Private 
Line Bate Design PrOPOSAl 

1. Rec1lrrinq. costs 
In Chapter 11 of ORA.'s cost of service report, Exhibit 

329, Shankey, ORA's private line witness, stated that ORA did not 
have the resources to review Pacific's tops-down recurring cost 
studies, and was only commenting on Pacific's methodology for 
determining these investment-related recurring costs. He testified 
that DRA. supports the methodology Pacific used to derive its tops
down unit investments, but objects to- Pacific's use of the 
Functional Accounting system rather than the USOA for determining 
costs. 

Shankey explained the accounting" format objection on two 
qrounds. First, he stated that this Commission does not recognize 
the Functional Accounting" format. Second, he seems to, say that ORA 
would not object if the bottoms-up, cost stUdies were truly stand 
alone studies, but asserts that because the investment-related 
costs allocated to private line services were allocated based on 
ratios with tops-down studies, which ORA. did not have the resources 
to review, ORA. cannot be sure of their accuracy.. Further, Shankey 
added that this use of the Functional Aecountin9 format is 
inconsistent with all Pacific's other filings, and for that 
additional reason prevents comparison and trac~n9 for accuracy. 

Shankey went on to note that in lieu of a conversion of 
Pacific's cost study results into a USOA format ORA had met with 
Pacific and agreed to consider two sets of adjustment factors 
provided by Pacific t~adjust Pacific's cost studies. One was to 
reflect Pacific's RIO as set forth in the joint RIO comparison 
exhibit, and the other was to reflect ORA's RIO from the comparison 
exhibit. In later testimony, however, Shankey testified that ORA 
found the methodology Pacific used to develop the adjustment 
factors to be unacceptable because it used FUnctional Accounting 
translations which could not be reviewed and tested. Shankey added 
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that it would be inappropriate to· apply Pacific's cost adjustment 
factors across the board in the individual service cost studies 
because the quality of Pacific's cost analysis was not consistent. 
Instead, ORA applied an across-the-board adjustment factor of 85% 

to Pacific's fiqures. Shankey explained that factor represents the 
approximate difference between the aqqreqate costs whicn Pacific 
est~ted for test year 1986 and the level of aqqreqate costs found 
reasonable by the Commission in 0.86-01-026 (as modified by 
0.86-03-049). (Exhibit 330, pp. 8-9.) 

Shankey also criticized Pacific's recurring' service 
volume information for relyinq on information from only two points 
in ti:me, June 1982 and June l.983. He claims. that ORA.'s volume 
calculations based· on five quarterly reports from Pacific's Private 
Line History File 9PLHF) are more representative of in-service 
volUllles which can be expected for the test year. 

In his re):)uttal testi:mony, Exhibit 412, Shankey offers 
his opinion that Pacific's cost studies are in compliance with the 
Cost Manual quidelines. He explains that this Commission found 
tops-down allocation of some expenses t~ be proper in a bottoms-up 
cost development, and states that it is therefore up to Pacific to 
show that it has used those allocations properly. It is up' to the 
Commission to decide to accept or reject Pacific's explanation. 
(Exhibit 412 at p .• 2.) 

ORA's openinq brief advances this same pO:Jition, addinq 
that ORA aqrees with SCholl's re):)uttal testimony that Pacific did 
conduct a bottoms-up investiqation of private line investment and 
that Pacific's tops-down cost study is validated by its 
reconciliation with this recurrinq bottoms-up· cost study~ In fact, 
ORA states .that Pacific's bottoms-up study was an extensive and 
thorouqh study and adds that Pacific has made great strides in 
improvinq its private line cost stUdy. The focus of ORA's concern 
with Pacific's cost studies is Pacific's use of the Functional 
Accounting' format, and ORA's inability to analyze expense 
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allocations derived trom this tormat. ORA suggests that it had 
hoped Pacific's adjustment factors would be developed in a way that 
would allow their application to individual service accounts 
reported in the FUnctional Accounting' format.. When that, proved not 
to be true ORA decided" as Shankey testified, that it would be more 
reasonable to- rely on Pacitic's. overall adjustment factor than the 
one it developed specifically for private line. 

2. Nonrecurring Costs 

ORA developed its own nonrecurring' private line cost 
projections.. They are set out in Chapter 11 of Exhibit 329, ORA'S 

cost of service report.. Chapter 11 was prepared by Shankey. In 
that report ORA supports Pacific's nonrecurring' cost study 
methoclolO9'Y, but finds. the costs to· be overstated.. ORA's analysis 
of nonrecurring costs focuses on the activity times which Pacific 
used in its nonrecurring cost calculations. Shankey made field 
inspections at Pacific's facilities and observed the activities of 
Pacific personnel involved in the prOVisioning' Olt private line 
services.. He decided to conduct time and motion studies of work 
time:s for major tasks. from· a representative service offering' in 
order to assess the reasonableness of Pacific's activity times, 
since his casual observations of the work groups' activities lead 
him to believe that siqnificant reductions. in personnel were 
possible. The 3002 4-wire voice grade (300~ 4WVG) circuit was 

. selected as the representative circuit. The time and motion 
stUdies were conducted on employees in each of the ten major work 
qroups inVOlved in provisioning 3002 4WVG service. 

~he studies eliminated nonproductive ttme and then added 
a standard allowance of 1st to account for personal, fatique and 
delay time. The times ORA computed were then compared to the times 
recorded by Pacific to derive a ratio. The ratio was applied to 
Pacific's total activity time_ The activity times thus adjusted 
were then multiplied by the fully.assiqned labor rates which 
Shankey adjusted by the ratio, of the staff wag'e escalation factor 
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as presented in ORA's R/Oshowinq, to Pacific's waqe escalation 
factor, to produce adjusted unit costs tor the representative 
channel connect activity and the representative service orcer 
activity. The ratio between these ORA-adjusted unit cost and 
Pacific's unit costs were used as overall private line adjustment 
factors to be applied. to Pacific's projected nonrecurrinq costs. 
The ad.justment factor'derived tor channel connect activity was. 
0.79a, that for service order activity was 0.486. 

DRA contends that Pacific's proposec 25% increase in 
nonrecurring charc;es is m.uch toe> low in light of its very loW' 
revenue to cost rati~ (0.3 accordinq to Pacific's cost studies). 
Therefore" ORA proposes increasing nonrecurring rates by 100% or to 
ORA estimated ~ost, whichever is less. No increases are proposeel 
tor new services such as DDS and HiCap transport service because 
they are, according to Shankey, new and therefore do not have as 
low a revenue to cost relationship. 

In Exhibit 329, Shankey reported that ORA was unable to 
clarity the source of Pacific's forecasted 1986 nonrecurring 
vollllD.es. ORA used different volumes, as described below. The 
overall effect of ORA's proposal, even with application of the cost 
adjustment factor, and different volume projections is a revenue 
increase for nonrecurrinq services ot about $20 million for the 
test year. 

3. DBA's Position 
Even with'its change in the aeljustment factor, its 

reduction ot the activity cost esttmates in Pacific's recurring 
cost study, which resulted in a reduction of about $24 million from 
Pacific's recurrinqcost estimates, and its adjustments to 
PaCific's nonrecurring cost study, ORA argues that it is reasonable 
to- authorize a large private line' rate increase. In fact, as shown 
in Appendix A to Exh;bit 330, ORA proposes a larger total test year 
rate inereaset.han Pacific, at $67.540 million. However, since it 
does not propose incremental increases for the following two years, 
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the result at the endot three years is that ORA's proposal would 
continue to proCluce revenues $67.540 million hiqher than present 
revenues while Pacific's rates would produce revenues $106.600 
million hiqher than present. In its post-hearing brief, ORA sets· 
the projected private line revenue increase from its proposed rate 
desiqn a little higher, at about $68.1 million. 

ORA's proposed rates were devised by establishinq a 
revenue to- cost rati~, after adjustinq Pacific's rates as described 
above, for each private line cost element and service offerinq. 
Where the overall rati~ was found t~ be greater than 1.0, no. rate 
change was pro~sed. FUrther, ORA's proposed rates rely on in
service volumes for 1986 based on third quarter 1985 actual data 
from the PLHF report grown to 'mid-year l.986, and the inward 
movement volumes are based on recorded activity for.the first nine 
months ot 1935 ~own for 1986. 

ORA opposes Pacific's proposal to deaverag6 local loop, 
rates into tw~ subcategories based on geographical cost 
di~~erences. For one thing, ORA asserts that it is unlikely that 
the ~tof~ point ot 76% of loops being placed in the loW' cost 
Schedule I cateqory will remain constant ... and adds that the ratio 
has little validity on a per-service-otferinq basis. For another, 
ORA notes that loop costs are driven primarily by loop length, and 
Pacific's proposal would inequitably charge customers served trom a 
hiqh cost wire center at the premium rate no matter what their 

t 

distance from the wire center might ]:)e.. Sh~ey also claims that 
Pacific's private line volume· data have been too inaccurate in the 
past to allow for'reasonable reliance on such a classification of 
wire centers. And, DRA. claims that such a scheme violates., Section 
453 (c) of the PUblic Utilities Code by diseriminating unreasonably 
among users. Instead~ ORA proposes increasinq local loop recurring 
rates by 50% or to ORA.'s estimated cost,. whichever is less. The·, 
outcome is that ORA's rate desiqn raises-most local loop rates by 
SO%'. 
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Noting that services utilized to 'provide telephone 
answering service were exempted when this Commission ordered the ' 
restructuring of private line and'private line-like services 
mileaqe sensitive rate elements from rate center to rate center 
pricing to wire center to wire center pricinq, Shankey testified 
that if the exemption were removed now ORA's proposal would 
increase recurring rates by more than sot. ~herefore, ORA's rate 
design leaves the present pricing structure, raises recurring rates 
by 50% for secretarial 'lines and concentrator-id.entifier lines,. and 
recommends that Pacific be ordered to submit a study of the revenue 
ilDpaets of restructuring the mileage sensitive rate elements, 
applicable t~TAS, services to a wire center tQ wire center rate 
structure~ ORA adds that it still supports a single averaged rate 
for the service char9'es for c1esi911ed andnondesic;ned secretarial 
lines, b~t if the commission permits the establishment of two 
separate rates, the lOOt increase limitation should be disregarded 
and both rates should be set at Cost. However, Shantz stated that 
the tariff should leave the tinal decision about the most 
economical manner for providinq the service with Pacific. 

ORA opposes adding a new tariff schedule for Alarm 
Transport services, arguing that it offers preferential treatlnent 
to alarm services which unreasonably burdenS the general body of 
ratepayers. Shankey also argues that adding a new rate schedule 
turther complicates Pacific's ability to properly and accurately 
render bills and to track in-service and inward movement c1ata~ He .. 
sta;t:es that leaving Alarm Transport services in their present 
sched.ules will assist Pacific in d.evelopinq better 'vo,lume data for 
forecastinq and analysis purposes and more accurate billing. 

As a final note, ORA reminds us that several ITCs in 
California concur in Pacific's· private line 
tariffs. . Thus, we must consider the impact 
those utilities 'as well. 
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D. De Criticme and Proposal ot. CBCBA/TCA 
CBCHA/TCA oppose both Pacific's and DRA's private line 

proposals on the ground that there is no adequate cost support to
shoW' that private line is underpriced at present. In. explanation, 
CBCHA/TCApoint to the fact that Pacific's cost studies were 
conducted usinq the revenue requirement whiCh it projected before 
our R/O decision, D.86-01-026, which reduced that test year revenue 
requirement proposal by about 12%.. CBCHA/TCA argue that the 
adjustment factors we ordered pacific to-develop are insufficient 
to assure accurate rates because developments in Phase II of the 
R/O proceedinq, and other Pacific cases, includinq the 1987 

attrition decision, 0 .. 86-12-099, have or will change the revenue 
requirement aqain. FUrther, CBCHA/TCA's Selwyn contends that 
Scholl's claim that the adjustment factors are only accurate at the 

. service cateqory level is. preposterous, and CBCHA/TCA add that if 
we do adopt Pacific's 89% adjustment factor for private line, we 
should, at a minimum, do it by reducing each of the cost elements 
by 11% as Selwyn illustrated in Table 10 to his testimony, Exhibit 
361. 

CBCHA/TCA also assert that Pacific's application of 
average unit investment figures based on its books of account to, 
tor ex~ple, the bottoms-up derived averaqe number of feet by plant 
type in its private line loop study make that study a tops-down. 
study, not a bottoms-up study·as this Commission ordered. Further, 
they argue that Pacific's AOI fails to reflect the aqe of the 
facilities, and therefore may reflect incremental or replacement 
cost rather than eml:>edd~d historical cost. Also, CBCHA/TCA's post
hearinq·brief faults Pacific's study ror simply adding an amount to 
reflect nonworkinq facilities, without determining the actual spare 
capacity required to provide the particular service in question. 
~hey add that this step also converts the cost study into a tops
down study. Finally, CBCHA/TCk argue that Pacific's reconciliation. 
of its cost study calculations to its tops-down assigned expenses 
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makes its use of factors to calculate recurring costs flawed, and 
makes the factoring process inherently a tops-aown study. Because 
of each of these perceived flaws CBCHA/TCA state that any increase 
in Pacific's private line rates must be very moderate. 

TUrning to specific costs, CBCHA/TCA dispute Pacific's 
assigmnent of its SWitched Access Remote Testing System (SAR'l'S) 
investment and related costs exclusively to private- line. Clatming 
that labor- expense savings which result from not needing the frame 
technician and field repairman when S~S is used are not likewise 
being assigned solely to private line, Selwyn argues that if this 
cannot be done the.~ that savings is being unfairly spread across 
all services and.the only fair solution is to likewise spread the 
cost of SARI'S across all services. He calculates that this reduces 
annual cost for CO ~, after applying the .89 rate case scaling 
factor, from $250 to $134. (Before applying the scaling factor, 
the figure is about $150.) 

While asserting that they do- not know precisely what 
private line service costs are, CBCHA/TCA concede that the revenue 
to cost ratio- is probably less than 1.0 presently. They therefore 
acknowledge that a moderate rate increase may be in order. 
However, they furtl::l.er argue that any such increase must t~ke into 
account the differences in'cost between private line services in 
dense metropolitan areas and in spread-out suburban and rural areas 
as well as the differences created by the size or amount of service 
at a given location and by the length of the commitment of the 
customer to the service as discussed by Selwyn. CBCHA/TCA add that 
average rates expose Pacific to the risk of uneconomic bypass in 
that the customer may obtain service at a rate below Pacific's 
averaged rate, but in excess of . its actual cost. CBCHA/TCA do not 
find Pacific's dual rate plan for loop- rates is a good way to 
accomplish this. Instead Selwyn suggests concentrating on the six:. 
Pacific wire centers which contain 10% of all private line loops 
and have costs less than SO%o! the statewide average, and making 
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them one qroupfor rate purposes. He proposes a second qroup- o:r 
wire centers, representing another 27% of loops, which exhibit loop 
costs between 50% and 75% o~ the statewide averaqe~ Selwyn's 
proposed rate design applies the cost factors for each of these 
three schedules, and the .89 rate case scaling factor, as well as 
his assumption that 4-wire loop is not twice the cost of 2-wire 
loop to arrive at the loop- rate proposal set out in Table l3 to' 
Exhibit 36l. CBCHA/TeA recommend adopting the other private line 
rate elements proposed by Pacific for the first year, but they 
oppose lmy further, increases in years 2 and 3 on the grounds that 
the cost studies are too defective and the. revenue requirement is 
too unsettled. 

Finally, citing ORA's failure or refusal to evaluate 
critically the PacBell cost studies, and citinq what it describes 
as an inconsistency between ORA's criticism. in Exhibit 329 
(distributed in December 1985). of Pacific's use of ratios based on 
tops-down stUdies in its Dottoms-up study, Pacific's use of the 
Functional Accounting format, and Paci~ic's use of forecasted 
service volumes in its cost study, with ORA's July 1986 rate design 
testimony, ExhiDit 35l, advocating large private line increases, 
CBCHA/TCA submits that ORA's position must be rejected. 
E.. The Critique of API 

API Alarm. Systems, Inc. (API) criticizes Paci~ic's 
recurrinq and nonrecurring cost studies as they affect the 
provision of alarm circuits as well as ORA's private line rate 
recommendations. It concludes that all services, including alarm 
services should benefit ~rom revenue requirement reductions which 
have occurred and will occur as a result of this proceeding. 

1. Pacific's RecurriDq Cost study 
and Xncreaenta1 cost AnAlysis 

Like CBCHA/TeA, but focusing on 3002 private line alarm 
transport services., API arques that, Pacifie's- recurring' cost 
studies overstate eosts by directly assigning' investment and 
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expenses ~or SARTS testinq technoloqy t~ certain private line 
services while spreading the related savings to- all service 
categories. API's witness, W. Kenneth Edwards, testitied that he 
believed that Paci~ic's rate and cost personnel have improperly 
allocated SAR'l'S investment.. He points, tor example, to- Exhibit 273 
which contains work papers showing the assignment of testboard 
investment for ~ and sns (SWitched Maintenance Access System) 
used to dete:t'll1ine loaded unit investment for CO SA't'. 'that exhib,it 
shows no assignment t~ 3002C-type circuits for SARTS/SMAS, but does 
show it ~or other circuits, inclUding 3002A/B.. Edwards testi~ied 
that it was widely known that SARr.S/SMAS is used to- test 3002C 
service, and he went on to note that Pacific did assume wiri~g o~ 
S~/Sl'fAS access points to. 3002 service in developing its 
nonreeurr1Dg costs. API acknowledges that Scholl testified in 
rebuttal that there should have been a SARI'S investment assiqned to-
3002C service and that doing so would produce an annual unit co SAX 
cost ot $260 per 3002C' circuit rather than the $180 identified in 
his cost exhibit, Exhibit 260. 

Edwards states that Pacitic's failure to show a reduction 
in the maintenance ~nq charge for the offerings to- which the 
SAR'l'S/S~ technology is assigned also causes an overstatement ot 
costs. API's clOSing brie~ suggests that Scholl should have 
assigned maintenance savings to the 3002C service when he 
calculated the SARTS investment. 

API also endorses Selwyn's claim that Paci~ic/s labor 
savings have not~een appropriately assigned to private line and 
his proposal for reducing total testboard investment for all 
private line SQrVices. API further asserts that there is no 
evidence that the Pacific private line customers:' who- are paying for 
S~S have received any other consequential ~ene~its from their 
expenditures.. API ,concludes that this Commission' should' either 
adjust the allocation of SARrS investment and savinqs as S~lwyn 
recommends or disallow some or all of the costs o~, the SARXS 
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program and remove those costs from all rate elements to which they 
have been assigned as Edwards recommends. 

According to Edwards' calculations" Pacific's annual 
testing labor expense savings due to, SARrS use is $96.6- million. 
He added that one could effectively and reliably double this amount 
of savings to reflect other savings that would emanate from 
implementing SARTStesting. He opined that Pacific has thus saved 
a minimum·ot $193 million on a service category-wide basis. 
Edwards apparently proposes spreading this expense over Pacific's 
service categories as an alternative to· Selwyn's proposal. API 
goes on t~ note that Scholl identified hypothetical savings tor 
1986 which had resulted from· implementation of the SS~ project, 
of which SAR'XS is a component, at about $33 million. 

API asserts that Ordering Paragraph 17 of D.86-0l-026 

which order~d Pacific to continue preparing its Report on the 
Results of Operations in the same general format employed in the 
RIO phase of this proceeding (i.e., using USOA accounting), and 
Shankey's testimony that Pacific's use of FUnctional Accounting 
created problems in tying FUnctional Accounting investments and 
allocations back t~ the RIO expenses, are reasons t~ reject the 
accuracy of Pacific's allocation of SARTS saving'S to the private 
line categ'ory through its use of Functional Accounting. API also 
cites what it claims to, be contradictory statements by Scholl about 
whether SARTS is really only used for private line testing, and 
adds that these recurring cost studies are also- affected by wide 
discrepancies in volumes. 

For all these reasons, API urges this Commission to· 
reject Pacific's private line recurring' cost studies. 

Turning to Paei~ie's incremental cost information, API 
takes the position that Pacific's incremental cost conclusions 
should be rejected because they tail to consider cost-reducing 
effects of derived· channel service, i~e., Pacific's Poll Star alarm 
serviee technology, which pacific used for the first time during 
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the test year, and because Pacific's subscriber loop incremental 
cost study erroneously assumes no utilization of existing plant to 
satisfy additional demand, and uses inconsistent till factor 
assumptions to account tor spare capacity requirements. 

2. Pacific's Nonrecurring cost stud,y 

API also urges that none of Pacifie's nonrecurring rate 
increases be qranted on the qround that discrepancies in Pacific's 
loading of labor rates, its time estimates tor nonrecurring tasks, 
its recoqnition of efficiencies as identified in Exhibit 403, and 
its volume projections make the cost study unreliable. 

With regard to labor rates, API points to three specific 
items which it believes to be unreasonable. First is the loaded 
labor rate element. In Pacific's example in Exhibit 334, it 
provides for $3.56 for paid absence and productive wages and 
sal~ries of $11.22 for a given employee. Edwards asserts that the 
paid absence amounts to 31% of wages, which he claims translates to 

v 

• 

an unreasonable 16 weeks of vacation or nonproductive time. • 
Within the same exhibit is reference to averaqe work time 

hours/day of 4.55-. Edwards testified that the methodoloqies used 
to· calculate these labor rates would mean that rates per hour range 
from $37.52 to $61.54 and that Pacific was therefore spending from· 
$78,000 to· $120,000 on these employees, makinq the loads on actual 
wages three to four times the waqe in many cases. API states that 
this is also unreasonable since, if it were correct, Pacific would 
have been operating with a negative cashflow. 

Based on the personal observations of :edwards and the 
observations and experience of API's witness, Diane Martinez, API 
asserts that Pacific's panel of estimators overstated the frequency 
ot occurrence ot certain tasks. Martinez argued that Pacitic's 
cost study overstates the costs of provisioning 3002C 2-wire 
bridqed alarm private line service by at least 50%. MartineZ based 
this opinion on her work at Pacific where she worked as an alarm 
service representative and, tor a time, trained others to do that 
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job.. She apparently left Pacific something over one year before 
her testimony was prepared. 

In support of her opinion she claims in Exhibit 354 that 
Pacific's Exhibit 271 overstates both the amount o,f'time necessary 
to· do certain tasks and the need for certain work qroups to be 
invol~ifed in the task at all. She states that activity times 
desi~oated for service representatives in ExhiDit 27l do not 
reflect the streamlining mechanization or automation of the 

operation that has taken place in recent years.. For example, she 
cla~ that order writers as a result of mechanization or 
automation no longer perform. any tasks with respect to· any private 
line alarm. service order.. Further, she states that the MA or 
Nmarketinq administrator' virtually is never involved with respect 
to the provisioning of 2-wire private line alarm services. She 
concludes that the combined times of up to 74.4 minutes shown for 
the service representative, order writer, and marketing MA for 
processing a 3002C order ought to be S to 10 minutes. She also 
asserts that the activity time of l2.9 minutes for the NTEC to, 
review order is unreasonably high. 

As another exuple,. Martinez sug-gests that task code 204, 
·update force mqmt Sys,N should not have an occurrence taetor of 
100% since it is apparently only done when there is a cancellation 
or due date chang-e to the information already in the foree 
management system .. 

API makes reference to Exhibit 403, Pacific's Special 
Services Administration Task Foree Report (SSA Report)~ which~ 
because it was prepared between one and two years atter Pacific's 
nOIl.recurring costs. were developed by its panel of estimators,. 
identities many instances where both recurring and non-recurring 
pri~ate line (WSpecial.Services·) provisioning has been streamlined 
resulting" in conc~ete savings ot many millions ot, dollars in the 
tE~$t year.. API'su9gests that. this report <:looms the accuracy o!.the 
study results Scholl presented. 
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API also points out that the testimony of J. M. Swenson, 
filed in the utilization phase of this proceeding, stated that 
Pacific would proe~ss over three million inward service orders for 
residence and single line business customers in the test year~ and 
that the annual capital cost for its 25 million idle assigned,pairs 
would produce ~ savings ot $84 million in expense by eltminating 
the need for installation visits and additional assignment costs. 
Exhibit 577, p .. 19. Edwards states that SWenson's figures- produce 
a cost of $28 tor the assignment and installation of residence and 
single line business customers, while the nonrecurring cost study 
shows just the assignment cost for 3002C 2-wire loops to· be $49 and 
the' installation cost to be another $200. Based on these 
differences API argues that SWenson's testimony tends to discredit 
Scholl's cost of service claims relatively more than Scholl's 
studies discredit SWenson's claims, because of SWenson's greater 
familiarity with the plant itself~ Swenson is Pacific's division 

• 

staff manager in charge of engineering. 
Turning to volume projections API asserts that Pacific's ~. 

cost stUdies sbow inconsistencies. Edwards noted, as an example, 
that Exh,ill-it 273 identifies 745 type 3002C channels, and that 
Pacific work papers assume approximately three local channels per 
eircuit,but that another work paper Showed 745 channels and 19,608 

circuits, a phenomenon, which API describes as a phys.ical 
impossibility_ Further, Edwards testified that Sullivan's Exhibit 
267 shows 14,000 type 3002C loops as opposed to the 74$ shown in 
Exhibit 273 and the 14,041 shown. in EXhibit 332. API states that 
the use ot Winternally consistentII' incorrect volumes does not 
result in a wash as the Company brief apparently contends. 
Instead~ asserts API~ the result will be an *internallyconsistentW 

incorrect rate and incorreCt earnings level--and not a correct 
development of 'rates. 
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3. DRA's Private Line Rate 
RecowaeudAtions 

API urges this Commission to· reject DRA's private line 
proposal as not being the result of independent analysis, and being 
the result ot tmpaired objectivity brought on by either Shankey's 
excessive reliance upon, or erroneous interpretation of, prior 
Commission orders. API claims that Shankey's testimony 
demonstrated uncritical acceptance of Pacitic's recurring costs 
which merely adjusted these costs to' reflect the RIO decision • . 
Edwards cla~ that such factoring adjustments will replicate the 
Pacitic cost study discrepancies about whiCh he testified. 

API finds ORA's review or Pacific's nonrecurring costs to' 
be better, but Edwards testitied that Shankey improperly adjusted 
labor times by a factor that resul teel in a double count.. API also 
tinds it inappropriate that Shankey's projected volumes were 
primarily the result of using Pacific's PLHF data, together with an 
adjustment factor jointly developed by Shankey and the Company • 

Likewise API asserts that Shankey should not have 
accepted Pacitic's loaded labor rates, and then only applied the 
RIO factor and his own factor to account tor nonproductive time. 

API states that Shankey's approach to Pacitic's cost 
studies was result-oriented and therefore not as objective as it 
should have been in that he began with the notion that private line 
services were priced below costs. FUrther, API notes that Sb.ankey 
was unaware ot the results ot the WRobin & Dackerman Report,Ir 
Exhibit 401, or the SSA Report,. EXhibit 403, and that this later 
i~ormation is another tactor which. reduces the value ot DRA's 
recommendations tor alar.m, services increases. 

4.. IJIpOrt o~ the Robin ~ DaclcerlMJl 
RePQXt and t:be SSA Report 

These tWo reports, Exhibits 401 and 403-, were received 
during the rebuttal phase ot this proceedinq. API contends that 
the former provides important evidence that both Pacific Bell 
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personnel and its outside consultants viewed its private line cost 
studies as suspect and biased. FUrther, it submits that the SSA 
Report shows that approximately $160 million in savings have been 

and will be achieved in fUture years. API concludes that together 
these reports contirmthe contradictions of Pacific's private line 
cost study. 
F. The critique of WBl"AA 

1. IntroductiOD ODd Bac:Jcground.· 

Like CBCHA/TCA the preference of Western Bur91ar and Fire 
Alarm Association (WBFAA) is that rate 'desi'JD be foregone until 
Pacific's next general rate case and, in the meantime,. the 

surcharge now in place De continued, so that all ratepayers can 
bene~it equally ~~om Paci~ie's revenue requirement reduction. 

• 

WBFAA opposes rate design changes because Pacific's uncertain cost 
studies, unclear revenue projections, and murky view of the :future 
might, in its opinion, result in Pacitic realizinq unanticipated 
and undeserved revenues, and irreparable harm to- the ratepayers. 
Should we choose to adopt a new rate design, WBFAA urges this • 
Commission to adopt Pacific's proposal to separately tariff alarm 
transport services, its proposal to create two private line local 
loo~ rate schedules, and its test year reeurrinq rate desi'JD for 
alarm transport services, but to reject Pacific's nonrecurrin9 rate, 
desi'JD for alarm transport services and its proposal tor turther 
alarm transport services in the second and. third years, as well as 
ORA's proposals tor recurring' and nonrecurrinq rates tor alarm 
transport services. WBFAA. also asks that we retuse to consider any 
turther private line rate increases until Pacitic demonstrates that 
it can and will comply with the costing methodolO'Jies prescribed in 
the Cost Manual. 

WBFAA is an association ~epresenting over SOO, mostly 
small, burglar and fire alarm companies and equipment manutaeturers 
in cali:!orn1a. Rod tT:ffindell, current president of WBFAA and the 
owner and president o:f an alarm company, te$tified that the private 
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line services utilized by the alarm industry include 1009, 3002C,. 
3007, 3009, DSAS, and Poll Star. He added: DSAS and Poll Star are 
already separately tariffed services. It makes sense to use the 
same treatment tor those private line services that are unique to 
alarm. services. (Exhibit 367, p .. 16-.) He explained that Poll Star 
is a derived channel or quasi private line service which is piggy
backed onto the eustomerrs regular telepbone service. He went on 
to note that 1009 service$, includinq 1009A direct wire service and 
1009B/C McCUlloh service, are used exclusively by the alarm 
industry.. He pointed out that, in addition to these alarm. 
circuits, alarm companies also transmit alarm signals using either 
ordinary business lines or 800 service" and to a very limited 
extent, cable TV facilities and long range radio. 

He explained that most alarm service Subscribers use 1009 
service but that many companies have installed multiplex receiving 
equipment which utilizes the voice grade 3002C bridged alarm. 
service. He further stated that be was reluctant to make the 
investment necessary t~use Poll Star because some Pacific 
employees have told him that Poll star will be replaced with other 
teehnoloq:y and he fears. be may end up with stranded investment. 

2. PAcitie's jb!cUrrinq Cost stgdy 

Central toWBFAA's criticism ot Pacific's recurring cost 
study is its assertion that Pacific's volume information is not 
reliable. Choosing one ot the private line services which it 
utilizes,. 3002C, WBFAA asserts that the volumes used in Pacific's 
recurring cost studies and presented by Scholl in EXhibit 2"60, 
shows both a lack of understanding of how the service is used" and 
Pacific's failure to verify the intormation it presented~ WBFAA 
points out the inaccuracy in the volume used for 3002C patron loops 
which Scholl acknowledged in his rebuttal testimony, Exhil:>it 402. 
WBFAA argues that the revisions Scholl submitted in Exhibit 402 
also· have volume errors since they show 11,382 full duplex (FOX) 
patron loops, and only 2,216 half duplex (HDX) patron loops though. 
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Scholl acknowledqed that the predominance o~ patron loops are HDX, 
which is less costly than FDX. 

WBFAA also points out that Scholl's count of local loop 
volumes was 14% hiqher than the loop counts used by Sullivan. 
According to the testilnony of WBFAA.'s economic consultant, Charles 
w. King, since Scholl allocated sot of private line recurring cost 
and 95% of alarm private line recurring cost Dased' on his 
overstated local. loop count,. an extra $72.3 million in investlUent 
costs was assigned to'private line service that would not have been 

assigned using Sullivan's counts. 

• 

In response t~ Scholl's test~ony that volume differences 
do not matter because both revenues and costs would change 
correspondingly and financial performance is a function of the 
relationshi~ between unit costs and rates rather than the value of 
the category totals.,. WBFAA asserts that since aggregate investlllent 
was determined by multiplying unit costs by overstated unit 
volumes,. Pacific's bottoms-up investment was overstated.. FUrther, 
WBFAA. contends that because tops-d.own investlnent is based on the • 
proportion of private line local loops relative to total working 
loops for all service categories and since private line loop count 
was overstated by 14%, the allocation of most central ottice and 
all subscriber outside plant to private line would be 
correspondingly overstated, thus overstating tops-down investment 
too. Likewise, WBFAA claims that Pacific's revenue to cost ratios, 
which were developed by comparing these tops-down costs allocated 
among services based on overstated unit counts with actual. 
revenues, are understated .. 

3. Tops-Down and Bottoaa-Up 
ReeoDciliatiQD 

It is WBFAA's position that Pacific'S bottoms-up studies 
are not true bottoms-up, studies and therefore,. there can be no real 
tops-down and bottoms-up reconciliation as our Cost Manual 
requires. Noting that Pacific's 1983 bottoms-up loop study for 
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developinq unit cost, identified the primary cost-causing 
characteristics of cable size, qauqe, year of placement, and till 
factor for each section of the cable,. including the bridqe tap, and 
that a computer proqram. then applied unit capital cost d.ollars per 
pair' foot by cable type, cable size and gauge tor each ot the 
loopsf King asserts that the later loop study Pacific conducted tor 
this proceeding has abandoned the procedure of synthesizing 
investment cost trom actual, identitied loop plant tacilities which 
Pacific used ,in the 1983·loop stud.y, tor, a plan which uses bottoms
up data from the sampled loops for the purpose- of developinq 
allocators to distribute the tops-down totals ot subscriber access 
outside plant by primary plant account~ He qoes on to state: The 
synthesis of actual :facilities costs is limited to· central otfice 
eqnipment and interoffice outside plant. Loop plant is allocated 
from investment ·totals. (Exhibit 365, p. 9.) King arques that 
this is not a true bottoms-up cost study, and tails to meet the 
bottoms-up study criteria we set forth in D.85-02-030. WBFAA. 

concludes that these facts justify our rejection of Pacific's rate 
design proposals. 

". 'tlIlgplaine4 I,ocm Xnyes1:llent 
WBFAA also· arques that just as it did in the last rate 

case, Pacific has a qreat deal ot unexplained subscriber loop 
investment. Via different sorts ot calculations King suggests that 
this amount might be $3 billion, $2 billion, or $1.82 billion. ~he 

first tigure is calculated. by first comparing what he describes as 
Scholl's tops-down average loop cost ot $515 to the 1984 tops-down 
amount of $44l, and then applying the percentage di~ferenee to the 
1984 bottoms-up unit eost and multiplying the difference between 
these two figures by 13-.l million, the number ot working loops in 
Paeific's system. 

WBFAA dismisses SCholl's explanation that the 1984 study 
did not properly aecount for ready-to--serve plant, by asserting 
that the 1984 study did include an allowance for ras r and that the 
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only use made of the RXS study in the present case is to- inflate 
the kiloteet assiqned" to each service. WBFAA. adds that even it it 
assumes SCholl is correct and adjusts its trended bottoms-up, cost 
by ~ot to" retlect the tailure of the earlier study's till factor,to: 
include Pacitic's estimate ot 'restricted' cable, there is still. $2 
billion unaccounted tor. 

Citinq,. as did API,. the testimony ot J. M. Swenson in the 
utilization phase ot this proceeding (Exhibit 578),. WBFAA. adds the 
am.o~t his testimony shows tor investment per additional loop, added 
trom 1982 to- 1985 related to- teeder cable,. and the a:mount ot 
additional distribution cable, anddividinq that sum by the number 
of available pairs added durinq those years arrives at an 
incremental investment per cable pair. Usinq that tiqure,. WBFAA. 
derives an averaqe embedded cost per cable pair to- which it,then 
applies an outside,plant utilization factor ot 66 .. 3% trom Exhibit 
412. 'l'he shortfall ,thus derived is then multiplied by the number 
ot Pacitic's loops t~obtain the unexplained investment tigure ot 
$1 .. 82 billion. 

WBFAA also- claims that Pacific's idle distribution loop 
plant quantities result in private line costs with unproven and 
probably unreasonable overheads. WBFAA. suqgests that it miqht be 
appropriate to- allocate the cost ot particular idle distribution to 
particular service, and states that since private lines are most 
often placed in hiqh density locations it is likely that their 
requirement tor redundant distribution cable pairs is signiticantly' 
less than business and residence exchange lines. 

5. PacUic's NoDreCUr.rinq 
cost study 

Aqain WBFAA, points to the discrepancies between the 
volumes in Scholl's studies ~d in Sullivan's work papers tor·3002C 
service for the purpose of discreditinq the service order volume 
projections protfered by Pacitic.. WBFAA. pointed out that there are 
26 patron loops tor every' sponsor loop. Uffindell testified that 
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it was thus not credible for Pacific to attribute the same factors 
for patron and sponsor loop· provision. FUrther, WBFAA asserts that 
Pacific's attribution of loop provisioning should trend downward 
because as the network expands and bridges are installed it is more 
likely that the simplest desi~ loops will be provisioned. 

Based Oh various calculations made by King, WBFAA. states 
its belief that Pacific's. nonrecurring costs were overstated by 28% 
or at least $30 million. It specifies that the cost study's S7M 
circuit central office equipment moves and changes costs and PADS 
(Pacific Adm;nistration Design Services) costs were overstated by 
34% each due to SCholl's count of channel connections being 34% 
higher than Sullivan's, and that the other major item, inside wire 
costs were overstated by 60%, or $17.1 million, as a result of the 
FCC's detariffing of inside wire which became effective on 
January 1, 1987. (The FCC decision was issued after Pacific's 
studies we~e done). Altogether, WBFAA's claims of overstated costs 
would reduce Pacific's tops-down nonrecurring- costs from $110 .. 3 

million to $79.9 million. 
WBFAA also asserts that the company's work times were 

exaggerated and inaccurate, e-9. simple designs for a service had 
higher work times than more complex designs for the same service~ 
work activity time for taking a patron loop order was erroneously 
assigned to an employee who was not involved in the process, travel 
times for going to the same account premises were different for 
different tasks. FUrther,. WBFAA claims. that Pacific's labor costs 
are excessiv~ in that they have risen disproportionately since 
Pacific's last rate proceeding,. and they. show unreasonably low 
ratios of productive to nonproductive time .. 

6. DBA's cost Reyiev 
WBFAA argues that Shankey's review of Pacific's 

nonrecurring costs should not be adopted because it only looked at 
one service and then applied the same findings to the remaining 62 
services. WBFAA states that such an approaCh frustrates the very 
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concept o~ disaqqreqation. WBFAA also cla~ that because rates 
for private line have increased. much :faster than in:flation~ and 
faster than exchange rates since 1979, DRA's goal of focusing en 
private line rates. is unjustified. 

7. Rate pesian Proposals 
w.BFAA maintains that it makes sense for pacific to 

separately tariff alarm transport services because Pell Star and 
DSAS are separately tariffed and telephone answering services are 
separately tariffed, and because it is consistent with the manner 
in which. cest studies are performed, and will assist in the 
implementation' of General Order 152 regardinq service standards for 
the alarm industry. WBFAA cla~ that it makes sense to.· adopt dual 
loop- schedules because it is loqical to disagqregate rates just as 
cests fer loops have been disagqregated. 

TUrning to. nenrecurring rates, WBFAA claims that 1009 
service demand is already en the decline due in part to prier 

• 

increases in the nonrec:urrinq charge fer this. service. Therefere" • 
it urges caution in qrantinq any further increases tor 1009 
service. It asserts, however, that the increase prepesed for 3·002C 
service frem $179 to' $275 plus the $l4 bridqinq charqe is more 
siqnifieant. WBFAA peints out that this service cost $40 in 1979, 
and argues that nonrecurrinq costs are droppinq, and that cest 
studies do· not validate these rates. 

WBFAA states that SUllivan's rate proposal for 3002C 
service would cause rate shock fer alarm companies and. require them 
to. raise their custemer's rates by larqe percentaqes. Uffindell 
testified that he would have to. raise his rates to 3002 customers 
from $45 per month to. $60.75 per month to.· recever the ORA-proposed 
recurring rate increases and maintain the same qross profit marqin. 
WBFAA arques that qranting these requested increases will result in 
a strandinq of the alarm companies' investment in their 3002C 
receivinq equipment and in Pacific's existing bridqea alarm 
network. WBFAA also argues that ORA's propesal would increase 
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rates beyond what AT&T charqes tor the same service on an interLATA 
basis. 

As for Pacific's proposal tor second and third year 
private line increases, WBFM. urges that they be denied due to- the 
probability that Pacific's revenue requirement will decrease in the 
tuture, and Pacific's inability to reasonably approximate its costs 
and revenues tor the future. 
G. FEA's PositiQll 

FEA cla~ that Pacific's data on the price elasticity of 
demand tor private line services, as shown in the addendum to 
Baugheum's testimony, Exhibit 360, show that rate increases ot the 
magnitude proposed by Pacitic and ORA will adversely impact private 
line users, cause a reduction in volumes of up to, ll.38%, and 
result in self-supply or bypass by many private line customers. 
FEA points to Pacific data showing that priVate line service is 
nearly ten t~es as price elastic as residential access, which, it 
ass,erts, :means that private line service must be priced in liqht of 
competitive alternatives.. FEA also- arques that Scholl's studies 
are based on, embedded historical costs, not incremental costs" and 
thus rates may already be set at or above the appropriate economic 
costs. 

~ adds that pacific's. failure to provide incremental 
cost data by service cateqory ignores wearlier Commission edict,* 
specifically the Commission's statement in O.S4-0~-~~~ that the 
parties should address whether incremental or: marginal cost 
analysis should ))e:used as 'a basis for rate design decisions. For 
this failure, FEA,recommends that Pacitic's and ORA's rate 
proposals should be rejected. 
H. General's Positign on E;ri'yate x.iJte 

General. and other local exchange companies concur in 
Pacific~s private line rates. Existing settlements agreements 
describe. how the revenue from these rates is distributed among, the 
concurring companies,. General's witness, Jensik testified that the 
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rates are based only on Pacific's costs. He asserts that all 
parties would benefit if the present scheme were eliminated in 
favor of access charging arrangements between exchanqe carriers. 
Jensik favors replacing private line settlements with bill and keep 
charges for jointly provided private lines. General would bill its 
customers its own rates for the portions of j o,intly providecl 
services that it provides and would charge its customers Pacific"s 
rates for the portions provided by Pacific. Jensik refers to- this 
as Wmeet pointbilling.w 

Jensik also testified that adoption of Pacific's proposed 
d.eaveraged local loop, rates would negate the administrative 
advantage and customer satisfaction General has experienced. as a 
result of cliscontinuing charging suburban mileage on local loops 
pursuant to our order in 0.34-07-10a. 

X. TASC's Position OD sec:::ret:arial 
Line Chgges 

secretarial line is one of the services whiCh this 
commission designates as, wprivate line-like. w Technically the 
service is not 'provided under Pacific's private line tariffs, but 
under its Network and EXchanc;e Services tariffs. Nonetheless, the 
service has the characteristics of private line service and is 
appropriately adclressed in conjunction with private line services. 
Pacific's opening brief explains that there are three types of 
secretarial line service. Type 6A service extends from the 
termination ot tbesubscriber's loop in the central office serving 
the subscriber to the telephone answering service eTAS) premises~ 

type oS. service extends trom the end of the subscribers loop- in the 
central office serving that subscriber to a concentrator locatecl in 
the same central office: and. type 27B service exte:nds from the encl 
of the subscriber's loop in the central office servi:nq that 
subscriber to a concentrator not loc:atedin the central office. 

Pacific also explains that each of these types of 
secretarial line service may be provid.ed. using one o!five distinct" 
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circuit designs d.e~nding upon the number of of central offices and., 
the type of,facilities used to 'provide the circuit. Ninety percent 
ot the service, however, is provided. using two ot these circuit 
~esigns and another nine percent is attributable to a third. design. 

Telephone Answerinq Services of Calitornia, Inc. (TASe) 
represents, the interests ot TAS operators. 'I'ASC continues to 
preter the rate design propounded in ORA's motion of February 7, 
1986, Which removed the then-current surcharge, red.uced. message 
toll rates ~y $71 million and. expanded. certain ZUM zones in the 
San Francisco Bay area. 'rASe of'f'ersan alternative in the event 
this commission chooses not to ad.opt the d.escri~ed. ORA proposal. 

1... The nsC Proposal and its RAtional. 
TASC's alternative proposes the followinq: (1) Adoption 

ot two installation charges, one tor secretarial line connections 
in which the TAS and its subscriber are served. trom the same 
central ottice (CO) and one where they are served out ot different 
COs. 'rASC calls these single-CO and multi-CO lines and proposes 
that the charges be set at Pacific's cost ot installation and 
removal (i.e., the in and out costs) except that no charge should. 
exceed 100% of the existing $92 charge; (2) Ad.option of an expanded 
definition ot the charge for a ·move· which would not be limited. to 
moves occurrinq at the same premises, and Which would be set at sot 
ot the new connection charqe; (3) A study of the feasibility 0: a 
new taritf for bulk moves. 'rASC proposes that this tariff should 
reflect the economies of scale inherent when a TAS moves a large 
number of secretarial lines at once, and proposes that the tariff 
include an alternative payment arrangement ~ased ,solely on the 
labor costs tor tbespecitic project so that there will be n~ 
dispute over whether the charqes. paid by the 'I'AS did or did not 
cover Pacific's costs. 'rASe also proposes that paciticbe' required 
to s~mit a proposal for such a tariff' to.. CACO and to 'I'ASC for 
reviewe 
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In addition, claiming that the use of concentrators can 
obviate the need for more expensive multi-CO service instead of 
single-CO 6:8 or 27B service, 'rASC proposes that this Commission 
order Pacific to permit customer-owned concentrators to be placed 
in Pacitic's central offices, or to order Pacific to· participate in 
a joint endeavor with ''rASe to develop a proqram to accomplish such 
a goal. 

In explaining why this commission should not treat 
secretarial line-service as a discretionary service which is 
undeserving of protection from rate increases, 'rASC asserts that 
there is no· reliable substitute for secretarial line service, 
explaining that, tor example, the possible alternatives ot.call 
forwarding or delayed call' forwarding (OCF) to a DID number require 
proqra:mminq of the telephone each time· the service is enabled or 
disabled- and/or are not universally-available because the~AS 
subscriber CO must have call torwarcling or DCF capability and the 
TAS CO must have DID capability. 

Based on that premise, TASC goes on to explain that the 
point ot its two-tier installation charge proposal is to provide an 
incentive tor TAS subscribers to employ single-CO tacilities while 
not prohibitively pricing the multi-cO lines for those who-, tor one 
reason- or another, elect to employ them notwithstanding the higher 
rate. TAS points out that nearly all (over 99%) single-CO lines 
are non-designed, and that the cost ot installing a single-CO line 

. is several times the costot installing a non-desiqned.secretarial 
line. Table 2.1 of Pacitic's Exhibit 402 shows the single-COline 
installation costt~be $12S tor 6A, $63 for 6:8, and $126. for 27S, 
while 'rASe"s witness- Krause set the costs at $48:, $44 and $49,

respectively. See Exhibit 405-, p. 19, Table 2.1. 'rASe points· out 
that this single line service represents over 60% 'ot all 
secretarial lines. Pacitic's same table 2.l shows multi-CO line 
installation costs to be $80s. tor GA, $744 tor 6:8:, and $311 for 
27:a~_ while Krause's Table 2.2 shows these three multi-CO services 
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to have an average installation cost of $27~. Thus, the effect of 
'l'ASC"s proposal with its 100% cap would be charges of a maximwn of 
$126 for single-CO service and $l84 for multi-CO service.. Using 
Krause's ~igu.res, theebarges would be $46 and $184.. pacific 
proposes an aggregate charge of $l60, while ORA proposes an 
aggregate charge of $l84 .. 

One of the reasons TASC offers for limiting multi-CO 
service charge increases to 100%, aside from. the fact that that has 
been a Commission policy, is that the alternative to-m.ulti-CO 6A 

service, sinqle-cO concentrator service (6B/27B), is not always 
available. Another reason is that application of this cap· will 
render moot, at least for purpose.s ot this proceeding" the 
considerable controversy that exists with respect to- the actual 
cost of installing multi-CO secretarial line· connections .. 

2 - TASC's ViCY of Cost Es3;1Mt es 
Should we choose to consider Pacific's secretarial line 

nonrecurring cost estimates, TASC argues that Pacific's service 
order and channel connect costs are overstated. While maintaining 
its preference for our adoption of the charges recommended by 

Krause, descri):)ed above, 'rASe urges that we at least apply the 
following considerations in designing secretarial line nonrecurring 
charges:. (l) setting the same charge for all three types of 
single-CO lines for ease of administration; (2) reducing the 
existinqagqregate charge as to single-CO service; (3) applying a 
100% charg'e cap- on multi-CO charges; (4) recruiring Pacific to 
develop service order change costs based on TASC"s broader 
definition of a change order; (5) requiring Pacific to file inter~ 
tariffs that establish the move charge tor secretarial lines at 50% 

ot the WneWW installation charge until this Commission has adopted 
charges based on Pacific's newly developed costs; (6) requiring 
Pacific to- submit a proposal for a bulk· move tariff to- CAeO·, .and. 
'rASC for review •. 
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J. Discussion 
1. me Tops=doyn categOry Analysis 

ORA's Shankey eritieizes Pacifie's. use of FUnctional 
Accounting rather than theUnitorm system of Accounts (USOA) in its 
category analysis for the disaggregation' of its projected 1986 
average historical costs. We are troubled by ORA's inability to 
verity the reconciliations Pacific claimed between its tops-down 
and its bottoms-up studies due to. this change in investment 
definitions. However, it appears that the FUnctional Accounting 
system allows much more precision than the USOA in assigning costs 
to speeific service categories, or even to subcategories. That 
being the case, we are unwilling to reject Pacific's use ot 
FUnctional Aecounting in this category analysis. What was laCking 
in the present instance was a ready means for the other parties to 
verity the Wtranslationw trom USOA to Functional Accounting. Such 
information was apparently available to. Docter, but as he 
testified, he and his asso.eiates spent a great deal ot time 
checking the lO9ic and integrity of Pacific's FUnctional Accounting 
system. In the present instance the parties did have an 
opportunity to review Docter's report and cross-examine him. 
However, we are sympathetie with the difficulty of that endeavor 
leading to. a careful evaluation and full understanding of the 
process in light of the enormous number of issues which this 
pro.eeeding has presented. 

'rhe 'C1S0A which we reter to.. here is the system.· ot 
accounting adopted by the Federal· Communications commission (rCC) 
in 1935. In 1987 the FCC issued Part 3Z, Uniform System of 
Accounts for Telephone Companies, which became effective January 1, 
1988. Part 32 uses tunctional aecounting. We issued an order 
instituting investigation, I.87-02-023, to. determine it the Part 32 

system. should· be adopted tor companies Subj ect to this commission.':s 
jurisdiction. We eoncluded in 0 .. 87-12-063 that it should.. Ourinq 
those hearinqs ORA recommended that the maj or telephone companies 
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implement a data continuity mechanism tor converting new data into· 
the 01c1 'C'SOA format. These companies all agreec1 to c10' so-. This 
fact alleviates the major concern raised by ORA, at least as t~ 
future reliance on functional accounting. As for the present,. 
while the use ot Functional Accounting has added one more variable 
to this record, we are satisfied that Docter's assessment of its 
reliability is reasonably accurate, and that pacific's use of 
Functional Accounting· to distribute test year revenue, expense and 
investment has improved the reliability of Pacific's tops-down cost 
allocations t~ private line. 

2'. Pacific's Recgrrinq cost studies 
a. Cost JlanUAl costing Procedures 

Attacbment A to 0.83-04-012 sets forth procedures to 
be used in the development of general customer premises equipment 
service costs and Attacbment 3 sets forth procedures to be used in 
the development of private line service costs. These attachments 
are generally referred to as our wCost Manuals.* The cost element 
detail which Pacific's cost studies provide is basically in accord 
with cost Manual requirements. 

Scholl's Exhibit 260 provides cost Manual unit cost 
values at pages 7-49 through 7-79. However, Pacific does not use 
the values derived using Cost Manual methodology as a basis for the 
cost projections on, which it bases its revenue and rate proposals. 
Instead, its projections are based on average historical costs. At 
page 4-32 of his prepared· testimony, Exhibit 260, Scholl states: 

·The average historical costs differ from 
the cost manual values in that the net 
plant factors are different from the 
depreciated investment factors, the return 
and income tax factors CR. I .. T' .. ) are' 
different,. and the depreciation rates are, 
differen~. The effects of these 
differences vary by cost element. In 
general, cost manual numbers are lower than 
the average historical costs--larqely due 
to· a representation of depreciation expense 
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which is lower than that identified in the 
results ot operations.* 

In 0.83-04-012, we recognized that adoption of the 
Cost Manual procedures would result in costs that understate 
Pacific's net booked investment for particular, product lines ancl 
services. We explained that this result is due to a rather 
substantial amount of stranded investment (which Pacific calls 
reserve deticiency) in Pacific's books of account. We were 
concerned that unless something was done to, change depreciation 
practices this undepreciated investment would simply continue to 
grow. We concluded that our adoption ot the Cost Manual procedures 
as recommended by the AI::J would brinq that stranded. investment into 
focus and allow some estimate of its size to become available. We 

noted that our adoption of these costing methods did not stop 
Pacific trom proposing 'anything it wants in the way ot rates which 
would bring the revenues derived from such rates to the overall 
revenue requirement found reasonable by the Commission. M 

(0.83-04-012, mimeo. at p. 8.) 
Pacific has complied with this Cost Manual 

requirement... We can compare its cost Manual results with its 
annual historical costs... For example, Exhibit 26'0 shows 3-002C 
total test year 1986 annual Cost Manual costs to be $4.8 million 
(p. 7-59), while it shows average historical costs for the same 
service to total $S~O million (p. 7-18); and, it shows Cost Manual 
costs forl009C service to be $400,000(p. 7-54), while average 
historical costs for that service are shown t~be $410,000 
(p. 7-23) .. 

b. R!KC!lXrinq Cost Sj:udy Kethodology 

In our review of, Pacific's variou~ cost study 
proposals in 0.'85;"02-03-0,. we stated': 
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WWe wish to make clear that we envision 
proper Pottoms-up cost studies as fillinq 
at least two important functions: (1) to 
facilitate the turther disaqqregation of 
tops-down accounting costs on a service
specific basis and (2) to reveal the extent 
ot inconsistency between tops-clown 
accountinq costs and identifiable bottoms
up costs of plant and operations,. thus 
compelling the sort ot reconciliation of 
differences which the cost Manual 
prescribes. 

WWe do, not accept Pacific's assertion that 
'true' bottoms-up cost studies are 
impossible. Of necessity, recourse must be 
had to Pacific's accounting books to
establish investment values tor items ot 
plant employed to, provide service, and so 
there may have to be a 'tops-down' element 
to any bottoms-up study of recurring costs. 
However, it appears that Pacific intends to 
substitute such tops-down allocations for 
any meaningful bottoms-up assembly o·f 
service costs.· (0'.85-02-030, mimeo • 
p. 13.) 

CBCHA/'l'eA and WBFAA both take the position that 
Pacific has not complied with the intent of the above-cited 
statements. 'l'hese parties take exception to the bottoms-up study's 
application of investment allocation factors, especially in the 
loop stUdy. Loop investment is a siqnifieant portion of private 
line investment. A computation of the tigures presented on. 
p. 7-111 of EXhibit 260 shows it to be about 29% of Pacitic's 
recurring private line investment. 

obviously our statement quoted above contemplated the 
need tor ~ tops-down input into bottoms-up costs. 'l'be question 
is whether the use Pacitic has made ot allocation tactors is 
reasonable. 

For recurring costs other than loop, costs, Pacitic 
has used the allocation factors only to, distribute certain tops
down derived. seconclary <]ross investments onto the indisputably 
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bottoms-up· derived weighted unit investment figures. ~he 

methodoloqy Pacific has used to determine bottoms-up recurring 
costs for line haul, interoffice outside plant, CO-SAT, and Station 
SAT equipment is thorough and reliable. It certainly comports with 
this Commission's desire for the development of bottoms-up cost 
data .. 

c. Loop stuctY Methodology 
Pacific's 1983 bottoms-up loop study, which WBFAA and 

CBCHA/TCA seem to regard as superior to the present effort, 
identified cost-eausing characteristics (cable size, gauge, year of 
placement, and fill factor) for each portion of eable and 
calculated a unit capital cost per pair foot by eable type, size 
and gauge for each loo~. Pole and conduit costs were separately 
determined and assiqned_ In the present loop study, Pacific 
skipped the step: of building bottoms-up unit costs based on 
calculated costs of the various cost-causinq loop characteristics. 
Instead, it simply calculated a statewide average loop length tor 
in-service plant for each ot its service offerings by plant 
account, and then allocated tops-down derived costs to the service 
offerings using the average relative loop lenqths as allocation 
factors. CBCHA/'l'CA and WBFAA assert that this procedure prevents 
the loop- study from being a bottoms-up study and therefore prevents 
the reconciliation between it and the tops-down category analysis 
from beinq credible. 

Scholl disagrees with the critics, claiming that the 
loop study is a statistical analysis of bottoms-up determined loop 
characteristic information, and that the comparison between 
Pacific's tops-down total loop plant determined from the Company's 
records with.. the private line loop plant determined in the service 
specific loop study was a true bottoms-up/tops-down reconciliation 
as required by this Commission. 

~he application of allocation factors developed' 
throuqh bottoms-up studies is a proper means of further 
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disaggreqating tops-down costs. However, in order to judge the 
reasonableness of these allocation factors, we must have a sense of 
the reasonableness of the bottoms-up costs which underly them. The 
problem, with Pacific's loop study is that so far as can be 
discerned from the evidence the only statistical analysis that 
Pacific makes of ,its bottoms-up determined loop characteristic 
information is to count the number of feet by plant account for 
each service offering. There is no indication that information 
about cable gauge was used in the analysis nor, as Selwyn pointed 
out, is there any indication that Pacific considered year of 
placement. The absence of consideration of these factors casts 
some doubt on whether the costs thus derived are truly historical 
costs. As a consequence it might be expected. that the resultant 
allocation factors would be less preeise' and less reliable than 
those derived in the last general rate proeeedinq. 

On the other hand, the 19$3 study did not separately 
analyze costs for in-service and RTS plant--a fact which Scholl 
cites as a major reason for the large discrepancy between tops-down 
and bottoms-u~ costs in that proceeding. Pacific's decision to 
evaluate ~ plant on a separate basis from in-service plant seems 
to be reasonable. However, even if it is true, as Scholl asserts, 
that there is no truly bottoms-up unit cost value which could be 

appropriately applied to both working and RXS plant using this 
scheme of evaluation, we do not understand, Scholl's position that 
Pacific could not use actual bottoms-up costs, at least for in
service plant, as input into its bottoms-up study, but had to· rely 
on the tops-clown analysis for this portion. of the input. 

We find no fault with the methodology Pacific used in 
gathering the bottoms:-up data it did gather for this loop study. 
Length is clearly the most significant factor in determining loop 
cost and the source of Pacific's loop length data seems quite 
reliable. However, while it appears that Pacific's loop: eost study 
reasonably portrays loop cost distribution among Pacific's service 
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offerings, its reliability is reduced by its failure to allow a 
determination of the extent of .inconsistency between tops-down and 
bottoms-up cost data as· intended by 0.85-02-030. 

d. RTS COst peyelopwent 
The most significant impact of the RTS study is due 

to. Pacific's decision to. treat the cost of spare capacity as an 
incremental cost.. 'I'his treatment, accordinq to Pacific, lowers the 
cost attributable to,RT$ from the $2 .. 6 billion figure referenced in 
its l~st rate proeeedinq to. $1.038 billion. No party takes issue 
with the cest methodology used to. arrive at this RTS cost. 

Selwyn maintains that Pacific neither attempts to. 
associate the nonworkinq capacity with private line service nor to 
justify the aggregate' level of nonworking' plant.. He is correct 
that the cost study assumes that the distribution o~ spare capacity 
should :be preportional to the distribution of working plant. 
Scholl's justificat:i:on of its. R'I'S plant levels is that the 
determination of how much subscriber loop plant to. place is based 
en demand forecasts. He concludes that the RTS· cost study ·shewed 
that building excess capacity to. provide for the uncertainty of 
service demand locatiens,. is the mest ecenemic long ten desi.91\.
(Ex. 260, p. 5-26.) In 0 .. 87-l2-067 as modified we considered the 
pessibility that Pacific is maintaining excess levels ef plant ter 
which ratepayers are receiving no. benefit, and concluded that·we 
would take no further action en the questien until Pacific's 
modernizat.ion audits. were completed. Obviously the reasonableness 
ef Pacific's cest allocations weuld have been enhanced if Pacific 
had previded seme showing that its present level ef spare capacity 
is necessary. This issue presents ene more item of imprecision 
which must be,considered in evaluating overall rate changes. 

As for app~opri&te distribution ef total RXS plant 
among the varieus service cfferings, Pacific's cost study 
distributed ~ in twe-ways,. the, first,. which Pacific opted to use, 

f was, by in-service proportions. The second was by inward movement 
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proportions. The two distributions are set forth in parallel 
collllllnS at p. 46 of Exhibit 402.' The variation is not great,. nor 
has this record been apprised ot any reason why one should be 

preferred to· the other. In fact,. the num))er of variables which 
m.ust be calculateel and then weighteel in order to· come up with a 
total inwardm.ovement proportion makes distribution by in-service 
proportion preferable absent some showing of prejudice, since the 
in-service proportion is less problematic_ 

e. service Yoluaes 
TUrning to service volumes, we note that Pacir1c's 

cost studies were prepared baseel on projections from 1982 and 1983 
data. SCholl testified that introducing later volume data does not 
invalidate Pacific's cost projections or propos eel rates because 
total service costs and revenues would also change if quantities 
were to ~ge, sotbat the revenue to cost ratio and the unit 
costs of providing the service would remain constant. This 
position assumes, of course,. that volumes are relatively accurate 
in relationship· to one another. As Eelwar.els pointed out there is 
the possibility ot volumes fluctuating while the revenues remain 
constant. He suggests that that is what the differences in the 
volume claims for 3002C ala%l1l service between Scholl and Sullivan 
seem to do, and suggests that an internally consistent revenue and 
rate are not supported by such volumes. 

In his rebuttal testimony, Scholl acknowledgeel that 
the volume figures Sullivan used employ-eel a more accurate view of 
3002C volumes.. (Exhibit 402, p. 21.) He went on to- assert that 
using Sullivan's volume figures rather than the one$ he employeel in 
Exhibit 260 results in absolutely no· change in the identified unit 
cost of any of the local channel cost elements (loop, central 
office SAX-, station SAX, bridging, signaling and conditioning), 
changes unit channel termination costs in only two mileage bands 
(by 2% and 6-t respectively)," and only makes a noticeable change in 
interoffice trunk costs--all of which are less than 9%. FUrther, 
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on cross-examination Scholl explained that the study analysis 
performed to- illustra-t:e this fact (EXhU>it 402 pp. 22-24), applied 
two-wire and four-wire proportions uniformly to, 3002C service 
because the data base did not provide information trom which it 
could be determined which were actually patron loops and which were 
sponsor loops.. This accounts for the discrepancy between the 
proportions of sponsor and patron loops for tull- and half-duplex 
3002C service which WBFAA pointed out. 

Sullivan's rebuttal (Exhibit 400) adequately 
explained the ditferent volume figures Edwards cited, stating that 
the 14,041 figure referred to by Edwards is a total quantity for 
1985 while 13·,991 is a 1986 volume for half duplex only. He also 
testified that volume changes in his revenue ~pact calculations 
reflect the clean-up ot Pacific records which Shankey referred to 
in his testimony. (EXhibit 330, p. 10.) Shankey testified that 
ORA's development ot revenue effects used in-service and inward 

• 

movement volumes based on Pacific's PLHF report. In cross- • 
examination, Shankey expressed confidence that Pacific's PLHF 
volumes allowed ORA to be at the point where we teel that the 
volumes' are accurate enough that we can now go torward and de~elop· 
some kind. o't a trend.. (90 Tr., 10822.) 

We are well aware that Pacific has had difticulty in 
establishing accurate private line volumes in the past and the 
criticism ot intervenors point up a continuinq ditficulty. 
However, we are satistied by the testimony ot Shankey as well as 
the explanations ot SCholl and Sullivan that overall, Pacific's 
volume estimates were consistent enough so that cost attributions 
among the various private line services, while far trom perfect, 
may be regarded as providing a generally accurate portrayal of 
relative volumes. Further,. it appears that Pacific'sPLHF program 
may well endtheditficulty Pacific has experienced in the past in 
providing accurate volumes. 
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r.. AssigDIIeDt or SAR:rS to 
Reeurring Costs 

The appropriate allocation of· SARXS costs was a major 
issue in this proceedinq. Pacific describes SARTS as a system 
which permits the remote testing of voice qrade special services, 
interoffice trunks and facilities more e~ficiently than certain 
other testinq methods, thereby reducinq maintenance testinq 
expense. Selwyn and others cla.im that pacific has assiqned the 
costs of SARXS to specific private line services but has not 
determined the expense savings due to the SARXS investment. ~hey 

assert that these expense savinqs are not being likewise assigned 
only to the services which are assiqned the SAR1'S costs, and that 
this is the case because the labor expense for central office and 
field crattspersons are assigned to the various service cateqories 
and rate elements without a. distinction as to- the use or nonuse of 
SARTS. Scholl argues thAt this is not the ease, and that the 
FUnctional Accountinq system has separate function code accounts . 
for specific labor expenses charqed to various services, including 
interoffice trunks associated with in-service intra~A voice 
special services, and that this resUlts in the labor expense and 
savings resulting from the SAR1'S testinq proqr~ to be assiqned 
specifically just to those services which use it .. 

Of course to the extent the reasonableness of the 
Functional Accounting system is in question, so too is the 
reasonableness of these allocations in question. Assuminq, as we 
have, that Pacitic's use of FUnctional Accounting is reasonably 
reliable, its description of the manner in Which testing costs and 
labor expenses tor testing of interoffice trunks were specifically 
assiqned to particular private line services under the FUnctional 
Accountinq system. lI1ake it clear that the methodology was 
appropriate, and that the concerns of EdWards and selwyn that 
Pacitic tailed to appropriately account for cost savings arising 
from the use ot the SAR1'S technolO9Y are not well founded • 
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The level ot confidence which can be placed on the 
accuracy of these allocations is somewhat reduced by Pacific's 
tailure to assign SARr.S t~ 3002C service and later acknowledqment 
that this service did use S~ testinq. 

3. PacUic's HODrec:m::riDg 
>Ost study 

Pacific incorporated a number ot chanqes into· its 
nonrecurrinq cost study in response to D.S4-06-lll, which improved 
the methodology substantially. Nonetheless, while no one has 
suggested a better means of producinq bottoms-up· nonrecurring 
costs, reliance upon panels of esttmators naturally results in a 
degree of subjectivity which opens the study to criticism. 

• 

One of the major areas of criticism was that time 
estimates tor labor activities were overstated.. We agree that 
Pacific's nonrecurrinq labor cost projections are overs·tated. 
Scholl has aeknowledged some of the errors pointed out by 
intervenors, such as the inappropriate .. inclusion ot task 
assiqn:ments to market adlninistr~tors and order writers ci t~d in the • 
testimony of Uffindell and Mar'tJ.nez, but Scholl's explanatl.on of 
the duties inherent in such functions as the N'l'EC task of reviewing 
an order, the basis for identifying S7M and PADS expenses 
associated with nonrecurring costs, and his prOVision ot such 
information as the fact that only 13% of Pacific's Loop Assignment 
Centers have been mechaniZed, lead us to disagree with the 
estimates ot the maqnitude of the overstatement of nonrecurring 
charges proposed by Kinq, Uftindell, Martinez, O'Brien, or 
Edwards. We als~ reject WBFAA.'s contention that Pacifie has 
overstated the costs of inside wirinq. S~oll explained on cross
examination tbatthe term was used. to describe costs of. the 
installation of wiring on the network side ot the standard network 
interface. (Exhibit 402 at SO.) That being the case,. the FCC's 
detariffinq of insiae wirinC] has. no impact on Pacific's cost 
projection. 
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API suppcrts the nonrecurrinq study conducted by ORA, but 
API's Edwards asserts that ORA should not have made a 15% 
adjustment for nonproductive labor time because such an adjustment 
was already included in Pacific's loaded labor rates, and therefore 
the nonproductive time was double eounted. Shankey and Scholl both 
responded that API had misunderstood Paeifie's loaded labor rate 
calculations, Which, he stated" do- not include allowances for 
personal, fatigue and delay factors. Shankey therefore stand.$ by 
his adjustment. 

Scholl states that Shankey's observed labor times were 
lower than those of the panel of estimators because he 'stopped the 
watch' whenever there was a di~ficulty rather than considerinq a 
weiqhted averaqe of work times and,because Pacific's estimates 
include a weiqhtinq for those instances where a second work 
location is involved~ 

We recognize that Pacifie's nonreeurrinq cost studies 
used rather old volume estimates and overstated work times. We do 
not aqree with the critics that these studies are replete with 
drastic errors or omissions.and,are so qrossly overstated as to be 
useless. Nor are we persuaded by the evidence about overstated 
task frequency ot occurrence figures. Nonetheless, we aqree that a 
moderate downward adjustment to Pacific's estimates is i~order. 
The across-the-board adjustment proposed by ORA presents the sort 
of reasonable and moderate adjustlnent which is appropriate under 
these circumstances. 

4. IaDact or Pacific'§. othel' Re,ports, 

WBFAA claims that the statement of the Robin & Oackerman 
report that it should cost Pacific Bell less to provide 3002 

private line se~icea tor alarm circuits than to prov1Q~ 3002 aata 
circuits supports the proposal for a separate tariff for alarm 
transport services, and that accordingly, this service should- be 
distinguished ~rom 3002 data lines and offered at a lower price 
(Exhibit 401,. p. 9'.) API claims that the Robin & Oa.kerman l:'eport 
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is important evidence that both Pacific Bell personnel and its 
outside consultants viewed its private line cost studies as suspect 
and biased. The apparent tact that Pacitic paid Robin & Oaker.man 
to' produce this report does not alter the fact that the report 
provides the reader with no hint of any factual ~derpinning for 
its conclusions or the opinions ot the Pacific and API employees 
which apparently provided input for these conclusions. Therefore, 
the aocument has no· probative value as t~ either the validity of 
Pacific's. cost studies or the cost characteristics of 300·2' alarm 
circuits and Cl.ata.· circuits,. and· we accord no weight to· its 
conclusions. 

As for Pacific's SSA Report, EXb.i))it 403, API asserts 
that it sbows that Pacific's private line cost study and rate 
design is significantly overstated,. adding that the amount of 
achieved savings described in the report comes to $23.8: million and 
the amount of future savings comes to- $134.8 million. Of this 
latter amount, about $23 million is clearly projected as annual 
savings. WBFM does not claim that Exhibit 403 invalidates 
Pacific's cost study, but asserts that the issues addressed by the 
report show that Pacific is improving its provisioninq of private 
line services, and that the realization of those improvements will 
reduce the tuture costs of private line provision, thereby making. 
the granting of rate increases unwarranted .. 

We agree with Pacific's poSition that its SSA Report does 
not bave any bearinq whatsoever on Pacific's cost data.. The 
document was not completed until November 19'8:6--well after 
Pacific's cost studies were completed. Pacific's decision to, look 
for ways to improve the provisioning of its special services, ot 
which private line is one,·· is to be commended... The report 
indicates Pacific's belief that if all qoes well, Pacific may see 
an increase in profitability in areas the report targets. However, 
it does not provide this Commission with reason to adjust or ignore 
the projectionsofPaeitic's cost studies.. 
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5. D<aYeragecl Local Loop Bat-:§ 
The division point for the Schedule I and Schedule II 

local loop rates which Pacific proposes is set so that about 76% of 
all private line loops will be included in the definition of the 
lower priced Schedule I serving wire centers. Pacific does not 
specify what the cutotf point is in terms of ratio ot average cost 
for Schedule I wire centers tG statewide average cost, but it is 
certainly qreater than 75%. Selwyn would provide lower rates in 

two· tiers., but only include apout 37% of the local loops 
altogether, with the first tier being tor the six urban wire 
centers with average costs less than 50% of the statewide average 
and containing about lot ot all local loops and the second tier 
being tor an additional 27% ot customers served by wire centers 
with costs between 50t and 75% of the statewide average. 

We are not inclined to authorize any deaveraging plan tor 
private line local loop rates. The tradeoff~ as we see it, is 
between lowering the rates tor the largest urban users, while 
increaSing the rates (at leAst proportionately) tor smaller, more 
rural users. The tact that these users are businesses rather than 
residential users does not detract trom our underlying concern that 
telephone service be universally available. TG the extent that we 
per.mi t deaveraged rates which disadvantage the small consumer I we 
are workinq against that principle. FUrthermore, we agree with ORA 
that since loop costs are driven primarily by loop- length, this 
proposal would inequitably charge customers in the high cost wire 
centers who happen to have short loops. We believe such a plan is 
only justifiable where there is stronq evidence that alternative 
rates will disadvantage ratepayers qenerally in the lonq run. That 
is the argu:ment that the parties make here, but it is not supported 
by the evidence. We remind the parties that our concern is with 
unecQD9mi~ bypa~. So far as we can ascertain from the record 
before us,. there is no. ilmD.inent threat of uneconomic bypass should 
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Pacific retain a single local loop rate. We will not authorize 
deaveraged local loop rates. 

6. Separate Alora TraMport Taritf 
Pacific's proposal :for a separate alarm transport tariff 

would increase nonrecurring charges tor alarm transport customers 
by only 20% rather than the 25% Pacific proposes for other private 
line customers, smaller loop rate increases, and, where bridging is 
used, a small decrease. in the rates for associated channel 
equipment and :bridging_ Sullivan's explanation of this proposal is. 
baftling. He states: "We believe that the combination ot 
increased prices and the availability of service alternatives will 
result in a reduction and ultimately the elimination of any 
perceived subsidy in this market.w (Exhibit 283, p. 21.) Perhaps 
the meaning ot Sullivan's cryptic statement will become clear in 
the future, but for now we perceive a subsidy, and one which would 
be larger tor alarm transport services than tor other private line 
services. We do not perceive a continued need to shield alarm 

.-

transport customers from bearing their fair share of the costs ot • 
prOviding service to them. Since we see no need to distinguish 
alarm transport service rates trom other private line rates and 
since we are not convinced by the parties' arguments favoring 
separate tariffs, we will not grant either separate rates or 
separate tariff treatment. 

7. Segeyrtal X,ino RAtes 
'rASC's assertions about secretarial lines seems to assume 

that this Commission's rate desiqn policy does not recognize the 
importance of secretarial lines, and attempts to convince us that 
secretarial line servic~ is, indeed, important. We do not doubt 
that tact.. However, it does not give rise, as 'rASe would 
apparently like us to· find it does, to the conclusion that we must 
treat secretarial line rates in the same way in which we treat 
rates for basic residence service. Our conviction about the need 
to preserve universal telephone service does not encompass the 
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notion that secretarial line service must be set at rates which 
will' assure universal availability. To- the extent possible and 
reasonable secretarial line rates should be set to at least~ecover . 
costs. 

Since it is not our intent to. adopt the across-the-board 
rat. changes which TASC pre:ters,. we there:tore address beloW' the 

secretarial line proposals presented. 
a. DillaCJ9'1'8l)&ted XDsta1latioD. 

Charges 

TASe proposes two. separate secretarial line 
'" installation c:barqa. instead ot one in order to, recoqnize the 

difference in costs between installation of designed lines and, 
nondesigned lines. Sbankey testi:tied that ORA' s opposition to such 
a rate design is based' on the same reason as its opposition to· 
Paci:tic's proposal. for two local loop rates. There is no dispute 

"". ' ., 
, ., 
.... ~;>~. "; . 

that a designed line displays significant difterences trom' a 
nondesigned. line,. or that the very, very .low incidence of desi~ed 
single-CO line service makes it possible to accomplish charge 
disaggregation by setting one charge for single-CO line service and .: ...... . 
another :tor multi-Co line service, each charqe . being basecl on its 
disaggreqated average costs. Were that the only consideration it 
would appear that ORA's main criticism, of Pacifie's loop rate 
proposal-its arbitrary cut-oft point,. and the small ditference in 
averaqecosts between the two qroups--would be inapplicable to, 
'l'ASC"s· proposal. 

It is clear that TASC's proposal would result in a 
much lower overall revenue recovery than,would a Single charge 
baseclon agqreqate costs. Pacific proposes increasing this 
aggregated service charge element from its present $92 to $160. 
ORA proposes. an aggregate increase to $184, but TASe would increase 
charges to $l84:tor only about 3St. of subscribers while' settinq it 

. for theotber 6Ztofsubscribers at somewhere between $126, (it we 
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were to adopt Pacific's cost fiqures), and $46 (if we were to adopt 
" Xrause'~ cost figures). 

.... : ' 

, .... ,':" ..... ;'. 
~ ,\.~' ,,',' 

, .• \,,:j;.~ .:: .. . ' .... , ..•.. 

.t".,;':" , "' 
" ~~ : .. 

We can ctis1:inguish the ~ssue of deaveraginq 
secretarial lines trom. the issue ot deaveraqinq local loops. Not 
only are designed and non-designed secretarial lines ditferent 
enouqh physically and in their costs as to- impose different 
installation charqea, the secretarial line customer in most cases 
has service alternatives that would enable him. to avoid the 
purchase ot desiqned: lines. 

As ~C properly pointed out, price averaqinq removes 
the incentive that a customer miqht have to use a less expensive 
configuration. Given that the rate for a designed line is now well 
below any estimate ot its cost, the general body of ratepayers are 
made worse ott each. time a designed line is ordered. While it alsc> 
may be true that customer andTAS choices about whether to· use a 
4esiqned· line may ])e 11m1tecl by accidents ot location or.Pacific's 
available technology, a more pro~r pricing differential will give 
TASs the incentive to. locate so as to. minimize not only their own 

. costs :but .. those of Pacitic as well. Similarly, a price increase 
tor averaged seeretarial line service sufficient to make up a 
substantial portion of the deficit from designed lines would 
necessarily price non-desiqned lines far above their cost. This 
would harm TASs and,their customers ,who would like to use the 
lower-cost non-designed lines but might be priced out of the market 
so that designed lines could be cross-subsidized. 

A rinal consideration is that TASs operate in a 
competitive voice messaqinq market that features several 
alternatives. Indeed, Pacific has made public announcements as to 
its intent to proviele voice mail,. a service that would compete with 
answerinq services. As another example, inexpensive and reliable 
answerinq machines are widely available. Given the sic;nificance of 
secretarial lines for the provision of one of these competitive 
alternative., it is important that we price them as near to costas 
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is feasible. In particular, the overprl.cl.ng of non-desiqned lines 
so as to, subsidize desiqned lines would hinder TASs that were 
attempting to'use the most economical available technoloqy t~ 
provide their service in this market. 

In attempting, to. determine the appropriate charges 
for secretarial line installation, we note that Rrause's 
calculations suggest that a charge of $133 would achieve cost 
coverage for the aggregated installation charqe~ while Pacific and 
ORA. assume the costs are far more than ,lOOt. ot present Charqes. 
ORA chooses to cap the charqe at a lOOt increase while Pacific 
c:booses to increase this c:harge by about 75%. Sullivan testified 
that Pacific's private line rate design treats secretarial lines 
separately to, avoid an excessive increase' in one year. On this 
same theme of the impact of increases, 'rASe argues that secretarial 
line subscribers should be protected trom large increases because 
the service is not discretionary, in that some TAS subscribers 

,." cann~t make use of secretarial line alternatives such as call 
" . forwarding and DCF because their CO doesn't have that capability 

" and/or the TAS c<> doesn't bave DID capability. 
'l'he first question we must answer is whether the cost 

studies support charges as high as pacific and ORA. propose. Then 
we must determine what constitutes reasonable charges tor this 
service. 

TASC claims there are several errors in Pacifie's 
nonrecurring cbarge studies, as they apply to, the installation ot 
secretarial lines. It claims an error in the time a service 
representative needs to process a service order, and based on the 
testimony of G1adstone~ and Martinez reduces Pacitic's estimate 
trom 19 minutes. to 3 minutes. 'rhis change (along with 'rASe"s , 
eluination of any allocations tor marketinc;) is the primary basis. 
for TASC's reduction of Pacific's estimated overall cost of $29.37 
to $8.14, though 'rASC's conclusion that Paciric's claim of 

."' • 
," . 
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marketinq costs attributable to these services is ilnplausible and. 
~C's deletion o~ any allocation tor it is als~ a factor. 

~C also criticized other aspects of Pacific's cost 
projections. First, it points out that Pacific misplaced a decimal 
point and showed. an occurrence factor tor certain ·IMF and I&M· 
work activities which Pacitic later acknowledged was ten times 
higher than it should have ))een, anel also ac:lcnowledqed that it had 
:miscalculated an input tor the 6A2 line which resulted in a 
reeluctionof that input from. ~42 to $276-. It also eites several 
instances ot incre4ible ranges ot tilne estimates trom the panel o,f 
_timators. It goes on t~ suggest that Pacitic's reassessment ot 
the multi-CO secretarial lin. costs ancl its adjusaents that 
reflect new subjective determinations :by one member ot the panel ot 
•• timators had th •• ttect ot partially otfsetting the ·premise 
occurrence' and 'calculation error' adjustment which 'rASe bad 
cri ticize4, anel 1&' unrelia:ble. 

• 

,/._, 'rASe turther t!nels tault with Pacific's choice ot • 
:·:}:;·:·-·:~·::·W.i9htingthe high, usual and low time estimates. on a 1:4:1 basis, 
. :~ . .' asserting that such weighting presu:mes that evexything goes right 

',," 

too ~requently, and claims that the confUsion in the record aJ::)out 
ICrause's use ot Shankey's observed work times, anel Scholl's 
criticism· ot that use is another example ot why this commission 
cannot co~idently set a NRC tor multi-CO lines. Finally, 'rASe 

claima that pacitic could· achieve cost reductions if it would 
employ the SLC-9~ as an alternative to a standard concentrator. 

There is n~ doubt that Pacific's cost studies are 
imperfect. cost studies encompassing so· much material could hardly 
))e otherwise. Aside from simple mathem~tical errors, there are 
hunClraels ot points where choices must be made, and there are 
qenerally arguments which can support choices difterent trom the 
one selected.. We do not finel Pacitic's methodology to be so· sloppy 
or ill-conceived. that its cost studies deserve to :be ignored. 
StUl, w. are convinced 'by the anecdotal testimony as well as 
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Shankey's survey that the nonrecurring cost figures derivea from 
the panel of est~tors are most likely overstated in many 
instances. We do not find Krause's worktille estimates for 
secretarial ord.8X'5 to be appropriate either. 'rhey minimize or 
delete costa to· an unreasonable deq.ree~ While it may not be 
possible to derive an exact amount, we do not c1o\ll:)t that ovex-all 
secretarial line installation charges are presently less than halt 
the coata for that service. 

It has :been our policy in recent times to restrict 
nonrecurrinq charqe increases to no more than lOOt, where costs 
would justify more, in order to- ameliorate rate shock. Pacific 
would have us adopt a lesser increase tor secretarial line 
:iDatallation. The tradeot~ for reduced increases, ot course, it 
that someone elsa must pay. We are not convinced ot the necessity 
of following Pacific's proposal in this matter. We will adopt a 
100% increase in secretarial line installation charges as proposed 

c: .•.. , by ORA. 

)'" ",:,..' We will apply this 'increase to the revenue allocation 
: ". :;,'" for the class ot secretarial line service betore disagqregatinq 

rates into· separate charqes for designed and non-aesigned 
installation.' As the previous discussion indicates, we will use 
Pacific's cost study showing that a non-designed line costs $12S to 
install; we will set the non-designed installation rate at that 
level. Given this, we will set the designed· line installation 
charge at $277 to achieve the lOOt class revenue increase. While 
we acknowledge that this is an especially large increase tor 
aesigned lines, we note that even TASC's Krause calculated a 
designed-line installation cost ot $275-; by contrast, Pacific's 
e.t~te. were over $500 higher. 

Appropri4te tariff lanquage is needed to distinguish 
designedtrom non-desiqned secretarial lines. We 40' not have such 
lanquaqe betoreus tor adoption in this decision, so we should 
order Pacific to file an advice letter containing this taritf· 
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lanquaqe. Non-desiqned lines should be distinguished from designed 
secretarial linea based on the sinqle versus multi central office' 
description that ~C developed on the record. The deaveraqed 
secretarial lin. installation rates that we order in this decision 
will take ettect upon approval ot this advice letter. 

b. JIqye apd. Bgllt lIqye aaames 
~C claims that there is no justification for 

Pacific eharqinq tor a new installation any time a TAS subscriber 
moves trom one premises to· another in the same or a diff~ent 
builc1inq. Xt takea the position that the languaqe of the present 
tarift is overbroad, and asserts that the present charge tor the 
relocation ot the end ot a channel at the existing customer 
premis.. should be expanded to· include any relocation which does 
not altar the desiqn, operation or tunction ot the secretarial line 
service so lone; as both premises are served by the same central 
ottice. ~c contends that the cost study's failure to 
differentiate between work acti vi ty costs which occur only upon the 
initial installation ot a new secretarial line connection, and 
thoae that are required tor both a move and a new installation 
result in an overstatement of "'channel connect establish· and 
"'channel connect out'" costs for moves in the cateqory it l'las 
described. ~C urges that we adopt a new "'move'" charqe for 
secretarial lines at 50t ot the new installation charge until we 
have better cost 1llformation. We are not persuaded by TASC"s 
axgumenta. W. aqree with Pacific that the definition of a move 
charge which TASC proposes is inconsistent with Pacific's cost 
studies as well as the 1;ariffs... We will deny 'lASC's proposal. 
Similarly, there in not sutticient evidence in this record to· 
warrant our requ1rinq Paci~ic to submit a proposal for a bulk move 
tariff as 'rASe requests. 

W. will.- also deny 'rASe's request that we order 
Pacific to permit outside parties to· place concentrators in 
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Pacitic's central o~tices. In light of the considerable questions 
o~ liability, safety, protection of property, etc~, there was not a 
sufticient evidentiary showinq of reasonableness. 

8. Xlsce))aneoua Private 
T.1M Xssges 

Pacific has requested that certain teleqraph private line 
services be limited to. those customers currently receiving the 
service. We will qrant that request. It appears that there is no· 
longer a demand for these services. 

. FEA requests that we reject Pacific's cost proposals tor 
".'" ~ailure t~ provid.e ~ficient incremental cost data. We decline to. 

" do so. Pacific's incremental cost study complies with the 
requirements ot D.84-06-l.l.l.. 

9. Appropriate Private 
.LiDo Ra1:M 

Applying allocatien factors to the tops-down data (boeked 

• 

outside plant investment) assures that this element o,f the cost 
. study will achieve closure with the tdps-down study. Such a 

,', practice gives. the appearance of a much improved reconciliation 
between total tops-down and bottems-up data. However, we have no. 
way of judging hew reliable this information might be.. We are 
certainly not confident cf the ac~acy of the 5% discrepancy 
Pacitic suggests.. We are c:o~ident, however, that the refinements 
to the cateqory ana.lysis and to the non-leop components cf the 
recurring cost study have improved the reliability of those two. 
studies, and that tact suggests the likelihood that Pacific's 
bottoms-up stUdies do, in fact, account tor many of the costs which 
went unidentified in the last rate proceeding. 

One of the benefits ot a ~ottoms-up cost stUdy is that it 
provides a way or further disaqqregatinq tops-down costs. Docter's 
testimony makes it clear that the category analysis process ~y 
which Pacific assiqnedcosts to· the private line service offerinq 
in· this proceed.ing waslIluch more refined. and lIluchmore reliable 
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than previous tops-down analyses. Further, the category analysis 
itsel~ provide<1 some clisag9'%'eqation o~ private line costs. 

As we said in 0.84-06-111, the purpose of the bottoms-up 
studies is Dot to validate the category analysis but to· carry it 
one step further through cost-based· apportionment of the category 
costs to speci~ic serviceot~erings. 

T.here!ore, Pacific's ~lawed tops-down to bottoms-up cost 
study reconciliation does not discredit the category analysis 
results. It simply compels caution in setting rates based on those 
results. The cost studies do. not permit this Commission to set 
rates for private line services upon a precise cost basis, but 
these cost studies,. for the most part, have once again shown. 
progress in movinq toward a more accurate and finely disagqregated 
tops-down analysis OD the one band, and the development of 
bottoms-up studies which will facilitate differential pricing ot 
specific private line services on the other. 

As with the studies for recurring costs, Pacific's 

• 

"::~::' nonrecurrinq cost stucly clisplays many impe~ections. Nonetheless, • 
" ", . the study is an acimirable effort to- provide better information 

about the costs o~ provisioninq activities for private line service 
offerinqs. Application of the reasonable but moderate downward 
adjustment to these costs which DRA proposes, and even application 
of SCholl's private lin. nonrecurring cost scalin9' ~actor o~ .94 

still reveals an unacceptably low revenue to. cost ratio. 
Together, Pacific's cost studies show a clear need for 

substantial rate increases. When weighed against the possibilities 
for error, especially in the recurring rate bottoms-up studies, we 
find it reasonable to provide private line rate increases for one 
year rather than incremental increases over three years as Pacific 
p:oposes. 

Considering that the shortfall for nonrecurring private 
line c:barq_ will have to: be collected from. other customers, we see 
no· reason to.'aclopt Pacific's proposal for nonrecurring rate 
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increases of only 25%. ~e shortfall is too large and the evidence 
o~ customer hardship insufticient t~ justify such a departure from 
our usual rate policies with respect to services- for which rates 
are being moved toward costs.. We will adopt the nonrecurring rates 
proposed by ORA. 

Nor d~we intend t~ set recurring rate increases at the 
rates Pacifie proposes for the first year of its 3-year proposal~ 
ignoring the effect of the proposed increases tor the second and 
third years. The cost stuclies justify a much greater increase than 
that. ~u. we will adopt the DRA proposal, which provides a 
substantially lower cumulative revenue increase (about half), but a 
larger increase for the test year than Pacific proposes. 

Adoption of these rate proposa1s will result in a test 
year revenue increase for private line services of $67.020 million. 

v.t:e:. Settlements Greets 

:tn :March, 1985 we issued ~.85-03-078, making all 
california independent telephone companies (ITCs) which 
interconnect their facilities with those of Pacific respondents for 
the purpose of investigating the effect of rate revisions to be 
granted to Pacific in the present general rate proceeding on 
separations procedures and intercompany settlements and revenues as 
related t~ intrastate toll and private line rates concurred in by 
the.e ~TCs and related matters. We held tive days of hearings on 
these issues in september and December 1986. The parties which 
PAXticipated in this phase all briefed the settlements effects 
issue in concurrently filed openinq and closing briefs. 
A. )ackaxqQDd 

As a result of decisions by the federal courts and the 
Federal Communications commission (FCC) which restructured the Bell 
System and allowed entry of competition into the interstate and 
intrastate, interLATA lonq distance marketplace at the beqinninq of 
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l.984, the traditional system of cost allocation, division ot 
revenlles, and, ratemaking for long-distance telecommunications 
(toll,) services was replaced with a system. of exchange access 
charqes and interexchange transmission charqes to compensate local 
exchange carriers for the origination and termination ot interstate 
traffic. This Commission opened a proceeding to determine access 
rates and., relatedmattars. 

'rhe I"rCS were joined as parties to· the access proceeding 
by an Order Instituting Investigation (OIl). Under the 
jurisdiction established by that OIl we approved the concurrence of 
I"rCS in Pacific's access services tariffs along with their 
agreement with Pacific to pool all costs and revenues associated 
with access charges. At the same time we recognized that although 
there were serious- time constraints imposed by the federal court as 
well as limitations on our staff's ability to review additional 
rate proposals, any ITC opting for a wbill and keepw approach to' 
access charges and establishinq its own access tarifts reflecting 
ita own costa of offering access services had the right to do so, 
so· long as it did not disadvantage the general body of ratepayers 
or impose inordinate adm' n~ strati ve burdens on our staff .. 
(D.83-12-024 at l.37.) General and its affiliate West Coast 
Telephone Company chose to establish their own wbill, and keepw 
access tariffs. ·The others adopted concurring tariffs. 

A major puxpose of this new system· of separate access 
ehal:ges was to- reCluce the allocation of costs to toll services by 
relievinq them of some of the burden of overallocated local network 
costa which they then bore. We did so as we have explained above 
by adoptinq a policy of gradual and moderate reductions in tariffs 
:for intrastate, interLA1'A access service~. This policy came to be 
known as ·SPF to SLtf," reterring to. a 9%adual shift in cost 
alloeation factors from the use ot a subscriber plant factor to the 
use ot a subscriber line U5age factor. 
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As a result of adoptinq the SPF to SLU policy as well as 
other rate'chanqes·O.85-06-11S-, our next major decision in the 
access proceeclinq, siqnificantly reduced Pacific's intrastate 
access charges. Te> make the effect of the chanqe revenue neutral 
te>Pacific it was necessary to authorize an increase in the 
existinq billing surcharge applied to· most of Pacific's nonaccess 
rates. 

Since smaller I~C rates have normally been set on a 
residual basis after taking account of' the contril:lution of toll 
settlements (now including settlements from the intrastate access 
revenue pool), and since access revenues are a relatively high 

proportion of total revenues for most ITCS, the adopted· reduction 
in Pacific's access revenue objective would have reduced the pool 
on which the ITCs could draw thereby potentially causinq the ITCs 
to institute relatively high (as compared with PaCific) percentage 
increases on their basic local rates to· meet their revenue 
requirements.. Therefore,. a nu:m))er of the small ITCs which 
concurred in Pacific's access rates asked that we protect them from 
such c1isproportionate impacts. 

Recognizing that while PO Code § 728 does not mandate the 
same or similar rates it does re~ire that comparability of rates 
between similar neighboring service areas be considered in setting 
rates for exchange carriers, and also recognizing that we had 
authorized a similar equitable principle, that of rate averaging, 
to allow the rates of Pacific's rural ratepayers to be similar to· 
those of its urban ratepayers, we determined that it was reasonable 
to apply a comparability test to the relationship between Pacific's 
basic exchange rate. and basic exchange rates of interconnected 
rrcs concurring in Pacific's access rates. We concluded that the 
disproportionate impact of the Pacific access charge changes 
warrantad., as an !nterill!. measure,. t:b.e provision of a means of 
compensating for the total d~ution in ITC access services 
revenues .. ' We accomplishecl that end by ordering an interim 
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surc:harqe for Paci~ic and all the :I'rCs ~Cl ordering that the 
revenue from this surcharge increase would be included in the 
access services revenue pool. The order stated that Pacific and 
the :ITCS were to make advice letter filings pursuant to General 
Order (GO) 96-A to amend their tariffs to. implement this additional 
billinq surcharge. 

Since we intended this surcharge to exist only until a 
new rata deSign was authorized for Pacific in the present rate 
proceeding, and' since the new interstate High Cost Fund (HCF) 
would, when tully implemented in 1991, protect the lTC's customers 
aqainst unreasonably burdensome local exchange rates~ D.85-06-11S 

als~ authorized as a longer term interim solution an intrastate HCF 
which would draw upon the intrastate carrier common line charge 
(CctC) revenues from Pacific and those ITCS which concur in its 
access services tariff and in the associated revenue pool to assure 
that lTC'exchange rates remain within a reasonable range of 
comparison with Pacific's exchange rates in comparable neighboring 

• 

>,. . . exchan9es':rbe interstate 1IC1'. When and i1! tully implemented will • 

allow exchange carriers with fewer than 50,000 access lines to 
recover, from a fund financed by interstate CCLCs, 100% ot that 
portion of their local loop NTS costs exceeding 150% ot the 
national average local loop costs, and· 75% of such NTS costs within 
the range ot 115% to 150t of the national average. Larger lEes 
rill recover somewhat less from the interstate HCF. 8 As we 

. pointed out in D.S5-06-l1S the effect of this assignment ot high 

8 As of January 1, 1988 the FCC implemented changes in the HCF 
for.mula. Wsmaller' companies are now considered to· be those with 
fewer than 200,000 working loops. Such smaller companies will be 
eliqible to· recover 90t of their local loop NTS costs wi thin the 
range of 115% to 150% ot the national average and 100~ o~ their 
local loo~NTS costs above 150% of the national average. Larger 
companies will receive somewhat less HCF support. 
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NTS costs to interstate CCLCs will be that the intrastate local 
loop costa ot even the hiqhest-cost I'I'Cs will :be less than 130% of 
the national averaqe. 

Because eliqi:bility for the intrastate HCF proposal we 
adopted is based. on a comparison of local exchange ntesrather 
than costs, and. thus unlike its interstate counterpart adclresses 
All ITC operating costs rather than just the differences in local 

loop. N'rS costs, and because our adopted approach tends to 
concentrate the impact of all clifferences in operatinq costs on 
basic exChange rates, the 'comparable rates' standard we adopted 
only permits an I'I'C to- claim reliet from the intrastate ReF after 
we have determined a revenue requirement ~or the ITe, and thus 

pres\llllal)ly weeded. out any imprudently incurred. costs. Further, we 
state4 that our revenue re~rement determination would remain in 
effect for a maximumot one year unless we extended it. 

The same rates/costs distinction also convinced us to 

, ",.,'.,' .. ,' ,alloW 'relief trom the intrastate RCF only to the extent necessary 
" " " : to, permit an lTC". basic exchanqe rates to :be set at no more than 
:' '}::':,,"" '200% of the basic exchange rates charqed by Pacific in comparable 

, .... 

neiqliborinq exchanqes, rather than the 130% which the ITCs were 
then seeking'. 

Recoqnizi~g that many ITCs would not have current 
Commission-determined revenue requirements, and. therefore would not 
be tmmed.iately eligible tor the intrastate HCF at the time ot the 
issuance of a decision terminating the pooled surcharqe in the 
present proceeding, D.85-06-1:1;$ reiterated our authorization ot I1'C 
advice letter filing'S tor a bill and keep, surcharge,. calculated. to, 
generate revenue equivalent t~ that generated. from· the present 
pooled surc:barqe" to- :become effective upon the issuance of this 
decision. 

In preparation for that filing we required. each ITCto 
file with the 'relecommunications Branch of CACO and to serve on any 
persons requesting' a copy, a report prOjecting the revenue 
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requirements ilDpact for that ITC of the reduction in the access 
services revenue pool which would result from eliminating surcharge 
revenues from the pool when this decision became eftective. 'We 
ordered that the report propose a rate design to respond to the 
projected ilDpact. This rate design was to be a proposal for either 
applyinq the new bill and keep, surcharge to· all the intraLAXA 
services t~which the present pooled surcharge applies or applying 
it to· all those services plus all access services, and a proposal 
tor the magnitude ot the sureharqe based on how it would be 
applied,. 

1.85-03-078, the 011 consolidated with the present 
matter, finds that the interconnecting facilities ot other 
telephone corporations in california will be affected by any 
general rate revisions qranted to- Pacific insofar as those 
revisions affect separations procedures and intercompany 
settlements and revenues as relate~ to· intrastate toll and private 
line rates concurred in by the ITCs, other rate changes in 
Pacific's tariffs, and any construction of interconnectinq 
tacilities. It was issued for the stated purpose ot determininq 
the rea.onableness of the rates, tolls, rules, charges, operations, 
costs, separations, practices, contracts, and the adequacy of 
service faciliti~sof Pacific and all the telephone corporations 
operatinq within the stat. ot calitornia interconnectinq their 
facilities with those of Pacific. 

To- that end the 011 ordered Pacific to file compliance 
reports settinq forth the estimated settlements eftects ot .the 
proposed rates of Pacific and the proposed rates ot ORA upon each 
respondent ITC. It~.r ordered that each respondent ITC tile a 
report ot total calitornia results of. operations and ot separated 
calitornia intrastate results ot operations for calendar year 19a6 
estimated at present rates and charges and the year 1986 first 
adjusted· to- include the eftects of Pacific's requested rates and 
charges in A.85-01-034 and second adjusted for ORA's proposed rates 
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anel charqe.. These reports anel the projected revenue requirements 
impact anel rate design re~rts were timely filed. 
B. XDitial' P9IIiticma of Parties 

1. Do:ac> 
At the heariDqs on this issue the ITCs presented eviclence 

of the revenue effects and projected bill and keep surcharge 
requirements they expected to result from elimination of the 
present billinq surcharge from, the access services revenue pool. 

Ad.cUtionally, the I'rCS requested that the direct 
assiqnment of interLATA w.MS anel the proposeel intraLAtA SPF to SLU 
transition, if adopted, be pooled or treated as a loss of pooled 
revenue. To this end some presented evielence of the reduction of 
available pooled settlements revenue they expected to result from 
access charc;Je reductions accompanying the clirect assiqnm.ent of 
intrastate interLA!T!A WA1'S becominq effective on January l,. 1987, 
anel the reduction of available pooled settlements revenue they 
expected. tc> result if the intraLA'rA SPF to SLU transition proposecl 
by' DRA and endorsed by Pacific in this proceeding were adopted. 
FUrther, where relevant, the ITCs who addressed the matter assumed 

, that the surcharge revenues should not be treated as exchange 
revenues for purposes of EAS settlements. They point out that the 
bill and keep surc:harqe would need to. be larger otherwise. Many 
I'l'CS alsc> recommend that all other settlements effects be offset 
against each other and combined with the losses from the access 
services revenue pool, the direct assignment o~ W.M:'S and the 
in~A transition, fromSPF tc> SLO to. produce a single surcharge. 

Some of the ITCS also proposed new local exchange rate 
designs as an alternative to the bill and keep surcharge,. or they 
proposed. that this commission permit them, to- transfer their 
surc:harqe revenue requirement to. their local exchanqe rate schedule 
by a uniform, percentage increase in each rate category. Once this 
is done they propose that this Commission authorize those companies 
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whose local exchange rates qu.ality for the intrastate HCF to 
collect .u~ fUnds immediately. 

In rebuttal testimony Paci~ic and most ot the smaller 
ITCS agreed· to the ~sie concepts of a Local Rate Stabilization 
(LRS) plan and fUnd which was presented by Pacitic's witness, 
Ondec:k in Exhibit 386. 'O'lllike the authorized HCF, the LRS plan 
retains the loc:aJ. exchange rate fUnding' source o~ the present 
surcha:r:g'e rather than receiving ~unding trom. intrastate CCLCs. It 
accomplishes this by replacing the surcharge with an adjustment to 
local. exchange rates. DRA also o:!:!ered a rate design proposal 

.;""" . which dittered somewhat from that set out in 0.8"5-06-115. Most of 
the rrea opposed. DRA'. proposal. 

2. lID 

• 

Pointing out that these matters had already been 
Authorize4 by D.85-0~115-, DRA's witness Marks testitied' that sta:!:! 
agreed that the e~tect ot the elimination o:! the present intraLATA 
surcharge should be recovered by the ITCs by an advice letter 
tiling coincident with the :!inal. rate order in this- proceeding and • 

. that the ettects on the ITCS o:! the direct assignment ot WA1'S 
should be adjusted. by a revised. surcharge etfective January l, 1987 

.~ (as. it was). Marks stated,. however, that stat:! clid not ac;ree that 
reduced settlements resulting from the adoption ot rate design 
changes proposed in the present proceeding should be likewise 
ottset. She stated that such rate increases should only be granted 
after Commission rate review during a general rate application. or a 
GO· 96-A rate application. On cross-examination Marks agreed that a 
r89'Ulatory lOCI jam would be created if all the ITCs filed. tor rate 
relief simultaneously. 

DRA's Shantz' testimony recommend.ed that specific rates 
be ad.opted tor the 11'Cs in lieu of the ))ill and keep- surcharges 
authorized in D.85-06-11S. His recommended ITC rate revisions only 
addruaec1' the changes in revenue requirement associated with the 

elildnation of the poolec1 billing surcharge. Specifically, he 
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recommended increasing service connection charges up- to a level 
loot and then increasing the rates for basic exchange services up, 
to the 'amount necessary to recover the pooled surcharge revenue 
loss, using a un1~0rm. percentaqe increase with rate maximums not to 
exceed 1.00t of Pacific's comparable rates. His testimony was based 
on Pacific rates then in place but recommended that tinal rates be 
adjusted to reflect the actual rates authorized by this decision. 
under Shantz' schem_ 'revenue requirement (atter beinq established 
in a commission rate review) could be recovered from the intrastate 
BCF to the extent it could, not be met by these increased rates or 
other revenUe sources .. 

3. GeDeral 
General does. not concur in Pacific's access services 

tariffs and thus is not a participant in the pooled surcharge that 
we ordered in 0.85-06-115 or in the access services revenue pool. 
Bowever, General's witness, Jensik, testified that several of 
Pacific's rat. design proposals will have unspecified negative 
settlements effects on General, which General wishes to eliminate 
by alternative proposals. Jensik also testified that General 
wishes to increase its basic local service rates to recover' any 
settlements revenue deficiency which results from any rate design 
chanqes we adopt for Pacific. ~~ugh it is not clear from his. 
testimony, it appears "that Jensik was asking that we authorize such 
recovery in this decision. 
c. De )lotion for LeaD to Late-File Brief 

About three months after the briefs were filed in the 
present matter a motion was filed with the Commission on behalf of 
ORA, Paci-tic, General, and twenty other ITCs. The motion requests 
leave to late-tile a ~oint supplemental brief on HCF issues and 
asserts thatqood cause exists tor qrantinq such leave because the 
j oint brief presents a compromise consensus position and 
recommendation submitted'by all parties who actively participated 

, ' 

in the hiqh-cost· fUnd phase of the hearings and briefing ~ with the 
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sole exception of General. It goes on to explain that General . 
joins in the motion that the filinq be permitted, Dut does not join 
as a party to the proposal solely because General: and the ORA. were 
umable tc> reach agreement on the question whether General should De. 

included within the settlement etfects mechanism· set torth in the 
briet tor the rural and small metro[politanJ independent companies. 

The A:I,;!' issued a ruling dated June 4, 1987 granting the 
motion tor good. cause shown and· instructing the parties that. they 
bad 15- days to. respond to the joint supplemental Driet.. Two 
parties responded within the 15 clays, General and AT&T. A third 
party, HCl:, filed· an opposition tc> the m.otion. This opposition 
does not address any procedural reason why the m.otion should not 
have been granted~ but instead adc1resses the substance of the joint 
proposal.. Therefore, we uphold the A!.J's granting ot the joint 
motion. We note that MCl:'s pleading was not tiled within the 
required 15- days ot the A!,;J's Ruling- It was tiled Z& days atter 
that· ruling, but 30 clays ·atter the joint motion was tiled. Since 

, 30" clays is the common time for filing a protest, and since Mel's 
~il!nq is . in the nature .o~ a protest, we will treat, it as timely 
filed· and consider its contents as a timely response to the joint 
supplemental brie~. 
D. %he Joint PrppoM1 

As a predicate to their proposal the parties note that 
their support tor the recommendation is expressly' .conditioned on 
the 'package' aspect of the proposal adding that their support tor 
the whole proposal. should not be construed as support tor any 
partial aspect ot the proposal and reaffirming the positions stated. 
in their· previously-tilecs briets i~ .this Commission chooses not to· 
accept their joint proposal as-is. 

The central premise of the joint recommendation is that 
this Commission needs t~ adopt mocli~ications to the HCY mechanism. 
adopted. in D.85-06-115- in order to maintain a fair and equitable 

local rate structure tor the predominately rural ratepayers served 
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by the rural and small metropolitan independent te~ephonecompanies 

, . ot· the state. 

e' 
,',-.. - , 

"'. 

1. DeterwiMtion ot. the . BCP 
!'!mdiM BeqpiX9Mftt 

a. Calcal.ation ot settleJlel1t 
1Uect;s 

'l'he parties aqrae that the', first step in determininq 
thea HCF tundinq requirement, is to calculate the impact ot 
settlement eftects shi~ upon the local exchanqe portion ot each 
rrc's revenue requirement. They point out that there was concensus 
in. the evidentiary record on the metbodolQ9Y for ealculation, but 
disaqreement about whether c~in items ot rate adjustment and. 
offset should be included in the calculation or not. Their 
compromise recommendation is that we continue the policies adopted 
in Pacific's last qeneral rata decision, D.84-06-111; the decision 
after reconsideration in that rate proeeedinq, 0.85-08-091, and the 

, . 

1985 access decision, O.8S-06-11S, of flowing-through to affected. 
'companies both positive and neqative settlement effects adj.ustments 
for regulatory chang-es which ilDpact settlement revenues. 

While D.8S-06-11S adopted an HCF for which 
eligibility is based on comparable local rates, and, thus included 
consideration of the revenue effects of operating costs beyond. 
local loop NTS collts, this proposal qoes beyond. the effects on 
rat.. of the termination of the uniform pooled. surcharge on 
settlements revenues to include the effects on settlements revenue 
ot all of the following: . 

(1) Termination of the uniform pooled. 
surcbarqe (which is presently being 
add.ed to the access services revenue 
pool to make up for various red.uctions 
that were made to. access rates in . 
0.85-06-115): 

(2) EXtended: . area service (EAS) rate 
chang-es; 
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(3) Intr~ toll rate revisions or 
separations revisions adopted in this 
rate decision: 

(4) The net of the combination of the 
receipt of interstate HCF fUnds with 
the effect on intrastate costs 
resulting from the shift from 
interstate SPF to the interstate NTS 
qross alloea.tor i and 

(5:) Any otheraspeets of this Pacific rate. 
decision wi tb. industry-wide settlement 
revenue iJlpacts. 

'the parties to the joint proposal anticipate that based on evidence 
in this. record we will make the necesaary calculations and specify 
the settlement e~tecta impact on each rrc .. 

b. :eaaia :for Xew Rate Desi9D 
Md Her rgpdinq Lay§l 

One ot the principal modifications t~ the existing 
HCF recommended by the j oint proposal is a change in the 
eliq1bility threshold from 200~ of the rates for similar services 
in-comparable neighborinq exchanges to 150% of the rates for 
comparable services in the urban areas of the state. '!'his 

_ threshold. would be used. as a quideline by the commission in· 
approving rate designs tor individual companies. It would not be 
usedt~ reduce any presently authorized rates whicn are already 
above that amount except where the, Commission authorizes an 
exception to the rule. 

'rhusp- after determining the settlements effects the 
next ste~proposed is for this commission t~ measure the impact of 
each company's net settlements effects upon its present level of 
loea.l exchange revenues and then to define the 150% target level 
for each ITC. Then. each company electing to do· so· would implement 
a local exchange rate desiqn by advice letter tiling immediately 
tollowinqisauance o~ this Pacific rate decision which would allow 
,it to attain·this l50% target level. These advice letters are to 

, . 
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inclu<Se supportinq worlcpapers calculatinq the level ot additional 
local exchanqe revenues qenerated by the local exchanqe rate 
designs incorporatinq the 150' threShold and calculatinq the 
residual. revenue requirement to l:>e met by HCF tundinq. 

The parties claim that this chanqe from 200% to 150% 

is consistent with both evidence in this proceedinq and with 
existinq and proposed. leqislation aimed at promotinq the goals of 
universal telephone service and urban/rural ratepayer equity. 'rhe 
smaller Independents9 laud our adoption in D.85-06-115 ot the 
application of a ·comparable rates· standard under which we aqreed 
that it ia reasonable t~make intrastate HCF reliet available. 
However, they opine that applicationot this equitable principle of 
comparable rates can be made substantially more fair if the 
Commission will see fit t~adopt a reduced threshold of 150%. 'rhey 
als~ ask that the prior rate review requirement ot that decision be 
modified. Smaller Independents cite Section lCd) of Chapter 1047, 

Statutes of 198& which is a leqislative declaration that this 
Commission Shall ensure that local telephone sUbscril:>ers are' not 
unduly burdened by reductions in the rates and charqes LEes adopt 
for XEC access. Sma1ler Xndependents argue that this statute shows 
a leqislative eoncern for impact on the qreat majority of 
ratepayers served by the larg'est companies. and point out that the 
:iJlpact on these cost shitts upon the customers ot Smaller 
Independents, constitutinq six-tenths ot 1% of· telephone ratepayers 

9' The term ·Smaller In::iendents. reters to a large qroup· of 
independent exchanqe comp es which have tiled joint pleadings in 
this matter. They are: calaveras Telephone Company, capay Valley 
Telephone system, :tne., cal.itornia-oreqon Telephone Co .. , Citizens 
otilities Company of California, Ducor Telephone Company, Evans 
Telephone Company, Foresthill Telephone Co., Happy Valley Telephone 
Company, Hornitos Telephone Co·., Pinnacles Telephone Company, The 
Ponderosa Telephone Co., Sierra Telephone Company, Ine .. , 'rhe 
Siskiyou Telephone Company, and The Volcano Telephone Company .. 
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statewide,. ia several times qreater than it is on the statewid.e 
averaged ratepayers of Pacific. 

2. :rhe l!Jnd;l;ag sqgrc:e 
As w. pointed out above,. prior to filinq this joint 

proposal the ITCs genaraJ.ly supported the basic concept o'f the LRS 

plan drawn up by an industry task force and presented. by Pacific 
(EXhibit 386-). Like the joint proposal,. that plan provid.es for a 
tund,. not a pool. 'rhe LRS ,plan provides that the funding company 
may ,recover net prospective funding ,requirements by ad.vice letter 
filinq. Tonia provision would presumably permit the funding company 

:.'",to propose a surc:ha.rqe on its rates,.. or some segment of its rates 

. .:'.,.". 

'.' •... 

. to- accompliab. this recovery. Testimony of various witnesses seems 
to- assume that this recovery would. be limited to local exchange 
rates. 

Notinq that the ITCs initially supported the LRS plan 'for 
fUndinq the HCF while ORA supported And. continues to support use ot 
the access charqa fUn(Unq source, the joint brief takes what it 
describe. as a 'compromise position' which advocates maintaining 

'. the presently-authorized HCF funcSinq source, the CCLC ot all local 
exchanqa carriers statewide,.. and determininq an annual revenue 
requirement for the HCF rate element ot that CCLC charge. Once the 
annual HCF revenue reqW.rement is established the amount ot the 
uniform fundinq increment may be adjusted as often as quarterly to 
compensate for any under- or overcollection of that current revenue 
requirement. The joint brief adds that the parties reserve the 
riqht to propose modifications in the :future, it experience proves 
it appropriate,. which would shift the fund1nq source from the 
carrier common line element to other aspects ot local exchanqe 
company rate designs. 

3. other Proyisipna 

The joint brie~ also includes a proposal tor annual 
adjustments for tuture. net settlements effects; a provision which 
woUld allow loot ot'HCF funds for 198.7, 1988:, and 198.9' followed by 
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an annual reduction to 80%, then 50% and then 0% for companies. 
which have not initiated a qeneral rate proceedinq by year's end 
tor the next consecutive years; and a proposal that a decision in 
an I'rC rate proceeding', should have the effect ot a fresh start 
under the BCF plan. Costs to Pacific for ad:ministration are, to be 
recovered as 'additional expenses ot access pool adlllinistrat,ion. 
E. Respcmses to the Joint Brie, 

1. Ganen,l 

General has only one obj ection to the j oint proposal • 
• General points out that the proposed advice letter filing process 

'" ", tor implementinq' the flow-throuqh ot chanqes resul tinq from this 
decision and for implementinq the annual flow-throuqh of chanqes 

'.' ' .. 
thereafter is made available only to- the rural and small 
metropolitan independent companies and not to' General. Althouqh 
General does not concur in Pacific's access services tariffs as 
those other independent companies do, it seeks to- be included in 

:: . ' " the joint proposal's provision tor an annual tlow-through 
> , ,',' adjuatmentfor net settlements- revenue impact brought about by this 
',' " " '," : decision and. future requlatory chanqes of this Commission and the 

FCC .. 
General states that it will sutter reduced settlements 

revenues as a result of the adoption of proposals in this 
proceeding to reduce intraLATA toll rates because General concurs 
in some of them and has division of revenue contracts with Pacific 
for some of them. It states tha~ it will also be attected by 
adoption of propOsals to reduce Pacific'5 exchange rates'because it 
has EAS contracts with Pacific w~eh make certain revenues 
dependent on Pacific's rate of return. And, it states that 
application of the proposed. SPF to SLt1 allocations to intraLATA 
toll will affect it because of the different relative impacts ot 
the cost allocation change for General as compared to Pacific. 

It not included in the flow-through process Generalis 
lett to deal with suehehanqes in its rate case and attrition 
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filings under the Rate Case Plan. 'rhus, while' acknowledging that 
it should not be a recipient o~ HeF fund.s, General contends that 
when Pacific receives a decision changing toll and/or other 
separations revenue, General might' have to wait a year or more to
adjust its revenue requirements to- compensate tor these chanqes--a 
unique and' ,unfair position relative to all other exchange carriers. 

General's openi~g brief on this issue coneludes that if 
the commission doesn't allow it to-make a showing of its revenue 
losses or provide the mechanism to automatically offset these 
losses, there is a takinq by the State without any attempt to 
provide the right ot due process at law. 

The j oint motion indicates that ORA disagrees with 
General's position, but ORA baa not providecl, us with its argument 
on this issue, except to the extent that, prior to the introduction 
of the joint proposal, its witness Marks testified that any pursuit 
ot increas~ rTC rates to oftset the impact of redueed settlements 
resulting from newly adoptecl Pacific rate d.esign should not occur 

,without a full showing ot the justness and reasonableness of the' 
proposed neW'rate. :by the lTC, such as in a qeneral rate 
application. 

2. Ba 
HeI reqards the joint proposal as an attempt by parties. 

to modify, without notiee, a previous california Publie Utilities 
Commission access charge decision, namely 0.85-06-1l5. MeI states 
that this commission has always judiciously avoided addressing 
access charqe rate design issues in LEe general charge rate ease 
proceedings and reqarda this j oint proposal as em improperly 
noticed attempt t~change this policy. MCI concludes that the KeF 

plan adopted in D.85-06-11S must remain in place and sucn changes 
in funding levels and, revenue recovery as proposed in the jo,int 
:brie~sboUld·only be addressea on a company by company basis after 
a 9eneral' rate case· review. 
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~'T 4085 not express opposition to the recovery sought 
by the joint proposal, just the source of that recovery.. As with' 
the RCF we authorized. in D.85-06-115, the joint proposal confines 
~4in9' tor the KCF to. a surcharge on the access CCLC.. AX&T points 
out that this means that tun4inq will be derived only from 
interLATA toll customers, and· argues that this is a blatantly 
discriminatory tax on· one class of customer. AT&T· asserts that 
]:)ecause the joint :brie~ does not propose a limited high cost fund 
to otfset the interLATA. access SPF to SLtT phase down and the 

. elimination ot the pooled billing surcharge--but rather an entirely 
new high cost fund whose purpose is primarily to offset a host ot 
intrALAtA revenue shifts. M&T- preters the LRS plan with its more 
:broadly :based funding.. A:r&T' adc:ls that it this Commission preters 
that the HeF :be supported by toll customers, it should at least 
spread that burden over both inter- and intratATA toll customers .. 

d'. 

AT&T- maiz1tains that concomitant with the approval ot new 
rrc rate designs. this. commission should order the elimination ot 

. the :bill and keep surcharge on intraI.ATA services which was 
authorized as an alternative to participation in the HCF by 
D .. 85-06-11$ since we have an opportunity to· put into- place a 
legitimate comprehensive rate design, avoid possible duplicative 
collection of revenue requirement,. avoid de-averaging ot toll rates 
which would deteat the effects ot the SPF to SLtr transition, and 
avoid repression of toll service and loss' of associated revenue. 

~'T also contends that we should eliminate any current 
surcbarqes on access services or interLAXA toll rates, includinq 
that portion ot the 24' :bill anel keep surcharge on intrastate toll 
rll.tes Which Citizens utilities Company ot California (Citizens.) is 
presently assessing tor interLA1'A toll, that portion ot the 5% 

surcharqe on intrastate toll rates which Sierra Telephone Company 
is assessing: tor intertATA toll, and that portion ot the 
"percentage of c:harges" intrastate toll surcharge l::>einq levied by 
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cali~ornia-oreqon Telephone Company (cal-oregon) on ~&T' for 
, . interLA!rA toll. cal-oregon itself is also. seeking elimination of 

the latter surCha.rge • 
., _ De l-mdele Ppaitiqn 

On September S, 1986 two. similar documents were filed 
with this Commission. One is a motion filed in this rate 
procee<1ing by carlos E. Benemann. The motien explains. that 
Benemann, is a customer of Citizens and asks that the portion of 
hearings in the Pacific rate proceeding set to. address the rate 
desi9D proposals of ,the ITCS which cencur in Pacific's tariffs be 

held in abeyance pending timely and preper p\1l)lie notice to the 
customers. of the I'rCS. 

'rhe other document was- a complaint docketed as 
C.86-09-007. The complaint, siqned by 26 Citiz~ns customers, 
including Benema:nn, was dismissed by this commission in 0'.87-07-013 
upon a findinq that the suDj ect matter ot the complaint was the 

same as 'that in Ben«mann's motion and that the issues raised were 
mera appropriately and efficiently addressed by the motion in the 
existing proceeding. 

As <tid the complaint, the motion claims that citizens' 
proposal is tantamount to. an application fer a rate increase 
application, and that notice must therefore be in compliance with 
Public Utilities Code (PtT) Sectien 454, the relevant part ot which 
states: 

•• _. Whenever an.y electrieal, gas" heat, 
telephene, water, or sewer system corporation 
tiles an application to inerease any rate or 
charge, other than an increase reflecting and 
passinq, through to. customers only increased 
costs to the corporation, for the serviees or 
commodities furnished by it, the corporation 
shall ~sh tOo its customers affected. by the 
proposed increase notice of its application t~ 
the commission for approval of the increase. 
The corporation may include the notice with the 
regular bill for charges transmittea to~ the 
customers within 45 da¥,s if the corporation 
operates-on a 30-day b~llinq eycle, or within 
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7S days it the corporation operates on a 60-day 
billing cycle. The notice shall state the 
amount ot the proposed increase expressed in 
both d.ollar and percentage terms,. a briet 
statement ot the reasons the increase is 
required or sought,. and the mailinq address of 
the commission to' which any customer inquiries 
relative to the proposed increase, including a 
request by the customer to receive notice o! 
the date,. tae and place of any hearinq on the 
application, may be directed .. • 

Although the ITCs had already not~tied their customers 
about Pacitic's. public hearings in this proceedinq, on 
September lS, 1986-, at the !irst day ot hearings scheduled to 
address the settlement effects of Pacific'~ rate design proposals 
on the ITCs, the AI;!, without ruling on the merits of the motion, 
and declining to require the postponement ot the settlement effects 
hearings, ruled that the'ITCS which have been joined as parties by 
the OIl issued in this proceedinq should provide another notice to 

.• their customers,. in a torm designed in conjunction with the 
, ' 'commist[lion's Public Advisor's ottice,. stating what the effects of 
", ' \ 

. , the settlement change proposals of Pacific and DRA. would be,. and 
intorminq their customers tliat there would be a public 
participation hearing specifically addressing this issue to be held 
at the Commission's hearing'room in San Francisco on December 1$0,. 
1986. Later that date was changed to Tuesday, December 1&, 1986-
and, due to the amount of' public interest ill Benema.nn's community .. 
Ferndale,. in HUmboldt County a second public participation hearing 
was scheduled there on Wednesday, December 17, 1986. 

A;fter the hearings Benemann and David Kilmer, on behalf 
ot themselves and other residents of Ferndale who are customers of 
Citizens,. :filed. a brief as intervenors on this settlement e!feets 
issue. '!'he briefs again contend that our policy of issuing an OIl 
making all :t'tCs which interconnect with Pacific respond.ents,. and 
consolidating that OIl with Pacific's rate proceeding is a denial 

> , 

of due process because it violates the notice, requirements of ptT 
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§ 454. They also claim that this Commission has ordered the .ITCs 
to be party to a rate application case without requiring separate 
applications - without jurisdiction. They take the position that 
we may Dot order any rate increases. or re<lesigns except in a 
properly noticed rate proceeding ~or each. lTC, that since there has 
:been no showing that the rate changes. the ITCS will propose at the 
conclusion o~ this proceeding will be minor in nature the GO 96-A 
adVice letter procedure is not available, and that the ITCs' rate 
proceedings cannot begin until this commission has issued the 
present decision so that tbe settlements e~~eets can be known. 

"\., G. pisc;gaioo 

. ,.'.' ... /~, . 
.' .. 

". ':.;. , .... . . 

1. Jgrilldict:1cm 
Because nearly all o~ the ITCS, including Citizens, 

concur in Pacific Bell's ,access charge rates they are,. at present, 
collecting an 8.57,10 surcbarqe on local and intraLATA toll 
charges.. As we explained in detail above,. we ordered 
implementation of this sureharqe in 0.85-06-115 as an interim 
measure to alleviate tbe revenue loss from tbe access services 
revenue pool which would have otherwise resulted when we lowered 
Pacific's access rates. onder· the interim scheme this surcharge 
revenue is pooled with access services revenue and then divided 
among the pool members by a settlement procedure.. It was initially 
our plan to eliminate the pooled sureha%'c;e in this decision by 
incorporating the &.76% portion o~ the lTC's surCharge which. is 
basec1 on test year volumes into rates.. The remaining 1.81%. which 
is based, 011. later volumes would have been collected by a bill'and 
keep. surebar9'e. 

10 At the time of hearinc:1 this figure was 5.11%.. It became 6.76%. 
on JanuArY 1, 1987 when duect assignment o~ WATS was implemented, 
ancl 8.5-7'011 January 1,1988 to of~set the interLATA SPF to- SL'C' 
phase clown- The corresponding portion o~ Pacific's surcharge is 
presently 8:.81%. 
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75 4ays it the corporation operates on a 60-day 
Qilling cycle. ~he notice shall state the 
amount ot the proposed increase expressed in 
))Oth dollar and percenta~e terms, a brief 
statement of the reasons the increase is 
required or sought,. and the mailin~ address of 
the commission t~ which any customer inquiries 
relative' to the proposed increase~ includin~ a 
request by the customer to- receive notice of 
the elate, time and place of any hearin~ on the 
application, may be directed.' 

Although the I~Cs had already not~fied their customers 
about Pacific's pul:>lic hearings in this proceeding, on 
September lS, 198&, at the first day of hearings scheduled to 
a4dress the settlement etfects ot Pacific's rate desiqn proposals 

. on the ITCS, the A:!iJ, without ruling on the merits ot the motion, 
and declining to require the postponement of the settlementeffeets 
hearings,. ruled. that the 'ITCS which have been joined as parties by 
the OIl issued in this proceeding should provide another notice to 
their customers, in a torm designed in conjunction with the 
Commis~1on's PW:>lic Advisor's ottice, stating what the eftects ot 
the settlement change proposals of Pacific and ORA. would be, and 
~orming their customers tliat there would be a public 
participation hearing specifically addressing this issue to; be held 
at the Commission's hearing room in San Francisco· on December l~, 
1986. Later that elate was changed to Tuesday, December 1&, 1986 
and, due t~ the amount ot pul:>lic interest in Benemann' s community, 
Ferndale, in Humboldt County a second public participation hearing 
was scheduled there on Wec1nesday, December 17, 1986. 

A;tter the hearings Benemann and David Kilmer, on behalt 
ot themselves and other residents of Ferndale who are customers of 
Citizens, filed a brief as intervenors on this settlement effects 
issue. The briets again contend that our policy of issuing an OI! 
making all X'rCS which interconnect with Pacitic respondents, and 
consolidating that OIl with Pacific's. rate proceedin~ is a denial 
of due process because it violates the notice requirements. o,t . PO' 

' •. 
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§ 454. They also claim that this commission has. ordered the I'I'Cs 
to be party to a rate application ease without requiring separate 
applications - without jurisdiction. They take the position that 
we may not order lJ:D.y rate increases. or redesigns except in a 
properly noticed rate proceeding ~or each, ITC, that since there has 
been no showinq that the rate changes the ITCs will propose at the 
conclusion ot this proceeding· will be m.inor in nature the GO 96-A 

advice letter procedure is not avail.able, and that the I'I'Cs' rate 
proceedings cannot beqin,until this Commission has issued the 
present <lecision so that the settlements e~tects can be lcnown. 
G. DilCllMi9n 

1. Juriwdict;1oo 
Because nearly a.J.l ot the :tTCs, ineludinq Citizens, 

concur in Pacit'ic Bell's access charge rates they are, at present, 
collectinq an 8.$7%10 surCharge on local and intraLAXA toll 
c:harqes.. As we explained. in detail above,.. we ordered 
implementation ot' this surebarqe in 0.85-06-115 as an interim 

? .':" measure to. alleviate the revenue loss trom.· the access services 
.:;..... revenue pool which would have otherwise resulted when we lowered 

Pacitic's access rates. UDder'the interim. scheme this- surcharge 
revenue is pooled with access services revenue and then divided 
amonq the pool members- :by a settlement procedure.. It was initially 
our plan to .limi nate the pooled surcharge in this decision :by 
incorporating the 6-.7A portion ot the lTC's surellarge which is 
:based on test year .volumes into rates.. The remaining 1.81%' which 
is :based.· on later volumes would. have :been collected :by a bill and 
keep surcharge. 

10 At the time ot hearing this figure was 5 .. 11%. It :became 6. •. 76.% 
on January l., l.9S7 when direct assignment of WA'rS was implemented, 
and a.57' on January 1, 19S5 to· oftset the interLA'I'A SPF to- SLU 
phase do~ The correspondinq p¢rtion ot Pacific's surcharge 'is 
presently 8:.8l%. 
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proposed .l~mination of the 5.11% surcharge then being applied to 
regular monthly billinqs for local and intr~A toll calls placed 
by customers of Pacific and the I'rCs. All the notices announced 
the public participation hearing in san Francisco. The notices 
qoinq t~ Citizens customers in the Ferndale area also announced the 
Ferndale hearinq. Both hearings were in December 1986. 

While we understand the concern of BenemAnn and other ITC 
customers tor the tact that rTCS' rates could be significantly 
'altered. as a result ot this decision, the I'rCs' proposals for 
changes in their own rates in the settlement eftects portion of 
this proceedinq are compliance tilinqs required. by both the OIl and 
by Do. 85-06-115. They are not rate case applications. as Benemann 
asserts. For that reason the notice requirements of PO' § 454 d<> 
not apply to. them. 

Xt has been our long-standinq practice to- issue an OII in 
Pacific's qeneral rate case in order to- deal with the settlement 

" implications ot pacific's new rate desi911 on the ITCs. The 
'problem, as Benemann bas pointed out in his testimony, his 
'plea~\inqs and the briets he filed with KillDer in the settlements 
eftects phase, is that no notice provided to ITC customers in this 
proceedinq can <Jive them a very accurate picture of what the effect 
,ot Pacific'. rate design will be on the ITCS' rates until Pacific's 
rate design is finally adopted.. In the past change has been 
slight, and there has usually been an advantage to the ITC 
customers.' Therefore, the procedure engendered. little interest 
among I~C ratepayers. 

The realities of divestiture have changed the way 
revisions in Pacific's rates impact the concurring ITCs. 
Divestiture has not, however, changed the tact that in order to 
have a complete picture of Pacific's rate desiqn and revenues it is 
still necessary tor this commission to consider the implications of 
Pacific'. rate revisions on intercompany settlements ana revenues , 
as rela.ted to intrastate toll and private line rates concurred in 
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by these I'rCS. Furthermore, it is :both appropriate and necessary 
to address that portion of the l'rCs' rates which are funded for the 
most part by contributions from Pacific,. in the context of a 
Pacific proceedinq. 

For ~ese reasons we will deny Benemann's motion that we 
find notice to the I'rCs inadequate for failure to comply with the 
requirements of PO' section 454. 'rhat section is not relevant to 
the l'rC· filings discussed above. We aqree with ORA, however, that 
once a final rate decision is issued in this matter directing these 
l'rCS to make advice letter filings requesting new rates consistent 
with this decision that §4S4 does require that the lTCs provide 
notice to their customers of the new rates prior to ~plementation. 
We believe a· minim1.Dl of 30 days' notice prior to implementation is 
adequate .. 

2'.. 'lI:le ~ BCI" aDd· the 
Proposed. Differences 

We have consistently expressed our :belief that there is a 
ruIldamental public interest in maintaining stable and reasona))le 
basic exchange rate.. T.hat is why we authorized the HCF in 
D.85-06-115- which permits the continuation of a policy of statewide 
uniform toll rates while protecting l'rC customers from the effects 
of shiftinq a greater :burden for N'rS and other costs onto their 
local rates through the application of the prinCiple of rate 
comparabUity to rates that would otherwise :be increaseel due to the 
annual intrastate inter:t.ATA SPF to SL'O' trans! tion to the extent 
that ~ge is not offset by interstate HCF revenue. 

The j oint proposal. broadens the scope of HCF recovery by 

applying the principle of rate comparability not only to· the rate 
change. enumerated· in 0.85-06-115, :but also to any other rate 
ehange in this rate decision which will affect l'rC settlements 
revenues, and Alr£ PO'C or FCC-ordereel changes occurring eluring the 
year which have an industry-wiele effect, either positive or 
negative, on settlement revenues or cost assignment including 
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shi~ts in interstate NTS anc1 the loss or qain in revenue occasioned 
~y the interstate SPF to SDcr shift offset ~y interstate RCF 

-., revenue, the loss or qain ot revenue due to- changes in Pacific's 
non-access rates with which the I'rCS concur, and losses or qains. 
resulting from any other aspects ot this Pacific rate decision or 
other Commission or FCC actions which have settlement revenue 
impact on the rrcs. 

As we pointed out in D.85-06-115, since the HCF we 
ad.opted was base4 on XAtel rather than eosts, it allows recovery 
tromthe HCF fund not only for the reduction in access services 
revenues occasioned. by the intrastate interLA'l'A SPF to. SLtT 
transition and other adjustmenta to access services revenue 
o~jeetivea, but alSo., because the basic exchange rates are set 
residually, it allows ~or the recovery ot high operatinq costs in 
general. Some ot these recoverable operating costs are clearly 
intQLA1'A costs, which under this HeF plan are recoverable trom the 
inte~ CCLC. That beinq the ease, the joint proposal's 
expansion of the rate comparability principle to- certain intraLA1'A 
rate chang_ is not such a drastic departure. Nonetheless,. AT&T 

finds it to. be objeetional:>le. 
&. '1'2le PQndfDIJ sow::ce aDd· Scope 

Of RlryeDge EJ."qteetiQD 

It is our tunclamental concern that a source ot 
supplemental revenue be lDAintained tor the I'rCS in order to· 
protect the availability of universal service tor all calitornia's 
citizens once we have eliminated the pooled surcharqe these I'rCs 

presently depend on. We meant to achieve that end ~y adoptinq the 
presently authorized HCF plan to till the 9ap between a reasonable 
revenue requirement and 'existinq sources ot revenue including 
interstate HCF assistance and basic exchanqe rates set at the 
highest level consistent with a 'comparable rates' standard .. • 
(D.85-06-115-, aimec. p. 205-.) 
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Al thouqh the scope or rate protection is extended 
under the jOint proposal,. the proposed additions address the same 
fundamental issue, toll- and aceess-related chanqes and. their 
etfect on the rrcs' settlements revenue, and hence their continued 
viability. 7hus, we cannot aqree with AT&~' that ad.justments tor 
the erreeta o~ intl:"~ rate changes such as EAS rates and 
intraLAXA toll rates are necessarily ~air and inappropriate. In 
tact, the presently authorized HCF already permits CCLC adj:ustments 
to' recover some intr~A costs,. namely hiqh intraLAXA operating 
coats. FUrthermore,. the impact ot these adjustments can be 
minimized by our permitting regulated lECs to flow through the 

ettects ot such ehanqea on the CCLC access charqe~ 
The wide support tor the j oint proposal persuades us 

that it is reasonable te> permit ·the proposed extensions to the list 
ot recoverable revenue ehanqea. We are also persuaded to authorize 
the use ot CCLCs as the ReF funding source, at least until there is 

, . . some data indicating that a different distribution ot the burden is 
'::,.:, warranted. until such into:r.mation is available to us, we are 
, , .' reluctant to add turther to the burden on local rates. We tail to 

· · 

'. 

see any leqal or equitable impedi:ment to the adoption of this 
aspect ot the joint proposal as M&'r' suggests. We would point out 
that, contrary to A:r&'r's apparent understanding, our purpose in 
establishing the SPF to SLU transition in D.aS-06-l1S wa~ not te> 

. decrease a specific rate. Rather, it was our purpose to decrease 
the assiqnment ot NTS to interLA!rA access. 

For these reasons we will-adopt the proposed 
expansion 01: recoverabl~ revenue chanqes and the use of the CCLC as 

a funding source tor the RCF. 

b. Bft.eDge Becmirewent Reviey. 
7he joint proposal would also have us deviate from 

our present policy that HCF relief should be awarded only in the 
rate design phase of a particular lTC's. rate ease. We are 
concerned. that the. l'rCs not be in a position to- collect ReF revenue 
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for an unreasonal)ly high revenue requirement. On the other hand r 

we are sympathetic tC), the ~act that this commission c;:oulc:1 not 
process the rate filings of all the I'l'CS at once r and that the 
ratepayers of some I'l'CS would likely experience dramatic local 
service rate increases if the I'l'CS, simply implemented a bill and 
keep surc:harge while awaiting our action on their rate cases. 
~erefor.r we conclUde that it is reasonable to ac:1opt the proposal 
allowing the I'l'Cs up tC), three years to make rate filings before 
their KCF funding is affected.. It appears that this leeway along 
with the annual reductions in availal)le funding levels will permit 
an ordarlyprogresaion of rate case processing while adequately 
protecting against rate shock in the short run. 

AT&T is also concerned that the j oint proposal 
invites abuse of the KCF since the fUnders are not the companies 
administering· the tund. We believe these same funding level 
safeguards will adequately prevent such al)use by encouraging filing 
for timely rat. review by each I'l'C. If our assessment of this 

:;"',;;'.,' situation proves to be inaccurate or appears to be causing some 
'.' ,. inequity we will reassess our position. 

C.' The 1m Eligibility Threshold 
'!'her. is very little information in this recorc:1 about 

the propriety of moving from· a 200t eliqibility threshold to a 150% 

threshold. Durinq the hearings the various wi.tnesses :for the 
smaller Independents supported either a dollar cap or a lower 
percentage threshold, never more than 150t. '!'he joint brief 
states that the parties to the proposal who had not previously 
supported the 150t concept (i.e., Pacific and ORA) now support it 
in c;:onjWletion with their support of the whole ot this 
comprehensive proposal. This is explained with the statement that 
the whole proposal contains appropriate mechanisms for review of 
bigh-cost fUndinq levels and associated annual changes. 

Many of the witnesses who, testified in opposition to 
the 200t level noted, that each time Paeific's local rates increase, . 
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the d.ollar amount to which the percentage is to ~e applied. 
increases. They argued that while the dollar differentials ,may ~e 
atfordable when Pacitic's local rates are relatively low, the 200% 

threshold will become more and more unfair as Pacitic's rates rise. 
'rb.ey also argue that the 150% level would be tairer and more in 
keeping with the legislature's intent. Those parties who oppose 
the joint proposal do not base specitic obj eetions on what the 
tuncUng level should be. 

As we have said we are sympathetic to the plight ot 
the ratepayers ot these small, primarily rural ITCs who· may be 
exposed. to very large rate shitts due to the impact ot the 
reallocation ot costs that we will be engaged in tor the next 'lew 
years. The mandate ot PUblic utilities Code §728. that in setting 
rates we consider, among other things, the rates tor comparable 
service ot adjacent local exchange carriers, directs us to assure 
that the exchange rates ot the I~Cs are reasonable when eompared to 
those ot the domi~t local exchange carriers, most otten Pacific. 
FUrther, we continue to believe that this end can be accomplished 
tor now with respect to those ITCS which concur in Pacitic's access 
rates by keeping the lTC"s local rates wi thin a reasona.))le 
percentage o~ rates :for comparable urban service (usually 
Pacific's) and then recovering any still unmet costs from the 
intrastate Be!'. 

As we stated a.))ove,. we have some reservations about 
the possil:>ili ty ot' short-run overstatements ot revenue requirement 
by the XTCS with these chanqes in eliqibility criteria. However, 

. we are impressed with the diliqence with which these parties have 
worked on a resolution to this intricate problem. :Keepinq in mind 
the dearth ot data to support either the presently ettective 200%: 
threshold,. or the proposed.. one ot lSO% and the strong support 
evidenced by this joint proposal, we conclude that it is reasonable 
to adopt this aspect ot the recommendation • 
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d. BeteDtion or BUl. aDd 
Keep, S1JrchaJges 

At present Paci~ic's annu~l interLAXA SPF to' SL~ 
pbase-down of ~ccesa c.harqes is accounted for by a decrease in 
access r~tes and a corresponding surcharge to, intraLATA service 
billings. P~cific and the ITCS pool and share these surcharges in 
the ~ccess service pool. In this decision, however, we have 
accounted. for the intraI.A1'A SPF to sm phase-<iowns by reducing 
Pacific's intr~ toll rates and correspondingly increasing non
toll~ non-access rates, including basic local rates. Thus, 

• althouqh the intraLATA pool and the access services pool still 
exist, they have shrunk. Because we aqree with ORA's Shantz that 
it is inequitable for the ITCS to increase basic rates by more than 
loot, this pool shrinkage could result in ~ settlements revenue 
sbort~al.l ~or some ITCs. It is not our intent to decrease the 

settlement recovery for any lTC, including General, as a result of 
this decrease in pooled revenue. Therefore, keepinq in mind our 
concern about increases in basic rates, we will ~uthorize the 
XTCa to recover any such revenue shortf~ll by a uniform increase in 
basic exchange access line service rates, not to exceed 100% of 
present rates, followed by ~ bill and. keep' sureharqe on intraLA'l'A 
services where necessary. We aqree with AT&T, however, that the 
bill and keep surc:harge should not be retained as an alternative to 
the intrastate HCF for these ITCs. Since General is not eligible 
for the intrastate HCF, however, we will authorize it to recover 
any shortrall by a bill and keep billinq surcharqe on intraLAXA 
services. 

M:'&'l' also argues for the removal of the previously 
authorized Citizens 24% bill and keep surcharqe on intrastate toll 
rates and the smaller sureharqe on intrastate toll rates previously 
authorized tor Sierra 'l'elephone Company (Sierra). AX&T adds that 
cal-oreqon, itsel~, seeks to eliminate its annual $3S,000 
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intrastate toll surc:ha.rge in the context ot the revisions it 
proposes to- its rate design in this proceedinq. 

The surc.ba.rc;res that M&T is concemed about are 
surcharges on intrastate toll service which we authorized prior to 
clivestiture. 'Specifically AT&T is concemad with the portion ot 
those surcharqes which is levied on interLATA toll service. 'rhat 
issue is the subjectot a pendinq complaint proceeding, 
C.85-07-062, in1t1ated by ~&T, which is adclressinq the question ot 
whether these surc:ha.rqes should be eliminated. 'rheretore, we will 
leave the authorized toll surcharqes as they ,are until we have 

'.';.,', ' determined. the merits of AT&T"s complaint. 
AT&T i5 askinq ,us to ac\clress the details ot ITC rate 

4e8i911_ Al thou9'h the I'res which interconnect with Pacitic: are 
parties to this proceedinq this is not a rate proceeding tor each 
ot those rrcs.. 'rheretore, it is inappropriate to adopt a new rate 
design tor those companies in this proceeding.. Nonetheless, we 

'".' '.,. have determined that once the pooled surcharge is eliminated these 
, ' . ncs should continue to recover the revenue which that surcharge 

• ~", I now prov1des, and,' should· remain whole despite the settlement 

•• 

ettects ot Pacitic's rate decision. We believe that a rate design 
modeled atterthat proposed by ORA's Shantz accomplishes that end 
well while avoidin9' a turther surcharge by spreadinq revenue 

,changes as a cappe4·unitorm,percentaqe increase across an lTC's 
existing rate design with the,residual recoverable trom the 
intrastate HCF.. Theretore, we will authorize adoption ot that 
model, revised to talce account of the elements of the joint 
proposal--prineipally the 150% eligibility threshold, based on 
Pacific's rates in effect at the time this proposal is implemented. 
However, we will not adopt Shan'tZ.' proposal to increase I'rC service 
connection charqes up to 100% ot Pacitic's rates for comparable 
service b8~ore applying the tlat percentage rate. This provision 
is less tairto ratepayers than permittinq the entire surcharge to 
be spread over a much broader base, and also constitutes ·the type 
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of substantive rate desiqn change described below which must be 
avoided in this proceeding. 

T.be e~tAble spreadinq ot surcharqes and their 
incorporation into· the existing rate design framework is 

, qualitatively different from the substantive rate design changes 
proposed by some of the. nes, namely that Happy Valley 'relephone 
Company, cal-oreqon, and Hornitos 'relephone Company be permitted- to 
remove their mileaqe charqes, that Kerman Telephone Company be 

permitted. to- raise its coin rates from $.10 to $.ZO,. that Cal

Oregon be permitted to place all four of its exchanges on the same 
" .. rate schedule, and that Siskiyou be authorized to change or 

el1minate various rates. Such structural cbanges should only occur 
in the context of a properly noticed rate filinq. The only 
surcharge'that is affected by adoption of the proposed HeF plan is 
the pooled. access services surc:harqe which we will eliminate in the 

. , <' ," ",", 

. ,.' ~ 

.. " 

decision we will issue followinq supplementary rate design hearings 
. aftar our Phase I rate flexibility hearings in I.87-11-033. Other 
ITC surcharges will stay in place until they are· specifically 
addressed in a rate review or some. other proceeding • 

e. ~ ft_' :for the lOot 
l!m4im Loyel 

The' j oint proposal allows HCF recipients to receive 
tanding at 100% of their determined funding requirement tor the 
y~ 1987 through 1$89. Since 1987 has already passed.,. and. in 
order to. avoid a' glut or rate case tilings, we tind: it appropriate 
to- modify the proposal to allow the 100% tuncUng tor 198·8" through 
1990. 

3. BotiA of BroodenecS 'DC!' 
Contr~to MCI's contention, all the parties to· this 

proceeding did receive wnotice* ot the attempt to' move from a 
narrow to a broader HCP',. since the LRS plan presented. by Pacitic's 
witn.s.~ ondeck,' at the hearing also went beyond. offsetting the' 
intrastate interLA1'A access SPF to- SL'O' phase down and the 
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el;mi'nation of the pooled :billing surcbarqe. We do, not view such 'a . 
proposal as inappropriate to. this proceeding. 

4. PaXticipatioa or GeDeraJ. 
in the BCl Pion 

We turn now to. the concern of General that it be 
permitted an annual adj,ustment, outside a rate ease or attrition 
filing, to'flow through t~ its rates the effects ot Commission and 
FCC actions' in the same manner' 'permitted to the I'rCs under the 
j oint proposal. 

The primaxy purpose- ot the j oint proposal is· to deal with 
the settlement effects of changes in access rates in Pacitic's rate 
decision on the smaller I'rCs. Our endorsement ot a plan which 

. recoqnizes the settlement effects of certain other actions ot this 
commission and the FCC is an extraordinary one which is based on 
what appea%s to. be extreme and temporary rate pressure :being placed 
upon these. small I'rCS during this transitional period ot SPF to SLTJ 

• 

. pb.ase-down and the phased implementation of the interstate HCF. 

- . our primary concern· in granting this proposal is ,to, preserve the 
, . public interest:. inmaintaininq stable and reasonable basic exchange 

rat .... 
General's request to. be included in the flow-through 

provisiOns of the proposed He!' plan, while at the same time 
acknowledging that it should not be a reCipient ot high cost tunds, 
misconstrues the, plan. This now-through provision is only an 
element of the calc:ulation which is made to- deteaine whether' an 
nc, is eligil:>le to., receive ReF fundinq. ' The reasonableness ot, this 
particular provision does not arise trom the notion that these ITCs 
deserve quaranteecl rateS, but rather trom our policy to protect 
universal service in situat'ions where we have already found that 
the rat. impacts on the ,smaller I'l'CS are likely to· :be so 
disproportionat.ly larqe that basic service rates would become 
inequitably high. The proposal does not single outGeneral, ,tor 
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different treatment. It simply makes eligibility for the flow
through provision ultimately contingent on eligibility to· receive 
SCF tunds. If an I'l'C is not eligible to. receive KCF tundsafter 
making this flow-through calculation it is assumed that the ITC's 
rates do not warrant the extraordinary protection or the provisions 
ot the j oint proposal.. 'l'berefore, we will deny General's request. 

s. Prpcedgral Reqggt ot the rrea 
In response to. a March· 11, 1988- petition tor modification 

of Ordering Paragraph 154 of 0.87-12-067, filed by the smaller ITCs 
, . we issued. D.88-03-064. In that decision we determined· that it was 

;.,,:,",;, . preferable to postpone addressing one of the issues raised by the 
petition until we adClressec1 rate design. The Petition, at paCJe S, 
requests that we adopt the following language: 

", ., 

'FUrther, those rural and small. metro local 
exchange companies electing to do so may 
combine the net settlement ettect ot future 
annualintraLA'rA separations changes by 
combininq them· in a single advice letter filing 
with other coJllJllission-ordered settlement and 
separationa c:hanqes under existing advice 
letter procedures, as the same may be modi tied 
in the rate des!qn decision to. be issued in 
this Pacific Bell rate case.' 

The ITCs' request to combine various Commission ordered 
separations and settlements changes in one annual advice letter 
filinq 1s unopposed and appears to be' advantageous to both the ITCs 
and their customers since it would alleviate the possibility ot a 
number of separate rate changes in a year and reduce implementation 
costs tor the I'rCs;.. 'therefore we will authorize the ITCs to- tollow 
such a procedure i~ they choose to- do- so. 

6.. ·R.elation.,,:lp Betveen Settle.ents 
and· the High Cost Fgnd tor UCS 

At the time the parties presented. the ReF proposal it was 
assumed that all surcharges would· be spread over rates in this 
proeee4inq. In 'fact, D.88-03-064 was a direct result ot the 
concern that the large surcredits for local exchange'serviees~ 
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which some ncs would be requ.ired to implement as a result of our 
Phase II revenue requirement decision's (O.87-12~067 as modified) 

. treatment of the 1ntr~ ·SPF to. SL'O transition at Ordering 
Paragraph lSA, would be larqely offset by the revenue shifts trom· 
reductions to in~ toll rates expected to be adopted in the 
present decision. Because we shared that concern O.88-0~-064 gave 
the ITCS the choice of either implementing a new bill and keep 
surcharge (or surcredit) on intr~ services excluding intraLATA 
toll, or simply accruing the net settlements impacts of the SPF to
sm phase-down from January 1, 1988- in an interest bearing 
memorandum account, the balance of which could then be combined 
with the settlement impacts of this decision so as to alleviate 
great rat. fiuctuations. Sixteen lTCs. chose to est~lish 
memorandWll accounts. Appendix C of this decision sbows the net 
settlements effects. resultinq from the rate design authorized 
herein and the intraLATA SPF to sur phase down authorized by 
Ordering paragraph 15A of O.S7-12-067 as amended, for the ITCs 
which chose to- implement memorandum accounts. 

Since we have not eltminated the surcharges which would 
have been a primary cause of the large rate changes. these parties 
were planninq for, the effects on the l'XCs will not be so great as 
anticipated. 'l'heretore, it is. not necessary or reasonable, with 
one exception, Hornitos ~elepbone Company, to' continue the 
memorandum accounts pending our supplementary rate design 
consideration in a turther phase of this proceeding .. 

In the meantime, tor those lTCs whose net settlements 
etfect is a revenue shortfall, (shown on Appendix C as an amount in 
parentheses), we will authorize a uniform percentage increase in 
basic exchmlg8 service rates. in the manner described in our HCF 
eliqil:>ility discussion. With the exception of Hornitos,. we' will 
direct- r.rcs whose net settlements effect· is a positive amount, to 
retundthat amount by a bill and keep billing surcredit on the 
intraLATA' billing base .. 
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Among the lTC's ~or which a reduction in basic exchange 
rates is inc:licatecl, Hornitos Telephone presents the greatest 
problem. Due to- its smal.l billinq base, the ~low through o"r 
reductions may cause cash ~low problems for the company. Rather 
than imposing such a reduction on the company, when the impact o~ 
it will prObably be alleviated once we have adopted a supplementary 
rate design in the next rate design phase of this proceeding, we 
will authorize Hornitos to accrue the net settlement effect in an 
interest bearinq memorandum account. 

Further, in order to avoid accruing exorbitant amounts· or 

•• 

unnecessary interest,. those ITCs,. except Hornitos, which now have 
memorandUll. accounts sb,ould eliminate the funds in those accounts by 
incorporating the amount into a bill and keep surcharge or 
surcredit spread over a one year period. We realize that at some 
point it will likely be necessary ~or Hornitos to refund the 
amounts it is now accruing and will continue to accrue too. 
~erefore, ~. invite Hornitos and any other party interested in 

.. ', - doing so to propose, in the supplementary rate design proceeding, a • 

...., .. solution for d.eal.ing with this problem. 
Although this unanticipated situation will be alleviated 

somewhat with the spreading of surcharge revenue into rates, it 
appears that our ad.option of the SPF to S~ mechanism for intraLATA 
toll revenue. (identified in column (g) of Appendix C) will, for 
some :tTCs, continue in the ~ture to result in an increase of 
revenu.. from intr~A toll which is so substantial that it will 
more than offset the decrease in revenues expected to· result from 
the shifting of N'rS, costs out o~ intraLA1'A M.'1'S rates. 

The presumed. decrease in toll revenues resulting from the 
intraLA1'A SPF to sw transition was to be made' up by a chanqe in 
basic exchange rates.. In certain cases, however, the revenues 
received: by some :tTCs from the settlements pool are to, be o~fset by 
a reduction to' their basic exchanqe rates. This result is the 
opposite ot what the commission expected to occur. The Commission 
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anticipated that the SPF to stu transition would require an 
increase in basic exchange rates, and that this increase would be 
tempered by revenues' from the RCF. Un:fortunately, since revenues 
from the settlements pool are pre-determined, to avoid. 
overcollecting their revenue requirement, certain I'rCs would have 
to reduce their basic exchange rates to such a level that they 
would bear little relation to the rates for compar~le service 
c:harqed by telephone corporations in aelj.acent territory. (Pub-. 

1Jtil. Code Section 728). 

The problem appears to- lie in the fact that the 
settlements process does not impute any contribution to. the 
companies' revenues from basic rates. This results from· our 
historic practice of setting' basic rates resielually. Thus, the 
ITCS' eliqibility for settlements revenues is not based on their 
total costs of se%Vice, but only on their proportional amount of 
stat.wiele plant used to provide intr~A service. 

The settlements proces~ shoulel be revisited at the 
earliest time practical to ensure that contributors to the 
settlements pool are not forced. to subsidize some participants 
without reqard to their total revenue requirement and reasonable 
contributions from bAsic exchange service. We will invite the 
parties to.present recommendations in the supplemental rate elesiqn 
proceedinq or a later phase of I.87-11-033 for ensuring that these 
pooling mechan~~ operate equitably for both contributors and 
recipients. Aspecitic request tor testfmony will be made by ALJ 
or assigned' Commissioner ruling • 
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IX. 111&- Belated to Rate Design and/or Revenue Reguireaenl; 

I • 

.L Shift o~ $11 JIil.l.iOD :traa Special. 
Access "Rates to XOD-Ac:casa Rates 
Per P, 87=08=048 

our decision in Phase III of Pacific's access proceedinq 
concluded that the revenue requirement for Pacific's special access 
services should be reduced by $11 million and that this reduction 
should be offset by an increase in Pacific's nonaccess services. 
We determined that it would be best to implement this rate desiqn 
change concurrently with the effective date of the present rate 
desiqndecision, since there would only be a few months difference 
in ettective dates and'doinq so would avoid the adverse effects on 
ratepayers of short-term billing chanqes. 'rherefore,. in this 
decision we are orderinq Pacific to decrease its special access 
rates by $11 million. 

This rate shift will have the added effect of lowerinq 

• 

expenses tor AT&T. In D~85-06-113, we mod.ified 0 .. 85-03-056, to • 
require that within 14 days of local exchanqe utilities makinq 
their advice letter tilings to reduce local access charges AT&T 
pass on to its customers throuqh a correspondinq incremental 
reduction in the billing' surcharqe any reduction in its expense 
stemming from· reductions in local exchange utilities' access 
charqes. However, in D.87-12-067 as amended by 0.88-02-046 we took 
note of AT&T"s recently tiled application for rate flexibility and 
several other pendinq rate matters which would affect AT&T's access 
charge expenses. We therefore determined that for the present AT&T 
should accumulate the revenue reduction we were ordering in a 
memorandum account,. with interest, commencing on the effective date 
of the tariff revision.. Since that time we have issued 0.8:8-06-036 
in which we ordered AT&T to shift the accrual in its memorandum 
account into its surcharqe commencinq in July, 1988.. We wish AT&T 
to· avoid future lU9'e accumulations in a memorandum account,. but. we 
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realize that another rate chanqe soon atter the July change may be 
disruptive and contusinq to customers and costly to the company. 
Theretore, we will direct ~&T to, accumulate this latest revenue 
reduction in a memorandum account until January, 1989 when it is 
manc1ate<1· by previous order ot this Commission to. adj ust its 
surcharge to. account tor the e~~ect on access rates ot Pacific's 
annual SP!" to sur phase down. 

Ordering Paragraph 38 ot our Phase III access decision~ 
0.87-08-048, invited interested parties to propose a rate design or 
otherwise comment on the disposition ot the $ll million in revenue 
requirement which has been transferred from access services to. 
nonaccess services. That decision was served on all the parties to. 

:.'.. the proceeding. 

. .' .•.. . . 
, "', ' 

> • , . 

••• 

DRA. responded by recommenclinq that the increase in 
revenue re~ement tor nonaccess services be recovered throuqh an 
adjustment in the billinq surcharqe mechanism 'set forth in schedule 
Cal. P.U.C. No. A2 Rule No. 33 of Pacific's nonaccess tariffs. ORA 
calCUlates that baaed on Pacific's retaininq 96.5% of the billinqs 
trom access services, Pacific's share of this rate reduction is 
$10.615 million and that recoverinq this from nonaccess rates will 
require an incremental increase in the customer billing surcharge 
applicable to nonaccess services ot .219t, thus raising Pacific's 
p:t"esent surcharge from. 1.28-8% to 1.507%. ORA adds. that each of the 
ITCs which concur in Pacific's access services tariff shoulQ also. 
be permitted t~ increase their respective customer ~illing 
surcharqes by the same .219% increment. It clces not indicate what 
the dollar effect of this. increment would be on each concurrinq 
I'rC. 

Despite.our finding in D.S7-08-048 that the proposed 
market pricing.for Digital Data Services (ODS) and High capacity 
services (Hicap.) is reasonable, ORA's response goes on to· suggest 
that we order Pacific to reflect this $ll million decrease in 
access servic •• revenue requirement in the rates associated with 
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these two services. It is unclear whether ORA is recommending that .• ' 
this decrease be accomplished solely from these two special access 
rates or simply that the decreased revenue requirement be spread 
over all special access services~ including these two. 

Both Pacific and AX&T responded to· ORA's recommendations. 
~&T does not address the rate spreading issue, but Pacific 
contends that this treatment should be an interim measure pending 
this t1na1 rate desiq.n decision which should eliminate billinq 
surcharges by spreading the associated revenue requirement to 
appropriate service rate., specifically suggesting that the rates 
for business services currently priced below cost and not targeted 
by the Commission for subsidization should be increased. 

AX&T objects to DRA's suggestion about reflecting the $11 
million decrease in revenue requirement for access services in 
rates associated. with DDS and Hicap.. A'l'&T claims that" ORA's 
proposal would result in non-cost based rates for special access 
services other than DDS and Hicap contrary to the intent of 
D.a7-08-048. Pacific asks us to reject ORA's recommendation for 
the reasons. set forth in the Proposed Rate Design of Pacific Bell 
tor special Access service, tiled by Pacific on september lS, 1987 
and to adopt that' proposed rate design. So tar as we can observe 
that document otfers no reasons. It simply submits a new rate 
design for special access services which seeks to establish 
structural parity with the analoqous FCC tari:r:r and purports to 
reduce revenue by $~ million by reducing certain proposed. special 
acces. rates, including ODS. and Hicap. 

We agree with ~&T that ORA's recommendation should be 
rejected. D.87-08-048 specifically found that the market based 
rat •• propoaedby Pacific for OOS and HiC&p were reasonable. 
T.neretore, it is inappropriate to now require, based on no new 
evidence, a revenue requirement spread which would ignore that 
finding. Furthermore, adoption of ORA's proposal would require 
that rat.s for the other special access services might result in a 
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contribution beyond what we determined to be reasonable in that 
decision. Therefore, we will order that the $ll million reduction 
be spread across all access services rates, except DOS and HiCap" 
on a uniform. percentage basis. 

As for the disposition of the revenue requirement to, be 
transferred to nonaccess service rates, we will increase Pacific's 
annual nonaccess revenue requirem.ent by $1.0.61.5- million, whieh. 
represents pacific's settled share of the total rate reduction for 
access services. 

Since D.8.5-06-1.15 authorized concurring ITCs to adopt the 
same percentage surcharge as Pacific in order to adjust nonaccess 
rates· to make up· for the reduction in revenue objective tor access 
charge., it is also appropriate here to authorize an increase in 
nonaccess reyenue requirement to oftset the settlements ettects tor 
each ITC' which will reflect this $11. million shift. The 
settlements ettects for each ITC are set forth in Table 2, below • 

DBL1t 2 

:RaftrDue Baqui:r:eMDt IDcrease Attributa))le to 
$11 JUllion Shift txga Special AccesS Cb§rqes 

.~ 

calaveras Telephone Company 
capay Valley Telephone system, Inc. 
calitornia-Oreqon Telephone Co. 
Citizens utilities COmpany ot calif. 
Continental Telephone Company ot cal. 
c. P. National: 
DUcor Telephone Company 
EVans 'reJ.aphone,Colllpany 
Poresthill Telephone Co. 
Happy Valley Telephone Company 
Hornitos 1'elephone Company 
Kerman Telephone Co. 
Pinnacles Telephone Company 
the· Ponderosa Telephone Co. 
Roseville Telephone Company 
Sierra Telephone Company,. Inc. 
TheS1skiyou Telephone Company 
TUolumne Telephone,Company 
The Volcano· Telephone Company 
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$ 5-,400 
1,18.0 
8,33S. 

162,786 
336-,350 

21,.372 
2',530 

ll,866-
2,269 

10,607 
2,.8.36-
5-,196-

397 
19,330 
60,.225-
27,,430, 
10,970, 
20,068:' 
19,773 . 
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B. Qaal.1ty· o:t Service to Private 
141M! Alara CWrtqMra 

1 •. stJpYM',rn. 
The Commission's General Order (GO) 152 establishes 

standards for the installation, maintenance and operation of 
private line alarm service provided by telephone utilities t~ their 
customers. It sets twe> service criteria tor each ot five areas ot 
service measurement.. The first criterion is called the standard 
service ,level, which is considered ac1equate performance. The 
second is called. the reporting service level, which is 
significantly below the standard service level and is considered 
inadequate service. Performance at or below this level is to. be 

addressed in qwu:terly reports trom the utility to- the Commission. 
In between these levels is a cateqo:r:y call'ed' service below 
standard. PertoXlDallce in this range is only considered inadequate 
if it is frequent and substantially below the standard range. 

The five service measurements to. which these criteria are 
applied are (1) inata1lation alarm held orders: (2) installation 
commitments: (3) installation trouble reports: (4-) non-installation 
service trouble reports: and (S) non-installation repair response. 
One ot th~ issues addressed in this proceeding was Whether Pacific 
is meeting the standard service level criteria tor each of these 
areas. 

Pacific presented testimony ot R.N. Dills who- is its 
Division Staff Manager responsible tor the guidelines for the 
provisioning and maintenance of the bulk of the services otfered by 
Pacific: Bell. At the time of the hearing' he was also- the chairman 
of the GO 152 committee, a group comprised ot representatives from 
the Commdssion statt, the telephone utilities, and the alarm' 
induatxywhich meets to consider whether revisions in the scope ot 
GO 152 are needed... Dills testified that Pacific: has generally 
exceeded. the mini:mumrequirements tor the standard service level 
for each of -the five service measurements. He documented this 
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'. , 

claiJn with exb~J>it 83 which was received in June,. 198$, anel with 
exhibit 23S which was received in the later hearing on November 4, 

1985 ... 
The exhibits,. as required by GO l.52 list nine,. rather 

than ~iv. service measurements. This is because alarm held oreler$ 
are di vide<1 into three categories to show ord.ers held from 31 to. 60 

clays,. troDl 61 to 90 days,. and over 90 days; and because repair 
response times are also divided into three categories. The first 
is designed. to show ,the average duration for responding to, private 
alarm. service measured. by Pacific's SSTAR measurement system; the 
second shows that measured by its 'I'REAT measurement system; and the 
third lists the total. troU))le reports which took over 48 hours to, 

clear. 
Each of these nine service measurements is shown on a 

monthly basis ~rODl January 1983 through June 1985 for each of 
Pacific's reporting units. Pacific has ~ive such reporting units, 

.. .".' " ,the san Francisco Bay region,. the Los Angeles region,. the San Diego, 
'::' r4l9'iol1,., the remainder of northern california, and the remainder of 

, ' "}:,' .;:" .autbern. cal1~ornia. The .. vb i bits show a steadily improving record, 
ot. me.ting the mea.surem.ent standards over that time period,. with 
only one service measurement during one month at one reporting unit 
iJ;l 19S'S beinq at or below the reporting' service level. 

• ,' .• 

2. Qppositigp Witnesses 
The western Burqlar and Fire Alarm Association (WBFAA), 

an industry organization, o:ffered three witnesses for the 
proposition that the quality of Pacific"s private line alarm 
service is inadequate. They were Jerry O'Brien, the Director o,f 
Telecommunications tor API Alarm systems which does business 
primarily in southern cali~ornia ~ Roqer L. Westphal, the President 
ot Bay Alarm company,.. Inc:. ~ which does business in the San 
Francisco Bay area:. and Warren v. Glass~ III,. the President and 
founder of Warren Sec:urity Systems, Inc .. ~ which does business. in 
the northern San Francisco Bay area • 
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a. O'Brien 

o'Brien expressed concern about Pacific's repair 
response time. He testified that as a result of siqnificant 
differences between the repair response tilnes recorded by API on 
its computerized system and those reported by Pacific that the tw~ 
entities conducted a special supervised testing comparison which 
was completed in october, 1985, which he clailned revealed 134 
discrepancies. However, as o:f the November 4, 1985· hearing date, 
API and Pacific had not reviewed those discrepancies because 
Paci~ic cancelled. a scheduled meeting. 

Schedule B to- O'Brien's. testimony, Exhibit 236, shows 
that API recorded more outages for 3002-type circuit service than 

• 

.. ' . Paci~ic did, and. that the average duration time :for repair to these 
lin .. was recorded· by API as being nearly an hour longer than what 
Pacific recorded. Likewise, for 1~09-type metallic circuits, API 
recorded. mor.outages than Pacific, with API recording 14 and 
Pacific recording, 7 • API found the average duration for completion 

... ~:;;~: .. ,~.' of service in this case to be quite a bit shorter than Pacific • 
. ~>~.~::, .. '\, recorded., ... 

. O'Brien gave several examples of discrepancies. One 
demonstrated Pacific not including certain waiting time in its 
duration tilDe which API did. include. Another was a disagreement 
about whose problem. the outage was. Two· of the examples were of 
situations where there were acknowledged. Pacific faults, but the 

problema came clear while testing, and were therefore reported by 
Pacific as no trouble found. O'Brien contends that Pacific did not 
record. these as trouble reports although there is no basis in GO 

152 for not doing so. Iie stated that this is the prilnary reason 
that Pacific's number o:f reported outages is lower than API's. 

Another example was one where Pacific claimed the problem was API's 
because.Paci~ic'. records showed locations whieh Pacific claimed 
were under API's control, while API contends that API had 
previously cancelled them. O'Brien also testified that a· common 
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trouble with a 3002 circuit is described as. no· answer back, and 
that on several occasions API placed trouble reports with Pacific 
for this reason only to get a report back from Pacific that the 
problem was n~ answer back. 

O'Brien states that these examples. illustrate the 
need tor better training of Pacific's service and test-board 
personnel. He claims that it they were reporting properly 
Pacific's performance for 3002 circuits used by API would be below 
the mandated reporting levels as is Pacific's performance for the 
1009 circuits used by API as measured by Pacific' s. ~ system.. 

OUringcross-exllmination by Pacific's counsel O'Brien' 
acknowledged that: '(O]ne of the problema that we had in comparing 
information from your company to our company is your information is 
presented by area code 213, 818 in GO 152 and our information is 
presented by our central station that--our circuits may cross a 
number of area codes.' 

.....••. In addition to more training O'Brien recommends that 
.. ' . ve consider adopting a modification to· GO 152 which might continue 

to permit the present duration times to clear for individual loops 
but s.ts shorter duration times tor the mid-links or back-bones ot 

the circuit because when they go out every- customer is affected and 
the present durations times for these outages is too long. 

b. W'"ftpb,l 

westphal also testified about Pacific's repair 
response time, stating that it bas improved· but not as much as 
ref1ected in Dills' testimony. Westphal noted that his company, 
Bay Alarm,. is one ot the larc;Jest alarm company users of private 
lines in area code (415). He explained that Bay Alarm and Pacific 
conducted· a controlled j oint comparison of trouble report records 
in January, 1985 because Pacific was consistently reporting lower 
repair response times tor the San Francisco Bay area than Bay Alarm 
was experiencing. Based on that comparison Westphal concluded that 
Pacific was closing out its trOuble tickets before a circuit was 
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ultimately repaired or clearing the ticket for a single trouble on 
a circuit and then opening a new trouble ticket for another trouble 
on that 'sam. circuit, resulting in more tickets,. but shorter 
average times. T.his conclusion led Westphal t~ recommend that this 
commission continue to actively participate in the quarterly GO· lS2 
meetings and continue to monitor the accuracy of Pacific's 
reporting, and its compliance with the GO 152 standarcls. 

c. GlaM 

Glasa' concern was with another aspect of the GO 152 

requirements, the provision of new service. He testified that his 
CODlpany, Warren Security Systems, Inc., which has about 1000 
accounts that use private line services in the northern Bay area, 
baa experienced significant difficulties in the provisioning of new 
services, particularly on Morse MUltiplex Polling circuits (type 
3002 circuits). He.testified that almost every time a new loop is 
aclded to- an existing circuit, the new loop- fails to work, and may 
impact the whole circuit. He went on to state that these loops 

•• 

otten fluctuate between normal status and outage status, taking as • 
. much as three to six months to finally work consistently. He also 
stated that the addition of new legs to existing loops also often 
causes trouble on one or more or the existing loops. He also
testified that these troublesome type 3002 loops are being used 
because Pacific asked the industry to· use this more moclern 
technology rather than the 1009 siqnal grade metallic circuits 
because, among other things, Pacific's employees were more familiar 
with 3002 circuits and were better equipped to install ancl maintain 
them, resulting in leas installation troubles. 

In acldressing why Pacific reports virtually no 
installation troubles, Glass explained that GO 152 requires that 
along with making a trouble report tor Pacific's reporting system 
QY dialinq 611, installation troubles must also be reported t~ a 
special telephone number within seven days of installation. He 
expressed. hi. belief that this adclitional reporting was not being 
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done in compliance with these requirements despite attempts ]:)y 
WBFAA and other associations to educate their mellll:>ers to do so. He 
further testiried that there is a second reason tor this 
discrepancy, which is that his company otten does not arrive at a 
location to make a final hook-up of the alarm system within seven 
days :l:rom Pac::i:l:ic:: inatallinq the circuit. In each o1! these eases 
the trouble would show on Paciric's records as a service trouble 
report,. not as an installation trouble report. 

Glass made tw<> recommendations based on these 
problems. First, he recommended that pacific, the Commission and 

':,,:,;,,: the alarm industry should conduct fUrther meeting'S to' attempt to· 
.. : ' .. 

". 1lIlprove this reportinq methodology: and second, he recommended :that 
Pacific emphasize its traininq 0:1: its installation personnel tor 
the installation of these special 3002 circuits .. 

3. Pacific'- Bchnttal 
In response to Glass' examples, pacific's Dills testified 

"';'.' : that when Pacific receives a trouble report, conducts a test and 
:,;:;':, ' , .:' conclud_ that the trouble is not with Pacific equipment, a Pacitic 
,~,~~.~. ": ' employee will call the alarm. company and tell that to the alarm 
" .,' ,,' company technician or tester. If the alarm company's technician so' 

,~.". 

requests, ~cific will keep its ticket open on the report for up to, 
rour hours t<> give the alaxm company a chance to discern whether 
the problem is in its equipment. He stated. that if Pacific does 
not hear back from the alarm. company within four hours it closes 
the ticket. Otherwise, the policy is to come to aqreement as to, 
the disposition. Therefore, he concluded that the example ot 
mu1tiple tickets for problems proximate in time on one' circuit were 
the result of separate problems on separate segments of a circuit. 
He stated that after Pacific conducted a test tor the first problem 
and determined it had been resolVed, the alarm company aqreed and 
both Pacific and the alarm company closed their tickets on the 
matter.. Then the company tiled a separate trouble report shortly 
thereatteron the second problem. He added that Pacitic would not 
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. 
bave closed. its ticket if the company's technician bad stated that 
he still showed. the circuit being down. 

Turning to the other problems with installation that 

Glass testified about, O'Brien noted that once the issue was 
brought to Pacific's. attention, it was remedied, so. that as sbown 
by the table attached. to. Glass' testimony, all the problems. save 
one were repaired in Auqust and september of 1985-. He added that 
it has become apparent ~rom Glass' input at GO 152 meetings that . 
when pacific adds a segment onto. an existing circuit it is 
necessary tor Pacific to. test the circuit overall or at least test 
the circuit from. the bridge to. which that segment is being added .. 
He stated that Pacific was now dOing such testing with. all 

.;'" installations tor Warren Security. Further, O'Brien testitied that 
Pacitic's records. showed that some ot the elates Warren security 
listed as dates when the circuit was tinally OM.y were incorrect 
and that the dates were actually earlier. 

Dills alsotestitied that he believed the differences 
between the response times reported by Pacitic and those reported 
by API and Bay Alarm. resulted from. the fact that the companies' 
studies represented one part, not the total, of a Pacific reporting 
reqion, and from the fact that API's data for type 1009 circuits 
was very sparse and, therefore, unrepresentative as was Bay Alarm's 
data for type 3002 circuits. Dills did not press his original 
claim (E:X'l:libi t 234, p. 9) that any di~terences between repair 
response tilles tracked. and reported :by Pacific and by alanl 
companies have been generally due to. differences in trackinq 
methodoloqies, and, in fact, he disagreed with elaims of O'Brien 
that problems that cleared while testing were not being counted by 

Paei~ie as trouble reports though they were counted by API. 
He fUrther testified that Pacific had just completed a 

review of the 134, discrepancies between its report and API's and he 
concluded.that the largest number of them, were cases where Pacific 
had determined that API's equipment was the cause of the problem., 
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while API determined that Pacific was responsible. He clailnec:l that 
the number of these differences was large enough, and the response 
times were generally so· short,. that adding them to Pacific's 
figures would lower its overall average repair response time. He 
testified that addinq the ·test okay· and ·cleared while testing· 
which O'Brien had apparently omitted, would have the same effect. 
Dills added that the employees in Pacific's Alhambra Special 
Se%Vice Center whom API deals with have all worked there at least 
two years and have had 13 weeks of classroom training on testing of 
these types of specialized services followed by supervised on-the-
job traininq, and that Pacific is also givinq these employees two 
days of trajninq on the technoloqy of the bridges that Pacific gets 
from. Tel Labs Corporation, and which API happens to use a lot • 

In explaininq his understandinq of the discrepancies 
between the reports of Pacific anet Bay Alarm, Dills admitted that 
Pacific's data base is sometimes incomplete or inaccurate so that 

. when Pacific receives a trouble report it sometimes happens that 
., •.. ;' •... the report refers to circuit nomenclature or a segment nWllber which 
.<.~:::.- .. is not in pacific's data ):)ase. He stated. that it is Pacific's 

... ,..' 
. ,.. policy to accept the trouble report and then fix its data base 

••••• 

~erwards_ He testified that he thought Pacific's data base was 
much more accurate than. Bay Alarm's list of 17 unmatched problems 
indicated,. but he had no explanation for it .. 

... DilCWlsion 

Pacific briefly addressed this GO 152 service quality 
issue in its concurrently filed opening brief on rate desiqn and 
settlement effects. WBFAA did not. Nor did any other party. Both 
Pacitic and WBFAA addressed the issue in their reply briets. On 
Karch 3-,. 1987 WBFAA tiled a motion to strike the portion of 
Pacific's reply brief addressinq the issue on the ground that it 
was not replying to anything since no· other party bad argued about 
the issue in opening briefs. Ten days later Pacific filed an 
opposition to- the motion to strike arguing that WBFAA's motion was 
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unsupported by legal citation, that Pacific's reply brief raised no 
new issues, ~ut simply elaborated briefly ••• on the previous 
disc:ussion,' and that it would be. untair to qrant the motion 
because dOing so would deny Paciric 'the opportunity to- ~ddress- the 
issues WBFAA raised for the first time in its reply brief.' This 

'last argument seems to· contradict the first one. 
We appreciate WBFAA's apparent concern with reducing the 

amount of verbiage presented to this Commission for consideration. 
(Although the motion and opposition to it were about as long as 
Pacific's discussion on the subject in its reply brief.) We also
agree that a reply brief ought to reply to something and do nothing 
more. However, RUle 7S, our procedural rule on briefs does not 
even mention reply briefs let alone delineate their content, and 
the )J.;J did not make any such proscription. Theretore, although. we 
are not impressed with Pacific's argument in opposition, especially 
its last argument, we tind no basis for qranting the motion. 

<:':.:;->" Turning to the presentation of the parties on this issue, 
• ', ~-- - it seems clear to- us that the process created by GO 152 is working 

... :,;.~ ,,', 
and has improved the quality of Pacific's installation and 
maintenance of private line alarm service. We are satisfied th~t 

. Paeitie is in substantial eompliance with the requirements of 
GO 152 and that many ot the discrepancies between the response 
times reported by WBFAA. members and by Pacitic have to do with 
industry misunderstancUngs of reporting requirements anel , perhaps, 
1nsutfieiently preeise definitions in GO 152. Many other problems 
described by the WBP'AA. testimony either have been or can be 
remedied by intormal <1iscussions between the parties or G9. l52 

committe. discussion and possible recommendations tor GO 
moclification. We tind that the errors- for which Pacific is 
responsible are neither so qr~t nor so eqregious that we ought to 
intervene by. now adopting modifications. to GO l52. The witnesses 
have offered no evi4ence that the GO l52 committee process is 
ineftective. In fact their testimony indicates that it is working 
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C .. Botic. 
In order to assure that their customers are aware of the 

changes authorized bythia decision, we will'require Pacifieand 
the I'rCS which are parties to this proceeding to- notify their 
customers of chanqes in rates and services at least 150 days. before 
these changes take effect. 

x. SUppleMll'btry Rate Design 

As indicated previously this decision leaves in place all 
the components of the surCharges on intraLA'I'A billings .. 
I.87-11-033, which is addressing regulatory flexibility for local 
exchange companies, holds'open this present general rate proceeding 
for a supplementary rate desiqn. Among other things, the revenue 
requirement changes due to' the 1987 federal tax law changes, the 
USOA rewrite, inside wire, and 1988 attrition decisions will be 
reflected in rates based on the record developed in the 
supplementary rate desiqn. We have also herein specified that we 
~11 address the rate design ~or Touchton. service in that phase. 

There will no doubt be still further issues needing to be addressed 
in that prOceec1inq.,. includinq issues raised in the proposed' 
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'- , stipulation in I.87~11-033. SUch issues may be specified in one or 
more 1J.J rulings,. assigned Commissioner rulings,. or Commission 
orders, to be issued. as appropriate in conjunction with our review 
of Phase I rate flexibility issues. We do wish, however, to· remind 
the parties that we ,.intend to abandon the 1986 test year billing' 
base with the close of this decision and to rely on more up to date 
billinq base data in the supplementary rate design.. For that 
reason we have ordered the parties to file 1988 and 1989 projected 
billing base data in the supplementary rate design phase. 

on July 3., 1985 an Adm:l nistrative Law Judge Ruling 
.sta))lishec1 an ex parte rule in this proceeding, on the motion of 

William Knecht mada ·on behalf of the Ad Hoc Group ot Private Line 
'Osers, Parts Locator, Inc., Telephone 'Osers Foundation, and 
california Association of 'C'tility Shareholders. These parties were 
not active in Phase 2 o~ this proceeding and we conclude that their 
interest in having an ex parte rule in A.S5-01.-034 has lapsed. Our 

.-

.' ~" supplementary' rate design will J:>e develop.d in conjunction with our 
··· ... ;·:..,:.d.ci.iona in I.87-1.1-033, which does not have a similar ex parte • 
:':' "':' rule in place. To place both proceedings on a consistent footing,. 

ther.fore, w. will extinguish the requirements ot the July 1, 19S5 
rulinq effective on the same elate as the' order in this proceeding. 
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l'indi.ncm of Pact 
1.. In order to spread Pacific's billing surcharges. equitably 

and avoid unnecessary rate fluctuations, surc:harqes should be 
spread in the supplemental rate design based upon updated 'billing 
base data. 

2. Paci:fic's 1.30 call Allowance Plan proposal caps the 
monthly rate at the same price as its flat rate unlimited calling 
Plan proposal. 

3.. Although nat rate service is less costly,to administer 
than measured service, the structure o:f Paci:fic's 130 call 
Allowance Plan would make the :flat rate service option uneconomical 
and would essentially eliminate it .. 

4. Paci:fic proposes separate access and' usage rate elements 
:for local residence services, though the rate design does not track 
access and usage costs. 

s.. Pacific proposes- eliminating the present 2-tier priCing 
structure and reducing the eharqe for calls in excess of the 60-
call allowance under the present Li:feline Measured call Plan • 

6. It is this Commission's intent to- authorize a rate 
design, including the authorization of measured basic rates, which 
promotes economic e:fficiency. 

7. Paci:fic'sODiversal Li:feline Telephone Service COLTS or 
Lifeline) proposal expands service options for the low income 
customers who quali~ for OL'rS consistent with AB- 3288. 

8. Pacific proposes to increase the charge for installation 
or service on the :first business line by over 42%. 

9. CBCHA/TCA and,FEA argue that it is necessary to move away 
:from residual pricing and toward market-based or cost-based pricing 
for residence service except Li:feline. 

10. Pacific proposes to, increase measured line business 
rates, and has proposed. an original and' an alternative rate 
increase for the initial minute of local business usage~ 
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11. Pacific proposes rate desiqn changes in its PBX trunk 
rates which will bring revenue closer to costs .. 

12. The services available to a customer through a PBX trunk 
accompanied· with Direct Inward Dialing (DID) are similar to the 

services available through Centrex. 
, 13.. In response to the arqument that the determination of 

when a PBX trunk rather than an ordinary business line is 
neces~, Pacitic has proposed an alternative to its initial 
proposal which increases rates tor PBX trunk access by less than 
the initial proposal. 

·;·;"14.. P~citic needs adequate written criteria. describing the 
.. .. :. design parameters tor PBX service so. that its customers know when 

.. ,.. . ",' .. they need a PBX trunk, rather than an ordinary business line .. 
, 15. Pacitic'sproposed Centrex rate desiqn adds rates for its 

new digital. services. 
16-. Pacific has not demonstrated the reasonableness ot its 

proposed large decrease in the tie line rate, or the large overall 
.... :, . revenue requirement decrease in its Centrex proposal. 

17. ~plementation ot a separate trunk sensitive rate 
provides an equitable balance ot charges tor both· PBX and 'rAS users 
of DID services. 

18. Though pac~tic's DID cost study is not as thorough as. it 
could have been, it clearly shows that there is no. cost basis tor 
differentiating charqes tor successive bloeks ot DID station 
numbers. 

19'. Pacific's cost study is not complete enough to. warrant 
the rates it proposes for DID station number block charges. 

20.. 'rASC proposes reducing the rate tor DID station nUln.ber 
blocks trom the proposed 1.25 to a 1.0 revenue to, cost ratio. 

21. ~C's request tor cancellation ot Pacitic's Basic 
Termination Charge tor terminationo.t DID serviee raises an issue 
which cannot be resol~ed in thisproceedinq because Pacific has had 
no, opportunity to respond. 
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22. TORN asks that Pacific's pUblie eoin telephone rates be 
reduced ~ro. $.20 t~ $.10, or at least to> $.15 • 

. 23'. Pacific requests. a 55% increase in its access rates for 
semi-public coin service. Zts evidence shows that costs exceed 
revenue by 45%. 

24. Pacific requests an increase in service charge rates for 
semi-pUblie coin service which approximately reflects the amount by 
which costs exceed revenue .. 

25. Pacific, proposes to add a deposit requirement of about 
$400 to $500 for semi-public coin service at locations it deems to 
be -not secure.-

,26. Paeific has produced. no new COPT cost evidence since that 
presented to this Commission when its present COPT-rates were 
authorized. 

21. Pacitic's presently authorized recurring COPT rates are 
the same as its zcr.K Zone 1 rates. 

28. At the time present COPT rates were set residence and 
business usage rates were the same for ztJK Zone 1. 

29. COPr costs have Characteristics similar to those tor 
measured business lines. 

30. The record in this proceeding presents no cost data which 
supports adopting' nonrecurring COPT' rates. for installation, repair, 
and conversion di~:ferent from the percentage increase this decision 
adopts ~or business and residence service5. 

31. Pacific proposes increasing the rate for its nonpublished 
service and adding- a new service,. Directory Assistance Listinq 
(DAL) at the present rate for nonpublished service. 

32. Pacific proposes increasinq the rate for its Verification 
Interrupt service. 

33. The impact of Pacific's proposal to reduce certain Remote 
call_ Forwarclinq (RCF) rates depends upon authorization of its 
concomi:tant proposal to grandfather foreign exchange service. 
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34. Paci~ic and. DRA both propose consolidation ot certain M'I'S 
mileage bands and n.w rates ~or these mileage bands. ORA's 

consolidation proposal addresses only the longer-haul bands, while 
Pacific's consolidates shorter-haul as well. 

35. The consolidation and rate proposals of ORA, Pacitic, and 
CBCHA/TCA all provide a contribution over cost. 

36. c:B<:lm./'rCA.'aK'rS rate proposal is part ot an overall rate 
deSign proposal which is premised on moving usage rates tor those 
with bypass alternatives toward economic costs, without 
consideration of the benefits of economic pricing to captive 
consumers .. 

3-7. DRA's xrs rate proposal provides a very minimal ilDpact ,on 
the rates of MTS users. 

38. It is the Commission's policy to give qreater weigh.t to 
economic priCing, ineluding its application to MTS rates. 

39. Pacifie proposes to eliminate its Optional Calling 
Measured. Saxvice (OOIS), changing the way the monthly allowance is 
d.edueted ~or the CoJl2llWlity calling Plan, extending Circle calling 
to 50 miles to co~orm to ita proposed., rate band. consolidation, and 
redueing the choices und.er its call Bonus Wide Area Plan trom six 
to thr .... 

40. General supports Pacific's proposec! changes in optional 
toll discount plans and turtherproposes that Community calling 
also· be eltminated. 

41. DRA objects to any changes in optional toll discount, 
plans. 

42. '!'his commission ordered Pacific and General to, prepare 
and submit studies o-r subscrjber usage of OCMS and ORTS in order to' 
determine the degree of diverted usage and the degree ot . 
additionally qenerated usage under these plans. 

43. Pacific states that the sample size ot its OCMS 
subscriber usag. study"cannot represent a valid sample .. '" 
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44. Pacific proposes rAte changes for 800 Service which will 
reduce revenue by over $11 million. 

4~. Pacific proposes rate changes for outward WA~S service 
which would increase revenue by $1.516 million. 

46. The criteria Pacific applied in determining its. proposed. 
zo.K expansion are appropriate. 

47. Pacific's claim of $1.13 million in implementation costs 
for Z'CH expansion appears to be valid. 

48. Pacific proposes consolidating ZUK Zones 2 and 3. 

49. CBam./'rCA. propose an additional Z'CM zone to cover 
.... :.:',:' distAnces between 17 and 30 miles which are presently billed. at 

toll rAtes. 
50. CBCHA/'rCA propose el:!mination of detailed ZtTM: b·illing .. 
51. TORN proposes el:!mination of ~ and, adoption of an 

optional metropolitan flat rate service in metropolitan extended 
areAS .. 

. :." 52'., General,. Pacific, and ORA have asked this commission to 
-designate a forum to hear the zu.K issues affecting customers of 
General,. . Pacific,. and. Continental, which General has raised in this 

, proceeding .. 

.. ~ ,":", ': . , 
':' . 

53.. The weight of the favorable data on metropolitan flat 
rate service is not strong enough to· overcome the considerable 

. likelihood. thAt implementation of such service COUld, jeopardize the 
subsidy to basic rates provided by the present discounted toll 
options. . 

54. Pacific proposes withdrawing FEX service except as to
existing customers at existing locations without providing a 
):)Ottoms-up cost study tor n:x service. 

5~. Pacific has studied. less costly alternatives to present 
FEX provisiOning which are presently technically feasible. 

56. Pacific's FEX cost studies are sufficient for determining 
rates, but do not provide a sufficient basis for the authorization 
of gran~a1:herinq FEX service. 

-;.' '. 
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57. Pacitic's proposal to unbundle FEX rates is unopposed. 
58. General's proposal to set FEX rates based on a private 

line model does not reflect the type ot service FEX customers 
receive. Pacific's local service model does. 

59. Present FEX mileage rates are close enough to cost that 
it is unnecessary to adopt rates different from the present mileage 
rates tor local service whicn this decision retains. 

60. It is reasonable for Pacific to adopt rates for FEX 
access to the local network which are the same as. local service 
acce.. rates. 

61. Pacific's nonrecurring FEX rates are set far below cost • 
62. Raising Pacific's nonrecurring FEX rates by more than 

100~ would produc.unneces~ rate shock. 
63. Pacific bas. proposed aclopting the proportion of its 

present FEX rate which is attributable to the FEX increment as its 
FEX increment rate. 

64. General's meet-point billing proposal cloes not detail how 
such billing will assure that customers will not be double-billed 
tor any portion ot their FEX service, how tariffs would be 

restructured, or how customers would be notified of the ehange. 
65. Pacific's use of Functional Accounting in its tops-down 

category analysis improved Pacific's ability to produce reliable 
tops-4own cost allocations. 

66. Pacific's use of FUnctional Accounting made it more 
difficult for the parties to· review and verity Pacific's 
reconciliations between tops-down and bottoms-up studies. 

67. Pacific's cost studies comply with the requirements of 
D.83-04-012, the commission's Cost Manual decision. 

68. Pacific's loop study is acceptable although the overall 
study results do, not· comport with this Commission's, intent in 
D.8~02-030. 
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69. The ~ethodoloqy o~ Paci~ic's Ready to Serve cost study is 
acceptal:>le, as is the d.istribution of total R:lS plant to private 
line service. 

70. Pacific's private line service volume estimates showed 
some errors and variations between di~~erent witnesses. 

71. ORA's revievof Pacific's private line service volumes 
concluded that the volumes based on Pacific's PLHF reports are more 
accurate than earlier volume projections .. 

7Z. Paci~ic's allocation of ~S testing costs to private 
line service ot~erin9s is reasonable. 

73. Although Pacific's estimates for nonrecurrinq labor 
activiti .. for private line are somewhat overstated, the 
intervenors' claims of overstatement are exaqgerated. 

74. DRAproposes a moderate downward adjustment to Pacific's 
privata line nonrecurring labor costs. 

7S. ~a cost conclusions in the 'Robin « Dackerman Report' 
:.' __ and in Pacific's 'SSA Report" have no bearinq on the cost studies 
",.:, . presented by Pacific in this proceeclinq • . . ~, .. , . 

. - . 

f'. 

76.. Pacific proposes cleaveraqed private line local loop 
rates. 

77. Pacific proposes to- implement a separate alarm transport 
tariff in orcler to o~fer alarm transport customers lower rates. 

78.. 'rASe proposes disagqreqation of secretarial line 
installation charges between desiqnecl and nondesiqned lines. 

79. A customer's decision about 'whether to order designecl or 
nondesigned secretarial lines is otten basecl on Pacific's 
engineerinq needs rathe;- than the customer's usaqe .. 

79a. Separate cost-based installation charqes for designed and 
nondesi9ned secretarial lines will promote Eore cost-effective use 
ot secretarial lines by answering services ancl thereby reduce the 
revenue needed to subsidize designecl secretarial line installation. 

79b. Answerinq services operate in a competitive voice 
messaginq market which will produce more overall bene~its for 
consumers ir nondesigned secretarial lines are priced at their 
cost. 
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79C. Baaed on Pacific's study of the eost to install non
designed. secretarial line$, we ~ind. that the reasonable cost o,f 
installinq nondesigned secretarial lines is $12$. 

80'. 'rASC asks this commission to. adopt a new -move- charqe 
for secretarial. lines., 

81. 1'ASC requests that Pacific be required to. sul::lmi t a :bulk 
move tari~~ ~or secretarial lines. 

82. pacific baa requested that certain telegraph private line 
services be limited to. those customers currently recei vinq the 
service. 

83. . Pacific's private line costs far exceed its private line 
ravenues. 

84. Pacific proposes increasinq private line recurrinq rates 
in three annual increments. 

ss. DRA proposes a sinqle private line recurrinq rate 
increase,. which is larger than Pacific's first year increase, but 

much aaller overall. 
8~. Pacific proposes increasinq most nonrecurring private 

line rates by 2~. 
87. ORA propose. increasinq most nonrecurrinq private line 

rates by lOOt. 
sa. Chanqes in Pacific's private line rates aftect the 

settlements revenue o~ the ind.epend.ent telephone companies CITCs). 
89'. The pooled billing' surcharge imposed by Pacitic and. the 

ITCs which concur in its access services tariffs was established in 
0.85-06-115 as an interim. measure penelinq the adoption of a rate 
design for Pacific in this proceedinq_ 

90. The I'rC:S have filed with this. Commission reports ot their 
total and separated California results. ot operations for 1986 at 
present rates and charges and adjusted to include the effects of 
Pacific's requested rates and charges and ORA's proposed rates and 
eharqes, as required :by order Institutinq Investigation and 
consolidatinq Proceedinq (OII) I.85-03-07S. 

91. som.!'rCs which concur in Pacific's access services 
tariffs have' tiled with this commission advice filings with' 
proposals to replace the expiring pooled surcharqe with a bill and' 
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keep surc:har9'e calculated to- generate equivalent revenue to be 
effective atter the issuance o~ this rate design decision pursuant 
to, authority granted in 0~85-06-11&. 

92. CUstomers ot rTCs were notified of the Pacific rate 
proceedings in 198&, and each ITC aqain notified its customers of 
the hearinq dates and the ITC revenue effects and tariff changes 
precipitated by the expiration of the pooled access surcharqe 
projected. by the ITC and ORA. prior to settlements effects hearing'S 
in, 1986. 

93. A late-tiled supplemental briet on HCF issues and a 
motion tor leave to, tile it were presented to the commission after 
the submission date tor briets on this issua. 

94. The ALJ granted the motion to 1ate-ri~e the supplemental 
: briet .. 

95. Tbe presently ~uthorized RCF and the HCF proposed by the 
joint brief, both ot which are tunded from the interLATA carrier 
Common Line Charqe (CCLC), allow tor recovery of som.e intraIATA 
operatinq,costs. ~&T' claims that the latter unla~ul1y 
discriminates aqainst the IECs because they alone pay the CCLC. 

96_ The scope ot rate protection under the joint HCF proposal 
is expanded. trom that of the previously adopted HCF to include 
other toll- and access-related changes and their effect on the 
I'l'C"s settlements revenue. ' 

97. '!'he j'oint HCF proposal eliminates the prior' revenue 
requirement review which this Commission found to be necessary in 
0.85-06-115-. 

98-. The joint proposal for an HCF reduces the eligibility 
threshold previously established from. 200% to 150% of rates charged 
for s~lar services in comparable neighboring exchanges. ,There is 
little d.a.ta to support either fiqure. 

99. Prior to- divestiture this commission authorized. 
intrastate toll surcharges for Citizens, Sierra, and Cal-ore.. The 
question of whether these surCharges should continue is pending 
before this Commission ~ C.8-S-07-062. AT&T' claims that the 
interLATA portion ot these surcharges should. be removed in the 
presentproceedinq. 
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100. AT&T' objects to- the continuation ot the 1:>ill and l<:eep 
access· surcharge as an alternative to- participation1n the 
intrastate He!' for concurring ITCS as authorized by 0.85-06-115. 

~01. General requests t~be included in the tlow-through 
provisions of the joint proposal's RCF. 

102. Eliqibili ty tor the flow-through provision ot the 
1ntraLA'l'A ReP' is contingent on eligibility to receive high cost 
funds. 

103. The I'XCs' request to combine various Commission ordered 
separations and settlements changes in one annual advice letter 
filing is advantageous to, both the I'I'Cs and their customers. 

104. Ordering Paragraph 2S of 0.87-08-048 directs that the $11 
million access services rate reduction authorized by that decision 
is to. be implemented. by this final rate design order. 

lOS. The $11 million excess revenue should be ~enerated trom 
all special access services except DOS and HiCap. 

106. Pacific's settled share of the $11 million shift in 
revenue requirement out of access services authorized by 
0.87-08-048 will be $10.61S million. 

1.07. onless an adjustment is' authorized I'XCs which concur in 
Pacific's access rates will experience a reduction in settlements 
revenues as a consequence of the $11 million shift this Commission 
authorized tor Pacific in 0.87-08-048. 

108. When Pacific's $11 million shift takes etfect, AT&T's 
acc_s ~ will be reduced. 

109. D.87-12-067 as modified by 0.88-03-064 authorizes small 
metropolitan local exchanqe companies the option of accruing the 
settlements e~fecta resulting from the intr~A SPF to SLU phase
down. authorized beqiDninq on January 1, 198:8: in an interest bearinq 
memorandum, account or implementing a surc:harqe or surcreai t. 
Sixteen ITCS elected to accrue the alZlounts in an interest bear1nq 
memorandum'account .. 
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11.0. The settlements effect in the memorandum account, when 
combined with the settlements effect resulting from the rate design 
authorized herein, produces a revenue shortfall for some I~Cs and a 
revenue overcollection tor others. 

1.1.1.. Pacific is meetinq the overall installation and 
maintenance requirements for the provision of private line alarm 
service set out in GO 1.52. 

1.1.2. Xnstallation and maintenance of private line alarm 
service still requires the regular monitoring of a committee of 
utility, industry, and' Commission representatives. 

1.13. A.8S-01.-034·has an ex parte rule put into, place by an ALJ 

Rulinq dated. July 1, 1985- while I.87-11-033 does. not. 
.. . '. Ccmc;lgsiQDII ot Lay 

1. '!'here is no basis in the record for eliminating the flat 
rate service option; therefore, Pacific's 130 call Allowance Plan 
should not be adop~e4. 

, .. ' •. , 2 _ Since local residence rates are set residually the 
, ;. proposed. new access and usage rate elements serve no- purpose and 
.... ; ... ' ..... ' may create confusion. ~heir implementation shoUld be denied.. 

3. Incremental cost data is necessary to· a more accurate 
determination of whether measured rates for basic exchange service 
promote or hinder economic efficiency. 

4. Lifeline-eligible customers will be better served if they 
receive the same plan options available to other ratepayers, but at 
a discounted rate. ~h. Liteline rates Pacific proposes comply with 
statutory requirements. Therefore, Pacitic's proposal to add a 
flat rate Lifeline option and to reduce the charge for measured 
rate calls beyond the 60-call allowance should be granted. 

5. The purpose ot the Universal ~elephone Service Fund is to 
make telephone companies whole tor the provision of discounted 
service to· low-income individuals or tamilies. 
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~. Pacific's proposal to give residence customers a 90-day 
period to choose a di~~erent basic service without being subject to 
a change fee is reasonable and should be qranted. 

7. 'rhoe evidence on this record does not warrant moving to 
strictly cost-based or market-based pricing of local residence 
service at this time. However, there should be some adj ustment to, 
local residence service to reflect diminishing subsidy sources. 

8. 'rhe revenue requirement increase for local residence and 
business service should be set residually. 

9. 'rhoe revenue requirement increase for local residence 
;,.:,' service should ):)e spread across all recurring local rates, 

includinq service connection rates but excluding rates tor minutes 
o~ use or message units, on a uniform basis, rounded tor ease of 
administration. 

: j"",' 

10'. Pacific"s proposed increases in measured business line 
rates should not be adopted. Rates other than trunk rates should 
be increased by the same percentage as authorized for residence 

,;.< .... : rates. 

, .. ' :~~;~"':' .• 11. Pacific's alternative rate for the initial minute ot 
,~ .. ' local business usage is not justified and should not be adopted. 

12. It is reasonable to raise PBX trunk rates to make them 
more competitive with centrex rates. 

13-. Because of the ambiquity inherent in determininq when a 
PBX trunk, rather than an ordinary business line, is needed, it is 
not reasonable to raise PBX trunk rates by over 94% as Pacific 
initially proposed. Pacific's reduced alternative proposal is a 
reasonable compromise it Pacific first develops a set ot criteria 
describing to potential PBX customers when a desiCjned circuit is 
required. 

14. Pacific's Centrex revenue requirement should not be 
decreased by the large amount proposed by Pacific. 

15. Pacific's centrex rate desiCjn should be changed to 
incorporate rate. tor Pacitic's new centrex services. 
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16. A sliqht decrease in Pacitic's Centrex revenue 
requirement will allow Centrex to be reasonably competitive with 
PBX service in conjunction with OlD. 

17. Keepinq the Centrex tie line rate at its present level 
rather than reducinq.it as Pacitic proposes is a reasonable means 
of avoidinq a larqe overall revenue decrease trom Centrex services. 

18. It is reasonable tor Pacitic to, adopt a disaqqreqated 
rate design tor DID which has a separate trunk sensitive rate 
element. 

19'. Pacitic's DID station number block charqe should be the 
same tor each block of 100 numbers. 

20'. 'rASC's proposal for DID station n\llDl:)er block rates would 
result in a charqe of $4S for each 100 DID station numbers. 

21. Pacific's proposed rate level tor DID station number 
llloc:ks should be denied and TASC's should be adopted. 

2Z. Pacitic should address the reasonableness of retaininq 
its DID Basic Termination Charqe in its next qeneral rate 
proceedinq. 

23. The eviclence upon which TORN relies tor its pUDlic coin 
rate proposal was 'considered· when this commission adopted the 
present coin rate in D.84-06-111. There is no basis for 
reexamininq that evidence now. 

24. Semi-public coin service rates should cover costs, but 
settinq them above costs may d1scouraqe subscription to the 
detriment of users 'for whom this service provides their only ready 
access to the local network and a primary means of contactinq those 
users. 

2S. Pacific's proPosal tor a semi-public coin service deposit 
requirement is too broad,and open-ended., It should be denied. 

2~. Pacific's access and usaqe rates for COPT service should 
continue to reflect Pacific's measured business rates. 

27. Pacific's nonrecurrinq rates tor COPT installation, 
repair, and. conversion service should be increased by the same 
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percentage adopted, in this decision tor similar business and 
residence services. 

28. Pacific's proposed OAL service should be adopted,. but the 
rates it proposes tor DAL and tor nonpublished service are not 
appropriate. 

29. The evidence does not support an increase in veritication 
Interrupt rate. 

30. The disposition of toreign exchange service rates in this 
opinion causes Pacific's projected revenue increase tor RCF to be 
unrealistic. 

,.' . 31. Pacific's ~ rate ~and consolidation plan, whieh also 
. applies to' ZOK zones, obscures the transitional rate zone between 

local service rates and toll rates. 
32. Pacitic's ~ mileage zone eonsolidation and rate plan 

increases short-haul toll disproportionately to long-haul toll 
without justitication.' It should not be adopted. 

.~ 

33. CBCHA/TCA's MrS rate design which bestows benetit on 
'/)'i:.<·those customers with bypass alternatives while ignoring the eaptive • 

. ",<::'"::'::" residence ratepayers should not be adopted • 
. . ,' ;,~:.' - 34. DRA'S xrs consolidation plan does not disadvan~ge short-

haul customers, residential customers, or potential tuture 
competing intraLAXA long distance carriers, and will promote 
increased. usage. 

35-. ORA's M'l'S mileage band rate proposal should be adopted,. 
except 1:hat the present rates for the initial minute ot use tor the 
o t~ 8, the 9 to, 12, and the 13· to 16, mile-rate bands should be 

, retained. and the rates tor additional minutes ot use' for these 
three-rate ~ands, should be reduced. by one eent., 

3&. Pacit~c has not tntormed this Commission about usage 
diversion and newly generated usage attributable to OCMS in its 
usage study or elsewhere. 
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37. paeific has not studied the impact of its Community Plan 
proposal on s\ll:)scribers who now exhaust their call allowance each 
month. 

38 _ It is inappropriate,. when designinq rates to reflect a 
decrease, to c:hanqe the community Plan so that it provides less to 
the s\ll)seriber. 

39. Pacific's proposal to reduee the ehoices for its Call 
Bonus Wide Area. Plan from. six to three, to reduce rates,. and to 
reduce the monthly allowance is not sufficiently supported by the 
evidenee. 

40. Pacific's proposal to extend its Circle callinq Plan from 
'40 to 50 miles is mooted by the M'rS mileaqe band co~iquration 

. adopted in this decision .. 
4~. Pacific's proposal for the call Bonus Wide Area Plan is 

not adequately supported by the evidence. 
42. Pacific's evidence is inadequ.ate to support the rate 

.. : ..•... chanq ... it proposes for 800 service and outward WATSoo 
.. , , 43.. The ZUK expansion Pacific proposes into the San 
':"':,~,,< •. . Francisco-East Bay Extended Area should. be qrantedoo 

,v. 

44.. pacific's Z'OK expansion implementation costs should be 
recognized in its rates. 

45. Consolidation of Z'OH Zones 2 and 3 would tend to obscure 
the commission policy to position Z'OH rates between local service 
rates and toll rates to reflect costs which are lower than those 
for comparable MTS calls and to serve the needs ot local 
communities of interest. 

46. EXpansion of ~ to 30 miles would requ.ire unreasonable 
rate inereases to other service otterinqs. 

47.. ztJK rates should continue to be set to reflect Commission 
policy, ineludinq eonsideration ot eeonomie prieinq. 

48. Moderate reductions in Z'OK rates tor additional minutes 
of use will provide the Z'OH rate reduction which both CBCHA/TCA and 
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Pacific tavor without disadvantaqinq the small consumer or 
obseurin<] the distinction between Z'OK ancl MrS service. 

49. ZOK customers should continue to receive detailed ZOM 

bills. 
50. The bene~its ot TORN's metropolitan flat rate proposal 

are insufficient to support its adoption. 
51. ~e record does not support Pacific's proposal t~ 

qrandfather FEX service-
52'. That part of Pacific's unbundlecl FIDe rate design which 

sets a separate FEX increment should be grantecl ~ however, access 
and UAqe rates should. remain as one rate. 

53. Pacific's nonrecurrinq FEX rates should be increased by 

100". 
54. Pacific's proposal to set rates for the FEX increment t~ 

reflect that portion of the present rate which is attril:>utable to' 
the FEX increment should be adopted. 

•• 

55. General's meet-point billinq proposal cannot be adoptecl 
unless :fUrther implementation detail is provided. • 

56-. DRA's difficulty in assessinq Pacitic's use ot Functional 
Accountinqin its tuture tops-down cateqory analyses is alleviated 
by the conversion mechanism aqreecl to in I .. 37-02-023. 

57. The overall reliability of Pacific's loop study is 
reduced by its failure to allow a meaninqfUl tops-down to bottoms
up comparison. 

58. The iDconsistency in Paeitic's service volume projections 
does not seriously atfeet its recurrinq cost study conclusions. 

59. The service volumes reliecl upon by ORA. were superior to 
thoae relied upon by Pacific in its private line cost studies. 

60. DRA's proposed adjustment to Pacific's private line 
nonrecurrinq costs is reasonable. 

6~. T.he evidence does not support cleaveraqed private line 
loealloop rates. 
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62. The evidence does not support the reasonableness of 
implementing' a separate alarm transport tariff. 

63. I~ is reasonable to adopt 'rASC's proposal to the extent 
of disaggreqatinq the secretarial line installation charqe into- one 
rate for designed lines and another for nondesigned lines. 

64. ~C's proposal for a -mov.- charqe for secretarial line 
service is inconsistent ~th Pacific's cost studies. 

65-. There in not sufficient evidence in this record to· 
warrant orderinq Pacific to submit a ~ulk move secretarial line 
tariff. 

66. Pacific's proposal to limit certain telegraph private 
line services is reasonable. 

67. Pacific'. private line revenues should be increased .. 
68. Pacific's proposal for three annual incremental recurring 

private line rate increases is excessive in liqht of the 
possibilities for error. in its cost studies. -i,.· .,.,.... 69. DRA's proposed recurrin~ private line rate increases are 

',. reasonal;)le .. 
';,," <, " '., '70. Pacific's proposed nonrec:u:rrinq private line rate 

.. ,. 
increas .. are not sufficient in liqht of the qap ~etween costs and 
revenues. 

71. DRA's proposed nonrecurring private line rate increases 
are reasonable. 

72. The ITCS should':be authorized to offset settlements 
revenue losses due to the chanqas adopted in this Decision. 

73. Reports filed by I'rCS pursuant to I.85-03-078 and advice 
filinqs made by I'rCa pursuant to the authority granted in 
D.85-06-115 regardinq revenue changes precipitated by the 
expiration of the pooled, access surcharqe do not constitute 
applications to- increase a, rate or charqe as that phrase is used in 
Public utilities Code § 454. 

74. T.be notices qiven by I'rCs to their customers regardinq 
possible tariff chanqes resul tinq from the expiration of the pooleel 
access sureb.arqe were timely, aelequ.ate, anel proper. 
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7S. T.he accompanying motion stated qood cause for filinq the 
late-filed supplemental brie~ on H~ issues. 

76. The ALJ's ruling granting the motion to late-file the 
supplemental briet was proper. 

77. Allowing regulated lECs to flow through the effects ot 
ehanges in the HCF increment on the CCLC access charge eliminates 
any ~air disadvantage to the lEes. 

78:. The scope of rate protection in the joint proposal'5 HCF 

is an appropriate means of protecting' l'tC settlements revenues, and 

ultimately protecting the continued availability of basic' telephone, 
service to I'rC customers. 

• 

79. The provisions of the j oint proposal for an HCF which 
allow the !Tea until December 31, 1989 to· tile tor rate review 
without loss of HeF fUnding, and then provide tor annual funcl'in9 
reductions,. will allow an orderly progression ot rate case 
processinq while preventing against rate shock and protecting ReF 
tunders and ratepayers qenerally from abuse. 

80. The strong support expressed tor the move to a l50% ~ 
eliqibili~ criterion balanced against the scanty data to support 
either that criterion or the previously adopted 200% criterion 
makes it reasonable to adopt the 150% figure at this t~e. 

8J... The provisions of the jointly proposed HCF are reasonable 
and should be adopted. 

82. 'I'his is not the proper forum, to determine the merits of 
continuinqthe previously authorized intrastate toll surcharges ot 
Citizens, Sierra, and C&l-ore. 

83. The option ot a bill and keep access surcharge as an 
alternative to participation in the intrastate HCF for lTCs 
concurrinq in Pacific's access services tariffs should be 
eliminated. 

84. General is ineligible for HCF tunds. 
8S. The flow-through provisions of the. new HCF are only 

reasonably applicable where an lTC, is found to be eliqible for HCF' 
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funds. Since General will not be eliqible for these funds, it 
should not be eliqible for the flow-through of rate changes set out 
in 'the new HCF scheme. 

86. Tbe special access revenue requirement reduction o~ $11 
million should be spread on a unitorm percentage basis among all 
special access services excludinq DOS and Kicap .. 

87. PUrsuant to policy set ~or't.h in 0 .. 8-5-06-1150, each lTe 

concurring in Pacitic's access services tariffs is entitled to· 
increase its rates tor nonaccess services by a dollar amount 
equivalent to the settlement impact on it from the $11 million 
access rate shift which this commission authorized tor Pacific in 
D.87-08-048. 'rhe amount of the settlement ilDpact on each 
concurrinq'ITC is s~t forth in 'rable 2' to this decision. 

88. PUrsuant to policy set forth in 0.8.5-03-056, as mod.i:fiec:l 
:by 0.85-06-113, AT&T- must pass on to- its customers the expense 
reduction accruing to it from reductions in Pacific's access 

'.'.' char9::: 'ro, recoqnize theettect of this Commission keeping' 
,.-' , ... .:,~ y 1_" 

,,~, ,,' SUX'charqes in place in this proceeding, 'the I'rCs which implemented. 
,.', 

memorandum accounts pursuant to Orderinq Paragraph 15A ot 
0.87-12-067 as modified, should refund the settlement gains in 
those accounts. 

90.. Pacific is in compliance with the service quality 
criteria ot GO 152' tor the installation anci maintenance of private 
line alarm service. 

91.' The GO 152' requirements tor reqular monitoring by a 
committee of utility, industry, and Commission representatives 
should not be moditiedat the present time. 

92. Pacific~s discussion ot the GO 152 issue in its reply 
brief is not improper. 

93·. The SUpplementary rate desiqn phase of A.85-01-034 should 
be proced.urally consistent with I.87-11-033 and tor this. reason the 
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requirements of the ALJ Rnlinq dated July 1" 1985 should be 

extinquillhe4. 

ORDER 

rr ':rs ORDIRBD that: 
1. Pinnacles Telephone company's ,late-filed comments to the 

ALJ'& Proposed Decision are accepted. 
2.. Xn the supplementary rate desiqn proceeding, showinqs ot 

the parties,. including the ITCS, shall be based. on 1988 and 1989 
projected billing base information inclUdinq the number of access 
linea by service type, ,customer volume by service type, and billinq 
volume by operation service cateqory--e.q., interLAXA access, 
intraLATA toll, toll private line, zml, and local exchange .. 

3. Paci~icBall's (Pacitic) proposal tor a 130 call 
Allowance Plan 1s denied. 

4.. Pacific shall proviCle evidence ot its incremental costs 
for basic exdumqe service and tor calls wi thin its Z'OK areas in 

,~,.:'~:~"" , the: aupplemental:y rate d.sign proceedinq. 
", . , S.. Pacific's proposal to- create separate rate elements for 

ace ... and usaqe tor local residence services is denied. 
6. Pacific shall continue t~ otfer tlat rate Liteline 

service aa an option for customers eliqible tor this program. 
Rate. shall be one-half the regular rates less a credit ot $.75 for 
telephone set rental, and less $.25- tor inside wire maintenance. 

7. Pacit'ic's proposal to charqe $.08 per call tor all 
measured rate Liteline calls atter the 60-eall allowance is . ' 
qranted. 

8. . Pacific may continue to seek re~ursement tor all 
Liteline discounts trom the Universal Telephone Service FUnd. 

9. Pacitic's specific propo,sals tor test year 1986- rate 
increase.' tor recurrinq local residence rates, and tor service' 
connection and. installation and service', are denied.. However, 
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Pacific is authorized to increase the tariff rates for these 
services as described in the !oregoinq opinion. , 

10. Pacific's proposed increases in measurea Dusiness line 
rates are denied. However, Pacific is authorized to increase the 
taritf rates tor ul racurrinq local Dusiness rates,. incluClin9' 
installation and. service, but not includinq tX"W'lk rates or minutes 
of' use or messaqe unit cbarqes as described in the toregoing 
opinion. 

11. Pacitic's,proposed uternative rate tor the initial 
mnute ot local ))us1n ... usage ot $.047 and its assignment ot 4.7 
:message units tor the initial minute ot local measurea service are 
denied .. 

12. Pacitic shall make an advice letter filinq with this 
commission pursuant to- General Order (GO) 96-A to amend the 
appropriate taritt schedule. to· describe desiqn parameters which 
require the use ot a d..signed circuit trom the central ottice 
serving a PBX service. 

13. Pacitic'. proposed. rates ot $12.25- tor measured ))usiness 
trunk acceaa and $34.25- for flat rate ))usiness trunk access as well 
as. $4 per month increase in the rates for measured. PBX trunk 

applicable to- FEX with dial tone from an exchange other than an 
exchanqe ot Pacific are q.ranted upon adoption by this Commission ot 
Pacific'. PBX desiqn parameter ~itt. 

14. 'Open adoption by this Commission DY Resolution ot 
Pacific's PBXd.esiqn parameter tariff, and tmplementation ot the 
new PBX tariffs authorized in this order, Paci~ie shall provide 
each customer seeking PBX service, a copy ot the design parameter 
tariff. 

15. Pacific's proposed Centrex rate design is granted except 
that the tie line monthly rate element shall remain at its present 
level and the EXchange Access TrUnking eharqe shall be set at one
tenth of the adopted measured and flat business trunk rate, rounded 
to· the nearest $.05~ 
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16. Pacific's proposal. for a separate DID trunk sensitive 
rate el. .. .nt is granted. as proposed .. 

17. Pacific's 'DID station number block charge proposal is 
denied.. The alternative proposal of 'rASC, which sets the rate at 
$45 for each 100 DID station nUlllJ:>ers. is adopted. 

18. Pacific shall address the reasonableness of continuing 
its DID Basic 'rer.mination Charge, includinq submission of a cost 
study of the costs this charqe is designed to cover, in its next 

. geDeral. rate proceeding-. 
19'. TORN's proposal to reduce coin telephone rates is denied. 
20. Pacit'ic ia authorized to increase its access rates for 

.-i-public coin service by 4M. 
21 •. Pacific ia authorized to adopt its requested increase in 

service c:harqe for semi-pU):)lic coin service. 
22. Pacit'ic's proposal to require, at its discretion, a 

depos~t :for certain semi-public coin service installations is 
denied. 

23·. Pacific is authorized to set its COPT- access line rates 
to reflect the unifoJ:21. percentage increase authorized for ):)usiness 
acces. rate. in this decision. 

24. Pacific is authorized to- increase its rates for COPT

installation" repair, and conversion ):)y the same percentage 
authorized in this decision for ):)usiness and resid.ence installation 
and repair serviees~ 

2S~ pacific is authorized to implement its proposed new 
Direetory Assistance Listing service at the monthly rate of $.15. 

2~. Pacific's proposal t~ increase its rate for nonpUblished 
lIervice is denied. 

27 • Pac1~ic"shal.l provide this commission with cost and 
revenue . ~ormation for., .'rouehtone service :for consideration···in the 
supplem.ntary rate design proceeding'S. 
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28. Paci~ic's proposal to increase its Verification Interrupt 
rate is denied. . 

29. Pacific's proposal to reduce certain Remote call 
Forwarding- rates is denied. 

30. P~ci~ic's proposal for MTS rate band consolidation and 
pricing is denied. 

31. CBCHA/T~'s proposal for MTS rate band priCing is denied. 
32'. DRA's proposal for MTS mileage zone consolidation is 

qranted. 
33. DRA's proposal for MTS rate band ratt!s, as modified by' 

this decision, is granted.· 
34. Pacific'. proposal to eliminate OCMS is denied. 
3S.. Pacific's proposal to- change the means of deducting the 

monthly allowance under the Community Plan is denied. 
36. General's proposal to eliminate the COlDlllunity Plan is 

denied • 
.•.. ". 37. Paci~ic's propo~ to reduce the choices tor its Call 

',Bonus Wide Area Plan ~rom six to three,. to reduce rates, and to. 

reduce the monthly allowance is denied. 
38.. Pacific's proposal to amend its rates for 800 Service is 

denied. 

39. Paci~ic"s proposal to amend' its rates for Outward·w.ATS 
service is denied. 

40. Paci~ic's· ZO'K expansion proposal in Exhibit 285- to add 12' 
exchanges to the San Francisco-East Bay Exten.decl Area is granted. 
Within 90 days of the effective date of this order Pacific shall 
make an advice letter filing under the terms of GO 96-A to- amend 
the appropriate tariffs tor tmplementation ot the ZOH expansion 
described in this decision. 

41. Within 180 days of the effective date ot this order 
Pacific,. General, and Continental shall submit in I.8-7-02'-025-, in a 
phase separate from· the current rate proceeding with which 
.I.87-02-02S is consolidated:,. testimony and 'exhibits which address 
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the feasibility of implementing ZUH service over the additional 
routes set forth in EXh.jJ)it 384, the revenue requirement in terms 
of added plant and additional expenses associated with the 
expansion of zu.K over these additional routes, and the customer 
billing effects and settlements effects associated with 
implementing ztJK over these additional routes. 'these parties may_ 
also submit alternative proposals- to that offered by General. SUch 
alternative propoaa1s shall also tnclude testimony and exhibit$ 
addressing' feasibility, revenue requirement, customer billing 
effects,- and settlements effects. Further, prior to the s\ll:)mission 
of the testimony and exbibits Pacific, General, and Continental 

. - shall provide -written notice to each of their customers who would 
:":<':".-_.' be affected by the blplementation of ZOM over the additional 
'. 

- routes. 
42. Pacific's· proposal to consolidate Z'O'M Zones 2 and 3 is 

denied. 
43. Pacific's proposal"' to aifferentiate between business and 

residence- zaK rates is dCn1ed. 
44.. C8CHA./'l'CA's proposal to adopt Pacific's consolidated Z'CK 

rate zones and t~ add a new Zone 3 for distances from 17 to 20 

miles is clenied.. 
4S. Pacific's specific proposal to decrease ZUM rates is 

denied, however, for %OK Zones 2 and 3 'aclditional minutes of use' 
shall be reduced by one 'calling unit' (presently $.Ol). 

46-. TORN's request that Pacific be ordered to implement 
optional flat rate metropolitan service is denied. 

47. Pacific's proposal t~ qrandfather FEX service is denied. 
48. Within 60 days of the effective date of this order 

P~ci~ic shall ~ile an ~dvice letter, with service upon all parties 
to- this proceedinq, which revises the appropriate tariffs to 
implement the mirroring' of the centrex exchange access- trunkinq 
charges when providing'.FEX service to Centrex customers as 
described· in thetoreqoinq" opinion. 'the advice letter shall also· 
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contain the estimated 198& annual billing and revenue effects 
" 'associated with the implementation of such tariff revisions,. anel 

revisions to the customer billing surcharge to reflect the annual 
revenue effect of tmplementing such tariff revisions for Centre~ 
service.. The advice 'letter filing' shall be sub:! ect to Commission 
authorization by resolution in order to take effect. 

49. Pacific's proposal to· unbunelle recurring' FEX rates is 
9ranted in a modified form. Pacific is authorized to· set a rate 
tor FEX access and. usage and a separate rate tor the FEX increment 
consistent with the foregoing opinion. 

50. Pacific, General, and all other LECS which proviele 
intercompany FEX service shall jointly consider a method tor 
ottering meet-point billinq on a bill and keep basis tor FEX 

service.. LECS wishing' to- provide such service shall, wi thin 120 

days ot the issuance of this orcler, tile separate or :I oint studies 
with the CACO tor review and. approval setting forth the results o·f 

, '.' their' study and, their proposed tariff changes which provide for 
.. : ,'. .,' bill. and keep billing ot FEX service and which assure that FEX 

, . subscribers are not double-billed tor any portion ot their' FEX 

service.. The joint study shall address the type and methods of 
customer notice to be used as well as the conversion of each LEC's 
FEX tariff rate structure ,to a structure which will facilitate the 

. ,. 

implementation o~ the meet-point billinq concept for FEX services. 
The LECs may thereafter tile the approved plan with this commission 
as an advice letter tiling pursuant· to GO 96-A. SUch advice letter 
filings shall be served on all parties to this proceeeling anel shall 
be Subject to authoriza~ion by Commission resolution before 
becolllinq ettective. In those instances where the implementation of 
the meet-point billinq concept for FEX services will result in a 
chanqe in the annual. revenues tor a utility, the advice letter 
tilinq shall also includ.e a revision to· the utility's customer 
billing. surcharge applicable to intraLAXA services to reflect such 
a "change in annual revenues • 
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51. Paciric's proposal tor deaveraged pri~ate line local loop 
rates is denied. 

52. Paci~ic's proposal for a ·separate alarm transport tariff 
is denied .. 

53. -rASe"s proposal to disaCJgreCJate the secretarial line 
installation c:barqe ia denied, except to the extent provided for in 
this order .. 

5330 .. Pacific shall make an advice letter filing with this 
commission pursuant to GO 96-A to establish separate tariff 
language tor designed. and nondesignecl secretarial lines.. This 
c1istinction shall :be based on the m.ul ti versus single central 
of rica distinction developed by 1'ASC on the record. Upon adoption 
by thiaCommi.aion ~y resolution of Pacific's tariff language, new 
installation rates of $12S for a nondesigned line and $277 ~or ~ 

designed. line shall be authorized. 
54. ~C's proposal for a -move- charCJe for secretarial line 

service is denied.. 
55. ~C's request that this commission order Pacific to 

auJ)m.1t a proposal ~or a bulk m.ove tari~:f is denie4_ 
56.. ~C's request that this commission order Pacific to 

permit outside parties to place concentrators in Pacific's central 
otfices is denied'. 

57. Pacific's proposal to limit certain telegraph private 
line services t~eurrent customers is qranted. Pacific's tariffs 
ror the.e services shall be consistent with the foreCjoing opinion 
as set forth in Appenc1ix A. 

58. Pacific's private line_recurring rate proposal is denied. 
59·.. DRA' •. private lin. recurring rate proposal is granted· to 

the extent described in the toreqoing opinion and .set forth in the 
attached Appenctix A .. 

60. Pacitic'sprivate line nonrecurrinq charqe proposal is 
d.enied.. 

61.. DRA'.s private line nonrecurring charge proposal is 
qranted as described in the foregoing opinion and set forth in the 
attached Append£x A. 
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62. The motion ot carlos E. Benemann that we find untimely 
and improper the notice t~ the customers of independent telephone 
compam.es (rrcs) reqardinq the portion ot these proceedinqa which 
addressed cbanqes in ITC rate design necessitated by the impact of 
Pacific's eliminatinq its pooled accesssurCbarqe is denied. 

63. 'rhe AI,;]'s rulinq qrantinq the motion to late-file a 
supplemental brief on intrastate Kiqh cost FUnd CHCF) issues is 
upheld. 

64. The proposed modifications. to the intrastate HCF 

mechanism adopted in D.85-06-~~S, as described in the foregoing 
opinion, are hereby adopted and shall :be implemented in the manner 
described in Appendix ~of this decision. 

6S. until such tim. as an lTC'S rates have been reviewed in a 
GO 96-A rat. review or a qeneral rate application proceeding, 
c:hanqes in rates as authorized by the intrastate HCF mechanism set 
forth in Appendix ~ shall be made by a unitorm percentage- increase 
or decrease applied t~all nonaccess rates, except as specifically 
limited elsewbere in these orders. 

6~. Pacific Bell and lXCs implementinq rate and offerinq 
cbanqas pursuant to this order shall notify their customers of ,such 
chanqes at least lS days prior to the effective date of such 

chanqes,. 
67. The request ot General to- be eliqible for the flow

tbrouqh provisions of the intrastate HCF as described in Appendix S 

is denied .. 
68. :t'I'Cs which are eligible to participate in the intrastate 

ReF may not, after the etfective elate of this order, choose to
adopt a bill anel keep access surcharqe as an alternative to 
participation in the intrastate RCF. 

69. Any interexchanqe carrier which is subject to rate base 
regulation by this commission may make appropriate advice letter 
fil:Lnq8· under GO 96-A to- now through to, its rates the . effect of 
c:hanqea in the HeF tund increment· on the CCLC access charqe, except 
in cases where a c:hanqe is of minimal effect. The annual RCF 
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changes on January 1 shall be netted against contemporaneous access 
cha%'qe reductions reflecting' SPF to SLU separations changes. 

70. The ITCs which participate in the intrastate HCF may 
combine in a sin9le annual advice letter filing the net settlements 
ettect ot changes in the HCF fund increment described in the aJ:)ove 
ordering' paragraph with other commission ordered settlements and 
separations changes. 

71. Within 30 days after the effective date of this order 
each of the foll,owing ITCs: calaveras, cal-oregon, Ducor, 

, Foresthill, Happy Valley, Pinnacles, Siskiyou, and 'rUolUlUIle,. shall 
male. an advice letter filing to adjust its tariff schedules to 
implement a bill and. keep surcredit on intraLATA services to 
reflect the settlements gains Of today's rate desiqn decision as 
shown in Appendix C. xn .stablishing' the bill and. keep surcredit 
each I'rC shall use the 1986 intraLA'rA ]:)illing ]:)ase set forth in 
Appendix E. The ad.vice letter filing with revised tariff schedules 
shall conform with the provisions of GO 96-A. The revised tariff 
schedule. shall become effective 60 days after the effective date 
ot this order and. shall apply to services rendered on and after 
their ettective date .. 

72. Hornitos Telephone Company shall accrue its settlements 
9ains as reflected in Append.ix C, in a memorandum account from the 
effective date of this decision with interest accrued at a rate 
equal to 1/12th the ,interest rate on 3-month commercial paper for 
the previous month, as published in the Federal Reserve statistical 
Release, G.13, or its successor, until further order of this 
Commission. 

73. Within 30 days ot the ettective date of this order each 
ITC except Hornitos Telephone Company shall eliminate its interest 
l:>earinq memorandum· account by implementing a bill and keep 
surcharqe or surcred.it, spread over one year, on intra~A services 
by advice letter filinq in conformance with GO 96-A. In 
establishinq the bill, and keep surcharge or surcredit the ITC shall 
use the 1986 intraLAXA billing base reflected in Appendix E. The 
revised tari~~ schedules shall becomee~fective 60 days after the 
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78. Within 30 days after the effective date of this order 
each Independent Telephone Company, except for General Telephone 
Company of california, is authorized to make an advice letter 
filing t~ adjust its basic exchange service rates and establish a 
bill and keep Dillinq surcharqe on intraLAXA services to reflect 
the settlement effects· of today's rate desiqn decision as set forth 
in Appenc:l1x C of this decision. Each ITC which has already 
incorporated a billinq surcharge tor the settlements ettect of SPF 
to SID may, at its option, . add· the amount reflected in its 
surcharge to the total settlements figure shown on Appendix C and 
adjust its aclvice letter filing accordingly. Each Iore shall use 
the 1986 customer volumes which are shown in Exhibit 352 and are 
reflected in Appendix 0 of this decision. Further, in establishinq 
the bill and keep intr~ Dillinq surcharqe each ITC shall adjust 
its 198~intr~A Dillinq base set torth in Appendix E ot this 
decision to ref2eet the newly revised basic exchange service rates. 
The process which each :Iorc shall use to recover its settlement 
effects is as follows: 

1. :Increase basic exchange service rates 
exclusive of EAS and SRA. increments :by a 
uniform percentaqe up to. 100% of the 
present rates, rounded to the nearest $.OS 
:but not to. exceed the 150% threshold level 
of comparable urban rates. 

Z. Implement a bill and keep surcharge on 
intr~ services to recover the remaining 
settlements effects it the revised :basic 
rates do. not fully recover the settlements 
effects and the l-party residence flat rate 
has not exceeded the threshold level ot 
150% ot comparable california ur:ban rates. 

3. Recover the remaining settlements etfects 
trom· the intrastate High cost Fund if the 
revised basic local rates do. not tully 
recover the settlements effects :but the 1-
party residence flat rate has reached the 
150% thresho.ld level. 
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The advice letter filinq with revised tariff schedules shall 
conform with the provisions' of GO 96-A. The revised tariff 
schedules shall become ettective 60 days after the effective date 
of this order, and shall apply to services rendered on or after the 
effective data of the tariff revisions. 

79. within 30 days of the effective date of this order 
General Telephone Company ot California is authorized to make an 
advice letter tiling' under the terms ot GO 96-A to incrementally 
revise its bill and keep intr~ billinq surcharqe to, reflect its 
.. ttlements etfect aa set torth in Appendix C. In ealcuJ.atinq the 
incr_ental bUlinq surcharge General shall use the adopted ~986 
customer billinq baae in D.85-J.2-082. The revised tarift schedule 

shall become effective 60 days atter the eftective date ot this 
order, and shall apply to services rendered on or atter the 
effective date of the tariff revision. 

80. The requirements of the ALJ Rulinq dated. July ~, ~98S are 
extinguished. on and atter the etfective date ot this order. 

'rhia order ia effective today. 
Dated July.s., 1988, at San Francisco, california. 

STANLEY W. HULETT' 
President 

DONALD VIAL 
G. KITCHELL WJ:LK 
JOHN 8. OHANIAN 

Commissioners 

Commissioner Frederick R. OUda, 
beinq necessarily absent" did 
not participate .. 
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WAS- APPROVED- BY· THE -A.&OVe' 

~~ 
Victor Wcj~r, Execu~iv& Director 
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l\Ppmm~x A 
SUET' ]. 07 20 
PACD'~C BELL· 
~.~ CD:RGES 

SChedule C&l.. P.V.C. Bo. A2. 
Billing SUrgharge. 

~e following revisions are ordered: 

2.l ROLES 
2.~.33 RlJ'LE NO' .. 33 - BILLnlG S'ORCRUGES 

l.A Rates 

Acljustment Fa~or 

Monthly Percentage 

(2.9~6t.) .. 

The monthly perclantaqe applies to· all recurrinq'and 
nonrecurring rates a.nd charqes for service or 
equipment provided under' allot the utility's tarift 
schedules except the tOllowinq: 

The list ot excepted services shall remain unchanqed. 

Rates Monthly Pergentage 

Adjustment Factor (2.6l6%) ~~ 

. 
The monthly pecentaqe applies to intraLAXA toll provided 
under allot the utility'S taritt schedules except those 
items exc::luaed in l.A preceeding, other than Message 
Telecommunications Service A6., exclusive ot Federal ana 
Local excise taxes,. and Federal income taxes. 

l.C Rates Monthly Percentage 

Adjustment Factor (~~.SS2%) •••. 

The monthly pecentaqe applies to all recurring and 
nonrecurrinq rates anc:l charqes for service or equ'ipment 
provic:led unc:ler Schec:lule cal. P .. 'O'.C. No. l75-'1'. 

• Mon~y Percentage shall be 
.... Monthly Percentage shall be 

..... Monthly Percentage shall be 
( ) Denotes negative,surcharge. 

~.446% effective January l, 1989. 
2.176% effective January lr 198~. 

(6.882%) effective January 1, 1989. 
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APPENDIX A 
SBEE'J!" 2 OF 20 

PAc:tFIC BELL 
RATES AND CHARGES 

Schedu1. ea1. P.u.c. Jl'o. A3. 
Dual E1_ent Charges 

The following charges are authorized: 

3.1. CHARGES FOR. ACCESS LINES, LABOR: AND SERVICE ENHANCEMENTS 

3.1.2 ACCESS LINES (PRIMARY AND EX'rENDED SER~'ICES) 

A. INDIVIDtTAL,. PARTY LINE, st1Bt7RBAN, TELEPHONE ANSWERING AND 
FAmtEIt LINE SERVICE 

New and additional local and extended area service charges, 
each line 

- Answering line 
- Individual line residence or business 

Service, complex 
- Individual,. party lin., suburban or 

}Parmer lin. business service, simple 
- Individual, party line, suburban or Farmer 

l.ine nat rate re.idence serv-ice, simple 
- Individual, party line or measured rate 

residence service, simple 
- Individual line,. AIS (Airport 

Intereommunicating service) 
- Individual line m.asured~ rate business 

service - data,.· all services 
- Individual Resale. Line 
- '1'011 terminal. line 

1\. 'mONK LINE SERVICE 

New and additional local and extended area 
serviee c:harqes, each trunk 

- Trunk lin. service, residence,. business or 
TAS (Telephone Answering Service) 

- Trunk resale line 
- Toll terminal trunk 

Service 
Charge 

$ 70.7S 
70.75-· 

70.7S 

34.75 

34.75 

70.7S 

176.7S 

7'O.7S 
70~7S. 

70.750 

70.7S· 
, 70.75 

o. Charq.. s.t~orth in the adopted revisions for schedule Cal. 
P".TJ.C. No. A9. apply. 
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APPENDIX A 
SBEE'l" 3- OP 20 

PACl7.I:C BELL 
RA!rES AND amRGES 

Dual. n_ant Charges - continued. 
3..l.. 
3.1.2 

E. CENTREX DORHI'rORY SERVICE 
- Each primary line 

G. FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICES - BUSINESS 
AND RESIDENCE SERVICES 

1. Foreign Exchange (FXS) or Foreign District 
Area service (FDA of the same exchange only) 

a. contiguous, each line or trunk 
Busine •• 

- Individual acce.s line 
- Answerinq line 
- '1'rU:Dk line service 
- 'l'rUnk lin. service, 'rAs. 
- centrex primary access line (see Note 1) 
- 'roll terminal 
- Tie line (FDA of same exchange only) 

Residence 
- Individual and party line service 
- TrUnk line service 

b_ Noncontiguous, each line or trunk 
Busine •• 

- Individual access line 
- Answering. line 
- Trunk line service, residence or business 
- 'trUnk lin. service, 'rAS 
- 'ria line (FDA of same exchange only) 
- Centrex prilllary access line (see Note 1) 

Residence . 
- Individual and party line service 
- TrUnk line service 

2. Foreign Prefix Service (FPS), of the same exchange 

a. Contiguous 
- Each residence or business line or trunk 

b. Noncontiguous 
- Each residence or business line or trunk 

service 
Charge 

$- 34.75 

380.00 
38:0.00 
380.00 
380.,00 
340.00, 
380.00 
380.00 

260.00 
38:0.00 ' 

sso.oo 
580.00 
SSO.OO 
580.00 
58'0.00 
540.00 

460.00 
580.00 

380.00 

58,0.00 

NOTE: 1: Plus Installation Charqe for primary line as set torth 
in Schedule Cal.P.tT.C. No. A.9.1. 
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APPZND:I% A 
SlIZET .. OJ' 20' 

PACD'IC BE:r.L 
~ES AN]) CDRGES 

DUll 11 ... »1; ella"" - cODsima.4 

3.1 .. 
3.1.2. 

J. SEHIPC'BLJ:C SERv.ICE' 

- Each access line, with. Utility provicled 
set ancl premises wirinq 

- Each con aceess line, with customer 
provic1ec1 set 

Service 
Charge 

$ 240.00 

111.25-

3.1.6 MOVE, CHANGE, REARRANGEMENT OR MODIFICATION OF ACCESS 
LDm AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS CHANGES,. ALL SERVICES, 
EACR LINE OR 'rRONK' 

n.. Chanqe ~rom utility provided 'Semipublic 
Coin,. Public coin" Business, 
or Residence ,service to' COPT service 
- Each access ,line 

Service or Labor 
Charges 

$ 75-.75 
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PAc:z:nc BELI.. 
~ AND CDRGES 

8ch.du1. cal .. P.U.C. Bo. AS. 
Bllie IX2bADQ. Age.,. Lip_ servict' 

~e !ollowinq rates are authorized: 

S.2 LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 

S.2.1 HE:AStJRED RATE SERVICE 

, .. \·.~-·~~r~t:,'" ". A. LOCAL, EXCKlNGE HE:AStJRED RATE SERVICE 
, .,' 

, . ',' ... 
,j. •• -' :,-.:'. 

~'.:,.", ',,'.:.., 
.r.'. ." 

'oct ".. '",". 

,.,'" " .':. " 

4. Rates and, Charg'es 

b ruee 

Individual Lin. Xeasured Rate 
Servie. - Oata 

~clividual Line Measured Rate 
Business Sel:Vic. 

Individual Resale Line Xeasured 
Rate Business, service 

$.2 .. 4 ~ RATE SERVICE 

A.. LOCAL EXCHANGE ~' ~ SERVICE. 

4.. Rates and Charq •• 

serviee 

Individual Line Flat Rate 
~ Business. service 
Individual Line Flat Rata 

Residence service 
Two-Party Lin. Flat Rate 

Business Servica 
'l'"w'o-Party Line Flat Rate 

Residence Service 

Monthly 'Rate. 

$ 22'.5,0 

8.35: 

19.20 

Monthly Rate. 

$ 17.55 , 

8.35 

1J. .. 9,0 

4.70 

.Plus" Extended. Area Service Increments where applicable. Monthly 
rates apply in exc:hanqes where the service is offered. 
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APPENDXX A 
~6-0720 

PACIJ'xe BELL 
~8 AND CB1RGES 

Iisig IXghADg« Igc.,. Lin. Services - continued 

5.2 
5.2.5 LOCAL SERVXCE OPTIONS 

B.. FAmmR LINE SERVrCE 

4. Rates anel c:hal::qes 

Service 

BusiDesa Farmer Line Service 
R •• i4ence Farmer Line Servic. 

c. SO'B1JRBAN SERVXCE 

4. Rates anel' Charqes-

seroee 

Four-Party Lin. SUburban Flat 
. Rat. Business s.rv1c. 
Four-Party L:ln. Suburban Flat 

Rat. Resielenc. Service 

5.3 PRrn!tt BRANCH EXCHANGE 'rRONK LINE SERVZCE 

S.3.1 KE:AS'O"REO RAn 'mONKS 

:8.. RMES AND CHARGES 

Strope 

Resal. TrUnks· 

5.3.3.~'RAXE :RONKS 

A. RATES AND CHARGES 

Semee 

Residence Trunks 

Monthly Rate* 

$ 4.95 
2.65-

J.2.J.5 

4.90 

MopthlVRate~* 

$ 19.20 

12.SS. 

*Plus· Extended Area Service increments where applicab·le. Monthly 
rat.s apply in excbanqes where the service is offered. 
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S8E'tl"7 OF 20 

PAc::tnC BELL 
RATES AND· c:::BARGES 

SChedule caJ.. P.U.c. Ho_ AS. 
'O'niversa1 Li~.lina Telephone' Service 

T.he tollowinq revisions are ordered: 

5.2 LOCAL' EXCHANGE SERVICE' 
5.2.5 LOCAL SERVICE OPTIONS 
E. mUvERSAL LXFEI.INE 'l'ELEPHONE SERv:tCE 

4., Rates and Charges 

9. ~ - all day/hours 

lPQ service i. provided. with an allowance ot 60 unti:med 
local calls.. LoeD.l messages over this designated 
allowance are provided at the rates following: 

Rate per Message 

61 and over 

~j .. :-_u1. c:aJ.. P.v.c.. .0. AS-

$. O.OS 

':":.::;:,. S..ipub1ic: Te1ep1!one ·Service 

T.he followinq revisions are authorized: 

5.5 POBLIC COMXONICA'l"ION' SERVICE - COIN AND .. COINLESS 

5.5.2 SElCtPOBLIC 'rELZPHONE SERVICE 

D.. RATES AN)) CH7\RGE$. 

Service 

Individual Lin. semipublic Service 
Four-party Line semipublic service 

Monthly Rates. 

$ 29.00 
29.00 

*Plus Extended Area Service Increments where applicable. Moathly 
rat.. apply in exchange. where the service is offered. 
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APPENDIX A 
SBE:E'r 8; OF 20 

PACD'XC BELL 
RAT.ES AND CHARGES 

Schedule cal. P.V.C. Ho. AS. 
c:uato.er-ovnecl Pay Telephone (COPT) Service 

~e tollowinq increases in rates are authorized: 

5.5.3 C'O'S'rOMER~WNED PAY TELEPHONE (COPT) SERv:tCE 

o. RATES AND ~GES 

service 

COPT' Xeasured. Rate Business Service 
con· l"lat Rate Bus1ness service 

Schedule c:aJ.. P.V.C. Bo. AS. 
Zone '0'_9_ Xeaau:reJlent service 

T,be tollowinq r.visions are ordered: 

5.2 LOCAL EXCHANGE SERv:tCE 
5.2.1. •. HEASORED - lWrE SERVXCE 

B. ZONE 'OSAGE ~. SERVXCE 

4. Rates and Char9es 

c. Zone callinq 

Monthly 
Rate 

Increase 

$ 0.20 
0.5-0 

(1) Zone callinq 'C'nita are applicable 'to calls between the 
Zone as suCh Zones are 1aent1r1ed in 3. preceding. 

Zone calling Units 

2 (9-l2 miles) 
3 (l3-l6 miles) 

Each 
Ad.dl. Kinute 

or Portion Thereo~ 

2'O'nits 
4 Units 
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APPENDIX A 
SBEE1.' 9 OF 20 

PACD'IC BELL 
RA1"ES AND· c::o:RCES 

Schedule cal. P.U .. C. "0. AS. 
Poreign EXcha!!qa service 

.. 

The revisions set forth on pages 117 through 123 o~ Exhibit 
No. 28~ except as modifiecl below are authorized. 

5 .. 1 EXCHANGE· AREAS 
5.1.4 FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICE 

0.. ROtrrES BETWEEN PACJ:l"IC BELL EXCHANGES 

z. Rat •• and. Char9' •• 

a. Busines. Service 

Within an exchange or district area contiguous or 
noncontiquous to the foreign exchange or district area. 
Rate per month for each business individual line measured 
rate primary station, business measured rate PBX trunk 
and joint user service. 

(1) Poreign Exchanqa Station Service 

- Foreiqnexcbanqe service increment 
- Basic access line rate 
- Local 'Osage 
- Mileage Rates ,. 

Los Angeles Exception Rate Treatment 

- 01.'. 1 thru 14 

Exception: 
Contiquoua Se%v1ce in: 

Rate Area A' 
- Rate Area S 
- Rate Area C 
-'. Noncontiguous Service 

.. 

Monthly Rate 

$- 11 .. 2S 
See Note 1 
See Note 2 
See Note 3 

11 .. 25 

12.8.5-
14~45· 
16.05· 
16.0',5. 

NOTE 1: Basic access line rate as set forth in Schedules Cal. 
P.tT.c. Nos. A.5--2. and AS,.3.J.. ineludinq EAS/SRA 
increments, if applicable. 

NOTE 2: Local usage as set forth in Schedule Cal. P.U .. C. 
No. AS.l.4. . 

NOTE 3.: Mileage rates, as shown in General Rates a;nd Char9'e~ in 
C •. l... a.nd.· 2.,. preeedinq. 
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APPENDDC A 
ss::t:ET. 10 OF 20 
PACInC BELL 

JWrES. ANI) CHARGES 

Foreign E!C:banqe Service - continUed 

S.l 
S.l.4 

D. ROO'.a:S BE'rWEEN PACIFIC BELL EXCHANGES (cont'd.l 
2. Rates. an.d Charqes (cont'd .. ) 

b. Residence service, IncU vidual and Suburban 

(1) Foreiqn exchanq. station Service 

Foreign exchange Service Increment 
- 1.P'RfP'W 
- lMR/1SY 
- 4ZIt 

- Ba.sicacceas line rate 
- Local 'C'saq. 
- Hile.aqaRa.tes 

c. Residence service Party Line 

MonthlY.,Rate. 

$- 6.75-
4.05-
2.70 

See Note 1 
See' Note 2' 
See· Note 3· 

Within the listed local exchanges continquous to the lis.ted 
~oreign exehanqe. Rate per month tor each residence two 
party lin. primary station,.turnished only to the :same 
custcmer on the same premises as ot November 11, 1973. 

!!!Q£ service 

2FR++ FXS.Two-Party Line flat ResidQncQ Service 

Monthly Rate 

- Foreiqn exchange service increment 
- Basic acce.s line rata 
- Local 'C'saqe 
- MileAge 'RAtes 

$- 2'~90 
See Note 1 
See Note 2-
See Note 3 

NOTE 1: Basic access line rate as set ~orth in Schedule Cal. 
P.'O'~C .. No. AS.2. ineluding EAS/SRA increments, if 
applicable. 

NO'l'E 2": Local 'usaqQ as set torth in Schedule Cal .. P.'O'.C .. No .. 
AS.l.4. . 

NOTE 3: Kileage rates as shown in General Rates and Charges 
in Co.l. and 2., preceding. 
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APPENDDC A 
SIIEOE"r 11 OF 20 

PACD'IC BELL 
RATES AND CHARGES 

Foreign Excbange SerVice - continued 

5-.1 
5.1.4 

D. ROtrrES BETWEEN PACIFIC BELL EXCHANGES (cont'd.) 
2. Rate. and Charges (cont'd.) 

d. Residence Service, Trunk Lines 

Service 

FXS Flat Rate Residence Service First Trunk 
FXS Flat Rata Residence Service Additional Trunk 

within the listed local exc:ha.nqe to. the listed. :foreign 
exchange. Rat_ per month tor each residence trunk line 
serv1ce_ 

Monthly Rate 

-Foreign exchange service increment $- 2 .. 60 
See Note 1 
see Note 2' 
See: Note 3 

- Basic ace... lin. rate 
- Local Usage . 
- K1l;eage rat ... 

Foreign Exchange 

Lo. Angel •• 
contiguous Service 
.- Rate Area A 
- Rat. Area B-
- Rate Area C 

Monthly Rate 
TFR/RHR 

in Exception Rate Areas (see Note ~) 
$- 4.2'0 

5.80 
7~40 

- Noncontiguous Service (see Note ~) 7.40 

NOTE 1: Basic access line rates apply as set forth in SChedule 
cal. P.U .. C- No. A5.3.3.A, including EAS/SRA increments, 
it applica..ble. 

NOtt 2: Local usage as set torth in Schedule Cal.. P .. U .. C .. No .. 
AS.l.4 .. 

NOTE 3: Kileage rates as shown in General Rates and Charges in 
Cool .. and 2., preceding. 
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PACD'%C DZLI. 
nDS Ul), c::D:R.GES 

lo:.is» Ixchang. servic, - coutipu.4 
5-.l 
5-.l..4. 
E. ROtJTES INVOLVJ:NG CONNECTING COMPANY EXCHANGES 

SOOTKEORN CALIFORNl:A 
F. RO'OTES, BE'l'WEEN' CON'r%GtTO'C'S EXc:H'ANGES-CONNECTING 

COMPANY EXCHANG!:S-NOR!rHE::RN CALIFORN:tA 
G.. ROO'I'ES BE'l'WEEN' NONCON'rl:GUOtTS EXCHANGES-CONNECTING 

COMPANY :e:xCHANGES-NO~ CALIFORNIA 

Rates and. Qul.:ges 

Within an exc:hanq. contiguous or noncontiguous to, the 
to- the for.i9l1 txc:hanq •• 

Rate per month ~or each Individual. Line PrilDary Station" 
Business PBX 1'runk and. Joint 'C'ser Service from the exchanges 
listed below: 

• 
Business '8.1'1d Residence Service 

lFR++ 
lFW++ 
4%R++ 
1MB++ 
lKt++ 
lMS++ 

7Fl3++ 

7FL++ 
'rMB++ 
'l'K2++ . 

TM4++ 

Service 

FXS Individual Lin. Flat Rate ~esid.ance Service 
FXS Individual Lin. Flat Rate Residence Service 
FXS Four-Party Line Subur~an Flat Rate Residence 
FXS Individual Line Measured Rate Business Service 
FXS Individual Line M.asured Rate Business Line 
FXS Individual Line Measured Rata Business Line -
Single Line CUstomer 
FXS Business Answering Line terminating on 6 Line 
Concentrator 
FXS Business Answering Line Terminating on a TAS 
FXS, Measured Rate Business service First Trunk 
FXS Measured Rat. Busin.ss S.rvice Add'i tional 
1'rImk 
FXS Measured Rate Busin.ss Service Additional 
Trunk-outward Only 
FXS Measured Rate Business Service Trunk 
Inward, Only 

The followinq increases in monthly rates for ~oreiqn 
exehanq. services are authorized: 

Services 

l.FR,'U'W,4ZR 
1MB, lML,l.MS, 7FB, 7FL 

Monthly Rate 
Increase . 

$0.10 
O.~O. 
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PACD'l:C BELL 
RA!r.ES. AND CHARGES-' 

Schedule caJ.. P.tr.C- "0. AS. 
Direct-:tIl-Dialinq To PBX Syate •• 

The :following' rate.·. are ordered: 

5.3 PRXVATE BRANCH EXCH»lGE 'l'RO'NX LINE SERVICE 

5.3.4 DIREC'l'-IN-D:tALING TO PBX SYSTEMS 

C. ~ AND CHARGES 

Trunk lin. serviees as shown elsewhere in this schedule, 
:fUr.niahed at the appropriate rat.. and charges, are required 
in au:f:fieient quantitites to· meet the traffic demand in 
addition to the rates and charges :for DID service: 

1 .. Provided. within the same exchang'e or district area:. 

Firat 200 Direct Inward 
Dialing' station numbers 
- Each 100 DID station 

!lumbers 

OVer 200 Direct Inward 
Dialing' .tation numbers 
- Each additional 100 DID 

station numbers 

Circuit Termination 
- Each trunk 

Monthly 
Rate 

$ 45.00 

45 .. 00 

8.00 

2. Provided within a di:f:ferent exchange or district area: 

First 200 direct inward 
station numbers 
- Each 100 DID station numbers 

OVer 200· d.ireet inward 
station numbers 
- EaCh 1.00 D1:0 station numbers 

Circuit Termination 
- Each trunk 

45.00 

45.00" 

8.00 
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APPENDIX A 
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PACIFIC BELL 
RADS AND CHl\RGES 

Direct-Inval:d-Dialing To PBX Systeas - continued 

5.3 
5.3.4 

C. RAnS AND CHARGES 

3. Provid.ed trom a toreign exchange, between district areas of 
an exchange or from a district .area of an exchanqe to. a 
contiguous or noncontiguous exchanqe~ 

Firat 200 direct inward 
station nUlllbers 
-Each 100 DID. station 
.n~ 

OVer 200 direct inward 
station numbers . 
- Each additional 100 DID 

. station nWDl:>era 

C1rcu1t. termination 
- Each trunk 

SchaduJ.;. ca1. P.U.C- 110. AS. 
Dix'ectory Listing Service 

Monthly 
Rate 

$ 45-.00 

45.00 

8.00· 

T.he revisions set forth in Appendix C ot Exh~bit 351 are ordered~ 

Schedules cal. P.U.C. Hos. AS. and A9. 
Centrex Service 

'rhe revisions. set forth on paqes 904 throuqh 95& ot Exhib,it No. 
286 except as modified below are authorized • 
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PAcxnc BELL 

RATES' AND CHARGES 

centr.x 5arY'1ce - continued. 
9.1 DXAL SWX~CHINGSYSTEHS 
9.1.1 CENTREX 

D. RATES AN]) ~C;ES 

Exchange Accesa TrUnking Charge Each Primary Line 

1. A minimum requirement tor each Centrex service is 2-0 or 100 
working and/or non-world.nq, primary lines. Desi9'1l&te USOCs 
as tollows: 

Working primary lines - NRX 
Non-working lin.. to make up minimum - NRXMN 

a. Measured Rata Service Monthly Rate 
Prim.ary Lines 

ESS~DSS t5XB ESS~DSS~#5xa 
-1st 20 1st 100 each 
or less or less Addl. 

- Charge tor working primary line $ 25.00 $ l25.00 $, 1.25, 

- Charqe to. meet minimum 
requirement ot primary lines 

b. Flat Rat. Service 
(1) Plat Rat. Service 

- Cbarqe tor workinq primary 
line 

- Charqe to meet minimum 
requirement ot primary 
lin .. , 

z. Private Network Access 

a. Arranqement ot a tie line or 
interexehanqe channel - interwire 
center private line telephone line 
to select and ba •• lected by lines 
ot the Centrex system. 

25.00 

69.00 

69.00 

(1) Rat. tor First two way 4"'Wire 
termination, Per CO Per Service order 
- centrex to Centrex, each 
- Centrex to- CPE PBX, Mch 
- cantrexto- XEC, eaCh 

Adc!itional two, way 4-wire 
termination, Per CO Per Service Or~er 
- Each-

l2'5.00 

345 .. 00 3.450 

l4S.00 3.45 

Monthly 
Rate 

$ 92.75· 
92.75-
9'2'.75 

92.750 
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PAC%PXC BELL 
R.A:rES AND CHARGES 

centrex service - continued 
~.l. 
9.1.1. 

D. RA1'ES AND CHARGES (cont'd.) 
5. Station-controlled. Features 

Installation 
Charge 

1. Speed ca11inq 

c:uatomer Chan9eable, primary 
line equipped ror individual 

- Each 6-10 numbers. 

c::uatomer c::han9eab1., primary 
line _quipped ror qroups 

Eac:h 30 numbers 
- Each·' SO n\1lllbers 
- Eac:h 70- numbers 

v. call Park 
- Each 

$- 5.00 

5.00 
5.00 
5 .. 00 

5 .. 00 

Monthly 
Rate 

$- 1.50 

l.70 
1.85 
2 .. 00 
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PACUXC BELL 
RATES AND amRG'ES 

Schedule cal. P.tT.e. )fo. A6. 
Jlessage Te1eco_anicatiODa service 

The followinq revisions are ordered: 

• 6.2" STANDARD SERVICE OFFERINGS 
6.2'.1 TWO-POINT MESSAGE 'rELECOMlmNICA'l'ION SERVICE 
A. GENERAL 

4. lWrES AND CHARGEs. 
. a.Method. ot Applyinq Rat •• 

(12) K11eaqe. and Correspondinq Rate. of Different Classes of 
Sexviee 

. BASIC SC'BED1J'IZ DAY RATE 
Initial Period. 

Station (Sent Paid), 

'.' '. RATE M1:LEAGE 
".', . 0 - 8: 

DIAL 
1-xnmTE 

$ 0.17 
0.17 
0.20 
0.22 
O.2S 
0..28 
0.31 
0.34' 
0..3-7 
0.40 

COIN 
3-HINlJ'l'ES 

S 0.30 
0.30 
0.40 
0.4.5-
O.S5-
0.;.70 
O.7S 
O.8:S 
0.90 
1.00 

EACH ADDITIONAL MINOTE 
ALL CLASSES OF SERVICE 

S 0.07 
0.07 
0.10 
0.13 
0.16· 
0.19' 
0.22 
0.25-
0 .. 28 
0.31 

9· - 12 
13 - 16-
17- 20 
21 - 2,5., 
26 - 30 
31- 40 
41 - 50 
51 -' 70 
71+ 
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PACD'J:C BELL 
RATES AND CBARGES 

xeasage Tel.eco_unicationa Service - continued 

6.3 OPTl:ONAL, CALLING PLANS 
6~.lCALL BONOS-OO~' PLANS 
F. RATES AND. CHARGES 

Option 1 - Community·Plan 
MESSAGE RATE 

Service Area Service otterinqs 
Rate Group Rat. Mileage 

1 9 - 12 

2 13 - 16 

3 17 - 20 

·4 21 - 250 

50 26- - 30 

6- 31 - 40 

Option 2 - Com.m.uni ty Cirele Plan 

. service Area 
Rate Group 

1 

2-

3' 

4 

* $0.08 on zttK routes 
.*SO.02 on ZlJl(' routes 

*** SO.10 on zcrK. routes 
**** $0.04 on· ZUK routes 

First Minute Adcl "1 Minute 
Da:l DaI 

$. 0.119 • $- 0~049' •• 
0.140 ••• 0.070 •••• 
0.1.54 0.091. 

0 .. 17S 0.112 

0.196 0.133 

0.217 0 .. 154 

MESSAGE RATE 

First Minute Acid. '1 Minute 
Da:l Da;I 

$- 0.119 • $ 0.049 •• 
0.140 ••• 0.070 •••• 
0.154 0 .. 091 

0.175- 0.112 

0.196 0.133 

0.217 0~lS4 
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PACIl'IC BELL 
RATES AND CBARGES 

xessage Teleco_unicationa Service - continued 

6.3 
6.3.2 OPnONAL CALLING HEAS'CREO' SERVICE 

E. RATES 

Rate Group 

l. 

2 

3 

" 
50 

6, 

Overtime Rate Per Minute OVer Allowance 

$ 0.07 

0.10 

0 .. 13 

0.16 

0.19 

0.22' 
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PACD'J:C BELL
DnS ANl)- eDRGZS 

B<:h.4ul. •• cal. P.l1.C. Bos. 13., u., UO·. an4 33. 
Priyat. Lin. IDdlriylt. Lin.-Lilt. S.rne •• 

'1'he revisions set forth on Sh •• ts 22 through 72 of 72 of F.x.h:tbit 
No.. 330 are authorized except tor Sheet 24 of 72' and as modified 
by the followinq: 

SChedule cal. P.tr .. C .. No. B3. 

3· .. 2 CLASSJ:!'ICATION AND ~ 
3.2.1 SERIES 1000 CHANNELS 

B. REGOI.A:rIONS 
1.. Applicable to· '.rypes 1001, 1002, 1005- and 100& channels for 

remote lIletarinq, supervisory control and miscellaneous 
siqnalinq purposes. 

'rypes 1002', 1005 and. 1006 channels 

Rat.. and. charg.s apply only to those services in service as 
of' the effective date of tariffs fileel under the authority 
qrant.d.· in this elecision, and which continue· to- be ~ished 
to the sam. customer at the same location. 

2. Applic:abl. to Types 1002, 10050 anel 1006 channels tor private 
line teletypewriter anel morse services. 

Channels for tel.typewriter anel morse services apply only to 
those services: in service as of the effective elate of 
tariffs filed under the authority qranteel in this decision, 
and which continu. to· be furnished to the same customer at 
the sam. location 

3 .. Applicable to Types 1001, 1002,1005- and 1006 channels tor 
Data Transmission .. 

Types 1002, 1005 and 100& Channels for data transmission 
apply only to those services in service as the effecti va 
elate oftari!!s filed uneler the authority granted in this 
d.cision, anel- which continue to be furnished to the sam.e 
customer at the sam. location. 

Sheet S3 or· 72 of· . EXhibit· 330, Section 3.2.1C.16.b(2) should read 
"Intraexchanqe, Intradistrict Area I' • 
Sheet 57 or 72 o;f,EXhibit 330, Section 3.2.2C.9 delete- the word 
"Centrex". 
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XFlwe:atation of the Qalitom1A Xntnsta.g High cost FmJ~ 

A.. 1988 SetS;lgants Btteccts and BCF Pilinga 
Each rural and small metropolitan exchange telephone 

company Shall ~ile an advice letter implementing the taritts 
necessary to collect on a wflow-throughW basis the settlement 
etfects revenue impact specitied tor such company in the foregoing 
opinion. SUch advice letter tariff tilings shall become effective 
concurrently with implementation of the revised Pacific Bell rate 
design set forth in this decision. 

Such advice letters shall calculate the impact of each 
company's net settlements effects upon its present level of local 
exchange revenues and shall additionally describe the'rate aesiqn 
necessary to. adjust present local exchange revenue levels to 
reflect the specified settlements effects impact.. The company's 
average local exchange rates contained in any rate design proposed 
by such advice letter filings shall not exceed the target level ot 
150% of comparable california urban rates, a standard to be 
measured generally by a target R-1 tlat rate ot $S.3S monthly. 

'Presently authorized rates shall not, however, be reduced to this 
target level by operation ot this mechanism. Any proposals tor an 
exception to. this rule shall be addressed separately to the 
commission. The 150% level of comparable california ur~an rates 
shall constitute a benchmark against which specitic company rate 
designs are measured rather than a rigid requirement that each rate 
design element be set at 150% ot the underlying urban rate. 

Those companies with a revised local exchange revenue 
requirement (the sum ot the present level ot local exchange 
revenues and the net positive and neqative settlements effects for 
such company herein specitied) which cannot be met :from the' local 
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exchanqe rate designs incorporatinq the l50% threshold shall be 
eliq1.))18 to receive the balance ot their revised local exchanqe 
revenue requirement from the RCF, and each such company's advice 
letter s~l set torth calculations ot its HCFOtunding requirements 
for the year 1988, ad.justed. tor the partial year. Companies with 
revised local exchange revenue requirements which can be met trom 
rata design adjustments contained in their advice letters shall not 
receive HCF tundinq d.uring 1988. 

Be Ammo] set1:1.,."nt;e Utec;ts and BeT Adjustaents 
In each succeeding year, each rural and small 

metropolitan company shall tile with the Commission an advice 
letter incorporating the net settlements ettects upon such company 
ot regulatory changes ordered by the Commission and the Federal 
Communications commission (FCC). These advice letter tilinqs will 
include the previously authorized ~ual filings for interLAXA SPF 
toSLO shifts set forth in 0.85-06-ll5 as well as all other 
regulatory changes of ind.ustry-wide eftect such as changes in 
levels of interstate high cost funding, interstate NTS assignment, 
other FCC-ordered changes in separations and accounting methodology 
and Commission-ordered changes such as rate changes affecting 
acc.ss c:harcJes, intraIATA toll or EAS settlements revenues, 
interLA'rA. separations shifts and the ettects ot other Commissions 
decisions which increase or decrease settlements revenues or cost 
assiqrments. 

Each company shall file an advice letter by October 1 of 
each year (commencing October 1, 1988) setting forth the net 
increase or decrease :from these factors upon that portion ot its 
revenue requirement which must be met from its local exchange rate 
desi9l1. 'rhe advice letter and supporting workpapers. shall also set 
forth. proposed revisions to the company's local exchange rate 
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design to ~ompensate ~or the net positive or negative settlements 
eftects while maintaining the overall rate design within the 150% 

quidelines as most recently detined by commission decision and 
turther calculating any resultant increases or decreases in the 
company's BCF funding requirements. The advice letter shall be 
reviewed by the commission Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD) 
and incorporated, as appr?ved, in commission resolutions to take 
~%.ct by January 1 ot the year following filing. The CACD statt 
shall coorcUnate the advice letter filing process each year with 
all local exchange companies through appropriate procedures. 

,; c. BCl' Pqndinq aDd 'dw1nfst:rAtion 

'e' ,,: ,,," '. 

. .-."! /., ••. • ".~' ',~. 

The HCF tanding process shall be administered by Pacific 
Bell (Pacific), and the HCF shall function as a separate fund 
rather than as a pool. RCF funding shall be provided' by a uniform 
incremental amount on the carrier common line charge (CCLC) ot all 
local exchange company interLAXA access tariffs. Concurrently with 
this decision and in each succeecling year, Paci:fie shall determine 
the total statewide RCF funding requirement based on the fundinq 
requirements identified in the advice letters described in 
(1) paragraph A tor 1988 and (2) paragraph B: for succeeding years, 
and shall coordinate the tiling of appropriate advice letter 
mod1%ications to al1 california exchange carrier access charqe 
tarifts t~qenerate the calculated level of HCF revenue 
requirement .. 

The HCF tunding increment shall be adjusted each 
J~uary 1 t~ implement the annual revisions to HCF funding 
requirements. The HCF access charge increment may also, be adjusted 
not more otten than quarterly during any year where revision is , 
required to compensate for any overcollection or undercollection of 
the then-current commission authorized fund'revenue requirement, 
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inC1Udinq adjustments. caused by variation in" actual and projected 
usaqe used. in developinq the RCF CCL increment and adj ustlnents 
caused· by any mid-year chanqes in the tundinq revenue requirement 
due to. decisions in pendinq rate proceedinqs or any other d.ecisions 
or the Commission afrectinq the HeF rundinq level. Any end-ot-year 
RCF fund residual amount (positive or neqative) sball be netted 
with the succeedinq year's RCF prospective fundinq requirement. 

ReF tundinq adjustments shall be coordinated by Pacific 
Bell in conjunction with other local exchanqe companies and the 
CACD starr. Each exchanqe carrier shall remit monthly to Pacific 
for the RCF that portion or the CCLCs collected from the HCF access 
c:harqe increment,. and Paciric shall malee disbursements monthly from 
the tund to. each recipient local exchanqe carrier. Pacific shall 

•

" not separately account ror any incremental administrative costs 

".", ;, ,incurred by it in administerinq the RCF fund, but rather it shall 
,·treat such costs as additi?nal expenses of administerinq the access 

charqe pool. 

D. Bate PrgsMdina and Ppndinq Leyels 
HCF :tundinq shall continue at 100% of the commission 

authorized tundinq requirement for the years 1988 and 1989. The 
RCF support level tor those local exchanqe companies which have not 
initiated a general rate proceeding, either under General Order 
96-A or by a qeneral rate case application, by December 31, 1990, 
shal~ be reduced during,the year 1991, so' that such a company shall 
receive only 80t of the' amount ot funds that would otherwise :be 
paid to· it from the HeF durinq 1991. The RCF fundinq level tor 
those companies not initiatinq rate proceedings by December 31, 

1991, shall be further reduced to 50% of the tunding requirement 
durinq the year 1992" and HCF funding tor those companies which 
have not initiated rate proceeclinqs by December 31, 1992, shall 
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terminate entirely in 1993. A company's initiation ot a general 
rate proceeding prior to the end o~ 1990 shall :freeze its funding 
level at 100% during the pendency ot its rate proceeding. A 
company's initiation ot a general rate proceeding during 1991 shall 
treeze ita 80% fundinq level during the pendency ot its rate 
proceectinq, and a company's initiation ot a rate proceedinq during 
1992 shall similarly treeze its funding at the 50% level pending 
its rate decision. 

The issuance ot a commission decision or resolution in a 
qeneral rate proceedinq ot an independ~t company will have the 
ettect ot a -tresh, start' tor that company under the KeF plan. The 

, company's rata case decision will specify its new local exchange 
rate design and state whether the company is to receive HCF support 
as part ot its newly adopted ,revenue requirement and rata design. 
In years following' the decision in the general rate proceeding, the 
company will continue to tile annual advice letters reflecting net 
incremental changes of the type described in paraqraph :s. and 
corresponding adjustments in its local exchange rate design and. ReF 

tunding amounts. 

(mID OF APPENDIX B) 
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(1000) 

····INTRALATA···· 

MTS TO\,L PL W 

(b) (e) Cd) 

(S'SO) SO 13 
(7) 0 0 

(%I) 1 0 
(150) 3 1 
(680) 56 128 

0.959) 1sa 43-
(15) 0 0 
(98) 5 5 
(2'l) 0 0 

(33..777) 2..221 (2,659) 
(20) 0 25 
(25) 0 0 

an 0 " (n 0 0 
(159) 6 0 
(378) 10 (1,a) 

(110) :5 0 
(60) a 0 

(141) 0 :5 
($6) 0 :5 
(86) 0 

_ ..... --.. .-.--.-

:. 
IX %\JIll: : SUBTOTAL 

: ............. 
Ce) (of) 

:. 
SO (131) 

0 :' (a) 

0 (m 
0 : (16n 
0 :. (6'6) 

0 (4.068) 
0 C1n 
0 (99) 

0 (23) 

(6.839) : (41,054)· 
0 (4) 
0 : (28)' 

0 . (14) 

0 .- (2) 

0 : em) 
0 (542)' 

0 . (130) 

0 ;: (62) 

0 (156), 

0 : (69) 
0, s (e5) 

......... : ...... _-. 
2Z TOTAL 0' CI:lWMIIS ~ CS39.a14) 1:,476 (12.553) (".839) : ($47,401) 

. >.' ." 

( ). ODOTES A orCItfAU IN ICC ItlVENUU (f ••• AN INCIt!AS! IN RATtS). 

• - THES! UTILmu HAY! AUlfADY fJlCCltPCItATID ItU.IN~ SURCIWlCU 

,at '!'ME S!TT1..D4ID1T "'ECTS 0' IMTRAI,ATA m TO SLU • 

tNTRALATA I 
SPI' to SLU I TOTAL 
•••• -........ I 

(g) ! (/I) 

I 
S6!. I s:s2 

• I (a) 

3a I " 139 ! (2!) 

(99) I (745) 

('95) I (4.663) 

2Z ! s .. I (99) 

25 I 2 
• I (41.054) 

3T I 33· 
10.7 I 79 

9 I (5) 

:5 I 3 
83 I (88) 

(352) I (a94) 

(17) I (147) 
136 I 74 
210 I 54 

• I (69) 

• I (85) 

I ...... -.. 
(S189) I (S47.59O) 
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j 
SERVIa VOLlJ4!S 

eOQL 
,CIt BASIC !XCllANGf SERVICES 

CALAVERAS CAL-oR!:O&M, CAL-OR!:N&T WAY VALLEY CITIZENS CONT!L CP NATL. ouc:o!t 
It!SIOENC! 

'-PAltTY-fl_t m 3S2 710 m 28,627' 149,064 7~2S7 455 
•• ......"...s 3.381 23.039 243, 

Z·PMTT .. nat 304 ... below 190 0 '.498 1,916 56 
-..ured, zu. 

4·PAlTY·.fl8t 54 3.687 1'9' 
SJIUItIM·-n.t 0- 2.456 479 
,~ LIM!··fla~ 5 66 1 
1CIY-1lat " 48 loS. 
.~, 26 

IIILTtUIIf--fl8t 87 
-.~ 30 

IUSIIIlSS 
'·PA!tTY-.fln 102 96 167' 43- 3,m '5.690 964 72 

-1IIIUUNd, 1.56l 4,100 340 
2-,MTY-·flat 7 ... below a 0 91 31 

• ....ured' 11 
4· PMTY-.fLat 106 
SlMI·PUlLIC COIl' 1 4 0, , 94 604 '1.1 3 
SUUIM··fl8t 0 138 66 
'ARMEl LINI·.flat a, 22' 0 
ar·.flat %T 61 0 1.3M 10.039 651 0 

• ..........s a95 '1..939 Z2! 
PIX··flat 7 o· 0 2 385 2.47'S 44 0 
.~ 241 623 6a 

~TtLUIl-fl.t 66(). 

.~ 180 

roc 
ItI!stDI!NC! :,. '·PMTY··nat 105 433 a .. ~, ... ~/64/39 407 

Z·PMTY-1lat 1 . ' 4-PMTY·.flat as ' .. 
'\ l" '. alii IIIAII-f lat 0 5 0 

'ARMI!l LIMI··fLat 12 

IUStll!Sl 
,·PMTY·-tlat 47 371' a 

• ......-.cI 145133135/66 51 ....... - '" Z·PMTY-flat 0 
'·PMTT··1lat 0 
,AIMfI LINE--flat 0 
ar--flet 15 
-~ "7{'1ooI55 459 -....... 11 

PIX-fle~ 0 159 
·....-uNd 5012016 ........ 3 

' • .. 
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.;; SfRVICI! VOLI.JI!S 
'Olt IASIC EXc:MANGE SltRVtctS 

~tD!JICI! EVANS-.IJI'W EVAJlS·-$A 'CRESTMU.L CEHERAL HAPPYVALL!Y HORNITOS KERMAN PUINAC:I.ES 

1-PMTYu'l'lat 4,11% 125- 1,112 2,032,624 1,678- 245· 2~764 38 
---.wed 63,847 ---

2-PMTY--flat m. 122 80 4(1 13 422 
-.....-.d 

4 .. PMTY-flat 0 22S 24 6 
SIJIUIIAII .. fLat 92S 6S 39 54 
'ARMER LIMI--flat 4 0 
IC!Y--flat 

_.-...red 
_TILI.--flat 

--~ 

IUStM!SS 
'-PMTY--flat 559 30 212 542,054 234 64 502 39 

."1III8MI1'tId 36Z.49a _." 
2-PAR1Y·-fLat ZS 0 3 17 

-----.:I. 
4"PAITY·-fLat 1 
SIJIl"PUlLIC cor. 30· 0 , 11,730 5 0 2' 
•• IOM·-flat. :SO 0 2 9 ... ",,' ,AItIIa UIIl--flat o· 0-
1C!Y--fLat 0 0 . . ' -------.. 

',:'.' I' 
PIX--fLat 470 0 6 '13,.309 '78 0 .. -~. 52 .. 7'32 
u.nLlMf-flat 

.: -.......-.:I 

PO 
IIIIIDlMCl 

'-PAITY--flat. 84 11 3,646- 61 
-......."... 

Z-PMTt'-·fLat 
',6- 43-

4-PMTY-flat 
•• IOM-flat 0 0 
,ADa LlMl-·fLat 0 

IUIIIII$S 
,·PAITY--llat T1 5.098 ......... 5- l..:soa 3S ..... -
Z-PMTY--flat 
4-PMTY--f lat 
,~ LIMI--fLat 0 
IC!Y·-flat 

----..red _ ......... 
PIX--flat 3,601 

---..ur.d --- 6,205 
-"-..ge 

e' 
\~ 
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SDVtC! VOLUMfS 
~0It IASte EXCHANCi! SERVlctS 

~SIDENc% PCItIOElOSA ItORVlI.I.f SIE~ stSICIYOU TUOLUMNE VOI.CAHO WfST COAST 

1-PAlTY-flac 2,065- 35,965 4.767 1.800 2.~ 5,514 6.112 .. ~ 3,090 '.009 
2-PAITY--flaC 2, '63· ," 2.OS1 60 

-.~ 
4-PAITY--fl.C as 1.637 71)5 193 
SUUIM··flac 28S 37t1· 
,AIMlI LlME··flaC 
1C!'f'--flat D _ • ..urtd: 
IIJI.TI LI Nrnn.t .. ..."... ---

ILISIIltSS 
'·PAITY--flat 543- 1,887 S90 83 1,050 860 

·~NCi 8.246 225 
2-PARTY·-flat 86 7~ 6-

--....uNCi .... 
'·PAITY-;flac Q 40 ~ 
.JU·P\JIUC COl .. 10 138 , 12 a 10 32 
1I*1IIA .... fI;.t: 0 
'MMO u,,!··nat 
m·-fl.t 94 0 50 22 19 
--~ 32 

PIl(-..flAt 56- 46 42 0 129 
.~. ..... 659 0 496 

IU.TtLrNI--flat: .. ~ 
PI!JI: 

IDJOEIICZ 
'·PAlTY··fl.t 76 0 0 .•. - .--...d. 1.4'0 
2-"AlTY··nac 
~PAlTY··flac 

·· ...... -tLat 72 
.ARMIl LI"I·-flat 

1UIlM!5I 
T .. pAIT'f··nac 0 

--~. 21· '.16&. 0 2 0 .. -.,. 
Z·PART'fufl.aC 

0 

"'PAIT'f--flaC 
,AlMER LINl·"flat 
1In--flat:. 

•• .. MlNd -. . ..... 
1IIX··fLat 
.~~ '" 0 ........... 
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APP!NDIX D 

SHElT" 0' 6 ., PR!~NT RAT!S 

L 
'OR IAStC I!XCWIOI! SI!JtVICI!S 

CAUVllAS CAl.eQe:DIM CAI.·OIt!:N&T WAY VAt-t.EY CtTIZ!NS CONTEL CPO MATL. 

1IBIDbC! 
'·PMTT··flet SS.OO s12.95· 15.50 S10.oo S12.7S S13.50 S10.8O .. ~ 7.00 8.50 7.80 
Z·PMTT···fl.t 4.00 ".9S- 4.10, 9.75 10.85- " .40 9.15 

•• .......s ".9S-
4·PMTY··fl.t 8.9S 11.40 8.55-
SWJnAII·-fl.t 4.00 ...•• 1'.~ 9.70 

·,ARMER LlNl--fl.t 5.00 1.40 2.75' 
1CI'f--ttat 12'.7S 23.1' '0.80 .. ~ 8.50 
MULTILINI··ft.t 23.15 .. ~ 8.50 

1UIl"'~ 
1·PMTY·-ft.t. 56.00· "9.7'S S10.2S 121.50 124.90' $36.10 122.25 

•• ........-.d ..... . .. 22.10 31.65- 18.2S 
Z·PAI.TY-fl.t 5.00" 17.25 7.60' 21.25 29.00 17.90 .. ......,... 17..2S. 
4·PAITY-fl.t 

·,0..2S 
29.00 

SDl·PUlUC «XIU' '_50 '9.75. 23.55· 29.60 36.10' 27.80 . 
SI*IIIIM ... ft.t. 5.00 22.70 19.00· 

...... LIIII·-nat 7.50' 1.85' 4.50 
1C!'t--fL.t _.- 19.7'S- 15.20 21'.50 37.25 52.90, 22.25· 

-....,,-.d. 22.10· ".65 18.25 
PIlC-·ft.t 9.00 29.65 15.20 32.25 37.25 52.90 33.45 
-~. 22.10 31.65- 18.Z· 

MA.TlI.l ... ·fl.t 52.90 
.~. 31.65 

__ a 

"* IIISIODCI! 
1-PMT'f--flat 10.00 4.OS 8.30 

.---....d 5.00/14.00/34.00 4.0S 
Z-PMT'f--fl.t 4.05 
4'PMTY-flat 3.50 
SUIUIIAM·-fl.t . S.15-· 7.00 3.50 
'ARMIl·LINl--fl.t 9.7'S 

. ..' .,. ~. 

atNUS' 
'.·PMTT"fl.t 22.00 45.7'5 16.70 ... .......,.. 6.00/17.00/41.00/4.00 45.7'S ....... 4.00 
'AIMER L1Nl··ftat ... '7.00 
m-·nat. 22.00 .. ...".... 6.00/17.00/41.00 45.75 ........... 4.00 
PIX-·nn 23.75 45.75 

.'IIIMUr.d. 7.75",8.75/42.75 ........... 5.75 

NOTE; RATESSHCWII DO NOT U'LECT !AS INCR!M!NTS. Sill. rNeR!M!NTS AND' BU.LING SURCHARGES 

.~ .• 
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APP!MDIX D 

,J SHEEt 5 0' 6 

• PRESENT !lATlS 
IIOR BASIC DOWIe! SERVICES 

DUCOIl !VANS··I.PW· EVANS"V. 'ORtSTHILL GENERAL HAPPY VAI.I.E'f HORNtTOS (ERMAN 
I;QCAt. ......... 

AUmDc( 
t·PAltTY··flA~ S13.so S1:1.60 S19.6O S7.65 19.7'5 S5.50 S7~00 S14.80 

.... eet.II'Wd 5.25 
Z·PAI;TY·-1t.c ".» . 5.25- a.ro 11.45, 6.40 14.7'5 

• .....-.d 
4·PAltTY·-n.~ 7.75 3.90 5.50 
SlIIUItIAN-·f'l.~ . a.1O 4~65 6.00 
,AlMER. LIN!--ftaC 3.65 2.25 
a;y··n.t .... ....".... 
IlA.TlLINI··fl.C .. ~ .. .....".., 

II;ISDI!SS 
1·PAltTY .. ·flat S20.i"5 S2Z.30 133.30 S12.55 S21.?tI sa:15 S10.00 '126.50 

--.. ...ur.d 9.10 
z·pMTY .. -na~ Z1..ac 23.60 7.00· 25.35 .. ~. 
""PMTY·-flac 29.'5 
SlMl·JIUIUC cor_ 2IJ_~ 25.00 ~.OO 12..55 26.45 1.25 5.00 26.50 
·.MAN·..ft.C 1a_4S- 6.50 1.50 
IIAIIIDl LINI--flAc 1.2S 2.25 
lCIY--fl.aC 20.75 12.55 

."' -....ured 
PIX··nat 31.15 30.00· 30.00 1a.85 32.10 26.50' 

---..ured 9.10 
~TlLIN!-·f lat. . 

• -....ur«f 
II!lC 

RD%1)1NC! 
1-PMTT--flAt 11.00 a.oo 5.00 14.00 ". -.~. 5.00- . .. , 14.00 • 

f.'~.: . . 
, 2~pMT'f-nat. i,~' . 

-;~~~:. ' ¥PMTY·-flat. 
"'.;', .... If1IAM-ft.c. 4.00 10.00 

~ .:~~~)?~~.,". ~ PAIMIl LtHE··flat 
... _, 

4.00 
I~ :' 

utJIISS 
1·'AltTY·-f~at- 20.00' 16.35 10.00 31.55 

.-....ur.d 31.5' 1a.50 
-.~ 

,AIMII LINI··fl.c 7.50 
m .. n.t 
.~ -......... 

pa·-fl,at 31.55 
_.--.nd 31.55 .-.....,. 
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; 

.~~ 
It!SIDENC! 

,-PAltTY··n.c .. ,...,..... 
Z·PAI1'Y--flat 
'.~ 

4·PAIT"f·-flaC 
SUIUnAII .... flat 
'ARMEl LIMI·-fLat 
1C!Y··flat 

•• .......-.d. 
_TILINe-nat 

•• ..aaured 

IUSIM!SS 
'·PMT'!'··flat .. ......"... 
Z·PMTY .. flat .......... 
4·PMTY-·flat 
SlJU·IlUll,IC COlli 
JUalIIAIt··flaC 
,tWIll 1,I1tI!· .... lat 
1C!1'--flat 
-~ 

psx· .. nat 
.~ 

_TrLI.· .... lat .. ~ 

T·PAlrt-ftat 
•• ...........cI. ......... 

'ARMel LINE··flat 
IC!Y--flat .. ~ . 

.. -.... 
PSX·-flaC .. ~. .-........ 

PtNIIACLU 

"0.70 

'0 .. 7'0 
10.7'0 

co.oo 

20.00· 

20.00 ---
30.00· 

"7.as 
13.75 

lS.90 

45.30 

16." 

30.95-

APPfNDIXD 
SHElT 6 0' 6 

PUSl!MT RATts 
FCIt BASIC EXCHANGe: S(1WtCfS 

"'.20 
7.20 
a.as· 
7.45-

1S.oo· 

14.40 

30.00 

30.00 

StERM 

S9.75 

a.25 ... 
7.25. 

S16.50 

15..75 

10.75 
23..50 

10.45-

SISICIYOU 

'7.60 

7.20 

s9.75 

9.25· 
17.90 

10.15 

14.95-

9.'75 

14.95-

TUO~UMNE 

"'.20 
a.~ 

" .. '0 

"..zo 

su, .. 10 
22.10 

".75 

26.10 
22.10 
41.35 
22.10 

9.30 

VC~CANO 

'7.55 

WEST,COAST 

S8.55 

6.85· 

5.50 
6.30 

S1Z.8S S17.05-

" .. 70 

".95-
".00 17.10 

11.95> 

12.&5 

34.20/25..55 

2.50' 

2.00 

5.00 

22.15 

NOTE: RATES $!IOW I)Q NOT 1t!'~t:CT !AS INCRDlENTS. SAA XNCIt!MENTS AHD- ar~LIN"SURCHAR'!s 
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'. ,. '. 

1. CALAVlItAS 
2~ CAL-oIt!GCI 
3. CP MATlOllAL 

4. WAY VALLEY 

5. aTtZIJIS. 
th. carrIM!MTAL 
7. 0UC0It 

4. EVAMS 
,. 'ORmHILL 

10. G!MWI. 
~1~ HAPPY VAt.L!Y 

. .' ,>. 12. IICIItMnos 
:.:, . 13' .. ICPJWt 

::''':','14. PIMIIACI.ES 

:<;~:~:.;,:~'. 15. PCNDPQSA 

,:.; :,', . 1th.1tOSIVILt.! 

c. 

17. SIIRJA. 
11. IJSIC1YOU' 

". 1\IOWCMI 

22. Toul 

APP£III>IX ! 
SHl!T1of1 
p"CIne Riot. 

RILLINC BAS!SAHO ADJUSTMENTS TO RILLINC 
IASlS ,CIt lNOEPrNDOIT TruPHONE a»IPANIfS 

•• --....... --•••••••••••••• 1 N··r R A LA T A ••••••••••• ------•••••• ---•••••••••••••••• 

c.) 

357 ... 195: 
514,_ 

3 .. 554,286 
143,000' 

21,291,697 
124,1.15 .. 952 

'~.43S 
2,484.551 

645,615 
1.596,898,000 

496,882 
90,615 

1,600,859 
69,471 

2,:slZ.,767 
21,251,926-
3,1030,100 

9'16,800, 

1,451 .. 120' 
1,500.225-
2,7'90,07'1 

(b) 

(10 .. 789) 

(9,670) 
(93,07'0) 
(4,690) 

(243,126) 
(2,186,627) 

(4,2'10) 
(47,TS1) 

(11,892) 
<25,m,735) 

(10 .. 155) 
(2,907) 

(19,461) 
(1,3S6) 

CS1,8'Z> 
C226,9a7> 
(~,369) 

(25,703) 

(la,"" 
(27'~450) 

(57,112) 

TOLL 
PRIVATE LIN! 

"'leTS 

o 
o 
o 
o 

536 
44,257 

o 
o 
o 

1,151,613 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0, 

o 
o 

413 

o 
o 

479 

(d) 

o 
o 
o 
o 

(45 .. 751) 

o 
o 
0' 
o 

(12.157,064) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

(347,562) 
o 
o 
o 

'0 

o 

ADJUSTED 19156 
aJLLING~ 

(.~L. !XCHANG!), 

346,400. 

505,0'0 
3,461·,2.16 

13a,310 
21,003,356-

1Z1,m,5U 
191,.225 

2,436,814 
626.123 

1,559 .. 9Z0,814 
4156,727 
ttr.Tl! 

1~5I1 ,398 
68,115, 

2.216',925 

20,6"" ,37T 
3,354,731 

951,510 
1,413 .. 7W 

'·,4n,77'S 
2.m,438 

, ,745,.7'07 .. 938' 
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., 

• 
LIN! 

, 
2 

3 

4· 

S 
6 
7 

a. 

9 

.. :· ... O~ 
'_>1:,': '., .,. ,'~ 

'~ ... : .. , .. 11' .. 
':.,' 

12 

13 

'4 
'5, 
16 
17 
17_ 

18 

'9 
20 

21 

Z2 

• 

-

APP!NDDC , 

ShMt' of 2 
PACt,tC I!LL 

OMLOPMDT 0' CUSTClMEl IILLING SUltCIWGES 
out TO CIIAMGO TO CUSTOMP SELLIN' lAS( 

(SCCO) 

INTEILATA INTRALATA INTItALATA TOTAL TOTAL 

ODClIPTICI ACCUS TOLL !XCllAMCiI! INTItALATA INTRASTATE ...... -... __ •••••• __ ••••• _______ ••• __ ~. ____ ••••••••••••••• w· •••••• __ ·~ 

,~ IfLU". .... ~ed in D.!6-03-049 S'~'60.324 12,089,830 12.7106,416· 14,836.246 s5-,996.570 

1986 IHU". ... Adopc.c1 in· D.86-03-049 1,cao,724 2,089,830 2,,746,416 4,836,246 5,916.970 

&. AdJuated by AdvIc. Lett..- CAL) 15190 

0\anIIt 1n·'986 IHU", .... 0. to Rat. D_fgn (11,000) ('7l,721.) 7',743- C1,978)' (12,978) 

AdJ ... ted 191611llf"'· .... (L2ti.l) 1,069,724 2,016,109 2,818,159 4,834,Z6a 5 ,,903.m 

AA:Il fClOt. lev. leq./SUr'Cherge Vi.lda: 
D.I6-03·049 (lIMN I) (2'7,235) 51,913 68,224 120,137 '192,902 

AL 15190 CInterLATA Direct Aaaign. of WATI) 34,397 4S,203 7'9,600' 7'9,600 

D.I7-1Z-067(PMM tl It.O .. atl. EntreLATA <30,478) (51,954) (77.482) (136,436) (166,914), 

ptr-SW'endDfrect Aui~t of WAm 

S4.Mocal (~7) <'7,'7'13) 2T,3S6 35.945.- 63.301 5,.588 

PNwIt SUf'eMrge (WU) -5.34Ol 1.J09l 1.309X 

~ed SUr'Charte (L81\.4). -5.395% 1.357S 1.2'75% 

1917' InUI'll ... Adopted fft-.1987 Attritfon 1.,304,501 2,293 .. 7'18 3,.'23,066 5,416,184 6.721,285 

1ge?'lnU", ... Adepted 1n.1987 Attrition 1,207,766- 2,293,718 3,123,066- 5,416,.184 6,624,550 

Met AdJuated· b)r AL 15325. 

AdJ ... ted 1W IHU", .... «L121\.2)*\.4) 1.1~,4n 2,212,805 3,.204,648 5,417,453 6,6'2,.926-

_Uc.ble Itev~ Iteq../Sl,lr'charae Y1.lda: 
AL 152151 (1917 Attritfon) (37,078) (65,19S) (88.768) (153,96:5) (191',041) 

AL 15253 (2S) (34) (59) (59) 

AL 15325- (1988 InterLATA P'-SJ,U) 41,455 56,IJ.5- 97,900 91,.900 

AL 15356· (86&81 Intr.a.ATA SP'-SLU Ir OA of \lATS) (14,635)· <14,635) (14,635) . 

AL 1537i'C (1ge6 TM Jt.tor'll Act 01" T1tA) (1',969) (36,025) (49,051') (85,076) <104,045) 

SWtocaL (1.1~ 15+1. 1t,.\. 17+'7.)· (56,047) (59,7'90) (96,043) (155,83:$) (211.88/) 

PreMnt" surcharge' (L 18/1.12) - -t..06a% ·3.!33S -4.301% 

Adopted surcharge (I. 181L 13) - ·6~ 15'1X ·3.9m ·4.192% 

TOTAL PtlDalT SUROWIGl CL9+L19)- ·".407X ·2.52OX -2.989% 

TOTAL ADOPT!D. SUItCItMGE (L ,o.L20) ·1'.55Zl ·2.616X -2.9161-

• • • • - -_ .. . ... _. 
'uU )'HI' MttL..."e. .-ffec'l: 1& ectjwtecl fOl" tile perlocl from 1/1/88 to 4nO/88 • 
Pl'eMnt wreN .... ref~ecu. ful.l ~.r 1986 TItA .-ffe« .pplfec!. to til. pel'locI from 6/10/88' to 12/31/88. 
AdopCed wrcM .... ref\ec:u f\.IU .,..,. ,986. TItA ef1!ec1!"educ:.cI by tile MIOUf'It ,.efundact from·6/10/M to 916/M. 
SurdIerge 'forecc: .. reflec:1:. edJ ... ~t. 0. to- r.ductlon In,.cc:" blllfngs. ,. .. ultecl,fl'om AL 15325. 
D111Cr.penc:1_ .... 0. to round!",_ 
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• APPENOIX " • Sh .. t 2 of 2 
PACI"IC UL.L. 

D!VI!L.OPMI!)IT 0" OJSTOMU IILI.IN~> SURQlARC(S 

DUE TO OWICU TO CUSTOM!R III.UNG BASt 
(1000) 

INTOLATA INTRALATA INTRALAT .... TOTAl. TOTAL. 
LIN! DESatIPTIQl ActESS TOI.L EXOWICZ INTRALATA INTRASTATE ... -... -_.'_. .. ~ ... ------ ----------.- .................................... , 'tge6 IfLUng ... Adopted fn 0"03-04'1 S1 .. 16O.324 12,089,830 12,71.6,416 14,836,21.6 s5,996,570 

2 'tge6 If Uf"" ... Adopted· f~ 0.a6-03-049 1,080.724 2,089,830 2 .. 71.6,416 4,a36~246> 5,916,970 
, AdJIMtedby>Advfce L.en.,. CAL) 1'190 

:5 01..,... fn1986 IUlf"" .... due to Rate O .. ign (11,000) (73,721) 71,741 (1,918) '12,918) 

4 AdJIMted191tt IfLUng .... (1.2+1.3) ',069 .. 724 2,016,109 2,a1a,159' 4,834;268 5,903,99Z 
.. ::'::., .. ,' .. 
: .. ~~' . ->. , 

Applfcable aw. aeqJ$Ur'd\aroge Tfel$: 
... , S 0-"'"03-049 CI'MM 1) C%7' ,235) 51,1113 68,224 120 .. 13'7 S92.902 ... : 

6- AL 1'190 (IftterLATA Ofl'tlCt Aufgn.. of \MoTI) 34,391 4S~ 7'9-,600 7'9,600 .,. 0rS7-1Z-Q67'(Ph ... rI' a.o. excl. IntraLATA (10 .. 751) (20,7'96) C27 ,331) (44,1zn (~.87a) 

P"-SW> MId O-fNC1: Aufgn. of WATS arid 
ON-tf_ aw. Req. R~Oft.of '1OS.1M) 

a SIoIbtoUl (LS-L.64i.7') <37,986) 65,'14 86,096 "',6'0 11~,62t. 

PNunt Su/'cJIaI'ge (WL2> ·3.515:t 3.135:t 3.135% 
Adop1:edSUrcherge (1..M.4) ·3.551:t 3..25O:t 3.055:t 

. ,."", '987- IftLf". .... Adopted fn 1987 Attr-ftfOft 1.304,501 2,293,714- 3,,123,066 5,416,184 6,721.2a5 

12- 1917"lfUf.,.'''' Adopted in 19&7 Attrh:iOft 1,207,766 2,293 .. 718 3 .. 123.066 ~.416-.784 6-,624.'50 
.rid' AdJuated' by AI. '5325-

13 AdllAted 19&7 IHUng ... «1.12/1.2)"1.4) '.195.473 2.212,805 3,204,6103 5,417.453 6,612,926 

Appl fceb~e .w •• «I~ Tfel.: 
14 Ai. 152'1" (1W ActI"'f~fon) <37,078) (65.195) (811,768) (1",963) (19',041, 

" Ai. 15253 (25) (34)- (59) (59) 
16- AL 153'25 (1981 Ifttet'1.ATA SP,,·SW) 41,455 56.445, 9'7,900 97'.900 
17 AL 15356- (86IISa Intnl.ATA SP"-Sl.U , 01. of WATS) '19,198)· "'1.198) (1'1.198) ,. Si.DtouL (L 144oL''''' 164i. 17')- <37,078) (23 .. 765) (51,555) (75,.320), 012, 39!) 

19 Present: SUrc:M".. (1.1"12) - ·l.2m ·1.0l6:t ., .651% 

20 Adapted SW'Charae CL18/L1l)- ·3.331:t ·1.074% "1.609:t 

2T TOTAL 'PUS!NT SURCIWtGI: (L.k19)- ·6.i'!5% 2. 1 02:t 1.437% 

22 TOTAL AOOPT!O, UCIIAIGl (L 1a.t..20) 06.!82X 2.176% 1.446% 

- - - -
• !'\,Ill Yftr Mttl_ta ef1ecta • 

, • SI.It'Ch..,.,fol".cc ... I".flecu edl ... ~taell» to l'~iOft In ace ... bHllnga I'ftULted fI'OIIIAL. 15325. 
• - OiscNplnef .. _ ell» to ~fng. 
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Decision ------
B~FORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES ,COMMISSION OF THEZT TE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Applieat~on of, ) 
PACIFIC BELL, a corporation, for ) Ap~ ication 85-01-034 
authority to increase certain intra-) (Fil~d January Z2, 1985: 
state rates and charges applicable ) amended June 17, 1985 and 
to telephone services furnished )/ May 19, 1986) 
within the State of california. ) 

------------------------------) ) 
) I.85-03-078 
~ (Filed March 20, 1985) 
) 

And Related Matters. ) OIl 84 
) (Filed December Z, 1980) 
) 
) C.86-11-02'8, 
) (Filed November 17, 1986.) 

-----------------------------------) 
(See Decisions fs-OS-047, 86-01-026, and 87~12-~;:for appearances.) 

- 1 -
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OPINION ADOPnNG A RAn: DESIGN 
FOR PACXFl£ BELL 

I.. mrmmarv of Decisi.9n 

In this rate design portion of p~ase II of Pacific Bell's 
(PacifiC) general rate case it was our i~~ial intent to reflect 
the revenue requirement decrease of $86~35 million whicn we 
adopted in Oecision (0.) 87-12-067 as;todified by 0.88-02-046, and 
0.88-03-064 by eliminating most pos,tive or negative surcharges and 
adjusting rates to incorporate those amounts. Instead, this 
decision finds that because this/treeeeding is limited to 19$6 
projected volUlnes and cannot distribute that portion of Pacific's I . 

surcharges which became effective after 1986, following such a plan 
would likely result .in rate Increases now which would l::le followed 
by rate decreases in a short while when we conduct the 
supplementary rate design/hearings in the present docket following 

I . 

the Phase I hearings0'n Order Instituting Investigation" CI.) 
87-1l-033. Therefore, this decision retains the presently 
effective surcharges with some modification,. and only 
redistributes reven~es presently collected in rates, including a 
shift out of tOll;fates and toll related services of about $71 

million which wa$ authorized in the Assigned commissioner's Ruling 
in this preeeec.!nq dated April 1, 198:6, and an industry shift of 
$11 million f~m Special Access revenues to nonaccess revenues 
which we au~rized in 0.87-08-048, with implementation put over to 
the pre~en;lproCeedinq. 

/'rhis rate redesign recognizes the impact of recent 
changes i~ the telephone marketplace, chief among which is the need 
for substantial reductions in rates for toll service, in order to· 
positi6n Pacific to better deal with potential direct intraLATA 
tOll/60mpetition as well as indirect competition. Thus, for 
example, W~ adopt the proposal of the Division of Ratepayer 
Ad Icates (ORA) for a shift from the present sUbscriber plant 

- 2 -
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I. SUPmArv or Decision7 

, /' 
OPlXtON ADOP'l'ING A RA%E DESIGN/ 

FOR PACXFIC BELL 

In this rate design portion of ~e II of Paeifie Bell's 
(Pacific) general ra~e case it was our ~itial intent to· reflect 
the revenue requirement decrease of $8~.43S million which we 
adopted in Decision (0 .. ) 87-12-067 a~moditied by 0.88-02-046,. and 
0.88-03-064 byeliminatinq most pO~ive or negative surcharges and 
adjustinq rates to. incorporate those amounts.. Instead, this 
decision finds· that because thiS~rOCeeding is limited to 1986 
projected vo.lumes and cannot distribute that portion of Pacific's 

i 
surcharqes which became effect!ve atter 1986, following such a 'plan 

( 

would likely result in rate ilhcreases now which would be followed 
by rate decreases in a short/While when we conduct the 
supplementary rate design ~earings in the present docket following 
the Phase I hearinqs in O/der Instituting Investigation CI.) 
87-11-033. Therefore, this decision retains the presently 
effective surcharges, with some modification, and only 
redistributes revenue~presentlY cOlle~ed in rates, including a 
shift out of toll rates and toll related services of about $71" 
million,which was a~orized in the Assigned Commissioner's Ruling 
in this proceedinq lated April 1, 1986, and a shift of $11 million 
from, Special Access rates to nonaccess rates which we authorized in 
0.87-08-048, wi~imPlementation put over to. the present 
proceedinq. / . 

This rate redesign recognizes the impact of recent 
changes in the/telePhone marketplace, chief among Which is the need 
tor substantial reductions in rates for toll service, in order to' 
position Pacific to. better deal with potential direct intraLA~A 

( 

toll compet~ion as well as indirect competition. Thus, for 
example, we/adopt the proposal of the Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA) tor a shift from the present subscriber plant 

- 2 -
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tactor (SPF) means ot allocating nontraffic sensitiv~osts of the 
local network to toll to the subscriber line usa;:ge (~LU) allocation 
tactor. . 

Based on detailed and voluminous serv~ce cost studies we 
conclude that private line rates fall far bel~ costs. We 
there tore increase Pacific's private line s~ice recurring rates 
by up to 50%, and its nonrecurring privatf line charges by up to 
100% of present levels, resulting in an ~erall private line 

/ 
revenue increase of $67.020 million. This increase is only for the 
test year. We do not grant the threeiyear incremental rate 
increases Pacific proposes, nor dOJW~ adopt any proposal for 
deaveraged local loop rate schedul~s or for separate alarm 
transport tariffs. We also dec~ne to adopt the disaggregated 
installation charges and Other;tchanges for secretarial lines 
proposed by Telephone .Answering Services of California, Inc. 

(TASC). /' 
While we contin~ to set basic residence and business 

'. 

rate~ residually tor.?OW~partlY in rec~gnition of, ,the tact that 
pacific's cost data, e~en if it is accurate, does not necessarily 
reflect the most e:tieient costs of service~--we do adopt increases 
which have the purpo'e of moving these rates~ except for Lifeline 
rates, gradually t~*ard costs. Thus, we increase recurring basie 
residence and busi~ess rates by approximately 1%, and service 
connection eharg's by the same percentage. We make no, change in 
the usage rateslfor local service. We reject Pacific's 130 Call 
Allowance Plan/and retain the present service offerings, but we 
expand the Li~e1ine options as Pacific proposes. The overall 
effect of tl:Iese basic exchange changes is a revenue increase o,f 

/ 
$10.476 million whiCh includes the effects of increasing FEX access 
rates by /~e same amounts as basic residence and business serv'ice 

I 
rates. / 

~ ReCOgnizing that ; PBX line equipped with Direct Inward 
Dialing (DID) competes with Centrex, which is designe~ to provi~e a 

I 

/ 

/ 
:' 

/ 

/ 
I 

/ 

- 3 -
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factor (SPF) ~eans of allocating nontraffic sensitive costs of the 
local network to toll to the subscriber line usage (sLU) allocation 
factor. / 

Based on detailed and voluminous servi~ eost studies we 
conclude that private line rates.fall far below;/costs. We 
therefore increase Pacific's private line service recurring rates 
by up to 50%, and its nonrecurring private line charges by up to 
100% of present levels, resulting in an ovefall private line 
revenue increase of $67.020 million. T~ increase is only for the 
test year. We do not grant the three-y.~r ineremental rate 
increases Paeific proposes, nor do':;:e 'dopt any proposal for 
deaveraged local loop, rate schedules or for separate alarm 
transport tariffs. We also- declin to adopt the disaggregated 
installation charges and other ch~ges for secretarial lines 

I -
proposed by Telephone Answeriznrvices of California, Inc. 
(TASC). 

While we continue t set basic residence and business 
ra~es residually for now--pa~lY in recognition of the fact that 
Pacifie's cost data, even it it is accurate, does not necessarily 
reflect the most efficient/costs of serviee,--we do adopt increases 
which have the purpose o~mOVing these rates, except for Lifeline 
rates, gradually toward/costs. Thus, we increase recurring basic 
residence and business;rates by approximately l%, and service 
connection charges by/the same approximate percentage (These rates 
are rounded to the nearest $0.05 and adjusted where necessary to 
~eet the overall re~nue requirement). We make no ehange in the 
usage rates for local service. We reject Paeific's 130 Call 
Allowance Plan andi~etain the present service offerings, but we 
expand the Lifel~e options as Pacific proposes. The overall 
effect of these !asic exchange changes is a revenue increase of 
$lO.798 million/Which ineludes the effects of increasing FEX access 
rates by the same amounts'as basie residenee and business serviee 
rates • 
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contribution over cost, this decision adopts an increase ot 48:.8% 
/ 

for measured rate trunk access and 33.53% for flat r~te trunk 
access, contingent on Pacific developinq a set of ur.(~iquous 
desiqn parameters describing when a desiqned cir~t (PBX line 
equipped with OIO) rather than a reqular ~usin~ line is required 
from the serving central office. These chan~~ increase PBX 
revenues ~y $20.554 million which includes the effects Of 
inc~easinq FEX trunk rates by the same amo'nt as PBX trunk rates. , 

We also authorize a n~er of changes in Centrex service 
including the uMundling of the primar/station line charge,. an 
increase in the Centrex trunking Cha~qe from $.85 to $1.25, the 
addition of new optional service fealtures, and a simplification of 
charges. tor optional services. TO~ther the adopted changes in 
Centrex service result in a reve~e decrease of $0.912 million. At 
th~ same time, we authorize a s~arate trunk sensitive circuit 
termination rate element tor 10 which treats all blocks of 100 
station numbers the same, rather than charging more for the first 

.200, and results. in lower co~t·to the-,customer than present rates 
until the customer reaeheS~about GOO station numbers. This design 
benefits telephone answe:ing service eTAS) users; while slightly 
increasing the DID rate;lcomponent for very large users. This 
change results in an ~verall revenue decrease of $1.870 million. 

The decision does not change coin telephone rates, but 
does increase accessfrates and service connection charges tor semi
public coin servi~ to approach costs, and does increase the access 
and installation;fates for coin operated. public telephone (COPT) 
service ~y the same percenta~es as ~asic service. These new rates 
will increase)evenues for semi-public service by $9.005 million, 
and revenues/for COpt ~y $.019 million. , 

~e leave the rate'tor nonpublished. service at $.30 per 
month and.;adopt Pacific's proposal for a new service, Oirectory 
Assistance Listing, which permits the customer to be unlisted. in 

I , 
~~hone d~reetory, but ~es the customer's name, address, 

, 
- 4, -
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and telephone number available in the directory assistanc data 
base. The adopted rate for this service is $.15 per mo~. Rates 
tor Touchtone service remain unchanged for lack of any'evidence to 
justify other action, but Pacific is directeQ to p~ide cost and 
revenue data about this se~ice in the supplemen~ry rate design 
proceedings. The charge tor verification Inte~pt remains 
unchanged as do the rates for Remote call FO~rding. 

The rates for Message Toll Service (MTS) and related 
optional calling plans are modified by thU£ decision to produce a 
revenue decrease of $6-8.166 million. T~/ modifications include a 
reduction in the number of MTS rate b~ds and a slight reduction in 
usage rates for M'l'S "aClditional minutes of use .. " The optional 
calling plans are all retained in ~ir present forms, but their' 
revenues are affected by the Changers in MTS usage rates. WATS and 
800 Service will remain unehange~ but Changes in other· rates will 
prociuce a slight reduction, $O.~7 million, in revenues from WATS. . / 

'I'urninq to' ZOM, we a.dopt Pacific's proposal to. expand ZUM 
on the periphery ~f the San Z'fancisco-East Say E~ended Area, 
re'sultinl"l' in a revenue redud'tion of $6-.252 million. We do not 

~. I 
adopt the proposals to change the 20M Zones 2 anQ 3 boundary 
eetinitions, but we adoptfrate reCluctions for usage rates which are 

/ 
analogous to the usage fates we adopt for MTS. The result is a . 
revenue reduction ot ~O.S31 million. The proposal of TORN for a 
flat rate metropoli~ plan and the elimination of ZOM and optional 
toll calling Pli:/S rejected, as is General Telephone's request . 
for ZUM expansion •. However, we do authorize the parties to study 
the feasibility General's ZUM expansion proposal. 

This ~cision denies Pacific's request to restrict 
o / 0 Forel.g'n E>c:change (FEX) servJ.ce to present customers, ad.opts an FEX 

rate design ~sagqreqated. into. an access component which mirrors 
recurring basic exchanqe rates and a separat~ FEX increment . . / 
component set at the rate presently attributable to. this increment. 

0 1 • Nonreeurrunq charges for FEX are lncreased by lOO%. We also 
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authorize the parties to study meet-point bill and keep bill' 9 of 
FEX services and to present this Commission, after staff r, view and 
approval, with a proposal for its implementation. ~he ~venue 

impact of these authorized nonrecurring FEX changes i~a~ increase 
of $12.751 million. ~ 

We authorize the Independent Telephone COmpanies CITes) 
which concur with Pacific's access services tarW, 17S-~, to' 
recover any revenue shortfall caused by the ad~ted rates and 

/ 
ehar~cs by a uniform increase capped at 100%jin their ~asic 
exchange rates and FEX services, followed b# a bill and keep 
surcharge on intraLATA services where nece~sary. Since General and 
West Coast Telephone companies do not co£cur in pacific's access 
rates, we authorize these companies t~ecover any revenue 
shortfall by a :bill and keep, :billin~;surcharge on intratA'l'A 
services. The net settlement effe~s for each ITC ot the adopted 
rate design and the intraLA'l'A s~~o SLU phase-down in compliance 
with ordering par~graph lSA of ,-=~~-12-067, (which have been placed 
into a memorandum account as required by 0.88-03-064), are shown in 

. I 

Appendix c. Appendix 0 sets)fo~ the adopted 1986 customer ~nd 
FEX service volumes for ea~lTC. Appendix E shows ~aeh lTC's 
adopted 1986 ~stomer bil?,ng base and the effects on its billing 
base of the adopted toll;and toll private line rates and the 
adopted ZUM rates. We deny the motion of customers ,of Citizens 
Utility company tha't ~, tind that notice of changes in rates of the 
ITCs occasioned by this Pacific rate design did not meet statutory 
requirements. We a~Pt the intratATA High Cost Fund proposed by 
OM and the I'l'Cs. / 

Additionally, ·this deCision revises Pacific's present 
billing surchar9"s to reflect til.e change. in customer billing base 
due to the ado~ted rate desig'n. The present billing surcharge is , 
revised from l.276% to 0.28.:>% for intraLAT~ toll and toll-related 
serviees; f~m -0.193% to -0.191% tor local exchange service; and 
from -8.61~ to -8.7.22% for access service. Should we not order 
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any aQQitional revenue requirement changes before January 1 1989, 
the surcharges applicable from that Qay forward shall be 2 •. 170% for 
intraLATA toll anQ toll-related services, 1.446% for loc£l exchange 

I 
service, and -0.879% tor access service. These authorized billing 
surcharges are set forth in Appendix A. The develop£ent of these 
revised billing surcharges is contained in Append~ F. 

The following Table 1 is a summary ofjihe changes in 1986 
customer billings and revenues generateQ by the'adopted. rate 
design. The changes in revenues reflect the;'ettlements. factors 
resulting from the Phase 2 Results of Opera~ions d.ecision, 
0.87-12-067 ~s modified. 

" 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5,. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
lZ. 
13. 
14. 
15 ... 
16._ 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
2l. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
2S. 

Table 1 / 
Slnmnaxy o:f Changes in 1986 CUstomer Bill:mgs. 

And Revenges at AdoytAA Bates and. Chartres 
($000) / 

------PACIFIC BELL------

PBX (Incl. FEX recurrin~) 
Remote Call Forwar~inq 
centrex 
Direct Inward Dialing 
Directory access listing 
Foreign area serv. - nonrecu 
Local usage - Lifeline 
MTS 
call Bonus 
Operatory - Busy verify 
optional calling plans 

Semi-public (incl exp. savings) 
WAXS 
800 
ZUM 
ZUM Expansion - L~ 
Implementation / 
Decrease' in Access Charges 

subtotal, Ifines 1 - 19 
COPT' I 
Service connection 
Basic Exehanq,e svc. (i1'1ol recur. FEX) 

TOTAL 

(Negative Amount) 

Change in Change in 
,. R~venues 

$21,415, 
o 

(950) 
(1,94S) 

(118) 
13,285-

(376) 
(6,l,.03l) 

(1,. 73$) 
o 

(11,3l4) 
73,647 

9,6-71 
(660) 

o 
(32,474) 
(l2,671) 
(l,130) 

(10 c 6-15) 
~17,004) 

20 
1,.l94 
9,721 

10,935-
(6,069) 

$2'0,554 
o 

(912) 
(1,870) 

(113) 
12,751 

(361) 
(56,478) 

(l,.150) 

° (10,53,a) 
67,0,20 

9,OOS 
(527) . 

o 
(30,,531) 

(6,.25-Z) 
(800) 

(lQ,~3) 

(10,495) 
19 

1,146 
9,330 

10,495 

° 
Subt7ta (lines Zl - 23) 

Finally, we aodress the quality of Pacific's private line 
f 

service ano rind it to:be in compliance with the requirements of 
General orcier (GO) l52 • 
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II. :rntroduction 

A. Procedural and Policy CODsideration~ 
1... ProcedUGl Hisj:Ory or this Ha:t;j:;~r 

It is our purpose in the present decision to adopt a new 
rate design for Pacific Bell, ~ut the scope of th'e revenues that 
should be included in this rate design is some.wb.at pro~le.niatic. 

On June 25, 1930 Pacific filed it~inal rate design 
testimony in the present matter. It purports to make no change' in 
total annual revenues, except to redesi~rates in a way which will 
allow the elimination of the 2.48% bil7'ng surcharge in effect at 
the time ~y incorporating the net revenues derived from that 

. '. / surcharge ~nto rates. ~he rate des~ proposed ~y ORA proposes to 
/ . 

spread the same surcharge, ~ut also suggests alternatives should we 
wish to consfder later surCharges!. Additionally, both these rate 

I • 

designs attempt to comply with ~e Assigned Commissioner'S Ruling 
issued on April l, 1986 WhiCh~S discussed below. . 

From our issuance.of 0.85-03-042 in March of 1985 to our 
issuance of 0.8-7-12-067 as m"oditied');)y 0.88-02-046 in Feb:r:uary, 

. / . d '* 1988 and 0.88-03-064 .n Maren, 1988 we have ~pose a number 0_ 

positive and negative swicharges on Pacific"s rates. to· adjust for 
reduCtions we ordered iri access revenues and for attrition or rate 
case adjustments. Sin~e the time of Pacific's filing this 

I 

intraI.ATA portion of /pacifi.c's billing surcharge was increased to 
4.l3% effective January l, 1987 (see Resolution T-ll09l 
(December 22, 1986)~, and was then decreased to l.287% effeetive 
May 1, 1987 (s~e jResolution No. 1'-l2007 (March 25·, 1987)) - It was 
slightly decreased again by 0.87-04-024, effective June 7, 1987 and 

• I . was aga~n decreased to -0.l93% effect~ve January 1, 1988 as a 
result of 0 .. 8i-12-0&7. Finally,:by Advice Letter 153·5& filed. in 
compliance with Ordering Paragraph.. lSA of 0.87-l2-067 as modified 
by D.8S-02-d46 ana 0.88-03-064, different surcharges were 

/ 

establ~d tor intra~A tOll_~d_for intra~A e~ch~~qe services 
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effective April 10, 1988. The latter remains at -0.193%, wwL the 
former is 0.276%. ~ 

Now that we have the rate Qesiqn proposals an~comme~ts 
of the various parties before us for this general ra~ case, two 
problems have become clear. The first is that we ~ necessarily 
confined to the 1986 estimated billing base, Whio£ means that any 

/ 

increases will be spread under the assumption of a lower volume 
than likely exists today, thereby maqnitYinq~he impact of rate 
increases on ratepayers. The second is th~t it various components . /. ' 
of the surcharge are spread ~n rates tod~y, a rate ~ncrease 
tollowed quickly by a rate Qecrease wo~ likely result. The 
surcharge in place through 1986 plus the direct assignment of WATS 

I 
closeQ end costs as of January 1, 1~7, and the 1988 interLATA SPF 
to- SLTJ phase-down which haQ been ari'thorized prior to- 1986 all 
require a rate increase. They a~ currently-being offset by the 
revenue requirement reQuctionsL'hiCh were adopted subsequent to 
1986. But since those reduct±ons result from proceedings which 
assume a post-19S& billing bfse, the reductions could not be used 
to- offset the revenue incr~ses it those increases are spread i~ 
rates. l-

In orQer Instituting Investigation (OII) In the Matter of 
Alternative Regulatory;lFrameWOrks tor Local Exchange Carriers, 
issued November 25, ~987 we stated that Pacific should accumulate 
revenue requirement~hanges occurring subsequent to its general 
rate case Phase 2 ~cision (D.87-12-067, as mOQifieQ) in a 

I 
memoranQum account. Further, we noted that "CtJhe net effect o·f 
several upcomin;!revenue requirement changes ••• will probably be a 

I 

reQuction in total revenue requirement" aQding that "following our 
Phas~ I flexibility hearings, we will hold limited supplementary 
rate Qesi;tgnarings to Qetermine how to reflect these revenue 
requirement changes in rates." We further added, "CwJe see these 
supplemen ry rate desi~ hearings as providing an opportunity to
move rate' downwarQ for services currently priced above cost 

- 10 -
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without necessarily having to adjust rates upward for basic 
servi~es that are pri~ed below cost." 

Be~ause of the unnecessary rate flu~tuation whioh we now 
recoqnize as the likely outcome of spreading some, but ptt all,. of 
the billing surcharges which have alrea~y been adopteQ( we believe 
it is preferable to address the appropriate spreadi * of ~ 
billing surcharges or~ered for servic~s other tha access since 
0.85-03-042, along with the surcharge$ and other. rate changes which 
will be addressed following the Phase I flexib'lity hearings. To 
assure the most a~~urate rate desiqn possibl in disposing of these 

/ 
surcharges, we will ~irect Pacific and the~ther parties, including 
the ITCs, to file testimony using 1988 and 1989 projected billing 
base data f'or use in the supplementary r&te design phase of the 
present proceeding. Until then ~e wi~{ keep in pla~e the existing 
billingsurcharge!surcredit., ~ 

The result of our adoPt,irr this position is "that rather 
than considering how to spread about $118 million which includes 
the surcharge revenues plus reve£ue requirements which we have 
ordered to be adjuste~ or shif~d among Pacific's· service 
offerings, this decision wilJladdress only the spreading of revenue 

, I 

from the latter source, which comes to ,about $82 million. 
, / 

2. The R!W11atoXV context or the Rate Design 
It is our inte~ that this decision continue an evolution 

in rate design reflected in various commission decisions since the 
AT&T' divestiture whidwe cite above. More significantly,. with 
this rate ~esign we ~tablish a baseline for moving ahead with any 
further changes Which may be ma~e in conjunction with our 
investigation into/alternate regulatory frameworks in I.87-l1-033. 
Before proceeding/with the discussion of specific issues therefore,. 
we briefly review some fundamental principles which are and will 
~ontinue to be~imPortant considerations for this Commission. 

Fo';a variety of economic efficiency reasons, we are 
guided DY the same desire voiced DY most of the parties to ~~is 
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revenue requirement reductions which were adopted subsequent'to 
1986. But since those reductions result from proCeeding~hich 
assume a post-19S6 billing base, the reductions could not be used 
to offset the revenue increases if those increases ar~spread in 

rates. if 
In Order Instituting Investigation (OIl) In the Matter o·f 

Alternative Regulatory Frameworks for Local Exch ge Carriers, 
issued Noveml:>er 25, 1987 we stated that pacifidshould accumulate 
revenue requirement chang'es occurring subseql.;'nt to its general 
rate case Phase 2 decision (D~87-12-067, as;'odified) in a 
memorandwn account. Further, we noted th~ "(t)he net effect of 
several upcoming revenue requirement c~a7:es ••• will probably be a 
reduction in total revenue requirement"/~~ding that "following our 
Phase I flexibility hearings, we will~old limited supplementary 
rate design hearings to determine howlto reflect these revenue 
requirement changes in rates." We ~er added, "(w)e see these 
supplementary rate design hearingS~aS providing an opportunity to 
move rates downward tor services currently priced above cost 

. I 
without necessarily having to aC}'just rates upward for basic 
services that are priced below/cost." 

Because of the unnecessary rate fluctuation which we now 
recognize as the likely outco~e of sprea.din9'~some, but not all, of 
the billing surcharges whicnlhave already been adopted, we believe 
it is preferable to address/the appropriate spreading of ~ 
billing surcharges orderedifor services other than access since 

f • 

0.85-03-042, along with the surcharg'es and other rate changes which . 
will be addressed followiing the Phase I flexibility hearings. To 
assure the most aceura~e rate design possible in disposing of these 
surCharges, we will direct Pacific and the other parties, includ·inq 
the ITCs, to file tedtimony using' 1988 and 1989 projected billing 
base data for use irl the supplementary rate design phase of the 
present proceeding j until then we will keep in place the existin9 
billingsurehargeh ureredit. 
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proceeding, to move rates over time toward economie costs 
other benefits, moving toward economi~ pricing promise~ impr~ve 

ef;iciency in ~oth the provision and consumption of 
telecommunications services. Economic pricing can;help promote 
uses for which val'U;e exceeds the "true" cost of ~ovidinq service. 
It can also discourage the allocation of utilijY resources toward 
unecon~mic uses and prevent a misallocation ~ society's resources 
in facUities which unnecessarily duplicate;tn0se of the utility. 

, The long-run sustainability of ~rge contribution flows 
from u~~ge rates to support low basic exchange access rates is also 
a eent::,!l.l eoneern--not only in this pro6eeding but in the 
requla~ory framework OIl as well. A~we have previously noted, 
short-run competitive threats de no~appear to be n~arlY as 
catastrophic as sometimes has been/SUggested. We have the time to 
plan an organized,. deliberate coufse to implement "rationalized" 
rates ~ased much more Clos~lY c£. economic costs. In this instance, 
the inertia and the caution o;(business users in making s~stanti~l 
investments in private ~etw~ks weighs in the commission's favor. 

As a specific target of our continul:ng rate design policy 
we hope 'to minimize the ~tential for uneconomic bypass of the 
public t~lecommunica.tion:t network.' In 0.85-06-115 we established 
an initial series of s~ps aimed partieularly to achieve this end 

I 
~y ordering the inter~A SPF to SLcr transition. In doing this we 
effectively cut in ~lf the burden of non-traffic sensitive costs 
~orne by interexcharlge carriers which pay access charges, shifting 
it to intraLATA s~ices. In our recent decision on Pacific's 
revenue requirement, 0.87-12-067, we indicated that the SPF to SLU 
methodology for"ll~cating non-traffic sensitive costs would be 
applied to int:r:'aLA'I'A toll service, thus reducing the costs of 
intr~ usaJfe as well. We intend to continue the clearsignali~g 
ot our long-run direction, as manifested by our SPF to SLU 

I 
decisions, 0.S.5-06-l15 and 0.87-12-067, to forestall uneconomic· 
bypass dec Jsi9ns. 

- l2 -
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/ 
Continuing ~arket, technological and federal re~atory 

changes may very well accelerate the bypass threat in the future. 
This commission must be prepared with a consistent an~ontinuinq 
long-term strategy for rate design so that it ~ pa,(se in 
significant changes qradually and so that the pro~ss. can be 
implemented in the most effective and leastZis Iptive way possible 
should an accelerated threat materialize. 

In large part, these adjustments 0 rates will lower the 
price of using the, public network,. while dising the price of 
obtaining access to the network to leve~ which more closely 
reflect the costs of service. ~ 

our course toward economic/pricing has been a moderate 
one and it is the intent of this decision to continue to balance 
efficiency benefits with the ec;ruaUy important goal of maintaining 
affordable·basic service for alljtalifornians. We must proceed 
cautiously beca~sethe evidenc]f0f marginal costs, which would 
greatly assist us in basing raA:es o,n economic costs, is incomplete. 

'Given our commitment to econo~ic usage pricing, we must 'guard . 
against overreacting to th~need' for pr1eing adjustments by 
shifting too high a percentage of fixed costs to basic service 

. I 

rates. Such a tendency might result from the fact that basic 
residential'and business! service charges and rates are priced 
residually after other/services have been priced to recover as much 
of the utility'S fixed costs as feasible. 

As the ut:y:it~ responds to more concrete evidence of the 
bypass options of large users and to· competitive forces, we should 

I 

resist the abuse of residual pricing to pursue economic efficiency 
objectives that afe still in the formative stages of development. 
At this point tnre shifting of fixed costs from usage to basic 
exchange servides is still fraught with many value judqments.. The 
teChnOlogical~imperative is that we give greater weight to economic 
pricing. Th±s acknowledgement of alternatives to the utility 
system eoes not require us to ignore other noneconomie policy 
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~ objectives. In tact, we have no intention of abandoni~~ 
consumers who are most sub~eet to mor.opoly power and who are most J /. 

• 

• 

in need of the commission's protection, nor QO we ~elieve that we 
/ 

must choose between efficiency and affordable serVice. The 
d~cision below reflects· these principles. 
:8. The Source of Remaining 

Revenu~ Requirement Change~ 

1. Centrex Servi-;e FeSl'tUre 
On May 13, 1987, we issued Resolution T-12023, effective 

that same date, which authorized pacifi.f to· offer 25 new Centrex 
service features from certain centra~Offices, pursuant to 
Pacific's Advice Letter 15243. Seven of these features were 
included in the rate design pacifi6 submitted in the present 
proceeding. Five of these seven~however, are set at higher rates 
than thos~ proposed in this ra~ proceeding. The resolution found 
that the newly approved ratesJfor these five services would produce 
an additional $58,932 over ~e annual revenues proposed ~y Pacific 
in its filing in this pri:s It proceeding'. Therefore, the 
resolution directs that ~ rate effect ~e taken into account in 
the present decision. 0 accounting for this revenue effect can 
only ~e prospective fro;t the effectiVe date of this decision. 

2" _ Private Line! Revenue 
Re~irement/Red.ucti9D 

In 0.87-01-048 issued August 2&, 1987, we found Pacific's 
special access (pri";'ate line and private line-like services) 
revenue requireme't should be reduced, this time ~y $11 million. 
And again, we nedessarily found that that reduction should ~e 
o~fset by an i~rease in ~onaccess service rates, chief among which 
are ~asie 10C~. exchange serviees_ Secause O.87~08-048 was issued 
shortly befo~ the expected date of this decision, we directed that 
comments on~e appropriate rate design for these changes should ~e 
filed for onsideration and disposition in the present proceeding' 
and that . mplementation o·f these· revenue requirer..ent shifts should 
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occur in the context of this proceeding in order to avoid. th/ 
I' 

adverse effects of short-term billing changes. Therefore,.l.n this 
decision we are ordering Pacific to shift $11 million i reven~e 

from its special access rates on a prospective basis. The 
app~opriate special access rate design after removi:q this $11 
million and the impact of this shift on other tel~hone companies 
are discussed. below. ~ 

3. :the Assigned Commissign.er's Rul ins 
The final action governing the ex ent of rate changes is . I 

the Assigned. Commissioner's Ruling issue~n this proceeding on 
April l, 1986. The Ruling states at Ordering Paragraph 2: 

"Pacific's rate design proposAl shall be heard 
by the Commission except ~t the rate shift 
presented shall not be greater than that 
recommended by PSD CPubli~ Staff Division, now 
calledOivision of Rate~ayer Advocates or DRAJ 
in the compromise proposal filed in its motion 
of Febru~ry 7, 1986, ,adjusted solely to account 
for changes caused by 0.86-03-049, unless a 
hearing, on a greater revenue shift is permitted 
by order or ruling/after the'Commiss·ion ha~ 
more, information as to long-range rate 
prOjeetions~~ . 
At the tlme th's Ruling was issued Pacific had a proposal _ 

before this Commission bich included a shift of over $400 million 
in revenue from intraEATA toll service to local exchange rates. 
The DRA proposal men£ioned reduced rates for message toll service 
(~S) and ~s-rela~d service by $71 million to reflect its , 
proposed intraLkTi SPF to· SLU transition. The subsequent proposal 
tiled. by pacifirincreases resid.ence basic service revenue by $71.3 
million. We consid.er that some or all of the $11 million shift 
whiCh we orderied. in D.87-08-048 as well as this $7l'million SPF to 
SLU change cduld. be shifted to local basic exchange rates. 
Therefore~ ;Je are bound to keep any prospective increase in the 
total rev ue requirements tor local exchange rates within a 
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• maximum ot about $82 million prospectively, and about 
tor the test year. 
c. 13m 'Q!:sign Objectives of f31,eitie and DBA 

At the same time that Pacific has been an 
overall reduction in its reVenue requirements, ere have been 
pressures tending to push the revenue require~nt for some end user 
services, nota):)ly basic exchange services, wtfw~rd. This is due in 
~art to the entry of competitors into the;lnterstate long distance 
market following the divestiture of AT&~ monopoly of those 
services,. and the impact of that competl.i.tive force on the rates 
Pacific is authorized to ~harqe thos~ompetitors tor such thinqs 
as access to the local network. ThUS, for example, in 0.85-06-115 
we authorized changes in the metho~ used to calculate Pacific's 
;evenue objective for access ser.tJces which resulted in reducing 
Pacific's access charges by about $l40 million. We offset that 
reduction with a comPlementary/billing surch~rge on most of 

• 

Pacific's end 'user ser'lfices-znany o,f which. are basic exchange 
ser'lfices. Another pressure/comes from the possibility of, 
competition in the int~LA:A MTS market whiCh we will address in 
Phase III of I. 87-1l-033.J ' . 

Based on an o~rall rate design meant to eliminate the 
2.48% surcharge on noniccess ser.tices in ette~t after our Phaso I 

interim decision in tiis proceeding, 0.86-03-049, which ordered a 
. I 

revenue decrease of ,l20.64.9 m.illion, and to red.e~iqn some rates so 
as to redistribut~evenue while remaining revenue'neutral overall, 
and taking note 0 the rate pressures referred to above, Pacitic 
proposes to deal ith them by decreasing MTS rates and certain 
other service r~es and offsetting these decreased revenues by 
increasing bas' residence service rates, private line rates, and 
business rates. pacific's rate design testimony emphasizes its 
belief in the necessity of our authorizing rate~setting principles 
which. tarqet basic residence ser.tice at subsidized rates and which. 
assure that other rates are set to move toward costs. PaCifiC asks 
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us to move away from a focus on average historical costs and t~ 
a focus on economic costs, giving consideration to· such iss~ as 
geographical cost dif!erences~ cost differences. due to us~;e 
variations among types of customers, perceived value o~emand 
balanced against the availability and prices of subs~ute 
services, and efficient network utilization. ~ 

ORA has proposed two rate designs, one/based only on 
spreading the 2.48% surcharge in effect in 198&/as a result of the 
$120.649 million reduction in revenue requirem:ent adopted in ' 
D.86-01-026, and another which assumes a t~l 1986 test year 
revenue requirement reduction of about $3~O million based on ORA's 
recommendations in the Results ofoperat!ons phase of this 
proceeding. / 

In the first design ORA witness Shantz proposes re'ducing 
. MTS revenue by $47.428 million, incr~asing business and residence' 
basic exchange 'servic~ rates by a/&niform percentage amount to 
recover an additional $101.825 mtllion, increasing rates for 

. private line and private line-J/ke. services l:ly about $67.S millio~, . 
and increasing service connection charges by about $7 million. 

• f 

(See p. 1 to attaChment to EXhibit 351.) 
His second rate d/Sign, filed subsequent. to Pacific's 

June 25, 1986 rate design~d ~a$ed on a reduction in revenue 
requirement of about S300/million, proposes reducing MTS and MTS-

I ' 
related services by about $125 million, teducing basic exchange 

I 

rates by nearly $88 mi~ion and retaining most of the other 
proposed rate revisio~. (See Exhibit 352, p. OMS-3.) 

ORA presen~ yet a third rate design in its opening 
brief. This design/proposal addresses spreading about the same 
$300 million revende reduction; h~w~ver, it includes spreading an 
additional amount fhich recognizes the increase in the billing, 
surcharge which became effective on January 1, 19S7 to account for 
a reduction in the revenue requirement tor interLAXA access 
serviees. This third rate design proposes ~ecreasin~ MTS rates by 
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about $26.7 million, very slightly. ehanging the previously proposed 
increase for private line and~rivate line-like services (from 

// 
$67.54 million to $68.165 million), leaving the increase in servi,ce 
conneetion charges the same, and continuing to decrease basic ~al 

/ 
service rates but by the much smaller amount of about $-19 mr.~ion. 
ORA advocates spreading this basic exchange rate deC7ease ~niformly 
across all basic service rates. 
O. rutte 'Design Objectiv~s ot.. Other Pame§ 

In the principal decision in Pacific's· p~vious general 
rate case we described our rate-setting process ~ follows: 

1 · / "Genera ly speak~ng, we set rates for~ 
particular service based on one of three 
distinct models: (l) settin~ rates to recover 
the full costs of service, includ!ng an 
appropriate factor for return o~/invested 
capital; (2) setting rates to recover the full 
costs of service plus an add~~ional 
contribution toward common costs or the costs 
of other services; and (3) ~ettinq rates 
residually to recover revenue requirement not 
achieved from other serv~ces. The first model 
of fully cost-based rat~s is our general 
standard. We apply the second model to 
optional, discretionaiY services where 
considerations of de~and elasticity, value of 
service, and histo~cal rate relationships 
justify setting r~tes above cost. The third 
model, residual pricinq, is reserved. for basic 
exchange services and related essential 
services which/the coMmission historically has 
sought to protect from the impact of drastic 
rate increaseS, in the 'interest of promoting 
the goal of Alniversally affordable telephone 
service •. " I(p~.x~rie T~l. « Tel. Co '. (1984), 
O.84-06-1lA, mimeo. at 142-l43.) 

~he parties to th~ present rate design proceedinq ditter in their 
views of hoW' cost~ should be measured, how we should determine 
which of the abcive models to apply to a particular rate, and how we 
should deternd'£e the appropriate amount of contribution to assign 
to rates for~ose optional or discretionary services which are set 
according to the second model. 
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/-
Further, three pa.rties, the California Bankers Cleari.ng 

House Association and the Tele-communications Association, hefein 
/ 

jointly referred to as CBCHA/TCA, and sometimes called th~sers 
Group, a. group comprised of the ~nited States oepartmen~f 
Defense, the General services A~inistration, and al~her Federal 
Executive Agencies, herein jOintly referred to as ~, and the 
Western Burglar and Fire Alarm Association (WBFAA)fprefer that 
there be no rate design at all, and that we si~ly reflect the 
ehanqes in Paeifie's revenue requirement~ by adoptinq a uniform 
surcredit or surcharge to be applied to all;i'ervices. 

CBCHA/TCA argue that the commission should wait to adopt 
a rate design "until the revenue require£ent is more certain and _ 
the cos~ study support more accurate~H~wever, they ask that in 
the event we do adopt a new rate des'gn, that we reject Pacific's 
and-adopt the one which they offer:;rThe key feature of CBCHA/TeA'S 
proposal is its el~ation of m~ residual_rate-setting and 
covering a far qreater portion ~ costs through-access rates, 
thereby reducing- usage rates. / - ' _ 

It is FEA's position that rates should be set for each 
particular service at least~s hiqh as the incremental cost for 

_providing that service, ~ then any ~uqmentation i~ the price/cost 
margin should be set on the basis of market conditions, with lower 
price/cost margins for s4rvices with a relatively elastic demand 
curve and higher price/cost margins tor services with a ,relatively 
inelastic demand curv~--with certain narrow exceptions where -
subsidies are maint~ned for "those customers who are ~ruly in 
need." However, FEA maintains that Pacific could not set prices in 

I 
this way because it has not produced incremental cost studies for 
each specific se~ce category. FEA concludes that this 
constitutes a f'ilure to comply with this Commission's prior 
decisions and ~e recommendations of Pacific's own pricing policy 
witness, Dr~arris, and therefore requires that ?acific's rate 

proposal~ rejected. 

, 
/ - 19 -
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WBFAA find.s, Pacific's cost studies to be "uncertain," its / 
revenue pro}ections to ~e "unclear," and its view of the future to~ 
be "~urky,H and asserts that the r~sult might ~e "unanticiPate~d 
undeserved revenues (for Pacific), and irreparable harm to the 

, / 
ratepayers." WBFAA therefore urges that the present surch~~e 
remain in place or that all rates be adjusted by th.e amou£t o·f the 
surcharge. Though WBFAA does not address other revenue!shifts, we 
aSSUl'ne that it prefers that any rate shift be sprea0'cross all 
services on the same percentage basis. ;f 

FUrther, Telephone Answering Services of California, Inc. 
('rASC) also argues that Pacific's cost studies/re unreliab,le and 
supports this Commission's rejection of the ;acific cost studies 
and adoption of the motion filed in Febru~, 1986 by ORA and the 
subject of the Assigned Commissioner's R~ing mentioned above, 
which proposed setting- the then-curren)lbilling surcharge to z.ero, 
reducing ~S rates by $71 million to ~flect ORA's proposed 
intratATA SPF to SLU transition, re~igninq certain ZUM rates in , . 
the San Francisco, Bay area, and applying the remaining revenue 
requirement (about $201 million);As a uniform increase across all 
service categories except coin,;ltifeline, and Centre~. 

We agree with CBCHAfftCA, FEA, WBFM, and. 'I'ASC that 
problems with cost studies as well as other issues these parties 
raise have made our rate de£iqn efforts more difficult; however, 
Pacific and its ratepaye~have a right to the rate design they 
seek rather than continued across-the-board additions and 
s~tractions to rates l~hiCh may deserve different treatment or may 
deserve to be supplanted with new or different rate elements. The 
issues these partiesfhave raised are not insurmountable. There is 
always some impre~Sion in this process. We d~ not believe it is 
so' great in this;record that we ~ust tore9~ a review of Pacific's 
rate desi9n proposals altoqether • 
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IrI - BAsic:: Re;ti,dential and Business Se:tVice 

A. B9sidential and BUsiness Jates 
1. Paci~ic's Basic Residence 

,A&cess and Usage Proposal 

Pacific proposes a new billing elisag 
resiaence exchange service which distinguiSh between that portion 
of exchange service which is common to all stomers and not usage 
sensitive, which it desiqnates as access, nd that portion of 
exchange service which is usage sensitiv. Pacific proposes 
setting the residence access line rate t $4.45 per month tor all 
its resielence offerings. Its cost 
average historical cost tor aeeess ' 

Pacific then proposes th ee 
targeted at rates requiring sues' y. 

ness,. Mr .. Scholl,. claims the 
$2$ per month. 
usage ,offerings, also 
The plans include a 

continuation of the present ''"0 imited callinq Plan" within the 
local (ZUM Zone 1) area, and t e ''Measured Call plan" desiqned for 
those whose local usage need are minimal, and the establishment of 
a new "call Allowance Plan." 

The Unlimited ca ing Plan would be set at a flat rate of 
$$.$5, so 'tha~with the a dition of the access charge the total 
cost for unlimited usage would become $10 rather than the $8.2S 
presen1;ly authorized .. · 

The call Al wance Plan woU~d be set at $3~80 per month 
in adelition to the a~ess charge· and would permit 130 untimed, local 
messages per month th each local message thereafter being charged 
at $ .. 08 per messag , up to a maximUl\\' of $1.75·. Thus, this plan 
.would also be cap 
acc\llUulating no 

d at SlO per month, but those customers 
re than 130 local messages would pay only $8 .• 25· 

per month, the e as the presently authorized \mlimited calling 
rate. Pacific tates that about 65% of today's residence customers 

1~0 local calls per m.onth and that this plan w0\.11d, 
their needs. Pacific's rate design witness 
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/ 
Sulliv~~ testified that this plan w~uld keep most customers' rates 
at their present level and would cost Pacific $S- to $10 million to 
implement. Furtber, according to Exhibit 345 E citic proposes to 
notify its customers that their servic~ will utomatically be 
converted to the 130 Call Allowance Plan u 
different service. 

~he Measured Call Plan would 
names of the rate elements. It is se 
for the first minute of usage and $ 

change except for the 
at the access rate plus $.04 
for each additional·minute. 

Additionally, customers of this se ice would receive a $3.00 
monthly allowance against their cal and ZOM Zone 2 usage. That 
comes to· 37 1/2 5-minute local alls per month. Sullivan asserts 
that about 20% of Pacific's p esent residential customers could 
s@scribe to this plan, con nue their present calling patterns, 
and pay no more than the $ .45 access charge. each month. 

As for Oniversa Lifeline ~elephone Service CULTS or 
Lifeline) Pacific propo ~ to leave the rate fo~ measured service 
at Sl.48, which is com ted as 50% of the' measured access rate less .. 
$.75 CUstomer Premise Equipment (ePE) rental credit. Lifeline 
measured rate servic continues to provide a call allowance of 60 
local calls. (as con rasted with $3.00 worth of me'asured local usage 
for non-Lifeline 
addltional charg 
rates of $.10 f 
70th. 

sured service) and proposes reducing the 
to, $.08 for all calls rather than the present 
61 to 70 calls and $.15 for all calls after the 

service more 
a discounte 

van testified that Pacific wishes to make Lifeline 
aluable to those who qualify for it by also offering 

130 Call Allowance Plan and the unlimited calling Plan 
so that eco omically disadvantaged 'customers can have the same 
options as other customers. Initially Pacific proposed a $2~OO 

monthly d scount for the 130 call plan and the unlimited call plan 
for Life ine customers; however, with the intervening passage of 
AB 3288 on September 23, 1986 amending Public Utilities Codes . 
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§ 739.2, Pacific asks that these services ~ offe~ed ~line 
customers on the same 50% tarift rate basis as basiclmeasured 
service. Pacitic requests that it be permitted tol'recover the 
discounted Lifeline amounts· for these optional se?vices from the 
Universal Telephone Service Fund. ~ 

Pacific also proposes· that the charge for installation or 
service on individual residence lines be raded from $70 to $100 

, , 
for the first line, but stay at $70 for eadh additional line. 
Further f • it proposes to give customers. 90!d..ays from. implementation 
ot these new rates to choose a new serv~e (or, presumably, to 
choose n2t to be transferred t~ the:r:13t Call Allowance Plan) 
without being subject to a ch~rge fo .the change. 

2. criticism and Alte:cnative to 
facitic's ReSi~nge Pr~ 

a. CBCBAITCA .. / 

. 'I'he C:BCHA/TCA proPfsal agrees with the concept of 
separate charges tor res·identi~ access and usage ~ however, as 
their witness' Dr. selwyn testi.fied, they believe that Pacific's 
proposal detrimentally perpe~ates an unnecessarily high annual 
subsidy to basic ~ehange ac!cess lines of al:>out $2 billion (the 
amount by which costs Pacific assigns to· local access exceed 
revenues), and consequently, excessive rates for other services 
such as intra~A usage~J'intrastate interLATA access, and 
interstate access. Sel~ testified that this poliey results 'in 
suppressing demana ~a;':giVinq customers incentive to bypass. He 
argues that the goal ot universal service can be met at a tar lower 
cost through a tarqetbd subsidy progr~ for Lifeline customers 
while moving acces~jline rates for all other residential exchange 
access·toward cost( 

. cit1ng a study performed by the staff ot the Florida 
Public Service co' ission, selwyn claims that residential demand 
tor local servic is hi9hly price inelastic, and.. concludes that ~~e 
Liteline mechan sm already provid..ee for in Calitornia is all we 
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need to assure the universal availability of 
servioe. He therefore proposes to reduce, and ev 
the subsidy to non-Lifeline residential ratepay 

As a first step CBCHA/TCA propos s a plan with three 
basio options for residential customers. Al oustomers would pay 
$5.00 monthly for acoess. Under the first ervioe option the 
oustomer would pay an additional $2.10 wh~ would include a $3.00 
usage allowance. Additional calls wOUld)be $.04 for the first 
minute and $.01 for each additional mi~te. ThUS, this option 
would oost $7.10 for up to $3.00 of u~ge. The second option, 
untimed measured service would be pr~ed at the aooess rate plus 
$4.25 per month for up to- 130 untim/d calls. Additional calls 
would be prioed at a flat $.07, w~ no usage cap. Thus this 
option would oost $9.25 for up t?,~30 ·untimed calls per month. The 
third option is for flat rate service at $9.00' -per month plus th.e 
$5.00 acoess charge, or a total of $14.00 per month.. Each servioe 
would be discounted by 50% plu's the $.75 equipment credit for 
Lifeline customers. seiwyn': minimal reliance on looal measured. 

11 ' .... ~ J . ca s ar~ses from ~s conoern that, at an average cost ~norement of 
I 

$.08 'more than a loeal flj rate call, measured calls are of 
aubious value. 

Selwyn asserts tha~ the combination of his exchange 
I 

rate proposal and his ~ proposal discussed below will stimulate 
calling ana create a better Dalance Detween rates ana oosts for 
both access and usage! 

paoifil responas to the proposal ofCBCHA/TCA by 
noting that the exi/ting subsidy requirement Roan and should be 
substantially rea~dea by eliminating, over a reasonable period o·f 
time, the subsidi~ which many business services currently enjoy." 
Pacific claims t its proposals will more effectively accomplish 
that goal and wi 1 als~ appropriately refleot the varianoes in the 

shortfalls among services. 
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ORA urges this commission to reject Selwyn's proposal 
as an unjustit'ied departure from our traditional policy ot' setting / 
residential rates on a residual basis. It also claims that ~ 
selwyn's proposal would only spread the benefit of reduce7reve ~e 
requirement to business customers when both business and 
residential customers should share the benefit_ 

b. ll2. 
The FEA assert that traditional rate structure must 

be changed by reducing price/cost margins for those s~ices which 
J 

are sensitive to price and subject to competition. ~EA claim that 
this should be accomplished by assuring that any ~sidy to local 
exchange customers qoes only to those who are t~~y in need. Thus, 
FEA propose moving pricing for services with relatively inelastic 
demands"presumably incl~ding basic resident~l service to those 
who are not truly needy, to incremental co~, plus whatever further 
amount basic demand considerations will permit. Recognizing that 

I 
customers with relatively inelastic demands for particular services 
will resent an ~ediate doub~ing or ~lpling of prices, FEA 
suggest 'that the change be made by degree and not all at once •. 
, I' 

rEA argue that this measure is necessary to 
circumvent bypass by large users, iCncluding FEA which will occur 
because alternative suppliers and'new technologies (arel driving, 
down cost. rEA claim that los;fof business from these large users 
would result in stranded investment and increase the revenue 
requirement on basic eXchangeiservice even further. FEA add that 
Offering volume discounts wi~l also encourage these high volume 
. . I 
~us~ness and government ~tomers not to bypass. 

FUrther, FEA assert that incremental or marginal cost 
information is cruci~a7E1 determining appropriate rates, and point 
out that we ordered Pa 'fic to submit such information in this 
proceeding. FEA cla' that Pacific should have provided 
incremental cost da~by service category, and that the data 
provided is since it o~lY relates to three broad 
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·cate90~ies of plant: local loop, interoffice faCilities~ 
switching equipment. FEA aaa that since both their wi ess~ 

Dr. Baughcu:rn, ana Pacific's expert witness on pricin policy, 
Or. Harris, testified that incremental cost is the roper cost 
methodology this Commission should require Pacifi 

/ 

incremental cost data by service category in its next rate ease. 
As for the present, rEA argue th we shoula reject 

Pacific's rate design ~roposals because they~re based on estimates 
of embedded costs which FEA's Baughcum dese~~es as having little 
to do with economic or market value. He tes wi~ approval the 
testimony of Harris that in a competitiv environment, setting 
prices on the ~asis of historic costs w 11 cause substantial 
allocative and technical inefficienci • (Ex. 316, pp. 30-31.) 

c. l1mH . I 
TORN's witness, SYlv~ M. Siegel, argues that 

Pacific's residential eustomers;2:r. entitled to a share of the 
. reven~e requirement reduction by ay of reduced rates for basic 

service. She proposes a "Resid tial Rate Simplification 'Plan" 
under which local measured se~ice' eLMS) would be eliminated 
altogether in favor of unive~l flat rate service and flat rate 
lifeline service. Siegelf:pr, poses offering this flat rate service 
at $6.00 per m~nth, with l' eline set at $2.25 (one half the no~al 
rate less $.7$ to offsetelephone equipment costs). Further, she 
testified that based on acific's workpaper volumes she estimates 
that a revenue neutral ~iversal flat rate would be $7.73 per month 
and that her proposal Jould reduce annual revenues by roughly $12'8 

million. / , 
TORN u/ges this commission to reject Pacific'S 130 

Call Allowance Plan for being priced specifically to make flat rate 
service uneconomi 1 for each and every residence customer, despite 
any consideration of costs and revenues. TORN points out that 
Pacific's costs ~ serving customers who switch from flat rate to 

. this measured s ice would rise by the cost of measuring the 
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calls. TURN states that if 58%, or :3.7 million, of Pacitic's / 
residential customers switch to the new 1:30-call plan, as pacifi~ 
wO:Z:kpapers sug-g-est, and if Scholl's estimate of $.004 per mes~e 
tor measuring is accurate, and if it is assumed that each cu~mer 
averages 100 calls per month (a figure which appears low t TORN), 
then the additional annual cost for measurement would ee $17.76 
million. ".t"O'RN concludes that the 130-call plan is a 1 ss-leader 
for Pacific under which every customer will pay less han the flat 
rate, while every customer will actually create hi 
service than do flat rate custome:z:s. 

'I'tTRN also opposes Pacific', s effo s to separate easic 
service into access and usage components, rem' ding this Commission 
that we rejected a similar proposal in our 1st Pacific rate design 

ings, found. that the 
practical. TURN 

decision, 0.84-06-111,. Which, alUong other 
proposed distinction was more didactic 
asserts that the proposal is purely a keting tool ~hat attempts 
to redefine existing services in ways at would slant Co~~ission 
and puelic attitudes toward the Util' y's repricing schemes. TURN 

alleg-es that nothing- has changed s~ce.we maae the obse~a~ion in 
0.84-06-l11, that ~PacBe11 does not actually propose unbundled 
rates but merely uses the access/usage dichotomy to explain the 
relationship between its propostd rates and its calculated costs." 

. (0.84-06-111 at 275). ~e~ TURN alleges that the poliey is 
illegally discriminatory in~at a residential flat 'rate customer 
would pay $4.4$ for access~lone, while an LMS customer would 
receive access plus $3 wo~ of free usage for the same amount. 

CBCHA/TCA xpresses agreement with TURN that . 
Pacific's measurement 0 local calls improperly inflates the cost 
of providing residenti 1 exchange service, eut does not agree with 
TORN's rate proposal, since it contends that even Pacific's 
proposal prices loc access too far below cost. 

claiming that 
is also critical of TORN's proposals, 

necessary to narrow s~sidy target~ ~o 
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residence access and a reasonable ~~ount of usage and 
connection, in this period of diminishing sources of sUbsi 
Pacific argues that TORN~s proposal would decrease rates for 
customers who ~cncrate the ~reatest costs, the residen e flat rate 
customers, while increasing rates for the measured s ice 
customers who generate the least costs, and adds t t the l30 call 
Allowance Plan together with its other proposed 1 cal Offerings 
more appropriately provide the commission with e means to direct 
subsidy flows to· achieve its policy objective in the most 
efficient manner. 

d. Brllawski 
Dr. Robert E. Brylawski tes ified on his own behalf 

about Pacific's residential basic excha e service proposal. His 
testimony agrees with that of Siegel ~t Pacific has not provided 
cost support to justify increasinq fl~ rate service rates as ' 
proposed while leaving measured serv. ce rates unchanged. He 
further asserts that Pacific's cos s~udies suggest that current 
relative p,rices of the two s~rvic s ar~ 'reasonably in balance from 
a revenue/cost standpoint. 

Brylawski bases 
Scholl's testimony and relate 

s testimony on a comparison of 
workpapers, Exhibit 293, a customer 

usage study done by Pacific,. and portions of Sullivan's testimony 
and workpapers which, he s tes, together lead him to conclude that 
there are several errors i Scholl's data input which distort the 
revenue and cost figures acific adopts for residential basic 
exchange ,service. 

As sho~ in Table 2 to Exhibit 379, Brylawski's 
calculations conclude at the revenue shortfall is fairly similar 
for either flat or m asured service based on either Scholl's data 
or Exhibit 293, but that the revenue to cost ratio revealed that in 
both instances fla rate service contributes proportionally more to 
meet its costs th n measured service. Based on this finding and 
h.is contention t at revenue shortfall is a more reasonable basis 
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for comparing alternative services in the same service clas ~ he 
recommends preserving the present balance by spreading th 
revenue requirement for residential basic exchange serv~ between 
flat and measured services by raising or 10Wering.the~tes for 
both services by essentially equal dollar amounts. I' 

Brylawski is opposed to the 130 call~lowance plan, 
claiming ~at support data tor both costs and re~nues are 
woefully inadequate and cautioning that the dat~available suggest 
that it is designed primarily to draw custome~ away from flat rate 
service and raise a distinct possibility thatfthis plan may 
actually produce incremental costs in exces~ of incremental 
revenue. He also objects to the plan on ~licy grounds, claiming 
that it will further complicate the cus Imer,s choice of basic 
service and require them to be depende on Pacific~s 
representatives for advi6e. Brylaws points out that flat rate 
service would become superfluous un r Pacific's proposal and 
expresses the suspicion that it esigned to drive flat rate 
service out 

incremental 

of existence. 
Brylawski asserts 

costs of this plan 
at there is no discussion ot the 

hen compared to the status quo, but 
claims that there will at lea~t be a cost tor service regrades tor 
the 4.2 million customers whO will switch to the service. 
suggesting the NmOdestN~S ption of $30 per regrade, he 
calculates this nonrecurr' ng cost ,to- be $125 million. Brylawski 
also· claims t2lere will b a new cost of measuring and billing for 
local calls that are ently unmeasured under flat rate. He . 

between $2.5 and $7.5 million annually, 
depending on the cal volume estimate used and the measuring cost 
per call used, and ints out that adding this additional cost to 

nue of $4.5 million which Pacific projects will 
result between a $2 million increment and a $3 million 
loss. 
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e. ImA 
ORA'"s EXhibit 329 critiques Pacific's variou cost 

studies. It agrees that Pacific's ~ethodoloqy for estab shing the 
cost of service connection for residence and busines~rvices is 
sound and produces acceptable results, but expresses epticism of 
the accuracy of Pacific's bottoms-up studies of sub criber access 
lines and local usage. ;I' 

ORA agrees with Pacific's conclus' n that costs of 
subscriber access are likely to exceed revenue rom present rates, 
but does not accept Pacific's estimates beca e they are not based 
on a true bottoms-up cost stUQy. Specifica y, ORA criticizes the 
major component of the access cost study, e loc~l acc~ss line 
loop study, for not using a larger sampl size. ORA argues that 
Pacific's preCision level of plus or m' us l3% for residence loop '. . 
length and plus or minus l6% for busi ss loop length at a 
confidence probability of 95% is ina equate and that the precision 
level should be plus'or minus 5%. 
Unscientific some of the assumpti ns Pacific made about various 
quantities of outside plant not ncluded in the loop study which 
result in more than doubling total loop length. ORA also 
objects to Pacific's use of b oked investments for outside plant to 
distribute investment dolla to· the loop footage, arguing that 
this is inappropriate to a 

ORA. adclres 
e bottoms-up study. 

reasonableness of the methodology 
of Pacific's bottoms-up study, finding.th~ methodology 
Pacific uses to determ' e costs of two of the three equipment 
categories to be appr riate, but the third to be inconsistent. 
The first two give e deled cost output'. The third. provides 
incremental costs, 0 which Pacific has added an "embedding 
factor. * O~ poi out that this inconsistency *casts doubt on 

. the likelihood the switehing cost eomponent represents an 
bottoms-up cost." (Exhibit 329, 10-4.) Further, 

ORA poin~s out that since the usage costs are not current, but 
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embeQQeQ, they are of very limited use in evaluating bypass 
potential or other competitive pressures or in analyz~g pricing 
proposals in the present environment. ~ 

with these reservations in mind, 0 as relied 
little on Pacific's cost studies anQ has inst~ad emphasized the 
importance of making rate Qesign changes Which~QQreSs its policy 
goals,by making rate changes which protect b~iC service rates. 
ORA states that its primary goals are to el~inate the billing 
surcharge and decrease MTS rates. ORA wi~ess Shantz suggests that 
a first priority for accomplishing that ~ an increase in rates anQ 
charges for priva,te line anQ private lie-like services anQ 
possibly a slight: increase in :basic lQ6al resiQence and :business 
services rates., I' ' 

ORA proposes increas~g the rates for service . 
connection charges, but slightly d'ecreasing basic exchange service 
rates. In his pre-filed testimo!y of July 10, 1986, (Exhi:bit 351), 

Shantz explains ORA's rationale/for increaSing service connection 
charqes. He states that the pfesent service connection charges 
were established in ~d~lif84 and that "ORA does not :believe that 
the charges for these labo intensi~e activities should remain 
unchanged for as long as 've years." Nonetheless, ORA does not 
agree with'the impositiO~ of a large increase in this rate. 
Rather, this initial ~7"tilnony of Shantz proposes a uniform 
percentage increase OJ'about S% for each service which can :be 
characterized as a f of access lines. 'rhis, he asserts, will 
reflect the labor i ensive nature of these services whilQ 

for services which were the subject of our 
investigation int Pacific's marketing practices such as 'rouehtone 
and optional caliing plans. 

customer 
service. 

o opposes Pacific's. unbundling of resiQence rates 
usage components, stating that it will lead to, 

and makes no sense when Qiseussing a .flat rate 
also opposes the 130 Call Allowance Plan and the 
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automatic conversion to this plan which Pacific proposes, 
that the similarity between this and the proposed flat service 
will lead to customer confusion and could mislead customers into 
believing that the 130-call plan is the same as flayrate service .. 
ORA therefore advocates leaving the residential s~iee choices as
is. FUrther, ORA points out that this commii:SiO has traditionally 
set residential rates on a residual basis, and oncludes that there 
is no justification for abandoning that poli as some of the 
parties have suggested. ~ 

Although ORA init~ally opposed Pacific's proposed 
flat rate lifeline offering, it now con~~ds that the proposal is 
supported by the January, 1987 amen~7 to Public utilit1,'es Code 
§ 739.2. 

CBCHA/TCA criticize O~'s residual pricing argument 
as simply a charact~rizati~n of p~t Commission practice which has 
no place in a post-divestiture eytironment where competit~ve and 
pote~tiallY competitive servic~ ought to be prieed to reflect 
economic costs of prOVidin~m except in· those limited areas 
where subsidy is required to ensure universal service. CBCHA/'rCA 
adds that absent some vali public policy rationale the subsidy to 
residential basic exchang service which ORA advocates is 
unreasonab1~ and discrim~atory in violation of Public Utilities 
Code §§ 451 and 453. / 

FEA criticize ORA's .proposal because of the 
I 

significant risk of stranded inves~ent and ultimately higher basic 
exchange rates whic arise from not following marginal cost-based 
or market-based pr einq policies. 

Pac fico also criticizes ORA'S proposal for 
disregarding th competitive threats to the services whieh help 

reduction in 
$.15 in the 
Residence 

exchange service. in order to achieve a minimal 
sic exchange rates (e.g. ORA's proposed reduction of . 

nthly rate for Individual Line Measured Rate 
ice with a $3.00 usage aliowance and its $.05 
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proposed reduction for Individual Line Measured Rate Business 
Service). Furthermore, Pacific d.efend.s against OR1Vs criticism of 
its local usage cost study and its access line loop study 
factor pointing to ORA witness statements which it 
Pacific's conclusions. 

3. 12iscussion....Qt. Resigens:e Rate Proposals 
The importance of taking account of economic ,..,..,"'.,......,. 

service and setting rates that promote efficient use of 
will be growing as our economy becomes increasingly ~~~~.l!~I~. 
communications networks for transaction and 
Large applications in particular may be greatly 
uneconomic usage rate design, and such rate des probably 
aggravate other tendencies toward private At the same 
time that we recognize this future scenario we 
need to provide rate subsidies for those who 
through the Lifeline program. Outside this 

recognize the 
need them 

our intent that basic exchange rates 
continually move toward a closer 
economic costs of service. 

is 

This is ~ifferent from the q~CUl~Ul~~ll of residual 
proposed by CBCHA/TCA or FEA pricing of basic residence services 

with only a targeted subsidy for 
their argument for this poliey cn<~nq 
several Pacific proceedings, 
that bypass is a problem fac 

Both base 
, as they have in the last 

bypass threat. We recognize 
Pacifier however, we believe that 

the presently authorized ~n'cel~~A SPF to Stu phase-down, along 
phase-down which we authorized in wi th the intr~I.Al'A SI?F to, 

0.87-12-067 will provide a 
intent to limit incenti 
for the sort of dramatic 

icient signal of our continued 
for uneconomic bypass without the need 
fts in basic rates they advocate. 

As we have 
this question of how 
the great bulk of the 

out before in proceedings addressing 
deal with the costs of the local network, 
traffic sensitive (NTS) costs at issue 
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here are capital-relate4 costs such as earnings on capital 
investment, income taxes on those earnings, depreciation cha 
and property taxes. The magnitude ot these capital costs ' 
attributable to the meth04 ot accounting for subscri:ber costs 
over the years which was 4esigned to keep the costs 
subscri~er to telephone service low in keeping with t e national 
(and Bell system) telecommunications policy goal of niversal 
telephone service. The costs of these local facil'ties were not 
charge4 to the local subscribers whom they were 
Often the facilities were :built to meet anticip ted future need so 
there were no subseri:bers to charge. The ubi itous nature of the 
resulting telephone network benefits all use The logio of these 
accounting practices an4 the shared ben~fi that resulted from 
them seem to this commission to mandate t at the costs of that 
network shou14 :be share4 and not now 
shou14ers of the local users. At the e time, however, in" 
response to the emergence of teCh....,,~,lO ical alternatives to ~e 
local network, we g1ve greater reco ition to, the eeonomio pricing 
of usage. We believe that the tra ition from SPF to $L~ cost 
allocation accomplishes these goa s. . 

Further~ we expect :ba~c exchange rates in the long-run 
to approach the most efficient osts of service. We explicitly 
make no en40rsement that, eve assuming their accuracy, the costs 
currently retleote4 by Pacif'c as the cost of :basic access lines, 
for example, ~ those most efficient costs. Observers shou14 not 
mistake the willingness 'an even the desire to acoommodate 
increases in :basie eXChrn~ access rates as any relief from this 
Commission's will to app y continuing regulatory pressure on 
corresponding eosts. . 

Inde~d, one tf the commission's challenges as it 
consi4ers changes in regulatory mechanisms in I.S7-11-033 will be 
to fin4 more effectiJe ways to keep pressure on exohange carriers 
to mini:mize the cost! of basic exchange access lines. E.:I.sic 

/ 
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exchange access is perhaps the service least subject to compe 
pressures tor cost reduction and most susceptible to the 
HqoldplatinqH and lack of manaqerial attention popularly 
frequently cited as one of the primary rationales for 
the effectiveness· of rate of return regulation • 

available . considering the questionable reliability 
cost information the tairest means of instituting a 
for local exchange services is to adopt a uniform 

ate increase 
rcentage 

increase spread across all recurring local servic 
suggests. For this reason we find no merit in T· 's proposal to 
simply reduce flat rate service rates to $6.00 er month. There is 
no reason to exempt any service, including th 
from. this spread. We will not adjust rates or message units in 
this process. As Pacific's rate desiqn ind.'cates, these rates 
should remain at their present levels. 

Pacific proposes increasing it service connection charge 
for installation of an initial resid.enc line from $70 to $100 • 
We agree with ORA that service connect'on charges should be 
mOderately increased to take increa~~g labor costs into account. 
~owever, there is no more basis in ~e record. for authorizing an 
inconsistently large increase in a~arge which impacts the 
residential customer's ability t~StabliSh basic service, than 
there is for authorizing a large increase Which impacts that 
customer's ability to maintain asic service. Tberefore,.we will 
adopt the same unitorm percen~ge increase tor this service that we 
adopt for other residence rates. 

TUrning to the SP,6ifiC service categories of Pacific's 
residence rate d.esiqn prop~l, we find the' pricing structure of 
Pacific's proposed 130 ca~ Allowance Plan troubling. As ORA, 
TORN, and. Brylawski point! out, the Plan 'Would make the proposed 
flat rate service uneco~mical and. therefore essentially eliminate 
the tlat rate service jption. The 130 Call Allowance Plan proposal 
would simply confuse atepayers and obscure the distinct difference 
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between flat rate plans and measured call plans which e 
Flat rate service is less costly to administer than m sured rate 
service. The record demonstrates no basis for elim' ating it. 
Flat rate service should continue to be an option. Therefore, we 
reject Pacific's 130 call Allowance Plan. Obvio ly, Pacific's 
claimed implementation expense of $9.394 millio for this plan is 
also rejected. 

We are likewise not persuaded by 
present measured call plan should be elimi 

's argument that the 
ted. Pacific shall 

continue to offer its two present basic s ices to residential 
customers--individual line measured rate service with a usage 
~llowance presently set at $3.00, and ' dividual line flat rate 
service. 

o create two separate rate 
elements for resid.ence service, ac ss and. usage,. we find such a 
step adds terminology which impli s rate po~icies which are 
inconsistent with the use of res dual pricing of residential basic 
rates which we follow in this cision, and which are also 
inconsistent with flat rate p cing. Therefor~, we will not adopt 
the proposed. separate rate 
:tilne. 

for residence service at this 

In our efforts t efficient use of the local 
telephone system, we have authorized. tariffs which charge 
separately for access usage and are known as "measured rates." 
However, as noted. abov , Pacific's proposal to charge each 
subscriber an access e plus an additional usage fee, regard.less 
of whether the usage ate is flat or measured, is not acceptable. 

service to the te 
at no more than 
overpriced 
rates that 

of measured. rates intrigues industry pundits, 
'ght give a more accurate signal of the cost of 

customer. Ideally, calls should. be priced 
cost so that incremental usage will not be 

extent that uneconomic bypass occurs • Given 
the cost of service, the cons~er presumably 
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will tailor his or her ~eman~ in such a way that increases in th~' 
capacity of the phone system will be required only when consum~ 
demand justifies additional investment by the phone company. 

After the evi~entiary portion of this procee~in was 
concluded, the Rand Corporation published a study entitl d, 
"Optimal Peak-Load Pricing for Local Telephone Calls~ olla E. 
Park, Bridger M. Mitchell~ March 1987, The Rand Corp .ation). The 
authors conclude that: 

"(C)ontrary to conventional wisdom, meas 
rate pricing of local telephone calls s likely 
to be somewhat less efficient than t ditional 
flat-rate pricing. If local mea sur service 
is desirable public policy, it mus be 
justified 'on grounds other than e nomic 
efficiency." (Park« Mitchell, • v.) 

"We find that ••• measured rates 
produce very modest efficien gains~ more 
likely, they will result in $mall efficiency 
losses." (Ibid, p. 3, emPhris in original.) 

This conclusion rests lar~lY on the faet that because 
prieing periods could not feaSib~Y e 'tailored to give· consume'rs 
the appropriate signals, variatio in customer dexnand limits the 
efficiency gains that price rat' ning can aChieve. 
, Although the study s~rveyed the ca1lin9 pattern~ of a 
limited number of residences Ind businesses in Clinton Illinois for 
one year, the results invit 
scheme. This study indica 

comparison with Pacific Bell's pricing 
s that the concept propounded by TORN· 

in its proposal for a met opolitan flat rate, if priced properly, 
may ·hav~ merit. On the ther hand, it is possible that customers 
in Pacifie's serving ar ~ exhibit a pattern of demand that can be 
mirrored by appropriat pricin9 periods, and that the cost of call 
measurement by Pacifi differs from that assumed in the Rand study. 

Since our ate design is intended to promote economic 
efficiency, we must be fairly certain that this goal will be 
realized, and not We conclude that we should e~amine 
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Pacific's customer and cost data to test the Rand study's 
conclusions and determine whether measured r~tes for basic e~ehan~e 
service actually promote or hinder economic efficiency in Pacific' 
service territory. ~heretore, we will direct Pacific to in 
evidence of the incremental costs of basic exchange service 
supplemental rate design proceeding. We wish also to 
implications of the Rand study for other services wherein 
signals are used to optimize the balance between utility 
consumer usage, such as ZUM rates. To that end we wil 
Pacific to present evidence of incremental costs of 
its ZOM areas for our consideration in the suppleXne1.l~ 
phase of this proceeding. The evidence may pe 
the.terns and conditions of services priced 
our supplemental rate design proceeding. 

direct 
ls within 
ra~e design 
to amend 

Turning to Lifeline, we see that 
"fil~ed out" to provide completely for the 

,program must be 
ion of ratepayers 

with limited means. We ~gree with Pacif s conclusion that 
Lifeline would better serve the varying ~~,~~,~.' of those who qualify 
by offering the same plan op~ions that offered to other 
customers. In fact,. with the implel:neI~L't of AB 3288, the flat 
rate Lifeline option with unlimited ~~I~a,. calls has begun. We will 
continue to authorize it at Onje-lL.a adopted flat rate less 

$.25 for inside wire $.75 for telephone set rental 
maintenance. We will also au 
access rate at 50% of the 
wire and rental amounts, 
proposal to reduce the 
call allowance to $.OS. 

ize a continued Lifeline measured 
measured rate less the inside 

will adopt Pacific's unopposed 
for additional calls after the 60-

to recover the amount of ~scoun't 
1 also continue to authorize ~acific 

it provides to Lifeline customers 
Universal Telephone Service Fund. for these services from 

~oday's economic clima suggests that further expansion or 
~~'~"'~of this program may be required as Lifeline refinement of the 

takes role than it ~ears today. 
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4. Pacific's Business Bate Proposal 
Pacific proposes increasing the charge for the init 

minute of business usage from $.04 to $.043, and measured 1 
business access rates from the present $8.25 to $10.75. 

access rate increase is just over 30%. 
rest of its business line access rates by over 48%. 
additional cost of providing trunks (also called pri 
Exchange or PBX trunks), and Pacific's belief that 
use the network more efficiently and avoid 0 

circuits when they are not necessary if there is 
d~fferential between regular business lines and , Sullivan 

trunk rate at initially also propo~ed a new separate m~.~~~lr 
$16.00, a 93.93% increase, and an increase 
from $25.65 to $:38.00. The measured trunk' 

the flat trunk rate 
is not presen~ly 

-$8.25. Further, as 
tariffs would raise the 

differentiated from the business line 
with residence service, Pacific's nTlonc~se~ 
eharqe for installation or service on 
$70 to $100, and leave the charge for 
It proposes charging even more for 
raising the charge from $70 to $175 

first business line from 
aaditional line at $,70. 

S. 

rates for that 
discussion 
plan. 

, except insof~r as they 
distances up to- 30 miles as the 

of metropolitan-wide Hcommunity-of
The proposal encompasses 

and 3 and creation of a new Zone 3 to 
30 miles. It also inelude~ day 
minute and $.07 for each additional 

rather than Pacific's proposed toll 
~(u~I;;'~J of $.25 and $.16. As we exp-lain in our 

, we reject this ZUM rate consolidation 
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As we have stated above, CBCHA/TCA also generally support 
cost based local calling- rates, and Selwyn expresses. a preference / 
for flat rate local service, asserting that measured service 
unnecessarily increases local costs. 

CBCHA/TCA do not approve of Pacific's proposals for 
increases in rates for trunk lines. They argue that the fao 
PBX trunks have to be "d.esigned" should not determine the 
policy since many users of trunks select them not becaus 
design features, but because of customer distance from e 
servicing central office, the gauge of the wire Pacif'c chooses to 
use for the access lines, the number of splices or onnection 
points, or the routing of the cable to the centra office. They' 
claim that eaeh of these things can affect the ality of a normal 
business line in such a way that the eustomer 
instead •. CBCHA/TCA also argue that trunks a 
profitable than business lines in that cost 

st use trunk lines 
less costly and more 

of billing and 
collections may be lower on a p~r-line ba since they are 
normally utilized by customers whO requi e many lines. They also 
claim that the rate of call completion s higher for PBX trunks 
than for regular business lines. Bas d on this analys'is CBCRA/TCA 
recommend that Pacific raise its P 
month to $10.75 per month, the sam amount proposed. tor the regular 
business lines. 

DRA recommends reject' g- both Pacific's 'measured PBX 
trunk rate and its flat PBX t rate. ORA argues that the 
measured rate discriminates a ainst customers and appears to be set 
to "better position the pric ot centrex service to the price of 
PBX trunk service." Like S lwyn, ORA also argues that there are no 
unambiguous criteria whic a customer can use to determine whether 

rather than nondesigned business it needs designed PBX L.rl.lI'n ,,_s 

lines. Citing- 0.93367 
led the commission to 
business service and. 

cpoc 2d 441, ORA claims that this. fact 
stablish id.entical rates for measured 

easured trunk service in the first place. 
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Both ORA and CBCHA/TCA point out that this ambiquity leaves Pacific 
with too much ~iscretion an~ eoul~ result in abusive marketing 
practices. ORA again argues that the objective of this rate design 
proceeding *should be to eliminate Pacific's surcharge, and not to· 
reflect an increase in the revenue requirement." with this in 
mind, ORA suggests that a 50% increase for any BEAL (Basic ~A~UI~' 
Access Line) service should be the maximum, but it recommends 
u.~iform percentage decrease for all business BEAL 
the adopted revenue requirelUent decrease. 

As with residential service, ORA agrees 
connection charges should be increased, but Objects 
proposal and instead asks us to adopt the same ~o.~~'O 

it advocates for ~esidential service 
6. Pacific's. Rebuttal and 

Alternative PBX PrQposa1 

Pacific's Sullivan responds to crit 
pricing proposal by asserting that Pacific' 
.proposing higher rates for- trunks than tor 
trunks cost more to provide and they are 
customer because they support 9reater 

increase 

PBX trunk. 

that PBX trunk line service is not an ..e1;;I;I"'il;l;n:~J.C:~.L alternative to 
Centrex rates are set high 

is used to bypass Centrex. 
Centrex service, but that in califo 
enough so that PBX trunk line serv 
This, contends Pacific, is an,exam~~e 

, . 
bypass this commission has 

of the sort of uneconomic 
re~e:a%:eally stated it wishes to prevent. 

Further, in his 
alternative proposal tor Paci 
oppOSition of so many 

testimony Sullivan makes an 
PBX trunk pricing based on the 

to its initial proposal. The 
PBX measured trunk line rate by 

than increasing them to $16.00. 

Sullivan states that accomplish the same lZ% increase in 
cost coverage which Pa~~·~~.c's proposed individual ~u$iness line 
rate increase will He goes on to elai~ th~~ this ra~e 
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would result in a $19 million net revenue shortfall which could be 
recovered through increasing the business local usage rate from 
$.04 to $.047 rather than to the originally proposed $.043. 

Further, he claims that while centrex customers pay rates 
recover its costs, PBX customers presently pay Pacific 
halt of the cost of their trunks. Pacific arg-ues that 
anomaly in pricing is not corrected, residential 
bear the burden of the lost Centrex revenues while 
trunk service will continue to absorb large quanti 
subsidy. 

7 .. 

scarce 

QiscussiQn of Business Rate Issues 
We have already stated that the in this record 

policy and an 
ocal services except 

Q'B~:mu TCA advocate.. This 
as residence service. 
appropriate to apply 

does not warrant total abandonment of our 
immediate shift to cost-based rates for all 
tor,a narrowly defined subsidy as FEA and 
holds true for basic business service as 
In order to continue the present policy 
the same residual prici~g model to 
apply. to· basic residence service .. 
the wisdom of selwyn's related 
reductions in minutes of use ra 
for all local service. There 

, we are unconvinced of 
of significant 

offset by higher access rates 
we will follow the gene'ral 

recommendation of ORA and adopt 
business services that we have for the residence services. 

for increasing the initial minute 
unexplained. We will authoriZe ~o' 

Furthermore, Pacific's raY.'JU~ •• ~ 
rate for business usage 

and individual business 
claim, our decision to keep trunk rates 
rates the same in 0.93367 was the 
ties which Pacific would, have had at a 

tion of customer premises equipment. The 
today. Furthermore, there is ~othing 

result of monitoring 
time prior to the 
rationale does not 
inappropriate in fic attempting to reconcile PBX trunk and 
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Centre~ pricing, so long as both remain at justifiable 
agree with Pacific that it is reasonable for PBX trun 
raised to a level closer to costs. Unlike basic res'dence and 
business services, a PBX line equipped with Direct nward Dialing 
(DID) is in competition with another service, Ce rex, and Centrex 
is designed to provide a contribution over cost as defined by 
Pacific in E~~ibit Z60, p. 4.Z. Obviously, we require this 
combination of services, PBX and DID, to be 
contribution from Centrex will be diminish 
the network will be reduced to the disadv 
consumers of basic services. 

iced below cost, the 
and efficient use of 

of Pacific and 

On the other hand, the. all\l:)i determining when a 
PBX trunk is needed rather than an or nary business line lead us 
to conclude that it is inappropriate to approve rates which are 
totally competitive w.ith Centre~ at this t:ime.. 'I'h.us, we. agree with 
the critics that the 94% increase n trunk access rates initially 
proposed by Pacific is not reaso able. 'I'he compromise proposed by 
Sullivan" whiCh increases. the m asured trunk access rate by 48 .. 48% 
and the flat rate trunk acces rate by 33.S3~, is more appropriate 
under the circumstances. ill authorize its adoption contingent 
on Pacific developing, as· a art of its tariffs a set o·f written 
criteria setting 'forth des gn paraIneters for PBX, and explaining 
when a designed circuit required from the central office serving 
that custom~r. 'Atter i submission by an advice letter and 
approval by the Comm.is on by Resolution, Pacific shall provide a 
copy of this tariff t each customer seeking to establish PBX 
service. 

Finally, 
policy with regard 

residence servia 

ccing no justification to depart from our 
~. service 'connection charges, we will authorize 
increase here that we have authorized for 

conn(action charges. 
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e. The Revenue Increase to be 
Spread OVer 'Basic Residence 
and Business services 

Basee on the considerations described above 
authorize aeoption of a rate desiqn which spreads the 
residual revenue requirement using a uniform percent e increase 
for all recurring local business ane residence serv'ce rates and 
service connection charqes, except that business ~ rates shall 
be increased by the amounts set forth above. Eas1c rates will be 
rounded to the nearest $.05 and service conne~on charges will be 
roundee to the nearest $.25. Rates thus 7eri d are set out, in, 
Appeneix A to this decision. 
B. centxmc service 

l. Pacific's Prqpo§Al 

Centrex is a service provided~rom a Pacific central 
office which allows intercom calling ~.the customer's premises, 
access from these telephone sets to pacific's network, the ability 
to transfer calls amonq tolephones It the customer'S premises, and 
various additional optional featu~s ~UCh as call forwardinq, speed 
calling, and call waiting. paeii'ic proposes to restructure Centrex 
rate elelllents and to .change th~ way these rate elements are offered 
to, the customer as well as ,the( prices for certain of the the ' 
offerings. J' , 

The 'most siqnifi~t changes proposed are the unbundling 
of the present Centrex pr' ry station line charge into two 
elements, Centrex swit ng and Centrex acceSS7 charqing two 
different rates for th new'access element to offset the difference 
in the two End User C on Line (EOCL) charge rates the Federal 
CommUnications commi1sion (FCC), has maneated for service commenced 
pre-July, 1983 and post-July, 1983;' reducing the rates for tie line 
termination (priva e network access); including single digit 

nt of basic Centrex service; increasing the 
ccess Trunking charge to $1.60 to "reflect" 
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Pacifi~'s proposed $16 PBX business measured trunk rate;l adding- / 
new optional service features; and simplifying- ~har9'es for OPtiO~ 
services by charg-ing- one or the other of two rates depending- / 
whether the service has been classified as "high demand, 10 
or "low demand., more complex.'f' 

According to Sullivan this proposal will res 
overall revenue d.e~rease of $3.176 million for the 19 6 

an 
year. 

However, as we mentioned apove, since the time Paci ~c's proposal 
was filed this commission has issued. R.esolution or 2023 authorizing-
2S add.itional optional Centrex servi~e feature~~d authorizinq 
rate increases for some of these services Whi~_wOUld prod.u~e 
$5S,932 more than the annual revenues which uld be produced. ]:)y 
Pacific's proposal as filed. 

Further, since, the time Pacific s proposal was filed the 
FCC' has raised. the pre-1983 EUCL by $1' r month, from $2 to $3 in 
its apparent plan to phase out the d.if erential between the two 
EUCLs. The result is that Pacific's roposed. pre-July, 1983 and. 
post-July., 1983 rate parity would b lost or else it would be 
necessary to adjust rates to take 
Sullivan cites the language of P cifie's proposed tariff Schedule 
CPtTC No. A 9.1 .. 1.A. 1.i. which, in antiCipation of such an FCC 
change, states: 

i. Any chanqe (in rease or decrease) in the 
End. User Common L'ne Access Charge (EOCL) 
stated in Tariff .C.C .. No. 128., will pe offset 
]:)y a change in e Centrex Line rate in the 
same amount. e revenue requirement 
associated. wit the change will be recovered. 
within the Ce trex category as d.etermined Py 
the Utility ith at least 30 days notice to the 
cpoc. 

1 This is cons de red. a "reflection" because it is generally 
assumed that PBX trunk is the equivalent of ten Centrex lines • 
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Since the EUCL ehange was effective on June 1, 1986, Pacific could 
not offer any evidence in this proceeding on its revenue 
requirement impact. Therefore, at least until such time as the 
recovery contemplated by the above tariff language became effeet' e 
Pacific's pre-1983 customers would actually be paying $1 more 
):)asic Centrex service than its post-1983 customers, rather 
$2.54 less as is now the case. 

In discussing reasons for setting prices 
different EOCL rates, Pacific arques that the present ate 
difference is not cost-based and establishes an art' icial cost 
barrier which keeps customers from adding new Cen~ex lines or 
commencing Centrex serviee, either of which wouldfbenefit Pacific's 
general body of ratepayers by providing a cont ):)ution of revenues 
over eosts. Sullivan adds that qentrex eusto er~ make a relatively 
greater contribution of revenues over costs an do PBX type 
customers ):)ecause Centrex customers ):)uy mo e features and usage, 
apparently implying that more customers uld choose Centrex 
instead of PBX or mOVe from PBX to cent/ex and would spend more 
money for features and services if th~ barrier were removed. 
. 2'. •• . /. 

CBCHA/TCA oppose Pacific' Centrex proposal as simply 
another element of PacBell's mar ting efforts to enhance the 
eompetitive position of Centrex CBCHA/TCA cite with 
approval the opinion testimony of ORA's Shantz that this price 
positioning by Pacifie, wher it proposes regucing new Centrex 
serviee from $18.68 to $16. 0 while increasing PBX trunk rates from 
$8.25· to $16.00, Iris akin' 0 the unethieal and abusive marketing 
praetices for whieh Paci ie has already ):)een partially reprimanded 
):)y the Commission." ( • 351, p. 4.) CBCHA/TCA also argue that 
the effect of Pacifie' proposal is to eircumvent the actions of 
the FCC by causing stomers to pay more for their pre-July, 19$3 

their post-July, 1983 lines. CBCHA/TCA 
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concluae that this commission should reject th~ proposal 
the present Centrex rates in effect. 

Besides the above-cited stat~ment by Shantz, 
expressed concern about Pacific's motivation in movin from its 
May, 1986 rate design proposal which would have ced a $2.5 
million Centrex revenue increase, and its June, 
which would produce a $3.176 million decrease. e proposes instead 
that Pacific be authorized to adopt a provisio~l Centrex offering, 
applicable to new service only, while retain~~ the present rate 
design for service already in effect and ch~ges. to such service. 
He also proposes that while the provisional offering is in effect, 
each customer subscribing to it sign a s~ternent which puts that 
customer on notice that the offering is/provisional and subj ect to 
chan~e. ORA's proposed provisional o~ering is the same as 
Pacifi~'s proposal except it does not include Pacific's proposed 
reduction from $92.75 ($88 plus a 1.4% surcharge) per month to $5-5 
tor tie line terminations becaus~Shantz regards this rate Change 
as intended to improve the price'position of Centrex service at the 
expense of' non-Centrex servicet. Shantz testified that the ORA 
provisional offering proposai'should remain in effect until this 
co~. 'ssion addresses theZE/ropriate rates and charges for centrex 
services and PBX BEAL se ces in a separate proceeding after Which 
this Commission would es lish permanent rates for all Centrex 
customers and eliminat,lthe intertm provisional offering. 
Meanwhile, since the ~ovisional offering only applies to new 
systems, ORA believe/that there will be no change in annual test 
year revenues. 

The ~as' for Shant~' recommendation seems to be a letter 
which he quotes 
Commission's Ad 
Oecember, 198:5 

his testimony (Exhibit 351)~ It was sent by the 
sory and Compliance Division (CACO) to Pacific in 

efusing to process any more contracts for Centrex 
services and 
apparently 0 

commending that Pacific file an application, 
ering tariffs to cover the services then bein~ 
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offered by contract. The letter criticized Pacific for failing to, 
adhere to commission procedures in handling these contracts. 
Shantz seems to take the position that the tariff revisions tiled 
by Pacific in this proceeding, and its failure to file an 
application as directed ~y CACO are inappropriate 
it impossible for this commission to give the careful cons' 
necessary to this question of the wisdom of altering the 
relationship between Centrex service and PBX trunks e 
OlD service. 

3. 12iscussiQn 
We view Centrex as a service 

contri~ution to Pacific's basic rates.. 'rhus, appropriate for 
so long as they 

also be set at 
Pacific to set rates to maximize this 
remain reasonable.. PBX rates and DID rates 
reasonable levels. We set those rates based on their 
independent merit, 
~ey compete with Centrex'. 

relate~ to our' investigation of 
practices and ORA's concern that 
Pacific's ~usiness services and 
concerned with the need to 
relationship between Centrex 

to the fact that 

qQ~ •. ~ic's Centrex proposal 
abusive marketing 

practices have extended into 
ORA, 

investigate the appropriate 
PBX services, but wanting Pacific 

tal services in its proposal~ , 
contends that we" should Pacific's new proposed rates with one 
exception on a provisional las'is for new Centrex service only, 

I 
applying the existing tar' fs to systems in service and growth 

to them.. We do not believe that the 
record before us requir the further investigation ORA requests; 

,however, we agree witr. RA that Pacific's customers should have the 
benefit of a rate des qn which includes its new digital offerings. 

s of appropriate Centrex rate design are 
clear. For exampl , hearing no argument to the contrary, we will 
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continue to assume that ten Centrex lines are the equivalent of one 
PBX trunk. Since we have adopted a PBX trunking rate of $'12~2S,. a 
consistent Centrex trunking charge would ~e $1~2S (we round to the 
nearest $.05), rather than the $1.60 which Pacific proposes ~ased 
on its $16 PBX trunking rate proposal. This change alone would 
reduce Centrex revenue ~y about $3 million. 

On the other hand, this record provides no, inform on 
which to determine the reasonableness of the one very lar / rate 
change that Pacific proposes - the reduction in tie lin charges 
from $92.75 per month to $55. In fact, its initial p posal did 
not make such a shift.. Furthermore, we have very l' tle 
information on the relative costs for meeting any articular user's 
needs via PBX trunks versus Centrex service sho '0. these proposed 
changes be implelllented. Thus, while there is 0 evidence of 
marketing abuse with respect to the market~'n of centrex vis-a-vis 
PBX trunk lines equipped with OIO service, e evidence available 
is inadequate to, warrant a rate design wh' h would amplify the 
revenue effects of the reduced trunking~arge ~y incorporating 
this further rate reduction. / ' 

According to Pacific the r~~enue difference ~etween its 
earlier Centrex proposal and the J~ 25, 198.6 final proposal is 
about $5.676 million.. Leaving the~ingle tie line monthly rate 
element at its present $92.75 le,J,l, rather than ,the proposed $55, 
adopting the $1 .. 25 trunking rate', and adopting the rest of 
Pacific's final proposal,. eXC~ding the five features adopted by 
Resolution ~-12023, results ~ a $0.968 million revenue decrease. 
When we include the additio,nal revenue from Resolution 12023 the 
total Centrex revenue eff/ct is a negative $0.912 million, which 
still provides a contr~tion over cost. 

These ehange~leave a rate design whiCh incorporates the 
new diqital offerings/and also achieves a reasonably small revenue 
change in a relativdy straightforward manner. therefore" Pacific 
is authorized to a~pt its final proposed rate design for Centrex 

I 
#' J 
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except that the tie line termination charge shall remain at 
present $92.75 and the Centrex Exchange Access Trunking 
shall be set at $1.25. These new rates shall apply to all 
cUstomers. 
c. Direct Inward Qialing C:DIQl seryic~ 

l.. )3ac)sg:round 

DID is a service which allows a caller to 1 directly 
1,.IL,L'I.IL,L''7 answering to a telephone number which is on a PBX or te 

service eTAS) or similar service without having 
an attendant. This is done by an arrangement 
serving the PBX or TAS customer Which sends 
network to the PBX or TAS dial switching 
equipment, which then relays it to the 
The DID cap~ility is also a part of Cen 

e answered. by 
central office 

1 from the local 
identifying 
telephone Set. 

that case the individual telephone line 
Pacific's central office switching ... a_~.~~ 

.. y, ......... 6.< ... tes at a "port" on 
rather than on equipment 

at a User location. 
During h~arings in last general rate proceeding 

Telephone Answering Services (T~C) objected to· 
Pacific's present DID rate which bases charges on the' , 
volume of telephone numbers wi~Q~~ a separate trunk charge~ TASC 
argued. that because call holding for TAS are shorter than 
they are for PBX systems where length conversations transpire, 

for a given quantity of, TAS customers require fewer 
telephone nUlllbers than PBX ~st(~mE~rS do, and so impose less 
trunking costs on the util In effect, they argued, they are 
~eing charged for trunks do not use. TASC therefore urged 
disag9%'egation of eharc:re:5J for DID nUlllbers and. trunks. In 
0.84-06-111 we found 
proving the 

appropriatE7' 

TASC had not sustained its burden of 
of Pacific's DID rates but at ordering 

Pacific to conduct and tile in the 
~x~oc:ee~a~,ng, a study of DID costs and, if 
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2. Pacific's study and Proposal 
Pacific conducted the study (Exhibit 

that its DID rate design should be changed. It propo es three 
changes; the first two essentially do away with the 
declining block pricing by decreasing the charge two 
blocks of 100 DID station numbers from $200 to 
the charge for additional blocks of 100 DID st ion numbers from 
$3S to· $60, making each block the same. ird change is to add 

rate element of $3 a trunk-sensitive monthly circuit terminati 
per trunk. The effect of such a change, 
the rates for users of fewer than 200 st 

course, is to reduce 
ion numbers ~ut to 

increase rates for the largest custome 
large PBX users. Pacific claims that 

of DID service such as 
ts new rate structure 

strikes a more equitable balance bet een the PBX and telephone . 
answering service markets than the xisting rate structure. The 
annual revenue effect for tho 19S is an additional 
$38,000 • 

3. 

DRA reviewed and conclUded that the cost 
study is inadequate in sever 1 respects. The review finds that 
rates for trunks and number. should be separated, but ORA's Shantz 
cautions that without an equate cost study it is not appropriate 
to reduce the aggregate stomer billing from DID service because 
of its similarity, when sed in conjunction with a PBX, to Centrex 
service. Nonetheless, Shantz testified that DRA supports Pacific's 
proposed rate revisio s and recommends their adoption because they 
address the need for restructured rates and result in a small 
change in aggregate customer billing. 

TASC gen rally supports the Pacific rate proposal. 
However, pointing out that Pacific's work papers show a revenue to 
cost (R/C) ratio of 1.25 for the proposed DID station number 
charge, while C ntrex is proposed to be priced at 1.0, TASC argues 
that since the e services compete, they should both be priced at 
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t.,he trunk the same 1.0 RIC ratio. Further~ TASC asserts that since 

charqe proposal will hav~ aifferinq effects on customers ependinq 
on how lonq their calls tend to be~ the fairest way to rice it is 
to adopt the same RIC ratio for it as for the station Ulllber 
charge. 

In addition TASC requests that we do awa with Pacific's 
Basic Termination Charqe (BTC) which is assessed or terminating 
service prior to the 3-year minimum period prov'ded for in the OlD 
tariff. It is set at $&,SOO per 100 numbers r the first 200 OIO 
n~ers and $1100 per 100 numbers thereafter TASC points out that 
if Pacific's new rate proposal is adopted d a hypothetical TAS 
customer with 400 OlD numbers, payinq a r curring charge of $240 
per month, discontinues service after 0 year that sUbseri~er will 
be obligated to pay Pacific 2/3 of $15 00 for the 400 numbers, or 
$10,133. However, if the· customer si ply continues paying the 
monthly payments for the next 24 mo s and leaves the service 
idle, its payments will total only 5,760., TASC claims that the 
nonreeurring,cha~ge at the time 0 installation is supposed to 
cover both installation andremo al charges, and questions what 
cost is left that requires thi payment. Further, TASC asse~s 
that there is no similar char e for Pacific's Centrex service. 

PEA claim they gen rally support the unbundlinq of rate 
elements, but oppose Pacifi 's proposed $8 per month trunk 
termination eharqe, cla' . q that it woul'd cause rate shock when 
considered in conjunctio with the increased PBX trunk rate Pacific 
has proposed. This con rn is based on the assumption that we 
will adopt Pacific's p posed $16 measured trunk rate • . 

CBCHA/TCA, pose adoption of Pacific's OIO rate desiqn •. 
They assert that whi 
reduction under the 
burdened with incr 

small PBX QUstomers would receive a rate 
roposal larqe customers would be unfairly 

ses of up to 100%. They arque that these 'rates 
will have an antic mpetitive impact on PBX service, that Paeific's 
own cost study sh ws that the rates exceed costs by l56~o to 176%, 
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but that this co::~t study is flawed and unreliable. Selwyn 
expressed several concerns about the cost study including 1 
detail as to assumptiQns Pacific employed in undertaking e 
including what type,o~ central office equipment it exam' ed, what 
level of utilization of the central processor it ass d and why, 
how consistent these costs are with those parallel sts developed 
for Centrex - e.g., allocation of fixed central 0 ice processor 
capacity costs, and ,the lack of consideration qi en to economies of 
scale. Sel.".;yn conel~c:lIZ:s that Pacific's cost s dy probably 
overstates costs, but ~at it would be fair set rates at 
precisely the level ,ot cost that the cost study shows. He finds 
this to be $25 per 100 ,DID station num:zer for all 100 number 
blocks and $a. per rlID,t.runk. ' 

Pacific cites the rebuttal stimony of Scholl (Exhibit 
402) as well as other ,exhibits to de~nd against almost every item 
of criticism leveled: a,t its cost st£'dY by ORA and Selwyn. 

4 _ Discussion'. I . ' 
None of the 'criticism;Of Pacific's DID pricing proposal 

disputes the need tor disagqr~a~ing rates to provide a separate 
trunk sensitive circuit term;nation rate element. Only FEA object 
to the amount Pacific propo~s to charge, on the ground that this 
rate in conjunctio~ with ~e $16 measured trunk rate Pacific 
proposes for PBX ~erv~ice ~ould produce rate shock. 

In fact, this decision adopts a lower'measured trunk rate 
of SlZ.25. When added to the termination charge the new rate per 
trunx would. be $20:.25.. The present rate, whl.ch. has no tennl.natl.on 
c~ar9'e, is. $8.~S. 'I:jOwever, this com~arison does not ~on~ider the 
monthly reduct:l.on'pl:oposed for the !:l.rst 200 OIO stat:l.on nUl'llbers. 
If we accept paci;fic'S estimate that on average one trunk will 
support 18 PBX nUmbers (and 30 TAS nUXDJ:)ers), then a PBX customer 
would pay ~out $342.75- for the first 200 DID station. nwnbers under 
the new propos 1 with the newly adopted PBX trunk rate~ as compared 
with $490.75 derthe present rate design. On the other hand, the 
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/ 
seeong zoo numbers would cost the same $342.75 under the proposQd . / 
plan, but only $160.75 under the present rate des~qn. Thus,;the 
average PBX customer will begin to see a sliqht ($34.00) r~ 
disadvantage under the new proposal at the 400 station n er 
level, and that disadvantage will average about $182 or. 107% for 
each additional zoo DID station n~ers. 

comparing just the DID rates rather than 
/ 

the PBX trunk rate, shows that charges under the ~w rates do not 
exceed charges under the present rates until a,~tomer reaches the 
station number level of about 500, at which pOUnt DID charges under 
the proposed rates are about $17 higher per ~nth than under the 
present rates. From that point on the disp~ity continues to grow 
as the old rates increase by $35 per mon~per.100 numbers while 
the new rates increase by about $104~er 100 numbers, wi~ rates 
under the new 'proposal becoming,doUble at under the present 
design at about 1,900 lines. 

These calculations indica~ to us that the rate increases 
to large PBX users ,under 'this p~op sal do not outweigh the more 
equitable ,treatment of TAS users rovided by a separate trunk 
sensitive rate element for D10 rvice. TASC, ORA, and CBCHA/TCk 
agree 'that it is appropriate tcf adopt this 'element, and we agree. 

Although there are lome questions about the accuracy of 
data Pacific relied upon in rriving at its costs, we are confused 
by ORA's criticism of the Pacific's DID cost 
stu~y. witness Singh criticizes Pacific because 
its estimates of inves nts and expenses come from Pacific's 
Results of Operation r ort which is based on tops-down, not 
bottoms-up study meth ology. He also faults Pacific for 
allocating these inv stments and expenses to DID services using 
Functional Accounti q methodology. Singh does not criticize the 
results of Pacific s tops-down studies. We do· not know if ORA 
finds that they a e~ in fact, inadequate or not. Likewise, even 
assuming Pacific did use Functional Accounting, Singh's only 
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comment is that it Hhas not ~een recognized ~y this commission 
proper method of accounting for rate makin~ pu~oses." We do ot 
know whether he views it as a reasonable method or not.~n ny 
case, Pacific argues that a bottoms-up stuCx was not requi cd for 
DID" and Scholl adds that Pacific did not derive unit in stment 
cos~s from its books of account, ~ut relied on current~rices 
charged by the manufacturer to determine costs (appare(ntly costs 
for switching equipment). Further, Pacific is corr~t about cost 
studies. Orderin~ Paragraph 16 d. of O.S4-06-11:.!nlY ordered 
bottoms-up studies for service categories where ~Cific '~roposcs 
rate increases substantially greater in per;zcn ge terms than the 
proposed increase in total revenues." ' 

We do aqree with ORA's uncontrove ed claim that the 
variables used in the SCIS model WhiCh~ ws sed to assign costs 
~etween touchtone and dial pulse were not demonstrated to be valid. 
We are further concerned about the issu raised by Selwyn regarding 
the comparability of cost assignment be{ween Centrex and DID, since 
DID is'a component of a service use-din competition with Centrex • 
Scholl asserts in :t':Lis rebuttal test:itmony (Exhibit 402) that costs 

. I. 
were assigned to both in the same way, but cites no documentation 
whiCh demonstrates this. . / . 

Since we find it reasonable to adopt a disaqqregated rate 
element for the trunk component!, we must now arrive at a reasonable 
rate for station numbers. Pa!ific's cost study shows that there is 
no basis for differentiatin~~etween the first two blocks of 100 
numbers and subsequent bl~. ~herefore, we will adopt a rate 
which treats each block ~ same. We are not confident enough in 
the accuracy of paeific'~ cost study, however, to adopt the $60 
rate it suggests. We at'e not certain how Pacific has a~loeated 
similar costs t~ DID ~ to Centrex. A lower rate would more 

rates set too· high when 
considered in relati nship to· competitive Centrex service rates. 
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It appears to us that 'rASC's recommendation of 
this rate at a RIC ratio of 1.O~ ~aseQ on Pa~ifi~'s cost st 
reasonable means of achieving these goals. The appropriate 
thus defined is $45 ~er each 100 DID station 
the $60 pacific has proposed. Charges reach the same 
this rate design and under the present rates 
Rates do not double in comparison to present rates 
reaches nearly 2,900 lines. This change along 
trunk sensitive termination rate element will 
proposed DID revenues by $1.870 million. 

We are sympathetic with 'rASC's 
termination of service charge for DID be 
assertions make the validity ,of the charge 

1 a customer 
adopted 

There has been no opportunity in this ~r'oc~e:ai,n~, however, for 
Pacific to provide its rationale for the charge. 
Therefore, we will take no action on request,'but we will 
order ~acific to address the 
~harge, including a showing 

in its next general rate 
D. Coin Service=r 

1. 

of continuing this 

in its local coin telephone 
rates; however, TURN's wi~es:~Siegel proposes that the rates be 
reduced from $.20 to $.10, on the results of the cost study 
presented by a TORN wi~';~;>Jin Pacific's last general rate 
proceeding. We cons that study and adop~ed the present rate 
in 0.84-06-lll. idence convinces us that we should now 

find no ~sis in the 
recommendation that 
TURN's request • 

'o/hich we adopted in 1952. We also 
for adopting TORN's alternative 

coin rate be reduced to $.15. We will deny 
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2. semi-PubliC COin SeryiCCE:; /" 
a- The Seryicce and Paci!ic's ProPQsal 

As SUllivan explained on cross ex~ination, ~mi
public coin service is a service provided to a busine~s ~tomer 
which allows the teatures ot a regular business servic~ including 
directory listing, but gives the customer a coin tel~hone for the 
use of employees, the transient public or the like;l'which assures 
that the caller pays for his or her own call. S~h service is 
common in dormitories and sorority and fratern~ houses as well as 
business locations. Exhibit 287 shows that P/citic projected 
77,553 semi-p\Wlic in-service access lines u/. 1986. 

Pacitic proposes increasing;{ts access rate for semi
pUblic coin service by 55% from $20 to $~. It also proposes 

l 
changing extended area service (EAS) a~ Special Rate Area (SAA) 
rate increments for semi-public rates!' and increasing the service 
connection charge by 37.14% from $~ to $240.' Sullivan testified 
that Pacific wishes to relate its 'ce more closely to the cost of 
providing the ~rvice, and also 7'ated Pacific'~ position that this 
service should cover its own co~s. In addition to, these rate 
increases Pacific proposes thatfit be entitled to require a deposit 
equal t~ the replacement COSj/Of the instrument and associated 
equipment when service is r~ested in locations Pacific deems to 
be not secure. The propose6 tariff gives examples such as 
construction sites and t~orary structures. Sullivan testified 
that the purpose of thi;!provision ls to assure that general 
ratepayers are not burd/ned with the cos~t of lost equipment.. He 
stated that he believed the charge would be in the range of $400 to 
$500 and that Pacifi . did not expect it to diminish the orderinq of 
s~i-public service. 
expense saving'S in 

There appears to be no offset tor this 
y cost calculation. 

witness Scholl's original testimony (Exhibit 
260) shoWS a rev cost ratio for monthly service at present 
rates, based on verage historical cost, of .5· and. for service 
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• connection of .4. ~Oll'S later testimony, ElChij,it 261, Sh/ 
that in order to, retlect the results of operations this co~ission 
actually adopted in 0.86-01-026 the costs of these se 'es should 
be "reduced by the appropriate scaling factor. In the ase ot the 
recurring charge" the factor is 90%. It is 93::'$ for. the 

• 

• 

nonrecurring Charge. Thus Pacific acknowledges 
cost ratios overstate the amount by which aver 
exceed revenues by 10% and 7% respectively. 

b. P2§~ions of Other ~i~~ 
me percentage adjustment 

for the access rate for this service th t is adopted for recurring 
business and residence services. half of ORA Shantz testified 
that ORA opposes any change in EAS r tes on the grounds that 
Pacific has not provided any basis or increasing EAS, that these 
increments are generally intended tO,represent the loss in message 
toll revenue that results when s5age toll routes are converted to 
local (EAS) routes and that li le attention has been given to 
sustaining the relationship b tween the EAS increments and the 
message toll rates in recen 
specifically address the e 
services to which they ha 

While ORA does not 
ension of EASor SRA rate increments to 
not previously been applied,.. we take 

this statement to indica e that ORA contends that such extension 
should be ~enied except pon a specifiC showing of the relationship 

losses. 
c. 

need to reset EAS rates so 
that they better re leot the d.if'fe.rence between message tolls 
previously collect d and local rates~ then we will do so when we 
are presented wi evidence of the problem. However, since we are 
not aaoptinq the toll zone consolidation Pacific proposes it does 
not appear that any change in EAS or SRA rates is necessary at this 
time~ Thereto e, we will not grant Pacific~s proposal to change 
EAS and. S~ r e increments tor semi-public rates • 
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Pacific's cost evidence indicates that acces 
would match revenue if a 45% increase were granted, yet 't asks for 
a 55% increase. ~his service is not one which we eons'der to be 
primarily a basic service, although it may be a subs itute for 
basic service tor many users. Because it is not a it 
is reasonable that revenues cover costs. 
service is not the sort from which the subscri 
benefit. we are therefore reluctant to perm' 

r gains any direet 
rates whieh might 

discourage subscribers from continuing ,to- p ovide this service to 
its employees or residents who rely upon ' • ~his is not a serviee 
which ought to subsidize basic service r tes., ~herefore, we will 
permit a rate increase 'of 45%, which r ses access· rates from $20 
to $29. Based on the same rationa;;te, we find P~cific's proposal to 
increase the service charge to $240 0 be appropriate, and will 
adopt it. 

We are sympathetic fO Pacific's desire to prevent 
,burdening general ratepayers witb. costs for equipment loss. . 

',Requiring a deposit from. certaj.~ types of customers may be a ' 
reasonable way of accomplishi g this end. However, the language of 
Pacific's proposed tariff is too broad. It could be used 
discriminatorily. It coul more specific 
terms. Had Pacific chose to do- so, we may have found it 
acceptable, but in the fQrmpresented it must be rejected. 
Furthermore, while the Jost saving is likely to be small, if 
Pacific chooses to proJose such a provision ina future proceeding, 
it should at least ad~ess that cost savings. 

~he ra..f.e changes we adopt for Semi-public coin 
Telephones, includi savings, provide a test year revenue 
increase of $9.005, 

3. 

a. 
OPT telephone similar to a semi-public 

telephone COPT customer owns and. operates the 
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//' 
telephone instru:ment, the proceeds of the coin bo" belong t~e 
COP'!' customer and the service is not confined to business premises. 

I 

Exhibit ,287 shows a Pacific projection of about 4,500 COPT access 
lines in service for 1986. Pacific proposes increasins/measured 
access line rates for COP'!' by 29.4% from. $17 to $22, rind flat 
access line rates from present rates between $2'7 ani $43 to new 
rates between $32 and $48, and increasing the all~ation of message 
units for the initial m.inute of measured servicejbY 5% from $.06 to· 
$.063. Sullivan cha.""'lged this message unit fi~e in his rebuttal 
testimony to an 11.7% increase from $.06 to $·J067. Subsequent 
minutes remain at $.01. Additionally pacific/proposes increasing 
the installation charge trom $110 to $17l/~ the charge for 
converted service from $75 to $115. . 

SUllivan described these p oposed rates as an 
I . . . 

attempt to achieve.movement toward cov]X'age of costs and also 
testified that the proposed access rate increases are meant to 
mirror the percentage changes pacificfis proposing for business 
line access rates. SUllivan testif;(ed that this is consisten~ with 
Ordering Paragraph 11 of D.85-11-~7 which states that rates and 
charges for COPT- service should l::>e "subject to- a~justment in the 
rate d~sign phase of APPlicatio;! (A.) 85-01-034 only for the 
purpose of maintaining consistency with rates for comparable 
services." He further testi;!ed that his originally proposed rate 
for an increase in the init~l message unit is meant to reflect 
corresponding proposed chaiges in MlS rates and thus to maintain 
the present relationship letween toll rates from coin phones and 
toll rates from dial staj.ions •. 'I'he change to this rate that he 
proposed on rebuttal i,rto account tor the increase -in message unit 
charges for business services which adjusts for Pacific's proposed 
alternative rate for entrex service. He also testified about 
Exhibit 301 which p jects that the new rates would cause a 

growth due to nonrecurring rate 
increases and 5% recurring rate increases, producing an 
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~ overall revenue increase of about $226,000 or about 13%, over th~ 
baseline total at current rates of about $l,7l9,000. ' ~ 

• 

sch9ll testified that his service cost studie~id 
not ad.dress COPT service because COP'!' was not yet a Pacif' 
offering at the time his cost exhi~its were being prepa d. 

b. E9sitioDS of Other Parties 
ORA again advocates applying the same 

adjustment to recurring rates for this service tha for 
business services, and. the same lower rate incre 
installation charge that is advocates for all 
charges. Shantz testified that ORA does not 

rvice connection 
a change for 

the $75 charge for conversion of service. 
california Payphone Associa (CPA), whose 35 

members eonc'uct private payphone bus~nes es in californi,a, 
presented. the testimony of its Presid.e , ~Ohn CUnningham, who is 
also an off'icer of a company which 0 s, insta,lls, and operates 
private payphones in Pacific's se;l' e area., He testified that at 
present rates the COPT operator m t generate revenues of $349 per 
month on an annual basis in orde to stay in business, assuming 

, L 
that the COPT operator ~arges;the maximum allowable $.25 per local 
call, that capital costs per c6PT are $2,500 with a 5-year 
depreciation life for insta ation, that 20* of the operating 
profit will be paid. as a c ission to the location owner or 
manager, that operating a d maintenance expenses plus 

. adlninistrative and. gene expenses for the operator are about $SS 

per month per station, and that a 14% annual return on investment 
is the minimum reason 

He cl 
le return. 
that fewer than 15% of the public 

telephones in Paci c's service area can generate that much revenue 
tors must concentrate their services in these 

locations. At Pacific's proposed. rates (without 
Sullivan's last increase in the initial minute rate) CUnningham 

from a COPT generating $349 per month 
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// 
would be re~uced to ll.8% and that the COPT would have to qenerate 
$365 per month to produce a 14% return, thereby redUCingrv,~ 
further the selection ot COP'r locations. 1'0 this he add other 
inherent competitive disadvantages in COPT operations w ich he says 
lead him to conclude that the proposed rate increase ~Uld lead to 
an end to the lonq-term viability of the private pa~telePhone 
market in california. These unquantified disadvantages include the 
COP'r's Nneed" to charge the allOWable 'maximum of i25- rather than 
Pacific's $.20 rate, the ''need'' of COPTs to lim]l calls to 15 
minutes, the COP'r'S inability to derive much r~enue from nonlocal 
calls, and its inability to receive any share/~~ Nnonsent paid toll 
revenuesN or access service revenues for t..n erLA'I'A calls made from 
COPI' stations. We put the word Nneed" in otation marks because 
these practices are not tariff requiremen s, but business 
decisions. .' /. . . 

CPA asserts that the ~nc~ased revenue Pac~f~c 
expects to generate from its proposedjCOPT rate changes is 
miniscule by PacBell~s standards, bu~very ominous ~o the small 
businesses which comprise CPA's mexJ'ership .• · Although there are no 
cost studies specifically address~g COPT in this record, CPA 
states that the intormation~ abo coin services in the cost studies 
pacific sponsored sbow revenues approximately equal to cost for 
coin access lines, local usag and sent-paid toll. CPA goes on to 
claim that there is insufficlent detail to identify n~t-sent-paid 
(i.e., credit card or opera or assisted) toll revenUes and aCCess 
charge revenues related to coin service. Citing the analogous 2.8 
rev~~nue to cost ratio fo intr",LATA M.'XS set out in Scholl's 
t~stimony, Exhibit 260, PA claims that these two revenue 
categories are among e most profitable to PacBell, and conclUdes 
that Pacific's coin s rviees as a general class produce revenues 
well in excess of co ts. Based on this conclusion CPA argues that 
there is no· basis i the record for presuming that subscribers to> 
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COPT do not, likewise, pay rates which tully cover the cost~ o~' 
those services which PacBell provides to them. ~ 
. CPA adds that 0.85-ll-0$7 does not mandate a~ate 
adjustment tor COPT in this proceeding, it merely Hplace)~J a 
~eiling on the degree to which COPT service rates might'~e adjusted 
in this proceedinCJ" (emphasis in original). FUrth~r CPA points 
out that the present monthly rate for measured COPT service was 
developed based on Pacific's own cost estimates a the cost study 
which provided the firmest basis for the COPT l~e rate we adopted 
is the cost study for a measured business lin"'hich was prepared 
by Pacific and sponsored by Scholl in this current rate proceeding. 
(See 0.85-l1-057, milneo. at 45-50, Findingf, a~ ll4; 0.86-01-059, 

mimeo. at 4.) CPA concludes that our prior decision does not 
absolve Pacific of.its obligation to pr~vide adequate evidentiary 
support for these rate change proposals(. 

CPA argues'tha~ we ShOU~ deny the COPT increases 
Pacif:i.c seeks because the competitif inroacls private operators 
have made into the public telephone services market are small and 
their profit margins are already~arrow. It adds that adoption 
will imperil the vitality and tlIe future of the private payphone 
indust~ as well as the se7rv' 's which that industry could offer to 
the general public. 

c. Qiscussion 
We stated our priorities for the setting of COPT 

rates quite clearly in ~85-11-057. We said: 
"We need ltOt evaluate the business prospects 
of COPTjOperators in detail, ~ecause we 
conclu~that the viability of the business 
poten~al for COPT operators is at most a 
consideration of secondary importance in 
our setting rates tor COPT service. Our 
pr~ concerns are to· assure that COPT 
rates are set at levels which QO not 
s~iously impair Pacific's net revenues and 
ate reasonable in relation to Pacific's 
iervice costs and its rates for comparable 
ervices.. We agree with TTJ'RN that if, 
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having analyzed and weighed these relevant 
factors, we adopt rat,es which offer only a 
narrow window of business opportunity in 
especially high volume locales, that ~ay 
disappoint prospective entrepreneurs but 
will nonetheless serve the interests of the 
general body of ratepayers. If the adopted 
rates are low enough to foster widespread 
COPT operations in California, that will)Oe 
so muCh the better. Thus r in setting r~es 
for COPT service, we shall direct our ~ 
attention to· the interests of the ge~eral 
body of ratepayers rather than to t~se of 
the potential con operator. On ~ other 
hand,. we recognize that Pacific w:iJll be a 
competitor with COPT operators asfwell as a 
provider of services to them. ;; therefore 
intend to assure that the rate tructure . 
and rate levels adopted for CO service do 
not unduly or unnecessarily ,discriminate 
against,the COPT operator ~ relation to 

(D.85-11-057, mimeo,. at -35.) 
Pacific's own pay telePZo 'se~ices." 

Keeping this in mind we evaluated thvarious proposals before us. 
Pacific's proposal for the access· l~e rate was ~as~d on its costs 
of providing measured business (lMS) lines, which have cost 
characteristics similar to COPT ~nes. The accuracy of this 
proposal was corroborated duri~ the hearing in that proCeedi~g, 
with one slight adjustment, by/SChOll based on cost study data 
which had been prepared for,tbut not yet presented in, the present 
proceeding_. We further adJUsted Pac,iticis figure to account for 
the appropriate rate of return, the proper attribution of the 
interstate CUstomer Accets tine Charge (CALC) r the adopted revenue 
requirement, the value~f the 411 directory assistance allowance 
included in the COPT service, and continuing administrative costs. 

I 
We found that the c t of an average call was very close to the 

one 1 rates, and conclUded that simplicity of 
rate design, ease of future adjustment, and consistency with 
Pacifie"s costs as well as alleviation of any incentive for 

ect COPTs improperly to ordinary ~usiness lines ~y 
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• setting this rate at the same lcvol as those business lines, /" 

• 

• 

it reason~le to' set the ,rates for local COPT calls at the 
Zone 1 rates as ORA recommended. 

Since 'no new cost evidence 
amount of time since we authorized Pacific's 
relatively short, we assume that the cost of an ave 

OPT rates is 
ge COPT call 

is still very close to the ZOM Zone 1 rate. The vantages we 
cited. i~ D.85-ll-057 for using this same rate tr;! COPT service 
still hold true. At the time we adopted the ~esent COPT rates 
residence and business usage rates were the same for ZUM Zone 1. 
That fact is not changed by this decision.~ince COPT costs have 
Characteristics similar to measured bUsinGSs lines it is 
appropriate for ~acific's COPT rates t%ntinue to reflect those 
rates. Therefore, Pacific's COPT acce$S rates should be increased , ' 

by the-same percentage as business a~ess rates and COPT usage 

rates sh~Uld r:~!:ea:op:::::: ~:v~~ record to, deviate from the 

across-the-board percentage increlse for installation and repair 
that we have adopted for busine~ and residence services. Pacific 
should adopt the same increase! Furthermore, since conversion o,t 
service is just as Hl~or intensive," as ORA put it,. as 
installation or repair, thaI cost should reasonably. be expected to 
increase by the same perc~tage. Therefore" we will permit Pacific 
to adopt the same increa;se factor for conversion as for new 
installation. 

Clearly these rate changes will have less impact on 
the COPT operators th~ the changes Pacific proposes. The impact 

- I that the cbanges do cause are reasonably related to- costs and 
protect the generall'ratepayer from subsidizing this se~ice. While 
this decision may feduce their rate of return to something less 
than 14%, and perfaps cause them to reconsider contemplated new 
services, it is certain that these changes will not deprive CPA 
members of theil ability to operate. / . 
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The COPT rates and charges we adopt in this deci 
will produce a $0.019 million revenue increase 

XV.. lncident.al s~ees 

A. Ilont?Ublish¢, Se;yice 
Pacific presently provides nonpublished s to· its 

customers tor $w30 per ~onth. This service allow~a customer to be 
unlisted in both the telephone directory and Wi~ directory 
assistance. Sullivan testified that pacific's~rket studies show 
that this service is grossly underpriced in ~lationship to the 
value many customers place on it~ Based O~iS he recommends 
increasing the l'tlonthly rate by 83.33% to·~ 55. 

. Additionally, Sullivan deseribea a new service Which 
P~cifi6 proposes to· call Directory Assi~ance Listing (DAL). This 
service permits the customer to be ~sted in the telephone 
directory, but includes that custome~s name, address, and 
telephone number in the Directory As~istance Service data base, so 

./ 
that a caller who knows the name ~Q location of the customer can 
get his or her number from Directfory Assistance, but the customer 
can avoid random solicitations ~d nuisance calls. Pacific 
proposes pricing this service~t $.~o per month. Taken together 
Pacific projects that these services as proposed will generate an 
additional $7.443 million i~the test year. 

DRA. supports bod these proposals but argues that the 
rates for nonpublished se~ice should remain at their present $.30 
level and that rates f01'~AL should be set at half that price, $.15 

per month. DRA's rationale for its rate proposals is Shantz' 
testimony that it is ~ppropriate to increase rates for this 
service on a value otfservice basis in a peri04 of declining 
overall ific. DRA calculates that its rate proposal 
results decua~ of al:>out $113,000 to Pacific. 
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TORN also objects to any increase for nonpUblished 
service~ arguing that ratepayers have a right. to protect th 
privacy and should notbave the cost of this privacy nearl 
doubled. 

/ , 

We believe that Pacific's new offering is a useful 
addition to· its nonpublished service offering, and wi./J. ad.opt it. 
Some customers object to paying anything over cost t'or unpublished 
service. We recognize that many people believe i~is important to 
keep their numbers private, but we think this i~the sort of 
nonessential service which ought to continue to provide some 
subsidy to basic service. On the other hand./we agree with ORA 
that it is in~ppropriate to increase the r~es for existing 
nonpublished service wben the rates are a~eadY set well above 
costs.. / 

It seems intuitively likely t€at OAL service would have 
higher per-unit costs than nonpublis~d. service, and. its costs 
ought to be.set to re~lect ,that fac~ However, we can find nothing 
in the record. to verify this, an~oth Pacific and. ORA end.orse 
setting'OAL rates at half the no Ublished. service rates. We will 
d.efer to their positions. sinc we have kept the $.30 r~te level 
for nonpublished service, we will also adopt ORA.' s proposed $,.15-

level for OAL service. The ~all revenue reduction which results 
from DRA's proposal is too ~all to have a noticeable effect on the 
overall revenue contribzti In of these services. 
B. x.ouchtone Service 

Pacific's ini al proposal suggests no change in its 
Touchtone service rates!. In his rebuttal testimony, however, 
Sullivan proposed redu'cing rates for three services, if the revenue 
requirement we adopt in this proceeding is lower than what Pacific 
proposed. Making T uchtone a standard rather than an optional 
offering was the' ird of these proposed rate changes. Sullivan 
points out that s' ce the Touchtone function is necessary to· many 
new telephone pr ucts and services, such treatment would guarantee 
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the broaQest possible availability of new offerings to Paci 
customers. Pacific's closing brief aQQs that Touchtone s 
generates approximately $80 million in annual revenues, ut tails 
to cite any reference in the re~orQ which yields such 

DRA does not comment on this proposal~ how 
does. TORN recites the arguments it made in Pacif' 's previous 
general rate proceeding for the elimination of a itional charges 
for Touchtone service. It states that Touchton 
automatically becomes available, without any ra cost to Pacific,. 
in areas where Pacific installs electronic s itches; that calls 
made with Touchtone should cost less than tary-dialed calls due 
to shorter set-up· tim~s; and that the ove helming majority of 
residential customers now have Touchton 
former luxury is now a near-universal ement of basic service. 
TURN urges that such a rate change is an equitable alternative for 
spreading part of the rate reductio • which it contends are due 
residential customers • 

In the past· it has been our position that Touchtone 
service was an appropriate dema tion line between basic service 
and access to the optional, fea res and intormation services which 
ought to cover their own cost and, where possible, provide a 
contribution to basie servi Thc Touchtonc rates have remained 
at their current levels, $ .20 for residence lines and $1.70 for 
business lines, since the were first authorized in 1967. Of 
course, they have become increasingly more useful since that time 

s available through them has continued to 
increase. 

It is reas that Touehtone should be 
offered at no prem! since its broad availability Qoes not result 

to Pacific, but might encourage more 
customers to buy ~ditional optional services which are priced to 
subsidize basic We are not averse to considering the 
elimination of ra Charges for Touchtone service. However, we 
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cannot do so in this proceedin~ since Pacific's cost and revenue 
witness did not address this particular service and we have no 
evidence of the revenue ilnpact of such a change. .Th.e statement 
Pacific's closing brief is not evidence. Even if this state:m~t 
could be regarded as evidence we note that Pacific projecte~ 
Touchtone revenues of about $107 million in 1984, in cont~t to 
the $30 million figure which Pacific now claims, appare~y as a 
1986 figure. (See D.84-06-111, mimeo. at p. 201.) Th~ large 
discrepancy alone :makes reliance on Pacific's unsubstiritiated claim 
unreasonable. For these reasons we will leave paci:{c's Touchtone 
rates as-is for the present, but We will direct P~ific to- provide 
cost and revenUe data for Touchtone service in tte supplementary 
rate design proceedings. ! 
c. Veritication Interrupt 

This is a service by which tol~ ~erators may verify that 
a line is actually busy at the request Of~ calling party. 
Sullivan .testified that Pacific wishes ~ increase the cha~ge from . 
$.50 to $.15 in order to bring the'rat~ more in line with the cost 
of handling this type of service.. oRi opposes the increase .. 

Scholl's testilnony, Exhibrf 260, does not specifically . 
indicate the cost ot providing ve~fication ~nterrupt service. It 
divides operator services between/two categories, directory 
assistance (DA) anc:l "'other.'" Ij. this "'other" subcateqory, to which 
Verification Interrupt service/would belong, Scholl shows an 
overall revenue to cost ratio(of 0.7. Applying the 82% 'adjustment 
factor to the costs for th~ subcategory brings that ratio to about 
0.9. In Exhibit 351 Shan~ points out that Pacific has projected 
an annual revenue increa~ of $247,000 for this service in the test 
year based on calcUlati ~ using a unit cost of $.27, and assuming 
adoption of the propos d rate increase.. Shantz argues that this 
unit cost fiqure is w. 11 below the present rate already and does 
not seem to justify further increase. We agree. There is nQ 
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clear basis in this record for raising the Verification Int~Pt 
rate. We will leave it as-is. ~ 
D. Remote Call ForwJlrding 

Remote call Forwarding (RCF) is an optiona serv-ice 
allowing customers a local telephone number identi r in a remote 
location without actually maintaining an office t ere. Incoming 
calls to this remote number are automatically f rwarded to the 
telephone number where the customer is actual located. The 
calling party is billed for the call to this remote telephone 
number, while the subscribing customer 
portion. 

lled for the remaining 

The present monthly rate for is service is $13 per 
access path. pacific proposes to reta'n the same rate for initial 
access paths, but to reduce the' char~ for the second and third 
access paths 'to $10 and to reduce ~e charge for the fourth and 
further access paths to $5-. SUll}Van testified that such pricing 
would produce usage stimulation thereby producing optimum revenue. 
He added that this service is afartial substitute for FEX. 
Oespite the rate reduction, pacific projects a revenue gain of 
$1.143 million with this rate/Change due to the growth it estimates 
will take place in RCF acce~ paths. 

I 

ORA. opposes any fhange in RCF rates, pointing out that 
the revenue gain Pacific ,rojects is the result of its proposed 
limitation on Foreign ~ehange Service to existing customers, which 
ORA also opposes. ORA/Also, opposes the proposal on the ground that 
RCF is a type of basicfexchange service and that it would be 
improper to permit a~ecrease in this rate if we are adopting 
increases in other basic exchange service rates. Finally, ORA'also 
obj ects to this pr~osal because RCF was one of the services which 
was the 'subj ect or! our marketing abuse findings. ORA argues that 
we should not pe~t changes in rate structures for any such 

I 

service "until the effects of the unethical and ~usive marketinc; 
activities have/been corrected and eliminated." 
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We agree with DRA that RCF rates should not be reduced in 
this decision. The :basis for Pacific~s projection 'o·f a revenue 
gain is the grand fathering of i ~s FEX service. Elsewhere in this 
aecision we explain why that qrand~athe~ing proposal is not 
reasonable. This being so, the revenue effect of Pacific's 
proposed changes in RCF rates is not likely to :be the incre 
which it has projected. We will authorize no change 

v. 

A. Xntxo4ueti9D 
Pacific proposes various rate changes r Message Toll 

Service (MTS) and related services. The related' serv~ces are Call 
Bonus Wide Area, Community calling Plans, Cir~e Calling, Optional 
calling Measured Service (OCMS), Wide Area ~lephone Service 
(W~S), and 800 service. Pacific says th~tfthe MTS and MTs~related 
services rate design which it proposes w:illl produc;e a test year 
revenue decrease of $51.718 ~llion fO~theSe services. ,With ' 
parentheses denoting negative revenue ffec~s, this breaks down as 
follows: 

MTS: 
call Bonus Wide Area: 

Community calling: 
Circle calling: 

800 

($36.719 million) 
(5.521 million) 
0.661 million 

(1.327 million) 
0.739 'million 
1.$16 million 

(11 .. 067 million) 

ORA~s revenu neutral proposal for the same time frame 
would decrease revenu from this source by a slightly larger 
amount, $54.010 mill'on. It breaks down as follows: 
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M'l's: 

Call Bonus Wide Area: 
Community calling: 

circle calling: 
OCMS: 
WMS: 

SOO Service: 

($46.&60 million) 
(0.50S million) 
(2.719 million) 
(2.925 millio 

(0.47S 

In ORA's alternative rate design ~o. flect its later 
revenue requirement proposal, the portion for Sand M'rS-re1ated 
services comes to a negative $166 .. 212 milli , and in the rate 
~e$ign proposal in its Concurrent Openinq ;(rief, which is based on 
the total revenue reduction of $lSl.557 ;dllion, (which includes 
ORA's calculations for a revenue neutr~ outcome plus an additional 
revenue requirement decrease of $79.6~illion to reflect the. direct 
assi~ent of closed end w~s costsjOn January 1, 1987 as shown in 
ORA's latest proposal in the Result's of Operations Phase) ORA 
proposes reducing M'l'S and M'l's-re~ted services by only $33.295 

million. The details of pacificfrs proposal as well as ORA's 
alternatives and the suggestiorls and comments of other parties are 
addressed below. ~ 
B. Message Toll service CllTS) 

. . ( 1 l.. Fa-sarloS'S Bate BAnd JXoposa 

Pacific propos~ re-pricing and simplifying its MTS 
service. Under the Pl~intraLAXA message toll rate bands would be' 
reduced from seventeen/to four. Pacific would consolidate the 
first two of these bands into one larger zone encompassing the area 

I 
from beyond the s-qe local calling area up to 16 miles. (Pacific 
proposes the same ~ange in major metropolitan areas where these 
two zones are known as Z'OM Zones 2 and 3 and their rates are set 

.. 

below toll rates/t~ recognize the differences in costs and calling 
needs in hig:c.ly/-urbanize~ areas. Pacific's plan for the ZTJM zone 
consolidation is discussed along with other Z'OM proposals below.) 
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The remaining 15 messa9'~ toll rate bands, which account 
for calls in mileage increments from 16+ miles up to 245 miles, 
with the last pand being ,for calls of over 245 miles, would be 
consolidated. into three bands: 16+ to 30 miles, 30+ to 50 mile , 
and over 50 miles. Pacific then proposes setting rates for it 
consolidated first rate band at $.59 for a five-minute call. 
contrasts with the present rate of $.49 for a five-minute call in 
the 9-l2 mile mileage band, a 20% increase, and $.64 for~ five
minute call in the l3-16 mile mileage band, an 8% decr~se. 

Additionally, Pacific proposes rate decreases in the c'onsolidated 
longer mileage bands, with the most expensive five-;r.(nute call 
decreasing from $2.42 to $l.50. However,. these r~es ~ould still 
result in a rate increase for one more of the pr~ent rate bands, 
the 16+ to 20 mile band, by about l2%. pacifi~~rojects the 
overall test year revenue effect of these.ch ges to be a red~etion 
of $36.719 million. 

Pacific's Sch~ll points out tha ~e proposed MTS rate 
restructuring still results in revenues ich exceed costs of 
service for every mileage band althO~9 the revenue to cost ~atio 
wi11 be greater tor sbort-haulmileag bands and less for the 
longer-haul bands. He adds that th new rate design would bring 
these rat'ios into a much tigbter rf:ge. (Exhibit 402, p. 137.) In 
other words, the profit margins ~Uld become more similar among the 
bands. Pacific's Sullivan cite)' the following Objectives for 
proposing' these changes: to ~imUlate usage on the :most profitable 
longer-haul routes, to protect against bypass, and to continue the 
revenue contribution to pr~/ide a sustainable means of sustaining 
the support of Residence EXchange. Telephone Service. (Exhibit 283, 

pp. 10-1l.) / . 

Pacific adds ~t in the face of ever-increasing 
competitive pressures derpriced business services rates should be 
increased thereby fa litating toll-related rate decreases as a 

of the basic residence service subsidy. 
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Further, Pacific argues that longer-haul calls tend to ave the 
highest revenue-to-cost ratios and therefore are mos vulnerable to 
bypass. It makes sense, adds Pacific, to focus ra 
such calls, partly because the per-mile costs of 
less than for shorter-haul calls. 

reductions on 
ch calls are 

Finally, Pacific suggests that if f er revenue 
requirement reductions are required, MTS se~ces should be given 
first priority for such reauctions, and thQSe (longer-haul) mileage 
bands with the highest revenue to coszr lios shoul~ be re4ueed 
first. 

2. ORA'S Rat§ Band E;roposal 
ORA's witness, Karen L. Mi er, testified about ORA's 

reVenue neutral rate design propos~~ which she designed basea on 
the instruction of Project and Pr~r~ Supervisor, Shantz, that the 
level of revenue decrease for.~/se services should be about $50 
million for the test year. I 

Miller testified th~ ORA proposes reducing the number of 
MTS rate banas from 17 to 9 ;ty combining all the rate bands from 71 
miles and qreater into onej:Jand, consolidating the message toll 
coin rate banas to be consistent with this reqular MTS rate band 
proposal, ana reducing ~e rates for the initial minute of service 
for each of these remaining bands. Miller testified that ORA's 

# . 
proposal would reduce~ates in each rate band by $.Ol out to 7l+ 
m.iles where, becauseFe rest of the bands are consolidated, the 
rate reduction effectively increases with distance. She claims 
that consolidationJ'of these longest-haul rate bands makes sense 
because, as a result of divestiture traffic over these routes has 

R . 
become small compared to the shorter-haul rate bands. 

shanti testified that it is ORA's position that these 
intraLAXA message toll-type services should reflect the shift in 
revenue requir~ent :brought about by implementation of ORA's 
proposed int~LATA SPF to SLU transition and the direct assignment 

• closed end intraLATA WATS which we adopted in 
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0.87-12-067. Shantz also cautioned commission against "dip 
into the toll pot ••• in lieu of raising ~asic rates. H He 
"(W) c m.ust be very careful that the subsidy be made sma er so- that 
if there is intraLA1'A competition authori,zed and the lden ~gg 
completely disappears you do not suddenly see very 1 rge increases 
in basic rates." 

3. 2S Sp~int's Position 
us Sprint communications rint) supports 

ORA's MTS rate design ~ecause it reduces rate 
~ands, and allows end users to share approxi ately equally in the 
benefits for reduced intra~A toll rates, nd because the ORA 
proposed rate design more closely reflect cost causation. 

US Sprint asks us to rejeet,p~ific's proposed revisions 
to MTS rates. It claims that the P:t:rp al has no basis in cost 
causation and is anticompetitive in t at it ~s an attempt to 
position Pacific for potential intr TA toll competition and to' 
disadyantage potential competitors y attempting to set relatively 
low prices for the longer haul i ra~A toll routes which are most , . 
vulnerable to potential eompeti ion while increasing rates on 
short-haul intr~A toll rou s which are in Pacific's view least 
vulnerable to com.petition.S sprint also claims that Pacific's 
proposal requires the user of short-haul and long-haul toll to pay 
disproportionate amounts 
adds that interexchanqe 
facilities. 

4. 

reiation to the cost of service and 
(IECs) pay more to use the same 

ev t this Commission chooses to go, forward with a 
rate design, CBCHA TCA's witness Selwyn offers a proposal for 
Z~ expansion'w eh increases the scope of applicability of Z'OM 

2 Zone Us g$ Measurement, or ZUM is a disoounted metropolitan 
toll plan d scussed in detail in Section VI, below • 
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rates, and thus decreases the scope of applicability of rates 
and the revenue from toJ~l-related services. Selowyn pro /ses that 
we adopt Paci~ic's proposal to consolidate ZUM Zones and 3 'but 
that we create a new Z'OM Zone 3 for the 17-30 mile 'stance band. 
He adds that he does not object to Pacific's toll te 
restructuring and toll rate reductions 11 nis ad 
is adopted ~ the same rate differential whic 
Pacific's proposed cons'olidated 9-16 mile Zt1M zone ancl the 
corresponding MTS rates is maintained betwe the additional 17-30 

mile ZUM zone and corresponding MTS rates. Selwyn states that his 
proposal will more appropriately reflect he lower costs associated 
with metropolitan area calling and the raditionally lower levels 
of contribution expected from these f 

and will allow Pacific to more di~ec ly target its policies at 
reducing the potentia~. for unecono c bypass of the Company's 
message services. He states that the potential competitive threat 
to long-haul and nonurban intra TA toll routes, (which. OS Sprint 
acldresses), is minimal when co pared with the potential ior', 
customer-specific alternativ' within the more concentrated 
metropolitan areas. He add that this conversion from ~s to the 
30-mile extended ZUH zone ould result in a net revenue reduction, 
before settlements,. of $ 0 million. He claims that this figure 
should be lowered to $2 million to account fo~ net. revenues 
derived from the addit'onal calling which this plan would foster. 

s. D1sc;ussism 
We agree th both Pacific and DRA that a reduction in 

the number of MXS te bands is appropriate. Consoliclation of the 
longer-haul milea e bancls produces the simplification which Pacific 
describes, and e flattening of rates for those bands should also 
produce usage simulation. Scholl's Exhibit 2'60, Part 2, p. 7-10 
shows projecte ·MTSusage revenues exceeding costs by $740 million. 
It is clear at the proposals of DRA and Pacific will continue to 
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the proposal of CBCHA/TCA's Selwyn woulQ too. 
Not being convinced of the equity of increasUng short-

'haul toll so disproportionately to lonq-haul toll, w~re not 
willing, however, to aQopt the rate band consoliQatxon which 
Pacific aQvocates anQ which CBCHA/TCA's proposal ~ premiscQ upon. 
As we explain in our discussion of ZUM service, Jlelow, we wish to 
retain a Qistinct transitional rate zone betweei local service 
rates anQ toll rates. Pacific's proposal aVJr~ges rates. While 
this is appropriate for some lower volume long-haul rate banQs, it 
will make it more difficult to maintain z~rates Qistinct from 
local anQ toll rates, and it will not pr~/ide the users of the 

"higher volume short~haul routes with the'same level of control over 
their toll bills that they presently ~ve. such control includes 
choosing an optional calli~g plan best tailoreQ t~ the customer's 
calling patterns as well as aQjusti~ calling patterns. For these 
re~sons we finQ Pacific's mileage~One consoliQation un~cceptable • 

Nor are we convinceQ ~at it would be appropriate to· 
shift revenue requirement fro~tfsage to access rates and from toll 
to local service in the manne7" proposed by CBCHA/TCA. Al though 
much of our fOCUs to elate ba~been on the need to reduce toll rates 
to mitigate the potential fIr bypass, we wish to make it clear' that 
our objective is not mere" to craft a defensive strategy, but to, 
achieve the broaQ range of benefits accruing from economic 
efficiency. Further, al~ouqh the SPF-to-SLU reallocations reduce 
the revenue requirement's attributed t~ toll services in particular, 
our concern is more q/nerally foeuseQ on bringing all usage rates 
more into line with lconomic costs • 

.( 

One sometimes forgets that even small consumers can 
benefit from redu~ions in usage rates-which in large measure may 
offset increasesjin residence access line rates. In order for this 
to happen, however, the movement of rates toward economic costs 
must not be limited to those with bypass alternatives as is the 
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CBCHA/TCA proposal, for a preoccupation with meeting competitive 
threats will leave out small users. Captive cons~rs are also 
entitled to the benefits of economic pricing. J' 

, As applied specifically to this prOceaeing, economic 
efficiency favors bringing rates more in lineJJith economic costs 
for ill usage rates, not merely long-haul tolA usage rates. 
Particularly high contribution margins on lo'ng-haul toll routes may 
open such traffic to indirect bypass presstre even in the face of 
our intra~A ban and may indicate a str~egic need to adjust those 

, 'f" 1 h rates. As~de from bypass threats, how7ver, e f~c~ency osses--t at 
is, foregone benefits of calling in e~ess of the "true" costs of 
that eallin9--as a result of call su~ression due to over-priced ' 
usage rates are of equally fundamentfal'concern. 

As we have aeknOWledge~/y our adoption of an intraLATA 
SPF to·SL'O' transition plan, it i important to track intraLATA toll 
costs and one important reason' that sucn information will assist 
in setting rates which will allfow Pacif~c to be in a position to, 
compete ShO~ld. intl:'aLA.'XA tOll1lcompeti tion . be permitted in the 
future. At the same time, as US Sprint reminds us, it is important 
in any future competitive ,tvironment that Pacific not have an 
unreasonable advantage ovy its competitors. ORA's proposal, both 
for rate band consolidat:Lon and for rates, is fair in that respect .. 
The principal appeal :r:' t ! is proposal so far as it goes, however, 
is not the fairness of its effect on potential future competition, 
but the fact that thi proposal cuts the nu:LlWer of rate zones by 
nearly half, retains~ost of the present revenue to cost ratios, 
and still provides ~ zone configuration which will promote 

~ . 
increased usage without disadvantaging today's short-haul 
customers. I 

While cBCHA/TCA's Selwyn advocates a policy based on 
economic priCing/Of ~s service, his proposal fails to consider the 
broader apPlicaiion of economic pricing which we believe is 

I 

essential. I~S recommendations for ZUM service Selwyn proposes 
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moving toward more economic pricing by reducing the usage rates 
Z'OM service. As we discuss in Part VI below, we find some mer t in 
this concept. Mo~eover, we believe that policy should also~e 
applied to the analogous shortest M'XS rate bands, those fr 9 to 12 

miles and 13 to 1~ miles, in recognition of the policy concerns we 
/ 

have described above. With the knowledge that usage w1~in these 
~ate bands provides a substantial contribution, but ~sent more 
precise cost data, we conclude that it is reasonablefto achieve , 
these policy goals by adopting a modification of ~'S pricin~ 

proposal. I . 
ORA had proposed only $.01 reduction;t0 the initial 

minute of M'XS usage. This is but a token reduction in rates, as a 
S-minute call in band 9-12 at current rates ,dosts $.49, but would 

"only be reduced to $.48 under ORA's propos~ ~ates. A much more 
significant savings would be achieved by ~avinq the "initial'minute 
rate for toll bands 9-12 and 13-1~ as-i~and reducing the rates for 
a~gitional minutes pe~ Call by $.Ol~ ohder this rate design the 
band 9~12 call would cost ~.4S. ~ 

We calculate that the app~cation of this modest 
reduction in the rates for additiot!al minutes of use will increase 

I 
Pacific's revenue reduction for MXS from the $4~.860 million 
initially projected by ORA to ab6ut $56.478 million if we adopt 
ORA's proposed rates for the r~aining rate bands. Such a rate 
design p~ovides an equitable lay for Pacific to, recognize the 
economies inherent in M'l'S s~ice in the shortest, most heavily 
used rate bands, while benefiting all M'l'S users. 

For all the rea/ons set forth we will adopt ORA's mileage 
zone consolidation'propo~l and we will adopt the rates set forth ' 

I " 
in its M'l'S rate band rate proposal shown in Appendix A, sheet 1 of 

/ 
1 of EXhibit 34$ (as «lZlel'lded to remedy a transcriptional error by 
Wilson by a letter t6. all parties dated February 18, 1987) except' 
that we will retain/the present rates tor the initial minute of use 
fo~ the 0 to 8, ~ 9 to 12, and the 13 to 16 mile rate bands and 

I 
I 

I 
;" 
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reduce the rates for additional minutes of use tor these 
bands by one cent. 
c. Optional Toll Piscount Plans 

1. ;aeifie's 'Pr9J>9als 
Paci~ic presently offers ~our optional ca plans 

which provide discounts for short-haul intratATA u ge service~, 
both ZUM and MTS, for residence one-party custom The first 
three, referred to as the call Bonus Plans, are e Community Plan 
and the Circle calling Plan which are limited 0 areas within 40 
rate miles of the customer's home exchange a d which were 
previously referred to as ORTS, and the qr p of Wide Area Plans 
which apply to toll calls throughout the rstomer's LATA. The 
fourth usage discount plan is called OCM$. It is also limited to a 
40-mile radius of the customer's home ~change. Pacific proposes 
various changes to, these services WhJlh it claims will result, on a 
test year ~asis, in a revenue decrer-e of $5.521 m.illion for the 
Wide Area plans and an overall revqnue increase of $-7:3,000 for the 
rest of the plans-. '.: / 

a. l'lle community Pl~ 
For a monthly cha.rge ranginq from $3.60 to $8.55,. . 

depending on the rate milea~g(9 to 40 miles), the Community Plan' 
allows the s~scriber to cho se up to, ~our communities in toll or 
ZUM'areas within.40 miles 0 his or her premises (actually the home 
exchange or district area);lto which discounted measured intraLATA 
toll rates plus a dollar amount allowance 'between $7.20 and $17.10, 
again varying with the rIte mileaqe, will ~e applied. The customer 
may subscribe for doub or triple allowances at compara~le 
charges. 

The mil aqe ''Rate Steps" for both the Community Plan 
and the Circle calli q Plan correspond to the first six 'present MTS 
mileage ~ands (and e ZOM zones). The measured rate discount is 
:30% of the reg'Ular MTS rates • 

- so -
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The allowance for the community Plan is double the 
I 

flat monthly charqe for the service. It is deauctea from the 
discounted charges accumulated for calls to that exchan~or 
community) during the billing cycle .. Thus, for ex~aPl a customer 
subscribing to a community Plan for a community l8 'es from his 
or her exchange will be l:)illea an aaaitional SS.50 er montn, for 
the 17 to 20 mile Rate Step, ana will receive a 3~ rate aiscount 
on calls to that community and an $ll allowa~ce pplied to those 
discounted charges. 

Sullivan testifiea that Pacifi proposes to keep the 
basic allowance ~t double the monthly rate~d the discount at 30%, 
but to consolidate the Rate Steps into ~e steps, the last of 

, ,I, . , , , 
wh~ch ranqes from 31 to SO m~les, tO~l:)e ons~stent w~th Pac~f~c's 
proposed MXS mileage bands. Since thi plan is restricted to· 
communities listed in the tariffs and none'of Pacific's routes is 
beyond 40 miles, this aces not exte available service. Pacific 
also~proposes dedu~ting the allowa~e from the accumulated charges 
before ~e discount: -is applied, af is the case with Wide Area . 
Plans. With these revisions Paoific projects a test year revenue 
increase of $661,000.' L 

b. The Circle call Plan 
For $4.7$ per;£onth the Circle callinq option 

provides the same 30% discounted measured intraLATA toll rates as 
. the Community Plan, but wi'inout a usage allowance ~ Ho~ever, the 
discount is applied to all toll/ZOM calls within the 40 miles (with 
certain exceptions sucnlas where reciprocal availacility is 
required). Sullivan ~stified that Pacific proposes reducing the 
rate for this serviceTto $4.2S and also increasing the available 

.j" 

radius from 40 to S~ miles to be consistent with the proposed rate 
:band conSOlidation.! Pacific projects a revenue decreas~ of· $1.327 

" million due to these changes • 
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OCMS is a service which combines the time 
restrictions of the Wide Area Plan, below,.the specif' 
restriction of the community Plan, with unlimited tr e 
the selected exchanges or district areas (communit' s) 
those ott-peak hours (8 p.m. and 8 a.m. on weekd 
Saturday and sunday), and an allowance of one, 
of calling to that community at other times f 
(based on the Rate Step and time allowance 

hours 
monthly rate 

ranging 
from $4.50 to $27.00 per month). Peak hOll 
communities beyond the subscribed-for a1 

. the selected 
charg'ed at an 

overtime charge which is the same as 
additional minutes. Other toll calls re cha~ed under the regular 
~s tarift. Only one OCMS service y be s~scribed to tor any 
particular service area, but the tomer n/ay subscribe to the 
service for several service areas custo£ers in service areas 

I 
where OCMS is available may als subscri~e to a regular Call Bonus-

. Community Plan, but :may not s scribe /1.0 the Circle Calling Plan •. 
Sullivan testi ed that:' OCMS is a fonn of Community 

Plan and stated. that Paciti proposts withdrawing this service 
option and providing the p esent ~scribers with Community Plan 
service instead. Paciti claims/that withdrawal ot this plan will 
result in a test year r enue i~crease ot $739,000, which Sullivan 
seems ' e/savings. 

d. Iw~ 

Area Plan. 
provide a monet 
calls within the 

re six/permutations to the Call Bonus Wide 
I 

designed to provide a discount and two also 
I 

allowance for all toll (anci ZUM Zones 2 and 3) 
I , " A so long as the calls are p1aceci WJ. thl.n the 

ciesiqnated. time ramesf. The allowanca is applieci to charges for 
I • 

calls placed w' 'n/the designated time frames at unciiscounted 
rates. 
peak calls 0 

e two possible time frames, the first is for off
That is, calls placed between 11 p.m. and S a.m. . 
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weekdays (and all day Saturday and Sunday). This is calle~iC 
hour plan. The second is for these off-peak times plus {ls 
placed between 12 noon and 2 p.m. and between 9 p.m. a on 
weekdays. This is called an extended hour plan. Thu 
three possiple ~asic hour plans ana three possible 

plans. i: 
Sullivan testified that less than % of Wide Area 

Plan customers subscribe to the three basic ho plans~ and he 
therefore proposes withdrawing those three p~ns and conve~ing the 
customers to the comparable extended hour pj'ans.He also proposes 
reducing the recurring charge for these ~ee plans to the level of 
the basic hour plans (to $2.00~ $4.00, ~d $6.00, from $2.7$, 
$4.75 ~ and $6.75-) ana changing th~ alliwance for the $6.00 plan 
(the only plan which includes an allotance) from $8.50 to $8.00. 
The percentage discounts'would sta~the same. Based on its rate 
band consolidation and rate proP0J'ls Pacific projects ~e revenue 
impact of these changes for:: thest year to pe a $5.521 million 
d.,ecrease. , , 

z. DRA's Proposals :for: Optional 
Toll Discount Planl 

Miller testifiea~t DRA opposes all of the revisions to 
discounted ZOM/toll rate,(p~oposed by Pac~f~c. Her.test~mony 
expresses a general opposition based on the fact that these 
services were the Sul.:>j~ of our investigation of Pacific's 
marketing abuses. In)'addition t~ this general opposition Miller 
also expresses a spEjCific o~jection to changes proposed for one of 
the optional toll aiscount plans, Circle Calling. Specifically she 
objects to the expfansion of Circle calling to so miles because the 
service is not afailable to all residence customers and is not 
available to~ business cust~mers. Miller contends that 

its should~ wherever possible, be directed to all 
ratepayers r ther than a selected few • 
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Miller argues that Pacific's proposal to· withdraw its 
OCMS plan must be denied be~ause this commission spe~ified~ ,at 
Ordering Paragraph 14.b. in 0.84-06-111, in Pacific's las~rate 
proceeding, that future de~isions ~oncerning this serviQE( would be 
based upon the results o~ Pa~i~i~'s study of sUbscrib~ usage of 
ORTS and OCMS and the degree to which the~e $ervice~erelY divert 
usaqe from MTS rather than generating additional ~age which 
otherwise would not occur. She asserts thatrstUdY pacific 
submitted does not fulfill the requirements of .84-06-1ll 
necessary to the withdrawal of OCMS. 

Although ORA's revenue-neutral s nario proposes no 
changes in Pacific's dis~ounted ZOMjtoll ervices, Miller testified 
that the changes it proposes in Pacifi~' MTS rate schedule would 
reduce annual revenue from the Wide Ar a Plan by $568~000 and would 
redu~e revenue for the rest of these ervices by about $6.104 
million based on ORA's assumption t the measured r~te discount 
for the community Plan and the Cir le Calling Plan would be set at 
30% of the ef~ective MTS rate s~ dule, as is now the case. 
Miller's revenue figures are al 0 based on our adoption of the ORA 
'proposed ~s rates which we d" adopt with one modification, 

, 
above. 

3. 
As a general pro osition the independent telephone 

~ompanies (ITCs) do not h ve independent rates for intraLATA toll 
and toll-related service. Instead, they con~ur with Pacific's 
tariffs. For that reas n these t~riffs are of some interest to the 
ITCs. General Telepho e Company of California presented John 
Jensik to address Pa fic's rate design proposals, including 
optional toll disco t plans. 

prop?sal for call bonus 
plans is an impro ement over the existing plans. He endorses 
Pa~itic's propo 1 to eliminate OCMS and says that paciti~'s 
proposal discount for the Community Calling 
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Plan moves in the right direction, but he adds ·that General ~ 
recommends withdrawing botn OCMS and Community calling, leavi}? 
Circle Calling as the only optional discounted toll plan. bases 
this position on General's response to ordering Paragraph 4.b. of 
O.$4-06-l11, which, he claims, shows that community Cal ng Plans 
have been excessively discounted. He points out that der 
Pacific's present proposal Community Calling is stil~discounted 
more than Circle Calling. General argues that ORA~ proposal 
promotes customer confusion caused by too many siJtilar cho'ices and 
retains excessive discounts for community Plan ~scriDers at' the 
expense of other customers. I 

4. TORN'S Eosition 
TORN contends that all Pacific's optional toll discount 

plans should be eliminated along with zOM~ervice and replaced with 
"an opt1onal flat rate metropolitan servi~. As explained elsewhere 

in this decision, we do not adopt the ~at rate metroPoli~~n plan 
at this time.. Therefore, 'I"CRN's prop~al for these other services 
is not address,ed, below. L ' 

So. Qiseussion 
Pacific proposed the es ential elimination of OCM$ in its 

last rate proceeding and suggests( it again here. In our decision 
in that last case we expressed;tur concern about the dwindling 
sources available for contribution toward the maintenance of low 
basic rates and our concern ~out the adverse impact on toll 
separations a~isinq from ou;t recognition of higher depreCiation 
costs for Pacific, anel co~lUded that it was necessary to eliminish 
the preference in rate levels which has been allowed to· ORTS anel 
OCMS subscribers. We d~ so through the adopted rate desiqn. 
However, we deter.mi~ed at it was inappropriate to discontinue the 
OCMS offering at that time.. Instead,. we ordered Pacific and 
General to study sub criber usage of both OCMS and ORrS IPtoward the 
qoal of to what degree each of these services merely 
diverts otherwise would be priced at higher MrS rates 
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and to wh4t degree each service generates additional usage Wh~ 
otherwise would not occur, and also to determine the effect~f 
each service on intercompany settlements and separation o~ 
revenues. H (D .. S4-06-111, mimeo. at p. 224.) / 

Pacific admits that the sample size of its stedy, as to 
Circle callinq and OCM$ at least, cannot represent a/vfalid sample. 
Nonetheless, Pacific asks us to authorize the disco~inuance of 
OCMS. In his rebuttal testimony Sullivan asks th~ we rely on a 
different study whicll shows that 81.85% of Pacif:i:c's. OCMS 
subscribers woul~ benefit from being reassigneQ/to Community 
callinq Plans. He also asserts that the numb~ of OCMS plans in 
service has decreased from SS,OOO to 35,000 ~n less than three 
years. What he does not testify about, an~what we still do not 
know, is what part of this OCMS usage is /sage diverted. from MrS 
an~ what part would not exist but for the existence of OCMS. Nor 
~o we know what effect reassignment.wo~d have on these usaqe 
patterns. That is the information we/aSked Pacific to'. provide. 
since it was not provided we. will n~ grant its request to 
eliminate OCMS at this time. HO~i.v~r, we invite Pacific to provide 
the information ~e requested in ~S4-06-111 in our next review of 
its rate desiqn, if it wishes further consideration of this 

proposal. " 
Pacific asks that the Community Plan monthly allowance be 

/ . 
deducted from an undiscounted sum of charges to the selected 
community, rather than a dfscQunteg sum as is now the ease. 
Pacific argues that this Change will not result in a rate increase 
as DRA claims, but OnlY,' more rapid exhaustion of the allowance. 
That is true, it wouldJbe worth 30% less. Tllat would mean that 
subscribers who now exhaust their allowance each month would either 
~il their calling/or ~ontinue their same callinq behavior and 
pay more. Pacific ~s not studied the impact of such 
possibilities. The/only basis for such a move that Pacific qives , 
is consistency W~ the trea~e:: :t the allowance tor the wide 
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Area Plan. We coneur with DRA that the proposed. ch.anqe is / 
inappropriate in the context of attemptinq to decrease MTS rates, 
and we are further concerned that its adoption might produce~ 
additional revenue which Pacific has not included in its revenue 
calculations. Therefore, we decline to adopt it. ObViO~y, we 
tind even less merit in General's proposal to do away ~~ ,the 
community Plans altogether~ General produced no evidence in this 
proceeding to support its proposal. The communit~plan rate design 
will remain unchanged. 

TUrning to' Circle calling, the question of whether to 
extend it to 50 miles is mooted by our decision;-'ot to' adopt 
Pacific's rate band changes. There is no expl~ation of Pacific's 

,I 
proposal to decrease, the monthly rate for thJ& plan. Therefore, we 
will authorize no change in rate design forjCircle Calling. 

As with its OCMS proposal, therel'is some missing data in' 
Pacific's call °Bonus Wide Area Plan prop~al. It appears that 
reducing the choices from six to three ~ conjunction with the 
proposed rate reduction might reduce a~inistrative costs and 
possibly benefit consumers. What we ;fave not been provided, ' 
however, is information about the percentage and total number of 

I 
customers who would be affeeted%bY oaving their allowance reduc~d 
from $8.50 to $~.OO. Although 1t ~ght be that the rate reduct~on 
of $.75 would compensate for th loss, the fact that this service 
~as the subject of our marketi~ abuse investigation taken together 
with the paucity of data to s~port the Pacific proposal leads us 
to conclude that the call Bo/US Wide Area Plan rate deSign ~hould 
remain in its present fOZ/. We will authorize no change in rate 
design. 

Since we have dopted no changes in the community Plan, 
Circle calling,. OCMS, 0/ call Bonus Wide Area Plan but have adopted 
the DRA proposal for rite bands and a modified form of its pro,posed 
usage rates, as well s decreases in ZOM rates, the revenue effect 
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for these services will be a $11.6SS million revenue reduction 
the test year. 
D. WATS and SOO Service 

SOO service provides a reverse billing capabilit ~ so 
that ,calls of business customers to the subscribing busi 
charged to the business and not the customer. ~here ar 
plans. Full State and Half State plans are offered i conjunction 
with an lEe. ~he Metro plan is offered by Pacific d other local 
exchange carriers. Pacific's Sullivan testi~i~d. at soo service 
is priced above cost~ but that the access and no ecurring rate 
elements are priced below cost and supported D the hourly usage 
rate. Therefore~ he recommends increasing ~monthly access rate 
by 50% from $20 t~ $30 and also· increasing the nonrecurring charge 

, ,. 
by 50% from $70 to $105. He further recommends reduc~ng the Rate 
Group 1 (peak. hour) hourly usage rates tlr Half State by 1.32%, 

from $15.20 to $lS.OO~ for FUll Sta~tb 30.23% from $21.50 to 
$15.00; and for Metro service:by 20%. om $12.$0 to. $10.00 • 

Pacific would reduce the Rate Group rates (off-peak hours: 
9 p.m. to 9 a.m.) by the same perc~tages. ~he amounts 
corresponding to those above woultS be $6.0S to $6.00, $8.60 to ' 

I 
$6.00, and $5.00 t~ $4.00. pac~ic estimates that these rate 
changes will result in a revenue reduction of $11.067 mill,ion for 
the 1986 test year. / 

. Pacific proposes rfte chanqes in OutWard WATS rates- too-. 
The proposals are for an 'increase from $25 to $30 in the access 
rate and a decrease in thelfirst two steps of the four-step average 
hourly usage schedule. Thus Rate Group 1, for 0 - $ averaqe hours 
of u~ would be redUCe¥bY 9.09% from $11 to $10, and Rate Gr,oup 2, 

for 5,.1 - 15 average b.Ours of use would :be reduced. by 2.56% from 
I 

$9.7$ to $9.50. Group' 3 tor average hours between 1$.1 and 30 

would remain at $9.06 and Group 4 for average hours· over 30 would 
remain at $8.25. ~cific would also increase nonrecurring costs by 

.the same amount ad tor 800 Service. Pacific projects that these 
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test year. 
On behalf of ORA., Miller expressed opposition to any 

change in WA1'S rates or SOO Service rates, on the ground that a 
rate increase in ~S and related services is inappropr~~e in the 
atmosphere of an overall revenue Qecrease. She also states that 
repression due to ORA~s proposed changes in MTS rate./unQer its 
revenue neutral 'proposal would decrease annual WATsirevenue by 
$.47~,million in the test year, but would have no/effect on SOO 
Serv~ce revenues~ I' 

In his testimony General's Jensik states that General 
agrees with the direction chosen by Pacific r~ard.inq MTS and. ZUM 
r~te structure, noting that the proposed;La I structure is easier 
to understand. . 

Pacific's Exhibit 260 lumps SOO ervice and WATS together 
in its illustration of recurring access. cost and revenue data and 

. ", I 
nonrecurring cost and revenue data pro~cted f~r the test year, 
showing total recurring revenues of $39 million and recurring 
costs of $37 million, for a $2 milli/n contribution; and' 
nonrecurring revenues of only $2 mi;{lion as opposed to costs of $l~ 
million, for a net contribution ot/($13 million). 

, I , 
crsage f1qures are separated. for each serv~ce. They show 

SOO Service usage revenue at $110 million with costs of $34 million 
J 

for a contribution of $76 mill~on, and WATS usage revenue of $63 ' 
million with cos.ts of $41 mi?'ion for a $22 million contribution. 

We agree with thetprinciple of setting rates for both 
these services so that the~ccess and. nonrecurring charges cover 

, • I 
the~r costs, assum~ng we know what those costs are. It appears 

/ 
that access is covering its costs, and that nonrecurring rates 

I • 
probal:>ly are not. Howev,er, we do not know how these recurrl.ng 

I 

access costs and revenues and these nonrecurring costs and revenues 
I 

are divided between the two services. Nor have we ~een informed of 

/ 
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the rationale for the rate chanqe p~oposals and how they will ~lter 
the revenue to cost ratios for these cost components. 

Assuming that the 800 service usage contri~ution of $761 
million is in the ballpark, a revenue reduction of $11.067 millio 
seems reasonable when reducing revenues is a goal. However, we~re 
concerned that the focus of Pacific's rate reductions be to be~fit 
the general body of ratepayers to the greatest extent pos$i~l~. 
800 Service rates do not directly benefit most conswners OfJOll
related services. Therefore, without a showing that suCh~ revenue 
reduction is necessary to the viability and reasonable g~wth. of 
this service, the present contribution level should re~in. The 
record offers no suggestion why that contribution Sho~d be 
reduced. Further, there is no explanation for th~/te design 
which essentially eliminates the category of Half ate. For these 
reasons we agree with ORA's position that 800 ra s should not be 

, changed at the present. We will deny Pacific' 800 Service rate 
proposal. The adopted 800 Service result in no 
revenue effect. 

Pacific's witnesses also offer explanation for its 
proposal to change its WATS rates. As w have pointed out, so far 
as we can ascertain from the joint data/ recurring rates already 
produce revenue to cover costs. We a~ ~ot inclined to authorize 
this WATS proposal without some justification on the record. The 
WATS proposal is d.enied. The effect o·f the adopted MTS rate 
design, however, will be " $0. sjlllillion W1>.TS revenue reduction. 

VI. O1;ber TQ'11-Related Services 

A.. Paei~ic's Proposed ZUH/ 
Expansion..an(l other Chnnges 

ZUM is a meas~d rate plan which is provided to, all 
customers in desiqnateofmetropolitan areas. It provides rates for 
two mil~aqe ~ands bey nd the local calling area which are set at 
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• a»out half the rates for messaqe toll service (MTS) ~allL' 
analogous rate bands~ i.e. the 9-12 and the 1~-16 mile~nes. In 
ZOM parlance these zones arerespeetively ~esignate~~ Zone 2 and 
ZOM Zone 3. ZUM service is designed to recognize ~. ec~nOmies of 
volume which exist in these high density areas. further 

• 

• 

recognizes that the very urbanization which is e emplified by these 
economies of volume is also exemplified by co ities which spread 
from their centers and ~erge with adjacent co unities thereby 
increasing the likelihood that the customer ill utilize basic 
services within a wider area than the loca calling area. In other 
words the customer's community of interes is no longer restricted 
to the area that forms her or his local xchange. Thus, the goal 
of ZOM service is to alloW customers ~ urban areas to communicate 
with others in their more extensive community of interest at an . 
affordable rate. " / . 

'. 1. Z'OM Expansion . 
Pacific proposes to expand its ZUM rate plan on the 

per!phery of the San Francisco-~st Bay Extended Area to add 12 
exchanges. In addition pacifid propos~s structural changes in the 
39 exchange or district areas/affected. by this expansion. These 
changes includ.e one consOli~tion, two- divisions~ relocation of six 
rate centers, and. the 'elimination of two district area 
designations. The result;bf these changes will, be that eight local 
routes will become nonloeal and seven nonlocal routes will become 

I 

local. DRA supports Pacific's ZOM expansion proposal. No other 
party takes a position?n this issue. We aqree that the criteria 
Pacific used. to dete~ne the applicability of ZOM to these new 
areas was appropriate/and. the characteristics of the areas warrant 

I , 

ZOM expansion. We ~ll authorize the adoption of Pacific's 
proposed zu.K expansfon. 

Based on/its proposed. rates and charges Pacific claims 
that this ZOM expansion would result in a revenue reduction of 

/ 

$4.521 million in the test year. Considering the rates which we 
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./ 
have actually adopted in this decision, the test yearz rve e 
effect of this ZOM expansion is a negative $&.252. 

In addition t~ the ongoing revenue effects 0 this ZUM 
expansion, Pacific has asked this commission authori / a one-time 
implementation cost of $1.13 million for the test ORA~s 

Shantz opposes the request, explaining that the 
(implementation) activities such as ~ill inse and. order 
processing are embedd.ed. in the historical d.a upon which the 
adopted results of operations is based.. He adds that these 
activities normally occur as a part of th implementa.tion of tho 
rates and charges adopted by the Commis on in a major rate 
proceeding. We find no support for th's proposition. We will 
authorize ad.option of Pacific's $l •. l million ZOM expansion 
implementation costs (which equates to $.8 million in revenue). 

2. Z'OK ZODe Boundal:y and 
Rate Change PrOPQ$al 

According t~ pacificjS rate d.esign witness, G. J • 

Sullivan, Pacific proposes dOl~g away with separate ZUM Zones 2 and 
3 and replacing them With~ingle designation and a single rate. 
This is parallel to the MT rate band consolidation proposal which 
we discuss in Part v, abo .. Presently in the areas where Z'OM 
service is provided~ ZOMne 2 rates are charged for calls between 
9 and l2 miles and ZOM one 3 rates are charged. for calls between 
l3 and l6 miles.: (Th Zone 3 tariff is applied to calls between l2 
and l3 miles.) pa~c. c proposes consolidating these zones and 
charging a new tari for all ZUM calls between 9 and 16 miles. 
Presently a 5-minu e Zone 2 call costs $.2·0 and 'a S-minute Zone :3 

call costs $.30. nder Pacific's proposal either call would cost 
$.21. n, Pacific proposes distinguishing between 
business and re idence rates for local calls CZOM Zone 1) in areas 

are in effect. Th~ result is that a local call 
which is now easured at 4 units for the first minute and one unit 
for each add' ional minute would continue to be measured the same 
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way for residential service, but would be counted as 4 units for 
the first minute and one unit for each additional mi te for 
business service. No such distinction is proposed or calls 
between 9 and 16 miles, i .. e .. the new consolidate Zone 2 .. 

ORA's Shantz describes Pacific's prop' sal as an attempt 
I 

to subject the short-haul user to unreasonabl ,increases in short-
haul usage charges consistent with Pacific' p~st proposals to 
change the ZUM concept of providing a rat tr~sition from local 
usage to message toll usage.. ORA is co errled that this ZOM zone 

I 

change is the first step in an attempt OJdO away with the concept 
of ZUM as a transitional phase with te~set at levels between 
local and toll rates. This is pa of ~plan, as ORA sees it, for 
Pacific to increase short-haul to r~£es in order to decrease 
long-haul rates to be more comp it~~ in the event this commissi~n 
permits ,intraLATA toll compet' ion;in the future.. . 

. As described in 0 diseussion of MTS rates, above, 
CBCHA/TCA's: Selwyn supports the!eonsolidation of 'Z~ Zones 2 and 3 
but ur~es that'a new Zone be/establiShed to cover distances 

7 I ' 

between 17 ana 30 miles.. C~CHA/TCA argue that California does not 
recognize the fundalllen 1 Qlistinction between calling within a 

I 
metropolitan area,. , :y=.s economies. of voluxne, that it OU9'h.t to 
recognize. As a co 'equence,. they argue, much *local* calling in 
metropolitan areasllmo/t of which is usage,. is priced at toll . 
rates.. Since to 7ral.es have' historically been a source of subsidy 

I I ' 
to basic exchan e service, local usage is, in their view, . 
inappropriatel Y's~sidiZing the cost of local access. According to 
CBCHA/TCA's w;;:n~s, Nancy J. Wheatley, their proposal would result 
in a net red ction in MTS revenue of about $206, million. CBCHA/TCA 

,I. ",. . argue that plementat10n of th1S proposal *would prov1de a healthy 
stimulus t 7the use of the network by local subscribers .. * MUch of 

/'" this sho~all would be recovered from the increases CBCHA/TCA 
propose jr basic exchange rates. which are discussed above. 

" 
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Selwyn used various Pacific workpapers to produ~e 
calculations which he claims indicate that the total annual ost 
for measurement and the provision of detailed billing of m asured 
local and ZOM Zone 1 calling is $77.5 million. 
that the total annual cost for these measured services based on 
Pacific's workpapers, is $447.1 million, but that it ould be only 
$2Q9.~ million if Pacific did away with measuremen and simply 
provided flat rate service. Using rather specul ive data Selwyn 
also· calculated that the costs of detailed bill' ~ and measurement 
of ZOM Zones 2 and. :3 callin~ is $-37.9 million ut of a total cost 
of $157.8 million. He concludes that the co t Pacific incurs. to 
measure local calls and to provide detaile billin~ for local and 
ZUM calls may be ~peding greater use of ~e network, and he. 
therefore additionally urges this Commi~ion to scrutinize this 
question of the propriety and value o;l1ocal measured service. 

Pacific opposes Selwyn's p~posed ZOM mileage band 
expansion, stating that it seems out( of harmony with the . 
Commission's policy objectives an~claiming that its own proposal 

( . 
is the most balanced and represers the greatest benefit to the 
general bo<iy of ratepayers •. Ba,sed primarily on its study of 
savings which would result ~U~h offering detailed billing of ZTJH 
messages only as an optionaljService in response ~o. Ordering 
Paragraph 15.c. of D.84-0~-l~1, Pacific also opposes Selwyn's 
proposal to el~inate detailed ZOM billing, stating that his cost 
figures are highlY'exagge/ated as a result of his assumption that. 
difference between the ~st of a flat rate day period call and a 
similar measured call ~ due entirely to, the measurement costs of a 
measured call. Schollftestified that this difference is largely 
due to time of day ~stribution, rather than measurement costs. 
Further, Scholl poi.nted out that his workpapers show measurement 

t 
costs to be less than half that estimated by Selwyn. Finally, 
Pacific argues t~t detailed ZOM billing assists customers in 
understo:r.dinld controllinq their tclepl10ne c:ho.rqcs and. allows 
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custo~ers with low usa~e to receive service at less than the flat 
rate. 

ORA states that adoption of Selwyn's proposal would ~e 
unfair t~ rural, nonmetropolitan customers and would unjustly 
provide exchanges in-the San Francisco-East Bay Extended Area 
certain exchanges in the Los Angeles Extended Area with 
which are inequitable when compared to- the exchanges in 
County Extended Area and the San Diego Extended Area. 

3 .. Q;i,seussion 
While the pricing structure Pacific 

simplified ZUM configuration has some appeal, we 
DRA that this sCheme moves in the direction of 
transitional quality of Z'OM. We agree with ORA 

it is important to retain a clear pricing dis 
and toll calls of similar distances. As 

Bell rate decision: 

for its 
agree with 

th~ 

CBCHAI'l'CA that 

in- our last Pacific 

*C'l')here are significant diff between ZUM 
service provided in a metropol area and 
short-haul toll service provided elsewhere in 
PaeBell's service area. 'l'he~ifferenees are 
mtters of averages: 'l'he t:IPieal ZOM route is_ 
denser and provides servic~more effiCiently 
than-the.typical M'l'S rout~* (D .. 84-06-111,. _ 
mimeo. at p. 246 .. ) /. 

We do not a~ree with CBCHA/'l'CA, ~wever, that it is reasona~le to 
consolidate the present ZUM zo~s and. add ~ new one thereby 
decreasing-revenues by over $~O million in order ·to redefine the 
community of interest of ca,ters in high density ur~an areas.. In 
actuality a community of interest clearly differs from customer to· 
customer.. 'l'he scope of tie Z'OM discount does not coincide 
precisely with the Call¥g patterns of all callers in these highly 
urbanized areas, nor s~uld it. Our Z'OM policy attempts t~ strike 
a balance in setting ~tes whieh will provide the ratepayer with a 
reasonably defined c/lling area for meeting his or her basic local 

That is what we mean ~y 
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"community of interest." There are ele~rly many ratepayers ~ 
. ur:ban areas who regularly make calls well :beyond 16 miles. ;It " 

cannot be stated without qualification that none of these ea~s 
'h '~//' should be regarded as the type wh~Ch oug t,to const~tute ~s~c 

local service. Selwyn's proposal~ however, would adver e{y impact 
on other important policies, such as ~eeping basic se7.f~ce prices 
at reasonable levels, :by unduly burdening rates for ~ basic area 
of local service in order to increase the benef~"t "ratepayers 
making calls to farther points. Therefore, we co lude that the 
present ZUM boundaries ou~ht to be retained. w~ecline to adopt 
Selwyn's proposal to extend ZUM boundaries or~acitic's proposal to 
consolidate ZOM Zones Z and 3. We will dir ~pacific t~ mai~tain 
its present ZOM zone detinitions. . jI .' 

Turning to the issue of econom'c ,ricing raised by 
Selwyn, we agree that the underlying co tslof providing local and 
metropolitan service can :be kept lowe tbfan the costs for 
compa~able nonmetropolitan se~ice, u~to increased tra!fic
handling efficiencies. The reduct'on;in the cost of ZUM rates is " 
an equitable step which should b taken now :both to recognize this 
cost advantage and to recognize eidecrease in the value of basic 

:~;h:;:u::::c:f d:s t~a:b~ani 1 a~:::me=:w:~::~'d a:e::'f::i:r:ove in 
I ' reduetions in usage rates. elwyn's proposal provides a 

disproportionate benefit t l~ge users, and a disproportionate 
basic rate increase to sm/il/consumers. 

It is appropr~telto recognize :both the lower relative 
costs and the communit~o~ interest for the majority of 
metropolitan callers :bu;!neither Pacific's nor CBCHA/TCA's 

proposals equitably distribute cost savl.ngs in the context of a 
I / 

reasonable redueti~ ~t usage rates. Adoption of the same moderate 
usage ,rate reduet~n/ltor additional minutes of use for ZOM Zones Z 
and 3 that we hae adopted for the analogous toll rate zones would 

I 

accompl~sh this policy goal and eontinue to allow Pacific's ZUM 
! • 
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service to provide a contribution. 
usage based rates also have the potential for ater revenues, as 
lower rates may cause a 'relaxation of usage s pression. Under 
such a rate desi911 a Z'OK Zone 2 call would c t $ .. 26. rather than 
$.3S for a 10-minute call. Therefore, we w, 11 direct Pacific t~ 
retain its present ZUM pricing schedule~ cept that the rate for 
additional minutes of use, will :be treat'J analogously with that we 
have adopted for the first two M'l'S rat~ :bands. We calculate that 
this change will decrease Z'OK revenu by $30.S31 million in the 
test year. We are not convinced of e need for different Z'OK rate 
treatment for business and reside e service as Pacific request~, 
and will therefore not adopt it. The rates we adopt here will 
apply to- lx>th ,business and res ence Z'OM. 

We are satistied~i Pacific's Ordering Paragraph 'lS.c. 
study results and 'conclude at the costs of ZOM measurement are 
not so' great a~ to- outweig the ben~fit to customers. Therefore~ 

we will not adopt Selwyn~ proposa~ to eliminate ZOH measurement. 
,B.. General'$ ZOK Expanl19n PropoSl " 

General's wifoess Jensik tes",:ified that Genera'l disagrees 
with Pacific's propo,ed ZOK ~xpansion to the extent that Pacific 
has tailed to propose expansions to many areas in LATA 5 and 
~A 1, specifieal~ as it affects General's customers in the san 
Bernardino, Redlan'ds, Thousand Oaks, and Oxnard regions. 
Therefore, Jens~ askS that the Commission order Pacific and 
General to file/a plan to expand Z'OK to include certain Pacific and 
General eXch~es shown in Attachment 1 to Exhibit 384. He makes 
this proposal because General cannot file for Z'OK expansion 
unilaterally' in most locations since the ZOM tariff is a Pacific , 
tari~t in which General concurs and since Pacific must be involved 
to assure~customer benefits and acceptance by keeping calls priced 
equally ~n both directions over common routes. , j. DRA respond.s to General's request by noting that at least 
three ! the exchanges included in General's proposal are 

/ 
.t,.;.., 
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Continental Telephone Company ot california 
which therefore require Continental's participation, 
the issue of providing notice and an opportunity to 

exchanges 
a by raising 

atteetea ratepayers. ORA concludes that the issue hould be heard 
in Pacific's next general rate proceeding. Paci c suggests that 
the appropriate forum should not be its next r~i'e proceeding, but a 
separate application by any of the affected telephone utilities. 
Pointing out that General's recommendation elcompasses several 
nonmetropolitan areas, which have not pre~US1Y been deemed 
appropriate for ZOM expansion and also e~ompasses an alteration in 
ZUM availability criteria, Pacific add~at a proper analysis of 
the relevant issues will ~e a to 12~Onths. Pacific also claims 
that the parties should not be limitea to evaluating General's 

! ' proposals, but should be free to propose alternatives. General 
argues that Pacific'S. tilne estimatl is greatly exaggerated, that 
the investigation and analysis, ~cluding that 'for the small number 
of Continental's affected eXeh~es, could be'completed in 90 to 
120 days, that the proposals, o;.~ these other parties will 
unnecessarily delay needed beneficial changes, and suggests that 

,! , 1 the matter be taken up ~ General's ongo~ng genera rate 
proceeding, A.87-01-002. ~ the alternative "General supports the' 
Commission's filing in thl near future an OIl with regard to Z't1M 

expansion. / 
Since these ~ents were presented General has 

I' .. . 
unsuccessfully attempted to add th~s 1ssue to A.a7-01-002, 1ts 
pending general rate~roceed!n9. The denial of that further issue 
was appropriate. we/believe that the issue is best raised in an 

'" . , OIl. It need not be a new one, however. S~nce I.a7-02-025-, wh~ch 
i 

has been consolidated with A.a.7-01-002, is already open and all the 
relevant Parties~e resp~ndents to it, a later phase of that 
proceeding will/provide an appropriate forum to- address this issue. 
Before that phaSe commences, however, the parties must have an 
opportunity'to~/stuay General's proposal, notify potentially 

i 
! 
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affected customers, and prepare alternative prop~ls. Therefore, 
we will order that this issue ~e heard in a lat~ phase of 
I.87-02-025. The ~urden of proof of the feaS~ility of this 
proposal will not be altered by the forum in;IWhich it is to be 
heard. It will lie with the plan's propon~t. The timing of this 
proceeding should be worked out by the Plies in a prehearing 
conference. 
C. XQ'EN's Hetropolipm Flat Ig¢e Pr9RORl 

1. %he Costs and. Bend:,its st:wJ.Y,/ 
TORN proposes the aQditionJ~f an optional metropolitan 

flat rate ser.rice and the elimination of Z'UM (and other 
metropolitan rate options discussedfin Part V of this decision). 
In making this proposal, 'l'tmN refl.cs to Exhibits 294 through 296 
which descr~e the results of thtfcost and benefit study regarding 
the establishment of residence flat ra~e metropolitan calling plans 
offering unlimite~ residential calling without charge in all or 
portions of the san Francisco ast Bay Extended Area or the Los 
Angeles Extended' Area, which e required Paci'fic to conduct by . . 
Ordering Paragraph 16(.b) of .84-06-111. 

1acific's study . volved offering one of three plans to 
different customers in se ected prefixes in each of the extended 

areas between May 1 and ecember 31, 1985. Plans 1 and 2 each 
offered a choice of Me opolitan ZUM, which allowed residence 
customers unlimited u~e on their ZOM Zones 2 and 3 routes 'for a 
fixed monthly rate, 0/ Metropolitan Extended Area (EA), which 
offered unlimited ~e throughout a wider extended area. Plan 3 , 
only offered the i choice. Pacific defines ,an extended ar.ea as 
an aggregation of . changes within a geographical area that has 
Z'OM. (Exhibit 29 , part 2, p. 1.) The plans and. price options 
were as :fOllOWS! 
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nat BA:te aans 

Plan 1 

8:00 ~ - 5:00 pm 
5:00 pm - a:oo am 

24 hours 

Plan 2 

8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
5:00 pm - 8:00 am 

24 hours. 

Plan 3 

8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
5:00 pm - 8:00 am 

24 hours 

2. Eacitic's Findings 

PUrsuant to 0.84-06-1 
on the issues set out 'below. 

Zt7H 
Option 

$10.00 
5 .. 00 

150.00 

$.15·.00 
10 .. 00 
25 .. 00 

$.35, .. 00 
2'5·.00 
60 .. 00 

$45-.00 
35 .. 00 
80.00 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

study con~ains findings 

a. Ext.§nt 2' SUbl,QH,ber Interest . 
Exhibit 295 s~tes that the flat rate trial plan was 

offered to over 91,500 re,?aence customers and that over the eight 
months of the plans' existence 302 customers purchased one of the 
Z'OM plans and 274 purchised one of the extended. area (EA) plans. 
This breaks d.own to a Jet subscription rate of .. 88% or about 9 

subscribe~~ per l~000t'customers offerea,the plans. The 
subscript10n rate f~ EA was somewhat,h1gher, at .50%, than the 
subscription rate ~or ZOM plans at .38%. FUrther, the study shows 

, . 
that price level siigniticantly influenced. both the EA ana the ZUM 

plan subscription(levels. The zcrM subscription rate for the higher 
priced plans was/approximatelY 20% of that for the lower priced , 
plans, and thejEA subscription rate tor the higher priced plan was 

approxilnately (15% of that for the lower subscription rate plan. 
Still, the su):,scription rates disaqgreqated by price are only 1.22% 

I 
J 

i 

\. 
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for lower priced offerinqs and .57% for the higher priced 
offerinqs. 

Pacific's Sullivan arques that the rate of 
subscription to the trial plan was so low as to suqqest t there 
is no significant unmet consumer need, and adds that the Circle 
Plan already offered by Pacific has similar qeoqraphic oundaries 
to· the metro· plan. He also arques aqainst the imple ntation of 
such a plan based on the findinqs of the the post-t ial survey of 
about 300 of the trial plan's purchasers, the resu1.ts o·f which. are 
set out in Attachment 4 to Exhi.bit 400, which sh/ws that they are 
different from Pacific's typical customers in that they are older, 
have a hiqher level of education' and income, ;Ire more often self
employed, are more likely to have more thanjOne telephone number in 
their homes, are more likely to own perso~l computers with modems,' 
and are more likely to conduct business-~lated or paid work from 
their homes. . / 

b. Ertects on Paeiti~'s Re~ues . 

The ustomers'subscribinq to EA . 
plans increased their usaqe by 3·17.5% with 24":hour EA subscribers 
increasinq their usaqe most at 46$.8%, while 'zm.! ·subscribers 
increased their overall averaqe;!usaqe by 31.5%, with a'hiqh of 
36.S% for the daytime plan. P~cific's fi~al report on this study 
states that durinq March 19Ss/trial participants used 100% more 
minutes, initiated sot more~essaqes, ana qenerated 47% more 
revenue for Pacific Bell than did typical customers. (Exhibit 400, 
Attachlnent No. 4 at p. 21) 

The studY;compared.~e cost of s~scribers' pretrial 
usaqe to Pacific's revenue breakeven point for Z'OK and EA services 
and found that 79 .. 9% eff EA s\lbscrihers were, pretrial, below the 

! 
l:)reakeven point and ;that sa .. 6% of ZUM plan subscribers. were below .. 
The study then ~ared usaqe durinq Nov~r of the period and 

/ 
I 

/ 
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found that only 31.6% of EA subscribers were below the~reake~en 
point, but the percentage of roM subscribers rose to 6'8.2%:. . , 

With such levels of subscription, Pac~ic projects an 
overall change in revenue requirement for 1987 ran . 9 from a 
decrease of $19.12 million for the ZUM Plan 1 op 
of $9.28 million tor the EA Plan 2 option. 

Although its study shows that i~ ementation would 
generally increase revenue and encourage inc;eased metropolitan 
usage, in assessing long-term risk Pacific ~aims that the 
profitability of flat rate plans depends ~a balance of subsidy 
flow among' subscribers below and above b~akeven points, and that 
the study indicates that low-end users who provide the subsidy 
increase their calling the most~ thereb~ generating both 
incremental re"':'enue and the maj ori ty/lt costs so· that the subsidy 
from these subscribers decreases. . . 

. Pacific reports th~t I. e trial showed a tre~d for 
customers below" the breakeven poi .to drop their plans (17 .. 4% of 
.total subscribers), and also cla lIlS'that flat rate plans,are 
riskier than call Bonus plans based on allowanees and discounts 
because costs under flat rate~lans increase substantially since 
calling increases, but reven~s do not increase proportionately. 
Thus, Exhibit 295 shows low/r revenue to cost ratios for both Plans 
1 and 2 than would exist wIthout the plans. 

In his reb~ltal testimony, Exhibit 400, Sullivan 
asserts that the nat r~e structure of this plan is inherently 

. unfair, because it div~es subscribers into two distinct groups -
" one which subsidizes the other. He states that the resulting 

profitability thus ~omes dependent upon customers who do not 
f 

benefit subsidizing~ose wh~ d~. 
c. APProPriate Rate Levels to Avoid 

Dia;nutioD in Het Reyenges 
{ 

we;lssued a Supplemental Opinion, 0.85-02-030, after 
the issuance ot·our l~st Pacitic Bell qener~l rate decision, in 
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order to review Pacific's pl~s for conducting certain c st studies 
which we had ordered, including the optional metropoli n, flat rate 
study. We explained that it was not our intention to approve the 
precise terms o! the various study plans, but to ad ess criticisms 
which went to the heart of the study plans, raisin questions 
whether the studies as proposed to be conducted uld provide at 
all the sorts of information which the Commissi sought by 
ordering Paraqraph 1~ Cof D.84-0~-111J. In th tcost study review 
proceeding TORN urged us to require Pacific set the total priee 
for 24-hour metropolitan calling pl~s t0j,in at no more than 
$25. We !ound.that such a priee eeiling a parently is inconsistent 
with the avoid~ce o! net revenue loss, d is therefore 
inappropriate _ The lowest price o!ferel for 24-hour EA service in 
this study is $60 per month. / ' 

Pacific's EXhibit ~95 d es not eXplain how it arrived 
at the prices it selected for this udy. It merely states what 
prices it ehose to test. Accordin to Table A2.1, the total amount 
o~ revenue gene~ated by implemen ion of the pl~s was $5,072 per 
month. This revenue results fro' gains of $5.01 or ~7 .9% per month 
from the average Z'OM subscriber and $22.62 or 127.8% from. the 
average EA sUbseriber, and 'th figures average the mueh higher 
subscription rate of Paeifie' lower'prieed Plan l'offerings with 
the lower subscription ~ate of its higher priced Plan 2 and Plan 3 

offeriXlgs. 
d. 

Paeifie's study ineludes the projected results of the 
effects of the plans f r 1987, 1988, and 1989, ineluding effects of 
the plans for tn~ intlfastate revenue requirement after settlements 
with the independent companies. It indieates that the intrastate 
revenue requirement would range in 1987 from a deerease of $12.49 
million !or ZUM Pl 1· to an inerease of $5.88 million for EA 

Plan 2. 
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e. c:ross-elastic:ities of Demand With 
other Optional Discounted Sprvice~ 

~e final,report found that trial partic' 
much more likely to have an optional calling plan be 
than were typical customers. For example, 46~ of t 'al 
participants had some optional calling plan while,'nlY 28% of 
typical customers had one, and 15% of trial part~ipants had circle 
calling while only 2% of typical customers bad It. By far the 
greatest predictor of participation in this t~al was heavy 

pretrial usage. / 
3. 'tJ1RN's £gsition 

TORN points out that Pacific's ~its show that 
virtually eve~ version of the flat rat,lmetroPolitan service made 
money for the utility, while encouragi~ customers to in~re~se 
their metropolitan calls and that Pacific found that the 50:00 p.m. , 
to 8:00 a.m. extended area plan wasjthe most popular among' 
customers. TORN concludes that fl~ rate metro plans can be a 
profitable way to'increase calls '~ing the relative,slack evening 

, '1' th ' hours. TORN'sw1tnes~ S1eqe rjPommends at an EA-wide serv~ee 
plan avail~le from 12:00 noon~o 8:00 a.m. weekdays and all 
saturday and. Sunday at $1:5- per month should be implemented. 

TORN argues that ,lrvice enhancements sueh as the flat 
rate metropolitan plan incx;ease absolute usage and thus Pacific's 
revenues, and sees arqum~s about which customers pay what portion 
of the revenue increase as irrelevant since accordinq to the' data 
correlating existinq o~ional callinq plans with income such 
service enhancements ~e targeted to well-heeled customers as a way 
to attract more of ~ir disposable income to profitable telephone 
services. TORN di~utes Pacific's interpretation ot toe 
significance of the subscriber interest statisties SUllivan cites 

( 

and eonclud.es th~ the response to the metropolitan plan d.oes show 
an unmet need .. 
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4. DiSJISSism 
TORN's proposal for a trial metropolitan flat rate is 

apparently intended t~ safeguard residential ratepaye from our 
increased loading of marginal costs onto the monthly, rate. 
However, its flaws cannot be overlooked. Pacific' cost study 
clearly demonstrates that revenue to cost ratios or the plans are 
much lower than the revenue to cost ratios for ~esent discounted 
toll options, thus exposing Pacif~c to more ri~ of revenue 
shortfall from these plans~ especially if tho e subscribers below 
the breakeven point continue to drop 

FUrther, while we are not parti arly concerned to learn 
that this service is more appealing to pe ple ~ho, are better 
educated and make more money than the av. rage subscriber, we are 
concerned with the fact that tne cross elasticity of deman~ between 
flat rate metropolitan service and pr sent optional calling plans, 
particularly circle calling, is verY; high. If significant numbers 
of customers were to simply switch rom another optional calling 
plan to this one the overall reve e increase would be eroded 
considerably. 

We are also concerne 
at page 14 ot Pacific's final 

with the possibility, as indicated 
eport, that 36% of the, trial 

customers, but only 14% of tical customers do paid work or 
busin~ss at home frequently or occasionally; and the further 
indication that 52% of thi subgroup ,of trial customers use the 
telephone frequently whi working at home. 'These statistics seem 
to support Paciric's co ern that this plan might be used in place 
of basic business serv~e and thus negatively impact Pacific's 
revenue from business;ls~rvices. 

While it if true that pacific's study indicates that a 
flat rate metropol~ plan could increase Pacific's overall 
revenue, at least the short run, the limited appeal ot the 
offering coupled ith the strong likelihood that the plan will lead 
to a reduced s fact that the overall subscriber 
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interest is lower than that for the present discounted tol 
options, and the fact that the particular flat rate m.etr olitan 
plans with the highest sUbscriber interest show projected overall 
revenue requirement increases, lead us to conclude th~l the risks, 
of adopting a flat rate metropolitan plan at this ti~ exceed the 
benefits t~ ratepayers and are not a reasonable wayJ'to recognize 
the economies of scale stemming from heavy users ~ the shorter 
range intra~A long distance services while aS~~ring that the 
program. for recognizing those economies continues to provide a 
contribution over costs. Our adoption in thi~decision of usage 
rate decreases for MTS and ZUM services alre~y accomplishes this 
goal with less risk. We will deny TURN'lP~posal-
D. Foreign Exchange S$lrviee (FEXl 

FEX Service is telephone servi which has dial tone and 
'access to the network.provided from. an ~ehange or district area' 
~ther than the 'one in which the custom~'s premises are located. 
It consists o~ a basie exchanqe acces/line plus network facil!ties I. . 
connecting the customer's home central of~ice to the remote central. 
office of the customer's choice. Tiere are three dif~erent ways 
that Pacific can provide this servJ'ce. It provides each sUbscriQer 
with service using,wbichever metnod it deems to be-least costly. , , 

'I'he most common is calAed the Line Haul method. It uses 
a private line channel to conne6t the subscriber's serving central 
office to a central office in~e desired distant exchange. The 
second method is the Dedicated Prefix method in which an office in 
one exchange is made to app'ar as though it were in another 
exchange through a billingj!arrangement (often referred to as a 
Dedicated NNX) and no pr~vate lin~ ~annel is required. Dedicated 
prefixes exist only in central offices where Pacific has . 

. I . exper1enced a, large en~~gh demand for FEX serv1ce tc another 
specific exchange to ~ustify the dedication of a substantial 
portion of a central office switch and a large block of telephone 

The third method is called the Cross 
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Boundary arrangement. It connects a customer's premi~irectlY 
to a central oftice in a contiguous exchange. Thi~~= :ery 
infrequently used nethod which requires that the'QUstomer location 
be close to the exchange boundary. Additionall~ there is one 
permutation with characteristics of both the Line Haul method and 
the Dedicated Prefix method r called the Hybr'~ Line Haul. In this 
configuration the customer's serving centr office is not a 
Dedicated NNX of~ice, but there is one cl se by, then a private 
line channel is installed from the serv' g central office to the 
Dedicated NNX office. 

1. Pacific's lEX Proposal 
At present FEX sUb~criber ,pay a specified rate for FEX 

service which varies based on whe er they are rosidence or 
business subscribers, whether ~ir busi~ess service is measured 
line or trUnk, whether their r,s~dence service is flat, measured or 
party-liner whether the service is to a noncontiguous location, 
and, in'some instances, whet6er service is in exception rate 
areas. 'Pac~fic proposes r taining these dist~nctions, but 
unbundling rates so that' achrate has the same access component 
and usage component as sic local residence or business service 

t component., 
Sullivan pr poses settinq the residence flat FEX 

increment at $6.75 r month, the measured residence increment at 
$4.05, and the bus~ess increment'at $11.25. He also proposes 
continuing the pr~ent policy for determining the mileage used in 
setting certain ;t~te levels. He explains that the proposed FEX 
rate elemen~te'not increases, but simply the difference between 
the current rate and the current rates for flat and measured 
service. Wh they are added to the access and usage rate 
increases P ific bas proposed for basic local residence and 

the overall effect is an increase in rates for 
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In its last general rate case Pacific proposed limiti~ 
or WgrandfatheringW the offering of FEX service to existing ~ 
subscribers. In addition to the described unbundling of rates in 
the present proceeding, Pacific again proposes grandfathe~ng this 
service, for both residence and business FEX customers bf limiting 
it to, existing subscribers at their existing premises ~d existing 
class of usage service. In explanation of this asped of its 
proposal, Pacific contends that the ratio of revenue',to historical 
costs of FEX access, service connection, and milea~ will show huge 
shortfalls in the test year. Sullivan CiteS;! eam ies ranging from 
10% to 40% at current rates. 

Pacific asserts that the extent o·f demand is 
attributable to, the inordinate discount it pt'Ovides over toll 
services ~ and goes on to claim that stilnula%ion of' that demand.. in 
light of the poor financial performance O~FEX £s not sound 
ratemaking policy. Sullivan explains th't it is Pacific's 

I , 
objective to ultilnately replace this service wit:h software-based 
services priced ~t compensatory level'. He contends that the 

.. _"- I h proposed grand!ather~q .5 reason~le because there are enoug 
optional calling plans and other ,ubstitutes for FEX a~ailable to
new subscribers so that the growth of FEX can ):)e eliminated. By 
'way of example he points to ZmtIexpans'ion in the San Francisco-East 
Bay area which will elimi~ate/some FEX needs, and to possi):)le' 
boundary realiqnments. Pac~tic also mentions call Bonus plans and 
Remote call Forwarding (R~ as possi):)le solutions for residence 

/ 
customers, and 800 Service and WAXS for business customers. 
pacific claims that RCF;/:iS a complete substitute for incoming FEX 
calling,. but acknowledges that while there are means of achieving 
su):)stantial toll d1scbunts, there is not yet a direct substitute 
for all the outgo in' calling components of FEX~ It contends, 
however, that util~zation of the available alternatives are 
preferable to FEi service at the extremely large price increases 

/ 
/ 

/ 
I 

! 
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which P~eific's cost evidence demonstrates would b7ee ssary to 
make them tully ~ompensatory. 

2-';' Positions of other Parties 
No other party which addressed the FEX 1~sue disaqrees 

with Pa~ifi~'s propos~l to unbundle FEX rates, ~t every other 
party wbich addressed the issue dis~~ees wi' itsqrandfathering 
proposal .. 

a. General 
Gener~l's Jensik test1fiedl~at General and other 

local exchange ~ompanies in california concur in Pacific's tariffs 
tor FEX servi~e. He oPjects both to ~eific's qrandtathering FEX 
servi~e and to its'freezing rates ~tJPresent levels. Instead, 
General proposes ~ontinuing the ~ottering, but moving prices 
toward. ·~ost. Jensik d.oes not ~ddxfess residence FEX servi~e,. only 
business'FEX service. l' 

Claiming that al~FEX servi~e requires ~onnecting a 
private line from' a loeation;tn one exchange to a dial tone in 
another, he recommends thatJrEX rates should be consistent with ~e 
rates tor private lines~ pius dial tone (~ccessJ rates ,for ' 
business .. Based on this~odel he goes on to re~ommend that a lo~al 
channel termination ratel~ charged at the local loop- end and usage 
be charged at the dial~one end. He states that where measured 
service is not availal'le at the dial tone (open) end that the 

, I ' 
difference between the individual business 'line flat rate and the 
individual pusiness!line measured rate be charged. 

Jensfik added that his proposal arises in part from 
the incompatibil;{ty of Pacific's private line tariff structure with 
the one Genera7'has proposed in its pending general rate 
proceeding, and in part trom General's view that the emerging 
competitive tlele~ommunications marketplace makes it more necessary 
for these ~~panies to be independent of one another in their 
pricing and selling of local exchange services. Intercompany 
settleme Is pro~edure for private line, including FEX, would. be 
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replaced ~y a Nbill and keeplf' approach. FUrther, he prop~es that 
for intercompany FEX service the companies use meet poi~t'~illing 
to bill for the interoffice private line, i.e. the portion in 
General's territory would be billed at General's rate: and the 
portion in Pacific's territory would be billed at P~ific's rates. 

b. CBgDVTg / 

selwyn opines that in addition to/there being no 
direct substitute tor FEX outward calling, as Pacific acknowledges, 
neither 800 Service nor Remote Call Forwardintf provides an adequate 
substitute for inward business FEX service,;1.. e., service which 
provides a means for a caller from the distant exchange to place a 
local call to- the FEX ~usiness subscrib';' He ~xplains, that 800 
service does not allow a ~usiness to create a If'presencelf' in a 
distant mar~et area in that it implie:f to the customer that 
wherever it was that they were ealliig was located at some distance 
from their own community.. / 

Selwyn's only objection to Remote call Forwarding as 
. a substitute is that the ~ ~rges associated with the useot the 

service would be much higher t~an the access line and mileage 
charges fo~ FEX service, ass~ing that there is some reasonable 

'i I. level of tratf c to- the remote locat~on. . 
. I 

selwyn asseJ:ts that'the need for the magnitude of the 
100~ cC!sts which pacificjaSSignS to FEX service is cru:estionable at 
best. He states that about $3S of the monthly loop expense for 
~usiness FEX cireuitS/~hieh Scholl's ~orkpapers set at $SS is 
associated with desiF and testing c~sts... He states that these 
design costs are associated with the claimed,need to· provide 
additional circuitlequipment in order to aChieve adequate 
'transmission ch~eteristics on the circuit and argues that there 
is little need lor such If'designlF of FEX lines since the nature of 
FEX line usage/is more likely to be limited to- the immediate area 
around the e~ge where dial tone is provided, with little if any 
use of toll or other long-haul connections where transmission 
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losses in the line would be expected to have the greatest A~~~~·«~ 
effect. He also argues that FEX subscriber loops are not ~onqer 
than average subscriber loops, :but that since the need for design 
of a loop is associated with loop lenqth, the costs pacif~/ 
attriJjutes to these loops are too· high.. Selwyn also· clai'ms that 
Pacific's PEX testing costs are entirely unreasonable. ;I 

Finally, stating that Exhibit 287, Pacif'1c's revenue 
. / 

impact workpapers, show no· offsetting revenue increase for other 
services resulting from stimulation due to the gra~fathering of 

. I 

FEX, Selwyn asserts that Pacific has either mate~ally understated 
the revenue effect of its FEX proposal or else;t-t is the case that 
there are no present alternatives to PEX service and the functions 
now provided thro~gh FEX will no longer be ~~ilable to new 
customers. He concludes that Pacific's 9r~dfatherinq proposal 
must :be denied or at least this commissi# must ilnpute Offsetting 
stimulated revenues equalinq the $47 mil~ion revenue loss Pacific 

. claims will be due to FIDe qrandfatheri.riq • . 
. In his rebuttal testi:m~y Pacific's Scholl testified 

that Selwyn's assertion that FEX 10o'P' length i'ndicates that the 
need for WdesiqnedW access lines ei.e., lines with additional 
·transmi~sion equipment) is overs~ted is premised on a false 
assumption, and that while the~BX loops to· which Selwyn compares 
this cost element are only designed when loop resistance is great, 
FEX service requires desi~q whenever an interoffice facility is 
required to provide the se~ce (e.g., whenever the 'line haul' 
serving arrangement is re~ired). He adds that this is the case 
for 67% of FEX lines. s6nOll specifies that the elements of this 
design process are~ thassignment of the interoffice facility and 
the associated centra office service area transmission equipment. 
Thus~ SCholl assert that the recurring cost~ for designed circuits 
which Pacific assi~ to- FEX are not overstated. 
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c. Centex 
Centex describes itsel~ as a communication manager 

for small and medium sized businesses which assists its/clients in 
forminC] j oint user groups, which enables them to qualA'fy for 
service options. not otherwise available to l::lUSineso/customers of 
their size. Centex explains that its interest in/FEX service is 
based on its clients' use' of the service for ou~ward calling. 

Centex presented the testimony of1Stephen E. Siwek, a 
telecommunications consultant, with degrees it economics and 
business adl!l.inistration. Siwek asserts tb.a:t! Pacific's 
grandfatherinC] proposal should be rejectealbecause its arbitrary 
customer disaggregation will stimulate ~fficient consumption 
patterns and, fails to let the 'meehani~Of market selection 
function, leavinq customers and the co'pany' less well off. (See 
generally EXhibit 370.) , / 

Centex concurs with Shantz and Selwyn that there are 
no adequate ,alternatives for busi~ss FEX service, particularly 

, ~ 

outward Calling. Cent~ cites EXhibit 403,' the, final report of 
Paci~ic's Special ,SerVices Adm~stration Task Force (SSA Task 
Force), which was received i~io evidence very late in this 
proceedinq_ The docu:ment d~cribes possible alternative FEX 

, , 
proviSioning to'reduce cost'ly line haul. These include' creating 
additional dedicated pre;fxes, where cost justified, creating 
shared dedicated prefixeS, and the use of 2-Number FX. 

cent~ polnts'to Scholl's test~ony that shared , 
dedicated prefixes.~ve the advantage of permitting the assignment 
of just 1,000 calling numbers to a particular central office, 

.' rather than the dedication of a block of 10,000 nUlllbers which the 
present dedicatedjPref~ requires. Scholl also testified that 
Pacific was having difficulty in interfacing such a plan with 
interexchange e~iers. The report, explains that 2-NUmber FX'would 
use a cOmbination of Remote call FOr.N"arding and a redesign of 

of 
Pacific's. present billing system, called Front End Guide, which 

I 
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would allow the provision o~ both FEX service 
local service on a single line. 

Centex asserts that the possil:lilities for PacUic 
provisioning FEX service more efficiently and i~ a less CO~lY 
manner in the future as described in the SSA Report unde~core the 
unreasonableness of permittinq this service to· be·qrand~thered 
and, like selwyn, urg~s that we concentrate. instead~n appropriate 
pricing. 

In its concurrent opening brief Cente moves for the 
admission, as a late-filed exhibit, of a Response Ito. Transcript 
Request which it received after these hearings had concluded. 
Centex asserts that the document describes the ~Number FX service 
and Front End Guide concepts more fully than Ekibit 403.. Centex 

/ 

apparently offers this. ~ocument to show thatjPacific has studied 
technologically feasible ways of provisioning FEX service which do 
not require line haul configurations. The/alleged contents of the 
document would merely be cumulative in s~porting such a 
proposition. The descripti~n of these ;ervices in Exhibit 403 is 

, / . 
adequate. We ~ll .therefore deny the;m~t~on. 

Siwek supports the concept of unbundled FEX rate 
elements, but differs with Pacific dn what the rates' should be. In 
his analysis of Paci~ic's FEX cOSt/stUdies, he cites Scholl's 
testimony that FEX access costs ~r Centrex customers would 
probab1y be less eXpensive to ~ovide than a simple line haul 
service because, although the~ would be some additional 

f 

switching-type costs, accessj1ine costs would be eliminated. (See 
Tr. 10051-10052.) Siwek argues that since Pacific has not 

f • 
quantified the savings associated with FEX service to centrex 
customers, as an inter~easure pending new company cost studies, 
this Commission ought t6 recognize the difference by applying 

. 1/ 
Pacific's- proposed increases in FEX access rates only to customers-
requiring access lin~~, maintaining access ,rates at current l~vels 

/I'd l' d' for customers who avo~ the· use o~ FEX access ~nes. On re ~rect 

, 
I 

I, 

I 
/ 

/ 
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• examination Siwek was asked whether he would agree with Shan ' 
suggestion for setting an appropriate recurring monthly ch~e tor 
customers wbo use FEX'service in conjunction with centre~ervice~ 
whicb the questioner characterized. as ~eing the sum of / FEX rate 
increment applicable to all business FEX service plus the centrex 

• 

• 

exchange trunking charge. Siwek stated. that he d.id. with such 
an approach in concept. 

Siwek states that Pacific's decis~n not to increase 
FEX mileage rates seems consistent with its cost studies~ which 
show these rates to ~ reasonably in line wit~ 1986 costs~ but adds 
his opinion that as Pacific's use of fiber ~tic plant increases 
incremental ,cost will decrease, thereby p~ducing future revenue 
excesses which can be used in the future/to, offset any shorttalls 
from nonrecurring FEX charges. / 

, 'I'\1rning to nonrecurrinslcosts, Siwek contends that 
the cost stud.y portrayed. in pacifictfs data response Exhibit 276 
which shows the nonrecurring cost/per FEX business connection at 
$1,378 is so much higher 'than, the total unit cost expense saving it 
,shows tor grandtathering FEX ~ice in its transcript request 

( 

Exhibit 303 ($541), and the estimated service connection costs it 
J ' 

estimated in its 1984 rate l1I'oceeding ($333 tor the S:3~ ot service 
that is to contiguous areasfand $S73 tor the 17% to noncontiguous 
areas-~the weighted avt:ra ~ is $374) that the accuracy ot these 
s~udies is questionable . 

Siwek ad s the connect and disconnect savings figures 
trom Exhibit 303 P1USJ'two times Pacific's claimed record. costs to 
represent two service orders, plus Pacific's calCUlation for 
investment-related,!nonrecurring FEX costs to arrive at his $895 
proposed connectidn rate for new business customers. He cautions 
that this fiqure;!is probably high because the disconnect 'figure is 
somewhat overstated and because no cost adjustment factor has been 

I 
applied to it to retlect Pacific's ~9S6 authorized revenue 
requirement. Later, based on Scholl's rebuttal testimony, centex 
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concluded that the two *record* service order inclusions in SiW~ 
calculation are inappropriate, so that the total should be re~ed 
to $833. In any case Siwek goes on to state that we should ~t 
authorize even his proposed increase all at once~ but ShOU~ limit 
any connection rate increase to 100% above ~rrent rates;{n keeping 
with what he understands to be Commission policy regar~n~ 
nonrecurring rate increases. CUrrent rates are $190 ~r business 
co~ections for service between contiguous eXchange~and $290 for 
service between noncontiquous exchanges. The weig~ed average 
would be $18S. L 

Citing selwyn's criticism of Paci c's allocation ot 
design and testing costs to recurring FEX serv~e rates, Centex' 
opening brief claims that comparable allocati~ns were made to' the 

nonrecurring cost categories on which SchOl~S $1~378 estimate was 
based~ and suggests that Pacific's failure/to produce a bottoms-up 
cost analysis of nonrecurring FEX servic/s. is justification for' 
authorizing' no increase at all in theSiCharqeSf or alternatively, 
for limiting them to the across-the-board 5% increase which Shantz 
proposed in his original testimony fir all service connection 

charges. i 
Furthermore, centex contends that the ratio ot 

service connections to disconne ions shown in Appendix B to 
Scholl's rebuttal testimony (Exhibit 402), which is based on the 
assu:mption that the qrandfath~ing proposal is not adopted and that 
there are no rate changes i~the test year, is unrealistically low 
when compared to the 19~4 v, lumes. centex asserts that if these 
figures were bro?ght more 'n line with recorded figures for '1985· 

the allocation of nonre ing costs to business FEX service would 
have produced a much smiller indicated cost per service connection. 

. I 

, Centex ~so suggests that there are two· possibilities 
tor unbundling FEX r~es.· One is to calculate rates which are 
revenue neutral witi respect to the combined FEX rates.for any 
particular custom I,. the other, which Centex recommends,. is to, 
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estal>lish a uniform FEX increment and alloW the total rates ~' 
particular customers to varj', depending on the choice of ac:.eess 
line. / 

Replying to· Siwek's claim that the differ~ce Detween. 
Pacific's $1,378 total FEX nonrecurring cost figure a~ its $541 
calculation of test year expense savings raises th~~estion of the 
reliab,ility o~ Pacific's proj ections, Scholl eXP1~ned that the 
former figure is an average of all business FEX yonrecurring inward 
movement costs, includin~ connects, diseonnect~ chanqe orders~ and 
record orders, while the latter is only the average eonnection cost 
of a business FEX access line. Scholl also,tfxplained that this 
$541 projected test year business FEX connection cost and the costs 
estfmated in its 1984 rate case ($573 an~333) are not ,exactly 
comparable since the 1984 costs represent a composite average cost 
of service connection ~or both residendal' and business FEX while 
the cost projections presented in the/pending matter are sep~rated 
for business and residential. In r~ponse to Centex' ,skepticism 
about the number of inward orders;(installation~) Pacific projected 
~or the test year, SCholl testi~~d that he 'Went back to the 
project management people who d.~eloped. these numDers, and'learned 
from them that business FEX woAld decline because of the growth of 
some ~oss-elastic servi:;tcs. He further learned that the tracking 
results through November, 1 86 (the month before his testimony) had 
indicated that FEX did, . , fact, decline throughout, 1986.. (TR at 

d. DM 
19083-l90S4.) / 

DRA ?E the position that Pacific's grand fathering 
proposal should be r ected because there are no adequate 
substitutes for thi service, and adoption of it would thus be 
repressive. Shantz also contends that 'it would be inappropriate to, 
drive more customi.rs toward Remote call Forwarding, as Pacific's 
plan would presuJably do, when RCF has. been the subject of this 
Commission"s i~estigation of Paci~ic's marketing practices. ORA 
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/ 
recommenas that we require Pacific to file a tops-down and~ottoms-
up study of FEX service before considering.granting any ~rvice 
discontinuance. /. 

, As an alternative to Pacific's grandfat~ring 
proposal, ORA's concurrent closing brie~ proposes de!reases for FEX 

services in direct relationship to the decreases 01A proposed. for 
residence and. business BEAL services. When Sh~tfz testified he was 
proposing service rate increases, the decreasesfare set forth in 
ORA's final rate design which was incorporated'into the concurrent 

/ 
closing brief. The revenue effects of this~ge are factored 
into ORA's revenue effects for basic se7'ces and service 
connection changes. . 
. ORA does support pacificjS proposed tariff structure, 
but stated that DRA did not have time~~ develop tariff revisions, 
and recommended that we authorize Pacific to file an advice letter 
setting forth an incremental FEX ta:iff structure, subj ect to ,.. 
review by CACO and final approvaJiby Commission resolution. Shantz 
does not agree with Siwek's. proposal to charge FEX subscribers. who· 
have Centrex service (and there~ore do not need a line haul access 
line) only the FEX increment;{ut no FEX access rate' element. 
Shantz asserted that there ~e access costs which such a subscriber 

1 . ~ . . th shou d cover and agreed nth his cross-eXalI1l.ner, Mr. Mattes, at 
it would be equitable to~et this rate element at the one to· ten 
ratio that is used for Centrex exchange access trunking charges as 

, Ii 
compared to PBX trunkinq charges. Shantz further states that the 
PBX increment should ~ set at a leveL designed to generate zero· 
revenue effect in relation to the prior unbundled service. 

• • J 
3. DlscuSSl.On . 

a. The Sir;mdtatherinq Proposal. 
f' 

Sel~'s assertion that Pacific's failure to show 
offsetting reve~e increases for other services as a result of its 

oj . 

grandfathering!proposal indicates either understated revenue effect 
or a situatioxf where no alternatives exist is well taken. While it 

/ 
I 

/ 
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·4 
appears that there are adequate substitutes for most resjdence FEX 
service requirements and that there has been a steady ~cltrie in 
residence FEX service subscription since Pacific's l~t 7ate 
decision was issued, Pacific ackno~ledges that th~~ is~o, complete 
substitute for business FEX service andthat~ub ription is 
increasing. This fact dictates tlla~: PacifiC'S andtathering' 
proposal only be authorized where the inequi es o~any other 
possible solution are beyond doubt. ~ ~ 

Though Pacific's costing methodology seems 
appropriate and it has reasonably eXPla~ed th;;points of it that 
have been criticized by various parties(, we m~t agree with DRA 

~ I 
that the marketing practices Pacificjfollowed with respect to such 
options as Remote call Forwarding mly ,well;6ave influenced the 
growth rate of this service in theirecentjPast in a way which may 
not be characteristic of'future ~Owth. /Further, although Pacific 
is correct that Ordering Para~aph 16d of 0.84-06-111 only requires 

I . j . . bottoms-up and tops-down costjStud~es/_or serv~ce categor~es where 
Pacific is proposing qreater~an average rate increases, the 
import of our order was that! ~y plah to significantly alter an 
element of rate design Sh~d be ~1sed'on cost data w~ich allows a 
comparison of methodologies, and allows more precise cost 

. I / . 
a11ocat~on than tops-down studie$ alone can prov~de. 

It mayor/may not/be possible to' bring FEX revenues , J I to the level of costs Nonetheless, it would be unreasonable to-
deny FEX service to luture bu~inesses seeking it based only on the 

;f I 

record before us. This conc1usion is reinforced by the suggestion 
of Pacific's SSA TJSk Forc~'Report and the testimony of Sullivan 
that there are leJs costly! alternatives to present FEX provisioning 

I ' 

which are ,already technically possible. Perhaps our denial of this 
" I grandfathering ~roposal ;Will spur Pacific to develop a means of 

illlplementing FEX innovitions. In any ease, we agree with Gene~al,. 
Centex, sel~t and s~antz that a p=icing solution is the most 
appropriate ieans 0jl"ddreSSinq FEX revenue shortfall at the 

/ / 
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present. We will not qrant the qranclfathering proposal. If/ 
Pacific wishes t~ offer the proposal again in a subsequent r e 
proceeding, it shall present both bottoms-up and tops-clown ost 
studies to justify it. 

b. vnbund1e4 Bates 
The concept of ~undled rates is one w ch we 

generally enclorse. Although most FEX connections a)e presently 
maele using a private line channel between central Offices, the 
customer does ,not receive private line or private/line-like 
service. Therefore, we see no merit in Genera~ proposal to set 
FEX rates to be consistent with private line rates. Nor is 
Pacific's model for unbundling ?EX rates en~relY appropriate since 
we· have already aenied its proposal to unb~dle basic rates into an 
access ana a usage component. We will inltead adopt ~ modification 
of Pacific's proposal which is d.isaqgre{ated into a single rate' 
encompassing both access and usaqe andla new FEX increment 
component for FEX services with dial~one from a Pacific central 
office. As we explain below we wiLl authorize Pacific to set the 
access component at the same level/as local service~ and add. a new 
FEX increment component. We ad~t Pacific's proposal for the rEX 
increment component for ?EX services with clial tone from a Pacific 
central office. . I 

(1) Recurring.~ates - Mileage and Access 
We do n~t find convincing Selwyn's assertions 

about the ilnpropriety of the assignment of clesiqn and testing costs .. 
for loops, the only.recurring cost criticized. Scholl's 
explanation of the nee~ffor elesigning circuits whenever line haul 

If 

is used seems reasonable. On the other hanel, it is clear that such 
assignment could be ~wered. significantly if Pacific were able to 
ilnplement any of the' alternative FEX delivery systems described in 
Exhibit.403.,/ 

,;I , We agree with Siwek" who apparently does not 
dispute its accuracy, that the .9 revenue to cost ratio shown at 

/ 
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p. 7-127 o~ Exhibit 260 (to which no scaling factors haveJ en 
applied) indicates that present FEX business mileage rat are 
reasonably close to 1986 costs. The ratio. :!or residen ~ measured 
service though, at .7, is somew~at low, even if cost's reduced by 
a factor in the range 'of 82% to 90% which is the r e of all but 
one of the adjustment factors in Pacific's EXhib~061. 
Nonetheless, it appears that mileage rates are ClOse enough to cost 
that it is unnecessary to adopt an FEX mileag~~te which differs 
from the present rates which we have retaine4.~FUrtherm.ore, 
adoption of such rates may prod Pacific t~ct with m.ore dispatch 

!:~~Ptinq t~ institute alternatiVe;t~oas tor providinq FEX 

There is no dOubt;tha;loverall FEX service 
revenue is less than cost. Setting~ates tor access to the 
exchange to mirror those for basiofservice will not affect this 
picture, and it will pro~ide a r~e scheme which is easier tor the 
customer to understand and eas~r fot the utility to aQminister. 

. / I 
No FEX custom.er should be exempt f,om exchange access charges~ 
however; we ag'X'ee with Siweli and Shantz that it is equitable to 
mirror Centrex exchange ace~ss t~ng charges when providing FEX 
service to Centrex subse~rs./ . 

, No pafty, hO'wever has presentec1 us 'with. a 
specific proposal !or~plemeritation ot this concept. We will 
therefore order 'the t1ling of an advice letter which implements 
this concept. The/'dvice letter should contain the'tari:!! 
revisions necessary to ilnplement the mirroring ot the Cen~rex 
exchange access jt':='Unking:~rges when providing FEX service to 
Centrex subscribers: the' estilnated 1986 al)nual billing and revenue 
effects assoe~ted wi~ the implementation of such tariff 
re.visioll$; adci revisio%'lS to the customer billing surcharge to· 

(. 

retlect the/annual r~venue effect ot impleme~tinq such tariff 
revisions or Centrex service. Tbe advice letter sball ,:be subject 

/ ,.. 
I 
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to commission authorization by resolution betore becoming 
effective. 

(2) Nonrecurring CbaJ:ges 

Even with its doubts about tops-do 
reliability and Pacitic's $1,378 figure, Centex is w'· ling to 
assert that FEX business connection costs could be $S33 per 
connection if we assume, as we do, that allocatio~of design and 
testing costs to recurring service rates is ap~ltpriate and that 
the ratio of service connections to disconnec¥ons which Pacitic 
used is appropriate. Charges are pre$ently ~70 for contiquous 
service to a Centrex line, $190 for all o~r contiguous service, 
$270 tor noncontiguous service to a centre~ line, and $290 tor all 

. . II . other noncontl.guous servl.ce. clearly', these charges would stJ.ll be 
priced below cost even at 100% incre~se/Which. Centex would ,prefer 
as a maximum. Looked at in this li9~{, DRA's proposal would ' 
require Pacific to' continue to heavtly subsidize this rate element 
from other sources. FEX is not a;lasic service and ought not to be 
the recipient ot large subsidies/ On the other hand,. it has. been , . ' 

our policy to ameliorate the eUects. of rate shock by limiting 
individual nonrecurring charge! increases to 100%. It is clear that 
such an increase, for both. bu'siness and residence nonrecurring FEX 
charges, is reasonable now~ We will authorize adoption of such 
charges. / ' . 

(3) FIX +»ereaent 
As ~ understand it; General advocates settin'" , I ' ~ 

the ?EX inerement~t e channel termination rate for private line 
service. While &7% t rEX service is provided over lines that are 
similar to private line's, the remainder is not.. The proposal 
ignores the treatment of residence service. FUrther, since we do 
not adopt General'~ private line costing model, it makes little 
sense to set ~e FEX increment to be consistent,with the model. 
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./' 

pacific does not propose a change in the ~ion 
of its FEX rate which is attributable to the FEX incremen~;;~re 
is no reason for this'commission to adopt a different r~lt. We 
will authorize Pacific to set its FEX rate increments~t the rates 
Sullivan has proposed for ~ services with dial to~ from a 
Pacific central office. The increase realized fr~ this adopted 
rate desiqn will be far below any estimate of difference 
between revenues and costs. 

(4) Reyenue Effect 

The overall test year re enue effect for changes 
in FEX nonrecurring charges will be an ine'rease of $~2.7S1 million. 
The' revenue effect for PBX recurring ac~ss rates is reflected in 
our discussion of basic exchange serv~e revenues. 

c. Bill and. Keep Billing / 
It makes sense to mo~ the billing structure for FEX 

services to· a structure in which , customer receives a bill for the 
.services which are provided fro,lthe particular utility which 
provides the service. In order to implement the meet-point billing 
proposal which General advocaies , however,. it is necessary to 

. . I 
develop and adopt.billing pOlicies in the rorm or taritr provisions 
applicable to each carr.~.er which provides intercompany FEX 
services,. which assure t customers are not double-billed for any 
portion of their serv-ic. We must also ensure that each carrier 
which provides interc~pany FEX services notifies its customers of 
the change in order to ~tigate the confusion which might otherwise 
result upon the custbmer's receipt of'separate bills from two local 
exchange carriers. 

De ilea specific tariff provisions and customer 
notice provisio were not addressed in this proceeding. It is not 
possible to im ement the meet-point billing concept for FEX 
servicesunti~such specif~c tariff provisions and customer notice 
provisions ha~e been provided. Therefore, we will require Pacific 
and the othef local exchange companies CLECs) to jointly study this 
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proposal and then ~ile with Cl\CD ~or review and approval, ~/ 
jointly or separately, the study results, detailing the, means of 
achieving meet-point billing for intercompany FEX serv~ pursuant 
to a bill and keep plan. / 

~he joint stu~y should address the t~e and methods 
ot customer notice to be used as well as the conversion of each 
local exchange company's FEX tariff rate structufe to a structure 
which will facilitate the implementation of the/meet-point billing 

f • t I concept for ?EX serv1ce. Further, 1n those ~stances where the 
implementation of the meet-point billing co~ePt for FEX service 
will result in an increase in a utility's ,annual revenues, the 
'advice letter filing should include a re'¢.sion to the utility's 
customer billing sUrcharqe applicable tclintratATA services to 
counterbalance tha,t increase,.., /// . 

Once CACD approval has !;een received the ,LECs may 
make an advice letter filing tor commission authorization o,f the 
approved plan • 

I, 
I 

I 
I • 

. / 

/ 
I 

/ 
I 

I 
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vxx. Private Line and friyate Line-liM 

A. IntrociU£tion 
Scholl describes private line services as c~ections 

between ~wo or ~ore custo~er locations which do- not~ilize the 
public switched network, but are ~ixed or dedicated in n~ture. 
Pacific claims that with n~ rate changes its testryear private line 
revenue will fall short of costs by about $40~illion, the 
shortfall for its recurring costs being abo1J.t 50% of the test year 
average historical costs or $300 million ~ the shortfall for its 
nonrecurring costs bein~ about 70% or $~million. 

~o reduce this shorttall Paci~ic's revenue neutral rate 
d . -' i . es~gn proposal of June 25, 1985 pro~ses ncreas~ng test year 
revenue from private line services~y $29.127 million w~ich becom~s . 
$26.569 million after settlements fa 22.4% overall increase. 
Additionally, Paci~ic calculate:l'that its proposed rate design will 
result in an expense savings ;:rom repression of $4.237 million. No 
proposed recurring rate is set more than 100% above present rates. 
Proposed nonrecurring rate~are set at one quarter ot the 

if' 
. difference between presen~ rates and cost coverage. In order to-

" come closer to- cost coverage while continuing t~ moderate the 
impact, Pacific als~ p~poses phasing in some further private line 

J'. • increases over the tw.c years follow~ng the test year, target~ng 
these increases to cbver revenue shorttalls created by reductions 
in carrier access~harges and shifts in intra~A NTS costs. ~hese 
automatic step ~creases would result in additional revenue 
inc:z:oeases of $4{.~80 million for the second year and $36.293 
million for tn: third year. Since these revenue increases are 
cumulative,. t6tal revenue increase in the third year would be 
$106.6 milli~n, and the total revenue'increase for the three years, , 
excluding expense savings, would amount to $206.034 million. , 

/aesides rate revisions for local loops, Associated 
Channel Equipment, intraLAXA interoffice mileage and channel 

/' 
01· 

; 
I 

I 

. 
I , 

, 
.' / 

/ 
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terminations, Pacific's proposed rates include some res 
For'one thing, Pacific proposes deaveraging local 100 rates by 
establishing two tariff schedules which recognize ~ different 
cost characteristics of serving wire centers with~espect t~ loop 
length, age of plant, type of facility and stru~res,. and density 
of development and to base rates on the ratio of average wire 
center loop investment compared with the sta~ide average loop 
investment. About 7~% of all local loops w~ld be charged under 
the lower priced SChedule I rates, and the/remainder under the 
Schedule II rates. Another rate restruetGre Pacific proposes is 
making Alarm Transport a separate priv~e line subcategory with 
smaller rate increases than the rest ~ private line services in 
order to recognize Ndiffering marketlcharacteri~tics and different 
.service al,te~atives that are em.er;#ng .. /f .This entails' establishing 
a new tariff schedule for Alal.'lll 'I:ransport. Further, Pacific' ' 
proposes raising secretarial li~ rates somewhat less than other 

~ 

rates to avoid an excessive inCrease in one year.. Finally, it 
proposes that certain telegraph private line services be limited to· 
those customers currently refeiving the services, on the ground 
that terminal equipment foi the services is no· longer being 
manufactured and new d~d is therefore virtually non-existent .. 

IJ 
B. Pacific's Cost stud1e;} , 

" 1. overview or Pacifie's Methodology 
Pacific cond~eted varlou$ cost studies to support its 

.r 
private line rate proposals. Separate st~dies were conducted ~or 

I:' 
recurring and for nonrecurring private line costs. ordering 
Paragraph 16.d .. ot(C.S4-06-111 required Pacific to· conduct and 
file, as a part I.ot this rate application, detailed bottoms-up, as 

" well as tops-doWn cost studies for any major service category for 
which paCBell.~roposes rate increases substantially greater in 

;) 
percentage terms than the proposed increase in total revenues. , 
Thus, both fiops-down and bottoms-up methodologies were used. 

l 

/ 

I 

rl 
l 

l 
J 

./' 
/ 

} 
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Pacific's basic cost study is the cateqory analYS1S~ 
which uses a tops-down methodology to disagCJregate projecteo/1986 
average historical (embedded) costs into 16 broad catego~s of 
service, one of which is private line. Pacific's catesory analysis 
studies were conducted in 1984 and early 1985 and the!Projected 
1986 dollar amounts in each revenue,. expense, and ~e$tment 
subaccount which these studies allocated to the v~ious categories 
are the ones used in Pacific's Results of ope

7
rat'ions (R/O) 

presentation:. 3 

Pacific has changed its category ~lysis since its last 
rate proceedinq by translating and reCJrou~;rrig its investment 
dollars from the Uniform System of ACcou;rts (USOA), which 
identifies plant investment by type, to/a FUnctional Accounting 
system which identifies plant investmlnt by function. Pacif.ic 
claims that this reorganization and the consequent further, . 
disaggregation of cost i~or.mati;~~llOWS investment-related cos.ts 
to be assiqned to service catego~e; much more precisely. Thus, 
Scholl explained that where the;lac~ountin9' system pro~ided . 
sufficient detail, Pacific's investment-related costs and expenses 
were directly assigned to one/Of the service sUbcategories or to 
one of the cost components~Where this was not possible,' Pacific 

'used cost causative attribution methods to assign the costs. 
Pacific's allo~tion rules are described by Kenneth G. 

I 
Docter, a Price Waterhc;.\1se Certif'ied ~lic Accountant, and paci~ic 
witness, as being mor~detailed and complex than co~only used by 
major firms.. oocter/testified that he concluded that Pacific"s 
information regard~g the relative costs of categories of service 
was reliable aftexfexamin(ingl the major inputs to the embedded 

/ 
/ 

,3 Subsequently, in response to 0.8S-09-018, Scholl also provided 
cost adjustment factors for each of the studied eateqories in order 
to reconcile costs with the reduced RIO aaoptec:l in D.86-01-026 as 
modifiec:l by D.86-03-049. The adjustlllent factor for private line 
recurring/costs is 89%. 
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analysis, review(inqJ allocation rules and verif(yinqJ 
for the major inputs. He explained that this process 
tests of the processes Pacific used for accumulatinq cns~~ 
investments and allocatinq to the service cateqories, 
tests of reconciliation to the projected 1986 books account at 
the account level, the total Company level and cateqory level. 
He a44e4: "We teste4 the comp~terize4 m04el 
functioned as described and followed the al 
had reviewed. In addition, we reviewed 

that it 
loqic which we 
of input ratios 

Service Costs and the control processes in place in [ 
(department) to, ensure input and proc,es~~rlg See 
Exhibit 27S, pp. S-6. 

Pacific's cateqory __ . __ ~ for private line shows total 
lion and revenues of $320 projected test year costs of 

million'producinq a neqative 
0.4 revenue to cost ratio, a 
rate services of O.Sr and a 
rate services of 0.3. 

Pacific 

million contribution, an overall 
to cost ratio, for recurrinq 

to cost ratio for nonrecurrinq 
260, pp. 7 -17 • 

studies of private line costs 
which, accordinq to 
as we required in D.84 
recurrinq costs and 

, incorporate the bottoms-up methodoloqy 
6-111. One of these studies was for 
other was for nonrecurrinq costs. In its 

brief Pacific assercs that its bottoms-up studies offer a valid and 
worthwhile between *identifiable bottoms-up, costs* and 

anticipate 
every cost 

costs addinq that it is not reasonable to 
bottoms-up study process would capture each and 

qiven service. Rather, the extent of any 
difference a measure of the reasonableness of the tops-down 

concludes 'that the accuracy of its projected unit 
recurrinq and nonrecurrinq private line costs is 

throuqh its tops-down/bottoms-up reconciliation. The 
re,collcJ~iation shows a difference for total loop investment of $300 

or less than S% of total. By way of comparison, the 
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// 

difference in these ~ loop investment fiqures in Pacific's la7~ 
general rate proceeding was $2.6 billion. See 0.a4-06-l11, mlJUeo., 
at 167. 

2. ~itic CQst studies 
a. The Regtrring Cost study 

Scholl describes the recurring 
line as being an average historical cost analysis with additional 
intormation complying with 0.83-04-012. The re~g study begins 
:by identifying the station designs and central ofJice equipment 
associated with each private line service offering. Eight private 
line cost elements were thus identified. They~re: ' 
, * loop-' (sometimes called ehanne.l) , 

* central office service areaJ{ransmission 
equft,pment (CO, S~T) ~ / 

* station service area tr~smission 
equipment (station SAT! ' 

* channel terminationsj(and 

* interoffice trunk equipment' (line haul 
and outside plant components), 

* bridg'ing, 

* si9'Moling, 

* conditioning. ' 

The cost study identifies end channel termination investment per 
termination. Interoffice~quipment investments are identified on a 
per mile :basis within milleage bands. Investments in the remaining 
items are identified pexrlocal loop. 

pacitic~elied on its Facilities System data :base for 
intormation about s~ion desiqns and central otfice equipment. 

4 '!'oqether " tion SA'!' and CO SA'!' are sometimes referred to as 
Associated Channel Equipment or ACE. 
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Then it developed a current unit investment for equipment 
associated with each station design and an average histori'c 
investment tor each piece of central office equipment. I 
continuing Property Reeord data base provided the info /.ion 
Paeific used to develop these bottoms-up- unit investm /, figures. 
These unit investments were multiplied by their occu I.enees 
(volumes) at each type of serviee offering to dete'ine,total 

I 

investment by service offering. Then these total investlnents per 
service offering were divided by the number of I c,a{ channels in 
that service offering (also identified from Faeilities System 

/, / 
~ata base) to develop a weighted average uni .xnvestment per loeal 
channel (loop> per service offering for COdAf and station SAT • 

.' .I-

-In a separate bottoms-up s dy the Facilities System 
data base provided'identification of ch I'el terminations and , 
eircuit mileage, tracking the' transmi ion medium:- i .. e. ea})le, 
analog carrier, digital carrier, or roadbandi thereby allowing a 
determination of the number of end hannel terminations, 
intermediate· channel terminations route miles, and equivalent air 
miles tor speeified lnileage ban,' per service offering, per 
transmission type. These vol 'es were multiplied by the average 

I 

embedded unit investment forI el terminations, and by the 
I 

average embedded investment er mile for each transmission type 
(determined in yet anoth~ ottoms-up study giving average line 
haul, interoffice outsi4 plant, and channel termination 
• I 
~nvestments for each/t of transmission technoloqy). The results 
show channel terminati n investment, line haul investment, and 
interoffice outside'p, ant investment per mileage band for each 

I 

service offering.! , 
Scho 1 testified that these total bottoms-up , 

investments i~/e 
then dividedl'Y 
the total mi'1 

mileage band for each service offering were 
e total number of end channel terminations ana ~y 
t~ yield a weighted average investment per mile 

• I 
in each lnl.lea e band for line haul and interoffice outside plant 
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and a weighted average investment per channel 
mileage banc:l. 

Pacific also derived a weighted average . ~estment 
per loop. The separate loop cost study is described 

Pacific's next step was to multiply ese weighted 
unit investments by loading (or investment alloca ion) factors~ 

computed individually for each cost element~ to oad for "secondary 
gross investments,~.5 producing a loadec:l m:U.:t. . ~estment for each 
of these cost elements. 

To close the ~ottoms-up inve ents to the tops-down 
total gross investments, the loaded unit nvestments for line haul, 
outside plant, and channel terminations ere then. multiplied by 
facility system miles and channel te nations proj~cted for the 
t~st year" and the loac:led unit inves ents for station SAT and CO 

SAT were multiplied ~y billing recod ~ervice quantities. The 
total of all service offerings th derived yielded what Scholl 
descri~es as total bottoms-up 10 ~ed investment figures for these 
cost elements. A.similar.proce s was applied to- loaded loop unit 
investment to obtain a total aded investment figure. 

Finally, the ss investment identified by the 
category analysis for' each ost element was divided by the 
corresponding bottoms-up 1 aded total investment for that cost 
element. This produced e scaling factor for each cost element by 
which each correspondin ~ot~oms~up loaded unit investment was 
multiplied to yield an ~erage original Investment (AOI) for each 
cost element. 

5 Scholl exp ined that these loac:linq factors were derived by 
divic:linq the 9; ss investment determined ~y the category analysis 
model by the p inciple investment without any loadings, also 
determined th ough the category analysis procoss. Ex. 260, p. $-
4&. The sec ndary gross investlnent would load for costs incidental 
to providin the particular service, such as office space, ,which 
would not inclUded in the annual cost factors described below. 
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Annual cost ~actor: determined separately for 
sub~ateqory of service otterinqs and for each cost element ithin 
the subcateqory were then applied. to the AOI to· determin the 
annual recurrinq cost of private line services. 
were for return and taxes~ maintenance,. commercial 
depreciation, qeneral expense, and other taxes and 

Pacific's cost exhibit shows the ra 
arges. 

o of total tops-
down to total bottoms-up investment costs tor al of private line, 
includ.ing loop, to. be l.O:L, (~it 260, -lll.) 

b. '11le Local. Loop Component 
9tRecurringC°stS 

Local loop makes up a siqnif' cant portion of the 
recurring private line CQsts. ~hus, one t the building blocks 
used to obtain the private line recurri q costs above was input on 
local loop costs. ,According to Sahol , this input was derived from 
the separate service-specific bottom -up loop study which depicts 
the average Subscriber loop plant ' vestments assoeiated with each 
of the eight service classes stud.'ed. Five of these eight studies 
relate to- private line. ~hey telephone answering service 
erAS), alarm central station, 
exchange-related private line 

arm patron, Voicegrade Data, and 
Scholl testified that the sampling 

approach Pacific used result d in all private lines having an 
opportunity to be selected. Thus,. these five functional service 
classes are aesigned to' lude all of the services provided in 
each of Pacific's privat line service sUbcateqories. 

Usinq wha Scholl describes as a bottoms-up technique 
the loop studies deriv. d universe listinqs for each of the 
subcategories of pri te line service from certain existing 
mechanized data bas s which contain all statewide working lines 
which Pacific bill • 

A:r. dom sample of lines was selected for each of 
these service CJXj upings, the cable and' pair associated. with each 
line was ident' ied, and field engineers identified. specific loop: 
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characteristics (cable qauge, plant account (aerial, 
unc1erground), and length.) for each of these samples .. 
entered into a computer proqr~ called NLoop Cateqo 
which calculates the length of each loop by plant count (buried, 
aerial or underground) then totals all loops sam ed for each 
service offering and qives a statewide average oop length for 
working plant for each service offerinq by pl The 
statistician refined these figures to, prOdU final results of 
averaqe length by account. 

These averaqe lengths for orkinq plant tor each 
plant account per service group toqeth with overall total working 
plant length by account were used to reate an allocation factor 
tor each service offerin~.. The all cation factors were then 
applied to- total investment in bo ed'outside plant and to drop and 
pair feet to determine total wor ing plant investment per service 
offerinq. 

Next, Pacific c cluctecl what Scholl describes as a 
,tops-clown to bottoms-up reco ciliation by assiqninq the results of 
Pacific's Ready-to-Serve ( 5) analysis in proportion to the 

f in-service loop for each service average relative lengths 
offerinq. See Exhibit 5-25. The RTS is a separate tops

Its purpose was to identify 
Pacific's entire inve tment in subscriber outside plant (i .. e., 
loop) by p:uttinq a llar value on the investment in that portion 
of plant which is t currently workinq, but is ready to serve, and 
is, accordinq to acific, a reasonable and economic reserve. 
Assiqmnent of RT5 results to the workinq plant investment 
produced what 011 calls the embedded unit investment for the 

derivec., P 
factors ( 

q. 
embedded loop unit investment figure thus 

itic then added annual loop plant cateqory charge 
r depreCiation, return, taxes, maintenance, etc.) 
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developed trom the tops-Qown category analysis, thus identify"ng 
annual cost for the loop portion of each service Offering. 

c. The Nonreeurring Cost study 

Pacific's bottoms-up nonreeurring private 
identifies the following types of private nt: 

• service order costs 
• channel connect costs 
Service order costs are 

study 

costs associated with the receipt, negotiation, processing and 
completion of a customer's request for privat line service. 
Channel connect costs are those costs assoc' ted with the physical 
wiring and testing of a requested private ine eircuit or 
circuitry. The study produced unit cost ~y service Offering and 
total cost ~y service Offering. 
costs were derived by identifying the ork components associated 
with these two activities and relyin on panels ot estimato:t:'s with 
expertise in the areas to identify asks required for various 
private line services and to prov' e average low, usual, and high 
work tilnes for those tasks. The e time estimates were used to
compute average work tilnes whi were then multiplied by loaded 
labor rates t~ derive bottoms p unit costs. Pacific provided data 
for 198:4 actuals and project ons. tor the test year using this 
methodology. Because we c ticized the lack of explanation for the 
large discrepancy between aeific's tops-down and bottoms-up 
results for nonrecurring, costs in D.84-06-l11, Pacific's filing 
this time includes a r onciliation for 1984 actuals which shows a 
closure factor of 1.2 and a 1986 projected closure factor, using 
the same methodology, of l.09. Scholl testified that a 94% 
adjustment factor 
projections tor 
D.85-01-034. 

ould be applied to Pacific's nonrecurring cost 
e test year to conform to the RIO adopted in 
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d. IncremeDtal Cost study 
In 0.84-06-111 (mimeo. at 294) we 

wished Pacific and other parties to address whether ma inal cost 
analysis might be used as a basis for rate design dec sions. To 
that end, ordering paragraph 16g ordered Pacific to ile in the 
present proceeding an analysis of the relationship, between 
incremental capital costs in the local network incremental 
service demand for various services on a 
prospective basis. 

When we reviewed pacific's inc emental cost study 
plan in 0.85-02-030 we clarified what we e ected Pacific to 
produce in co;pliance with Paragraph 16g d we further found that 
the Paragraph l~g study was not likely t generate the sort of data 
on the incremental costs of providing rtieular services that we 
had hoped for. Therefore we required, acific to submit a further 
incremental cost filing in this pro eding which would include: 
(1) an appropriate method for defi ng Pacific's incremental 
service costs·;!or major service teg'ories~ (2) numerical 
estilnates, to the extent availab e, of incremental costs defined by 
service category, calling char teristics (e.g., tilne of day), and 
subscriber density: and (3) f competitive or potentially 
competitive services, estima es of the relationship between 
Pacific's incremental serv' 
entry, with assessment of 
des.ign. 

e costs and the costs of competitive 
e relevance of these factors to' rate 

study as ordered. The 
further study was file as a part of Scholl's testimony in Exhibits 
260 and 261. Exhibit 260 explained the three incremental cost 
methodologies used look at the incremental capital costs 
associated with th major investment components of telephone 
plant: (1) eusto er loop plant, (2) interoffice facilities and 
equipment, and ( ) switching equipment. Scholl testified that he 
used the engine ring construct method for loop plant costs, the 
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project or budget analysis teehnique for identifying the 
ineremental capital eosts of interoffice facilities an equipment 
(to be used as a buildinq block for determining pri~ 
usage services), and the statistical or reqression echnique for 
investigating the incremental capital costs of sw' ching plant. 
Scholl explained that he chose to study only the loop plant portion 
of residential access service because that rep esents the qreatest 
concentration of capital costs associated wi residential access 
service. He does not state whether the sam rationale was 
responsible for his decision to study the oop plant portion of 
business aceess service. However, it ap ars that private line 
loop is treated as a component of the b siness ~oop study. 

The costs associated wi loop plant were broken down 
both by residence and business cateq ies, and by six density zones 
within each category. ~it 260 owever, addressed only total 
plant level costs within each cos category, with some information 
about residenee costs, but no sp cific business cost data • 

Exhibit 261provi es supplemental incremental cost 
data for the loop. portion' of e EXhibit 260 study, at both the 
plant elelnent level and the 
(business or residence) and 
customer type. The plant 

re disagqregated customer t~e level 
e six subscriber density zones per 

evel estimate used a sample of about 
5000 workinq loops to, det rmine loop characteristics, including 
type ot construction us and loop lenqtb. These characteristi'cs 
were used to calculate e average state~ide investment required to 
eons~ct new loops. hen average customer loop incremental 
investments were cal ulated for each of the six density zones and a 
statewide weighted Veraqe ineremental loop investment was 
calculated from investments within each zone. Additional 

costs tor return, income tax and depreciation 
ied to these investments to determine the capital 

costs associat d with them. The results of this study varied 
somewhat from the results ot the Exhibit 260 study, but still 
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showed that subscriber loop incremental costs are 
higher than embedded costs. 

~he same 5000 loop sample which was us the 
studies above was disaggregated into residence and usiness 
components and each of these was further stratifi into the six 
density zones in order to produce residence- business-specific 
loop characteristics for each density zone. 
characteristics incremental customer speci!i loop investments were 
calculated, and this figure was used, as d cribed abcve, tc, 
calculate a customer group specific state ide weighted averaqe 

one. incremental investment for each density 
SCholl testified that th incremental capital costs 

logy as that described for were calculated usinq the same metho 
the loop investments described abov • 

Based,on this method ogy Scholl's Exhibit 261 at p. 
4.3 shows an average incremental oop investment per working 
business loop of $600 (residenc is more) and an average 
incremental monthly capital co per working business loop of $9 

(residence is more). His sta ewide average figure for capital 
costs in EXhjbit 260 was dif erent (over twice as high) from the 
fiqure in Exhibit 261 ($10) but he testified that the latter study 

ice incremental capital cost based on 
aph at p. 4-4 shows a range of between 

fiqures are more precise. 
variation for business s 
density zone. ~he bar 
about $7.S0 and $11, w 

$25. No figures are 
le the residence range is between $5 and 

esented for the range of incremental 
investment for bus in 

Priva 
s service by density zone. 
line was not a service whieh Pacific treated 

tentially competi ti ve. Thus it made no as competitive or 
estilnate of the r 
service costs an 
did not use its 
its pricing pro 

ationship between its private line incremental 
the costs of competitive entry. Further, pacific 
cremental cost studies as the basis for any of 
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c. DRA's critique and Xts OWn Private 
Line Rate Design Proposal 

1. Recurring Costs 
In Chapter 11 of ORA's cost of servi e report~ Exhibit 

329, Sn~~ey, ORA's private line witness, st ed that ORA did not 
have the resources to review Pacific's tops QOwn recurring cost 
studies, and was only commenting on Pacif' 's methodology for 
determining these investment-related re He testified 
that ORA supports the methodology Paci c used to derive its tops
down unit investlnents, but objects to acific's use of the 
FUnctional Accounting system rather an the USOA for determining 
costs. 

Shankey explained the a ounting format objection on two 
grounds. First, he stated that is Commission does not recognize 
the Functional Accounting forma. Second, he seems to say that ORA 
would not object if the Petto -up cost studies were truly stand 
alone studies, but asserts t because the investment-related 
costs allocated to private ine services were allocated based on 
ratios with tops-dow.n stud es, which. ORA did not have the resources 
to review, ORA cannot be ure of their accuracy. Further, Shankey 
added thAt this use of t e Functional Accounting format is 
inconsistent with all P cific's other filings, and for that 
additional reason prey nts comparison and tracking for accuracy. 

Shankey w on to note that in lieu of a conversion of 
Pacific's cost study! results into a USOA format ORA had met with 
Pacific and agreed 0 consider two sets of adjustment factors 
provided by Pacit' to adjust Pacific's cost studies. One was to, 
reflect Pacific' R/~ as set forth in the joint RIO comparison 
exhibit,. and tb. . other was to reflect ORA'S RIO from the comparison 
e~it. In 1 er testimony, however, Shankey testified that ORA. 

olegy Pacific used to develop the adjustment 
factors to unacceptable because it used Functional Accounting 
translations which could not be reviewed and tested. Shankey added 
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that it would be inappropriate to apply Pacific's cost 
factors across the board in the individual service cost st 
because the quality of Pacific's cost analysis was not c 
Instead, ORA applied an across-the-board adjustment fa 
to Pacific's figures. Shankey explained that factor 

or of 8.5% 
epresents the 

approximate difference between the aggregate costs icn Pacific 
estimated for test year 1986 and the level of agg gate costs found 
reasonable by the commission in 0.86-01-C26 (as odified by 
0.86-03-049). (Exhibit 330, pp. 8-9.) 

Shankey also criticized Pacific's 
volume information tor relying on informati 
in time, June 1982 and June 1983. He cla' 

curring service 
from only two· po·ints 

that ORA's volume 
calculations based on five quarterly rep rts from Pacific's Private 
Line History File 9PLHF) are more repr entative of in-service 
volumes which can be expected for the test year. 

In his rebuttal testimony, Exhibit 412, Shankey off~rs 
his opinion that Pacific's cost st dies are in compliance with the 
Cost Manual guidelines. He expl s that this commission found 
tops-down allocation of some e nses to· be proper in a bottoms-up 
cost development, and states at it is therefore up to Pacific to· 
show that it has used those a locations properly. It is up to- the 
Commission to decide to acc t or reject Pacific's explanation. 
(EXhibit 412 at p. 2.) 

ORA'S opening b ief advances this same position, adding 
that ORA agrees with Seh ll's rebuttal testimony that Pacific did 
conduct a bottoms-up i estigation of private line investment and 
that Pacific's tops-d cost study is validated by its 
reconciliation with's recurring bottoms-up cost study. In fact, 
ORA states that Pac'fic's bottoms-up study was an extensive and 
thorough study and adds that Pacific has made great strides in 
improving its pro ate line cost study. The focus of ORA's concern 
with Pacific's 
Accountingfo 

st stUdies is Pacific's use of the FUnctional 
t, and ORA'S inability to analyze expense 
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allocations derived from this format. DRA suggests that 
hoped Paeific's adjustment factors would ~e developed in 
would allow their application to individual service acc ts 
reported in the FUnctional Accounting format. t proved not 
to be true ORA decided, as Shankey testified, that i would ~e more 
reasonable to rely on Pacific's overall adjustment actor than the 
one it developed specifically for private line. 

2 - J!onrecurrinq costs 
DRA developed its own nonrecurring line cost 

prOjections. They are set out in Chapter II of Exhibit 329, ORA's 
cost of service report. ared by Shankey. In 
that report ORA supports Pacific's nonre 
methodology, but finds the costs to be 0 erstated. ORA's analysis 
of nonrecurring costs focuses on the a ivity times which Pacific 
used in its nonrecurring cost caleula ions. Shankey made field 
inspections at Pacific's facilities d o~served the activities of 
Pacific personnel involved in the oVisioninq of private line 
serVices. He decided to conduct', ime and motion studies of work 
tfmes for major tasks from a rep esentative service offering in 
order to assess the reasonable ss of Pacific's activity times,. 
since his casual observations If the work groups' activities lead 
him to believe that siqnifi t reductions in personnel were 
possible. ihe 3002 4-wire oice grade (3002 4WVG) circuit was 
selected as the representa ive circuit. The time and motion 
studies were conducted 0 employees in each of the'ten major work 
groups involved in provo ioning ~002 4WVG service. 

The studies iminated nonproductive time and then added 
a standard allowance f l5% to account for personal, fatigue and 
delay time. The t' s DRA computed were then compared to the times 
recorded l:>y Paci:!!i to. derive a ratio. The ratio was applied to" 
Pacific's total a The activity times thus adjusted 
were then multip ied by the fully assigned labor rates which 
Shankey adjuste by the ratio· of the staff wage escalation factor 
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~s presented in ORA's RIO showing, to Pacific's wage 
f~ctor, to produce adjusted unit costs for the rep 

rvice order 
it cost and 
line adjustment 

channel connect activity and the representative 
~ctivity. The ratio between these ORA-adjuste 
Paei~ic's unit costs were used as overall pri 
factors to be applied to pacific's projecte nonrecurring costs. 
The ~djustment factor derived for channel onnect activity was 
0.798, that for service order activity w 0.486. 

ORA contends that Pacific's p oposed 25% increase in 
nonrecurring charges is much too low light of its very low 
revenue to cost ratio (0.3 according to Pacific's cost studies). 
Therefore, ORA proposes increasing onrecurring r~tes by 100% or to
ORA estimated cost, whichever is ess. No increases are proposed 
for new services such as DDS an HiCap transport service because 
they ~re, according to Shankey new and therefore do not have as 
low a revenue to cost relati hip. 

In Ex.b..ibi t 329, S ey reported tha.t ORA was unable to 
clarify the source of Paci ic's forecasted 1986 nonrecurring 
volumes. ORA used differ. rit volumes, ~s described below. The 
overall effect of ORA's roposal, even with application o·f the cost 
adjustment factor, and ~ifferent volume projections is a revenue 
increase for nonre7ing services of 
test year. 

3 ~ DBA'S PortJ,tion 

about $20 million for the' 

Even with its change in the adj ustment factor, its 
reduction of the~ctivitY cost estimates in Pacific's recurring 
cost study, Whi~ ~esulted in a reduction of about $24 million from 
pacific' re~ing cost estimates, and its adjustments to Pacific's 
nonrecurring fost study,. ORA ar9Ues that it is reasonaDle to 
authorize a farge private line rate increase. In fact, as shown in 
Appendix A fO Exh~,bit 330, ORA proposes a larger total test year 
rate increase than Pacific, at $67.540 million. However, since it 

ropose incremental increases for the following two years, 
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the result at the end of three years is that 0 s proposal would 
continue to produce revenues $67.540 million h'qher than present 
revenues while Pacific's rates would produce even~es $106.600 
million higher than present. In its post- aringbrief, ORA sets 
the projected private line revenue increa from its proposed rate 
design a little higher,. ~t about $68.1 llion. 

ORA's proposed rates were de 1sed by establishing ~ 
revenue to cost ratio, after adjusti Pacific's rates as described 
above, for e~ch private line cost e e.ment and service offering. 
Where the overall ratio was found 0 be greater than 1.0, no rate 
change was proposed. Further, 0 's proposed rates rely on in
service volumes for 1986 based n third quarter 1985 actual data 
~rom the PLHF report qrown to~ id-year 1986, and the. inward 
movement volumes are based 0 recorded activity for the first nine 
months of 1985 grown for 19 6. 

ORA opposes Pac' ic's proposal to deaverage local loop 
rates into· ~wo .sUbcatego ies based on geographical cost 
differences. For one ing, ORA a.sserts that it is unlikely that 
the cutoff point of 76 of loops being placed in.the low cost , , 

SChedule I category 11 remain constant, and adds that the ratio· 
has litt~e validity n a 'per-service-offering basis. For another, 
ORA notGS that 100 costs are driven primarily by loop length, and 
Pacific's proposa would inequitably charge customers served from a 
high cost wire c ter at the premium rate no matter what their 
distance from t e wire center miqkLt be. ShanJtey also claims that 
Pacific's priv te line volume dat(l. have been too inaccurate in the 
past to allow. for reasonable reliance on such a classification of 
wire centers And; ORA claims that such a scheme violates Section 
453 (c) of t e Public Utilities Code, by discriminating unreasonably 
among user. Instead, ORA proposes increasing'local loop- recurring 
rates by 0% or to DRA's estimated costr whichever is less. The 

's that DRA's rate design raises most local loop rates by 
50%. 
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Noting that services utilized to provide te ephone 
answering service were exempted when this commissio the 
restructuring of private line and private line-li services 
mileage sensitive rate elements from rate center to rate center 
pricing to wire center to wire center pricing, hankey testi~ied 
that if the exemption were removed now ORA's roposal would 
increase recurring rates by more than 50%. herefore, ORA's rate 
design leaves the present pricing structur , raises recurring rates 
by 50% for secretarial lines and concent tor-identifier lines, and 
recommends that Pacific be ordered to s mit a study of the revenue 
impacts of restructuring the mileage nsitive rate elements 
applicable to TAS services to a wire center to wire center rate 
structure. ORA adds that it still upports a single averaged rate 
for the service charges for desi 
lines, but if the Commission pe 
separate rates, the 100% incre 
and both rates should be set 

d and nondesigned seeretarial 
its the establishment of two 

e limitation should be disregarded 
However, Shantz stated that . 

the tariff should leave' the inal decision about the. most 
economical manner for'provi ing the service with Pacific. 

DRA opposes add' g a new tariff schedule for Alarm 
Transport services, argu' g that it of~ers preferential treatment 
to alarm services which easonably burdens the general body of 
ratepayers. Shankeya so argues that adding.a new rate schedule 
further complicates P cific's ability to properly and accurately 
render bills and to· aek in-service and inward movement data. He 
states that leavinq Alarm Transport; services in their present 
~chedules will ass st Pacific in developing better volume data for 
forecasting and lysis purposes and more accurate bil~ing. 

As a t. 1 note,. DRA reminds us that several ITCs in 
california con in Pacific's private line and private line-like 
tariffs.. '!'hus, we must consider the impact on customer billing for 
those utiliti sas well .. 
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D. The critigp,e and Proposal of CBCm\/TCA 

CBCHA/TCA oppose both Pacific's and ORA's p ivate line 
proposals on the qround that ther.e is no adequate c t support to 
show that private line is underpriced at present. In explanation, 
CBCHA/TCA point to the fact that Pacific's cost udies were 
conducted using the revenue requirement which projected Defore 
our R/O decision, D.86-01-026, which reduced at test year revenue 
requirement proposal by Mout 12%. CBCHA/TC arque that the 
adjustment factors we ordered Pacific to d elop are insufficient 
to assure accurate rates because developm nts in Phase II of the 
R/O proceeding, and other Pacific cases, including the 1987 
attrition decision, 0.86-12-099, have will change the revenue 
requirement again. FUrther, CBCHA/T 's Selwyn contends that 
Scholl's claim. that the adjustment ctors are only ,accurate at the 
service category level is preposte OUS, and CBCHA/TCA add ,that if 
we do adopt Pacific's 89% adjus nt factor for private line"we 
should, at a minimum, do it by educing each of the cost elements 
by 11% as Selwyn illustrated i TMle 10 to his testimony, Exhibit 
361. 

CBCHA/TCA also as rt that Pa9ific's application of 
average unit investment ti es based on its books of account to, 
for example, the bottoms- p derived average number of feet by plant 
type in its private lin loop study make that study a tops-down 
study, not a bottoms-u study as this Commission ordered. Further, 
they argue that Pacif' c' s AOI fails to reflect the age of the 
facilities, and ~er fore may reflect incremental or replacement 
cost rather than e edded historical cost. Also, CBCHA/TCA's post

s Pacific's study for simply adding an amount to 
facilities, without determining the actual spare 

to provide'the particular service. in question. 
reflect nonworki 
capacity requir 
They add that s step also converts the cost study into a tops

inally, CBCHA/TCA argue that pacific's reconciliation down study. 
of its cost udy calculations to its tops-d~wn assigned expenses 
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makes its use of factors to calculate recurring costs lawed, and 
makes the ,factoring process inherently a tops-down s dye Because 
of each of ' these perceived flaws CBCHA/TCk state t any increase 
in Pacific's private line rates must be very mod, 

TUrning to specific" costs, CBCHA/TCA ispute Pacific's 
assignment of its Switched Access Remote Test' ~ System (SARTS) 
investment and related costs exclusively to 
that labor expense savin~s which result fr 

rivate line. Claimin~ 

not needing the frame 
technician and field repairman when SART is used are not likewise 
being ~ssigned solely to priv~te line, elwyn arques that it this 
cannot be done then that savings is b ng unfairly spread across 
all services and the only fair solut'on is to likewise spread the 
cost of SARTS across all services. He calculates that this reduces 
annual cost for co SA'X, after app ing the .89 rate case scaling 
factor, from $250 to $134. (Bet re applying the scaling factor, 
the fig\1re is about $15-0.) 

they do not know precisely what 
private line service costs 'a e, CBCHA/'I'Ck concede that the revenue 
to cost ratio is probably ss than 1.0 presently. They therefore 
acknowledge that a mode~a rate increase may'be in order. 
However, they turther ar e that any such increase must take into 
account the differences in cost between private line services in 
dense metropoiitan ar s and in spread-out suburban and rural areas 
as well as the diffe nces created by the size or amount of service 
at a given location and by the len9th of the commitment of the 
customer to the se ice as discussed by Selwyn. CBCHA/TCA add that 
average rates exp se Pacific to the risk of uneconomic bypass in 

may obtain service at a rate below Pacific's 
averaged rate,. ut in excess of its actual cost. CBCHA/TCA do not 
find Pacific' 
accomplish 
Pacific wir 

dual rate plan for loop rates is a good w~y to 
Instead Selwyn sug~ests concentrating on the six 

centers which contain 10% of all private line loops 
and have c ts less than 50% of the statewide avera~e, and making 
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them one ~roup tor rate purposes. He proposes a secon group of 
wire centers representing another 27% ot loops, whic exhibit. loop 
costs between ~O% and 75% of the statewide average. 
proposed rate desi~ applies the cost tactors tor each of these 

ctor, as well as 
e cost of 2-wire 

ut in Table 13 to· 

three schedules, and the .89 rate ease scaling 
his assumption that 4-wire loop is not twice 
loop to arrive at the loop rate proposal set 
Exhibit 361. CBCHA/TeA recommend adopting e other private line 
rate elements proposed by Pacitic for the 
oppose any further increases in years 2 

the cost studies are too defective and 
toO unsettled. 

irst year, but they 
d 3 on the grounds that 

requirement is 

Finally, citing ORA's tai e or refusal to evaluate 
critically the PacBell cost studie , and citing what it describes 
as an inconSistency between DRA's criti~ism in Exhibit 329 
(distributed in December 1985) 0 Pacific's,use of ratios based on 
tops-down studies in its botto -up study, Pacific's use of th~ 
Functional Accounting format, and Pacific's use of forecasted 
service volumes in i~ cost tudy, with DRA's July 1986- rate design 
testimony, Exhibit 35~, adv ting large private line increases, 
CBCHA/TeA. sublnits that 0 s position must be rejected. 
E. 

API Alarm Sys ems, Inc. (API) criticizes Pacific's 
recurring and nonre ing cost studies as they affect the 
provision of alarm ci cuits as well as DRA's private line rate 
recommendations. It concludes that all services, including alarms 
services should 
have 

Like CBCHA/TCA, but focusing on 3002 private line alarm 
transport ices, API argues that Pacitic's recurring cost 
studies over tate costs b~directly assigning investment and 
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expenses for SARXS testing technology to certain privat 
services while spreading the related savings to all sa ice 
categories. API's witness, W. Kenneth Edwards, test'tied that he 
believed that Pacific's rate and cost personnel ha improperly 
allocated SARTS investment. He points, for exa:mp, e, to Exhi):)it 273 
which contains work papers showing the assiqnmeof testboard 
investment for S~S and SMAS (Switched Mainte ance Access System) 
used to determine loaded unit investment for 0 SAT. That exhi):)it 
shows no assignment to 3002c-type circuits or SARTS/SMAS, but does 
show it for other circuits, including 300 lB. Edwards testified 
that it was widely known that SARTS/SMAS is used to test 300ZC 

service, and he went on to- note that P ific did assume wiring of a 
SARXS/SMAS access points to 300Z serv'ce in developing its 
nonrecurring costs. that Scholl testified in 
rebuttal that there should have be a SARTS investment assiqned to 
3002C service and that doing so' w uld produce 'an annual unit CO SAX 
cost of $250 per,3002C circuit ther than the $180 identified in 
his cost exhibit, Exhibit 250. 

Edwards states that Pacific's failure to show a reduction 
in the maintenance carrying 
S;..nS/SMAS: technology is a 
costs. 

rge for the offerings to- wh~ch the 
igned also. causes an overstatement of 
suggests that Scholl should have 

assigned ,savings to the 002C service when he calculated the SARXS 
investlnent~ 

API also en orses Selwyn's claim that Pacific's labor 
savings have not bee appropriately assigned to private line and 
his proposal for r ucing total testboard investment tor all 
private line serv' ees_ API further asserts that there is no, 
evidence that th Pacific private line customers who are paying for 
S~S have rece ved any other consequential ):)enefits from their 
expenditures. API concludes that this commission should either 
adjust the a ocation of SARXS investment and savings as Selwyn 
recommends r disallow some or all of the costs of the SARXS 
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program and remove those costs from all rate elements to which they 
have been assigned as Edwards recommends. 

According to Edwards' calculations, Pacif! s annual 
testing labor expense savings due to SARTS use is $ 6.6 million. 
He added that ,one could e~tectively and ~eliably oUble this amount 
of savings to reflect othe~ savings that would nate from 
implementing SARTS testing. He opined that Pa ific has thus saved 
a minimum of $193 million on a service categ -wide basis. 
Edwards appa~ently proposes spreading this xpense over Pacific's 
service categories as an alternative to S wyn's proposal. API 
goes on to note that Scholl identified h pothetical savings for 
1986 which had resulted from implement io~ of, the SSIMS· project, 
of which SAR'l'S is a component, at MO $33 million. 

API asserts that Ordering aragraph 17 of 0.86-01-026 
which ordered Pacific ,to continue eparing its Report on the 
Results of Operations in the same general format employed in the 
RIO phase of this proceeding (i •• , using USOA accounting), ,and 
Shankey's testimony that Pacif' 's use of Functional Accounting 
created problems in tying FUn ional Accounting investments and 
all9Cations back to the RIO xpenses, are reasons to reject the 
accuracy of Pacific's alloc tion of SARTS savings to the private 
line category through its se of Functional Accounting. API also 
cites what it claims to contradictory statements by Scholl about 
whether SAR1'S, is really only used for private line testing, and 
adds that these recurr'nq cost studies are also affected by wide 
discrepancies in vol es. 

For all th se reasons, API urges this Commission to
reject pacifi~'s pr vate line recurring cost studies. 

Turning 0 Pacific's incremental cost information, ,API 
takes the positio that Pacific's incremental cost conclusions 
should be reje d because they fail to consider cost-reducing 
effects of der' ed Channel service, i.e., Pacific's Poll Star alarm 
service~ecbn 09Y, which Pacific used for the first time during 
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the test year, and beeause Pacitic's sUbscriber loop .ncremental 
cost study erroneously assumes no utilization ot e sting plant to 
satisfy additional demand, and use~ inconsistent ill factor 
assumptions to account tor spare capacity requi 

2. Pacific's N2nreculTing Cost Study 

API also urges that none of Pacifi ~s nonrecurring rate 
increases be granted on the ground that dis repancies in Pacific's 
loading ot labor rates, its time estimate for nonrecurring tasks, 
its recoqnition ot etticiencies as id.ent tied. in Exhibit 403, and 
its volume projections make the cost s dy unreliable. 

with regard to labor rates, API points to three specific 
items which it believes to be unrea nable. First is the loaded 
labor rate element. In Pacific's it 
provides for $3.56 for paid absen e and prod.uctive wages and 
salaries of $11.22 for a given ployee. Edwards asserts that the 
paid absence amounts to 31% 'of ages, which he ela~ translat~s to 
an unreasonable 16 weeks of v cation or nonproductive time. 

Within the same e 'it is reference to, average·work time 
hours/day. of 4.55. Edward testified ~at the methodologies used 
to, calculate these labor ates would mea~ that rates per hour range 
trom $37.52 to $61.54 an that Pacific was therefore spending trom 
$7~,OOO to $120,000 on ese employees, making the loads on actual 
wages three to· four t' es the wage in many cases. API states that 
this is also unreaso le since, if it were correct, Pacitic would 
have been operating 'th a negative cashflow. 

e personal observations of Edwards and the 
observations and erience of API's witness, Diane Martinez, API 
asserts that Pac fic's panel of estimators overstated the frequency 
otoccurrence 0 certain tasks.. Martinez argued that Pacific"s 
cost study ove states the costs ot provisioning 3002C 2-wire 
bridged alarm private line service by at least sot. Martinez based 
this opinion on her work at Pacitic where she worked as an alarm 
service rep esentative and, for a time, trained others to- do that 
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job. She apparently left Pacific something 
her testimony was prepared. 

In support of her opinion she claims in~~~ 
Pacific's Exhibit 271 overstates both the amoun of time necessary 
to do certain tasks and the need tor certain w k groups to be 
involved in the task at all. She states tha activity times 
designated for service representatives in E ibit 271 de not 
reflect the streamlining mechanization or utomation of the 
operation that has taken place in recent ears. For example, she 
claims that order writers as a result 0 mechanization or 
automation no longer perform any tas with respect to any private 
line alarm service order. Further, e states that the MA. or 
Wmarketinq administratorH virtually. is 'never involved with respect 
to the provisioning of 2-wire pri te line alarm services. She 
conc;ludes that the coml:>ined time of up to 74.4 minutes shown for 
the service representative, orcl r writer, and marketinq MA for 
proee~sinq a 3002C order ough to be 5 to 10 minutes. She also 
asserts that the activity t' of 12.9 minutes. for the N'I'EC to 

high. 
As another examp e, Martinez suggests that task code 204, 

wupdate force mgmt sys,* ould not have an occurrence factor of 
100% since it is apparen y only done when there.is a cancellation 
or due date change to e information already in the force 
:management system. 

API makes r ference to Exhibit 403, Pacific's Special 
Services Aaministrat'on Task Force Report (SSA Report), which, 

ed between one and two years after Pacific's 
nonrecurring costs ere developed by its panel of estimators, 
identifies ~y i tances where ~oth reeurr~ng and non-recurring 
private line eNS cial Services*) provisioning has been streamlined 
resulting in eon rete savings of many millions of dollars in the 
test year. API suggests that this report dooms the accuracy' of the 
study results S 
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API also points out that the testimony of J. M. SWenson, 
filed in the utilization phase of this proceeding, stated that 
Pacific would process over three million inward service orders 
residence and single line business customers in the test year, 
that the annual capital cost for its 25 million idle assiqne pairs 
would produce a savings of $84 million in expense by elimi ting 
the need for installation visits and additional assignm t 

Exhibit 577,p. 19. Edwards states that SWenson's fi 
a cost of $28 for the assignment and installation 0 residence and 
single line business customers, while the nonrecu ing cost study 
shows just the assignment cost for 3002C 2-wire oops to be $49 and 
the'instal.lation cost to be another $200. Ba 
differences API argues that Swenson's test' ny tends to discredit 
Scholl's cost of service claims relatively ore than Scholl's 
stUdies discredit Swenson's claims, beca e of Swenson's greater 
familiarity with the plant itself. SW ~s Pacific's division 
staff manager in charge of engineeri . 

TUrning to volUlUe project' ns ·API asserts that Pacific's· 
cost studies show inc~nsistencies noted, as an ex~ple, 
that ~Yhjbit 273 identifies 745 ype 3002C channels, and that 
Pacific work papers aSSUlUe app ximately three local channels per 
circuit, but that another wo paper showed 745 channels and 19,008-

API describes as a physical circuits, a phenomenon, whi 
impossibility. Further, 
267 shows 14,000 type 30 

wards testified that Sullivan's Exhibit 
C-loops as opposed to the 745 shown in 

Exhibit 273 and the l4, 4l shown in Exhibit 332. API states that 
the use of Ninternall consistentN incorrect volUlUes does not 
result in a wash as e Company brief apparently contends. 
Instead, asserts AP. , 

incorrect rate an incorrect 
development of r 

be an Ninternally consistentN 

earnings level--and not a correct 
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3. ORA's Private Line Rate 
Rec01lll!leDd.atioDS 

API urges this commission to, reject 
proposal as not being the result of independent 
the result of impaired objectivity brought on b 
excessive reliance upon, or erroneous interpr ation of, prior 
Conunission orders. API claims that Shankey' testimony 
demonstrated uncritical acceptance of Pac' ic's recurring costs 
which lnerely adjusted these costs to ref ect the RIO decision. 
Edwards claims that such factoring adj tments will replicate the 
Pacific cost study discrepancies abo 

API finds ORA's review of 
be better, but Edwards testified 
labor times by a factor that res 

acific's nonrecurring costs to 
t Shankey improperly adjusted 

API also 
rinds it inappropriate that Sh ey's projected volumes were 
primarily the result of using acific's PLHF data, together with an 
adjustment factor jointly ~~eloped by Shankey and the Company • 

Likewise API as~s that Shankey should not have 
accepted Pacific's loadedjlabor rates, and then only applied the 
RIO factor and his own f~ctor to account for nonproductive time. 

API states ~"t Shankey's approach to Pacific's cost 
studies was result-or~nted an~ therefore not as objective as it 
should have been in that he began with the notion that private line 
services were pricedlbelow costs. Further, API notes that Shankey 
was unaware of the~esults of the *Robin & Oackerman Report,H 
Exhi})it 401,. or tl'ie SSA Report,. ~it 403, and that this later 
information is an'other factor which reduces the value of ORA's 
recommendationsJ'fOr alarm s~rvice~ increases. 

4. IlIIpo.rt or the Robl.D. lr DackeJ:man 
Re'Mrt And the SSA Report 

T~se' two reports., Exhibits 401 and 403, were received 
during the/rebuttal phase of this proceeding. API contends that 
the forme~ provides important evidence that both Pacific Bell 
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personnel and its outside consultants viewed its private l' e cost 
studies as suspect and biased. Further, it submits that e SSA 

. Report shows that approxilnately $160 million in saving have been 
and will be achieved in future years. at together 
these reports c,onfirm the contradictions s private line 
cost study .. 
F. The CXitigue of WBPM 

1. XntroduetiQIl and Background 

Like CBCHA/TCA the preference of estern Burglar and Fire 
Ala...""'m Association (WBFAA) is that rate de l.qn :be foregone until 
Pacific's ne~ general rate ease and, i 
surcharge now in place be continued,. s 
benefit equally from Pacific's reven 

the meantixne,. the 
that all ratepayers can 

requirement reduction. 
WBFAA opposes rate design changes b c.ause Pacific's uncertain cost 
studies,. unclear revenu~ proj ecti s,. and 'murky view o·f the future 
might,. in its opinion,. resu.lt i Pacific realizing unanticipated 
and undeserved revenues, and i eparable harm to the ratepayers • . ' ' 

Should we choose to ,adopt a n w rate design, WBFAA urges this 
Co~ission to adopt Pacific' proposal to separately tariff alarm 
tran~port services, its pr9Posal to create two private line local 
loop rate sehedules, and l'ts test year recurring rate design for 
alarm transport services{ but to reject Pacific's nonrecurring rate 
design for alarm trans~rt services and its proposal for further ' 
alarm transport servic'es in the second and third years, as well as 

l ' I'd . 1 DRA's proposa s for~eeurrlng an nonrecurrlnq rates for a arm 
transport services/ WBFAA also asks that we refuse to consider any 
further private llrie rate increases until Pacific demonstrates that 
it can and Will.;tomP1Y with the costing methodologies prescribed in 
the Cost Manual!. 

.1 ' 
WBF~ is an association representing over 500, mostly 

small" :burglir and fire alarm companies and equipment manufacturers 
in calitorn1~. RoCI. Uffindell, current president of WBFAA and the 
owner and, 'resident of an alarm. company, testified that the private 
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line services utilized by the alarm industry include 10 , 3002C, 
3007, 3009, OSAS, and Poll Star. He added: OSAS and 011 Star are 
already separately tariffed services. It make~ sen 
same treatment for those private lines services t are unique to 
alan services. (Exhibit 367, p. 16.) He expl ned that Poll Star 
is a derived channel or quasi private line se 
baCked onto the customer's regular telephon service. He went on 
to note that 1009 services, including 1009 direct wire service and 
1009B/C McCUlloh service, are used exclu vely by the alarm. 
industry. He pointed out that, in add~on to these alarm 
circuits, alarm companies also transm~ alarm signals using either 
ordinary business lines or aoo $erv~e, and to a very limited 
extent, cable TV facilities and lO~ range radio. 

He explained that mostJlarm service subscribers use 1009 
service but that many companies~ave installed multiplex receiving 
equipment which utilizes the ~oice grade 3002C bridged alarm 
service. Be further stated that he was reluctant to make the 

, ; . 
investment necessary to use~oll Star because some Pacific . 
employees have told him that Poll star will be replaced with other 
technoloqy and he tears -d. may end up with stranded investment~· 

.. , _L.r._ ' 
2. PaC1t),C s R~ cost $tuCIY 

C~tral to wSFAA's criticism ot 'PaCifiC'S recurring cost 
study is its assertiof that Pacific's vo1u:me intonnation is not 
reliable. Choosing lne of the private line services whia it . 
utilizes, 3002C, WBtAA asserts that the volumes used 'in Pacific's 
recurring cost stuaies and presented by Scholl in Exhibit 260, . 
shows both a lacll of understanding of how the service is used, and 
PaCific's fail~ to verify the intormation it presented. WBFAk . 
points, out the~inaccuracy in the volume used for 3002C patron loops 
which SCholl ~cknowledqed in his rebuttal testilnony, EXhibit 402. 
WBFAA argues !that the revisions Scholl submitted in Exhibit 402 

also have voiume errors since they show 11,3S2 full duplex (FOX) 
I patron loops, al'ld only 2,216 half duplex (HOX) patron loops though . 
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Scholl acknowledged that the predominance of patron loops are 
which is less costly than FOX. 

WBFAA also points out that SCholl's count 
volumes was 14% higher than the loop counts used by 
According to the testimony of WBFAA's economic 
w. King, since Scholl allocated 80% of private line 
and 95% of alarm private line recurring cost based 
overstated local loop count, an extra $72.3 mill 
costs was assiqned to private line service that not have been 
assiqned using SUllivan's counts. 

In response to Scholl's testimony volume differences 
do not matter because both revenues and ~~.~~~ would change 
correspondingly and financial performance a function of the 

, relationship between unit costs and rather than the value of 
the c~tegory totals, WBFAA asserts since agqregate investlUent 
was determined by multiplyinq unit ~~~.~ by overstated unit 
volumes, Pacific's bottoms-up was overstated. Further, 
WBFAA contends that because investment is based on the 
proportion ot private l!ne relative to total working 
loops tor all service categor since private line loop, count 

Q •.• ~,~tion of most central office and 
all subscriber outside private line woul~ be 

thus overstating tops-down investment correspondingly overstated 
too. Likewise, WBFAA. cl 
which were developed by 

that Pacific's revenue to cost ratios, 
omparinq these tops-down costs allocated 

among services,based 0 overstated unit counts with actual 
revenues, ted .. 

3 _ Bottoms-tJp 

are 
tops-down and. 
requires. 

Pacific's bottoms-up studies 
oms-up stud.ies and therefore, there can be no real 

ttoms-up reconciliation as our Cost Manual 
ng that Pacific's 1983 bottoms-up loop study tor 
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developing unit cost, identified the primary cost-causing 
characteristics of cable size, gauge, year of placement, 
factor for each section of th~ cable, including the bri e 
that a computer proqr~ then applied unit capital ~os dollars per 
pair foot by cable type, cable size and gauge tor e ch of the 
loops, King asserts that the later loop study Pac'fic conducted for 
this proceeding has abandoned the procedure of 
investment cost from actual, identified loop 
Pacific used in the 1983 loop study, for a an which uses bottoms
up data from the sampled loops for the pu ose of developing 
allocators to distribute the tops-down tals of subscriber access 
outside pl~t by primary plant account He goes on to state:' The 
synthesis of actual facilities costs s limited to.central office 
equipment and interoffice outside a ant. Loop plant is allocated' 
from investment totals. (Exhibit 65,. p. 9.) King arqu~s. that 
this is not a true bottoms-up c t study, and fails to meet the 
:bottoms-up study criteria we s t forth, in 0.85-02-030. WBFAA 
concludes that these facts j tify our rejection of Pacific's rate 
desiqn proposals. 

4. 

ar just as it did in the last rate 
case, Pacific has a qr t deal of unexplained subscriber loop 
investment. Via diff ent sorts of calculations King sugqests that 
this alllount might be $3 billion, $2 billion, or $1.82 billion. The 
first figure is ea lated by :!irst' comparing' ,what he describes as 
Scholl's tops-do average loop cost of $515 to the 1984 tops-down 
alllount of $44l, d then applying the percentage difference to· the 
1984 bottoms-u unit cOst and multiplying the difference between 
these two fi es by 13.1 million, the number of working loops in 
Pacific's sy tem. 

FAA dismisses SCholl's explanation that the 1984 study 
did not pr perlyaccount tor ready-to-serve plant, by asserting 
that the 984 study did include an allowance for RTS, and that the 
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only use made of the R'I'S study in the present case is to in ate 
the kilofeet assigned to each, service. WBFAA adds that e n if it 
assumes Scholl is correct and adjusts its trended botto -up, cost . 
by 10% to reflect the tailure of the earlier study's 11 factor to 
include Pacific's estimate of NrestrictedH cable~ 

billion unaccounted for. 
Citing, as did API, the testimony of J Swenson in the 

utilization phase of this proceeding (Exhibit 5 a), WBFAA adds the 
amount his testimony shows for investment per dditional loop added 
from 1982 to 1985 related to feeder cable, d the amount of 
additional distribution cable, and dividin that sum by the number 
of available pairs added during those ye s arrives at an 
incremental investment per cable pair. Using that figure, WBFAA 
derives an average embedded cost per able pair to which it then 
applies an outside plant utilizatio 
412. The shortfall thus derived 
of Pacific,'s loops to obtain the 
$1 .. 82 billion. 

tactor of 66.3% from Exhibit 
then multiplied by the number 

explained investment figure o,f 

t Pacific's idle distribution loop, 
plant quantities result in p ivate line costs with unproven and 
probably unreasonable over ads. WBFAA suggests that it miqh~ be 
appropriate to allocate cos~ of particular idle distribution to 
particular service, and tates that since private lines are most 
often placed in high d ity locations it is likely that their 
requirement for redun t distribution cable pairs is significantly 
less than business a d residence exchange lines. 

s. Pac:Uic' Nonrecur.riDq 

FAA points to the discrepancies between the 
volumes l's studies and in Sullivan's work papers for 3002C 
service tor th purpose of discrediting the service order volume 
projections p offered by Pacific. WBFAA pointed out that there are 
26 patron lo ps for every sponsor loop. Uftindell testified that 
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it was thus not credible ~or Paei~ic to attribute the s 
for patron and sponsor loop provision. Further, WBFAA sserts that 
'Pacific's attribution o! loop provisioning should tr d downward 
~ecause as the network expands and bridges are ins 
likely that the simplest design loops will ~e pr 

Based. on various calculations :made by' King, WBFAA states 
its belie! that Pacific's nonrecurring costs ere overstated by 28% 

or at least $30 million.. It specifies that e cost stud.y's S7M 
circuit central office equipment moves an changes costs and PADS 
(Pacific Administration Design Services) costs were overstated. by 
34% each due to Scholl's count of ch 1 connections being 34% 
higher than Sullivan's, and that the ther xnajor it~, inside wire 
costs were overstated. by 60%, or·$l .l million, as a result of the 
FCC's detarifting of inside wire w. ich became .effective on January 
l, 1987. (The FCC decision was' sued. after Pacific's stud~es were 
done). Altogether, WBFAA's cl of overstated costs would reduce 
pacific's tops-down.nonracurr.' 9 costs frC?m $llO.3 million to $79.9 
million. 

.' . 
that the company's work times were , 

~xaggerate~ an~ i~ceurat ,. e.~. simple designs for a service had 
highe~ work times than re complex designs'for the same service, 
work activity time !orrrw<lLJU,.'.D'g a patron loop order was erroneously 
assigned. to an employ e who was not involved in the process,. travel 
times for going to e same account premises were different for 
different tasks. . er, WBFAA clailns that Pacific's labor costs 
are excessive in t they have risen disproportionately since 
Pacific's last r te proceeding, and they show unreasonably low 
ratios of prOd 

6. 
argues that Shankey's review of Pacific's 

costs should not be adopted because it only looked a~ 
and then applied the same findings to the remaining 62 

such an approach frustrates the very 
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concept of disaggregation. WBFAA also claims that because 
for private line have increased much faster than inflatio , 
faster than exChange rates since ~979, 
private line rates is unjustified. 

7 _ Rate DeGgn Proposals 

WBFAAmaintains that it makes sense for 
separately tariff alarm transport services becau 

cific to 
. Poll Star and 

DSAS are separately tariffed and telephone ans ring services are 
separately tariffed" and because it is consis ent with the manner 
in which cost studies are performed, and wi assist in the 
implementation of General order l52 regar ng service standards for 
the alarm industry. WBFAA claims that i makes sense to adopt dual 
loop schedules because it is loqical t disaggregate rates just as 
costs for loops have been disaggrega d. 

Turning to nonrecurring res, WBFAA claims that 1009 
service demand is already on the cline due in part to prior 
increases in the nonreeurring ch rqe for this service. Therefore,. 
it urges ~aution in granting further increases for 1009 
service. It asserts, however tllat the increase proposed for 3002C 
service from $179 to $275 P s the $14 bridging charge i~ more 
significant. WBFAA points out that this se~ice cost $40 in 1979, 
anel argues ~t nonrecurr, ng costs are clropping, and that cost 
stuelies do not validate ese rates; 

WBFAA states that Sullivan's rate proposal for 3002C 
service would cause te shock for alarm companies anel'require them 
to raise their cust er's rates by large percentages. Uffindell 
testified that he ould have to raise his rates to 3002 customers 

to $60.75 per month to recover the DRA-proposed 
recurring rate . 'creases and maintain the salIle gross profit margin~ 
WBFAA argues· at granting these requested increases will result in 
a stranding 0 the alarm companies' investment in their 3002C 

ipment and ±n Pacific's existing bridged alarm 
network • FAA also argues that ORA's proposal would increase 
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rates beyond, what AT&T charges for the same service 
basis. 

As for Pacific's proposal for second 'and th' d year 
private line i~creases, WBFAA urg'es that they be de the 
probability that Pacific's revenue requirement wil decrease in the 
future, and Pacific's inability to reasonably ap oximate its costs 
and revenues for the future. 
G. lEA's PositigD 

FEA claims that Pacifie's data on elastieity of 
demand for private line services,. as sho in the addendum to
BaUg'hCUln'S testimony" Exhibit 360,. show at rate increases ot the 
magnitude proposed by Pacific and,ORA 11 adversely impact private 
line users, cause a reduction in vol es of up to 11.38%, and 
result in self-supply or byp'ass by any private line customers. 
FEA points t~ Pacific data showin that p,rivate line service is 
nearly ten times as price e1asti as residential access, which, it 
a~serts, means that pri~ate l' service must be price~ in 1igh.t of 
competitive alternatives-. FE also ar~~s that ,Scholl's studies 
are ~sed on ~dded histo cal costs, not incremental costs-, and 
thus rates ~y already be et at or above the appropriate economic 
costs. 

cost data by service 
specifically the Co 

acific's failure to provide incremental 
tegory ignores "'earlier Commission edict,'" 

ssion's statement in 0.84-06-111 that the 
parties should addr ss whether incremental or marginal cost 
analysis should used as a basis tor rate desiqn decisions. For 
this- failure, recommends that Pacific's and ORA's rate 
proposals shoul be rejected. 
B. 

concurrin 

/ 
I 

ral and other local exchange companies concur in 
vate line rates. Existing' settlem~nts agreements 
the revenue from these rates is distributed among the 

General's- witness, Jensik testified that the 
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rates are ~asea only on Paci~ic's costs. He asse~s 
parties would benefit i~ the present scheme were elimina in 
favor of access charging arrangements between exchange arriers. 
Jensik favors replacing private line settlements wi~ ill and keep 
charges for jointly provided private lines. would bill its 
customers its own rates tor the portions ot :i oint provided 
services that it provides and would charge its stomers pacific's 
rates for the portions provided by Pacific. J 
as Nmeet point billing.N 

Jensik also testified that adopti n of Pacific's proposed 
deaveraged local loop rates would negate e administrative 
advantage and customer satisfaction Gene al has experienced as a 
result of discontinuing charging subur mileage on local loops 
pursuant to our order in D.84-07-108. 
I. TASC's Position cn Secretarial. 

Line Charges 

Secretarial line is on services which this 
commission designates as Npriva e line-like. N Techni~lly the 
service is not provided under acific's private line tariffs, but 
under its Network and Exchan e Services tariffs. Nonetheless, the 
service has the character;s ics of private line service and is ' 
appropriately addressed conjunction with private line services. 
Pacific's opening 'brief 
secretarial line servic • 
termination of the s 
the subscriber to th 

lains that there are three types of 
Type 6A service extends from the 

loop'in the central office serving 
answering service (TAS) premises; 

central office se 
the sallle central 

ds from the end of the subscribers loop· in the 
ing that subscriber to a concentrator locatea in 

ffice; and type 27B service extends from the end 
of the subscribe's loop in the central otfice serving that 
subscriber to concentrator not located in the central office. 

Pac' ic also explains that each of these types of 
secretarial ne service may be provided using one of tive distinct' 
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eircuit designs depending upon the number of of central off' es and 
the type of facilities used to provide the circuit. 
of the service, however, is provided using two of these 
designs and another nine percent is attribut~le to a 

ircuit 
ird design. 

Telephone Answering Services of California Inc. (TASC) 
represents the interests of TAS operators. TASC co tinues to 
prefer the rate design propounded in ORA's motion of February 7, 
1986, which removed the then-current surcharqe, 
toll rates by $71 million and expanded certain OM zones in the 
San Francisco Bay area. TASC offers an alte ative in the event 
this commission chooses not to adopt the de cribed DRA proposal. 

1. 
(1) Adoption 

of two installation charges, one for se retarial line connections 
in, which the TAS and i ~s subscriJ:>er a served from the same 
central office (CO) and one where th are served out of different 
COs. ,TASC calls these single-CO a ,multi-eo line~ and proposes 

'that the charges be s~~ at Paeifi 's cos~ of instal~ation and 
removal (i.e., the in and out co ts) except that no charge should 
exceed 100% of the existing $9 charge; (2) Adoption of an expanded 
definition of the charge for Nmove* whiCh would not be limited to 
moves occurring at the same remises, and which would be set at SO% 
of the new connection char~ ; (3) A study of the feasibility of a 
new tariff for bulk moves. TASe proposes that this tariff should 
reflect the economies of eale inherent when a TAS moves a large 
number of secretarial l' es at once, and proposes that the tariff 
include an alternative payment arrangement based solely on the 
labor costs for the ecific project so that there will be no, 

the charges paid by the TAS did or did not 
cover Pacific's co TASC also proposes that Pacific be required 
to submit a propo al. for such, a tariff to CACD and to TASC for 
review. 
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In aQQition, claiming.that the use ot concentrat 
obviate the need ~or more expensive multi-CO service ins ad ot 
sinqle-CO 6a,or 27S service, 'rASC proposes that this Co 
order Pacific to permit customer-~wneQ concentrators 
in Paci~ic's central oftices, or t~ order Pacific t partiCipate in 
a joint endeavor with TASC to develop a proqram to aeeomplisn such 
a goal. 

In explaining why this commission sho ld not treat 
secretarial line service as a discretionary s 
undeserving ot protection trom rate increas , 'rASe asserts that 
there is no reliable substitute for secret 
explaining that, for example, the possib alternativ.es of call 
fonrarding or Qelayed call forwarding ( CF) to a OIO number require 
programming ot the telephone each tim the service is enabled or 
disabled and/or are not universally ailable because the TAS 
subscriber CO must have call torwar, ing or OCF capability and the 
TAS CO must have OIO capability. 

Based on that premise, 'rASe goes on to explain that the 
point ot its two-tier inStalla on charge proposal is to· provide an 
incentive for TAS s~scribers to employ single-CO facilities While 
not pro~itively pricing multi-CO lines·tor those who, tor one 
reason or another, elect t employ them notwithstanding the higher 
rate. 'rAS points out tba nearly all (over 99%) single-CO lines 
are non-designed, and t the cost of installing a single-CO line 
is several tilnes the c tot' ,installing a non-designed secretarial 
line. Table 2.1 of P cifie's Exhibit 402 shows the single-CO line 
cost to be $l25 for A, $63 for 6ar and $126 for 27S, while 'rASC's 
witness Krause set 
see Exhibit 405, 

e costs at.$48, $44 and $49, respectively. 
• 19, Table 2.l. 'rASe points out that this 

single line serv, ce represents over 60% ot all secretarial lines. 
Pacific's same le 2.1 shows multi-CO line installation costs to . 
be $80S tor 6 , $744 tor 6B, and $811 tor 27S, while Krause's Table 

three multi-CO services to have an average 
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installation cost of $275. 'l'llus, the effect of TASC's pr osal 
with its 100% cap would be charqes of a maximum of $126 or,sinqle-
CO service and $184 tor multi-CO ser-rice.. 's figures, 
the charges would be $46 and $184. Pacific proposes agqreqate 
charge ot $160, while DRA proposes an aqqreqate ch ge of $184. 

One of the reasons TASC offers for limi inC] multi-CO 
service charqe increases to 100%, aside from th fact that that has 
been a commission policy, is that the alterna ve to multi-CO 6A 

service, single-CO concentrator ser-rice (6S1 S), is not always 
available. Another reason is that applica on of this cap will 
render moot, at least tor purposes of thi proceeding, the 
considerable controversy that exists wi respect to the actual 
cost of installing multi-CO secretaria line connections. 

2. 
er Pacific's secretarial line 

nonrecurring cost estimates, TASC rques that Pacific's ser-rice 
order and channel connect costs e overstated. While maintaining 
its,.l?reference for our ,adoptio of· the charqes recownended by 
Krause, described above,. ~C ges that we at least apply the 
followinq considerations in esigning secretarial line nonrecurring 
charges: (1) settinq the e charge for all three types of 
single-CO lines ~or ease 
eXistinq aqgregate char 
100% charqe cap on mul 

t administration;- (2) reducing the 
as to sinqle-CO ser-rice; (3) applying a 

-CO charqes; (4) requiring Pacific to· 
develop service order change costs based on TASC's broader 
definition of a cll e order; (5) requirinq Pacific to tile interim 
tariffs that estab sh the move charge for secretarial lines at 50% 

of the wne~ inSt lation charqe until this commission has adopted 
charges based on acific's newly developed costs; (6) requiring 
Pacific to sub a proposal for a bulk move tariff to CACD and 
TASC 
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J. Discus~ion 

1. The Tops-down category analYSis 

ORA's Shankey criticizes Pacific's use 0 Functional 
Accounting rather than the Uniform System. of Acco ts (USOA) in its 
category analysis for the disaggregation ot its rojected 1986 
average historical costs. We are troubled by RA's inability to 
verity the reconcili~tions Pacitic claimed b tween its tops-down 
and its bottoms-up studies due to this cha e in investment 
definitions. However, it appears that FUnctional Accounting 
system allows much more precision than e USOA in assigning costs 
to specific service categories, or ev . to subcategories. That 
beinq the case~ we are unwillinq tq eject Pacific's use of 
Functional Accountinq in this cate ory analysis. What was lacking 
in the present instance was a re y means for the other parties to 
verity the HtranslationH :from U A to FUnc~ional Accounting. Such 
information was apparently av lable to Docter, but as he 
tes~ified, he and his as~oci tes spent a great deal of time 
checking the logic'and int ity of Paci~~c's Functional Accounting 
system.~ In the present i tance the parties did have an ' 
opportunity to, review 0 er's report and cross-examine him. 
However, we are sympat etie with the ditficul ty of that endeavor 
leading to a careful valuation and full understanding of the 
process in light of the enormous number of issues which this 
proceedinq has pr ented. 

The US which we refer to here is the system of 
accounting adop ed by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
in 1935. In 87 the FCC issued Part 32, Uniform System of 
Accounts for elephone companies, which became effective January 1, 
1988. Part 2 uses functional accounting. We issued an o~der 

investigation,. I.87-02-023, to determine if the Part 32 
system sh Uld be adopted for companies subject t?· this commission'S 
jurisdi We concluded in 0.87-12-063 that it should.. DUring 

ORA recommended that the major telephone companies 
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implement a data continuity mechanism for converting 
the ola USOA format. These companies all agreed 
fact alleviates the major concern raised by DRA, 
future reliance on ~ctional accounting.. As 

data into, 
This 

present,. 
more variable while the use of Functional Accounting has duuea 

to this record, we are satisfied that Docter' 
reliability is reasonably accurate, and rn,~rl 's use of 
FUnctional Accounting to distribute test 
investment has improved the reliability 

revenue, expense and 
Pacific's tops-down cost 

allocations to 
2. 

4-012 sets forth procedures to 
customer premises equipment 

forth procedures to be used in 
be used in the development of ae:~:r~~~ 
service costs and Attacb:ment B 
the development of private 1 These attachments' 
are generally ~eferred 
detail which Pacific'S 

to as Wcost Manuals. N The cost element 
studies provide is basically in accord . , . . 

with cost Manual 
~U.Q.t 260 provides cost Manual unit cost 

7-79. However, Pacific does not use 
the values derived Cost Manual methodology as a basis for the 
cost projections on ~~~~u it bases its revenue and rate proposals. 
Instead , its proj ev''-... ...,D,~ 

page 4-32 of his U'l"'PT'!," 

are :based on average historical costs. At . ' 

testimony, Exhibit 260, Scholl states: 
average historical costs diff~r from 
cost manual values in that the net 

faetors are different from the 
8~,~r~~1A investment factors, ·the return 

income tax factors (R.I.T.) are 
different, and the depreciation rates are 
different. The effects of these 
dif~erenees vary :by cost element. In 
general, cost manual numbers are lower than 
the average historical costs--largely due 
to a representation of depreciation expense' 
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which is lower than that identified 
results of operations. w 

In 0.83-04-0l2, we recognized the 
Cost Manual procedures would result in costs th understate 
Pacific's net booked investment for partieula product lines anQ 
services. We explained that this result is ue to a rather 

hich Pacific calls substantial a:mount of stranded investment 
reserve deficiency) in Pacific's books 0 

concerned that unless something was don 
practices this undepreciated investme 

We were 
depreciation 

would simply continue to 
qrow. We concluded that our adoptio of the Cost Manual procedures 
as recommenQed by. the AIJ would br' g that stranded investment into-

. focus and allow some estilnate of s size to become available. We 
noted that our adoption of these costing methods did not stop' 
Pacific from proposing w~ythi it wants in the way of rates which 
would bring the revenues deri ed from such rates to the overall 
revenue,requirement found r sonable by the commiss~on." 
(D.83-04-0l2, mimeo-. at, J!- .) , . 

Pacific has complied with this Cost Manual 
requirement. We can co are its Cost Manual results with its 
annual historical cost.. For exa:mple,. Exhibit 260 shows 3002c 
total test year 198& annual Cost Manual costs to be $4.8 million 
(p. 7-59), while it ows average historical costs for the same 
service to total $5 0 million (p. 7-18); and,. it shows Cost Manual 
costs for 1009c 
historical costs 
Cp. 7-23). 

ice to be $400,.000 CP. 7-54), while average 
are shown to be $410,000 

our review Pacific's various cost study 
proposals .85-02-030, we stated: 
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*We wish to make clear that we env1s10n 
proper Pottoms-up cost studies as fil 
at least two ilnportant functions~ ( to 
facilitate the further disagqregat' n of 
tops-down accounting costs on a s ice-
specific basis and (2) to reveal e extent 
of inconsistency between tops-d 
accounting costs and identifia 
up costs of plant and operati Sf thus 
compelling the sort of recon iliation of 
differences which the Cost ual 
prescribes. 

HWe do not accept Pacifi s assertion that 
'true' bottoms-up cost tudies are 
impossible. Of neces ty, recourse must be 
had to Pacific's acc ting books to, 
establish investmen values for items of 
plant employed to ovide service, and so 
there may have to e a 'tops-down' element 
to any bottoms-up' study of recurring costs. 
'~owever, it appe rs that Pacific intends to 
substitute such tops-down alloeations for 
any meaningful ottoms-up assembly of 
serviee costs" (D.85-02-030, mimeo. ' 
p. 13.) 

. . 
d WBFAA. both take the position that 

Pacific has not complie with the intent of the above-cited 
statements. These 'es take exception to 'the bottoms-up, study;s 
application of inves ent allocation factors, espeeially in the 
loop study. Loop in estment is a significant portion of private 
line investment. A computa~ion of the figures presented on 
p. 7-111 of EXhil:>i 260 shows it to be ~out 29% of Pacific's 
recurrinq privat line investment. 

reasonable. 

down 

Ob iously our statement quoted above contemplated the 
ps-down input into bottoms-up costs. The question 

use Pacific has made of allocation factors is 

For recurrinq costs other than loop costs, Pacific 
allocation factors only to distribute certain tops
secondary qross investments onto the indisputably 
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bottoms-up derived weighted unit investment figures. 
methodology Paci~ic has used to determine bottoms-up re 
costs for line haul, interoffice outside plant, CO-Sk , and Station 
SAT equipment is thorough and reliable. It certainl comports with 
this Commission's desire for the development 
data. 

c.. Loo.P study Methodology 
Pacific's 1983 bottoms-up 

CBCHA/~CA seem to regard as superior to 
uay, which WBFAA ana 

identified cost-causing characteristics le size, gauqe, year of 
placement,. and fill factor) for each port'on of cable and 

,calculated a unit capital cost per pair oot by cable type, size 
and gauge for each loop. Pole and con it costs were separately 
determined and assigned. In the pres nt loop study, Pacific 
skippe~ the step of building bottom up unit costs based on 
calculated costs of the various co t-causing loop characteristics. 
Instead, it simply calculated a ,tewide average loop length for 
in-service plant for each of it service offerings by plant 
acco~t, and,then allocated to S-down derived costs to the service 
offerings using the average r. lative loop lengths as allocation 
factors. CBCHA/~CA and WBF. assert that this procedure prevents 
the loop study from being bottoms-up study and therefore prevents' 
the reconciliation betwe . it and the tops-down category analysis 
from being credible. 

Scholl d' saqrees with the critics, claiming that the 
loop study is a stati tical analysis of bottoms-up determined loop· 
characteristic info ation, and that the comparison between 

total loop plant determined from.the Company's 
recorc:1s with the ri vate line loop plant determined in the service 
specific loop s dy was a true bottoms-up/tops-down reconciliation 
as required ~y 's Commission. 

he application o~ allocation. ~actorsaeve1opea 

-up studies is a proper means of further 
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disagg'X'egating tops-down costs.. However, in order to juQ.q the 
reasonableness of these allocation factors, we must have of 
the reasonableness of the bottoms-up costs which underl ~he 

problem with Pacific's loop study is that so far as c 
discerned from the evidence the only statistical ana ysis that 
Pacific makes of its bottoms-up determined loop ch acteristic 
information is to count the number of feet by pla t account for 
each service offering. there is no indication at information 
about cable gauge, was used in the analysis nor as Selwyn pointed 
out, is there any indication that Pacific con idered year of 
placement. The absence of consideration of ese factors casts 
some doubt on whether the costs thus deriv are truly historical 
costs. As a' consequence it might be expe ted that the resultant 
allocation factors would be less precis and less reliable than 
those derived in the last g'en7ral rate roceeding. 

On the other hand, the 983 study did not separately 
analyze costs for in-service and RtS plant--a fact which Scholl 
cites as a ,major reason for the la e discrepancy between tops-down 
and bottoms-up costs in that proc eding'. Pacific's decision to 
evaluate ~s plant on a separate basis from in-service plant seems 
to. be reasonable. However,' ev if it is true, 'as Scholl asserts, 
that there i's no truly botto up- unit cost value which could be 
appropriately applied to bo working and ~s plant using this 
scheme of ~valuation, we do not understand Scholl's position that 
Pacific could not use a 1 bottoms-up costs, at least for in-
service plant, as input' to its bottoms-up study, but had to rely 
on the tops-down anal~ s for this portion of the input. 

We find 0 fault with the methodology Pacific used in 
gathering the botto -up data it did gather for thi~~ loop stUdy. 
Length is clearly t e most significant factor in determining loop 
cost and the sour of Pacific's loop· length data seems quite 
reliable. Howev , while it appears that Pacific's loop cost study 
reasonably port ays loop cost distribution among Paci~ic's service 
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offerings, its reliability is reduced by its failure to allow a 
determination of the extent of inconsistency betwee~ops-dOwn and 
bottoms-up cost data as intended :by D.85-02-030_; 

d. RTS Cost J)eyelopment 
The most significant impact of ~e ~S study is due 

to Paci~ic's decision to treat the cost of sp~e capacity as an 
incremental cost. This treatment, accordingfto Pacific, lowers the 
cost attributable to ~S from the $2.& bil~on figure referenced in 
its last rate proceeding to $1.038 billio£. No party takes issue 
with the cost methodoloqy used. to arrive' at this RTS cost. 

Selwyn :maintains that Paiific neither attempts to 
." associate the nonworking capacity wi~ private line service nor to 

justify the agqregate level of non~rking plant. 'He is correct 
that the cost stud.y assumes that the d.istribution of spare capacity 
should. be proportional to the d.i/tribution of working plant. , 
Scholl's justification of its ~S plant levels is that the 
d.etermination of how much subs6riber loop plant to place is :based 
on d.emand foreca~ts. He conclUdes that the RTS cost study Wshowed. 

, 'I '. . 
that building excess capacity to- provide for the uncertainty of 
service demand locations, is the most economic long term design." 
(Ex. 260, p. 5-26.) In D/ 87-12-0&7 as modified we considered the 
possibility that paci!i~$ maintaininq excess levels of plant for 

I 
which ratepayers are reeeivinq no benefit, and concluded that we 

01 

would. 'bke no further action on the question until Pacific's 
modernization audits Jere completed.. O:bviously'the ~elia:bility of 
Pacific's cost allocitions would. have :been enhaneed if Pacific had 

I 
provid.ed some showing that its present level of spare capacity is 

. I 

necessary. This issue presents one more i tam of imprecision which 
must be con$idered in evaluating overall rate changes. 

As/for appropriate d.istribution of total.R'l'S plant 
among the vario~s service offerings, Pacific's' cost stud.y 
distributed :RoTS .in two ways, the first, which Pacific opted to use, 
was by 1n~ice P~portions. 'The second was by inward movement 
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proportions. The two 4istributions are set forth n parallel 
columns at p. 46 of Exhibit 402. The variation s not great, nor 
has this recor4 been apprise4 ot any reason~ one should be 
preterreel to the other. In fact, the nu;mk)er ot variables which 
must be calculated and then weighted in or r to come up with a 
total inward movement proportion makes d~ribution by in-service 
proportion preferable absent some Showiug of prejudice, since the 
in-service proportion is less probl~ic. 

e. $j:rvice Vol:uJqw / 
Turning to service vodumes, we note that Pacitic's 

cost studies were prepared baseel In projections from 1982 and 1983 
data. Scholl testified that intioducing later volume data does not 
invalidate Pacitic's cost projefctions or proposed rates because 
total service costs and reven/es would also change it quanti ties 
were to change, so that the~evenueto cost ratio and the unit· 
costs ot providing the service would remain constant. This 
pOSition assumes~ ot cour/e, that volUmes are relatively accurate 
in relationship to one iother. As Edwards pointed out there' is . 
the possibility of vol'WX!.es fluctuating while the revenues remain 
constant. He suggests/that that is what·the differences in the 
volume claims tor 30~C alarm service between Scholl and Sullivan 
seem to do, and sug;fests that an internally consistent· revenue and 
rate are not suppo ed by such volumes. 

In s rebuttal testimony, Scholl acknowledged that 
the volume fi s SUllivan used employed a more accurate view of 
3002C volumes. (Exhibit 402, p. 21.) He went on to assert that 
using Sulliv 's volume figures rather than the ones he employed in 
Exhibit 260 sults in absolutely no change in the identified unit 
cost of any f the local Channel cost elements (loop,. central 
ottice SAT, station SAT, bridging, signaling anel conditioning), 
changes t channel termination costs in only two mileage bands 
(by 2% 6% respectively), and only makes a noticeable change in 

inter:;; ce trunk costs--all of which are less than 9%. FUrther, 
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on cross-examination Scholl explained that the study alysis 
I 

performed to illustrate this fact (Exhibit 402 pp .. ~-24), applied 
two-wire and four-wire proportions uniformly to 30a'ZC service 
~ecause the data base did not provide information/trom which it 
could be determined which were actually patron~ops and which were 
sponsor loops. This accounts for the discrepancy between the 
proportions of sponsor and patron loops fzr '11- and half-duplex 
3002C service which WBFAA pointed out .. 

Sullivan's rebuttal (Exhibi 400) adequately 
explained the dit~erent volume fisures E'wards cited, statinq that 
the 14,041 figure referred to by Edwara£ is a total quantity for 
1985 while 13,991 is a 1936 volume for' half duplex only. He also, 
testified that volume changes in hi~revenue impact calculations 
reflect the clean-up of Pacific reobrds which Shankey referred to 
in his testimon1. (:Exllibit 330, I. 10.) Sha%lkey testified that 
DRA~s development of revenue eff~cts used in-serVice and inward 

. movement volumes based on paci~c's PLHF report. In eross
'examination, Shankey expresse6(confidence ,that Pacific's PLHF . ,. . 

volumes allowed DRA to be at~e point where we feel that the 
volumes are accurate enouqhjthat we can now go forward and develop 
some kind or a trend. (9~' ., 10822 .. ) . 

. We are well aware'that Pacific has had difficulty in 
establishinq accurate pr vate line volumes in the past and the 
criticism of intervenor./. point up a continuinq difficulty. 
However, we are satis7'ed by toe testimony of Shankey as well as 
the explanations of Scholl and ~ullivan that overall, Pacific's 
volume estimates we7~ consistent enough so that cost attributions 
among the various private line services, while far from perfect, 
may be regarded asfprovidinq a gene~ally accurate portrayal of 
relative VOlumes.! FUrther, it appears that Pacific's PLHF program 
may well end th~difficulty Pacific has experienced in the past in 
providing ac~ate volumes. 
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r _ Assignment or SARTS to 
Bgeurring costs 

/ 

The appropriate allocation of SARTS costs was a major 
issue in this proceeding. Pacific describes/s~s as a system 
which permits the remote testing of voice grad.e special services,. , 
interoffice trunks and facilities more ef~ciently than certain 
other testing methods, thereby redUcing~intenance testing 
expense. Selwyn and others claim thatjPacific has assigned the 
costs of S~s to speCific private line services ~ut has not 
dete:cnined the expense savings due tfo. the SARTS investment.. They 
assert that these expense savings;tre not ~einq likewise assiqned 
only to the services which are asSi9Ded the SARTS costs, and that 
this is the case because the l~r expense for central office and 
field craftspersons are assiqn~d to the various service categories 
and rate elements without a ci{stinction as to: the use or nonuse of 
SARTS.. Scholl argu~s that "fD.iS is not the case, and that the 
FUnctional Accounting system has separate function code accounts 
for specific labor'exp~s Charged to vari~us services, including 
interoffice trunks ass~ated with in-service intraWA voice . 

c· 
special services, and that this results in the labor expense and . 

. f 
savings resultinq from the S~S testing program to be assigned 
specifically just to! those services which use it .. 

Of co~se to the extent the reasonableness of the 
FUnctional ACCO~~ing system is in question, so· too is the 
reasonableness Of these allocations in question. Assuming, as we 
have, tbatPac~ic's use of Functional Accounting is reasonably 
reliable, its;aescriPtion of the manner in which testing costs and 
labor expenses for testing of interoffice trunks were specifically 
assiqned ~o.articular private line services under the 'FUnctional 
Accounting ystem make it clear that the methodology was 
appropria e, and that the concerns of Edward.s and Selwyn that 
Pacific f'ailed to appropriately account for cost savings arising 
from· thJ use of the SARTS technology are not well founded. 
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The level of eon~iQenee which can be place 
accuracy ot these allocations is somewhat reduced by P~itic's 
failure to assiqn ~s to 3002C service and later a lowledgment 
that this service did use SARXS testing. 

3. Paeific's Nonrecurrinq 
Cost S'tus1Y 

Pacific incorporated a number of cha ges into its 
nonrecurring cost study in response to D.84-~-111, which improved 
the methodology substantially. NonethelessI' while no one has 
suggested a ~tter means ot producing bot~ms-up nonrecurring 
costs, reliance upon panels of estimatorsfnaturally results in a 
degree of subjectivity which opens the. f tudy to criticism. 

. One 'of the major areas of c~ticism was that time 
estimates for labor activities were' QVerstated. We agree that 
Pacific's nonrecurring labor co~t prjections are overstated. 
Scholl has acknowledged some of ~~ errors pointed out by 
intervenors, such as the inappropfiate inclusion ot task' 
assignments to market administr~ors and order writers cited in the 
testimony of tTttindell and Marjinez r but Scholl's explanation of 
the duties inherent in such ,unctions as the NTEC,task of reviewing 
an order, the basis for identifying S7M and PADS expenses 
associated with nonr~e' I costs, and his prOVision of such 
information as the fact at only 13% of Pacific's Loop Assignment 
centers have been me 'zed, lead us to disagree with the 
estimates of the maqnitJde of the overstatement of nonrecurring 
charges propOsed by,Ki'g, tTffindell, Martinez, O'Brien, or 
Edwards. We also rej;'et WBFAA's contention that pacific has 

,overstated the costs/ot inside wiring. Scholl explained on eross
examination that the term was used to describe costs of the 
installati~n ot wi~in9 on the network side of the standard network 
interface. (~it 402 at SO.) that being the case,. the FCC"s 
detaritting of i I ide wiring has no impact on Pacific's.. cost 
projection • 
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API supports the nonrecurring study conducted b:r;IoRA, but 
API's Edwards asserts that DRA should not have made a ls;i -
adjustment ~or nonproductive labor time because such an/adjustment 
was already included in Pacific's loaded labor rates,;'nd therefore 
the nonproductive time was double counted~ Shankey jUld Scholl both 
responded that API had misunderstood Pacific's load'ed labor rate 
calculations, which, he stated, do not include aUowances for 
personal, fatigue and delay factors. Shankey ~refore stands by 
his adjustment. I 

Scholl states that Shankey's observed labor times were 
lower than those of the panel of estimator;7because be Wstopped the 
watchW whenever there was a difficUlty r~er than considering a 
weighted average of work times and because Pacific's estimates 
include a weiqhting for those instance/Where a second work' 
location is involved. . / 
'. We recoqnize that pacificfs nonrecurring cost studies 

used rather old volume estimates and overstated work times. We'do 
not agree with the cr.itics that these studies are replete with . 

. I . ' 
drastic errors or omissions andrare so grossly·overstated as to be 
useless. Nor are we persuadedjby the evidence about overstated 
task frequency of occurrence jfigures. Nonetheless,. we agree that a 
moderate downward adjustment/to Pacific's estimates is in order. 

, I 
The across-the-board adjus~ent proposed by DRA presents the sort 
of reasonable and moderat' adjustment which' is appropriate under 
these circumstances. / . 

4. Impact of ~ie's other Reports 
WBFAA Cla~ that the statement of the Robin & Dackerman 

report that it shou~ cost Pacific Bell less to provide 3002 
private line servieles for alarm circUits than to· provide 300Z'data 
circuits. Aecordiriqly , this service should be distinquished from 
3002 data lines ind offered at a lower price (Exhibit 401, p'. 9.) 
supports the pr6posal for a separate tariff for alarm transport 
services. AP claims that the Robin & Dackerman report is 
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important evidence that both Pacitic Bell personnel rand its outside 
consultants viewed its private line cost studies &S suspect and 
biased. We view the Robin & Dackerman report a~ unsubstantiated 
opinion which has no probative value in the present matter. We 
accord no wei9ht to its conclusions. -~ 

As for Pacific's SSA Report~ Exhi~i 403, API asserts 
that it shows that Pacific's private line/f/st study and rate 
design is significantly overstated, addi~that the amount of 
achieved savings described in the repo~~omes to $23.8 million and 
the amount of future savings comes to J'l34.S million. Ot this 
latter amount, about $23 million is ciearlY projected as annual 
savings.. WBFAA does not claim thay~ibit 403 invaliClates 
Pacific's cost study, but asserts~at the issues addressed by the 

, /1, 
report show that Pacific is impr~ving its provisioning' of private 
line services, and that the reaiization of those improvements will . v . 
reduce the future costs of pr~vate line prOVision, thereby making 
the granting' ot rate increasd unwarran'ted • 

We agree with Pac:l.fic's position that its SSA Report does 
not have any bearing' whats~ver on Pacific's cost data. The 
document was not completed'until November i9S6--well after 
Pacific's cost studies w:re completed. Pacific's decision to look 
for ilI1provel'llents in the/provisioning of its special services, of 

~ 

which private line iSAone~ are to be commended. This report, 
however, does not proZide this Commission with reason to adjust or 
. j iii.. ~qnore the pro ect ons of Pac1f~c's cost studies. 

1/ s. DeAYeraged Local Loop Rate:l 
The divi~ion point for the Schedule I and Schedule II 

II 
local loop rate~1Whieh Pacific proposes is set so· that about 76% of 
all private linilooPS will be included in the definition of the 

, I 

lower priced SChedule I serving wire centers. Pacific does not 
" 

specify what ,the cutoff point is in terms of ratio of average eost 
for Sehedule/.I wire centers to statewide average eost, but it is 
certainly g;feater than 75%. Selwyn would provide lower rates in 
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two tiers,. but only include about 37% of the local loops 
altogether, with the first tier being for the six urban wire 
centers with average costs less than 50% of the statewide 
and containing about 10% of all local loops and the second 
being for an additional 27% of customers served 
with costs between 50% and 75% of the statewide average. 

We are not inclined to authorize any deavler.~~lno plan for 
private line local loop rates. Tbe tradeoff, as we $ee it, is 
between lowering the rates for the largest urban u~rs, while 
increasing the rates (at least proportionately) ~r smaller, more 
rural users. The fact that these users are businesses rather than 
residential users does not detract from our underlying concern that 
telephone service be universally available.~To the extent that we' 
permit deaveraged rates which disadvantage!the small consumer, we . / . 
are ~orking against that principle. Fu~ermore; we agree with ORA 
that since loop costs are driven primarily by loop length, this 

I 
proposal would inequitably charge customers in the high cost wire 
cent~rs who hap~ to have short l~S •. We beli~v.e such a plan is 
only justifiable where there ·is strong evidence that alternative 
rates will disadvantage ratepaye!s generally in the long run. That 
is the arqument that the partie' make here, but it is not supported 
by the evidence. We remind de parties that our concern is with 
une90nomi~ bypass. So far ~ we can ascertain from the record 
before us, there is no im.Diclnent threat of uneconomic bypass should 
Pacific retain a single ;focal loop· rate. We will not authorize . 
deaveraged local loop ~tes. 

6. 5eRArate Al/rm Tran;m9rt Taritt 
paCi!i~'~~roposal for a separate alarm transport tariff 

would increase nonr'eeurring charges for alarm transport customers 
by only 20% rathej than the 25% Pacific propose~ for other private 
line customers,;smaller loop rate increases, and, where bridging is 
used, a small decrease in the rates for associated channel 
equipment an~brid9in9. Sullivan's explanation of' this proposal is 
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batfling. He states: WWe believe that the combination of 
increased prices and the availability of service alternatives 
result in a reduction and ultimately the elimination of any 
perceived subsidy in this market... (Exhi):)it 283, p. 2l.) 
the meaning of Sullivan's cryptic statement will become 
the future, but for now we perceive a subsidy, and one 
be larger tor alarm transport services than for other rivate line 
services. We do not perceiVe a continued need to s eld alarm 
transport customers 'from bearing their fair share f the costs of 
providing service to them. We will not grant P 
tor separate alarm transport tariffs. 

7. ~rial Line Bates 
TASC's assertions about secretari 

that this Commission's rate design policy 
seems to assume 

oas'not recognize the 
ilnportance of secretarial lines, and att pts to convince us that 
secretarial line service is, inc::1eed', ortant. We do not doubt . 
'that tact. However, it does not give rise, a.s TASC would 
apparently like us to tind it does, 0 the conclusion that we must 
treat secretarial: line rates in th same way in which we treat 
rates for basic residence service Our conviction about the need 
to preserve universal telephone ervice does not encompass the 
notion that secretarial line s ice must be set at rates which 
will assure universal availab' i ty • To the extent possible and 
reasonable secretarial line ates should be set to at least recover 
costs. 

since it is not 
rate changes which TASC 

ur intent to adopt the across-the-board 

a. 

efers, we therefore 
1s presented • 

. ,.,....wU.:ted Xnstallation 

address below the 

oposes two separate secretarial line 
installation instead o~ one in order to recognize the. 

difference in cos s between installation of designed lines and 
.. 
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nondesigned lines. Sbankey testified that DRA's opposition 
a rate design is based on same reason as its opposition to 
Pacific's proposal for two local loop rates. There is n dispute 
that a designed line displays significant differences 
nondesiqned line,. or that the very, very low incidenc 
sinqle-CO line service makes it reasonable to accom ish charge 
disaggregation by setting one charge for single-CO line service and 
another tor multi-CO line service, each charge b ng based on its 
disaggregated average costs. That being the c e, it appears that 
ORA's main criticism of the loop rate proposa --its arbitrary 
cut-oft point, and the small difference in eraqe costs between 
the two qroups--are inapplicable to TASe's roposal. 

It is clear that TASC's pr osal would result in a 
much lower overall revenue recovery th wou~d a single charge 
based on aggregate costs. Pacific pro oses increasinq this 
aggregated service charge its present $92 to $160. 

. ORA proposes an aggregate :l.nCrE74Se 0 $184, but TASe would increase 
.charges to $184 for only about 38% of subscribers while setting it 
for the other 62% of subscribers t somewhere between $lZ6 (it we . 
were to' adopt Pacific's cost fi es), and $46 (if we were to adopt 
Krause's cost tigures). 

The size ot th difference between costs tor designed 
and nondesiqned secretarial ines seems to argue in favor of 
disaqgregated charges.. On the other hand,. differential costs alone 
are not· SUfficient reaso tor us to authorize the disaggreqation of 
a particular charge. ~ C assumes that TASs choose designed lines 
even though they don't eed them, and'that adoption ot this 
proposal would encour ge them to choose single-co configurations 
which are less costl :eor'Pacitic to provide. The Significance of 
these differing lin configurations, is not so clear as TASC would 
suggest, however. It appears that the decision about which line 
configuration to se, as TASC itselt notes, is often,. --perhaps 
more ot--, based on the availability ot concentrators 
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within or near Pacific's CO, or other pacific engineering needs 
rather than the customer's usage. That being the case a ,char e 
bifurcation such as TASC proposes simply has the effect of 
penalizing those customers who are more distantly locate 
central office or who happen to be served by a central. ffice that 
has not been modernized. The idea that customers ca save money ~y 
choosing different technology certainly does not a~ 1y in such 
instances. Such factors argue strongly for rete ion of the single 
averaged charge which is now in place. We are 
this record that the decision to use designed 
linXed to the customers' advantage that dif rential charges are 
reasonable. We will deny the proposal. single installation 
charge for secretarial lines will be ret ined. 

In attempting to determi e an appropriate charge' for 
secretarial line installation, we no that Krause's calculations 
suggest that a charge of $133 woul achieve cost coverage for the . 
aggregated installation charge, wile Pacific and DRA assume the . 
costs are far more than 100% of resent charges. DRA chooses to· 

. cap the charge at a 100% inore se while Pacific chooses to 'increase 
this charge by about 75%. S livan testified that Pacific's 
private line rate design ats secretarial lines separately to 
avoid an excessive increa 
impact of increases, ~ 
should be protected fr 

e in one year. On this salIle theme of the 
argues that secretarial line subscribers 

large increases because the service is not 
discretionary, in 
secretarial line al 

some TAS subscribers cannot make use of 
such as call forwarding and DCF 

because their CO d esn't have that capability and/or the TAS CO 
doesn't have oro pability. 

service. 

e first question we must answer is whether the ·cost 
charge$ as high as Pacific and ORA propose. Then 

ne what constitutes a reasonable charqe for this 
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rASe claims there are several e=ors in paCifiC/' 
nonrecurring charge studies, as they apply "to the installat~n of 
secretarial lines.. It clai:ms. an error in the time a serv' /e 
representative needs to process a service order, and ba ed on the 
testimony of Gladstone, and Martinez reduces Pacific' estimate 
from 19 minutes to 3 minutes.. This change (along w' TASC's 
elimination of any allocations for marketing) is e primary basis 
for TASC's reduction of Pacific's estimated ove 11 cost of $29.37 

to $8.14, though ':rASC's conclusion that Pacif' 's elaim of 
ma~ketin9 costs attributable to these servi s is implausible and 
TASC's d.eletion of any allocation for it . 

':rASC also criticized other spects of Pacific's cost 
projections. First, it points out tha Pacific misplaced. a decimal 
point and showed an occurrence factor. for certain "IMF and I&W' 
work activities which Pacific later cknowledged. was ten times 
higher than it should. have been, d also acknowledged that it had 
miscaleulate~ an input for the 6 line which resulted in a 
reduction' of that input from $ to $276. ,It also cites several 
instances of of tilne estimates from the panel of 
estimators. It goes on to ggest that Pacific's reassessment of 
the multi-CO sec~etarial 1 ne costs and its adjustments that 
retlect new subjective d erminations by one member of the panel of 

occurrence' 
criticized, and is 

TASC 

of partially offsetting the Npremise 
ation error' 'ad:) ustment which ':rASC had . 

eliable. 
Pacific's choice of 

,'usual and low time estimates on a 1:4:1 basis,. 
asserting that s weighting presumes that everything goes right 
too infrequentl , and claims. that the confusion in ~e record about 
Krause's use 
criticism of 

Shankey's observed work times, and Scholl's 
t use is another example of why this Commission 

set a NRC for multi-CO lines. Finally, TASC 
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• / . 
were to adopt Pacific's cost· figures), and $46 (if we 7~er.e to adopt 
Krause's cost figures). 

While the size of the difference between costs for 
designed and nondesiqned secretarial lines see~mto argue in favor 
of disa9gregated charges, differential costs a10 are not 
sufficient reason for us to authorize the disag egation of a 
particular charge. TASC assumes that TASs choose designed· lines 

I 
even though they don't need them, and that a4option of this 
proposal would encourage them to choose s~le-co configurations 
which are less costly for Pacific to provide. The significance of 
these differing line configurations, isJ'not so· clear as TASC would 
suggest, however. It appears that thq!decision about which line 
configuration to use, as 'I'ASC itself/notes, is often, --perhaps 
more often than not--, based on th~avai1ability ot concentrators 
within or near Pacific's co, or ~er Pacific engineering needs 
ra~er than the customer's usag~ That being the case a charqe 

. bifurcation such as TASC proposes simply has the effect of 

• 
penalizing those customers Who' are ~ore distantly located from the 
centr~l office or who happe~to be served by a central office that 
has not been modernized. ~e idea that customers can save money by 
choosing different technoJ.iOgy certainly does not apply in such 
instances. Such factorsjargue stronglY for retention of the single 
averagea charge which is now in place. We are not convinced by 
this record that the dicision to use designed service is so closely 
linked to the custom~s' advantage that differential Charges are 
reasonable. We wilJ! deny the proposal. A single installation 
charge for secretarial lines will be retained. 

In ~tempting to determine an appropriate charge for 
secretarial line/installation, we note that Krause's calculations 
suggest that a charge of $133 would achieve cost coverage tor the 
aggregated ins~~llation charge, while Pacific and ORA assume the 

I 
costs are far !,ore than 100% of present charges.. ORA. chooses to . 
cap the charge at a 100% increase while Pacific chooses to increase 
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claims that Pacific could achieve cost reductions if it would ' 
employ the' SLC-96' as an alternative to' a standard concentrator. /' 

There is no doubt that Pacific's cost studies are ~ 
imperfect. Cost studies encompassinq so much material could h dly 
be otherwise. Aside from simple mathematical errors,. there 
hundreds of points where choices must be made, and there e 
generally arquments which can support choices different rrom the 
one selected. We do not find Pacific's methodoloqy t be so sloppy 
or ill-conceived that its cost studies deserve to b 
Still, we are convinced by the anecdotal testimon as well as 
Shankey's survey that the nonrecurring cost fi es derived from 
the panel of esttmators are most likely overs ted in many 
instances. We do not find Krause's worktim 
secretarial orders to be appropriate eith .' They minimize or 
delete, costs to an unreasonable degree. ile it may not be 

'possible to derive an exact amount, we 0 not do~t that overall 
secretarial line installation charqe are presentlr less than half 
the costs for that service. 

It has :been our pol' in recent times to restrict 
nonrecurrinq charqe increases to no- more than lOO%, where costs 
would justify more, in order t ameliorate rate shock. Pacific 
would have us adopt a lesser ncrease for secretarial ,line 
installation. The tradeoff reduced increases, of course, it 
that someone else must pay. We are not convinced of the necessity 
of following Pacific's oposal in this matter. We will adopt a 
~OO% increase ial line installation charqes as proposed 
by ORA. 

b. 
there is no justification for 

Pacific r a new installation any time a TAS subscriber 
moves from one p emises to another in the same or a different 
buildinq. It t es the position that the lanquaqe of the present 

asserts that the present charge for the 
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~thiS charge by about 75%. Sullivan testified t Pacific's 
private line rate desiqn treats secretarial li es separately to 
avoid an excessive increase in one year. On is same theme of the 
impact ot increases, TASC arques that secre arial line subscribers 
should be protected from large increases cause the service is not 
discretionary, in that some TAS subscrib rs cannot make use of 
secretarial line alternatives such as c 11 forwarding and DCF 
because their CO doesn't have that ea~ility and/or the TAS CO 
doesn't have DID capability. . jI 

The first question we~ust answer is whether the cost 
studies support charges as high aSJPacific and ORA propose.. Then 
we must determine what constituted a reasonable charge for this 

service. ~ 
TASC claims there are several errors in Pacific's 

nonrecurring charge studies, a they apply to the installation of 
secretarial lines. It Claims/an error in the time a service 

. representative needs to process a service order, and based on the 
.testimony of Gladstone, ~clifartineZ recluces Pacific's estimate 

from 19 minutes to 3 minutes. This cbange (along with TASC's , 
elimination of any alloca~ons for marketing) is the primary basis 
for TASC's recluction of P1cific's estimated overall cost of $Z9.37 

to $8.14, though TASC's donclusion that Pacific's elaim o·f 
marketing costs attribU~able to these services is implausible and 
TASC's deletion of any ~llocation for it is also a factor. 

J 

TASC also criticized other aspects ot Pacific's cost 
( 

projections. First, it points out that Pacific misplaced a decimal 
point and showed an obcurrenee factor for certain WIMF and I&M" 
work activities whici Pacific lat~r acknowledged was ten times 
higher than it ShouUd have been, and also acknowledged that it had 
miscaleulated an in~ut for the 6A2 line which resulted in a 
reduetion ot that input front $442 to $276. It also eites several 

I 
instances of inere~ible ranges of time estimates from the panel of 
estimators. It qdes on to sU9~est that Pacitic's reassessment of 
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relocation of the end of a channel at the existing cust er 
premises should be expanded to include any relocation hich does 
not alter the design, operation or function of the 
service so long as both premises are served by 
office. TASC contends that the cost study's f lure to 
differentiate between work aeti vi ty costs w' occur only upon the 
initial installation of a new secretarial l'ne connection, and 
those that are required for both a move a ~ a new installation 
result in an overstatement of If'channel nnect establishN and 
Hehannel connect out" costs for moves n the category it has 
described. TASC urges that we adop a new "moveN charge for 
secretarial lines at.SOt of the ne installation charge until we 
have better cost i~or.mation. We re not persuaded by 'rASC's 
argu:ments,. We agree wi~ Paci c that the definition of a m.ove 
charqe which TASC proposes is inconsistent with Pacific's cost 
studies as well as the tari We will deny 'rASC's proposal. 
Similarly, there in·not s 
warrant our reqllirinq Pa 
~iff as 'rASC requests 

ficient evidence in this record to 
fic ~o submit a proposal for a bulk move 

We will lso deny 'rASC's request that we order 
Pacific to permit ou ide parties to place concentrators in 
Pacific's central fices. In light of the considerable questions 
of liability, saf y, protection of property, etc.~ there was not a 
SUfficient evid tiary showing of reasonableness. 

8. Mise 

Pa ific has requested that certain telegraph private line 
services be limited to those custom.ers currently receiving the 
service. e will grant that request. It appears that there is no 
longer a amana for these services. 

FEA requests that we reject Pacific's cost proposals for 
failur to provide SUfficient incremental cost c1ata. We decline to 
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~the multi-CO ~ecretarial line costs and its adjustments that 
reflect new subjective determinations' ~y one member of the p~~l of 
estimators had the effect of partially offsetting the Hpre~e 
occurrenceH and Hcalculation errorH adjustment which TASc/had 
criticized, and is unreli~le. ~ 

TASC further finds fault with pacific,sI"choice of 
weighting the high, usual and low time estimates 00 1:4:1 basis, 
asserting that such weighting presumes that eve~ing goes right 
too infrequently, and claims that the eon,fusion!n th~ record about 
Kraus'e's use of Shankey's observed work timesiand Scholl's. 
criticism of that use is another example of why this Commission 
cannot confidently set a NRC for multi-CO l~es. Finally, TASC 
claims that Pacific could achieve cost red~ctions if it would 
employ the SLC-96 as an alternative to ~tandard concentrato~. 

There is no doubt that P~cific's cost studies are 
I 

imperfect~ Cost studies eneompassing;so much material could hardly 
be otherwise. Aside from simple mathematical errors, there are 

•
hundreds of points where choices mutt be made, and there are 
generally arguments which can supp6rt choices different from the 

;J 

one selected. We do not find Pacific's methodology to be so sloppy 
or ill-conceived that its cost ~udies deserve to be ignored. 

I 

Still, we are convinced by the/aneCdotal testimony as well as 
Shankey's survey that the nonrecurring cost figures derived from 
the panel of estimators are ;'ost likely overstated in many 
instances. We do not findJKrause's worktime estimates for 
secretarial orders to be ~ppropriate either. They minimize or 
delete costs to an unrea~nable degree. While it may not ~e 

. • I 
possible to- ,derl.ve an e~ct amount, we do n~t doubt that overall 
secretarial line installlation charges are presently less than half 

I . the costs for that se~ce. 
I 

It has en our policy in recent times to restriet 
nonrecurring charge . ncreases to no more than 100%" where costs 
would justify more, in order to ameliorate rate shock. Pacif·ic 
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do so. Pacific's incremental cost study complies 
requirements of D.84-06-111. 

9. Appropriate Private 
Line Rates 

Applying, allocation factors to the 
outside plant investment) assures that this element of the cost 
study will achieve closure with the tops- wn study. Such a 
practice gives the appear~~ce of a much mproved reconciliation 
between total tops-down and bottoms-up data. However, we have no 
way of judging how reliable this in! ation migh.t be.. We are 
certainly not confident of the ac acy of the S% discrepancy 
'Pacific suggests~ , however, that the ref~nements 
to the category analysis and to e non-loop components of the 
recurring cost study have impr ed·the reliabi~ity of those two· 
studies, and that fact sugges s the likelihood that Pacific's 
bottoms-up studies do, in f ,. account for many of the costs which 
went unidentified in the 1 t'rate proceeding .. 

One of the bene its of a bottoms-up cost study is that it . ' 

provides a way of turth disaggreqating tops-down costs. Docter's 
testimony makes it cle that the category analysis process by 
which Pacific assigne costs to the private line service offering 
in this proceeding s'much more ref.ined and much more reliable 
than previous tops Further, the category analysis 
itself provided s e disaggregation of priVate line costs. 

, As we aid in 0.84-06-111, the 'purpose' of the bottoms-up 
studies is not o·validate the category analysis but to carry it 

r through cost-based app'ortionment of the category 
fie service offerings. 

refore, Pacific's flawed tops-d.own to bottoms-up cost 
study reco ciliation does not discredit the category analysis 

v 

t simply compels caution in setting rates based on those 
The cost studies do not-permit this Commission to· set 

line services upon a precise cost basis, but 
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~WOUld have us adopt a lesser increase for secretarial line' 
, installation. The tradeoff for reduced increases, of course,. it 

/' 
that someone else must pay. We are not convinced o! the necessity 
of following Pacific's proposal in this matter. We wil~adoPt a 
100% increase in secretarial line installation charge~as proposed 

:by DRA. / 
b. Hove and BUlk }Jove Charges 

'rASe claims that there is no j usti..f ication for 
Pacific charging for a new installation any t~ a 'I'AS subscriber 
moves from one premises to another in the sam'e or a different 
building. It taXes the position that the J.inquage of the present 
tariff is overbroad,. and asserts that th~resent charge for the 
relocation of the end of a channel at ~ existing customer 
premises should be expanded to includ)la~y relocation which does 
not alter the design, operation or function of the secretarial line 
service so long as both premises arelserved by the same central 
office. TASC contends that the cortt study's failure to, 

• 
differentiate between work activtfy costs which occur only upon the 
initial' installation of a new s~retarial line connection, and 

I 

• 

those that are required for both a move and a new installation 
result in an overstatement of;iwchannel connect establishw and 
wchannel.connect outH costs for moves in the category it has 
described. 'l'ASC urges tha~we adopt a new HmoveH charge for 
secretarial lines at sot of the new installation charge until we 
have better cost informa~on. We are not persuaded by TASC's 

I 

arguments. We agree with Pacific that the definition ?f a m.ove 
charge which TASC propo~es is inconsistent with Pacific's cost 
studies as well'as the'tariffs. We will deny TASC's proposal. 
Similarly,. there in dot sufficient evidence in this record to· 
warrant our requirirlg Pacific to submit a proposal for a bulk move 

, I 
tar~ff as 'rASC re~ests. 

We Jill also deny TASC's request that we order 
Pacific to permi' outside parties to place concentrators in 
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these cost studies, tor the most part, have once again shown /' 
progress in moving toward a more accurate and finel.Y disag~.~ e ted 
tops-down analysis on the one hand, and the development o~ 
bottoms-up studies which will facilitate differential pr~ing of 
specific private line services on the other. 

As with the studies for recurring costs, ific's 
nonrecurring cost study displays many imperfection. Nonetheless, 
the study is an admirable effort to, provide bett information 
about the costs of provisioning activities for 
offerings. Application of the reasonable but 

rivate line service 
oderate downward 

adjustment to these costs which ORA propose~, and even application 
of ,Scholl's private line nonreeurrin9~ cs scaling factor ,of .94 

still reveals an unacceptably low revenu to cost ratio. . 
Together, Pacific'S cost stu es show a clear need for . , 

substantial rate increases. Whent:: wi ed against the possibi~ities 
for error, especially in the recurr' g rate bottoms-up studies, we 
find it reasonable to provide priv e line rate increases for one 
year rather ~an incremental incr./ases over three year~ as Paeifie 
proposes. 

Considering that the shortfall for nonrecurring 'private 
ollected from other customers, we see 

proposal for nonrecurring rate 
shortfall is too large and the evidenee 

line charges will have to· be 
no reason to adopt Pacific' 
increases of only 25%. T 
of customer hardship ins ficient to justify sueh a departure from 
our usual rate polieies ith respect to serviees for whieh rates 
are being moved. toward costs. We will adopt the nonrecurring rates 
proposed by ORA. 

tend to set recurring rate increases at the 
s for the first year of its 3-year proposal, 

Nor do we 
rates Pacific prop 
ignoring the ette 
third years. Th 

of the proposed inc~eases for the second and 
cost studies justify a much greater increase than 

that. ill adopt the ORA proposal, which provides a 
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substantially lower cumulative revenue increase (about halt) 
larger increase for the test year than Pacific proposes. 

Adoption of these r~te proposals will result 
year revenue increase for private line se~ices of 

VD:I. Settlements EtfWs 

In March, 1985 we issued I.8S-03-078,~akinq all 
California independent telephone companies (I~s) which 
interconnect their facilities with thOSe~f ~cific respondents for 
the purpose of investigating the effect of ate revisions to be 
granted to Pacific in the present qenera rate proceedinq on 
separations procedures and int.ercompany /settlements and revenues as 
related to intrastate toll and privat~line rates concurred in by 
these ITCS and related matters.· W~~ld five days of hearings on 
these issues in September and oec~er 1986. The parties which 
participated in this phase all br: efed the settlements effects 
issue in concurrentlY,filed ope nq and closinq briefs. 
A. Background 

As a result of dec' ions. by the federal courts and the 
Federal communications comm;lsSion (FCC) which 'restructured the Bell 
System and allowed entry competition into the interstate and· 
intrastate, interLAXA 10 distance marketplace at the beginninq of 
1984, the traditional s stem of cOst allocation, division of 
revenues, and rat q for lonq-distance telecommunications' 
(toll) services wa~Placed with a system of exchanqe access 
charges and interex ge transmission charqes to compensate local 
exchange carriers or the oriqination and terminati9n of interstate 
traffic. This c~ssion opened a proceedinq t~ determine access 
rates and relat~ matters. 

The Cs were joined as parties to the access proceeding 
by an order I titutinq Investigation (OIl). Under the 
jurisdiction established by that OIl we approved the concurrence of 
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ITCs in Pacific's access services tariffs along with their 
agreement with Pacific to pool all costs and revenues associated 
with access charges.. At the same tilne we recognized that althou 
there were serious time constraints imposed by the federal co 
well as limitations on our staff's ability to review additi al 

. rate proposals, any ITC opting for a "bill and keep" appr ch to 
access charges and establishing its own access tariffs efleeting 
its own costs of offering access services had the ri t to do so, 
so· long as it did not disadvantage the general bod of ratepayers 
or impose inordinate administrative burdens on 0 staff. 
(0.83-12-024 at 137.) General and its affili e West Coast 
Telephone Company chose to establish their 
access tariffs. The others adopted con 

n "bill and keep" 
ing .tariffs. 

A major purpose of this new s 
charges was to reduce the allocation 

tem of separate access 
costs 'to toll services by 

relieving them ot some ot the burd.e 
costs which they then bore. We di 
by adopting a policy of gradual 

overallocated local network 
so as we have explained above 

d moderate reductions in tariffs 
for intrastate, inter~A acce This policy came to be 
known as NSPF to SLtT, N referr ng to a gradual shift in cost 

se of a subscriber plant factor to· the 
use of a' subscriber line ge factor. 

As a resUlt of adopting the SPF to SLtT policy as well as 
other rate changes D.85 06-115, our next major decision in the 

'ficantly reduced Pacific's intrastate 
e the effect of the change revenue neutral 

access proceeding, si 
access charges. To 
to Pacific it was 
existing billing 

cessary to authorize an increase in the 
charge applied to most of Pacific's nonaccess 

rates. 
Since smaller ITC rates have normally been set on a 

residual basi after taking account of the contribution of toll 
settlements ow including settlements from the intrastate access 

, and since access revenues are a relatively high 
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proportion of total revenues for ~ost ITCs, the adopted reduct' 
in Pacific's access revenue objective would have reduced the 001 

on which the ITCS could draw thereby potentially causing ITCs 
to institute relativelY,high (as compared with Pacific) 
increases on their basic local rates to meet their rev ue 
requirements. Therefore, a number of the small ITCs hich 
concurred in Paci~ic's access rates asked that we 
such disproportionate impacts. 

Recoqnizing that while PU Code 
same or similar rates it does require that co 

considered in setting 
izing that we had 

between similar neighboring service areas b 
rates for exchange earriers, and also reco 
authorized a similar equitable principle that of rate averaging, 

tepayers to be similar to to allow the rates of Pacific's rural 
those of its urb~ ratepayers, we det ined that it was reasonable 
to apply a comparability test to th relationship between' Pacific's 
basic exchange rates and basic exc ange rates of interconnected 
ITC~ concurring in Pacific's acc s rates. We concluded that the 
~isproportionate impact of the acific access charge changes 
warranted,. as an interiln meas 
compensating for the total d' 
revenues. We accomplished 
surcharge for Pacific and 

e,. the provision of a ~eans of 
, ution in ITC access services 
t end by ordering an interim 
the I'rCs and ordering that the 

revenue-from this surch e increase would be included in the 
access services revenue pool. The order stated that Pacific and 
the ITCs were to make dvice letter filings pursu~t to, General 
Order (GO) 96-A to nd their tariffs to implement this additional 
billing sUrcharge. 

intended this surcharge to exist only until a 
new rate design w s authorized for Pacific in the present rate 
proceeding, and ince the new inters~te High Cost Fund (HCF) 

Y implemented in 1991, protect the lTC'S customers 
nably burdensome local exchange rates, 0.85-06-115· 
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also authorized as a longer term interim solution an intrastate HCF 
which would draw upon the residually set intrastate carrier common 
line charge (CCLC) revenues from Pacitic and those ITCs which 
concur in its access services tariff and in the associated rev ue 
pool to- assure that lTC exchange rates remain within a reas able 
range ot comparison with Pacific's exchange rates in comp able 
neighboring exchanges. 

The interstate HCF, wben and if fully impl 
allow exchange carriers to recover, from a fund fin ced by 

interstate CCLCs-, 100% of that portion of their 10 al loop· N'I'S 
costs exceeding ~SO% ot the national average loc 
75% of such N!'S- costs within the range of 115 

loop costs,. and 
150% of the 

national average. As we pointed out in D.SS 6-115 the effect of 
this assiqnment of high NTS costs to- inters ate CCLCs will be that 
the intrastate local 1 oop- c~sts of even 'higbest-cost lTCs wi~l 
~e less than ~30% of the national avera 

Because eligibility for the . trastate HCF proposal we 
adopted is based on a comparison of cal exchange rates rather 
than cQsts, and thus unlike its int rstate counterpart addresses 
~ ITC operating costs rather th just the differences in local 
loop NTS costs, and ~ecause our dopted approach tends to 
concentrate the impact of all fterences in operating costs.on 
~asic exchange rates, the NCO arable rates" standard we adopted 
only permits an lTC·to cla' relief from the intrastate HCF' after 
we have determined a reven e requirement for the lTC, and thus 
presu:mal:>ly weeded out any imprudently incurred costs. FUrther,. we 
stated that our revenue equirement determination would remain in 
eftect for a maximum 0 one year unless we extended it. 

The same ra esfcosts distinction also convinced us to 
allow relief from th intrastate HCF only to the extent necessary 
to permit an lTC's asic exchange rates to be set at no more than 
200% of the basic xchange rates charged ~y Pacific in comparable 
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neighboring exchanges, rather than the 130% which the I'I'Cs were 
then seeking. 

Recognizing that many I'I'Cs would not have current 
commission-determined revenue requirements, and therefore uld not 
be immediately eligible for the intrastate HCF at the ti e of the 
issuance of a decision terminating the pooled sureharg 
present proceeding, D.85-06-115 reiterated our autho zation of I'I'C 
adviee letter filings for a bill and keep surcharg , calculated to 
generate revenue equivalent to that generated fr the present 
pooled surcharge, to become effective upon the 
decision. 

In preparation for that filing~e equired each I'I'C to· 
file with the''I'elecommunications Branch 0 CACO and to serve on any 
persons requesting a eopy, a ~eport proj cting the revenue . 
requirements impact for that I'I'C of th,(reduction in the access 
services revenue pool which would ~es t from eliminating surcharge 
revenues from the pool when this de sion became effective. We 
ordered that the report propose a ate design to respond to the ' 
projected impact. 'I'his rate des' was to· be a proposal for either 
applying the new bill and keep charge to all the intra~A 
services to which the present ooled surcharge applies or applying 
it to all those services plu all access services, and a proposal 
for the magnitude of the sut'charge based on how it would be 
applied. . ,f . 

I.85-03-078, the OIl consolidated with the present 
matter, finds that the ~terconnecting facilities of other 
telephone corporationsl'in California will be affecte~ by any 
general rate revision! qranted to Pacific insofar as those 
revisions affect se~rations procedures and intercompany 
settlements and re ues as related to intrastate toll and private 

-·~~·d in by the ITCs, other rate changes in 
Pacific's tariff , and any construction of interconnecting 
facilities. as issued for the stated purpose of determining 
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the reasonableness of the rates, tolls, rules, charges, operations, 
eos~s, separations, practices, contracts, and the adequacy of 
service facilities ot Pacitic and all the telephone corporation 
operating within the state.of California interconnecting thei 
facilities with those of Pacific. 

To that end the OIl ordered Pacitic to file comp, iance 
reports setting forth the estimated settlements effects the 
proposed rates of Pacific and the proposed rates of 0 upon each 
respondent ITC. It further ordered that each respon nt ITC file a 
report of total california results of operations an of separated 
california intrastate results of operations for c endar year 1986 
estilnated at present rates and charges and the ar 1986 first . 
adjusted to' include the effects of Pacific's rested rates and 
charges in,A.85-01-034 and second adjusted f DRA's.proposed rates 
and charges. These reports and the project Q revenue requirements . . . . 
impact and rate design reports were timel tiled. 
B. Initial Positions 0: Partie~ 

1. The XTCs . 
At the hearings on this iss e the ITCs presented evidence 

of the revenue effects and projecte bill and keep surcharge 
requirements they expected to resu from elimination of the 
present billing surcharge from th access services revenue pool. 

Additionally, the ITC requested that the direct 
assiqnment of interLATA WAXS the proposed intra~A SPF to· SLU 
transition, if adopted, be po led or treated as a loss of pooled 
revenue. To this end some esented evidence of the reduction ot 
available pooled settlemen revenue they expected to result from 
access charge reductions companying the direct assiqnment ot 
intrastate interLATA WAX becoming effective on January'l, 19S7, 
and the reduction of av ilable pooled settlements revenue they 
expected to result it e intraLATA SPF to SLU transition proposed 
by DRA and endorsed b Paeific in this proceeding were adopted. 
Further, where relev t, the ITCs who addressed the matter assumed 
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that the surCharge revenues should not be treated as exehange 
revenues tor purposes of EAS settlements. ~hey point out t the 
bill and keep surcharge would need to be larger otherwise Many 
I~Cs also reeommend that all other settlements effects 
against each other and eombined with the losses from t e aecess 
serviees revenue pool, the direct assiqnment of WA~S nd the 
intraLAXA transition from SPF to SLU to produee angle sureharge. 

Some of the ITCs also proposed new loea exchange rate 
designs as an alternative to the bill and keep charge~ or they 
proposed that this Commission permit them to ansfer their 
surcharge revenue requirement to their local exchange rate schedule 
by a uniform pereentaqe increase in each r e cateqory. Onee this 
is done they propose that this Commission uthorize those companies 
whose local exchange rates qualify for t e intr~state RCF to 
eollect such tunds tmmediately. 

In rebuttal' testimony Pacif'c and most of the smaller 
ITCs agreed to the basic concepts of a Local Rate stabilization 
(LRS) plan and fund which was pres ted by Pacific's witness, 
Ondeck in Exhibit 386. tTnlike th authorized HCF, the LRS plan 
retains the local exchanqerate 
sureharqe rather than reeeivin 
accomplishes this by replacin 

undinq source of the present 
fundinq from intrastate CCLCs. It 

the surcharge with an adj ustment to 
local exchange rates. ORA a so offered a rate design proposal 
which differed somewhat fro that set out in 0.8:5-06-115. Most of 
the ITCs opposed ORA's pro 

2. xm.a.' 
Pointinq out 

authorized by 0.85-06-
aqreed that the efte 

at these matters had already been 
S, ORA's witness Marks testified that statf 

ot the elimination of the present intra~A 
covered by the ITCs by an advice letter 

;iling coincident the final rate order in this proceeding and 
that the effects on the I~Cs of the direct assiqnment of WAXS 
should be adjusted by a revised surcharge effective January 1, 1987 
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(,,"s it w,,"s). Marks stated,. however, that staff did not a ree that 

reduced settlements resulting from the adoption of rate ~esiqn 
changes proposed in the present proceeding should be 
offset. She stated that such rate increases should 

kewise 
nly be granted 

after commission rate review during a general rat 
GO 96-A rate application. On cross-examination 

application or a 
rks agreed that a 

TCs filed for rate regulatory log jam would be created if all 
relief simultaneously. 

ORA's Shantz' testimony recommen 
be adopted for the ITCS in lieu of the bi 

specific rates 
and keep surcharges 

authorized in 0.85-06-115. ed ITC rate revisions only 
addressed the changes in revenue requ' ement associated with the 
elimination of the pooled billing su charqe. specifically, he 
re~o~ended increasing service co ction'charges up to a level 
100% and then increasing the.rat for basic exchange serVices up 
to the amount necessary to, reco r the pooled surcharge revenue 
loss, using a unitorm percent e increase with rate maximums not to, 
exceed 100% of Pacific's com arable rates. His testimony was based 
on Pacific rates then in p ce but recommended that final rates be 
adjusted to reflect the a ual rates authorized by this decision. 
Under Shantz' scheme rev. ue requirement (after being established 
in a commission rate r iew) could be recovered from the intrastate 
HCF'to the extent it ould not be met by these increased rates or 
other revenue sourc 

3. Gj!:nera1 
Genera 

tariffs and thu 
does not concur in Pacific's access services 

is not a participant in the pooled surcharge that 
.SS-06-115, O~ in the access serviees revenue pool. 

al's witness,. Jensik, testified that several of 
e design proposals will have unspecified negative 

effects on General, whieh General wishes to eliminate 
tive proposals. Jensik also testified that General 

, increase its basic local service rates to recover any 
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settlements revenue deficiency which results from any rate design 
changes we adopt for Pacific. Though it is not clear from his' 
testimony, it appears that Jensik was asking that we 
recovery in this decision. 
C. %he Motion tor Leave to Late-File Brief 

About three months after the briefs were fil ih the 
present matter a motion was filed with the Commissio~on behalf of 
ORA, Pacific, General, and twenty other lTCs. Th~otion requests 
leave to late-file a joint supplemental brier onjBCF issues and 
asserts that good cause exists for granting sud! leave because the 
joint brief presents a eompromise eonsensus p~ition and 
recommendat'ion submitted by al~ parties whretivelY partieipated 
in the high-cost fund phase o,f the heari? and briefing, with the 
sole exception of General. It qoes 0:l: explain that General 
joips in the motion that the filing be e~tted, but does not join 
as a party to the proposal solely be, use General, and. the ORA were 
unable to reach agreement on the ~tion whether General should be 
included within the settlement ef~ets mechanism set forth in the 
brief for the rural and small m~O{POlitanJ independent companies. 

The ALJ issued a rul~g dated June 4, 1987 granting the 
motion for good. cause shown a.Icl instructing the p'arties that they 
had 15 days to respond to t:rJ. j oint supplemental brief. 'I'Wo 
parties responded within tie lS days, General and AT&T. A third. 
party, MCl, filed anoppq{ition to· the motion. This OPPOSition 
d.oes not address any pr~edural 'reason why the motion should not 
have been granted, but/instead addresses the substance of the joint 
proposal. There~ore/we uphold the AIJ's granting of the joint 
motion. We note MCI's pleading was not filed within the 
required 15 days 0 It was filed 26 days after 
that ruling, but 0 days after the j oint motion was filed. Since 
30 days is the c mmon time for filing a protest, and since Mel's 

nature of a protest, we will treat it as timely 
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filed and consider its 
supplemental brief. 
D. The Joint PrgPOsa1 

the joint 

As a predicate to their proposal e parties note that 
their support for the recommendation is 
the HpackageH aspeet of the proposal a 
the whole proposal should not be eons 

ressly conditioned on 
'ng that their support for 

partial aspect of the proposal and affirming the positions stated 
in their previously-filed briefs' this Commission chooses not to 
accept their j oint proposal as-i • 

'!'he central premise the joint recommendation is that 
this Commission needs to ado modifications to the RCF mechanism . 
adopted in D.8S-06-11S in 0 Cler to- maintain a fair and equitable 
local rate structure for 

. by the rural and small 
of the state. 

e' predominately rural ratepayers served 
opolitan independent telephone companies 

1. Determ.1:Dati 0:( tho BCF 

a. :tiOD 0:( Settlement 

Th parties aqree that the first step in determining 
the HCF funding: requirement is to calculate the impact of 
settlement ef cts shifts upon the local exchange portion of each 
·~TC'S' revenu requirement. They point out that there was concensus 
in the evid tiary record on the methodology for calculation, but 

about whether certain items of rate adjustment and 
ld be included in the calculation or not.. Their 

compromi e recommendation is that we continue the policies adopted 
in Paci ic's last general rate decision, D.84-06-111, the decision 
after r. consideration in that rate proceeding, 0.85-08-091, and the 
1985 a cess decision, 0.85-06-l1S, of flowing-through. to affected 
compa 'es both positive and negative settlement effects adjustments 
for egulatory changes which impact settlement revenues • 
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While 0.S5-06-11S adopted an HCF for which 
eligibility is based on comparable local rates, and, thus 
cor.~ideration of the revenue effects of operating costs beyon 
local loop NTS costs, this proposal goes beyond the effects 
ra~:es of the termination of the unifoX'l'l'l pooled 
se~:tlements revenues to include the effects on settleme 
of all of the following: 

(1) TeX'l'l'lination of the unifoX'l'l'l poole 
surcharge (which is presently b 
added to the access services r enue 
pool to make up for various ructions 
that were made to access rat in 
0 •. 85-06-115) ; 

(2) Extended area service ( 
changes; 

(3) lntr~A toll 'rate re isions or 
separations revisions adopted in this 
rate decision; 

(4) The net of the co ~nation of the 
receipt of inters te HCF funds with 
the effect on in astate costs 
resulting from e shift from 
interstate SPF o· the interstate NTS 
gross allocat ; and 

(5) ects o·f this Pacific rate 
decision w' industry-wide settlement 
revenue im acts. 

The parties to the joint pr osal anticipate that based on evidence 
in this record we will ma e the necessary calculations and specify 
the settlement effects' act oneaeh lTC .. 

b. etf Rate Design 

Her recommended by 
eligibility thresho 
in comparable neig 

e principal modifications to the existing 
j oint proposal is a change in the 

from 200% of the rates for similar services 
oring exchanges to 150% of the rates for 
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comparable services in the urban areas of the state. 
threshold would be used as a guideline by the commis ion in 
approving rate designs for individual companies. would not be 
used to reduce any presently authorized rates wh' 
above that amount except where the Commission 
exception to the rule. 

are already 

Thus, after determining the tlements effects the 
next step proposed is for this Commission 0 measure the impact of 
each company's net settlements effects units present level of 
local exchange revenues and then to def' e the 150% target level 
for each ITC. Then, each company ele ing to do so would implement 
a local exchange rate design by ad vi letter filing immediately 
folloWing issuance of this Pacific ate decision Which would allow 
it to attain this 150% target lev These advice letters are to 
inclUde supporting workpapers ca lating the level of additional 
local exchange reVenues generat ~ by the local exchange rate 
designs incorporating the 150% threshold and calculating the 
residual revenue"reqUirement 0 be met by HCF funding. 

The parties c aim that this change from 200% to 150% 
is consistent with both ev dence in this proceeding and with 

slation aimed at promoting the goals of 
ce and urban/rural ratepayer equity. The 

existing and proposed le 
universal telephone se 
Smaller Independents6 aud our adoption in 0.8-5-06-115 of the 
application of a 'com arable rates' standard under which we agreed 
that it is reasonabl to make intrastate HCF relie! available~ 

ller IndependentsW refers to a large group of 
ange companies which have filed jOint pleadings in 

this matter. They are: calaveras Telephone Company, Capay Valley 
Telephone Sy tam, Inc., california-Oregon Telephone Co., Citi~ens 
Utilities C pany of california, Ducor Telephone Company, Evans 
Telephone mpany, Foresthill Telephone Co., Happy Valley Telephone 
Company, mitos Telephone Co .. , Pinnacles Telephone Company f The 
Ponderosa Telephone co., Sierra Telephone Company, Inc., The 
Siskiyou elephone Company, and The Volcano Telephone Company • 
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However, they opine that application of this equita e principle of 
comparable rates can,be made substantially more f r if the 
commission will see fit to adopt a reduced tbres old of 150%. They 
also ask that the prior rate review requiremen of that decision be 
modified. Smaller Independents cite Section (d) of Ch~pter 1047, 
Statutes of 1986 which is a legislative dec 
Commission shall ensure that local telepbo e s~s~ribers are not 
unduly burdened by reductions in the rat and charges LECs adopt 
for lEC access. Smaller Independents que that this statute shows 
a legislative concern for impact on great majority of 
ratepayers served by the largest com anies and point out that the 
impact on these cost shifts upon 
Independents, constituting six-te 
statewide, is several times grea 
averaqed. 'ratepayers of Pacific .• 

2. ne FUnding SoJ,trce 

of Smaller 
telephone ratepayers 
on the statewide 

As we pointed out ove, prior to filing this joint 
proposal '!;he ITCs.generally supported. the.:basic concept of·the LRS 
plan drawn up by an ind.us task force and. presented by Pacific 
(Exhibit 386). oint proposal, that plan provides for a 
fund, not a pool. plan provides that the funding company 
may recover net prospe ive funding requirements by advice letter 
filin~. This provisi would presumably permit the funding company 
to propose a surchar e on its rates, or some segment of its rates 
to· accomplish this 
to assume that thi 
rates. 

ecovery. Testimony of various witnesses seems 
recovery would be limited. to local exchange 

Noting at the ITCs initially supported the LRS plan for 
funding the HCF hile DRA supported an~ continues to support use of 

e funding source, the j oint brief takes what it 
describes as *compromise position* which advocates maintaining 
the presently, authorized HCF funding source, the CCLC of all local 

iers statewid.e, and deter.mining an annual revenue 
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requirement for the HCF rate element of that CCLC charge. 
annual Hcr revenue requirement is established the amount of the 
uniform ~undin9 increment may be adjusted as often as quarterly 0 

compensate for any under- or overcollection of that current r 
requirement. The joint briet adds that the parties reserve 
right to propose m04itieations in the future~ if experien 
it appropriate, which would shift the funding source fro 
carrier common line element to other aspects of local 
company rate designs. 

3. other ProvisionS 
The joint brief also 

adjustments tor future net settlements effects a provision which 
would allow 100~ of Hcr funds for 19S7, 1988 and 1989 followed by 
an annual reduction to 80%, then 50% and n 0% for companies 
which have, not initiated a general rate p oceeding by year's ~nd 
for the next consecutive years; and a p posal that a decision in 
an I'I'C rate proceeding should have~effeet of a fresh start 
under the HCF plan. Costs to Pacifi for administration are to be 
recovered as additional expenses 0 access pool administration. ' 
E. Res.ponses to the Joint Brier 

1. General 

General has only on the joint proposal. 
General points out that the oposed advice letter filing process 
for implementing the flow- ough of changes resulting from this 
decision and for implemen ing the annual flow-through of changes 
thereafter is made avai le only to the rural and, small 
metropolitan independe companies and not to General. Although 
General does not con in Pacific's access services tariffs as 
those other indepen companies do~ it seeks to be included in 
the j oint proposal ~ s provision for an annual flow-through 
adjustment for ne settlements revenue impact brought about by this 
decision e regulatory changes of this commission and the 
FCC • 
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General states that it will sutter reduced settlements 
revenues as a result of the adoption of proposals in this 
proceeding to reduce intraLATA toll rates ~ecause General concu 
in some of them and has division of revenue contracts with Pa 
for some of them. It states that it will also ~e affected 
adoption of proposals to reduce Pacific's exchange rates it 
has BAS contracts with Pacific which make certain reven 
dependent on pacific's rate of return. And, it state that 
application of the proposed SPF to SLU allocations intra~A 

toll will affect it because of the different rela . e impacts of 
the cost allocation change for General as compar ~ to, Pacific. 

It not included in the flow-through General is . 
lett to deal with such changes in its rate c e and attrition 
filings under the.Rate case Plan. Thus, w le acknowledging that 
it should no~ be a recipient of RCF fund General contends that 
when Pacific receives a decision changi g toll and/or other 
separations revenue, General might ha to wait a year or more to 

.adjust its revenue requirements to mpensate tor these changes--a 
unique and untair position relativ to all other exchange carriers. 

General's opening brie on this issue concludes that if 
the commission doesn't allow it to make a showing of its revenue 
losses or provide the mechani to automatically offset these 
losses, there is a taking by, the State without any attempt to 
provide the right of due p ess of law. 

indicates that DRA disagrees with 
General's position, but RA has not provided us with its argument 
on this issue, except 
of the j oint proposal 

o the extent that, prior to the introduction 
its witness Marks testified that any pursuit 

s to offset the impact of reduced settlements 
resulting from new adopted Pacific rate design should not occur 
without a full sh ing ot the justness and reasonableness of the 

s by the ITC, such as in a general rate 
application • 
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2. E1 
Mel regards the joint proposal 

to modify, without notice, a previous california PUblic Ut' ities 
commission access charge decision, namely D.85-0~-11S. 
that this Coxnmission has always judiciously avoided ad essing 
access charge rate design issues in LEC general charq rate case 
proceedings and regards this joint proposal as an i roperly 
noticed attempt to Change this policy. MCl conclu es that the HCF 
plan adopted in D.85-06-115 must remain in place nd such changes 
in funding levels and revenue recovery as propo ed in the joint 
briet should only be addressed on a company b atter 
a general rate case review. '~ 

3. ~. 

AT&T does not express oppositio to the recovery sought 
by the joint proposal,. just the source J that recovery. As with 
th? HCF we authorized in 0.85-06-11*-, e joint proposal confines 
funding for the HCF to a surcharge 0 the access CCLC. At&T points 
out that this means that funding wi be derived only from 
interLA'XA toll custome~s, and arqu~· that this is a blatantly 
discriminatory tax on one class ~I customer. A'r&''1: asserts that 
because the joint brief does not/propose a limited high cost fund 
to offset the interLATA accessjSPF to SLU phase down and the 
elimination of the pooled bil~nq surcharqe--but rather an entirely 
new high cost fund whose pu:r{ose is primarily to offset a host of 
intraLA'tb revenue shifts. ix&T prefers the ·LRS plan with its more 
broadly based funding. A'r/T adds that if this Commission preters 
that the HCF be SUPport~d by toll customers, it should. at least 
spread that burden over oth inter- and intratAXA toll customers. 

~&T maintain that conco~tant with the approval of'new 
lTC rate desiqns this l~OmmiSSion should order the elimination of . 
the bill and keep surCharge on intraLATA services which was 
authorized as an alt ·rnative to· partiCipation in the HCF by 
D.85-06-115 since w have an opportunity to put into place a 
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legitimate comprehensive rate desiqn, 
collection of revenue. requirement, avoid de-averaqi q of toll rates 
which would defeat the' effects of the SPF to SLTJ 
avoi~ repression of toll service and loss of as ciated revenue. 

AT&T also contends that we should el'minate any current 
surcharges on access services or interLATA t 1 rates, including 
that portion of the 24% bill and keep sure rge on intrastate toll 
rates which citizens Utilities Company of alifornia (Citizens) is 
presently assessing for inter~A toll, 
surcharge on intrastate toll rates whi Sierra Telephone Company 

at portion of the 
11 surcharge being levied by 

(cal-Oregon) on ~&T for 

is assessing for interLATA toll, and 
wpercentage of chargesW intrastate 
california-oregon Telephone Compan 
interLATA toll. cal-oregon itse is also seeking elimination of 
the latter surcharge •. 
F. The Perndale, Position 

On Sept~er 8, two similar documents were filed 
with this Commission. . One a motion filed in this rate 
proceeding by carlos E. Be mann. The motion explains that 
Benemann is a customer of itizens and asks that the portion of 
hearings in the Pacific ate proceeding set to address the rate 
design proposals of the ITCs which concur in Pacific's tariffs be 
held in abeyance pendi g t~ely and proper public notice to the 
customers of the ITCs 

The other oeument was a complaint docketed as 
C.86-09-007. The c mplaint, siqned by 26 Citizens customers, 

upon,a findinq 
was dismissed by this Commission in 0.87-07-0l3 

t the subj ect matter of the complaint was the 
nemann's motion and that the issues raised' were 

more appropriat ly and efficiently addressed by the motion in the 
existinq proce dinq. 

As id the complaint, the motion claims that Citizens' 
. proposal is antamount to an application for a rate increase 
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application and that notice must therefore be in compl' nce with 
PUblic Utilities Code (PU) Section 454, the relevant art of which. 
states: 

" Whenever any electrical, gas, he 
telephone, water, or sewer system corp 
files an application to increase any te or 
cbar~e, other than an increase re~le ing and 
pass~nq throuqh to customers only i creased 
costs to the corporation, for the ervices or 
conunod.ities furnished by it, the orporation' 
shall furnish to its customers fected by the 
proposed increase notice of it application to 
the commission for approval the increase. 
The corporation may include e notice with the 
reqular.bill tor charges tr smitted to the 
customers within 4$ days i the corporation 
operates on a 30-day bill g cycle, or within 
7$ days if the corporati operates on a 50-day 
billing cycle. The not' e shall state the' 
amount of the proposed ncrease expressed in 
both dollar and perce age terms, a brief 
statement of the rea ns the increase is 
required or sought, nd the mailing address of 
the commission to w: ich any customer inquiries 
relative. to· the pr posed increase,· including a 
request by the cu tomer to receive notice of 
the date, time a ~ place of any hearing on the 
application, ma be directed." 

Although the Cs had already.notified thei~ customers 
about Pacific's public earings in this proceeding, on 
september 15, 1986, a the-first day of hearings scheduled to 

ef~ects of Pacific's rate design proposals. 
on the ITCs, the , without ruling on the merits of the motion, 
and declining to r quire the postponement of the settlem~nt effects 
hearing's, ruled. t t the ITCs which have beeh :i ooined as parties by 
the OIl issued i . this proceeding should pro~ide another notice to 

in a form designed in conjunction with the 
commission's lic Advisor's office, stating what the effects of 

change proposals of Pacific and DRA would be, and 
informing th ir customers that there would be a public 
participati n hearing specifically addressing' this issue to be held 
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at the Commission's hearing room in San Francisco on December S, 
1986-. Later that date was changed to TUesday,. December 16,. 

and', due to the amount of publiC: interest in Benemann's 
Ferndale, in HUmboldt County a second public participa 
was scheduled. there on Weclnesday, December 17, 1986. 

Atter the hearings Benemann and David Ki 
of themselves and other residents of Ferndale wh 

on behalf 

Citizens, tiled a brief as intervenors on tnis ettlement effects 
issue. The briefs again contend that our po ey of issuing an OIl 
maJi:ing all I'l'Cs which interconnect with Pa fic respondents, and 
consolidating that OIl with Pacific's rat proceeding is a denial 
of due process beca~se it violates the tice requirements of P,(] 

§ 454. They als~ claim that this Co ssion has ordered the ITCs 
to· be party to a rate application ca e without requiring separate 
applications - without jurisdictio. They take the position that 
we may not order any rate increas $ or redesigns except in a 
pr?perly noticed rate proceedin ,for each lTC, that since there has 
been· no showing that the rate ges the ITCs will propose at the 
conclusion of·this proceedin will be minor in nature the GO 96-A 

advice letter procedure is 
proceedings. cannot begin 
present decision so that 
G. 

ot available, and that the ITCs' rate 
til this commission has issued. the 
e settlements ettects can be known. 

ly allot the ITCs, including Citizens,. 
concur in Pacific 
cl~llecting an s.. 57 
charges. 

1'5 access charge rates they are, at present, 
surcharge on local and intra~A toll 

in detail above, we ordered. 

':,~'7 At the, ti e of hearing this figure was 5.1l%. It beeam.e 6.76% 
01:1 January 1 1987 when direct assignment of WA'l'S was ixnplemented, 
and 8 .. 57% 0 January 1, 1988 to offset the interLA'l'A SPF to' SLU 
phase down. The corresponding portion of Pacific's surcharge is 
presently .81%. 
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implementation of this surcharge in 0.85-06-115 as an interim 
measure to alleviate the revenue loss .trom the access 
revenue pool whiCh would have otherwise resulted wh 
Pacific's access rates. under the interim scheme is surcharge 
revenue is pooled'with access services revenue d then divided 
among the pool members by a settlement proce It was initially 
our plan to eliminate the pooled surcharge . 
incorporating the ~.76% portion o~ the IT s surchar~e whieh is 
based on test year volumes into rates. he remaining 1.81% which 
is based on later volumes would have en collected by a bill and 
keep surCharge. 

Our decision to postpone preading all billing surcharges 
until a decision ~ollowing the Ph se I rate flexibility hearings in 
I.87-l1-033 postpones the aate our elimination of the pooled 
surcharge. ow us to be able to spread the 
surcharges acerued subsequen t~ 1986 along with the earlier ones. 
As for the present, we will u~orize the ITCs to· make Advice 
letter filings under the t rms of GO 96-A to implement revisions in 
their pooled billing sur ges consistent with this decision. 
Further, although we wi not eliminate the pooled surcharge now, 
we still address- below the mechanism by which the parties will 
accomplish that end a later date~ 

In 0.85-0 115 we ordered that the ITCs could make an 
advice letter fili 
following this ra 
a bill and keep 

under the terms of GO 96-A to implement, 
design decision, a revised billing surcharge on 

sis to replace the pooled billing surcharge. 
Because Ben.emAn~ was a party to the prbceedin~ leading to· 
0.85-06-115 an expressed interest in this issue the decision 

his telephone company, Citizens~ would be. required 
ith its compliance and advice filings. 

Benemann, 
postpone 

ough there was criticism of the procedure from 
agree with the AL:f that it was inappropriate to 

e settlement effects hearings scheduled to begin on 
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Septe.IDDer lS, 1986. CUstomers of the I'rCs were adequately . ;ronned 
ot these Pacific rate proceedings in 1985. The turther n 
public participation hearin~s that were provided pursua 
ALJ's rulin~ which was issued on the tirst day ot tho 
provided these ratepayers with a further opportunit to 

hearings 
participate 

in the settlement effects portion of this procee . g and to' apprise 
this commission of their concerns regarding the ate implications 
for ITCs of Pacific's and DRA's rate desi~ p oposals in the 
present proceeding. ,The ruling, with which e I'rCs complied, 
required the ITCs to send notices which d cribed what the ITC and 
what ORA contended the effect would be ITC rates from Pacific's 
proposed elimination of the 5.11% surc arge then being applied to· 
regular monthly billings for local a intraLATA toll calls placed 
by customers of Pacific and the IT All the notices announced 
the public participation hearing n San Francisco. The notices 
going to Citizens customers in e Ferndale area also- announced the 

,Ferndale hearing. Both heari' s were in December 1986 • 

While we understang(the concern ot Benemann and other ITC 
ITCs' rates could be significantly 

altered as a result of th's decision, the I'rCs' proposals for 
changes in their own ra s in the settlement effects portion of 
this proceeding are co liance filings required by both the OIl and 
by 0.8S-06-11S. They' are not rate case applications as Benemann 
asserts. For that ason the notice requirements of PO' § 454 do 
not apply to them. 

It has een our long-standing practice to issue an OIl in 
Pacific's genera rate case in order to deal with the settlement 
implications ot Pacific's new rate design on the ITCs. The 
problem, as emann has pointed out in his testimony, his 
pleadings an the briefs he filed with Kilmer in the settlements 

, is that no. notice provided. to ITC customers in this 
proceeding an give them a very aceurate picture of what the effect 
of Pacific s rate desiqn will be on the ITCs' rates until Pacific's 
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rate design is finally adopted. In the past change bas been 
slight, and there has usually been an advantage to the ITC 
customers. Therefore, the procedure engendered little intere 
among lTC ratepayers. 

The realities of divestiture have changed the 
revisions in Pacific's rates impact the concurring lTC • 
Divestiture has not r however, changed the fact that' order to 
have a complete picture of Pacific's rate design a a revenues it is 
still necessary for this Commission to consider e implications. of 
Pacificrs rate revisions on intercompany settl entsand revenues 
as related to intrastate toll and private li e rates concurred in 
by these lTCs. Furthermore, i~ is both a ropriate and necessary 
to address that portion of the l'I'Cs' rat 
most part ~y contributions from Pacifi , in,the context of a 
Pacific proceeding. 

For these reasons we will aeny Benemann's motion that we 
find notice to the lTCs' inadequat for'failure to comply with the 
requirements of' Pcr section 454. That section is not relevant to 
the ITC filings discussed abov. We agree with ORA, however, that 
once a final rate decision i issued in this matter directing these 

. lTCs to make advice letter ilings requestinq new rates consistent 
with this decision that does require that the lTCs provide 
notice to their eustome new rates prior to implementation. 
We believe a minimum 0 30 days' notice prior to implementation 'is 
adequate. 

2'" _ ~e P.1:'eSeJJit: 

We have consistently expressed our belief that there is a 
fundamental pub c interest in maintaining stable and reasonable 
basic exchange ates. That is why we authorized the HCF in 
0.85-06-115 w ich permits the continuation of a policy of statewide 
uniform toll rates while protecting I'I'C customers from the effects 
of shifting a greater burden for NTS and other costs onto their 
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• OUr clecision to postpone ,spreacling all billino/tu:Char 
until a decision following'the Phase I rate flexibilityheari s 
I.87-11-033 postpones the d.ate of our elimination o~he 'p,o ed 
surcharge. FUrtner, it will allow us to be able ~cfspre the 
surcharges accrued. subsequent to 1986 along wit~e e lier ones. 
As for the present, we will authorize the ITC~O' ma Advice 
letter filings und.er the terms of GO 96-A to~~ple nt revisions in 
their pooled. billing surcharges consistent 'With is decision. 
Further, although we will not elimina'te tr) po ed surcharge now, 
we still add.ress below ,the mechanism by ~hic the parties will : 
accomplish that end at a later date. 

In 0.85-06-115 we ordered. e ITCs could. make an 
ad.vice letter filing' und.er the terms 96-A to implement, 
following this rate d.esign d.ecisio, revised billing surcharge on 
a bill and. keep basis to replace th pooled billing surcharge. 

I 
Because Benemann was a party to proceed.ing lead.ing to 
0.85-06-115 and expressed inter~ in this issue the decision 

a,pecified'that his telephone c~ pany, Citizens, would. be required 
~to serve him with its compli e and advice filings. 

Although there was criticism of the procedure from 
Benemann, we agree with ALJ that it was inappropriate to 
postpone the settlement erects hearings scheduled to begin on 
September lS, 1986." CU omers of the ITCs were adequately informed 
of these Pacific rate ~eedings in 1985. The further notice and. 
public participation eirings that were proviQed pursuant to the 
ALJ's ruling which w s/issued on'the first day of those hearings 
provided these rat ayers with a further opportunity to participate 

ff~cts portion of this proceeding and. to apprise 
I 

this commission f their concerns regarding the rate implications 
tor ITCs of Pac fi~s and ORA's rate design proposals in the 
present proce in;/. The ruling, with which the ITCs complied, 
re~ired the TC~to send notices which described what the ITC and 

'

what ORA co 7ecl the effect woulcl be on ITC rates from. Pacific's 
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local rates through the application of the principle of rate 
comparability to rates that would otherwise be increased due t~ the 
annual intrastate interLAXA SPF to S~ transition to. the,' extent /' 
that change is not offset by interstate RCF revenue~ , 

The joint proposal broadens the scope of RCF recove y' 
applying the principle o.f rate comparability not only to the 
changes enumerated in 0.85-06-115, but also. to any other r e 
change in this rate decision which will affect ITC sett ments 
revenues, and ~ POC or FCC-ordered changes oceurrin Quring the 
year which have an inclustry-wide effect, either posi ive or 
negative, on settlement revenues or cost assiqnmen including 
shifts in interstate NTS and the loss or gain in evenue occasioned 
by the interstate SPF to. SLU shift offset by erstate ReF. 
revenue, the loss or gain of revenue due 
non-access rates with whieh the ITCs con 
resulting from any other aspects of this 

and losses or gains 
acific rate clecision or 

other Commission or FCC actions which h e settlement revenue 
impact on the I'I'Cs. 

As we pointed out in 0.85 6-11S~ since the RCF we 
adopted was based on rates ·rather an costs, ,it allows recovery 
from the RCF fund not only for t ,e reduction in access serv:i.ces 
rev~ues occasioned by the int 
transition and other adjustm ts to access services revenue 
objectives, but also, beca e the basic eXChange rates are set 
residually, it allows for e recovery of high operati~g costs in 

eeoverable operating eosts are clearly 
der this RCF plan are recoverable from the 

being the ease, the joint proposal ',$ 

general. 
intraLAXA costs, 
inte,;:LATA CCLC. 
expansion of the ra e comparability principle to certain' intr~A 
rate changes is. no sueh, a clrastic departure.. Nonetheless, A!r&T' 

finds it to. be 0 ectionable. 
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a. 'nle Funding Source and SCope 
or Revenue Protection 

.. 

It is our fundamental concern that a source ot 
supplemental revenue be maintained tor the ITCs in order 
protect the availability of universal service tor all C ifornia's 
citizens once we have eliminated the pooled surCh.argefoese ITCs 
presently depend on. We meant to achieve that end ~ adopting the 
presently authorized HCF plan to fill the gap bet~en a reasonable 
revenue requirement and Nexisting sources of rev. nue including 
interstate HCF assistance and basic exchange set at the 
highest level consistent with a 'comparable 
(D.85-06-ll5, mimeo. p. 205.) 

Although the scope of ra~e rotection is extended 
uneer the ,joint proposal, ,the proposed deitions address the same 
fundamental'issue, toll- and access-re ated ehanges and their' 
effect on. the ITCs' settlements revti.ue, and hence their continued 
viability. Thus, we, cannot agree foth AT&T that adjustments for 
the effects of intra~A rate ch~~es such,as EAS rates and . 
intraLATA'toll rates are necesSarily untair and inappropriate •. In' 
f~ct, the presently authorize~HCF already permits CCLC adjustments 
to recover some intra~A c~ts, namely hiqh intra~A operating 

'costs.. Furthermore, the ~act of these adjustments can be . 
minimized by our permitti ~ regulated IECs to flow through the 
effects of n the CCLC access charge. 

The wide support for the j o,int proposal persuades us 
that it is reasonabl to permit the proposed extensions to the list 
of' recoverable rev~'" e changes. We are also, persuaded to authorize 
the use of CCLCs a the HCF funding source, at least until there is 
some data indica q that a different distribution of the burden is 
warranted. 'O'nt' such i~ormation is available to us, we are 
reluctant to a further to the burden on local rates. We fail to 
see any legal r equitable impediment to the adoption of this 
aspect of th joint proposal as AT&T suggests. We would point out, 
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that, contrary to A'I'&T's apparent understanding, our 
establishinq the SPF to SLtT transition in D.85-06-115 
decrease a specific.rate. 
the assiqnment of NTS to interLATA access. 

For these reasons we will adopt 
expansion ot recoverable revenue ohanqes and use ot the CCLC as 
a tundinq source for the HCF. 

b. Reyenue Requirement Review 
The joint proposal .would . have us deviate from 

be awarded only in the our present policy that HCF relief wo ..... ''''_ ..... 

rate desiqn phase of a particular 
oonoerned that the I'I'Cs not :be in a I,.,"""'''' 

tor an unreasonably hiqh revenue rfl,qu:lrE~mE!nt On the other hand, 
this commission oould not 
ITCs at onoe, and that the 

we are sympathetio to the tact 
process the rate tilinqs of al 
ratepayers of some X'I'Cs 
service rate increases if 

ike1y experienoe dramatio local 
I'I'Cs simply implemented a bill and 

keepsuroharge while 
Therefore~ we oonolude 
allowing ~e ITCs up to 
their HCF fundi,nq 
with the annual 
an orderly ~r'oq'ressron 

our action on their rate cases. 
it is reasonable to adopt the- proposal 

years to make rate filinqs before 
It appears that this'leeway along 

in available fundinq levels will permit 
rate oase processing while adequately 

shook in the short run. 
also conoerned.that the joint proposal 

.. 

invites abuse 
ac.tministerinq 
safeguards 
tor tilnely 

the HCF since the tunders are not the companies 
fund. We believe these same fundinq level 

adequately prevent sucn abuse :by enoouraqinq tiling 
review :by each ITC. If our assessment of this 

T'l'PI'nV'''''~ to ~- inaocurate or appears- to :be causinq some 
will reassess our position. 
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c. Ahe 150% Eligibility Threshold / 

There is very little intormation in this record ~ . 
the propriety ot moving from a 200% eligibility threshold to· / 150% 
threshold. During the hearings the various witnesses for 
Smaller Independents supported either a dollar cap or a 
percent~g'e threshold, never more than 150%. The jOi 
states that the parties to the proposal who had not reviously 
supported the 150% concept (i.e., Pacitic and DRA now support it 
in conjunction with their support of the whole 
comprehensive proposal. This is explained wi 
the whole proposal contains appropriate mech isms tor review of 

al changes. high-cost funding levels and associated 
Many of the witnesses who stified in opposition to 

the 200% level noted that each t~e Pac'fic's local rates increase, 
the dollar a:mount to. which the percen ge is to be applied 
increases. They argued that while e dollar differentials may be 
af'fordable when Pacific's local ra s are relatively low, the 200% 
threshold will become more and mo e unfair as Pa~ifie's rates rise. 
They also argue that the 150% 1 el would be fairer and more in 
keeping with the legislature's intent. Those parties who oppose 
the j oint proposal <:10 not ba specific obj ections on what the 
funding level should be. 

As we have id we are sympathetic to the plight of 
the ratepayers of these 11, primarily rural ITCs who may be 
exposed to very large r te shifts due to the ~pact of the 
reallocation of costs t we will be engaged in for the next few 
years. The mandate PUblic utilities Code §728 that in setting 
rates we consider, ong other things, the rates for comparable 
service ot adj acen local exchange carriers, directs us to assure 
that the exchange ates of the ITCs are reasonable when compared to 
those of the doo . ant local exchange carriers, most often Pacific. 
Further, we eon inue to believe that this end can be accomplished 
for now with r pect to those ITCs which concur in Pacific's access 
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rates by keepinq the ~~c's local rates within a reasonable 
per~entaqe ot rate~ for comparable ur~an service (usually 
Pacific's) and then recoverinq any still unmet 
intrastate HCF. 

As we stated above, we have some about 
the possibility of short-run overstatements of reven 
by the ITCs with these chanqes in eliqibility crit However, 
we are impressed with the diliqence with wbich se parties have 
worked on a resolution to this intricate probl Keepinq in mind 
the dearth of data to support either the pre ntly effective 200% 
threshold, or the proposed one of 150% and support 
evidenced by this joint proposal, we con ~de that it is reasonable 
to adopt this aspect of.the recommendat'on •. 

d. Retention of Bill and 
lew surcharges 

At present Pacific's annual intraLAZA SPF to Stu 
phase-down .of access. charges is rcounted for by a decrease in '. 
access rates'~d a corresPo~di surcharge to in~aLAXA s~rvice 
billings. Pacific and the IT pool and share these sur.charqes in 
the acces~ service'pool. I this decision, however, we have 
accounted for the intr~SPF to' stu phase-downs by reducing 
Pacific's intra~A t;tll ates and correspondinqly increasing non
toll, non-access rates, inc1udinq basic local rates. Thus, 
althouqh the intr~ pool and the access services pool still 
exist, they have shrU'bk. Because we agree with DRA's Shantz that 
it is inequitable f~ the ITCs to increase basic rates by more than 
100%, this pool s linkaqe could result in a settlements revenue 
shorttall for so ITCs. It is not our intent to decrease the 
settlement reco ery for any I~C, includinq General and West Coast, 
as a result of this decrease in pooled revenue. Therefore, k~eping 
in mind our ncern about increases in basic rates, we w~ll 
authorize ~concurring I~Cs to recover any such revenue shortfall 
by a uni~~ increas~ in basic exchange access line services, not 

( 
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to exceed 100% of present rates, followed by a bill and keep 
surcharge on intraLAXA services where necessary _ We aqree with 
AT&T, however, . that the bill and keep surc:harqe should not be 
retained as an alternative to the intrastate HCF for the 
ITCs. Since General and West Coast do not concur in Pacit 
access rates, however, we will authorize them to recover 
shortfall by a bill and keep billing surcharge on 
services. 

AT&T also argues for the removal of 
authorized Citizens 24% bill and keep surcharge 
rates and the smaller surcharge on intrastate 
authorized for Sierra Telephone Company ( 
Cal-oregon, itself, seeks to eliminate its 
intrastate toll surcharge in the context 
proposes to its rate design in this pr'O~!e(1~r~q 

The surcharges that 
sureharges on intrastate toll 
divestiture. Specifically AT&T, is ~olnc:e~ne 

previously 
intrastate toll 
rates previously 
AT&T adds that 

$35,000 

it 

those surcharges which, is 
issue is the subj eet of a 
C.85-07-062, initiated by 
whether these surcharges 
leave the authorized toll 
determinea the merits· of 

which is adclressinq the' question of 
~~~~~~ be eliminated. Therefore, we will 

as they are until we have 

AT&T is a.o=a"""--L..I.11.I us to address the details of ITC rate 
design- Although the whieh intereonnect with Pacific are 
parties 
of those ITCs. 

have dete2:m.ined 

this is not a rate proceeding for each 
~ne~e~or'e, it is inappropriate to adopt a ne~ rate 

in this proceeding- Nonetheless, we 

ITCs should co:n'tiCI.n\lLe 
is eliminated these 

to recover the revenue which that surcharge 
should remain whole despite the settlement now provides,. 

effects of CeL, ........ 's rate decision. We believe that a rate design 
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m04~led after that proposed by ORA's Shantz accomplishe that end 
well while avoiding a further surcharge by spreadingtvenue 
changes as a capped uniform percentage increase aero s an lTC's 

" existinq rate design with the resid.ual recoverable~rom the 
intrastate RCF. Therefore, we will authorize ad~ion of that 
model, revised. to take account of the elements <#- the jOint 
proposal--principally the 150% eligibility thr~hold, based on 
Pacific's rates in effect at the time this p~posal is implemented. 
However, we will not adopt Shantz' proposa~o inerease ITC service 
connection charges up to ~OO% of pacific'~rates for comparable 
service before applying the flat per~e.n. e rate. This provision 
is less fair to ratepaye~s than permitt g the entire surcharge to 
be spread over a much broader base, also constitutes. the type 
of substantive rat~ design change dZ': ibed below which must be 
avoid.ed in this proceeding. .. 

The equitable spread ng of surcharges and their 
incorporation ~nto the existing Ite design f~amework is , 
qualitatively different from ~ sUbstantiVe rate design changes 
proposed by some of the ITCs, ely that Happy Valley Telephone 
comp~y, cal-oregon, and Rom· os Telephone company be permitted to 
remove their mileage charqes that Kerman Telephone Company be 
permitted to raise its coi "rates from· $.10 to $.20, that Cal
Oreg-on be permitted to py;e all four of its eXChanges on the same 
rate schedule,. and that slciyou be authorized to change or 
eliminate various rates.. Such structural changes should only occur 
in the context of a pr~rlY noticed rate filinq. The only 
surcharge that is aftected by adoption of the proposed RCF plan is 
the. pooled access se,fices surcharge which' we will eliminate in the 
decision we will issue following supplementary rate design hearings 
atter our Phase I ~te flexibility hearings in I·.S7-11-033. Other 
ITC sureharqes ~l stay in place until they are specifically 
addressed in a rIte review or some oth~r proceeding. 

I 
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e. 'J::iJD.e P':I:'zame :for the 100~ 
Fgndinq Leyel 

The joint proposal allows HCF recipients to receive 
f'und.ing at 100% of their deter:min~d funding requirement for the 
years 1987 throu9h 19S9~ Since 1987 has already passed~ and 
order to avoid a glut of rate case filin9s, we 'find it appro 
to modify the proposal to allow the 100% func:ling for 1988 
1990. 

3 _ Notice 0: B'r.9Aden~ HC'f 
Contrary to Mel's contention, 

proceedin9 did receive NnoticeN of the attempt to· ove from a 
narrow to a Droaaer HeF, since the LRS plan pre nted by Pacific's 
witness~ Ondeck, at ~e hearing also went. bey d offsetting the 
intrastate inter~A access SPF to S~U phas down and the 
eltm1nation of' the pooled billing surcharg,. We do not view such a 
proposal as inappropriate to this procee ng. 

". ParticipatiC?D or General. and 

-We turn now to the conce of General that it be 
permitted an annual adjustment, 0 side a rate ease or attrition 
filing, to flow through to' its tes the effects of Commission and 
FCC actions ,in the same manner ermitted to· the ITCs under the 
jOint proposal. 

The primary purpo e of the jOint proposal is to deal with 
the settlement effects of anges in access rates in-Pacific's rate 
decision on those ITCs w ich concur in its access tariffs. Our . 
endorsement of a plan 'ch recognizes the settlement effects of 
certain other actions of! this COmlllission and the FCC is an 

extraordinary one w ch is based on what appears to be extreme and 
temporary rate pre ure being placed upon the concurring ITCs 
during this trans' tional period of! SPF to SLTJ phase-down and·. the 
phased implement tion of the interstate Hcr. Our primary concern. 
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in granting this proposal is to preserve the public interest 
maintaining stable and reasonable basic exchange rates. 

General's request to be included in the ~low-throu 
provisions ot the proposed RCF plan, while at the same tim 
acknowledging that it should not be a recipient of high st funds, 
misconstrues the plan. The RCF is an option only to I s which 
concur in Pacific's Access Services Tariff Schedule s-~. 

Further, this flow-throuqh provision is only an el ent of the 
calculation which is made to determine whether a I~C is eligible 
to receive RCF funding. The reasonableness of's particular 
provision does not arise from the notion tha these ITCs deserve 
quaran~eed rates, but rather from. our poli to protect universal 
service ,in situations where we have alrea found that the rate 
im.pa~s on the smaller ITCS are likely be so disproportionately 
large that ba~ic service rates would come inequitably high. ~he 

proposal does not single out General or different treatment. It 
simply makes eligibility for the f w-through provision ultimately 

, , 

contingent on eligibi,lity to rece' e HCF funds. If an ITC is not 
" . 

eligible to receive,HCF tunds a er making'this flow-through 
calculation it is assumed that the lTC's rates do not warrant the 
extraordinary protection of e provisions ot the joint proposal. 
Therefore, we will deny Gen ral's request. 

Since General's also, does not 
concur in Pacific's Acce s Services Tariff 175-'1', it is likewise 
ineligible to particip e in the HCF plan. 

s. 
In respons to a March 11, 1988 petition tor modification 

of Ordering Paragr h. 1sa of D.S7-12-067, filed by the smaller ITCs 
64. In that decision we determined that it was 

preferable to po tpone addressing one of the issues raised by the 
petition until e ad~essed rate design. The Petition, at page 5" 
requests e adopt the following language: 

''In......-.ner, those rural and small metro local 
ange companies electing to do so may 
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combine the net settlement effect of future 
annual intraLAXA separations chanqes ~y 
combining them in a sinqle advice letter filing 
with other Commission-ordered settlement and 
separations changes under existing advice 
letter procedures, as the same may be modified. 
in the rate desiqn decision to be issued in 
this Pacific Bell rate ease." 

The ITCs' request to combine various 
separations and settlements changes in one annual ad ce letter 
filing is unopposed and appears to be advantageous 0' both the ITCs 
and their customers since it would alleviate the ossibility of a 
number ot separate rate changes in a year and r Quce implementation 
costs tor the ITCs. Therefore we will author' e the ITCs to follow 
such a procedure if they choose to do so. 

6. RelatioJlSl?ip' Between settleme.n: 

At the time the parties pres ted the HeF proposal it was 
assumed that all surcharges would be pread over rates in this 
proceeding. In fact, 0.88-03-064 w s a direct result ot the 
concern tha.t the larg'e surcredits or local exchang'e services, 
which some ITCs would. be requir to implement as a result of our 
Phase II revenue requirement cision's (0.87-12-067 as mod.ified) 
treatlnent of the intraLA1'A S to SLU·transition at ordering' 
Paraqraph lSA, would be la ely offset by the revenue shifts from 

·reductions to intraLAXA 11 rates expected to be adopted in the 

present decision. Beca se we shared that concern 0.88-03-064 gave 
the ITCs the choice 0 either implementin9 a new bill and keep 
surcharg'e (or surcre it) on intraLA1'A services excluding intra LATA 
t'oll, or simply ac ing ~e net settlements impacts of the SPF to 
SLU phase-down fr January l, 1988 in an interest bearing 
memorand.UlII. acco t" the bal~ce of whi~h could then be combined. 
with the settl ent' impacts of this decision so as to alleviate 
qreat rate Sixteen ITCs chose to, establish 

Appendix C of this decision shows the net 
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settlements effects resulting from the rate desiqn authorized 
herein and the intra~A SPF to SLU phase down authorized by 
orderinq Paraqraph 15A of D.87-12-067 as amended,. for the

7
I'l' s 

which chose to implement memorandum accounts. 
Since we have not eliminated the surcharges whiCh would 

have been a primary cause of the large rate changes thele parties 
were planning for, the effects on the I'l'Cs Will~ nt / so great as 
anticipated. 'l'herefore, it is not necessary or re onable, with 
one exception, Hornitos Telephone company, to con ~nue the 
memorandum accounts pending our supplementary r~e design 
consideration in a further phase of this proc~ding .. 

In the meantime, for those I'l'Cs wh~e net settlements 
effect is a revenue shortfall, (ShOwn~ oA endix C as an amount in 
parentheses), we will authorize a unifo percentage. increase in 
basic exchange service rates in the man er described in our HCF 
eligibility discussion. With the e~c~tion of Hornitos, we will 
direct ITCs whose net settlements e~ect is a positive amount, to 
refund that ~ountby a ~ill and:;:p billing surcredit,on, the . 
intraLAXA billing base. 

Among the ITC's for w ch a reduction in basic exchange 
rates is indicated, Hornitos 'l'~ephone presents the greatest 
problem. Due to its small b~ing base, the floW' throuqh of 
reductions 1!1ay cause cash fJ.()w problems for the company. Rather 
than imposing such a redu~on on the company, when the impact of 
it will probably be alle,tated once we have adopted a s~pplementary 
rate desiqn in the nextjrate design phase of this proceeaing, we 
will authorize Hornito/to accrue the net settlement effect in an 

, J ' . 
interest bearing mem9't"andum account. . 

Further, ~ order to avoid accruing exorbitant amounts or 
unnecessary iiltereft, those I'l'CS, . except Hornitos, which now have 
m~orandum accounts should eliminate the funds in those accounts by 
incorporating ~ amount into a bill and keep surcharge or 
surcredit SP~>Cver a one year period. We realize that at some 
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point it will likely be necessary for Hornitos to refund the 
amounts it is now accruing and will continue to accrue too. 
Therefore, we invite Hornitos and any other party interest~ in 
doing so to propose, in the supplementary rate design pr ~eding, a 
solution for dealing with this problem. 

Although this unanticipated situation will e alleviated 
somewhat with the spreading of surcharge revenue i~ 0, rates, it 
appears that our adoption of the SPF to SLU meeha~sm for intraLATA 
toll revenues (identified in colwnn (g) ot~ Ape ix C) will, tOl:' 

some ITcs, continue in the future to result i an increase of 
revenues from intraLAXA toll which is so sUb antial that it will 
more than offset the decrease in revenues ~ected to result from 
the shifting of N'l'S costs out of intraLAT/. M'l'S rates. This may be 
the result ot the calling patterns exp~en~ed by these p~rticular , 
I'l'Cs. Since SPF to SL'C' was adopted tdi: intraLA1'A toll, more of the 
N'l'S costs ass~iated with providing;(ntraLA'l'A toll service are 
attributed to toll revenues with ~eh year of the phase down. 
Apparently toll usage is a much ~eater proportion of ~otal usage 
for the rural I'l'Cs than it is ~r Pacific. Because of this 
disproportionally high toll u~qe, the costs of N'l'S equipment 
attributable to the provisio,( of ~ service has increased for 
these I'l'Cs though the oppo~ te is true for Pacific as the SPF to 
SL'C' phase down takes effe t. Under the settlements process, each 
of these X'l'Cs is thus e itled to more money from the settlements 
pool as compensation f the cost of providing M'l'S services~ 

Since the feet of the intraLAXA SPF to SLU transition 
is designed to be e by'basic exchange rates, the revenues 
received by these Cs from the settlements pool is to be offset by 

ir basic exchanqe rates. This result is the 
opposite of wha the commission expected to occur. 'l'he Commission 

increase in b 
tempered by 

the SPF to SLU transition would require an 
ic exchange rates, and that this increase would be 

Unfortunately, since revenues 
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from the settlements pool are pre-determined, to- avoid 
overcollecting their,'revenue requirement, certain lTCs woul 
to- reduce their basic exchange rates to such a level that 
would bear little relation to the rates for comparable 
charged by telephone corporations in adjacent territo (PUb. 
util. Code Section 728). 

The problem appears to lie in the fact t at the 
settlements process does not impute any contribu 
companies' revenues from basic rates~ This re lts from our 
historic practice of setting basic rates res' ually. Thus, the 
ITCs' eli9ibility fer settlements revenues's not based on their 
total costs of service, but only on their roportional amount of 
statewide plant used to provide intraLAT service. After 
contributions from the settlement pool re factored into the'lTC's 
revenues, the lTC"s el:i;gibility for c ntributions from the HCF is 
based on the relation of its rates, ather than costs, to the 
preva;ling carrier's rates. The I C's receipts from the HCF ~ay 
theref~re be greater than actual neede,d to, car:r:y out the purpose 
of the fund. 

outcomes we are seeing that the 
relationship between the HCF d the settlements process should be 

e practical, with an eye to possible 
ents process to ensure its compatibility 
that contributors to the settlements 

revisited at the earliest t 
modification of the settl 
with the HCF and to ens 
pool are not forced to sidize some participants without regard 
to their total revenue requirement and· reasonable contributions 
from basic exchange We invite the parties to present 
recommendations in e supplemental rate design proceeding for 
ensuring that thes pooling mechanisms oper~te equitably for both 
contributors and 
will be made by 

A more specific request for testimony 
assigned Commissioner ruling • 
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xx. 
~ 

A. Shi:Ct of $11 Killion :o:om Special 
Access Revenues to Non-Access 
Rates Per D,87-Q8=048 

Our decision in Phase III of Pacific' access proceeding 
concluded that the revenue requirement for Pa ific's special access 
services should be reduced by $11 ~illion that this reduction 
should be offset by an increase in Pacific~ nonaccess services. 
We determined that it would be best to im lement this rate design 
change concurrently with the effective date of the present rate 
design decision, since there would onl~be a few months difference 
in effective dates and doing so woul~avoid the adverse effects on 
ratepayers of short-term billing ch~ges. Therefore, in this 
decision we are ordering Pacific td'decrease its special access 
rates by $11 ~illion. I' . 

• 

This rate shift will~ve the added effect of lowering 
expenses for ~&T. In O.SS-0~113, we ~odified 0_8S-03-05~, to 
require that within 14 days ~ local excbange utilities making 

• 

their advice letter filings;t0 reduce local access cbarges AT&T 
pass on to its customers ougb a corresponding incremental 
reduction in the billing urcharge any reduction in its expense 
stemming from reductio in local excbange utiliti~s' access 
charges. However, in .. 87-12-067 as amended by 0 .. 88-02-046 we took 

. note of AT&T'S recen y filed application ·for rate flexibility and' 
sever~l other pendi 
charge ex;penses. 
should accumulate 

rate matters which would affect ~&T's access 
therefore determined that for the present AT&T 

e revenue reduction we were ordering in a 
memorandu:m acco t, with interest, commencing on the effective date 
of the tariff r vision. We will order the same treatment here. 

Orde ing Paragraph 38 of our Phase III access decision, 
0.87-08-048, nvited interested parties to propose a rate design or 

ent on the disposition of the $11 million in revenue 

v 
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requirement which has been transferred from access serv. ces to 
nonaccess services. That decision was served on all e parties to 
the proceeding. 

DRA responded by recommendinq that the i crease in 
revenue requirement for nonaccess services be re vered through an 
adjustment in the billing surcharge mechanism t forth in schedule 
Cal. P.O'.C. No. A2 Rule No. 33 of Pacific's n access tariffs·. ORA 
calculates that based on Pacific's retaining(96.S% of the billings 
from access services, pacific's share Of ~s rate reduction is 
$10.615 million and that recovering thisJfrom nonaccess rates will 
require an incremental increase in the dUstomer billing surcharge 
applicable to nonaccess services Of;j:9%' thus raising Pacific's 
present surcharge from 1~288% to 1.5 %. ORA adds that each of the 
ITCs which concur in Pacific's acce s services tariff should also 
be permitted'to increase their restective customer billing , 
surcharges by the same .219% inc~ent: It does not indicate w~at 
the dollar effect ent would be on each concurring 
ITC. 

Despite our findin in 0.87-08-048 that the proposed 
market pricing for Digital ata Services (DDS) and High Capacity 
services (.81cap) is reaso le, ORA's response goes on t~ suggest 
that we order Pacific'to reflect this $11 million decrease in 
access services revenu requirement in the rates associated with 
these two services. ,is unclear whether ORA is recommending that 
this decrease be ac mplished solely from these two special access 
rates or s~~ply th -the decreased revenue requirement be spread 
over all special ccess services, including these two. 

Both P ei~ic and AX&T· responded to ORA'S recommendations. 
AZ&T does not dress the,rate spreading issue, but Pacific 
contends that 

this final 
's tX'eaaent should be an interiln measure pending 

e design decision which should eliminate billing 
spreadinq the associated revenue requirement to 

servi~e rates, spe~itically suqgestinq that the rates 
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for business services currently priced below cost d not targeted 
by the commission for subsidization should be inc 

Both respondents object to ORA's sugg tion about 
reflecting the $11 million decrease in revenue equirement tor 
access services in rates associated with DOS nd HiCap. AT&T 
claims that ORA's proposal would result in on~cost based rates for 
special access services other than DOS an HiCap contrary to the 
intent o~ 0.87-08-048. Paci~ic asks us reject ORA's 
recommendation tor the reasons set fo~ in the Proposed Rate 
Oesign of Pacific Bell tor Special AC~SS Service, filed by Pacific 
on September lS, 1987. So far as we can observe that document 
ofters no reasons. It 'simply sUbm' s a new rate design for special 
access services which purports to revenue by $11 million by 
reducing certain prop~sed specia access rates, not including CPS 
and HiCap rates. 

. ' 
Nonetheless, we ORA's recommendation should be 

rejected. 0.87-06-048 speci 'ically found that the market based 
rates proposed by Pacific f r DDS and Hicap w~re reasonable.' 
Therefore, it is inapprop ate to now re~ire, based on no· new 
evidence, a revenue requ' ement spread which would ignore that 
finding. Furthermore, doption of ORA's proposal would require 
that rates for the 0 r special access services might. result in a 
contribution beyond at we deter.mined to be reasonable in that 
decision. 'l'here~or, we will order that the $11 mill~on reduction 
be spread across a 1 access services rates, except DOS and HiCap, 
on a uniform perc ntage basis. 

As for. the disposition of the revenue requirement to be 
transferred to onaccess service rates, we will increase Pacific's 

s revenue requirement by $lO.293 million, which 
represents P ific'5 settled share of the total rate reduction for 

Salne perc 
nce D.85-06-l15 authorized concurring I'l'Cs to adopt the 

tage surcharge as Pacific in order to· adjust nonaccess 
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rates to make up for the reduction in revenue objective for ccess 
. charges, it is also appropriate here to authorize an incr se in 

nonaccess revenue requirement to offset the settlements tteets tor 
each lTC which will reflect this. $11 million shift. ]he 

settl~ents ::s =::;;:tA::z: 2, below. 
$11 Killion Shitt from Special AcceSs Charg~ 

calaveras Telephone Company 
capay Valley Telephone System, In • 
california-Oregon Telephone Co~ 
citizens Utilities Company of 
Continental Telephone Company qt 
C .. 1>. National' L 
Ducor Telephone Company 
EVans Telephone Company 
Foresthill Telephone Co. 
Happy Valley Telephone Co any 
Hornitos Telephone Comp 
Kerman Telephone Co .. 
Pinnacles Telephone Co 
The Ponderosa Telepho Co. 
Roseville Telephone C mpany 
Sierra Telephone Com any, Inc. 
The Siskiyou Teleph e Company 
Tuolumne Telephone ompany 

·The volcano Telep ne Company 

- ZZ4 -

Am.ount 

$ 5,236-
1,144 
8~085 

157,8.50 
326,150 

20,724 
2,453 

11,506 
2,200 

10,285 
2,750 
5,038. 

385-
18.,744 
58,399 
Z6,598· 
10,637 
19,459 
19,173 
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B. QuaJ.ity o~ service to Private 
Line Alarm customers 

1. standards 
The commission's General order (GO) 152 establis 

standards for the installation, maintenance and operatio of 
private line alarm service provided by telephone utili 
customers. It sets two service criteria for each of 
service measurement. The first criterion is called 
service level, which is considered adequate perfo 
second is called the reporting service level, w 

their 
ive areas of 
e standard 

The 

significantly below the standard service level d is considered 
inadequate service. Performance at or below is level is to be 
addressed in quarterly reports from the uti ty to the commission. 
In ~etween these levels is.a category cal d service below 
stanc1arc1. Performance in 1;his range is. y considered inadequate 
if it is frequent and substantially bellw the standard range. 

The five service measuremen~ to which these criteria are 
applied are (1) installatio~ alarm h ld orders: (2) installation . , 

commitments: (3) installation tro e reports:' (4) non-installation 
service trouble reports; and (5) on-installation repair response. 
One of the issues addressed in's proceeding was whether Pacific 
is meeting the standard servic level criteria for each of these 
areas. 

Pacific presented astimony of R.N. Dills who is its 
Oivis10n Staff Manager resp nsible for the guidelines for the 
proviSioning and mainten 
Pacific Bell. At the t' 
of the GO 152 committee 

e of the bulk of the services offered by 

of the hearing he was also the chairman 
a group comprised of representatives from 

e telephone utilities, and the alarm the Commission staff, 
industry which meets 
GO 152 are needed. 

o consider whether revisions in the scope of 
ills testified that Pacific has generally 

exceeded the minimu requirements for the standard service level 
for each of the fi e service measurements. He documented this 
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claim with exhibit 83 which was received in June, 1985, and wi 
eXhibit 235 which was received in the later hearing on Nove 4, 
1985. 

Tbe exhibits, as required by GO 152 list nine, 
than five service measurements. This is because alarm eld oraers 
are divided into three categories to show orders hel from 31 to, 60 
days, from 6l to 90 aays, and over 90 days.; and be use repair 
response times are also divided into three cat ego ies. The first 
is designed to show the avera~e duration for re onding to private 
alarm service measured by Pacific's SSTAR mea rement system; the 
second shows that measured by its ~ mea 
third lists the total trouble reports whic tOok over 48 hours to. 
clear. 

Each o·f these nine service m 
monthly basis from January ,1983 throu 

surements is shown on a 
June 1985 for each of 

Pacific's reporting units. as five such reporting units, 
, 

the San' Francisco Bay region, the os Angeles region, the San Diego 
region, the remainder of northern/california, ana the remainder of 
southern california. The eXhib~s show a steadily improving record 
of meeting the measurement::;'cfardS over that time period, with 
only one service measurement uring one month at one reporting unit 
in 1985· being at or below . e reporting service level. 

2". Opposition w~ses 
The Western Bw;glar and Fire Alarm Association (W'.8FAA) , 

an industry organizatioJ, offered three witnesses for the 
proposition that the ~ality of Pacific's private line alarm 
service is inadequat1 They were Jerry O'Brien, the Director of 
Telecommunications ~r API Alarm Systems which does business 
prilnarily in southefn California; Roger L. Westphal, the President 
of Bay Alarm comp~y, Inc., which does business in the San 
Francisco Bay ar.; and Warren V. Glass, III, the President and 
founder of warreh security Systems, Inc., which does business in 

I , 
the northern Sdn Francl.SCO- Bay area. 

I 
,Co, . 
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a. Q'Brien 
. O'Brien expressed concern about Pacific's repair 

response time. He testified that as a result of significant 
differences between the repair response times recorded by 
its computerized system and those reported by Pacific 
entities conducted a special supervised testing compar 

two 
wh.ich 

134 was completed in october, 1985, which he claimed 
discrepancies. However, as of the November 4, 1985 date, 

because API and Pacific had not reviewed those 
Pacific cancelled a scheduled meeting. 

Schedule B to O'Brien'S shows 
t service than 

for repair to these 
hour longer than'what 

that API recorded more outages for 3002-type 
Pacific did, and that the average duration 
lines was recorded by API as being nearly 
Pacific recorded. Lik~wise, for 1009 metallic circuits, API 
recorded more outage$ than PacifiC, 
Pacific recording 7. API found the 
of servic~ in this case to be qui 

duration for completion 
a bit shorter than Pacific 

recorded. 
O'Brien qave 

demonstrated Pacific not 
duration time which API did 

examples of discrepancies. One 
certain waiting time in its 
• Another was a disagreement 

about whose problem the nnr~~p Two of the eXaInples were o·f 
acknowledged Pacific faults, but the situations where'ther.e 

problems came clear w~._.'~1 , and were therefore reported by 
O'Brien contends that Pacific did not 

record these as reports although there is no basis in GO 
152 for not doing He stated that this is the primary reason 
that Pacific's of reported outages is lower than API's. 
Another example one where Pacific claimed the problem was API's 

showed locations which Pacific claimed 
were under API's ¢ol~t:Z:~Ol, while API contends that API had 
previously them. O'Brien also testified that a common 
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trouble with a 3002 circuit is described as no answer back, and 
that on several occasions API placed trouble reports with Pacif' 
for this reason only to get a report back from Pacific that 
problem was no answer back. 

O'Brien states that these examples illustrat 
need for better traininq of Pacific's service and test-b rd 
personnel. He claims that if they were reporting prope 
Pacific's performance for 3002 circuits used by API ld be below 
the mandated reporting levels as is Pacific's perfo ance for the 
1009 circuits used by API as measured by Pacific's REAT system. 

Ouring cross-examination by Paci!i 
acknowledged that: ~(OJne of the problems that 
information from your company to our company . 
presented by area code 213, 818 in GO 152 an 

s counsel O'Brien 
e had in comparing 

your information is 
is 

presented by our central station that--our ireuits may cross a 
number of ~rea codes.~ 

In addition to more train' g O'Brien recommends that 
we consider adopting a modification to' 15~ which might continue, 
to permit the~resent duration times 0 clear for individual loops 
bu~ sets shorter duration times for the mid-links or back-bones of 
the circuit because when they 90 0 t every customer is affected and 
the present duratiOns times'for outages is too long. 

b. Westphal 

Westphal also t 
response time, stating that 
reflected in Dills' testimo y. 

tified about Pacific's repair 
has improved but not as much as 

Westphal noted that his company, 
Bay Alarm, is one of the 
lines in area code (415) 
conducted a controlled 

rgest alarm company users of private 
He explained tha~ ~y Alarm and Pacific 

oint comparison of trouble report records 
in January, 1985 beca e Pacific was consistently reporting lower 
repair response times for the san Francisco Bay area than Bay Alarm 
was experiencing_ sed on that comparison Westphal concluded that 
Pacific was closing out its trouble tickets before a circuit was 
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ultimately repaired or clearing the ticket tor a single tro 
a circuit and then opening anew trouble ticket for anoth 
on that same circuit, resulting in more tickets, ~ut sho 
average times. This conclusion led Westphal to· recomm d that this 
commission continue to actively participate in the rterly GO lS2 
meetings and. continue to monitor the accuracy ot P itiC'$ 
reporting, and. its compliance with the GO 152 sta Clards. 

c. yl.ass 

Glass' concern was with another 152 
requirements, the provision of new service. 
company, Warren Security Systems, Inc., wh' 
accounts that use private line services ' 

e testified that his 
has about 1000 

the northern Bay area, 
has experienced "siqniticant difticultie in the provisioning of new 
services, ,particularly. on Morse Multi ex Polling circuits (type 
3002,circuits). He testified that a o~t every time a new loop· is 
ad.ded to an existing circuit, the w loop tails to· work, and may 
tmpact the whole circuit~ He wen on to state that these loops 
often fluctuate.between normal tus and. outage status, taking as 
much as three to six months to tinally work consistently. He also 
stated that the addition of w legs to existing loops also often 
eauses troUble on one or mo of the existing loops. He also 
testified that these troUb esome type 3002 loops are being used 
because Pacific asked. th industry to use this more modern 

because, among other t 
with 3002 circuits 

e 1009 signal grade metallic circuits 
ngs, Pacific's employees were more tamiliar 

were better equipped to install and maintain 
them, resulting in ss installation troUbles. 

In a Clressing why Pacific reports virtually no 
les, Glass explained that GO 152 requires that 
a tro~le report tor Pacitic's reporting system 

by dialing 611,. installation troubles must also be reported to· a 
special teleph ne number within seven days of installation. He 
expressed his belief that this additional reporting was not being 
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done in compliance with these requirements despite attempts 
WBFAA and other associations to educate their members to el 
turther testified that there is a second reason tor this 
discrepancy, which is that his company otten eloes not 
location to make a final hook-up ot the alarm system 
days from Pacific installinq the circuit. In each 
the trouble would show on Pacific's records as a service trouble 
report, not as an installation trouble report~ 

Glass made two recommenelations b eel on these 
problems. First, he recol!lllleneleel that Paciti , the Commission anel 
the alarm industry should.coneluct turther m.letinqs to attempt to 
improve this reporting methodoloqy; anel s,iond, he recommeneled that 
Pacitic emphas:i.ze its training of tallation personnel for 
the installation of these special 

3. Pacitic's Rebuttal 

In response to Glass' ex 
that when ~cific receives a troub 
conclueles that the trouble is no 

les, Pacific's Dills testifieel 
e report, conducts a t~st and 

with Pacific equipment, a Pacific . . 
employee will call the alarm co pany and tell that to the alarm. 
company technician or tester. If the a'larm. company's technician so 
requests, Pacific will keep' ticket open on the report for up to 
four hours to give the al company a chance to eliscern whether 

He stated that if Pacific does 
not hear back from the a company within tour hours it closes 
the ticket. Otherwise, e policy' is to come to· agreement as to 
the disposition. 'rher ~ore, he conclueleel that the eXalnple of 
multiple tickets for roblems proximate in time on one circuit were 
the result of separa e problems on separate segments of a circuit. 
He stated that afte Pacific conducted a test for the first problem 

d. been resolved, the alarm company agreed and 
e alarm company closed their tickets on the 

and determined it 
both Pacific and 
matter. Then th company tiled a. separate trouble report shortly 

e second problem. He added that Pacific would not thereafter on 
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havG closed its ticket if the company's technician had state 
he still showed the circuit being down. 

'l'Urning to the other problems with installation 'at 
Glass testified about, O'Brien noted that once the issu was 
brought to Pacitic's attention, it was remedied, so 
by the table attached to Glass' testimony, all the 
one were repaired in August and September of 19S5. 
it has become apparent from Glass' input at GO 1 

t as shown 
oblems save 

He added that 
m.eetings that 

when Pacific adds a segment onto an existing ci cuit it is 
necessary for Pacific to test the circuit ove 11 or at least test 
the circuit from the bridge to- which that s 
He stated that Pacific was now doing such esting with all 

·installations for Warren Security. Fu r, O'Brien testified that 
. Pacific's records showed that some of t e dates Warren Security 
listed as dates' when the circuit was nally o~ay were incorrect 
and that the dates were actually ear ier. 

Dills also testified tha he believed the differences 
between the response times report ~ by Pacific and those reported. 
by API and Bay Alarm. resulted fr. m the fact that the companies' 
studies represented one part, t the total, of a Pacific reporting 
region, and from the fact tha API's data for type 1009 circuits 
was very sparse and, therefo e, unrepresentative as was Bay Alarm's 
data for type 3002 circuit. Dills did not press his original 
claim ('EXhibit 234, p. 9) at any differences between repair 
response times tracked ~ reported by Pacific and by alarm 
companies have been gon rally due to differences in tracking 
~ethodologies, and, in fact, he disagreed with c~aims of O'Brien 
that problems that cl ared while testing were not being counted by 
Pacific as trouble r ports though they were counted by API. 

He furthe testified that Pacific had just completed a 
review of the 134 iscrepancies between its report and API's and he 
concluded that th ,largest number of them, were cases where pacifiC 
had determined t API's equipment was the cause of the problem, 
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.while API determined that Pacific was responsible. He claimed 
the number of these differences was large enough, and the res 
times were generally so· short, that adding them to Pacific' 
figures would lower its overall average repair response t' e. He 
testified. that ad.d.ing the·"test okay" and "cleared whil 
which O'Brien had. apparently omitted, would have the s 
Dills add.ed that the employees in Pacific's Alhambra pecia.l 

Service Center whom API d.eals with have all worked. ere at least 
two years and have had. 13 weeks of classroom tra' ing on testing of 
these types of specialized services followed. b 
jo~ training, and that Pacific is also givinq, ese employees two 
days of training on the technology of the b dges that Pacific ge~s 
from Tel Labs corporation, and. which API. ppens to use a 'lot. 

In explaining his und.erstand.' of the disc~epancies 
between the reports of Pacific and Bay arm, Dills admitted that 
Pacific's data base is sometimes inc plete or inaccurate so that 
when Pacific receives a trOuble rep rt it sometimes happens that, 
the report refers to circuit nome latur~ or a segment number which . . 

is not in Pacific's ,data base. e stated that it is pacific's 
policy to accept the trouble r ort and then fix its data base 
afterwards. he thought Pacific's data base was 
much. more accurate than Bay 
indicated, but he had no· 

unmatched problems 

4 _ DiSCUSSion 

Pacific brief 
issue in its concurre 
settlement effects. 

addressed this GO 152 'service 'quality 
ly filed opening brief on rate design and 
FAA d.id not. Nor d.id any other party. Both 

Pacific and WBFAA a ~essed the issue in their reply briefs. On 
March 3; i987 WBF. tiled a motion'to strike the portion of 
Pacific's reply b ief addressing the issue on the ground that it 
was not replyin to anything since no other party had arqued about 
the issue in 0 

opposition to 
Ten days later Pacific filed an 

e motion to, strike arguing that WBFAA's motion was 
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unsupported by legal eitation, that Pacific's reply brief 
new issues, 'but simply elaborated briefly ••• on the ~~,~.r~ 
diseussion,- and that it WOUld be unfair to grant the ma~~on 
because doing so would deny Pacific "the opportunity address the 
issues WBFAA raised for the first time in its reply ief." This 
last argument seems to contradict the first one. 

We appreciate WBFAA's apparent conCle~Y 
amount of verbiage presented to· this Commi~~~Q.n for consideration. 

about as long as (Although the ~otion and opposition to it 
Pacific's diseussion on the subject in its 
agree that a reply brief ought to reply 

ly brief .. ) We also 
something and do nothing 

more. However, RUle 7S, our procedural e on briefs does not 
even mention reply briefs let alone ineate their content~ and 
the AJ.:] 'did not ~ake any such Therefore, althouqh we 
are ,not impressed with Pacific's 
its last argument, we find no Dn~~s 

in opposition, especially 
for granting the motion. 

'rurning to the o·f the parties on this issue, 
Tkocess created by GO 152 is working it seems clear to us that the 

and has improved the quality Pacific's installatfon and 0 

~intenance of private line service. We are satisfied that 
Pacific is in substantial ~u'm~·~iance with the requirements of 
GO 152 and that lnany of discrepancies between the response 

and by pacific have to do with times reported by WBFAA. .II141O!IlI.I;ter 

industry :mi:sUl'lders1:a%lodj)tlqs of reporting requirements and, perhaps, 
definitions in GO l52.. Many other problems 

responsible are 
intervene by 
have offered 
ineffective • 

testimony either have been or can be 
diseussions between the parties or GO 152 
and possible recommendations for GO 

find that the errors for Which Pacific is 
ther so great nor so egregious that we ought to 

adopting ~oQifications to· GO 152. The witnesses 
evidence that the GO 152 committee process is 
tact their testi~ony indicates that it is working 
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quite well. Therefore, we conclude that it is not necessary 
appropriate to adopt GO 152 ~odifieations at this time. 

We believe there are still many areas where se 
improvement can be achieved and that regular meetings 0 

committee is the best means of addressing such issues. For this 
reason we agree with Westphal that there should cont' ue to be 
Commission representation at the quarterly GO zS2 etings, and we 
would therefore not approve'a modification whiCh emoved the 
requirement from the General Order. 

On the whole we tind Pacitic's serv' e quality for the 
installation and maintenance ot larm service to be 
satistactory. 

x. sUpplt1Qentaxy Bate Design , 

As indicated previously thi~eCiSion leaves in place all 
the components of ~e,sureharges on~t;aLATA billings. 
J:.87-11-033,which is addressing' r~latory flexibility t~r local 
excnange companies,. holds open th~ present general rate proceeding 
for a supplementary rate deSi1:gnf Among other thing'S, the revenue 
requirement c~~ges due to- the 987 federal tax law changes, the 
OSOA rewrite, inside wire, an 1988 attr~t~on decisions w~ll be 
reflected in rates based on ~e record developed in the 

.if 

supplementary rate design. ~~ have a~so herein_speci~ied that we 
will address the rate design for Touchtone service in that phase. 
There will no doubt be S~ll,further issues needing to be addressed 
in that proceeding, inC~ding issues raised in the proposed 
stipulation in I.87-11 33. Such issues may be specified in one or 
mQre ALJ rulings~ ass' ed commissioner rulings, or Commission 
orders, to be issued s appropriate in conjunction with our review 
of Phase J: rate fle ility issues. We do wish, however, t~ remind 
the parties that w int~nd to abandon the 1986 test year billing 

of this decision and to rely on more up to. date 
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billing base data in the supplementary rate design. 
reason we have ordered the parties to file 1988 and 
billing base data i:n. the supplementary rate design phase. 

On July 1, 1985 an Administrative Law Judge 
established an ex parte rule in this proceeding on th motion of 
William. Knecht made on behalf of the Ad Hoc Group 0 Private Line 

ion, and Users, Parts Locator, Inc., Telephone Users Found 
California Association of Utility Shareholders. hese parties were 

onelude that their not active in Phase 2 of this proceedinq ad we 
interest in having an ex parte rule in A.85-0 -034 has lapsed~ Our 
supplementary rate design will be developed n conjunction with our 
decisions in I.87-11-033, which does not ve a similar ex parte 
rule in place. To place both proceeding on a consistent footing, 
therefore, we will exti:n.guish the requi ements of the July 1,. 1985 
ruling effective on the same date as in this proceeding. 
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Findings 0' Pact 
1. In order to spread Pacific's Dilling surcnarges equit 

and avoid unnecessary rate fluctuations, surcharges should be 
spread in the supplemental rate design to follow Phase I hear' 
in I.87-11-033 based upon updated Dilling base data. 

2. Pacific's 130 Call Allowance Plan proposal caps 
monthly rate at the same price as its flat rate 
Plan proposal. 

3. Pacific proposes reducing the present 2-ti 
calls in excess of the 60-eall allowance under the 
Call Plan, but proposes n~ other changes. 

4 • Al though flat rate service is less cos ly to adlninister 
than measured service, the structure of Pacifi s 130 Call 
All~wance Plan woul~ make the flat rate set;' e option uneconomical 
and would essentially eliminate it. 

5. Pacific proposes separate access and usage rate elements 
~or,local residence. services; thoug~ the~ate deSign. does not track 
access and usage costs. I' ' 

6. Xt is this commission's int~t to authorize a rate 
design, including the authorization ~ measured basic rates, which 
promotes economic efficiency.' 

7; Pacific's Universal Lif Telephone Service (ULTS or 
Lifeline) proposal expands ~ervi options for the low income 
customers wh~ quali~y for 'O'LTS onsistent with AS 3288'. 

8. ORA opposes Pacific' request for authority t~ recover 
the differ~nce between regul and Lifeline rates, from the 
Universal Telephone Service d. 

9. increase the charge for installation 
or service on the first r sidential line DY over 42%. 

10. Pacific propos s giving customers a 90-day grace period 
from the implementation of its new rate design to- choose a new 
residential out being subject to a change fee. 
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11. CBCBA/TCA and FEA argue that it is necessary to mov, away 
from residual pricing and toward market-based or cost-base pricing 
for residence service except Liteline. 

12. Pacific proposes to increase measured line bu 
rates, and has proposed an original and an alternativ rate 
increase for the initial minute of local business us ge. 

13. Pacific proposes rate design changes in's PBX trunk 
rates which will bring revenue closer to, costs. 

14. The services available to a customer 
accompanied with Direct Inward Dialing (DID) 
services available through Centrex. 

PBX trunk 
to- the 

15. In response to the argument that 
when a PBX trunk rather than an ordinary 
necessary, Pacific has proposed an alte 

e determination of 
siness line is 

ative to its initial 
proposal which increases rates for PBX runk access by less than 
the initial proposal. 

16. Pacific has no- written cr' eria describing the design 
parameters for PBX service'. 

17.. Pacific's propOsed Cent ex rate design adds rates for its 
new aigital services. :6 

lS. Pacific has not demo trated the reasonableness of its. 
proposed large decrease in th tie line rate, or the large overall 
revenue requirement decrease in i~s Centrex proposal. 

19. Implementation ot a separate trunk sensitive rate 
provides an equitable bal ce of charges for both PBX and TAS users 
of DID services .. 

. 20. Though pacifi7fs DID cost study is not as thorough as it 
could have been, it cl rly shows that there is no cost basis for 
differentiating charg for successive blocks of DID station 
numbers .. 

21. 
the rates 

ost study is not complete enough to warr~t 
S for DID station number block charges, since 
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1. In order to spread Pacific's billing surcharges equitably 

and avoid unnecessary rate fluctuations, surChargeSrhOU ~ be 
spread in the supplemental rate desiqn to follow Phase hearings 
in 1.87-11-033 :based upon updated billing :base data.. / 

2. Pacific's 130 call Allowance Plan propo~ caps~he 
monthly rate at the same price as its flat rate unlimit~Calling 

Plan proposal. 1: i 
3. Although flat rate service is less ostly 0 administer 

than tleasured. serv'ice, the structure of Pac' ic's 0 Call 
Allo~ance Plan woul~ make the flat rate se / izction uneconomical 
ane woule essentially eliminate it. 

4. Pacific proposes separate acc ss an usaqe rate elements 
for local residence services, though e ra~ design does not traCK 
access and usaqe costs. .. - / / 

50' pacifi~ proposes eliminatin9'~ present 2-tier pricing 
. structure and reducing the charge;for ~lls in excess of the 60-

•
call allowance under the present;lLifeilne Measured Call Plan. 

, 6. It is this Commissio?,s infent to' authorize a rate 
design, including the authorizatio~Of measured basic rates, which 
prol:lotes economic efficiency I / 

7. Pacific's UniversJl L.:A'eline Telephone Service (ULTS or 
Lifeline) proposal expands/se ice options for the low income 
customers who qualify fO~UL consistent with AB 3288. 

8. Pacific proposes 0 increase the charge for installation 
or service on the first/bU iness line by over 42%. 

9. CBCHAjTCA and' argue that it is necessary to move away 
from residual pricing~a toward market-based or cost-based pricing 
for residence service' 

10. Pacific plo oses to increase measured line business 
r~tes, and has. pr?o eO. an original and an alternative rate 
increase for the n'tial minute of local business usage. 
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cost allocations for DID cannot be compared with cost allocati 
tor Centrex. 

22. 'I'ASC proposes reducing the rate for DID station 
blocks from the proposed 1.25 to a 1.0 revenue to cost r 

23. 'I'ASC's request for cancellation of Pacific's 
Termination Charge tor termination of DID service rai as an issue 
which cannot be resolved in this proceeding because acific has had 
no opportunity to respond. 

24. TORN asks that Pacific's public coin 
reduced from $.20 to $.10, or at least to 

2S. Pacitic requests a 5~ increase in 'ts access rates tor 
semi-public·coin service. Its evidence sho that costs exceed 
revenue by 45%. 

26. Pacific requests an increase i service charge rates for 
semi-public coin service which approxim tely reflects the amount by 
which costs exceed revenue. 

27. Pacitic proposes to add a eposit requirement of about 
$400 to $500 tor semi~public coin rvice at locations it deems to 
be "not secure." 

28. Pacific has produced n new COP'!'" cost evidence since that ' 
presented to this commission w n its present COPT rates were 
authorized. 

29. Pacitic's presentl 
the same as its ZUK Zone 1 

authorized recurring COP'!' rates are 
ates. 

30. At the time pres nt COP'!' rates were set residence and 
business the same for ZUM Zone 1. 

31. characteristics similar to those for 
measured business line • 

32. '!'he record' this proceeding presents no cost data which 
supports adopting no eeurring COP'!' rates tor installation, repair, 
and conversion diff 
adopts for busines 

percentage increase this decision 
and residence services. 
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33 •. Pacific proposes increasing the rate for its nonp~;t:Cshed 
service and adding a new service, Directory Assistance List~g 
(DAL) at the present rate for nonpublished service. ;I 

34. paci~ic proposes increasing the rate for itsle ification 
Interrupt servlce. 

35. The impact of pacific's proposal to reduce cain Remote 
call Forwarding (RCF) rates depends upon authorizatio of its 
concomitant proposal to qrandfather foreiqn exehange 

36. Pacific and DRA both propose consolidati of certain MTS· 
mileage bands and new rates for these mileage ban s. DRA's 
consolidation proposal addresses only the longe haul bands, while 
Pacific's consolidates shorter-haul as well. 

37. The consolidation and rate proposal of ORA, pacific, and 
CBCHA/TCA all provide a contribution over c 

38. CBCHA/TCA's ~S rate proposal is part of an overall rate 
design proposal which is premised on mov' 9 usage rates for those 
with bypass alternatives toward e~onomi costs, without 
consideration of the benefits'of econo ic pricing to captive 
consumers. 

39. DRA's MTS rate proposal a very minimal impact on 
the rates of ~S users. 

40. It is the Commission's give greater weight to 
economic pricing, including its pplication to MTS rates. 

41. Pacific proposes to iminate its Optional calling 
Measured Service (OCMS), chan ing the way the monthly allowance is 
deducted fer the community lling Plan, extending Circle calling 
to 50 miles to conform to . s proposed rate band consolidation, and 
reducing the choices unde its Call Bonus Wide Area Plan from six 
to three. 

42. 

als~ be eliminated. 

Pacific's proposed changes in optional 
turther proposes that Community Calling 
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43. ORA objects to any chanqes in optional 
plans. 

44. This Commission ordered Pacific and 
and submit studies of subscriber usaqe of 0 

neral to prepare 
and. ORTS in c;>rder to 

determine the de~ee of diverted usage and e deqree of 
additionally qenerated usaqe under these p, ans. 

45. Pacific states that the sample ize of its OCMS 
sUbscriber usaqe study *cannot represen a valid sample.* 

46. for SOO Service which will 
reduce revenue by over $11 million. 

47. Pacific proposes rate" cha ges for Outward WATS service 
which would increase revenue by $ .S16 million. 

4S. The criteria Pacific a lied in determining its proposed 
ZOM expansion are appropriate. 

49. .13 'million in implementation costs 
tor Z"OM expansion appears. to e valid. 

50. Pacific proposes nsolidating Z'CM Zones 2 and 3". 
51. CBCHA/TCA propos an additional ZUM zone to cover 

miles which are presently billed at distances between 17 and 
toll rates. 

52. CBCHA/'rCA pro 
53. TORN propose 

optional ~etropolitan 
areas. 

se el~nation of detailed ZOM billing. 
elimination of'ZUM and adoption of an 

service in metropolitan extended 

54 .. General, P, cific, and ORA have asked this Commission to' 
designate a forum t hear the ZUM issues affecting customers of 
General, Pacific, d continental, which General has raised in this 
proceeding. 

5S. The we ght of the favorable data on metropolitan flat 
rate service is. ot strong enough to overcome the considerable 
likelihood tha implementation of such service could jeopardize the 

c rates. provided by the present discounted toll 
options. 
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~ 34. Pacific and ORA both propo~e consolidation of ce~ 
, mileage bands and new ~ates for these mileage bands. 

consolidation proposal addresses only the longer-haul ba s, while 
Pacific's consolidates shorter-haul as well. ~ 

35. The consolidation and rate proposals of ORA Pacific, and 
CBC3A/TCA all provide a contribution over 9ost. 

36. CBCHA/TCA's MTS rate proposal is part of n overall rate 
design proposal Which is premised on movin~ usa~ 
wit~ bypass alternatives toward economic costs, 
consideration of the benefits of economic pri g to captive 
consumers. 

37. ORA's ~s rate proposal provides very mi~i~al impact on 
the rates of MTS users. 

38. It is the' co:m:m.ission's poliey give greater weight to 
economic pricing, including its applic 

39. Pacific proposes to elimin its Optional Calling 
Measured Service (OCMS), Changing~ way the monthly allowance is 
deducted fer the community calling an, extending Circle Calling 

~to SO miles to conform to its pro sed rate band consol~dation, and 
reducing the choices under its 1 Bonus Wide Area Plan from si~ 
to three. 

40. General supports 
toll discount plans and f 

also be eliminated. 
41. ORA. objects to a 

plans. 

'fie's proposed changes in optional 
r proposes that Community Calling 

changes in optional toll discount 

42. This commissio ordered Pacifi~ and General to prepare 
and submit studies of s scriber usage of OCM$ and aRTS in order to 
determine the degree diverted usage' and the degree of 

I ' 
additionally generat usage under these plans. 

43. Pacific s ~tes that, the sample size of its OCMS 
subscriber usage s represent a valid sample. w 
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56. Pacific proposes withdrawing FEX service except as 
existing customers at existing loeations without providinq, 
bottoms-up cost study tor FEX service. 

57. Pacific has studied less costly alternative to- present 
FEX provisioning which are presently technically fe ible. 

5S. Pacific's FEX cost studies are sufficie 
rates, but do not provide a sufficient basis 
of grand fathering FEX service. 

59. Pacific's proposal to unbundle 
60. General's proposal to set FEX ra~s ~ased on a private 

line model does not reflect the type of s6rvice FEX customers 
receive. ~oes. 

61. Present FEX mileage rates a close enougn to cost that 
it is unnecessary to adopt rates di erent fro~ the present mileage 
rates for local service which this d.ecision retains. 

62. It is reasonable tor P itic to- adopt rates for FEX 
access to the local network wh' h are the same as local service 
access rates. 

63. Pacific's nonre set tar below cost. 
64. RaiSing Pacific' nonrecurring FEX rates by more th~n 

100% would p~oduce unnec sary rate shock. 
65. Pacific has oposed adopting the proportion of its 

present FEX·rate whic is attributable to the FEX increment as its 
FEX increment rate. 

66. General' meet-point billing proposal does not detail how 
such ~illing will assure that customers will not be double-billed 

f their FEX service, how tariffs would be 
restructured, how cUstomers would be notified of the change. 

67. Pac'fic's use of Functional Accounting in its tops-down 
category ana ysis improved Pacific's ability to prOduce reliable 
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68. Pacific's use of Functional Accounting m~de it more 
difficult for the parties to review and verify Pacific's 
reconciliations between tops-down and bottoms-up studies~ 

69. Pacific's cost studies comply with the requirem 
0.S3-0~-012, the Commission's Cost Manual decision. 

70. Pacific's loop study is acceptable althouq 
study results do not comport with this Commission' 
0.85-02-030. 

overall 
in 

71~ The methodology of Pacific's Ready 
acceptable, as is the distribution of total 

Serve cost study is 
S plant to private 

line service. 
72. Pacific's private line service olume estimates showed 

some errors and variations between diff 
73. ORA's ~eview of Pacific's p vate line service volumes 

concluded that the volumes based on acific's PLHF reports are more 
accurate than earlier volume proje ions. 

74. Pacific~s allocation 0 s~s testing costs to private 
line service offerings is reaso able~ 

75. Although' Pacific's til'Dates for nonrecurring labor 
activities for private line e somewhat overstated, the 
intervenors' claims of ove statement are exaggerated. 

76. ORA proposes a oderate downward adjustment to pacific's 
~rivate line nonrecurri g labor costs. 

77. lusions in the 'Robin & Dackerman ReportN 

and in Pacific's NSS 

presented by Pacif' 
ReportN have no ~earinq on the cost studies 

in this proceeding. 
78. 

rates. 
79. 

tariff in 
80. 

~eaveraged private line local loop 

Paci~ c proposes to implement a separate alarm transport 
ord to offer alarm transport customers lower rates. 
'r proposes disaggregation of secretarial l,ine 

charges between designed and nondesigned lines. 
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8~. A customer's decision about whether to order designed or 
nondesigned secretarial lines is often based on Pacific's 
engineering needs rather than the customer's usage. 

82. TASC asks this commission to adopt a new "move" c 
for secretarial lines. 

83. TASC requests that Pacific ~e required to ~ulk 

move tariff for secretarial lines. 
84. Pacific has requested that certain te line 

services be limited to those customers ly receiving the 
service. 

ss. Pacific's private line costs its private line 
revenues. 

86. Pacific proposes increas' g private lin.e recurring rates 
in three annual increments. 

87. 

increase, which is larger 
much smaller overall • 

88. Pacific propo 

private line recurring rate 
'Pacific's. first year increase, but. 

increasing most nonrecurring private 
line rates ~y 25%. 

89. DRA propo s increasinq most nonr~currinq private line 
rates by 100%. 

90. 

settlements r 
91. 

in Pacific's private line rates affect the 
enue of the independent telephone companies CITCs). 

pooled billing surcharge imposed by Pa~ific and the 
ITCs which concur in its access services tariffS was established in 
D.85-06- 5 as an interim measure pending the adoption of a rate 

or Pacific in this proceeding. 
The ITCs have filed with this Commission re~orts of their 

tota and separated california results of operations for 1986 at 
pre ent rates and charges and adjusted to include the effects of 
P ific's requested rates and charges and DRA's proposed rates and 

rges, as required by Order Instituting Investigation and 
onso1idating Proceeding (OIl) I.S$-03-078 • 
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.' 69. The methodology of Pacific's Ready to 
acceptable, as is the distribution of total RTS 
line service. 

70. Pacific's private line service volume esti tes showed 
so~e e:rors and variations between different witnes.£es. 

/' 

is 

71. ORA's review o·f Paeific's private line /ervice volu%:'.es 
concluded that the volumes based on Pacific's Purr reports are more 
accurate than earlier volume projections. ;I 

72. Pacific"s allocation of SAR'I'S testittlg costs to private 
I line service offerings is reasonable,. '/ 

73. Although Pacific's esti~ates foJlnonrecurring 'labor' 
activities for private line are somewhat;overstated, the 
intervenors' claims of overstate::'.ent are exaggerated. 

74. ORA proposes a moderate downJard adjustment to Pacific's 
private line nonrecurring labor cost'; . 

75. The cost conclusions in the "Robin & Dackerman Report" 
. and in Pacific's WSSA Report" have~o bearing on the cost studies 

•
resented by Pacific in this proc~eding. 

76. Pacific propos~s deave/aged private line local loop 
rates. / 

77. Pacific proposes to implement a separate alarm transport 
tariff in order to 'offer alanri transport customers lower rates. 

78. TASC proposes disag~regation of secretarial 'line 
installation charges bet~Neet desig'ned and nondesiqned lines. 

79. A customer's dec:i!sion about whether to order desig'ned or 
nondesigned secretarial lihes is often based on Pacific's 

I 

engineering needs ratheran the customer's usage. 
80. TASC asks thi Commission to adopt a new "move" charge 

for secretarial lines. 
81. lASe request$ that Pacific be required to- SUbmit a bulk 

move tariff for secreJarial lines. 
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93. Some ITCs whiCh concur in Pacific's. access servic 
tariffs have filed with this commission advice filinqs wi 
proposals to replace the expirinq pooled sureharqe wi a bill and 
keep surcharqe caleulat~d to qenerate equivalent rev 
effective afte"r the issuance of this rate design d 
to authority granted in 0.85-06-115. . 

94. CUstomers of ITCs were notified of Pacific rate 
proceedinqs in 1985, and each ITC aqain noti ed its customers of 
the hearinq dates and "the ITC revenue effec s and tariff ehanqes 
precipitated by the expiration of the poo ed access surcharge 
projected by the ITC and ORA prior to s tlements effects hearings 
in 1986. 

95. A late-filed supplemental rief on HCF issues and a 
motion for leave to file it were p sented to the commission after 
the sUbmission date for briefs 0 

96. The A1J granted the m 
this issue .. 

ion to late-file the supplemental 
brief • 

97. The presently auth ized HCF and the HCF proposed by the 
jOint brief, both of which re funded from the interLATA Carrier 
Common Line Charge (CCLC) ~llow for recovery of some intraLATA 
operating costs. 
discriminates against 

98. The scope 0 

is expanded from th 

aims that the latter unlawfully 
e lECs because they al~ne pay the CCLC. 

rate protection under the joint HeF proposal 
of the previously adopted HCF to include 

other toll- and ac ess-related changes and their effect on the 
ITC's settlements revenue. 

99. The jo t HCF proposal eltminates the prior. revenue 
requirement rev. ew whiCh this Co~ission found to be necessary in 
0.85-06-115. 

100. Th joint proposal for an HCF reduces the eliqibility 
threshold p viously established from. zoot to l50% of rates cbarged 
for simil services in comparable neighboring e~changes. There is 
little da to support either figure. 
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• ,~.2. \o.l?acl~!~c has requested that certain tellegrap~ ~rivate line 
serv~ces ~e ~m~ted to those customers current y rece~v~ng the 
service. ' . / 

83. Pacific's p,rivate' line costs 'far exceed its Jrivate li e 
revenues. / 

84. Pacific proposes increasing private lz'ne, ,ecurrin rates 
in three annual increments. 

s.s. ORA proposes a single private line re rrlng r. te 
increas~, which is larger than Pacific's first year i but 
much s:n.aller overall.' 

86. Pacific proposes ,increasing 
line rates by 25%. 

87. private line 
rate's by 100%. 

88. Changes in rates affect the 
settlements revenue of the independe~ 1ephone companies CITCs). 

89. The pooled billingsurchaig9 imposed by Pacific and the 

e ITCS which concur in its access se I ces tariffs was established in 
0.85-06-115 as an interi~ measur ending the adoption of a rate 
design for Pacific in this proc ding~ 

90. The ITCs-have filed ith this Commission reports of their 
total and separatl';d Califo "J results of operations for 198'6 at 
present rates and charges nd! adjusted to include the effects of 
Pacific's requested rat add charges and ORA's proposed rates and 
charges, as required b or~r Instituting Investigation and 
Cortsolidating Proeee ing obII) I~a.5-03-07S. 

91. Some ITC whicrJ concur in Pacific's access services 
I • 

tariffs have fil with/this Commission advice filings with 
proposals to re lace the expiring pooled surcharge with a bill and 

/ , 1 keep surcharg calculated,to generate equ~va ent revenue to be 
effective a er the iJsuance o·f this rate design decision pursuant 
to authori y granted 'n 0.85-06-ll5. 
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101. Prior to 4ivestiture this commission authorize4 ~ 
intrastate toll surcharges for citizens, sierra, and cal-O~~. The 
question of whether. these surcharges should continue is pehding 
before this commission in C. 85-07-062.. AT&T claims that the 
interLAXA portion of these surcharges should be remove 
present proceeding .. 

102. kT&T objects to the continuation of the b' 1 and keep 
access surcharge as an alternative to- participatio in the 
intrastate Her for concurring ITCs as authorized y 0.85-06-115. 

103.. General requests to be included in 
provisions of the joint proposal's HCF. 

104. General and West coast do not con in Pacific's Access 
services Tariff Schedule 175-T. 

105. Eligibility to participate in e Hcr is contingent on 
concurrence in Pacific's Access Service Tariff schedule 175-T. 

106. The ITCs' request to combine various Commission ordered , 
separations and settlements changes' one annual advice letter 
filing is advantageous to both the Cs and their customers. 

107. Ordering Paragraph 2$ 0 0.87-08-048 directs that the $11 
million access services r~te red ion authorized by that decision 
is to be implemented by this f~l rate design order. 

108. D.87-08-048 states t the $ll million excess revenue is 
generated from all special a ess services except DOS and HiCap. 

109. The settlements e tect on Pacific of the $11 million 
shift in revenue requirem 
0 .. 87-08-048 will be $10, 

t out of access services authorized by 
3,000. 

l10. tment is authorized ITCs which concur in 
will experie~ce a reduction in settlements 

revenues as a conse ce of the $11 million shift in revenue this 
commission authoriz for Pacific in :0.87-08-048. 

111. Wben Pac'fic's $ll million revenue shift takes effect, 
kT&T's access be reduced. 
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92. CUs-:omers of ITCs were notified of the Pacific, rate 

proceedings in 1985, ami each ITC again notified its cisto::lers of 
the hearing da-:es and the ITC revenue effects and. t~ff changes 
precipitated ~y the ,~>.:piration of the pooled acces:l' surcharge 
projected ~y the I~C and D~ prior to settlem:int~ effects he ings 
in 1986. 

93. A late-filed supolemental brief on CF issues nd a 
motion fo:::- leave, to- file i~ were presented t! the 
the submission date !or briefs on this iss~. 

The presently authori=ed HCF and the .CF p:::-opose~ b1 the 
join": brief, bo~~ of which are funde interLA~A Ca:::-rier 
Cor..:lon Linoa c~a:::-ge, (CC:'C), all 0' ... · ~fO recove.. of S01':\e i:ltra:.A'tA 
operating costs. A:&T clai~ that he lat r'unlawfully 
disc:::-i::tinates against"the IEes ~e ause y alone pay the CC:t.C. 

96. The scope of rate pr.ot/ction der the jOint HCF proposal 
, is expanded f:::-om that of the pr/'viousVadopted HCF t~ includ,e 

• otherto-ll- and access-related/change,$. and their effect -on the 

• 

lTC's settlements revenue. / )f 
97. The j oint ReF propo:o.al eliminates the prior re·/enue 

~equirement review whiCh this Co~ission found to be necessarr in 

D.85-06-115. li:a 
' 98. The joint propoJal or an'HCF reduces the eligibility 

threshold previously establ' hed fro:::t 200'~ to 150% of rates chargee. 
for si~ilar services in~~ara~le neig~oring exchanges. There is 
little data to support e~er fiqure. 

99. prior to div~titure this comcission authorized 
intrastate toll SUrCh~geS for Citizens, Sierra, and Cal-O:::-e. The 
question of whether Lkese surcharges should continue is pending 
before this commis~dn in C.8S-07-06Z. AT&T claims that t~e 
interLATA portion!odthese surcharges should ~e removed in the 
present proceed~~q. 

I 
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112. 0.87-12-067 as modified by 0.88-03-064 authorize 
metropolitan local exchanqe companies the option of acc nq the 
settlements effects resulting from the intra~A SPF t~LU phase
down authorized beginning on January 1,. 1988 in an in~rest bearing 
memorandum account or implementing a surcharge or s~credit. 
Sixteen ITCs. elected to accrue the aInounts in an ' {erest bearing 
memorandum account. 

113. The settlements effect in the memor Uln account,. when 
combined with the settlements effect resultin - from the rate design 
authorized. herein, produces a revenue short· 11 for some I'I'Cs and a 
revenue overeollection tor others. 

114. pacific is meeting the overall and 
maintenance requirements for the provis on of private line alarm 
service set out in GO 152. 

l15. Installation and. maintenan e of private line alarm 
service still requires the reqular;'onitorinq of a committee of 
utili ty,. inClustry, and commissionpepresentati v~s .. 

11&. A.8S-01-034 has an ex arte rule put ~nto place by an,ALJ 
Ruling dated July 1,. 1985 whil I.87-11-033 does not .. 
conclusions o( Law 

1. There is no basis 
rate service option; there 
should not be adopted.. 

2. Since local r 

n the record for eliminatinq the flat 
Pacific's 130 call Allowance Plan 

rates are set resiClually the 
proposed. new access an 
:may create confusion. 

3. Incrementa 

usage rate elements serve no purpose and 
Their implementation should be denied. 

cost data is necessary to a more accurate 
determination of w ther measured rates for basic exChange service 
promote or hinder conomic efficiency. 

4. -eligible customers will be better served it they 
receive the SaIn plan options available t~ other ratepayers, but at 
a Cliscounted 'rhe Lifeline rates Pacific proposes comply with 
statutory re Tberefore,'Pacific's proposal to add-a 
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flat rate Lifeline option and to reduce the charg for measured 
rate calls beyond the 60-call allowance should qranted~ 

S. The purpose of the Universal Telepho Service FUnd is to 
make telephone companies whole for the provis'on of discounted 
service to low-income individuals or famili 

6. Pacific's proposal to give resid ce customers a 90-day 
period to choose a different basic servicI without being subj,ect to 
a change fee is reasonable and should belgranted~ 

7. The evidence on this record Ices not warrant moving to 
strictly cost-based or market-based p/icing of local residence 
service at this time. However, the~ should be some adjustment to 
local residence service to reflect iminishing subsidy sources. 

S. The revenue requirement increase for local residence and 
business se.rvice sho~ld be set r sidually. 

9. The revenue re~ireme t increase for local residence 
service should be spread acro, all recurring local rates, 
including service conneetio~ ates but excluding ,rates for minutes 
of use or message unit~, 'on uniform basis, rounded for ease of 
adlllinistration. 

10. 

rates. 

increases in measured business line 
Rates other than trunk rates should 

percentage as authorized for residence 

11. Pacific's a ternative rate for the initial minute of 
local business usage is not justified and should not be adopt,ed. 

12. It is rea onable to raise PBX trunk rates to make them 
more competitive th centrex rates. 

13. Because of the ambiguity inherent in determining when a 

not reasonable 
initially pro 
reasonable 

than an ordinary business line, is needed, it is 
o raise PBX trunk rates by over 94% as Pacific 

sed. Pacific's reduced alternative proposal is a 
romise if Pacific first develops a set of criteria 
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deseribing to potential PBX customers when a designed 
required. 

14. Pacific's centrex revenue requirement should 
deereased by the large amount proposed by Paeifie. 
, lS. Paeific's Centrex rate design should be c~ged to 

ineorporate rates for Pacifie's new Centrex servi s. 
1&. A slight decrease in Pacific's Centre revenue 

requirement will allow Centrex to be reasonabl competitive with 
PBX serviee in conjunction with DID. 

17. Keeping the Centrex tie line rate at its present level 
rather than reducing it as Pacific propos is a reasonable means 
of avoiding a large overall revenue decr ase from Centrex services. 

18.. It is. reasonable for Pacific 0 adopt a disaggregated 
rate design for DID which has a separ e trunk sensitive rate 
element. 

19. Pacifie's DID station n er block charge should be the 
same for each. block of 100 nUl1lber • 

20. TASC's proposal for OI station n~er block rates would 
result in a charge of $4$ for 

21. Pacific's proposed 
blocks should be denied. and 

ch 100 DIO station nUl1lbers. 
te level for OIO station number 
C's should. be adopted. 

ess the reasonableness of retaining 
its DID Basic Termination arge in its next general rate ' 
proceeding. 

23 '. The evidence u on which 'I'TJRN relies for its public coin 
rate proposal.was. consi ered when this Commission adopted the 
present coin rate· in 0 84-06-111. There is no basis for 
reexamining that evid ce now. 

24. semi-publi coin serviee rates should cover costs, but 
setting them above c sts may discourage subscription to' the 
detr~ent of users or whom this serviee provides their only ready 
aecess to the loea network and a pr~ry means of contacting those 
users. 
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25. Pacific's proposal for a semi-public coin serviceteposit 
requirel!lent is too broad and 'open-eroded. It should be den)ed .. 

26. Pacific's access and usage rates for COPT service should 
continue to reflect Pacific's measured business rates. 

27. Pacific's nonrecurring rates for COPT instal tion, 
repair, and conversion service should be increased by e same 
percentage adopted in this decision for similar bus' ess and 
residence services. 

28. Pacific's proposed OAt service should b 
rates it proposes for O~ and for nonpUb1ished s 
appropriate. 

the 

29. The evidence does not support an ease in Verification 
Interrupt rate. 

30. The disposition of foreign exch e service rates in this 
opinion causes Pacific's projected revenu for RCF to be 
unrealistic., / 

31. Pacific's MTS rate band con~idation plan, which also· . , 

applies to ZUM zones, obscures the zone'between 
local service rates and toll rate 

32. Pacific's MTS mileage one consolidation and rate plan 
increases short-haul toll disp portionately to· long-haul toll 
without justification. It sh uld not be adopted .. 

33. CBCHA/TCA's MTS redesign which bestows benefit on 
those customers with bypas alternatives while ignoring the captive 
residence ratepayers shou d not be adopted. 

34. ORA's MTS cons lidation plan does not disadvantaqe.short
haul customers, residen ial customers, or potential future 
competing intraLATA 10 g distance carriers, and will promote 
increased usage .. 

35-.. ORA.'s MTS 
except that the rat 

'leage band rate proposal should be adopted, 
s for additional minutes of use should be 
for the two shortest M'I'S rate bands. 
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36. Paci~ic bAs not informed this Commission about 
diversion and newly generated usage attriDutable to 
usage study or elsewhere. 

37. Pacific has not studied the impact of its I,,;Olmn\U1J. 

proposal on subscribers who now exhaust their call 
month. 

38. It is inappropriate~ when designing to reflect a 
decrease~ to change the community Plan provides less to 
the subscriber. 

39. Pacific's proposal to reduce Call 
Bonus Wide Area Plan from six to three, . reduce rates, and to· 
reduce the monthly allowance is not supported ~y the 

, , /" ll' 1 
evidence. 

40. Pac~f~c's proposal to ext~d ~ts C~rcle Ca ~ng P an from 
40 to 50 miles is mooted by the mi mileage band configuration 
adopted in this decision. / 

41. Pacific's proposal fO~the Call Bonus Wide Area Plan is 
not adequately supported by th' evidence • 

42. Pacific's eVidence~s inadequate to support 'the rate 
eb.anges it proposes for 800 rvice and Outward WATS·. 

43. The Z1JM expansio Pacific proposes into ·the San 
Francisco-East Bay Extend d Area should be granted. 

44. Pacific's ZUM xpansion implementation costs should be 
recognized in its rates 

45. Consolidatio of ZUM Zones 2 and 3 would tend to obscure 
the Commission poliCYJ to position ZOM rates between local service 

. rates and toll rates to reflect costs which are lower than those 
~or comparaole M'l'S 115 and to serve the needs ot local 
communities of int rest. 

46. Expansi n of ~ to 30 miles would require unreason~le 
rate increases t other service offerings. 

47. ZUM r es should continue to be set to reflect Commission 
policy, ineludi q consideration ot economic pricing. 
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48. Moderate reductions in ZUM rates for additional minutes 
of use will provide the ZOM rate reduction which both CBCHA/TCA and 
Pacific favor without disadvantaging the small consumer or 
obscuring the distinction between ZOM and MTS service. 

49. ZUM' customers should continue to receive detailed 
bills. 

50. The benefits of TURN's metropolitan flat 
are insufficient t~ support its adoption. 

51. The record does not support Pacific's 
grandfather FEX service. 

52. That part of Pacific's unJ:)undled FEX which 
sets a separat~ FEX increment should be qranted~ , access 
an~ usage rates should remain as one rate. 

S3. Pacific"~ nonrecurring FEX rates be increased by 
100%. 

the FEX increment to 
is attributable to 

54. Pacific's proposal to set rates 
reflect that portion of the present rate ~~.~~~ 
the FIDe increment should be ad.opted. 

55 •. General's meet-point bill cannot be adopted 
unless further implementation detail 

5&. ORA's diffieul ty in c:r.s:::>e:i~J..ng Pacific's use of Functional 
'1:0'os·,,0'(:)wx'Ueateg'ory analyses is alleviated 

rn-~~4V'l "to in I.87-02-023. 
Accounting in its future 
by the conversion mechanism 

57. The overall reliab 
reduced by its failure to a~_LU_ 
up· comparison. 

of Pacific's loop study is 
a meaning'ful tops~down to- bottoms-

58. The inconsistency 
does not seriously affect 

59. The service 
those relied upon by 

60 • 

Pacific's service volume projections 
recurring cost study conclusions. 
relied upon by ORA were superior to 

cost studies. 
to Pacific's private line 
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61. ~he evidence does not support dea eraged private line 
local loop rates. 

62. The evidence does not support~e reasonableness of 
implementinq a separate alarm transpo~ tariff. 

63. It is not reasonable to diseqqreqate the secretarial line 
installation charge. ~ 

64. tASC's proposal for a H~veH charge for secretarial line 
service is inconsistent with pac~ic's cost studies. 

65. There in not sufficiel~ evidence in this record to 
warrant ordering Pacific to s~mit a bulk move secretarial line 
tariff. J' 

66. Pacific's proposalfto l~it certain tele~raph private 
line services is reasonab~. • . 

67. Pacific's, priv~~e line revenues should be increased. 
68.. P;cific's pr~rfosal for three annual in~remental reeurrinq 

private line rate incr~ses is excessive in light of the 
possibilities for err9~ in its cost studies. ' 

69. ,DRA's pro~ed re~ing private line rate increases are 
reasonable. l . 

70. paeific,,fproposed nonrecurring private line rate 
increases are not ut!icient in light of the qap' between costs and 
revenues. 

71. DRA's roposed nonrecurring private line rate increases 
are 'reasonable. 

72. The TCs should ~e authorized to offset settlements 
revenue losse due to the changes adopted in this Decision. 

73. Re rts filed by ItCs pursuant to I.S.S-03-078 and ad.vice 
filings made by ITCs pursuant to the authority qranted. in 
D.85-06-115 egarding revenue changes precipitated by the' 
expiration f the pooled access surcharge d~ not constitute 
applieatio S t~ increase a rate or charge as that phrase is used in 
PUblic tit' ities Code § 454 • 
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74. ~he notices given by l~Cs to their customers regar~i 
possible tariff, 'changes resulting from the expiration of the ooleel. 
access surcharge were tiluely,. ael.equate,. anel. proper., 

7S. The accompanying motion stated good cause tor 
late-filed supplemental brief on RCF issues. 

76. The AlJ's ruling qranting the motion to 
supplemental brief was proper. 

77. Allowing regulated IECs to flow throug effects of 
changes in the RCF increment on the CCLC access Charge eliminates 
any ~air disadvantage to- the lECs. 

78. The scope o~ rate protection in joint proposal's RCF 
is an appropriate means of protecting ITC ettlements revenues, an~ 
ultimately protecting the continued avai ility of basic telephone 
service to I~C customers. 

79. ~he prOVisions of the joint roposal for an HCF which 
allow the ITCs until December 31, 1 9 to file for rate review 
without lo~s of HCF funding,. an~ t en provide for annual funding 
reductions, will allow an orderl progression of rate case . 
processing while preventing aqa'nst rate shock ana protecting HCF 
funders and ratepayers genera y from abuse. 

SO. The strong support expressed for the move to a 150% 
eligibility erit~rion balan ed against the scanty data to support 
either that criterion or e previously adopted 200% criterion 
makes it reasonable to a pt the 150% figure at this time. 

81. ~he provisio of the, jointly proposed HCF are reasonable' 
and should be adopted. 

82. This is not the proper forum to determine the merits of 
continuing the previ usly authorized intrastate toll surcharges of 
Citizens, S:ierra, afd cal-ore. 

83. The opti n of a bill and keep access surcharge as an 
icipation in the intrastate HCF for l~Cs 

eoneurrinq in Pa itie's access services tariffs should be 
eliminated • 
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62. 'I'he evidence does not support the reasonableness of 
implementing a separate alarm transport tariff. 

63. It is not reasonable to disaggregate the sec:etarial line 
installation charge. ' ;I 

6'. 'I'ASC's proposal for a "move" charge for s/cretarial line 
service is inconsistent with Pacific's cost stu~i / 

65. There in not sufficient evidence in tn's recor~ to 
warrant orderi~g Pacifie to submit a bulk move ecretarial line 
tariff. 

66. Paci!ic's proposal to limit ce:zrt ... ' telegraph private 
line services is reasonable. 

67. Pacific's private line revenues should be increased. 
68. Pacific's proposal for three ~ual increr.ental recurring 

private li~e rate increases is excessi~ in light of the 
possibilities for error in its cost sWdies. . .. 

69. ORk's proposed recurring p~vate line r~te increases are 
. reasonable.. / ' 

•
'. 70. Pacific's proposed nonre~rring private line rate 

increases are not sufficient in 1 ght o·f the gap between costs an~ 
revenues. 

71. ORA's proposed private line rate increases 
are reasonable. 

72. The I'I'Cs should be;aUthorized to offset settlements 
revenue losses due to the changes adopted in this Decision. 

I 
7:3. Reports filed by ftcs pursuant to I.SS-03-078 and advice 

filings made by ITCs pursuant to the authority granted in 
0.85-06-115 regarding re.~~nue changes precipitated by the 
expiration of the poolecyacceS$ surcharge do not constitute 
applications to increase a rate or charge as that phrase is used in 
~lie Utilities Code , 454. , 

74. The notices/given by ITCs to their customers regarding 
possible tariff chan~s resulting from the expiration of the pooled 
access surcharge wer l ·timel¥, adequate, and proper. 
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84. General and West Coast are ineligible for HCF funds. 
85. The flow-through provisions of the new HCF are only 

reasonably applicable where an I'1'C is found to be eligible 
funds. Since General will not be eligible for these 
should not be eligible for the flow-through of rate 
in the new HCF scheme. 

86. The special access revenue requirement 
million should be spread on a uniform percentage 
special access services excluding OOS and HiCap. 

each I'1'C 87. PUrsuant to policy set forth in 0.85-0 

concurring in Pacific's access services tariffs 
increase its rates for nonaccess services by 
equivalent to the settlement impact on it 
access revenue shift which this Comm~ssion 
in 0~87-08-048. The amount of the settl"'A""'",u" 

Ln::_norized for Pacific 
impact on each 

concurring I'1'C is set forth in Table 2 
88. PUrsuant to, policy set,forth 

by 0.85-06-1l3, ~~'1' must pass 
reduction accruing to it from r~~uL~~V'l,~ 
charges. 

this decision. 
0.85-03-056, as modified 

customers the expense 
in Pacific's access 

89. '1'0 recognize the this Commission keeping 
pr09'leeCll.llq, the ITCs which implemented 

memorandum accounts pursuant 
0.87-12-067 as modified, 
those accounts. 

in 

90. Pacific is in VV~~' •• ,~Jlv~ quality 
criteria of GO l52 for 
line alarm service. 

9l. The GO 152 

committee of utility, 
should not be ~v~ ••• ~~ 

92 .. 

for regular monitoring by a 
, and commission representatives 
present time. 
of the GO 152 issue in its reply 
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93. The Supplementary rate design phase of A.S5-0~034 should 
be procedurally consistent with I.~7~11-033 ~nd for ~s reason the 
requirements of the AIJ Ruling da~ed July 1, 19S5 s~uld be 
extinguished. 

ORDER 

l:'r :IS ORDERED that: 
1. In the supplementary rate desi n proceeding which will 

follow Phase II bearings in I.87-11-03 , showinqs of the parties, 
including the ITCs, shall be based 0 1988 and 1989 projected 
billing base information including e number of access lines by 
service type, customer volume by rvice type, and bill.ing volume 
by operation service category--e g_, interLATA access, intra LATA 

. toll, toll private line" ZUM, d local exchange. 
2. Pacific Bell's (Pac'fic) proposal for a 130 Call 

Allowance Plan is denied. 
3. its incremental costs 

for basic exchange servic and for cal'ls within its ZUM areas in 
the supplementary rate.d sign proceeding which will follow Phase II 
hearinqs in I.87-11-03 • 

4. Pacific's p posal'to create separate rate elements for 
access and usage for ocal residence services is denied. 

s. Pacific s all continue to offer flat rate Lifeline 
service as an,opti n for customers eligible for this program. 
Rates shall be on -half the regular rates less a credit of $.75 tor 
telephone set reital, and less $.25 for inside wire maintenance. 

6. Paci! c's proposal to charge $.08 per call,for all 
me'asured rate ifeline calls after the 60-call allowance is 
granted. 

7. 
Lifeline 

to seek reimbursement for all 
ounts from the Universal Telephone Service Fund. 
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8. Pacific's specific proposals for test year 1986 r te 
increases for recurring local residence rates, and for se 
connection and installation and service, are denied. H 
Pacific is authorized to increase the tariff rates fo 
services as described in the foregoing opinion. 

9. P~cific shall notify its residential cus 
may have up to 90 days from the implementation d e of Pacific's 
new rates to choose a different service without incurring any fee 
for the change. 

10. Pacific's proposed increases in me sured business line 
rates are denied~ However, Pacific is au rized to increase the 
tariff rates for all recurring local busi ess rates, including 
installation and service: ~ut not inclu~nq trunk rates or minutes 
of use or message ~t charges, as des~bed in the foregoing 
opinion. 

11. pacific's proposed altern ive rate for the initial 
minute of local business usage of •. 047 and its assigmnent of 4.7 
~essage units for the initial 
denied. 

12. Pacific shall make 
commission pursuant to Genera 
appropriate tariff schedules 

min te ,of local measured service are 

advice letter filing with this 
order (GO) 96-A to- amend the 

o describe design parameters which 
require the use of a design d circuit from the central office 
serving' a PBX servic~. 

. 13.. Pacific's propo ed rates of $12 .. 25 for measured business 
trunk access and $34.25 or flat rate business trunk access are 
granted upon adoption b this Commission of Pacific's PBX design 
parameter tariff. 

14. 
Pacific's PBX design 
new PBX tariffs auth 
each customer 
tariff. 

by this commission by Resolution of 
arameter tariff, and implementation of the 

rized in this order, Pacific shall provide 
PBX service, a copy of the design parameter 
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/ 
~equirements of the ALJ 

eX":inguished. 
Ruling dated July 1, 1985 sho~d be 

QROER 

XT XS ORDERED that: 
1. Pinnacles Telephone Company's lat -filed comments to, the 

ALJ's Proposed Decision are accepted. ~ 
2. In t!'le supplementary rate desi proceed'.g which will 

follow Phase I hearings in I.87-11-0~3, showings f the ,parties, 
including the ITCs, shall be based onf98S and 989 projected 
billing base infor=.ation including t,~ number of access lines by 
service type, customer volume by service t e, and billing volu.~e 
by operation service cateqory--e.gj, inte TA access, . intraLATA 
toll, toll private line, Z'CM, and/local chanqe. 

3. Pacific Bell's (pacif~) pro sal for a 130 Call 
Allowance Plan is denied. 1 

• 

' . 4. Pacific shall provi e evi nce of its incremental costs 
for basic exchange service a:# for alls within its Z'CM areas in 
the supplementary rate desiqri pro eedinq which will follow Phase I 
hearinqs in I.87-11-033. ;( . 

S. Pacific's proposal to create separate rate elements for 
access and usage for 10cJl re dence services is denied. 

6. Pacific shall/contSJnue to offer flat rate Lifeline 
service as an option for eusfomers eliqible for this proqram. 
Rates shall be one-haif th.I regular rates less a credit of $· •. 75 for 
telephone set rental) and less $.25 for inside wire maintenance. 

7.' pacific'sJPro sal to charqe $.08 per call for all 
measured rate Life~ne alls after the 60-call allowance' is 
granted. / 

8. pacifi~may continue to seek reimbursement for ~ll 
Lifeline discoun s· f om the Universal Telephone Service FUnd~ 
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15. Pacific's proposed centr~x rate desiqn is g;anted except 
that the tie line ~onthly rate element shall remain ~ its present 
level and the Exchange Access Trunkinq charge shal"'~e set at one
tenth of the adopted ~easured and flat business trUnk rate, rounded 
to the nearest $.05. ' I 

16. Pacific's proposal for a separate OI~trunk sensitive 
rate element is qranted as proposed. l' 

17. Pacific's DID station n~er bloc~eharge proposal is 
denied. The alternative proposal of TASC,"hiCh sets the rate at 
$45 for each 100 DID station numbers is a;!opted. 

18. Pacific shall address the rea~onableness of continuing 
its DID Basic Termination Charge, incluaing s~mission o~ a cost 
study of the costs this charge is deSoi~ed to cOVer, in its next 
general rate proceeding. 

19. TORN's proposal to reduce·coin telephone rates is den~ed. 
20. Pacific is authorized to increase its access rates for 

semi-public coin service.by 45% •. 
21~ Pacific is authorized 0 adopt its requested increase in 

." . 
service charge for semi-public coin service .. 

'22. Pacific's proposal 0 reCIl:lire, at its discretion,. a 
deposit for certain semi-p ie coin service installations is 
denied. 

23. Pacific is auth ized to, set its COPT access line rates 
to reflect the uniform rcentaqe increase authorized for business 
access rates in this de ision. 

24. Pacific is a thorized to increase its rates for COPT 
installation, repair,. and conversion by the same percentage 
authorized in this d cision for business and residence installation 
and repair services 

25-. s authorized to implement its proposed new 
Listing service at the monthly rate of $.lS. 

to increase its rate for nonpublished 
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~ 9. Pacific's ~peclific prop~sals for test year l~~~~te 
lncreases for recurrlng ocal resl~ence rates, and fo~servlce 
connection and installation and service, are denied~ However, 
Pacific is authorized to increase the tariff rates/for these 
services as described in the foregoing oPinion.;!' ." 

10. Pacific's proposed increases in mea~red business line 
rates are denie~. However, Pacific is authorized to increase the 
tariff rates for all recurring local busine£s rates, including 
installation and service~ but not includi~ trunk rates or minutes 
o! ,use or message unit charges as descrded in the foregoing 
opinion. .! 

11. Pacific's proposed alte~atfve rate for the initial 
minute of local business usage of $1047 and ~ts assignment of 4.7 

message units for the initial minut'e of local measured service are 
~ni~. ! 

12. Pacific shall make an fdvice letter filing with this 
I 

, Commission pursuant to General/order (GO) 96-A to amend the . 

• 

ppropriate tariff schedules to descri~e de$i~ parameters which 
equire the use of a designed circuit from the central office 

serving a PBX service. ! ' 
13. Pacific's proposed rates of $12-.25 for measured business 

trunk access and $34.25- frir flat rate business trunk access are 
granted upon adoption by/thiS commission of Pacific's PEX design 
parameter tariff. / 

14_ crpon adoption by this Commission by Resolution of 
Pacific's PEX design ~arameter tariff, and implementation of the 
new PBX tariffs authdrizea in this order, Pacific shall provide 
each customer seeld,;· ~ PEX service, a copy of the design parameter 
tariff. 

15. pacific'! proposed Centrex rate design is granted except 
that the tie line/monthly rate element shall rema~n at ~ts present 
level and the Exchanqe Access ~runkin9 charge shall be set at one-
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27. Pacific shall provide this commission with cost and 
revenue information for Touehtone service for consideratio in the 
supplementary rate design proceedings. 

28. Pacific's proposal to increase its Verificati n Interrupt 
rate is denied. 

29. Pacific's proposal to recluce certain Remot 
Forwarcling rates is clenied. 

30. Pacific's proposal tor ~s rate ~and 
pricing is denied. 

31. CBCHA/TCA's proposal for ~S rate ba 
3Z·. ORA's proposal for MTS mileage zone 

pricing is deniecl. 

granted. 
33_ ORA's proposal for MTS rate band ates r as modified by 

this decision, is granted. i 
34. Pacific's proposal t? eliminate OCMS is denied. 
35. Pacific's proposal to change e means of deducting the 

monthly allowance under the community an is denied • 
36. General"s proposal te the Community Plan is 

denied. 
37. Pacific's proposal to re 

Bonus Wide Area Plan from six to 
reduce the monthly allowance 

3S. Pacific's proposal 
denied. 

39. pacific's proposal 
service is denied. 

the choices for its call 
reduce rates, and to 

its rates for SOO Service is 

its rates for Outward WATS 

40. pacific's ZOM e sion proposal in Exhibit 285 to aclcl lZ 
exchanges to the San Fran sco-East Bay Extended Area is granted •. 
Within 90 days of the ef etive date of this order Pacific shall 
make an advice letter f' ing under the terms ot GO 96-A to- amend 
the appropriate tariff implementation of the ZOM expansion 
described in this deci ion. 
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. / 
~tenth of the adopted ~easured and flat business t7k rate, rounded 

to the nearest $.05. 
l6. Pacific~s proposal for a separateZID runk sensitive 

rate element is granted as proposed. 
l7. Pacific's DIO station nurn.'ber bloc charge proposal 1S 

denied. The alternative proposal of TASC,fhiCh sets the rate at 
$~5 for each 100 DID station n~~ers is adopted. 

13. Pacific shall address the rea~nableness of continuing 
its 0:0 Basic Termination Charge, inc~tding submission of a cost 
st'o.ldy of the costs this charge is des'igned to cover, in its neY.t 
gene~al rate proceeding. ~ . 

l~. ~~'s proposal to redu~ coin telephone rates is denied. 
20. Pacific is authorized tho increase its access rates for 

se::i-pul:lic coin ser;rice by ':'5% I 
2l. Pacific is authorized to adopt its requested increase in 

service charge for semi-publici coin service. 
22. Pacific's proposal!'to require, at its discretion, a 

• 

deposit for certain semi-public coin service installations is 

denied. / . 
2~. Pacific is authorized to set its COPT access line rates 

to reflect the uniform pJrce:c1tage increase authorized for business 
. ..."'.: d. I. . access rates 1n ~~s ec1Slon. 

2':'. Pacific is a~orized to increase its rates for COPT 
installation, repair, ~nd conversion by the same percentage 
authorized in this deeision for ~u$iness and residence installation 
and. repair ser;rices'; 

25. Pacific is authorized to implement its proposed new 
Oirec-=ory Assistande Listing service at the monthly rate of $.15. 

. 26. pacific1s proposal to increase its rate for nonpublished 
service is denied. 

27. pacif~b shall provide this Commission with cost and 
"- .' revenue informa;tion for Touchtone service for consideration in the 

,supplementary rate design proceedings. 
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41. Within 180 days of the effective date of this 
/ 

order 
Pacific; General, and Continental shall submit in I.87-02-

phase separate from theeurrent rate proceeding with whi 
I.87-02-025 is cons~lidated, testtmony and exhibits wh' h address 
the feasibility of implementing ZUM service over the 
routes set forth in Exhibit 384, the revenue requir ent in terms 
of added plant and additional expenses associated ith the 
expansion of ZOM over these additional routes,~ the customer 
billinq effects and settlements effects associ ed with 
tmplementinq ZOM over these additional routes These parties may 
also submit alternative proposals to that o~red by General. Such 
alternative proposals shall also include testimony and exhibits 
addressing feasibil.ity, revenue requir~elt, customer billing 
effects, and settlements effects •. rurt'blfr, prior to the submission 
of the testtmony and exhibits pa~ific,~nera~, and Continental 
shall proviae written notice to each Qf their customers who would 
be aff~cted by the implemen~tion 1ZUM over the addi tiona.l 
routes.' , 

, 42. 'Pacific's proposal to c~nsolidate"zUM Zon~s 2 and 3 is 

denied.' ~ 
43. Paeifie~s proposal t differentiate between business and 

residence ZUM rates is den~'e 
44. CBCHA/TCA's propo 1 to adopt Pacific's consolidated ZOM 

rate zones and to· add a ne Zone 3 for distances from l7 to 20 

miles is denie.d. 
45. Pacific's fie proposal to decrease ZOM rates is 

denied, however, rates or ZUM Zones 2 and 3 "additional minutes of 
use" shall be reduced y $.Ol. 

46. est that Pacific be ordered to tmplement 
optional 

47. 
48. 

Pacific shall 

etropolitan service is denied. 
proposal to grandfather FEX se~ice is denied. 
days o·t the effective date of this order 

an advice letter, with service upon. all parties 
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to this proceeding, which' revises the appropriate tariffs~o , 
implement tbe mirroring of the centrex exchange access trunking 
charges when providing FEX service to, Centrex custome I as 
described in the foregoing opinion. The advice let r shall also 
contain the estimated 1986 annual billing and reve e effects 
associated with the implementation of such tarif revisions, and 
revisions to the customer billing surcharge to/eflect the annual 
revenue effect of implementing such tariff r~~~ions for Cen~rex 
service. The advice letter filing shall b~ubject to commission 
authorization by resolution in order t~oe effect. 

49. pacific's proposal to unbundle ecurring FEX rates is 
granted in a modified form. Pacific i authorized to set a rate 
for FEX access and usage and a separ~ rate for the FEX increment 
consistent with the foregoing opinion. 

so. Pacific, General, and all'other LECs which provide 
intercompany FEX service shall jointlY consider a method for 
offering meet-point billing on bill and keep basis for FEX 
service. LECs wishing to proy. de such service shall, Within,120 
days of the issuance of this rder, file separate or joint studies 
with the CACD for review approval setting forth the results of 
their study and their pro sed tariff changes which provide for 
bill and keep billing of service and which assure that FEX 
subscribers are not do le-billed for any portion of their FEX 

service. The joint s dy shall address the type and methods of 
customer notice to b used as well as the conversion of each LEe"s 
FEX tariff rate s cture to a structure which will facilitate the 
implementation of e meet-point billing concept for FEX services. 
The LECs may tber. after file the approved plan with this Commission 
as an advice le er filing pursuant. to GO 96-A. Such advice letter 
filings shall served on all parties to this proceeding and shall 
be Subject to uthorization by Commission resolution before 
becoming eff tive. In those instances where the implementation of 
the meet-po' t billing concept for FEX serviees will result in a 
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change in the annual revenues for a utility, the advice 
filing shall also include a revision to the utility's cust 
billing surcharge applicable to intra~A services to re 
~ change in annual revenues. 

51. Pacific's proposal local loop 
rates is d.enied. 

52. Pacific's proposal 
is denied. 

53. TASC"s proposal to 
installation charge is denied. 

54. TASC's proposal for a "move'" for secretarial line 
service is denied. 

55. TASC's request that this Co ssion order Pacific to 
submit a proposal for a bulk move tar~f is denied. 

56. TASC~S request th~t this ~ission order Pacific to 
permit outside parties to place co entrators in Pacific's central 
offices is denied. , , 

'57. Pacific's proposal t~ imit certain telegraph private , . 
line services to current custo ers is grantec1'. Pacific;s tariffs 
for these services shall be nsistent with the foregoing opinion 
as set forth in Appendix A. 

58. Pacific's privat line recurring rate proposal is denied. 
59. DAA."s private ne recurring rate proposal is granted to· 

the extent described in e foreqoinq opinion and set forth in the 
attached Appendix A. 

60. line nonrecurring charge proposal is 
denied. 

61. D~'s pr' ate line nonrecurring charge proposal is 
granted as desc:r' ed in the foregoing opinion and set forth in the 
attached Append' A. 

62. carlos E •• Benemann that we find untimely 
and improper e notice to the customers of indepenc1ent telephone 
companies (IT s) regarding the portion of these proceedings which 
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addressed changes in ITC rate design necessitated :by the;t-:' ct 0' 
Pacific's eliminating' its pooled access surcharge is deni • 

63. The ALJ's ruling granting the motion to late-f' e a 
supplemental brief on intrastate High Cost FUnd (HCF) ~sues 1S 

upheld. L 
64* The proposed modific~tions to the intrast te HCF 

mechanism. adopted in D.85-06-l15, as described in e foregoing 
opinion, are hereby adopted and shall :be impleme 
described in Appendix B of this decision. 

65. until such time as an lTC's rates h ve been reviewed in a 
GO 96-A rate review or a general rate applicltion proceeding, 
chang-es in rates as authorized by the intr~tate RCF mechanism set 
forth in Append~ B shall be made by a ~!orm percentage increase 
or decrease applied to all nonaccess:ta . s, except as specifically 
limited by Paraqraph 74, below. . . 

66. Pacific Bell and ITCs imple enting rate changes pursuant 
to this order shall notify their eu~omers of such changes at least 
30 days prior to the effeetive datelof such changes.' 

67. The request of General ~ be eligible for the flow
through provisions of the intras~te HCF as described in Appendix B 

is denied. J 
68. I~Cs which coneur i~pacific's access services tariffs 

may not, after the effeetive~ate of this order, choose to adopt a 
bill and keep access surcz~ ·e as an alternative to partiCipation 
in the intrastate RCF. . 

69. Any interexchan carrier which is subj ect to rate base 
regulation by this Commi~ion may make appropriate advice letter 
filings under GO 96-A tolflow"through to its rates the effect of 
changes in the KCF fun'increment on the CCLC access charge, except 
in eases where a chan e is of minimal effect. The annual RCF 
ehanges on January 1 hall be netted against contemporaneous access 
charge reductions r lecting SPF to SLU separations changes. 
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• 51. Pacific's proposal for deaveraged private line local 
rates is denied. 

52. Pacific's proposal for a separate alarm transport tariff 
is denied. ~ 

53. TASC's proposal to disaggregate the secretar:ilal line 
ins~allation charge is denied. ~ 

54. TASe's p=oposal for a "move'" cllarge for sec=etarial line 
service is denied. . :/:; 

55. TASC"s re~est tllat this commission 0 der p~ci!ic to 
s~~~i~ a proposal for a bulk move tariff is died. 

56. TASC"s request that this commissio£ order Pacific to 
P~~it o~tside,parties to place concentra;tfrs in Pacific's central 
o .. fJ.ces J.S denJ.ed. / ' 

57. Pacific's proposal to limit oartain teleq:'aph private 
line, services to current customers i{qranted. Pacific's tariffS, 
for these services shall ]je consistent with. the foregoing opinion 

, as set forth. in'Appendix A. ;f . 
~ SS. Pacific's private linejtecurring rate proposal is denied. 

S9. DRA's private line redUrring rate proposal is granted to 
the extent described in the fo 'egoing opinion and set forth in the 
attached Appendix A. 

60. ine nonrecurring charge proposal is 

denied. 
61. DR)..'s private 1 ne nonrecurring charge proposal is 

granted as deSCribed] J.'n ~e foregoing opinion and set forth in the 
attached Appendix A. ' 

6,2. The motion Carlos E. Benemann that we find untimely 
and improper the not~e to the customers of independent telephone 
companies (ITCs) re/arding the portion of th.ese proceedings which 
addressed changes i~ ITC rate design necessitated by the impact of 
Pacific's eliminatling its pooled access surcharge is denied. 
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70. The ITCs which concur in Paeific's access rates m~ 
combine in a single annual advice letter filing the net s~tlements 
effect of changes in the RCF fund increment described ~the above 
ordering paragraph with other commission ordered sett~ents and 
separations ehanges. J' 

71. Within 30 days of the effective date of t€is order each 
of the following ITCs: calaveras, Cal-Oregon, Du~or, Foresthill, 
Happy Valley, Pinnacles, Siskiyou, and Toulumn~shall make an 
advice letter filing to adjust its tariff schedules to implement a 
bill and keep surcredit on intraLATA servic~to reflect the 
settlements gains of today's rate design decision as shown in 
Appendix C. In establishing the bill an~eep surcredit eacn ITC 
shall use the 1986 intra~A billing base set forth in Appendix E. 
The advice letter filing with revised ~riff schedules shall 
con~Qrm w;th the provisions of GO 96~ The revised tariff . 
schedules shall become effeetive 15 days atter the advice letter 
filing and Shall apply to services;fe~dered on and after their 
effective date. . I . 

72:' Hornitos Telephone Company shall accrue its settlements 
• gains as reflected in Appendix e, in a memorandum account from the 

effective date of this deciSi~ with interest accrued at a rate 
equal to 1/12th the interest~ate on 3-month commercial paper for 
the previous month, as publ~hed in the Federal Reserve Statistical 
Release, G.13, or its succe&sor, until further order of this 
Commission. l' 

73. Within 30 daystb! the effective date of this order each 
ITC except Hornitos .Tel~hone company shall eliminate its interest 
bearing memorandum acco6nt by implementing a bill and keep 
surcharge or surcredi , spread over one year, on intra~A services 
by advice letter fil' g in conformanee with GO 96-A. In 
establishing th~ bil and keep surcharge or surcredit the ITC shall 
use the 1986 intra A billing base reflected in Appendix E. The 
revised tariff sen dules shall beeome effective 15· days after the 
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/ 
~ ?~. The ALJ's ruling granting the motion to, late-~~ a 

supplemental l::>rief on intrastate High Cost Fund (HCF) .itssues is 

upheld. i 
64. The proposed modifications to the intrast te HCF 

mechanism adopted in 0.85-06-11S, as descri:bed in he foregoing 
opinion, are here:by adopted and shall :be im~zem ted in the manner 
descril::>ed in Appendix S of this decision. 

6S. Until such time as an lTC's rates ve been reviewed in a 
GO 96-A rate review or a general rate apPlic'ation proceeding, 
changes in rates as authorized :by the int~state HCF mechanism se~ 
forth in Appendix B shall l::>e made l::>y a u:diform ,'percentage increase 
or decrease applie4 to all nonaccess 7ra£es, except as specifically 
limited elsewhere in these orders. 

. 

66. Pacific Sell and lTCs implementing rate and offering 
changes pursuant t~ this order Sha,t notify their customers of such 
changes at least 15· days prior ti(the effective date of such 
changes. 

• 

67. The request of Genera to:be elig~:ble for the flow-
through provisions ~f the int:t;~state HCF as descri:bed in Appendix J3. 

'. 

is denied. I' 
68. ITCs which are el~gible to participate in the intrastate 

HeF may not, after the effdctive date of this order, choose to, 
adopt a 1:>ill and keep a~c'ss surcharge as an alternative t~ 
participation in the int/astate HCF. 

69. Any interexch~ge carrier which is subject to rate :base 
regulation l::>y this Co~ission may make appropriate advice letter 
filings under GO 96-A!to flow through to its rates the effect of . / . changes ~n the HCF fund ~ncrement on the CCLC access charge, except 
i~ cases where a chinge is of minimal effect. The annual HCF 
changes on JanUai1 shall l::>e netted against contem,poraneous access 
charge reductions reflecting SPF tc SLU separations Changes. 

70. The IT which participate in the intrastate HCF may 
combine in a/Si~le annual advice. letter filing the net settlements 
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advice letter filing and shall apply to services rendered on or // 
after the effective elate of the tariff revis-io,ns. ;1 

74. Within 30 clays of the effective date of this order . 
pacific shall make an advice letter filing under the terms 0 

GO 96-A to amend its Access services Tariff, Schedule cal.~.U.C. 
17S-T, to reduce its billings from special access service' on a 

I 
uniform peree.nta9'e. basis, exeludin9' DDS and HiCap, by $l.C.61S 
million in a manner consistent with the foregoing opini~n. The 
effective date of the revised tariff sheets shall be;fs days from 
the date of filing.. The revised tariff schedules shall apply to 

tf 
services rendered on and after the effective date ~ the revised 
schedules ./ 

7S. Within 14 days after Pacific makes its/advice letter 
filing to· rec:luee its special access rates in thJ manner described 

" in this decision AX&T shall .file an advice letter with this 
Commission under the terms of GO 96-A which ~oposes accumulating 
the reduced access Charge expense re~ulting/frOm this decision ~n a 
1II.emorand'Uln account, with interest, .eolllltl1n ng on the effeetive .~ate 
of the Pacific tariff revision. . 

76. Western Burglar and Fire Ala Association's motion to 
strike the discussion in Pacific's repl~ brief of GO 152 regarding 
the installation and maintenance ofY)ivate line alarm service is 
denied. . 

77. Within 30 clays after the ,effective date of this . order 
Pacific shall make an advice letter filing under the terms of 

. l 
GO 96-A to amend its tariffs to ~flect the rates, charges, and 
conditions as set forth in Appendix A. The effective date of the 

~ 
revised tariff sheets shall be,.5 days after the date of filing. . 

. The revised tariff schedules shall apply to service renaered on and 
. I. after the effect:J.ve date of the rev:J.sed schedules. 

78.. within 30 days of ine effective date of this order each 
Independent Telephone Comp 
of California and West Coa 

. 
, except for General Telephone Company 
Telephone Company, is authorized to· 
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.effect of changes in the HCF fund incremel;'lt describe~ the above 
ordering paragraph with other commission ordered se~lements ~nd 
separations changes. . / 

71. Within 30 days after the effective da;e of this order 
each of the :following ITCs: Calaveras, Cal-Ore9on, Ducor, 
Foresthill, Happy Valley, Pinnacles, SiskiYo~ and Toulurone, shall 
make an advice letter filing to adjust its;(ariff s:hedules to 
i::1.plement a bill and keep surcredit on in't:.faLATA services to 
reflect the settle::1.ents gains of tOdaY'sl'rate design decision as 
show~ in Appendix C. In establishing t6e bill and keep surcredit 
each ITC shall use the 1986 intr~LATAjbilling base set forth in 
Appendix E. The advice letter fili~ with revised tariff schedules 
shall con~or.rn with the prov~sions GO 96-A. The revised tariff 
schedules shall become effective days after the effective' date 
of this order and shall apply to services rendered on and after 
their effective date. 

72. Hornitos Telephone Company shall accrue its settlements 
,.gainS as reflected in.APpendi~ C, in a memorandum account from the 

effective da::e of this decisJon with interest accrued at a rate. 
equal to 1/12th the interes, rate on 3-month commercial paper for 
the previQus mQnth, as publiShed in th~ Federal Reserve Statistical 

Release, G.13, or its successor, until further order of this 
comcission. /. . 

73. Within 30 days of the effective date of this order each 
ITC except HQrnitQs TetephQne Company shall eliminate its interest 
bearing memorandum acdount by implementing a bill and keep 
surcharge or surcredit, spread over one year, on intraLATA services 
by advice letter !iJling in confomance with GO 96-A. In 

I 
establishing the b~l and keep surcharge or surcredit the ITC shall 

I 
use the 1986 intraFA billinq base reflected in Appendix E. The 
revised tariff sc~edules shall become effective 60 days after the 
effective date of! this. order and shall apply to serv-ices rendered 
on or after the ~ffective date of the tariff revisions. 
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make an adviee letter filing to adjust its basie exchan~e serviee 
rates and establish a bill and keep billing sureharge on intraLA~A 
serviees to reflect the settlement effects of tOday~~rate desiqn 
dee is ion as set forth in Appendix C of this deeisio~ Eaeh ITC 
shall use the 198& customer volumes whieh are Sh7 in Exhibit 352 
and are reflected in Appen~ix 0 of this decision Further, in 
establishing the bill and keep intraLAXA ~illing' sureharge each ITC 
shall adjust its 198& intraLAXA billing base ~t forth in 
Appendix E of this deeision to refleet the n~lY revised basic 
exchange serviee rates. The proeess which/'aeh ITC shall use to 
recover its settlelD.ent effects is as follOWs: 

, I , 
1. Inerease basl.e exchanqe serviee rates 

exclusive of EAS dnd SRA. itnerements by.a 
uniform percentaqe up to ,100% of the 
present rates, rounded to the nearest $.OS 
but not to exceed the l~O% threshold level 
ot eomparable urban ra~es. 

I 
2. Implelnent a bill and .keep surcharge on 

intra~A serviees to reeover the remaining 
settlements effectsiif the revised basie 
rates do not fully~eeover the settlements 
effeets and the l-party residenee flat rate 
has not exceeded the threshold level of 
lSO% of comparablk California urban rates. 

I , 1 f' 3. Recover the rema~nl.ng' sett ements e fects 
from the intrastate High Cost Fund it the 
revised basie~oeal rates do not fully 
recover the settlements effects but the l
party residence flat rate has reached the' 
~SO% thresho1d level. 

The advice letter filing~ith revised tariff sChedul~s shail 
conform with the provisio~ of GO 96-A. The revised tariff 
schedules shall become effectiVe no sooner than 30 days after 
customers have been n tified of the revisions and lS· days after the 
advice letter filing and shall apply to serviees'rendered on or 

tariff revisions • 
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• 74. Wl-thin 30 clays of the effective elate of this oL 
Paci~ic shall make an aavice letter tilin9 und.e:t> the tefms. o·'! 
CO 96-A to amend its Access Services Tariff, SChedulelcal~.U.C. 
175-'I' I to reduce its billings from special access irvic~s on a 
uniform percentage basis, excluding o~s and HiCa~by ~l million 
in a manner consistent with the foregoing opinion. Tie. effective 
date of the revised tariff sheets shall be 60 d'ays ~ter the 
effective date of this order. The revised t~iff ~hedules shall 
apply to services rendered on and after the/effe ive date o·t the 
revised schedules. . I' 

75. Within 14 days after Pacific matkes i s advice .letter 
filine;; to reduce its special access ratls in he manner described 
in ~~is decision AT~T shall file an a~Jice tter with this 
COI:llnission under the terms o'! GO 96-A/whic proposes accumulating 
the reduced access charge expense :re.6ulti g f:rom this decision in a 
memorandum account, with interest,~omm cing on the effective date 
of the Pacific tariff revision andl~ nq through Oecember 31, 

I 

•

1988 at which time AT&T shall rol'l th' aCCUlllulated reduced expense 
into its computation of the.eff~cts n acces~ rates of the $FF.to, 
SLU phase down of the local exchang: carriers which will be 
reflected in AT&T'S rates. / 

76. Western Burglar and Fi e Alarm Association's motion to 
strike the discussion in padifi '5 reply brief of GO 152 reqarding 
the installation and mainte'nan e of private line alarm service is 
dci~. / 

77. Within 30 days/af r the effective date of this oraer 
Pacific shall make an advi letter filing under the terms of 

• J • GO 96-A to amend ~ts tar~ fs to reflect the rates~ eharges~ and 
conditions as set fO~ AppenQix A. The effective date of the 
revised tariff sheets s all be 60 days after the effective date o,f 
this order. The reJi tariff schedules shall apply to service 
rendereQ on and afier e effective date of the revised schedules. 
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79. Within 30 days of the effective date of this order ~ 
General 'relephQne Company of california is authqrized to· mar,,{, an 
advice letter filing under the terms of GO 96-A to incremrtallY 
revise its bill and keep intra~A billing surcharge to',f'eflect its 
settlements effect as set forth in Appendix C. In calcUlating the 

~ 

incremental billing surcharge General shall use the ~opted 1986 
customer billing base in 0.85-12-081. The revised ~riff schedule 
shall become effective no sooner than 30 days aft" customers have 
been notified of the revision and 15 days after the advice letter 
filing,. and shall apply to services renderedtor after the 
effective date of the tariff revision. 

80. Within 30 days of the effective da e of this order West 
Coast Telephone Company is authorized to m~e an advice letter 
filing under the terms of GO 96-A to incre.tnentally revise its bill 
and keep intraLAXA billing surcharge to ~flect its settlements 
effect as set forth in Appendix C. In Calculating the incremental 
billing surcharqe West Coast shall use/the 1986 customer billing 
base reflected in Appendix D. The r~'ised·ta~i!f schedule shall 
become effective no sooner than 30 days after customers have been 
notified of the revision and 15 da~ after the advice letter 
filing, and shall apply to servic~ rendered on or after the 
effective date of thetari!! revision.' 
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81. 'I'he requirements of the 'AI:! Ru1in9 dated July 1" ~5 are 

extinguished on and after the effective date of'this ord~ 
'I'his order is effective today. / 
Dated , at San Franeise~ California. 

'. 
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APPENDDC A 
SHEET J. OF 20 

PACIFIC BEIJ;, 
RATES AND CHARGES 

Schedule cal. p.tJ.e. No. A2. 
Billinq surcharges 

The followin~ revisions are ordered: 

2.1 RtTLES 
2.1.33 ROLE NO. 33 - BILLING SURCHARGES 

1.A Rates Mo~hly Percentage 

Adjustment Factor ~ . (0.191%) • 

The monthly percentage applies to all)tecurring and 
nonrecurring .rates· and char~es for service or 
equipment provided under all of ze . tili tyfs tariff 
schedules except the following: 

Tbe list or excepted services so 1 remain unchanged. 

Rat .. s·· I 
Adjustment Factor 

1.B Monthly Percentage 

/ . 

0.283% ww' 

The monthly pecentage ap~ies to intraLATA toll provided 
under all of the Otilit~s tariff schedules except those 
items excluded in 1~ Pleceedin~r other than Message 
Telecommunications Se:t:'Vice A6., exclusive of Federal and 
Local excise taxes, ~d Federal income taxes. 

Rat .. s/ . Month1yPereentage 

Adj tment Factor (8.722%) WWW 

1.C 

The monthly p eentage applies t~ all recurring and 
nonrecurring ates and. charges for service or equipment 
provided u er Schedule Cal .. P.'O'.C. No. 17S-T. 

w Monthly 
ww Monthly 

www Monthl 
C ) Denote 

ercentage shall be 
ercentage shall be 

Percentage shall be 
negative surcharge • 

1.446% effective January 1, 1989. 
2.176% effective January 1,. 19$9. 

(6.879%) effective January 1,. 1989. 
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APPENDIX A 
SHEET 20 OF 20 

PACIFIC :eELL 
RA'rES AND CDRoGES 

S6~e~ules Cal. P.U.C. Nos. A3., A9., ~O. and :e3. 
l.i~te Line and Priv~te Line-Like Services 

T~e ::-evis:"or..s se-:. !o~~ on S~Qetz 22 t:.:ouqr. 
N'o.' 330 are a1,;:::'ori:ed exce:9'C as modified by 

Sc~edu!e Cal. P.U.C. No. B3. 

3.2 C~S!~I~'r!ON ~~D ~=~S 
3 .. 2'.1 S~Zs 1000 CF~'rnE:.s 

:8,. REG~!CN'S 

of 72 of EX.:"i:=it 
e followi~q: 

.1. A?plic~le to ~es 1001, 1002, 100~ an~ 2006 cha~~els for 
r~~ote.mete.i~q, su~e~isory con7r'1 and miscellaneous 
s~~~l~ng pu=poses. 

Types 1002, 1005 and 1006 cha~~els 

• 
Rate.s and charges apply only /0 t!:.ose 'services .in service as 
of ~e effec-=.ive date of ta::-i~fs filed unde~ the auuori-:v 
sra~ted in this decision, and which continue to be furnished 
to the same customer at th~same location .. 

z. ~pplicable to Types 1002,}l005 and 1005 ch~~els for private 
line teletype-Nriter and morse services. 

. / 
Chan..~els for teletype' ..... ter and :co.se services a:9ply only to 
those services L~ se=v1ce as of ~e effective date of 
tari!!s file~ ~der th~ au~ority qranted in this decision, 
and which continue to/be '!u~ished to the s~e customer at 
the s~e location ! 

3. Applicable to Ty?e~lOOl' 1002, 100S'and 1005 channels tor 
Da":.a Trans:ission.1 

Types 1002, 1005~nd 1005 channels !or data trans~ission 
apply only to thOse services in service as t..i.e e~!eC-::ive 
da-:e o! tariffs! !iled unde: the au~ori ty qranted in this 
d.ecision, and whic~ continue to be fUr:1ished to the same 
customer at ~e sa:e location. 

Sh.eet 53 of 72 ojExb.~it 330, Section 3.2.1C.15.b(2) should. read; 
":tn":.::-aexcAarlqe, nt::-adist::-iee Area". 

~et 5-7 of 72' of Ex..i.i::Oit 330, See-:ion 3.2.2C.9 delete t::'e word 
~ntrex". 
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APPENDIX A 
~2 OF 20 

PACIFIC BELL 
RATES AND CHARGES 

Schedule cal. P.U.C. No. A3. 
Dual Element Charges 

The following Charges are authorized: 

3.l. 

3.1.2 

A. 

B. 

CHARGES FOR ACCESS LINES, LABOR AND SERVICE~CEMENTS 

ACCESS LINES (PRIMARY AND EXl'EN'OED:rER &S) 

INDIVIDUAL, PARTY LINE, STJB1J.RBAN, TELEP NE ANSWERING ANO 
FARMER LINE SERVICE 

New and additional local and extenoed area service charges, 
each line . 

- Answering line 
- Individual line reside ce or busine$s 

Service, complex 
- Individual, party l;im.e, suburban or 

Farmer line busineri service, simplo 
Individual,. Party~ine, suburban or Farmer 
line flat rate ~sidence service, simple 
Individual, party line or measured l:ate . 
residence se~ce, simple 

- Individual J.lne, AIS (Airport 
Intercomm eating Service) 

- Individua line measured rate business 
data, all services 

al :Resale Line 
rminal line 

SERVICE 

New Q additional local and extended area 
serv'ce charges, each trunk 

Trunk line service, residence, business or 
TAS (Telephone Answering Service) 

- Trunk resale line 
- Toll terminal trunk 

Service 
charge 

$ 70.75 
',70.75 

70.75 

70.75 

176.75, 

70 .. 75 
70.75 

70.75 

70 .. 75 
70.7S 

Charges set forth in the adopted revisions for schedule Cal. 
P.U.C. Nc> .. A9. apply. 
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Dual 

APPEND:tX A 
SHEET 3 OF 20 

PACXFIC BELL 
RAn:s AND c::HARGES 

Element Charges - continued 

CEN'rREX DORMI'rORY SERVICE 
- Each primary line 

G. FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICES - BUSINESS 
AND RESIDENCE SERVICES 

1. Foreign Exchange (FXS) or Foreign District 
Area Service (FDA ot the same excha 'goe only) 

a. Contiguous, each line or ~runk 
Business 

- Individual access line 
- Answerinq line 
- 'rrUnk line service 
- 'rrunk line service, X 

centrex primary aceei' line. (see Note 1) 
Toll terminal 

. Tie line (FDA of 7a e exchange onlj") 

Residence 
- Individual and party line service 
_. 'rrunk line service 

/ 
b. Noncontiguous, e'aeh line or trunk 

Business ;xf 
- Individua access line 
- Answerin line 

'rrunk line service, residence or business 
- 'rrUnk JAne service, 'rAS 
- Tie l:itb.e (FDA of same exchanqe only) 

Centrex primary access line (see Note 1) 

ReSid~ 
- In~ividual and party line service 
- TrUnk line service . 

I , 
2. Foreign Prefix Service (FPS) , of the same exchange 

I , a. contl.c;JUous 
1- Each residence or business line or trunk 
; . 

b. / Noncontl.guous 
, - Each residence or business line or trunk 

. ' 

I 
Service 
Charge 

$ 34.75 

380~00 

380.00 
38-0.00 
38·0.00 
340.00 
3·8-0.00· 
38-0.00 

260.00 
380.00 

580.00 
5aO.OO 
sao.oo 
S80.00 
sao.oo 
540.00 

460,.00· 
580.00 

380.00 

580.00 

NOTE: 1: Plus Installation Charge for primary line as set forth 
in Schedule Cal.I>.U.C. No. A.9.1 • 

... 
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APPENDIX A 
SHEET 4 OF 20 

PACJ:FXC BELL 
RA'.rES AND CHARGES 

Dual Element Charges - continued 

3.1. 
3.1.2. 

J. SEMIPUBLIC SERVICE 

- Each access line~ with Utility prov'aed 
set and premises wirinq 

Serviee 
Charge 

$ 240.00 

- =i~~rs!~ees" line, with 7 mer lll.25 

3 .l. 6 MOVE, CHANCE~ :REARRANCEMENT OR MOOIFICATION' OF ACCESS 
LINE AND O'rE:ER MISCELLANEO'O: CHANGES, ALL SERVICES,. 
EACH LINE: OR TRUNK 

a. Change from utility p ovided semipublic 
coin, PUblic Coin,. siness, 
or Residence servioa to COPT service 
- Each access lin. 

S4io\rvice or tabor 
Charges 

$ 75.75 

•. / 
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APPENDIX A 
SBEE'r S. OF 20 
PACD'IC BELL 

RATES AND caARGES 

Schedule cal. p.tr.e. No. AS. 
Basic Exchange Access Line Services 

The following rates are authorized: 

5.2 LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE 

5.2.1 MEASURED RATE SERVJ:CE 

A. LOCAL EXCHANGE MEASURED RATE SERVICE 

4. Rates and Charges 

Service 

Individual Line Measured Rate 
Service - Data 

Individual Line, Measured Rate 
Business Service 

Individual Resale Line Measure 

5.2.4 

Rate Business Service .1 
FLA1' RA1'E SERVICE . 

4. Rates and Charges 

Service 

Individual Line Fl~t Rate 
Business servicGf 

Individual Line ~at Rate 
Residence ser;liee 

'I'Wo-Party Lineplat Rate 
Business Service 

ERVICE 

Monthly Rate. 

$ 22.55· 

8.35' 

'19.15-

Monthly Rate. 

$ 17.25 

8.35 

ll.90 

·Plus Exten ed Area Service Increments where applicable. Monthly 
rates app~ in exchanges where the service is offered • 
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APPENDIX A 
SHE£T6 OF 20 

PACIFIC BELL 
:AA.nS AND aL\RG'ES 

Basic EXchange Access Line Services - continued 

5.2' 
5 .. 2.5 LOCAL SERv:tCE OPTIONS 

B. FA:RMER LINE SERVICE 

4. Rates and. charges 

Service 

Business Farmer Line service 
Residence Farmer Line service 

C..' SUBURBAN SERVICE 

4. Rates and Charges 

5.3 

B. 

Service " 

Four-party Line Sul:>ur Flat 
Rate Business Serv' e 

Sa ce 

Resale ~ 
I 

5 .. 3.3 FLAX RA~E TRUNKS 
I 

A. PMES1 ~ES 
/ ,§ervl.ce 

Residence TrUnks 
I 

SERVICE 

Monthly Rate* 

~ 4 .. 95 
2.70 . 

12.20 . 

Monthly ~tes* 

$ 19.15 

12.55 

·Plus E~ended Area Service increments where applicable. 
rates \PP1Y in exchanges Where the service ~s offered. 

Monthly 
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APPENDIX A 
SBE:E'l:' 7 OF 20 

PACXFIC BELL 
:RA1'ES AND c:a:ARGES 

SChedule cal. P.'O'.C. No. AS. 
Universal Lifeline Telephone Service 

The tollowinq revisions are ordered: 

5.2 LOCAL EXCHlWGE SERVICE 
5.2.5 LOCAL SERVICE OPTIONS 
E. 'O'NIVERSAL LIFELINE 'I'ELEPHONE SERVICE 

4. Rates and Charqes 

q. 'O'L~S - all day/hours 

lPQ service is provided with an all wance of 60 untimed 
local calls. Local messaqes overihis desiqnated 
allowanee are provided at the ra~s followinq: 

Rate per Message 

61 and over $ O.OS 

Schedule cal. P.l1.C. No. AS. 
Semipublic ~elepbone Service 

The tollowinq revisions are authorized: 
./ 

5.5 PUBLIC COMMUNICATION SERVICE - COIN AND.COINLESS 

5.S.2 SEMIPUBLIC TELEPHO~ SERVICE 

O. 

MonthlY..,Rates* 

Individual tin semipublie Serviee $ Z9.00 
Four-party Line semi~ublie serviee 29.00 

. I 
*Plus Extended Area Service-Increments where applicable. Monthly 
rates apply i exchanges where the service is ottered. 
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APPENDIX A 
SHEET S. OF 20 
PAcrnC BELL 
~ AND ClJ:ARGES 

Schedule cal. P.'O'.C. No. AS .. 
CUstomer-Owned Pay Telephone (COPT) Service 

The following increases in rates are authori 

5.5-.3 CO'STOMER-oWNED PAX TELEPHONE (COl?'l') 

D. RATES AND CHARGES 

Service 

COPT Measured Rate Business S 
COPT' Flat Rate Business Serv' e 

Schedule Cal. P'.'O'.c.. No. AS • 
. Zone Usa e Heasurement 

The following revisions 

S~2 LOCAL-EXCHANGE S 
5.2.1. MEAsURED - RAT 

B. ZONE USAGE MEAStTREMEln 

4. 

c. Zone Call 

Monthly 
Rate 

Ineraasa 

$ 0.2'0 
0.500 

(1) Zone <;t\llinq units are applicable to calls between the 
Zone s such Zones are i~entitied in 3. preceding. 

Units 

Zone -
2 (9-12 m.iles) 
3 (13-15 m.iles) 

Each 
Addl. Minute 

or Portion Thereof 

2 Units 
4 Units 
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APPENDIX A 
Sm::li.'T' 9 OF 20 

PACIFXC BELL 
RATES AND CHARGES 

Schedule cal. P.U.C. No. AS. 
Foreign Exchange service 

The revisions set forth on pages 117 through 1 
No. 286 except as modified. ~elow 

5.l EXCHANGE AREAS 
S.l.4 FOREIGN EXCHANGE SERVICE 

D.' ROUTES BETwEEN PACIFIC BELL EXCHANGES 

2. Rates ~d Charges 

a. Business Service 

of Exhibit 

Within an exchange or district ~ea contiguous or 
noncontiguous to, the foreign 7Xchanqe or district area. 
Rate per ~onth for each busi 5S individual line measured 
rate primary station, busin s measured rate PBX trunk 

NOTE 

and j oint user service~ 

(1) 

- Foreign exchan e increm.ent 
- Basic access 
- Local Usage 
- Mileage Raws 

Los Angelel Exception Rate Treatment 

- OA'S-~~ 14 

Excep~n: 
Cont~ous service in: 
- Ra;te Area A 
- Rite Area B 

Monthly Rate 

$. ll .. 25 
See Note 1 
See Note 2 
See Note :3 

ll .. 25 

l2.8$ 
l4.45 
l6.0S 
l6 .. 05, 

: l;;,te Area C 
j'~oncontiquous Service 

1:. Basic access line rate as set ~orth in Schedules Cal .. 
p, .. TJ.C. Nos. AS.Z. and AS.3 .. l .. including EAS/SRA 

/increments, it applicable .. 
i '. 

NO"'I'E 2: Local usage as set forth in Schedule Cal. P .. tr.C. 
; No. AS.1.4 .. 

NOTE 3: Mileage rates as shown in General Rates and Cha'rges in 
C .. l. and 2., preceding .. 
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PACXnc BELL 
RATES AND CHARGES 

Foreign Exchange Service - continued 

5.1 
5.1.4 

D. ROTJTES BETWEEN PACIFIC BELL EXCKANGES (cO!'lt'd • .) 
2. Rates and Charges (cont'd.) / 

b. Residence Service, IndiVidua~ and S~ban 
(1) Foreign exchange station se~ 

Foreiqn excbange servic7I rem~~ 
- lFR/FW 
- lKR/1S'l 
- 4ZR 

- Basic access line7e 
Local Usage 
Mileage Rates 

Monthly Rate 

$ 6.75-
4.05-

. 2.70 
See Note 1 
See Note 2 
See Note :3 

c. Residence service Pa~ Line 

Within the list-ed l,f)'l exchanges continquous to the listed 
foreiqn exchange. ~te per month tor each residence ,two 
party line primart station, 'furnished only to the same 
custcmer on the ftme premises as of Novem.ber 11,. 197:3. 

I. .. 
!!2£S Sern.ce 

2FR++ FXS Two-P~y Line flat Residence Service 

Monthly Rate 

- Forei exchange service increment 
- Basic~ccess line rate 

:t.oea.ll'osaqe 
Mileal"Ye Rates 

$ 2.90 
See Nt)te 1 
See Note 2 
See Note :3 I ~ '. 

NOTE l~ BAsic access line rate as set forth in Schedule Cal. 
F.U.C. No .. AS.2. including' EAS/SRA increments,. it 

;aPPlicable. 

NOTE 2/ •. / Loeal usage as set ~ort,h in Schedule Cal. P.U.C. No. 
. AS.l.4. 

NOTE:30~ Mileaqe rates as shown in General Rates and Charges 
<.. in C .. l. and 2 .. , preceding. 
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PACIFIC BELL 
RA1'ES AND CHARGES 

Foreign Exchange Service - continued 

5.1 
5.l.4 

D. ROUTES BETWEEN PACIFIC BELL EXCHANGES 
2. Rates and Charges (cont'd.) 

d. Residence service~ Trunk Lines 

Service 

TFR++ FXS Flat Rate Residence Service First Trunk 
RHR++ FXS Flat Rate Residence s,rvice Additional Trunk 

Within the listed local exchange ~ the listec1 torel.gn 
exChange. Rate per month for each residence trunk line 
service. ~ 

- Foreign exchange servic~ncrement 
- Basic access· line rate 
-·Local t1~9'e 
-Mileage rates 

Monthly Rate 

$ 2 .. 60 
See Note·l 
See Note 2 
See Note 3- . 

Monthly Rate 
TFR/RHR 

Foreign Exchange 

Los Angele.l> 
Contiguous Servic 
- Rate Area A 

EXception Rate· Areas (see Note 1) 

- Rate Area :s 
- Rate Area C 

(se.e Note l) 

$ 4.20 
50-80 
7·40 

7.40 

NOTE 1: Basiepeeess line rates apply as set'~orth in Schedule 
Cal. ,.t1_C .. No. AS.3.3.A, including EAS/SRA increments,. 
if rPlieable-

NOTE 2: Local usage as set forth in Schedule Cal. P.'O'.C. No· .. 
AS'.l.4. 
I 

NOTE 3: Mileage rates as shown in General Rates and Charges in le.l. and. 2.,. preceding_ 

/ 
/ 
I , 
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PACXFXC BEI.t. 
RATES AND CHARGES 

Foreign EXchange Service - continued 
5.1 
5.1.4. , 

E& ROUTES INVOLVING CONNECTING COMPANY EXCHANGES -
SOO'l'HERN CALIFORNIA 

F. ROUTES BEZWEEN CON'I'IGUOUS EXCHANGES-CONNEC 
COMPANY EXCHANGES-NOR'l'HElm CALIFORNIA 

G. ROO'I'ES BETWEEN NONCONTIGUOUS EXCHANGES-C 
COMPANY EXCHANGES-NOR'rHERN CALIFORNIA 

Rates and Charges 

Within an exchange contiguous or n 
t~ the foreign exchange. 

Rate per month for each ~ndivi al Line Primary Station, 
Business PBX Trunk and Joint er Service from the exchanges 
listed below: 

Business and Residence 

lFR++ 
lFW++ 
4ZR++ 
1MB++ 
l.ML++ 
1MS++ 

7FB++ 

Serviee 

FXS Individu Line Flat Rate Residenee Serviee 
FXS IndividQal Line Flat Rate Residenee Service 
FXS FOur-P~y Line Suburban Flat Rate Residence 
FXS Indiv ual Line Measured Rate Business Service 
FXS Indiv. dual Line Measured Rate Business Line 
FXS Ind' idual Line Measured Rate Business Line -
Single 'ne CUstomer 
FXS B iness Answering Line ~erminating on ~ Line 
Conc~trator ' 

7FL++ iS1'usiness Answering Line Tcr.minating on a 'I'AS 
'l'MB++ FXS Measured Rate Business Service First Trunk 
TM2++Measured Rate Business'Service Additional 

TM3++ ~easured Rate Business Service Additional 

ft!J
' -Outward Only 

'1'M4++ FXS Measured Rate Business service Trunk 
Inward Only , 

Theft0llowing increases in monthly rates for foreign 
ex~ange, se~ces are authorized: 

I Monthly Rate 
Serviees Increase 
I 

,1MB, 1MI.,.1MS, 7Fa,. 7FL 
TMB:,. TM2,,'I'M3, 'I'M4 f

FR/ 1FW ' ~ 0.10 
0 .. 10 
4.00 
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PACXFIC BELL 
R.A'rES AND .. ~GES 

Schedule cal. P.'O'.C. No. AS. 
Direct-In-Dialing To PBX Systems 

The following rates are ordered: 

5.3 

5.3.4 

c. 

PRIVAn: BRANCH EXCHANGE TRUNK LIm': SERVICE 
/ 

DIREC1'-IN-DIALING TO PBX TtS S 

RATES AND CHARGES 

Trunk line services as shown elsewher in this schedule, 
furnished at the approprrate rates a~ charges, are required 

. in sUfficient quantitites to meet tne traffic demand in 
addition to the rate~nd cha~ges or DID service: 

1. Provided Within.7e ame exchanqe or district area: 

First 200 Direct Inward 
Dialing statipn numbers 
- Eacn 100 ~D station 

Monthly 
Rate 

2. 

numbers / 

OVer 200 lifrect J:nward 
Dialinq ~tion number 
- Each ~dditional ioo 
stat~n numbers· 

Cir~ Termination 
- Each trunk 

$. 45.00 

45.00 

8.00 

Pro'ided within 
/ 

different exchangoe or district area: 

F).rst 200 dire 
station n~rsl 
- Each 100 DIoI station numbers 

OVer 200 dirk inward 
station nu~rs 
-Each lOOJOID station numbers 

Circuit Tebnination 
- Each t:'unk 

45.00 

45.00 

8.00 
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PACXFIC BELL 
RATES AND CHARGES / 

" , 

/ 
Direct-Inward-Dialing To PBX§ystems - continued /1 

== /1 5.3 
5.3'.4 
c. ~:es AND 

3. Provided from a foreiqn exchange, bet~een district are~s ot 
an exchange or from a district area 0If an exchange to a 
contiguous or noncontiguous ex~ 

First 200 direct inward 
station numbers 
- Eacn 100 DID, station 

numbers 

Over 200 direct inward 
station numbers 
- Each additional lOO, OJ: 

station n~ers ~ 

Circuit terminatiOi - Each trunk . 

Schedule cal.. P.'O'.C.' No AS. 
Di~eetory Listing Service 

/ , , 
'I'he revisions set fO~ in Appendix C of Exhibit 

. L 
Sched.u.les cal. P.t7.C. Nos. AS. and A9. 

Centrex Service / 

Monthly 
Rate 

$ 4$.00 

45.00 

8.00 

35-1 are ordered • 

The 
286 

, , / 
revlslOns Gar forth on pages 904 through 956 of Exhibit No. 
except as mOdified below are authorized. 
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PACJ:PIC BELL 
~ AND CHARGES 

Centrex Service - continued 
9.J. DIAL SWITCHING SYSTEMS 
9 .. J.. J. CENTREX 

D.. RA'l'ES AND CHARGES 

./ 

/' 

Exchange Access TrUnking Charge Each. Primary Line 

1. A minimum requirement for each. Centrex 4ervice is 20 or 100 
working and/or non-working primary li~;: Designate usoes 
as follows: / 

Working primary lines - NRX 
Non-working lines to make up minlmum - NRXMN 

a. Measured. Rate service Monthly Rate 
Primary Lines 

ESS~DSS #5XB ESS7DSS;-:l:5XB 
J.st&20 1st 100 each 
or less or less Addl. 

. / 
- Charge :or working primary line 

.. I 
- Charqe to meet m~m~ 

. 
$- 25.00 $ 125.00 $- 1.25-

25.00 125.00 1.25 . 
requirement of prima:z:;y lines 

b. Flat Rate Servioe / . 
(J.) Flat Rate servioe 

- Charge for WOrking primary 

2. 

. line I 
- Charqe t~ meet minimum 

requirement of primary 
lines 

a. Arrangemen of a tie line or 
interexcnange channel - interwire 
oenter privatQ line telephone line 
to select and. be selected. by lines 
of the centrex system. 

I 
(1) Rate ~or First two way 4-wire 

69.00 

69.00 

terminat'ion,. Per CO Per Servioe Order 
- Centrex to Centrex, each 
- Centrex to CPE PBX, each 
- Centrex to lEe, each 

Ad.d.i tional two way 4-wire 
termination, Per co Per Servioe Order 
- Each 

345.00 3.45 

345.00 3.45 

Monthly 
Rate 

$ 92 .. 75 
9.2.75 
92.75 

92.75 
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PAc::tnC BELL 
RA1'ES AND CHARGES 

Centrex service - continued 
9.1 
9.1.1 

0.. RA1'ES AND CHARGES (eonttd) 
5. Station-Controlled Features 

Installation 

1. Speed calling 

customer changeable, primary 
line equipped for individual 

- Each 6-10 numbers 

CUstomer changeable .. primary 
line equipped for groups 

- Eaeh 30 numbers 
- Each SO nUl1\J:)ers 
- Each 70 numbers 

v. Call Pa.rk 
- Eaeh 

/ Charge 

$ 5·.00 

5 .. 00 
5-.. 00 

, 5.00 

5.00 

i 

I 

Monthly' 
Rate 

$ 1.50 

.7S 
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PACIFIC BELL , 
RAn:s AND Cl:D\RCES 

Schedule Cal. P.:O'.C. 'No. A6~ 
Message Telecom.m.unications Service 

The following revisions are or~ere~: 

6.2 STANDARD SERVICE OFFERINGS 
~.2.1 TWO-POINT MESSAGE TELECO~CAXrO 

a. Method of Applying Rates 
~. G~ AND CHAAGES ! 

(12) Mileages and Corresponding Rates of Different Classes of 
Service I 

BASIC SCHEDO'LE j DAY RATE 

RATE MILEAGE 

0-8 
9 - 12 

13 - 16 
17 - 20 
21 - 25 
26 - 30 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 
$1, - 70 
71+ 

Initial Perio~ 
Station (Sent Pai~) 

DIAL 
l-KINOTE 

S- 0.17 
0.17 
0.20 
0~2 
O~s. 
0.28-
O.3l 
0.34 
0.37 
0.40 

I 
~ 

IC~IN 
3-MINUTES 

I ' 'IS- 0.30 

/ 

0.30 
'0.40 
0.45-
0...55-
0 .. 70 
0 .. 75-
O.8S 
0.90 
l.OO 

EACH ADDI'I'ION~ MlNOTE 
ALI.. CLASSES OF SERV'ICE 

$- 0.07 
0.07 
0.10 
0.13 
0.16 
0.19 
0.22 
O.2S 
0.28-
0.31 

.' . 
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PACIFIC BELL / 

RATES AND c:HARCES /' 

Message Telecommunications Service - continue 

6.3 OPTIONAL CALLING PLANS 
6.3.1 CALL BONUS-COMMONIT'l PLANS 
F:. RATES AND CHARGES 

Option 1 - Community Plan 
MESSAGE RATE 

Service Area 
Rate Group 

Service Offerings 
Rate Mileage 

Add'l Minute 

1 

2 

3 

6 

9 - 12 

l3 - 16-

17 

21 - 2 

2& - 10-
31 -/40 

Option 2 - community c~cle Plan 

Service Area 
Rate GrouE 

* .. 
** .. 

**** 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

$0.0 
$0.02 
$0.10 
$0.04 

Z'OM routes 
on Z'OM routes 
on Z'OM routes 
on Z1J'M routes 

Da:l 

S. 0.119 .. S. 0.049 .. .. 
0.140 ...... 0.070- .. ...... 
0.154 0.091 

0.175- 0.112 

0.l96 0.133 

0.217 0.154 

MESSAGE RATE 

First Minute Add'l· Minute 
Day Day' 

$ 0.119 '#( $- 0 .. 049 'Ir'lr 

0.l40 * .... 0.07.0 * .. ** 
0.154 0.091 

0.17S 0.112 

0 .. 196 0.l33 

0.217 0.154 
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PACIFIC BELL
RA1'ES AND CHARGES 

Message Telecolnlnunications Service - continued 

6.3 
6.3.2 OP'I'IONAL CALLING MEAS'O'RED SERVICE 

E. RATES 

Rate Group Overtime Rate Per Minute Over Allowance 

1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

$ 0.07. 

0.10 

0.13 

0.16 

0.19 
" . 

0.22, 
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PACIFIC BELL 
RAn:s AND CHARGES 

Schedules. Cal. p.tr.e. Nos. A3., A9., Al.O. and.. B3. 
Private Line and Private Line-Like Services 

The revisions set forth on Sheets 22 th fuQh 72 of 72 of Exhibit 
No. 330 are authorized except as moclif'ed by the followinq: 

Schedule Ca.l. P.'O'.C .. No. B3. 

3.2 CLASSIFICATION Am> RUES 
3.2.1 SERIES 1000 CHANNELS 

B. REGtJI.A1'IONS 
1. Applicable to 'I'ypes lOOl, 002, 1005, and 1006 channels tor, 

remote metering, supervZiSOry control and miscellaneous 
signaling purposes. , ' 

Types 1002, 100S and 1 O~ channels ' 
/ 

Rates and charges ap~y only to those services in service as 
ot the effective da~ of tariffs tiled under the authority 
granted in this dec~sion, and which continue to ~e furnished 
to the same custorr, at the same loeat~o~. 

2. Applicable to ~s 1002, 100$ and 1006 channels for private 
line teletypewr~ter and morse services .. 

/ 
Channels tor teletypewriter and morse services apply only to 
those service~in service as ot the effective date ot 
tariffs filed/under'the authority-qranted in this decision, 
and which con.tinue to be furnished. to the same custom.er at 
the sam.e locttion 

:3. Applicable ;to, Types 1001, 1002, 100S and 1006 channels tor 
Oata Tra~ission. . 

Types 100~, 100S and. 1006 Channels for data transmission 
apply only to those services in service as the effective 
date ot;eariff~ filed'under the authority granted in this 
decisiop., and which continue to ~e furnished to the sam.e 
customer at the sam.e location.., 
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XlDplewen!;Ation of the Ol.lit9rnia :tJ!trAA!:atc ~ cost Flmd 

A. '-'lIlL Settl<:ments Effects l!!!d IlW Filings / 
Each 'rural and small metroPoli~XChanqe telephone 

company shall file an advice letter imple='nting the tariffs 
necessary to collect on a "flOW-thrOUghj(~asis the settlement 
effects revenue impact specified for ~Ch company in the foregoing 
opinion. Such advice letter tariff ~ling$ shall ~ecome effective 
concurrently with ilnplementat'ion Of/the revised Pacific Bell rate 
design set forth in thisdecision~ 

Such ad.vice letters Shail calculate the impact of each 
company's net settlements effec£s upon its present level of local 
exchange revenues and shall a~itionallY descri~ethe rate design 

, necessary to ,adj ust· present local exchange revenue levels to- . 
reflect the specified sett~ents effects impact. The company's.' 
average local exchange rates contained in any rate design proposed 
~y such advice letter fi~ngs shall not exceed the target level of 
150% of comparable caliiornia urban rates, a standard to be 

I , measured generally ~y a target R-1 flat rate of $8.35 monthly. 
Presontly aUthOrized;?ates shall not, however, be reduced to this 
target level by operation of this mechanism. Any proposals for an 
exception to this ~le shall ~e addressed separately to the 
commission. The 150% level of comparable california urban rates 
shall constitute ~ benchmark against which specific company rate 
designs'are meas~ed rather than a rigid requirement that each rate 
desiqn'element ie set at 150% of the underlying ur~an rate. 

ThOsJ companies with a revised local exchange revenue 
I 

requirement (the sum of the present level of local exchange 
I 

revenues and e net positive and. negative settlements effects for 
such company herein specified) which cannot ~e met from the local 
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/ 

, .... " 

/// 

/ 
exch~ge r~te aesigns incorporating the 150% threshola shall be 
eligible to receive the balance of their revised ~cal exchange 
revenue requirement from the HCF, and each su:~~o~pany/s aavice 
letter shall set forth caleulat10ns of 1ts Hc;rfunaing requirements 
for the year 1988, adjusted for the partial Jlear. companies with 
revised local exchange revenue requirementsfwhich can be met from 
rate design aajustments contained in the~ aavice letters shall not 
receive HCF funding during 1988. / 

B. Annual Settlements Mteej:s and Hct/Adiustment~ 
In each succeeding year, e~h rural'ana small 

metropolitan.company shall file wit~the' Commission an advice 
1
.. I etter 1ncorporat1ng the net settlements effects upon such company , 

of regulatory changes orderea b~e commission ana the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC~ These aavice letter filings will 
incluae the previously author~ea annual filings for interLATA SPF 
to SLU shifts 'set forth in OJ:Bs-06-115 as well.as all other 
requlatory changes of inau~~-wiae effect such as changes in 
levels of interstate high rost funding, interstate N'l'S assiqnment,. 
other FCC-oraered changes/in separations and accounting methodology 

I 
and commission-ordered changes such as rate changes affecting 

. I 

access charges, intrt~A toll or EAS settlements revenues, 
inter~A separations shifts and the effects of other commissions 
decisions which incr ase or Qecrease settlements revenues or cost 
assignments.. /. . 

Each company shall file an advice letter by October 1 of 
I 

each yea~ (commenctng oetober 1, 1988) setting forth the net 
increase or decrease from these factors upon that portion of its 
revenue requir~Jnt which must be met from its local exchange rate 
d~sign. The adJice letter and supporting workpapers shall also set 
forth prOPO~eviSiOns t~ the company's local excbAnqe rate 
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desiqn to' compensate for the~~i:ive or negative ~ts 
I 

effects while maintaining the overall rate design within the 150% 
guidelines as most recently defined by Commission dtcision and 

, / 
further calculating any resultant increases or decreases in the 
company's HCF funding requirements. The advice/letter shall be 
reviewed by the Commission Advisory and comp~nce Division (CACD) 
and incorporated, as approved, in COmmissi0y!resolutions to take 
effect by January 1 of the year fOllowinqjfilinq. The CACD staff 
shall coordinate the advice letter filing(process each year with 
all local eX:hange comp~:es ~OUghiP ~opriate procedures. 
c. HCF Fgndtnq ana ~~n1strat19n 

The HCF funding process shall be administered by Pacific 
Bell (Pacific), and the HCF shall ~ction as a separate fund 
rather than as a pool. HCF fundirig shall be provided by a uniform 
incremental alnount on the' cal:'X'ie~ common line charge (CCLC) of all 
local exchange company inter~~ access tariffs. Concurrently with 
this decision and in each succieeding year, Pacific shall determine 

. I 

the total statewide HCF funding requirement based on the funding 
requ;rements identified in~e advice letters described in 
(1) paragraph A for 19$8 and (2) paragraph a for succeeding years, 
and shall coordinate the~filing of appropriate advice letter 
modifications to all california exchange carrier access charge 
tariffs to generate the calculated level of HeF revenue 
requirement •. ' . / . 

The HCF funding increment shall be adjusted each 
January 1 to imPl~t the annual revisions to HeF funding 
requirements. The/HCF access charge increment may also be adjusted 

I 
not more often than quarterly during any year where revision is 
required to compknsate for any overcollection or undercollection of 

I 
the then-current commission authorized fund revenue requir~ent, 

) 
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including.adjustments caused by variation in aetual'an~eeted 
usage used in developing the HCF.CCL increment and ad)ustmonts 
caused by any mid-year changes in the funding reven~' requirement 
due to decisions in pending rate proceedings or anyiother decisions 
of the commission affecting the HCF funding level!. Any end-of-year 
HCF fund residual amount (positive or negative);!shall be netted 
with the succeeding year's HCF prospective funding requirement. 

HCF funding adjustments shall be cd6rdinated by Pacific 
Bell in conjunction with other local exchan4e companies and the 
CACD staff. Each exchange carrier shall r~mit monthly to Pacific 
for the HeF that portion of the CCLCs c~lected from the HeF access 
charge increment, and Pacific shall make disbursements monthly from 
the fund to each recipient local exchinge carrier. Pacific shall 

I 
not separately account for any incr~ental administrative costs 

. incurred by it in ac1m.inistering thei HCF tund., but rather it shall 
treat su~.costs as additional exp~nses of administering the access 
charge pool. " / 
D. Rate Proceedings and FUnding Leyel~ 

HCF funding shall continue at 100% of the Commission 
I 

authorized. funding requirement for the years 1988 and 1989. The 
HCF'support level tor thOS~local exchange companies which have not 
initiated a general rate Proceeding, either under General Order 
96-A or by a general rate/case application, by December ~l, 1990, 

I 

shall. be reduced during;tne year 1991, so that such a company shal~ 
receive only 80% of the' amount of funds that would otherwise be 

I 
paid to.it from the HCF during 1991. The HCF funding level for 
those companies not~itiating rate proceedings by December ~1, 
1991, shall be furt~er reduced to 50% of the funding requirement 
during the year 19?2, and HeF funding for those companies. which 
have not initiated rate proceedings by December ~l, 1992, shall 

/ 

/ 
I 
i 
/ 
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terminate entirely in 1993. A :~y, s initiation oLnera1 
/ 

rate proceeding prior to the end o! 1990 shall !reeze its !undinq 
level at 100% during the pendency of its rate pr07~ding. A 
company's initiation of a general rate proceedi~ during 1991 shall 
freeze its 80% funding level during the pendency Qf its rate 
proceeding, and a company's initiation of a ,ate proceeding during 
1992 shall similarly freeze its funding at the 50% level pending 
its rate decision. ~ 

The issuance of a commission decision or resolution in a 
I • 

general rate proceeding of an independent company will have the 
I 

effect of a "fresh start" for that company under the HCF plan. 'Xhe , '. ' company's rate case decision will specify its new local eXchange 
• ,I. I 

rate desJ.gn and state whether the company lS to rece-lVe HeF support 
as part of its newly adopted reventfe requirement and rate design • 

l 
-·In years followin; the decision in the general rate proceeding, the. , 

company will continue to file annual advice letters reflecting net 
incremental c.hanqes of the typ/ described in paragraph B- and 
corresponding adjustments in/its local exchange rate design a~d RCF 

funding amounts. 

/ 

/ 
(END OF APPENDIX B) 
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APPENDIX' c: 
SHEET 1 OF 1 

• PACIFIC BtLL 

(SOOO) 

INTe:RLATA ····INTRALATA···· INTRALATA I 
INDEPeNDENT COMPANIes AC:ceSS MTS TOLL PI. EAS ~'l.:~ : SUBTOTAL SPI' to SLU I TOTAL ...... ~ .... -......... ...... : ......... •••••••••• I 

Ca) (b) (c) (d)/ (e) (1) (0) I (n) 

I 
1 CALAVeRAS (S~) ($30) 

VJ 
so ($31) S63 I ~2 

2 CAPAY (1) (7) o 0 D (8) .. I (8) 
3 CAL-ORECCN (with DORIS) en (21, 1 0 0 (27) 38 I " 4 CAL PAC NATIONAL (19) (150) 3 1 0 (166) 139 I (27) 
5 CITIZENS (14~) (680) . 173 0 (596) (99) I (60S) 
6 CONTINENTAL (300) " .... '/. 42 0 (4,058) (595) I (4,653) 
7 DUCOR . (2) (15) 0 0 0 (m 22 I· 5 
a evANS (with LIVlNCSTON) ell) (98) 5 5 0 (99) .. I (99) 

9 FORESTH1LL (2) (21) O. o· 0 (23) 25 I 2 
10 CENERAL OF CAL 0 <33.m) 2.221 2,648 (6,839) : <35,747) .. I (35,747) 
11 HAPPY VALLEY (9) (20) 0 25 o -: (3) 37 I 34 • 12 HORNITOS el) as) 0 0 0 (28) 107 I 79 
13 ICERNAN (5) /(21) 0 l' 0 (14) 9- ,. (5) 
14 PINNACLES (0) (1) 0 0 0 (2) 5 , :s 
15 PQNotROSA (17) / m., 6 o . 0 (1'7'l) a3 I (88) 
16 ROSEVILLE (5/0) (m) 10 229 0 (193) (352) I (~5) 
1" SIERRA (with MARIPOSA) (24) ('10) 5 0 0 (129) (17) I (146) 
18 SISIClYOU (10);1. (60) 8 0 0 (62) '36 I 74 
19 TUOI.UMNE (1"" (141) 0 3 0 (156). 210 I 54 
20 VOLCANO (1.8) (56) 0 5 0 (60) w I (69) 
21 IlEST COAST .. L~ (86) 0 0 (85) .. I (as) 

........ . ...... ........ : . ....... I 
22 TOTAL Olf COLUMNS c'~50) (139,814) SZ,476 . S3.145 <S6,839) : (S41,6a2) ($189) I CS41,e.71) 

NOTES: I 
( ). DENOTES A DECREASE IN ICO REVENUES ·C1 ••• AN INCREASE IN RATES). 

/ 
.. • THESt UTI~rvxES HAVE ALREADY INCORPORATED BII.LI~C· SURCHARCES 

FOR THE SEVTLEMENT E'IfECTS 0' INTRALATA SPF TO SLU. 
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APPENOIX 0 
SHEET , OP 6 

SERVICE VOLUMES .' FOR BAStC EX~ANCE SERVICES 

CALAVERAS CAL·ORE:O&H CAL·ORE:N&T CAPAY VALLEY CITtZENS CONTEI. CP NATI.. OUCOR. 
LOCAl. 

RESIO£NCE 
1·PARTY·'fLat m 382 7'10 33a 28,627 '49,064 7,257 455 

··mealured 3,381 23,039 2~ , 
2·PARTY··fUit 304 5Ht»low 190 0 1,498 1 ,916 56,/ 

-'mellilo/red 286. '" 
4'PARTY"flat 54 3.UT/ SUBURBAN--fLat 0 2,456 ••• 479 
FARMER ~tNE··.,tat 5 66 1 
IeEY··flat " 48 4~ 

··~a.lo/red 26 ._-
MUIoTtI.IN!··1'lat a7. •• -

"mealu~ lO n. 

BUSINESS / 
',PARTY·-flat 102 96 167 ~ 3'T72~'''' 964 n 

·-measured 1,562 4,100 340 
2,PARTY .. flat 7 lOa below 8 0 ••• 91 31 

'-meaaured 17 ",. ... . .. 
4-PARTY--flat ... 106 
StHI-PUBLIC corN 1 4 0 4 9 604 27 3 
SUBURBAN -·Hat 0 1 66 
FARMER 1.1NE"f~at 22 0 
m··flat 27 61 0 10,039 651 0 

··mea.u~ 2,939 22a 
PBX··flat 7 0 0 2 2,475 44 0 

·-measured 623 68 
MUI.TtI.INE··flat 666 

--meaalo/red '. 1eO 

FEX 
RESIDENCE 

1 -PARTY--nat 105 433 8 • aome8ll,jred 8IJ9/64/39 407 
2·PARTY··1'Lat 1 
4·PARTY··f Lat 85 
SUBURW .. f~at 0 5 0 
FARMER LINE--flat 12 

BUSINESS 
1'PARTYaoflat 47 37'1 8 1 

--mealured --r 145133/35/66 51 "-lag- or' 13 
2·PARTY"'f' tat 0 
4-PARTY"'f'~at 0 
FARMER LINE··flat 0 
ICEY--flat 15 

'-melllured 117/100155 459 
··IIIft~~ 11 

PSX--flat 0 159 
··mea.lo/~ 5012016, 
··melaag • 3 

• 
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• LOCAL 
RESIOENct 

'-PARTY--1'lat 
'._allUI'ec! 

2-PA/tTY'-flat 
--m.allured 

4-PARTY--1'lat 
SUBURBAN _ • ., lat 
FARM!R LINE·-flat 
me-flat 

--me •• ul"«l 
MULTILINE··flet 

-'menured 

BUSINESS 
1·PARTY--flat 

··measured 
2·PARTY··tlat 

··meallured 
4-PARTY'-1'lat 
SEMI-PUBLIC COIN 
Sl,IBURBAN--flat 
FARMER LINE-·flat 
m'-flat 

··menured 
PBX--flat 

·-measured 
MULTILINE··nat 

··mea.ured 

FEX 
RESIOENC! 

1-PARTY--flat 

• ·-menured 
2-PARTY--flat 
4·PAltrY .. flat 
SUBURBAN-f let 
'ARMER LINE--flat 

BUSINESS 
, -PAltrY-of lat 

--meaaured 
-.-tllft180e 

Z,PARTY--flat 
4·PARTY--flat 
FARMER LINE--flat 
ICEY--flat 

--meaaured 
-.-mes180. 

PQX .. nat 
--m. •• ured 
•• meaaag. 

• 

ale /ALJ/AC/rg 

EVANS"LP'oI 

I ,,-

4, '''2 

325 

559 

2S 

30 

470, 

84 

TT 

EVANS"SA 

'2S 

30 

0 

0 

APP!NOtX 0 
SHEEt 2 OF 6 

SERVICE VOL,UMES 
'OR BA$IC EXCHAN~E SERVtCES 

'ORESTHILL ~ENERAL HAPPY VALLEY 

" "2 2,032,624 
63,847 

, ,6'7a 

'22 80 40 

0 228 
925 65 

4 

2"12 542,054 234 
362,498 ---

0 3 

11,730 
50 
0 

0 

6 i'3,309 
52,732 

11 3.646 

::!'!~. ... . .. 
••• 0 
.... 0 

•• 5,098 
5' 3,508 
~.-

0 

8,601 
6,205 

HORNtTOS ICERMAN PtNNACLe:S 

245 2,764 :sa 
13 

24 6 
39 54 
0 

502 39 

17 

0 2 
2 9 
0 

0 

?'8 0 

61 
43 . . .. .. -
0 

35 
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APPENDIX 0 

SHeET :s 01' 6-.; seWfC! VOLUMI!S 
'OR BASIC EXCHANGE SERVrCES 

// 
/ 

PONDEROSA ROSEVll.l.E SIERRA SISKIYOU TUOLUMNE VOI.CANO \ltSi COAST 
L.OCAI. 

.. ::~ ;:;;, RESIDENCE 
'·PARTY··nat 2.06S la.96S, 4,767 1,800 6,112 

·-mellM.lred 3,090 1,D09 ••• ... 
2·PAATY··f~.t 2,.163 153 2,051 ... . .. 60 

·-me.lured Z ... 
4·PARTY .. flat 85 1,637 705 .0 193 
SUBURBAN-·fLat 65 370 
FARMER 1.1N!··flat 
ro··flat 0 

"mo8llured 
MUI.TlI.INE·-flat 

··ft\Oalure<! 

BUSINESS 
'·PARTY··flat 54l ',887 ~90 83 1,050 860 

·-ft\Oatlured 8,246 225 
2·PARTY··f~at 56 6 

··mellsured 
4-PAATY··flat 40 9 
SEMI·PUBI.IC COIN 10 138 12 8 10 32 
SUBURBAN"flat 0 
FARMER I.INE·-flat 
m .. flat 94 50 22 19 

··mealured 
~ 

32 
PSX .. flat 56 42 0 129' 

··measured O· 496 
HUL.iIL.INE"flat 

"mea~ur«1 

FEX 
RESIDENCE 

'·PARTY-·flat 76 0 0 '. ··meeaured 
2,PAR1Y··flat 
4-PAR1Y'~lat 
SUDURBAH··flat 
FARMER I.INE--flat 

BUSINESS 
"PARTY"'Hat: 0 

··melliured, 21 0 2 0 
'-l!IHsoge 0 

2-PARTY··fl.t 
"PAR1Y""lat 
FARMER I.INE··flat 
IeEY"fLat 

--mellsured .. , 
'-meaaa;e :C PBX··flllt 
"melllured 141- 0 
··mesaage 



• 

• 
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~OCA~ 
RESIDENCE 

1 ·PARTY··flet 
"mealured 

Z'PARTY"flat 
umealured 

4-PARTY"-Hat 
SUBURBAN unlit 
FARMER. LIN!"flat 
m·-flat 

··measured 
MULTILINE"flat 

--mealured 

BUSINESS 
1·PARTY-·flat 

"moalur«! 
Z'PARTY'-fLat 

"mealured 
4·PARTY··flat 
$EMI·PU8~IC COIN 
SUBURBAN .. nat 
FARMER ~INE··flat 
m··flat 

··mealured 
PBX"flat 

·-moalured 
MUI.T1LINE·-flat 

~EX 
RESIDENCE 

• ·meall.lrec;l 

- "PARTY"flat 
··meaal.lred 

Z·PARTY··flat 
'·PARTY··flat 
SUBURBAN--flat 
'ARMER LINE·,flat 

BUSINESS 
, ·PARTY--flat 

"melIU.-.d 
"flllllug. 

'ARMER ~INE··fLat 
m··fllt 

··mealured 
··,""sag. 

PSX··flat 
··mealured 
··mnlllg. 

APPENDIX D 
SHEET 4 OF 6 

PRESENT RATES 
FOR BAsrc EXCHANCE SERvrCES 

/ 
CA~~RAS CAI.·OR!:O&M CAL'ORE:N&T CAPAY VAI.I.EY CtTfZENS ~~~:~: ~!::. 

S5.00 

4.00 

4.00 

16.00 

5.00 

1.50 
5.00 

9.00 

'19.~ 

17.25 
17.25 

19.75 

'9.~ 

29.65 

........ 

.... ' 

'10.25 

7.60 

10.25 

15.20 

15.20 

'10.00 

9.75 

SZ1.50 

21.25 

23.55 

21.50 

32.25 

S12.75 '13.50/ '10.80 
7.00 8.~ 7.80 

10.85 11,:40 9.15 a:;;l/" :40 8.55 ".75 •• , 9.70 
5.00 1.40 2.75 

'Z.75 23.15 10.S0 
••• S.50 

~ ~:s~ 
4.90 $36.10' 
~_10 31.6S 

29.60 
22.70 
7.50 

37.25 
22.10 
37.25 
22:.10 

10.00 
5.00/14.00/34.00 

.7.00 

29.00 

29.00 
36.10 

1.85 
52.90 
31.65-
52.90 
31~65 
52.90 
31.65 

4.05 
4.05 
4.05 
3.50 
3.50 
9.75 

SZ2.25 
18.25 
17.90 

27.80 
19.00 
4.50 

22.25 
18.25-
33.45-
1S.25-..... 

8.30 

22.00 45.75 16.70 
6.00/17.00/41.00/4.00 45.75 

··r 4.00 
·r 17.00 

I
::: 6.00/17.00~;~~0 45.75 
••• 4.00 
••• 23.75 45·.75 
••• 7.75/18.75/4Z.75 

, ••• 5,.75. 

,ar" RATES """ 00 ,~,,,o:r '" I'","CNTS, .RA I,,,,,,,T' .... ILL"O ....... ," 
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APPENDIX D 

SHEET 5 OF 6 
PRESENT RATES 

.~ 
FOR BASIC EXCMANCE SERVICES 

DUCOR EVANS--I.PIJ EVANS··SA FORESTHtl.1. CENERAI. HAPPY VAI.I.EY HORNITOS ICERMAN 
1.0CAI. 

RESIDENce: / 
1 ·PARTY"fLat $13.50 $10.90 '18.90 S7.65 $9.'75 $5..50 S7.00 '14.80 

··melllured 5.25 ,'r-II< 
2·PARTY··1lat 10.65- 5.25 8.70 

":~::! 
14.75-

··meaaured 
4·PARTY··1la~ 7.75 3.90 5.50 
SUBURBAN "flat 8.70 4.65 6.00 
FARMER I.INE··1lat 3.65 ••• l.25 
ICEY"1'la~ ... . .. 

"meuured • 01-

MUI. TII.INE··1 Lat /.. 
"measured 

BUSINESS 
1·PARTY··1lat $20.'75 $21.60 S32.6O $12.SS $21.70 $10.00 '26.50 

··meaaured 9.10 
2,PARTY··1'lat 21.1D 23.60 7.00 25.35 

··mealurod 
4·PARTY··., lat 29.15 
SEMI'PUBLIC COIN 28.50 24.30 24.30 12.55 26 5· 1.25 5.00 26.S0 
SU8URBAN··"lat 1&'.45 6.50 7.50 
FARMER LINE··1'lat .25 2.25 
m··fLat 20.'75 12.55 

··meaaured 
P8X".,lat 31.15 29.30 29.30 18.85 26.50 

··~atlured 
MUI.T1I.INE-·1Lat 

FEx 
···mea5ured 

RESIOENCE 
1 ·PARTY .. 1lat 11.00 5.00 . 14.00 

··mealured 
2·PARTY··1la~ 

5.00 14.00 

• 4·PARTY··"lat 
SU8UR8AN .. 1lat 4.00 10.00 
FARMER LINE--1Lat 4.00 

BUSINESS 
'·PARTY··1'lat 20.00 16.3S 31.S5 

"meaalolred • 31.55 18.50 
"mes&age 

~ARMER LINe··1'Lat 7.50 
m"1lat ··f 

··mealured ·r· 
"message I:: PSX··1lat 31.55 
··meaalolred ... 31.55-"-aag. . .... 

'OT', .. TES "'" DD ':;;"'L'" fA, I'''''''T'. , .. I'''''''T, "D 'tLLt" SUR""'" 
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APPENDIX D 
SHEET 6 OP 6 

PRESENT RATES 

~~~~~~~ .~ 
FOR BASIC EXCHANGE SERVICES 

PINNA~ES PONDEROSA ROSEVILLE srERRA SIS(IYOJ weST CCAST 
LOCAL 

REstDENct 
'·PARTY"1'lat S10.70 S'7.8~ S1'.20 S9.75· S7.6O S13.,.20 S7.55 $8.55 

··lIIeaaul'ed 7.2D 8'.95 
Z·PARTY··f~at 13.75 4.85 8.25 6.8~ 

• ·lIIeaaul'ed 
4,PARTY··flat 10.70 7.45 7.~ 5.50 
SUBURBAN··nat 10.70 6.30 PARMER LINE .. flat 
II:EY"1lot 

"mea&l,lred 
MUL TILINE··nat 

"lIIeasured 

BUSINESS 
, • PARTY· '-Hat $20.00 S33.90 S16.50 S26.10 "2.85 "7.05 ··measured ... 15.00 22.10 
2·PARTY··flat 27.~ 15.75 13.70 

"meaaured 
4·PARTY··flat 9.Z 11.95 
SEMX·PV8LIC COIN 33.00 21.90 17.90 31.7'S 13.00 17.10 
SlJBURBAN ... nat 20.00- " .9) FARMER LINE··flat 

16:10 m"'Hat 20.00 33.90 10.15 26.10 12.85 
"measured ,/';0 22.10 

PBx··nat 30.00 45.30 14.95 41.35 34.20/25.55 
··meosul'ed 15.00 22.10 

MULTILINE··flat 
•• .. a.ured ... . .. 

FEX 
RESIOENCE 

'·PARrY··flat 9.30 2.50 7.30 ·-mea.ul'ed 
2·PARTY ... nat 

• 4'PARTY"1'~at ... 
SlJBURBAN"flat 16.11 2.00 
FARMER LINE··flat .... ;4 

BUSINESS 
'·PARTY··flat ... 5.00 .. mtasured 30.95 0.00 10.45 9.75· 18.60 

··mtsaaglt 22 •. 15 PARMER' LINE··f~t 
KEY··nat 

··IIIe.SUl'ed 
··mesaage 

PSX··1'lot 
··meaaured 30.00 14.95· 
··mesaag. 

NOT REFLECT £AS INCREMENTS. SRA INCREMENTS ANO BILLINC SURCHARCES 
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APPENDIX E 
SHI!ET 1 of T 
PACIFIC SELL 

BILLINC BASES ANO ADJUSTMENTS TO StLLtNG 
BASES FOR INOEPENOENT TELEPHONE COMPANlES 

••••• - •• _-_ ••••••••••••••• - I N T R A L A T A ------~ ••• -.-••••• ---•• ~~ ••••••• - •••• -•••• 

~/ TOLL ADJUSTED 1986 
1986 MTS PltrVATE LtNE BtLLtNC:SASE 

COMPANIES BILLING W! !"FECTS EFFECTS Em~eTS (excl. EXCHANGE) 
.......... . ............... . .......••••• ................. ••. .I. .•••• .~ ... ~~ .... -.. -.-. 

Ca) (b) (c) Cd) (e)'· ( .. ~) 

,. CALAVERAS 357,195 (10,789) D 0 346,406 
2. CAL 'ORECON 514.~0 (9,670) 0 0 505.010 
3. CP' NArIOHAL 3,.554,286- (93,070) 0 0 3,46',21~ 
4. CJ,PIIY VALLeY 143,000 (4,690) 0 138,310 
5. CITI%£NS 21,291,691 (243 .. 126) (45,751 ) 2' ,003,356- . 
6. CONTINENTAL 124, "5,952 (2,186,627> 0 121',97'3,55Z 
7. DUCOR. 195,435 (4,210) 0 191,225 
8. ~ANS 2,484,551 <47,rsn D 2,~,814 

9. 'ORESTHILL 645,615 '18,892) 0 626,723 
10. Ge;NE~L 1,596,898,000 (25,978,735 ) <12,157,064) 1,559,920,814 
". HAPPY VALLEY 496,aaz '10,155) 0 486,m 
12. HORNt'1'OS 90,685 (2,907) 0 87,778 
13. IC£RMAN 1,600.859 ('19,461 ) 0 1,581,398 
14 .. PINNACLES 32,290 C1,356) 0 0 ' 30,934 
15. PONOEROSA 2.328,767 (51,842) 0 0 2,276.925 
16. ROSEVILLE 21,251,926 (226,987) 0 (347,562) 20,677,377 
17. SfERRA 3,430,100 (75.,369 0 0 3,354,7'31 
18. ns(tYou 976,800 • (25,703'> 413 0 951.S10 
19. TUOLUMNE 1,4S1,82O (38,1[1 ) 0 0 1,413 .. 709 
20. VOLCANO, 1.S00,22S (27,1050) 0 0 1,472,,775 
21. IIEST COASt 2.790,07'1 <5'1"2) 479 0 2~733~438 .. ,"' ............. ·····r··· .. · . ... -......... .....•••.. . ••........•••.... 

22. Totll~ 1,786,150,836 (290/133,999) 1.204,298 (12,550,378) 1.745,670,757 

/ 

// 
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• APP!NDIX , 
Sh .. t 1 of 2 
PACtnC BEI.I. 

DEV!1.0PM!NT 0' CUSTOM!~ all.I.IN~ SURCHARGES .'/ 

DUt TO CHANctS TO CUSTOM!R aILI.IN~ BAS! " 
'$0(0)// 

INURI.ATA INTRAI.ATA INTRAI.ATA TOTAl. TOTAL 
loIN! DESCRIPTION ACC£SS T<:n.1. !XCIlANG! INTRAI.ATA INTRASTATE 

" ............ ............. ••••••••• ~~_ •• ~ ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• r ••• 

/ 

1986 B1 WI'IO Bue Adopted in 0.86·03·049 S1,160.324 S2.0~9'~'746'416 S4,e36,246 n,996S70 

2 ,9M- BHling BaM Adopted in 0.M·03·049 & ',080.724 2,089, 0 2.746,4'6 4,836,246 5,9'6.970 
"'dJuated by Advice I.etter (AI.) 15190 

3 C!'I.nge in 19M ailling an. due to Rate OHign '10,6'5) 71,408 CZ.3m 02.928> 

4 AdJ\,I&t-cl '9M Ii U1ng Ba ... (LZ-I.3) 2.8'7,824 4.833.933 5,904.042' 

Applicable ROY. Req.~~cnal"ge Yi~lda: 
5 0.86·03·049 (Ph .... I) 5',9'3 68,224 '20, '37 192,902 
6 AI. 15190 (In~e"LAT'" Oi~eet ..... fon_ of W",fS) 34.397 45,203 79,600 79,600 
7 0.87·12·067 (Phase II R.O. excl. tntraLATA <30,478) (58/~S4) (7'7,482) (136,436) (106.914) 

SP' 'SLU and 0'1 rect Alii ion_ 01 IIATS) 
8 Sf,jj)total CL5-1.6-1.n C57,713) 27,356 35,945 63.301 , 5,588 

9 Pre.ent Swrcharoe (1.8/1.~ ·S.Z40X 1.30~ 1.309% 

• '0 Adopted Swreh.rge (1.8/1.4) ·5.393X '.35~ '.276X . 
l' 1987aHLing 98se Adopt-cl In 1987 Attrition- 1,304,50' 2,293.718 3,123,066 5,'16,784 6,1'2',285 

ROIolwtion T"2007 (AI. 15215B) ~ 

'2 '987 Billing B.le Adopttd,ln 1987 A~rition 1,20;·,766 2,293,71'8 3,123,000- 5,1.'6,7a4 6,624,550 
and Adjw .. t-cl by AI" '5325 / 

13 AdJwated 1987 Billing BaH (CI.'211.2)"1,,4) " '95-,903 2,212,805 3,204,267 5,4'7,072 6,6'2,975 

. / 
APQlicable Rw. Req./Swrcllar,ge Yield": 

l' AI" 152'5B (1987 Attrltion>j (37,1~'7a) (65, '95) (88,768) (153,963) ('91,04' ) 
15 AI. 15253 (5) Q/.) (59) (59) 

'6 AI. '5325, C198a Int.rI.AT~sP"SI.U) ".455 56,445 97,900 97,900 
'7 AI. '5356 ('986 & 1988 t~tr.LATA SP,·SI.U & ('4,635)" <'4,635) ('4,635) 

Olroet A .. ~ign. 01 WATS) 
'8 Subtotal (1,,1 __ 1,,'S.1.1~1.17) (37~O78) (23,765) C46/J92) (70,757) (107,835) 

/ 
19 P~..ent SWrch.rge (C1~/1,,12) .. ·3.2m ·'_0~ -1.505X , 

I 

20 
; 

Adopted, SWI"c:II.rge/(1.'8/1.'" .. ·3.3m ·'.074" ., .467X. 
.' 

21 TOTAl. PR~S!NT SURCHARC! (1.9-1.19) .... '8.6' ,~ 0.276% '0.193% , 
/ 

22 TOTAl" ADOPTEO SURCHARC! (1.10.1.20) -8.722% 0.2a3X -0. ,9,% , ................................. _ ..... . ..... . ...... 
I .' I .. Full war Httlemtt'ltl e1foctll adjwlted 101' .. lie period from 111/88 to 4/10/ea • - $uroc:h'l"ge 101" aCc." refl.ctl adJwatrMntl due to redwc:tion in acc:ellll bHllnos resulted from AI. '5325. - Oiaerepenc:i .. lire due to rOWl'tdil'lO. 
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LINE 

~ 

3 

4 

5 
6, 

7 

a 

• 9 

10 

" 

12 

'3 

14 
15 
'6 
17 

111 

19 

20 

Z1 

•. " 
~ .. -

OESCIUPTION 

APPtNDtx , 
Sheet 2 of 2 
PACrl'rC 1It1.!. 

DEVELOPMtNT 0' OUSTOM!R Blr.LING,SURCHARCES 
DUE TO CHANCES TO OUSTOM!R BILr.rNG, BASE 

tNT!RLATA 
ACctSS 

INTRALATA 
TO~1. 

,,/ 

/ 
(SOOO) , 

tNTRAl.ATA TOTAL 
~XCHANCt INTRALATA 

TOTAL, 
lNTAASTATE 

.... _ .•••...•....••.•... ./. ...••••...••...••••....••.....••.. 
st,160,324 S2.089,7 s~,746,4'6 14,836,246· S5,996.570 

' .. 080 .. 124 2,07830 2,746,"6 4,836,246 5,916,910 

I 

(10,615) / (7'5,n1) n,.4Q/l <2,,313) <12,921$) 

/ 
1,070"7 2,016,'09 2,"17,824 4,833,933 5,904,042 

AppLicable Rev. Req./surcharge YieLd .. : 
0.86-03'049 (Ph.&e t) 

AI. 15190 (lnterLATA Dir.ct AII.Ign •. of WATS) 
0.87·12'067 <Pheae II R.O. eXCl. Intrel.ATA 

SPF·Sl.U and Direct Asaign. of WATS and 
Or'le-time Rev. Req. Reduction of S108.1M) 
Sl,Ibtotal.. (~.I.6-L7) . 

I 

(/235) 
I .. 

1(10,751 ) 

j/ 
/ (37,986) 

,I 
Adoptee! $loIrch.l"ge (1.11/1.4) • /' 

1987 BilLfnQ B ••• Adoptee! in, 1987 Att~{tlon. 
RnoLloitlon T-12007 CAl. 15215B) / 

19117 Billing Bal. Adopted In 19117jtt,.ition 1,207,766 
and Adjuaud by AI. 153~ / 

Adjusted 19117 Billing Sase «L~21L2)·~4> 

I 
Applic.ble Rev. Req./SloirCh.rge Yields: 
AI. 15~158 <'9117'Attriti~> 
AI. 15253 / 
AI. 15325 (1988 Int.rl.ATA SP"SLU) 
AI. 15356 ('986 & 19U rntrel.ATA SP'-SLU & 

Direct Alsign. of WATS) 
SlolbtOt.~ (L1~~1~l.16-l.17) (37,078) 

I 
·3.212X Pr_t Surcharge (1.18/1.12) -

/ 
Adopted sUl"cn.rg. (~18/1. 13) - ·3.329:t 

TO", ..... f-.G1. CL":',., - ·6.785:t 

TOTAl. AOOP~!O' $URC~ARC! (1.10.L2Q) ·6.8m 

51,913 
34,397 
(20,~6) 

65,514 

3.250X 

2.212,805 

(65,195) 
(25) 

41,455 

(23,765) 

., .036:t 

'1.0744 

~. lOa 

2.176X 

68.224 
45.203 

<27,331 ) 

86,096 

3.055:t 

3,123,066 

3,204,267 

(51,555) 

., .651X 

·1.6094 

1.48~ 

, .446X ._--._-_. __ .. __ .. ....... ...... . .... . 
I 

'uLl yeer ~lemtnta e1fecta. 

120,.137 
79.600 

(48,127) 

15' ,610 

5,416,784 

(153,963) 
(59) 

97.900 
(19,1913) 

(75,320) 

Su~cna~. fo~ 8Cc .. ~ ~efLect. adjuatment. due to reduction in aCCe&& billings resulted ~ronl ... 'j:~5. 
DI5Cl"eJ)IIncf ... ~e due to rOl.lndfng. 

S92.902 
~,600 

(58,878) 

113,6~4 

6,721.285 

6,624,550 

6,612,975 

97,900 
(19,198) 


